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RULES

Socictn for tl)t promdiciv of Mlcllcnir ^luiiics.

I. TiiK objects of this Society shall be as follows:

—

1. To advance the .st'uly of Gieek laiifruage, literature, and art, and

to illustrate the history of the Greek race in the ancient, Byzantine,

and Neo-IIellcnic periods, by the publication of memoirs and unedited

documents or monuments in a Journal to be issued periodically.

II. To collect drawinc^s, facsimiles, transcripts, plans, and photoi^raphs

of Greek inscriptions, MSS., works of art, ancient sites and remains, and

with this view to invite travellers to communicate to the Society notes

or sketches of archaeological and topographical interest.

III. To organise means by which members of the Society may have

increased facilities for visiting ancient sites and pursuing archaeological

researches in countries which, at any time, have been the sites of Hellenic

civilization.

2. The Society shall consist of a President, Vice-Presidents, a Council,

a Treasurer, one or more Secretarie.s, and Ordinary Members. All officers

of the Society shall be chosen from among its Members, and shall he

r.i officio members of the Council.

3. The President shall preside at all General, Ordinary, or Special

Meetings of the Society, and of the Council or of any Committee at

which he is present. In case of the absence of the President, one of

the Vice-Presidents shall preside in his stead, and in the absence of

the Vice-Presidents the Treasurer. In the absence of the Treasurer

the Council or Committcee shall appoint one of their Members to preside.

a



4- The funds and other i)n)i)crt)- of the Society shall be administered

and ai)i)lied by the Council in such manner as they shall consider most

conducive to the objects of the S(jciety : in the Council shall also be

vested the control of all publications issued by the Society, and the

general management of all its affairs and concerns. The number of the

Council shall not exceed fift}-.

5. The Treasurer shall receive, on account of the Society, all

subscriptions, donations, or other moneys accruing to the funds thereof,

and shall make all payments ordered by the Council. All cheques shall

be signed by the Treasurer and countersigned by the Secretary.

6. In the absence of the Treasurer the Council may direct that

cheques may be signed by two members of Council and countersigned

by the Secretary.

7. The Council shall meet as often as they may deem necessary for

the despatch of business.

8. Due notice of every such Meeting shall be sent to each Member
of the Council, by a summons signed by the Secretary.

9. Three Members of the Council, provided not more than one of

the three present be a permanent officer of the Society, shall be a

quorum.

10. All questions before the Council shall be determined by a

majority of votes. The Chairman to have a casting vote.

11. The Council shall prepare an Annual Report, to be submitted

to the Annual Meeting of the Society.

12. The Secretary shall give notice in writing to each Member of

the Council of the ordinary days of meeting of the Council, and shall

have authority to summon a Special and Extraordinary Meeting of the

Council on a requisition signed by at least four Members of the Council.

13. Two Auditors, not being Members of the Council, shall be

elected by the Society in each year.

14. A General Meeting of the Society shall be held in London in

June of each year, when the Reports of the Council and of the Auditors

shall be read, the Council, Officers, and Auditors for the ensuing )^car

elected, and any other business recommended by the Council discussed



and determined. Meetin^Ljs of the Society for tlic leadini^ of papers

may be held at such times as the Council may fix, ilue notice being

given to Members.

15. Tiic President, Vice-Presidents, Treasurer, Secretaries, and

Council shall be elected by the Members of the Society at the Annual

Meeting.

16. The President and Vice-Presidents shall be appointed for one

year, after which they shall be eligible for re-election at the Annual

Meeting.

17. One-third of the Council shall retire every year, but the Members

so retiring shall be eligible for re-election at the Annual Meeting.

18. The Treasurer and Secretaries shall hold their offices during the

pleasure of the Council.

19. The elections of the Officers, Council, and Auditors, at the

Annual Meeting, shall be by a majority of the votes of those present.

The Chairman of the Meeting shall have a casting vote. The mode in

which the vote shall be taken shall be determined by the President

and Council.

20. Every Member of the Society shall be summoned to the Annual

Meeting by notice issued at least one month before it is held.

21. All motions made at the Annual Meeting shall be in writing

and shall be signed by the mover and seconder. No motion shall be

submitted, unless notice of it has been given to the Secretary at least

three weeks before the Annual Meeting.

22. Upon any vacancy in the Presidency, occurring between the

Annual Elections, one of the ViccT^-esidents shall be elected by the

Council to officiate as President until the next Annual Meeting.

23. All vacancies among the other Officers of the Society occurring

between the same dates shall in like manner be provisionally filled up

by the Council until the next Annual Meeting.

24. The names of all candidates wishing to become Members of the

Society shall be submitted to a Meeting of the Council, and at their

next Meeting the Council shall proceed to the election of candidates

so proposed : no such election to be valid unless the candidate receives

the votes of the majority of those present.
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25- 1 lie ;\nnual Subscription of Members shall be one t^ninea,

payable and due on the ist of January each )Tar ; this annual subscription

may be coni[)ouncicd for by a payment of /J 5 i5,s-., entitling ct)miiounders

to be Members of the Society for life, without further paj-nicnt.

26. The payment of the Annual Subscription, or of the Life

Composition, entitles each Member to receive a copy of the ortlinary

publications of the Society.

27. Wlien any Member of the .Society shall be si.v months in arrcar

of iiis Annual Subscription, the Secretary (jr Treasurer shall remind him

of the arrears due, and in case of non-pa)'mcnt thereof within six months

after date of such notice, such defaultinL;- Member shall cease to be a

Member uf the Socict)-, unless the Council make an order to the contrar)-.

2S. Members intendint^ to leave the Socic t}' must send a formal

notice of resignation to the Secretary on or before Januar\- i ; otherwise

the}' will be held liable for the subscription for the current }'ear.

29. If at any time there may a[)i)ear cause ft;r the expulsion of a

Member of the Society, a Special Meeting; of the Council shall be held

to consider the case, and if at such Mectinrr at least two-thirds of the

Members present shall concur in a resolution for the expulsion of such

Member of the Society, the President shall submit the same for con-

firmation at a (jcneral Meeting of the Society specially summoned for

this purpose, and if the decision of the Council be confirmed by a

majority at the General Meeting, notice shrdl be given to that effect to

the Member in question, who shall thereupon cease to be a Member of

the Societ)'.

30. The Council shall have power to nominate British or Foreign

Honorary Members. The number of J^ritish Honorary Members shall

not exceed ten.

31. Ladies shall be eligible as Ordinary Members of the Societ)', and

when elected shall be entitled to the same pilvileges as other Ordinarj'

Members.

32. No change shall be made in the Rules of the Societ}' unles.s

al least a fortnight before tlie Annual Meeting specific notice be given

t(j e\er}- Mtuiber (jf the Societ}' of the changes proposed.



RULES FOR THE USE OF THE LIBRARY.

I. 'I'liAl' tin,' Lihr,ir\- be administered |j\' the l,il>iar\- ( "omiiiiltee,

which shall be composed of iiol less than four memljers, t\\(j of whom shall

form a (juoriim.

II. That the custod} and air.int^emcnt of the Librai}' be in the hand.s

of the Librarian, subject to the ccjiitrol of the Committee, and in accordance
with Kei;u!ati(;ns drawn ui) b)- the said Connnittee and approv'ed b)' the
Council.

III. That ail books, perioilicais, i)lans, |)h(jtoi;raphs, &c., be receix'ed

by the Librarian or Secretar\- and rjported to the Council at tlieir ne.xt

ineetini^".

IV. That every bocjk or periodical sent to the Societ)' be at once
stamped with tlie Society's name.

V. That all the Society's books be entered in ;; Cataloj^ue to be kept
by the Librarian, and that in this Catalogue such books, &c. as are not to

be lent tjiit be specified.

VI. That the Library be accessible to Members on all week da}-s from
eleven A.M. to six I'.M., when either the Librarian, or in his absence some
res])onsible person, shall be in attendance.

VII. That the Society's books (with exceptions hereinafter to be
specified) be lent to Members under the following conditions :—

(i) 1 hat the number of volumes lent at any one time to each
Member shall not exceed three.

(2) That the time during which such book or books ma}' be kept

shall not exceed one month.

(3J 1 hat no books be sent beyond the limits of the l^nitetl Kingdom.

VIII. That the manner in which books are lent shall be as follows:—
(1) That all recpiests for the loan of books be atldressed to the

Libiarian.

(2) That the Librarian shall recortl all such recpiests, and lend out

the books in the ortler of api)lication.

(3) That in each case the n.ime of the b(;ok and of the borrower be

inscribed, with the date, in a special register to be kept by

the Libiarian.



(4) Should a book not be returned within the period specified, the
Librarian shall reclaim it.

(5) All expenses of carriage to and fro shall be borne by the
borrower,

IX. That no book falling under the following categories be lent out
under any circumstances :

—

(i) Unbound books.

(2) Detached plates, plans, photographs, and the like.

(3) Books considered too valuable for transmission.

X. That in the case of a book being kept beyond the stated time the
borrower be liable to a fine of one shilling for each additional week, and
if a book is lost the borrower be bound to replace it.

The Library Coinviittee.

Prof. Percy Gardner.
Rev. H. a. Holden, LL.D.
Mr. Walter Leaf.
Mr. George Macmillan {Hon. Sec).
Mr. Ernest Myer.s.
Rev. W. G. Rutherford, LL.D.
Mr. E. Maunde Thompson.
Rev. W. Wayte {Hon. Librarian).

Assistant Librarian, MiSS Gales, to whom, at 22, Albemarle Street,
applic.itions for books may be addressed.
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Belcher, Rev. Henry, High School, Dunedin, Otii^^o, N.Z.

Belcher, Rev. T. Hayes, The College, Brighton.

Bell, Rev. William, The College, Dover.

Benachi, L. A., " Ortygia," Livingstone Drive, Sefton Park, Liverpool.

f Benn, Alfred W., 70, Via Cavoiir, Floretice.

Benson, Arthur C, Et07i College, Windsor.

Bent, J. Theodore (Council), 13, Great Cumberland Place, W.
Bent, Mrs. Theodore, 13, Great Cumberland Place, W.
Bickford-Smilh, R. A. H., i. Elm Court, Temple, E.C.

f Bikelas, Demetrius, 4, Rue de Babylone, Paris.

Birdwood, Sir George C. M., C.S.I.
, 7, Apsley Terrace, Acton, W.

Blacker, C, 12, Sussex Square, Hyde Park, W.
Blomficld, .\. W., A.R.A., 6, Montagu Place, Montagu Square, W
Blore, Rev. Dr., St. Stephcn^s, Canterbury.

Boase, Rev. C. W., Exeter College, Oxfora

Bodington, Prof. N., Principal of the Yorkshire College, Leeds.

Bond, Edward, C.B., LL.D., 64, Princes Square, Pays-icatei , W.
Bond, Edward, EIju Bank, Hampstead, A\IV.

Bone, John W., 26, Bedford Place, Russell Square, W.C.

liosanquet, B., 7, Cheyne Gardens, Chelsea, S.W.
Bosanquet, Rev. F. C. T., Enfield Cottage, Sundown, L oj W.
Bousfield, William, 33, Stanhope Gardens, S.W.
Bowen, Lord Justice (V.P.), 14, Albert Hall Mansions, S. W.
Bowen, Rt. Hon. Sir George F., G.C.M.G., D.C.L., LL.D., Athencvum Club, S.W
Boyd, Rev. Henry, D.D., Principal of Hertford College, Oxford.

Hradley, Very Rev. G. G., D.D., The Deanery, Westminster, S.W.
Bramley, Rev. H. R., Magdalen College, Oxford.

*Bramston, Rev. J. T., Culvers Close, Winchester.

Branteghem, A. van, 17, Wethcrby Gardens, S. Kensington, S.W.
Bro.idbcnt, H., Eton College, Windsor.

*Brodie, E. H., H.M.LS., Grassendale, Malvcrr..

lirooke, A. E., King's College, Cambridge.

Brooke, Rev. Stopford .A., i, Manchester Square, W.
Brown, Prof. G. Baldwin, The University, Edinburgh.

IJi owning, Robert, 29, De Vcre Gardens, W.
*Br(nvning, Oscar, Ki/ij^'s College, Cambridge.

*Brycc, James, D.C.L., M.P., 35, Bryanston .Square, W.
Burkitt, F. C, 'Trinity College, Cambridge.



*Biirn, Rev. Robert, Trinity ColL'gt\ Ctxmbrid^c.

Bury, J. IJ., Trinity College, Dublin.

liiitcher, Prof. S. H., LL.D. (Council), TIic University, Etiinbiirgh.

« Butler, The Rev. H. M., D.D. (V.P.), Master of Trinity College, Ciinibri,tge.

Butler, Arthur J. (Auditor), Wood Eml, IVeybriilge.

Butler, Rev. Canon George, Winchester.

Buxton, V. W., 42, Grosvenor Gardens, S.W.
Bywatcr, Ingram (Council), 93, Onsloiu Square, S.W.

fBywater, Mrs., 93, Onslow Square, S.W.
Calvert, Rev. Thomas, 15, Albany Villas, Hove, Drii^hton.

ICalvocorrssi, L. M.
Cameron, Dr. James, Registrar 0/ the University, Capetown.

Campbell, Rev. Prof. Lewis, St. Andrews, N.B.
Campion, Rev. W. J. H., Keble College, Oxford.

"[•Canterbury, The Most Rev. His Grace the Lord Archbishop of, Lambeth I'alace, S h
Capes, Rev. W. W., I>ranishott, Lip/toolc, Hants.

Cardpanos, Constantin, Depute, Athens.

Carlisle, A. D., Haileybury College, Hertford.

Carlisle, Miss, High Lawn, Bowdon, Cheshire.

fCarr, Rev. A., .9/. Sebastiatis Vicarage, Wokingham.
Cates, Arthur, 12, York Terrace, Regent's Park.

Cave, Lawrence T., 13, Lo7undes Square, S. W.
Cavendish, Miss, 19, Chester Street, Belgrave Square, S. W.
Chambers, C. Gore, 77/*? Grammar School, Bedford.

Chambers, F. C, Langley L.odge, Beckenham, Kent.

Chambers, C. E.

Chavasse, A. S., University College, Oxford.

tChawncr, G., King's College, Cambridge.

f Chawner, \V., Emmanuel College, Cambridge.

Chettle, H., Stationers' School, Bolt Court, E.C.

*Christie, R. C, The Elms, Rochampton, S. W.
Christian, Rev. G., Rcdgate, Uppins^ham.

*Church, Very Rev. R. W., D.C.L. (V.P.), The Deanery, Si. BauCs, E.C
Clark, W. Gilchrist, King's College, Cambridge.

Clarke, Henry, 121, Elgin Crescent, Notting Hill, W.
fClarke, Hyde, 32, St. George's Square, S.W.
Clarke, Joseph Thacher, College Road, Harrow, N. W.
Clay, C. F., 38, Great Ormond Street, W.C.

Clinton, E. Fynes, Grammar School, Wimborne, Dorset.

Cobbold, Felix T., The Lodge, Felixstowe, Suffolk.

*Cobham, C. Delaval, H.B.M. Commissioner, Larnaca, Cyprus.

Cohen, Mrs., 30, Hyde Park Gar-dens, W.
Colby, Rev. Dr., Litton Cheney, Dorchester.

Cole, A. C, 64, Portland Place, W.
*Colvin, Sidney (V.P.), British Museum, W.C.
Compton, Rev. W. C, Uppingham.
Comyn, John S., M.D., 32, Dawson Place, Bayswater, W.

*Constantinides, Prof. M., Doddlestott House, Kirchen Road, Ealing Dean.

Conway, W. M., 21, Clanricardc Gardens, Bays7uater, W.
Conybeare, C. A. V., M.P., 40, Chancery Lane, W.C.
Cooke, Rev Canon, 6, Clifton Place, Sussex Square, W.
Cookson, C, St. Paulas School, Kensington, W.
Cookson, C. A., C.B., H. B. M. Consul, Alexandria.

Coolidge, Rev. \V. A. B., Magdalen College, Oxford.



Corgialegno, M., 21, Pcinbridge Gardens, W.
Courtney, W, L., New College, Oxford.

Courtenay, Miss, 34, Brompton Square, S.W.
Covington, Rev. W., The Vicarage, Broviptoii, SAW
Covington, W. H. W., The I'luirage, Brompton, S. W.
Cowper, The Right Hon. Earl, K.G., Panshanger, Hert/ord.

Craik, George Liiiie, 29, Bedford Street, Covenl (Jaiden, li .C.

Creighton, Rev. Prof. M., Langdale Lodge, The Avenue, Cairbrtdg-.

Crewdson, Wilson, 60, Coiirtfeld Gardens, S. VV.

Crossfield, Miss Margaret C, The Dingle, Reigate.

Crossley, Prof. Hastings, Queen's College, Belfast.

Cruikshank, Rev. J. A. Harro7v, N. W.
Curtis, Rev. Canon, Constantinople.

Cust, H. J. C, Ellesmere, Salop.

Cast, Lionel, 43, Park Lane, S. IV.

Dakyns, H. G., Clifton College, Bristol.

Dale, A. W. W., Trinity Hall, Cambridge.

Danson, J. T., F.S.A, Grasmere, R.S.O.

Davidson, H. O. D., Harroiu, N.W.
Davies, Rev. Gerald S., Charterhouse, Godalniing.

Davies, Rev. J. Li., The Vicarage, Kirkby Lojisdale.

Davies, T. Harold, Unii'crsity Collate, Oxford.

Dawes, Rev. J. S., D.D., Ne^vton House, Surbiton, S. IV.

Deibel, Dr., care of Messrs. Asher, Berlin.

*Dilke, The Right Hon. Sir Charles W., Bart., 76, Sloane St., S.IV.

Dill, S., Shaftesbury House, Chcadle Hulme, Cheshire.

Dillon, Edward, 13, Upper Phillimore Gardens, W.
Dimsdale, M. S., King's College, Cambrid<^e.

Dix, C. M., Oratory School, Pldgbaston, Birmingham.
Donaldson, Rev. S. .\., Eton College, Windsor.

Donaldson, James, LL.D., Principal of The University, St. And/ews.

Drisler, Prof. Henry, Columbia College, Netu York, U.S.A.

Drummond, Allan, 7, Ennismore Gardens, S. W.
Drummond, Edgar, 8, Princes Gardens, S. W.
Duchataux, M. V., 12, Rue de VEchauderie, a Reims.

Duhn, Prof, von, University, Heidelberg.

Duke, Roger, 8, Neville Terrace, Onslow Square, S.W.
*tDurham, Rt. Rev. the Bishop of (President), Auckland Castle, Bishop Auckland

Dyer, Louis, 25, Montague Place, W.C.

Dyson, Rev. Frank, The College, Liverpool.

Earl, Mrs. A. G., Meadow Side, Tonbridge.

Edmonds, Mrs., Carisbrook, Blackheath, S.E.

Edwards, G. M., Sidney Sussex College, Cambridge.

Edwards, Miss Amelia B., The Larches, Westbury-on-Trym. Bristol.

Eld, Rev. F. J., The Grammar School, JVorcester.

Ellis, Robinson, Trinity College, Oxford.

Eliot, C. N. E., British Embassy, St. Petersburgh.

Elton, Charles, Q.C., M.P., 10, Cranley Place, Onslow Square, S. W.
Elwell, Levi H., Amherst College, Amherst, Mass.
Ely, Talfourd (Council), 73, Parliament Hill Road, Hampsfead, N. IV.

flvscott, Rev. W. W. S., King Henry's School, Coventry.

Eumorfopoulo, A., i, Kensington Park Gardens, W.
Evans, A. J. (Council), 33, Holywell, Oxford.

Evans, John, D.C.L., F.R.S., Nash Mills, Hcinel Hempstead.
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Eve, H. W., 37, Gordon Square, W.C.

Evcrard, C H., Eton CoUc^^e, Windsor.

Farncll, L. R. (Council), Excfer Co//,\i:y, Oxford.

Farrar, Rev. Canon A. S., Durhatn.

Farrow, Frederic R., 2, Nc7v Court, dtrcy Street, \\ .C.

Faulkner, C. J., University College, Oxford.

*Fearon, Rev. W. A., D.U., T/ie Coliei^e, Winehester.

Fcethani, T. C, 23, Arundel Gardens, k'ensini^ton Park, W.
Fenning, W. D., Haileybury College, Hert/oid.

t FitzGerald, Miss Caroline, 19, Rutland Gate, S. IV.

Fitz-Patrick, Dr. 1\, 30, Sussex Gardens, Hyde Park, \V.

Flathcr, J. H., Cavendish College, Cambridge.

P'lowcr, Wickhani, Old Swan House, Chelsea, S.VV.

t Forbes, W. H., Balliol College, Oxford.

Ford, His Excellency Sir Francis Clare, K.C.M.G., H.R.M. Ambassador, Madtid..

Fowler, Harold N., V\\.V>., Exeter, h'ew Hampshire, U.S.A.
* Fowler. Rev. Professor, President 0/ Corpus Christi Collet^e, Oxford.

*Fowler, Sir Robert, Bart., M.P., 137, Harley Street, IV.

Fowler, W. W., Lincoln College, Oxford.

Fox, Ernest Long, 18, Dean's Yard, Westminster, S.W.

fFranks, A. W., F.R.S., British Muscuri, W.C.

Frazer, J. G., Trinity Colhge, Cambridge.

Freeman, C. E., Parkhouse, Southborough, Junbridge Wells.

*Frceman, Edward A., D.C.L. (Council), Somerleaze, Wells, Somerset.

*Frcshtield. Douglas \V. (Auditor), \,Airlie Gardens, Campden Hill, W.
fFrcshfield, Edwin, 5, Bank Buildings, E.C.

Freston, Henry W., Eagle's Nest, Prestiuich, Lan.

*Fry, F. J., Eversley, Leigh Wood, Clifton.

Fulford, Rev. H. W., Clare College, Cambridge.

tF"ur]ey, J. S., 12, Kingsgate Street, Winchester.

Furneaux, L. R., Rossall School, Eleetwood.

Furneaux, Rev. \V. M., Repton Hall, Burton-on-Trcnt.

Fyffe, C. A., 64, Lex ham Gardens, South Kensington.

tGardner, E. A., 13, Oak Plill, Hampstead, N. W.
^ff^ardncr, Prof. Percy, Litt.D. (V.P.), 31, Norham Rd., O.xyord.

(Gardner, Miss AVice, A'^e^cnhdm College, Cambridge.

Gardner, Samuel, Spring Hill, Upper Clapton, E.

Geddes, W. D. (V.P.), Principal of the University, Aberdeen.

Gibson, Mrs. Margaret D., 2, }Iarvey Road, Cambridge.

Giles, P., Caius College, Cambridi^e.

Gilkes, A. H., The College, Duhcich, S.E.

Gilliat, Rev. E, Harrow, N.W.
(ilazebrook, M. G., Grammar School, Manchester.

Goodhart, H. C, Trinity College, Cambridge.

Goodrick, Rev. A. T. S., 67. John's College, O.xford.

Goodwin, Prof. A., University College, Gotver Street, W.C
Goodwin, Prof. W, W., Harvard College, Cambridge, Mass. U..S..I.

f Gordon, R. G., King's School, Canterbury.

Gore, Rev. C, Pusey House, 61, St. Giles, Oxford.

Gow, James, Litt.D., High School, NottingluDn.

Granger, F. S., University College, Nottingham.

Gray, Rev. H. B., Bradfteld Colhge, Berks.

Greenwell, Rev. Canon, F.R.S., Durham.
Greenwood, J. G., Principal of Owens Collei^e, Manchester.



Gregory, Riglit Hon. Sir William H., K.C.M.C. (Council), 3, .SV. (n-ort^r's Plau-, SAV
Griffith, (;., Uanow, N. W.
Grundy, Rev. \V., The Col/c^r, Malvern.

(jiiillcniard, W. G., Harrow, NAW
Gwatkin, Rev. T., 3, St. Paul's Road, Cainliridi^i;.

Hadley, W. S., Pejiibrokc College, Cambridge.

Hager, Herman, I'h.D., Owens College, MancJiester.

Haig, James R., Union Club, Trafalt^ar Square, .S. IV.

Haigh, A. E., 2, Crie/c Road, Oxford.

Hall, Rev. F. H., Oriel College, Oxford.

Hall, Rev. F. J., Wyniondley House, Stevenage, fferts.

Hall-Dare, Francis, 10, Bury Street, St. fames's, .S. ]\\

Hallam, G. H., The Park, Harrow, N.VV.
llamerton, P. (j.. Pre Charinoy, Autnn, .Saone-et Loire, France.

fHammond, H. \\., Trinity College, Cambridge.

Hammond, W. A., King's College, Windsor, Noiui Scotia.

Hancock, Mrs. Charles, 125, Queens' Gate, S. \V

Hardie, W. Ross, Balliol College, Oxford.

Hardwicke, Philip, 1, Hereford Gardens, ]V.

*Harrison, Charles, 29, Lennox Gardens, S. IV.

t Harrison, Miss J. E., 45 (D), Colville Gardens, IV.

Harrison, Mrs. Robert, 73, Cromwell Road, S.W.
Harrower, Prof. John, The Uniziersity, Aberdeen.

Hartshorne, li. F., 41, Elm Park Gardens, Chelsea, S.W.
Haslam, S., The School, Uppingham.
Hatch, Rev. E., D.D., Burleigh Rectory, Maldon, Essex.

HaussouUier, B., 37, Rue Vaneau, Paris.

fHaverfield, F. J., L^ancing College, Shoreham.

Hawcs, Miss E. P., 89, Oxford Terrace, W.
fHay, C. A., 127, Harley Street, W.
fHaynes, Miss Lucy, 7, Thornton Hill, Wind>ledon.

Hazzopulo, S., Bella Vista, Manchester.

Headlam, A. C, All Souls'' College, Oxford.

Heard, Rev. W. A., 2, Little Dean's Yard, Westminster, S.W.
tHeathcote, W. E., 114, Ebury Street, S.W.
Heberden, C. B., Brasenose College, Oxford.

Hedgcock, Mrs. Harrison, 21, Caversham Road, ALW.
Herschell, The Rt. Hon. Lord, 46, Grosvc7ior Gardens, S. M .

Heydemann, Dr. Heinrich, The University, Halle.

Hicks, John Power, Clifton Lod^e, Blomfield Road, Maida Hill, W.
Hicks, Rev. E. L., Htilme Hall, Manchester.

Higgins, Alfred, 64, Baker Street, W.
Hirschfeld, Prof. Gustavc, Ph.D., Mittel Trngheim 29, Konii^sberg, Cei many
Hobhouse, Walter, Christ Church, Oxford.

Hodgson, F. C, Education Department, Whitehall.

f Hodgson, J. Stewart, i, Audley Square, W.
Hogarth, David G. (Council), Magdalen College, Oxford.

Holden, Rev. H. A., LL.D. (Council), 20, Redcliffe Square, S. W.

Holiday, Henry, Oak Tree House, Branch Hill, Hampstead, N. W

.

Holland, Miss Emily, 20, Ridgway Place, Wimbledon.

Holland, Miss Lilian, 56, Porchester Terrace, W.
Hollway-Calthrop, H. C, Stanhoe Hall, King s L^ynn.

*Homollc, M., Nancy, France.

Hopkins, Prof. Gerard NL, S.J., University College, Dublin.



Hornby, Kcv. J. J., D.l)., Provost of Eton Co//,x>-, ll'iii.isor.

Holt, Rev. Prof., D. D. (Council), .S'/. J'ltii's Tciracc, Cambridiic.

Howorth, Henry H., M.l'., Jiintc/iJ/c, Eaics, Manclustcr.

Hiigcl, Baron Fricdrich von, 4, Ilolford Road, Ilainpstcini, W \V.

Huyhes, Rev. \V. WiwsV^x, Jesus College, Oxford.

Inge, W. R., Hertford College, Oxford.

Ingram, J. K., LL.D. (V.F.),' Trinity College, Diildin.

f lonides, Ale.x. A., i, Holland Par/:, IT.

lonides, Luke A., 17, Upper Philliniorc Gardens, A'ensinj^ton, IV.

Jackson, Henry, Litt.D., Trinity College, Cambridge.

Jackson, Rev. Blomficid, 19, Mecklenbiirgh Square, W.C.

Jackson, Rev. W. W., Rector of Exeter College, Oxford.

*Janics, The Rev. H. A., Principal of The College, Chelteiihain.

James, Rev. S. R., Eton College, Windsor.

Jeans, Rev. G. E., Shorwell, Newport, Isle of Wight.

*Jebb, Prof. R. C, LL.D., Litt.D. (V.P.), Springfield, Newnham, Cambridge

Jenkinson, F". J. H., Trinity College, Cambridge.

Jenner, Charles, Easter Duddingston Lodge, Portobello, Mid- I.otJiian.

Jenncr, Louis Leopold C. A., Trinity College, Oxford.

Jenner, Miss Lucy A., 63, Brook Street, W.
Jc\ons, F. B , The Castle, Durham.
Jex-Blake, Miss, Girton College, Cambridge.

Johnson, Thomas M., Osceola, Mo., U.S.A.

Johnstone, P. D., Osborne House, Bolton Gamens Soutli, S W.

Jones, H. Stuart, Balliol College, Oxford.

Joynt, J. W., Trinity College, Dublin.

Keep, R. P., Ph.D., Free Academy, Norwich, Conn., U.S.A.

Keltic, J. S., 52, Cromwell Avenue, Highgate, N.

Kennedy, Rev. John, Grammar School, Aldenham, Elstrec, Herts.

Kcr, Prof. W. P., 95, Gower Street, W.C.

Kieffer, Prof. John B., 232, Lancaster Avenue, Lancaster Pa., U.S.A.

King, J. E., Lincoln College, Oxford.

King, Rev, J. R., St. Peter's Vicarage, Oxford.

Lacaita, Sir James, K.C.M.G., Florence, and Athenceum Club, S. W.
Lamb, J. G., 25, Verulam Street, Liverpool.

Lambros, Spiridion, Alliens.

*Lang, R. Hamilton, Ottoman Bank, 26, Throginorton St., E.C.

Lang, Andrew, LL.D. (Council), i, Marloes Rd., Kensington, W.

Lathbury, Miss Maria, Somerville Hall, Oxford.

Lathbury, Miss Mary, 19, Lingfield Road, Wimbledon, S.W.
Layard, Sir Austen Henry, G.C.B., i, (Jueen Anne's Street, W.
Leaf, Herbert, The Green, Marlborough.

fLeaf, Walter, Litt. D., (Council), Old Change, E.C.

Leathes, Stanley, Trinity Colle;.^c, Cambridge.

Leeper, Alexander, Warden of Trinity College, Afelbourne.

Leigh, Rev. A. Austen, Provost of fling's Coll., Cambridge.

Leigh, W. Austen, King's College, Cambridge.

Leighton, Sir Frederick, Bart., P.R.A., Holland Park Road, W.
Lewrs, Harry, 51, Holland Park, Kensington, W.

t Lewis, Prof. T. Hayter, 12, Kensini^ton Gardens Square, W.
*tLewis, Rev. S. S , Corpus Christi College, Cambridge.

j" Lewis, Mrs. S. S., 2, Harvey Road, Cambridge.

*Leycester, Mrs. Rafe, 6, Cheyne Walk, S. W ., or Toft, Cheshire.

*Liddell, Very Rev. H. G., D.D., Dean of Christchureh, Oxford.



Lidcion, Rev. Canon, C/tristc/iinr/i, Oxford.

Lindlcy, Miss Julia, lo, Kidbrook 'J'cr/acc, S/ioo/cr's Hill Rd., S./i.

Lindlcv, William, lo, Kidhroflk Terrace, Shooter's Hill Rd., S./i.

Mnsen, The Right Hon. Lord, K.C.IJ. (Council), 13, IVellicrhy Gardens, S.W.

Litciifield, R. V>., 31, Keusim^ton Square, W.
Livingstone, Rev. R. G., Pembroke College, Oxford.

Lloyd, W. Watkiss (Council), 3, Kent Terrace, Regent's Park, N. W.

Lloyd, Miss A. M., Caythorpe Hall, Grantham.

Lloyd-Roberts. H., i, Pump Court, Temple.

tLock, Rev. W., KeMe College, Oxford.

Long, Prof. Albert Limerick, Robert College, Constantinople.

Loring, Frederick R., Markt 11, Weimar, Germany.

Loring, William, King's College, Cambridge.

Lowell, J. Russell, 2, Radnor Place, IV.

J^Lubbock, Sir John, IJart., M.P. (V.P.), High Eims, Ifares, Kent.

Ludlow, T. W., Cottage La7vn, Yonkers, New York.

Lushington, E'. L., Park House, Maidstone, Kent.

Luxmoorc, H. E., Eton College, Windsor.

Lyttclton, Hon. and Rev. E., Eton College, Windsor.

Lytton, His Excellency the Right Hon. the Earl of, H.R.M. y\mbass.idor, l\iris.

*\Tacan, R. W. (Council), University College, Oxford.

MacEwen, Rev. Alex. Robertson, 4, Woodsidc Place, Glasgow.

Macmillan, Alexander, 21, Portland Place, W.

Macmillan, George A. (Hon. Sec), 29, Bedford St., Covent Garden, W.C.

Macmillan, Mrs. George A., 19, Earls' Terrace, Kensington, W.

Macmillan, Malcolm, 21, Portland Place, W.

Macmillan, M. C, 29, Bedford Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

Macnaghten, The Rt. Hon. Lord, 3, ^''^"^^ Square, Lincoln's Inn, W.C.

McGregor, Sir Charles R., T3art., 3, (2ncen's Gate, S. W.

McPherson, Miss Florence, Bank House, Maghull, Liverpool.

Magrath, Rev. J. R-, Provost of Queen's College, Oxford.

*Mahaffy, Rev. Prof. J. P., D D., Trinity College, Dublin.

Mann, J. S., 6, Blandford Square, N. W.

Manos, Gregoire, Greek Legation, Vienna.

fMarindin, G. E., Hillbro7v, East Liss, Hants.

Margoliouth, 1). S., Ne7u College, Oxford.

tMarquand, Prof. Allan, Princeton College, New Jersey.

Marshall, R., Broomfield, Duppas Hill, Croydon.

Marshall, T., Highfield, Chapel Alle^ton, Leeds.

Marshall, V. G., Spanish Consul, Patras.

fMartin, John B. (Hon. Treasurer), 17, Hyde Park Gate, S. W.

fMartyn, Edward, Tillyra Castle, Ardrahan, County Gahvay

Mason, H. C. F., Haileybury Colleoc, Hertford.

Mavrogordato, Pandeli, South Sea House, Threadnccdle St., E.G.

Mayer, Dr. M.,

Merriam, Prof. A. C, Columbia College, New York.

Merrv Rev. W. W., Rector of Lincoln Collate, Oxford.

*Middlemorc, S. G. C, Sunnyside, Victoria Rd., Great Malvern.

*Middlcton, Prof. J. H. (Council), Kini(s College, Cambridge.

Miller, Sir Alex., Q.C., LL.U., Clonard, Stanmore.

Miller, Thomas, 8, Geismar Chaussee, G'ottingen, Germany.

Mills, Rev. W. H., Grammar School, Louth.

Milner, Alfred, 47; Duke Stteet, St. fames' Square, S. W.

tMisto, John P., Smyrna.



Mitchell, C. W., 28, Hyde Park Gate, S, //'.

*Monk, C. J., 5, Buckiiij^liam Gate, S.W.
Monro, D. B. (V.R), Provost of Oriel College, Oxford.

Montague, H., 34, (hieen's Gardens, Hyde Park, W.
Moore, Mrs. Frank, 7, lirunswick Gardens, J\ensini;ti>/i, W

*Moraitis, Prof. 1).

Morgenthau, J. C, I'h.D., ij, Lexhii^ion Avenue, iXeu York.

Morice, Rev. F. D., I'he Sc/iool, Rugby.

*Morlcy, The Rt. Hon. the Earl of (V.F.), 31, Princes Gardens, S.W.
Morris, J. E., The Graiuniar School, Bedford.

Morrison, Alfred, 16, Carlton House Terrace, S. W.

f Morshead, E. D. A., The College, Winchester.

Moss, Rev. H. W., The School, Shrewsbury.
Moule, C. W., Corpus Christi College, Cambridge.

Moulton, Rev. W. F., D.D., 'The Leys, Cambridge.
Mount, Rev. C. B., 14, Ncrhani Road, Oxford.

Mudie, C. E., Budleigh, Maresfield Gardens, Hauipstead, N. W.
Munro, J. A. R., Lincoln College, Oxford.
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THE SESSION OF 1888-89.

The First General Meeting was held on October 22, 1888, Mk.
Sidney Colvin, Vice-President, in the chair.

The Hon. Secretary read parts of a paper by Professor J. H.
Middleton on 'The Temple of Apollo at Delphi ' {Journal, Vol. IX. p. 282)

summing up the literary evidence in view of the contemplated

excavations.

Sir George Bowen bore testimony to the accuracy of the description

of existing remains on the site, and touched on other points of interest in

connexion with Delphi.

Mr, Penrose pointed out that recent discoveries on the Acropolis

at Athens had established the fact that the older Parthenon was not built

of marble, except the metopes and the pediment sculptures, but of

limestone covered with stucco. Very early instances moreover had

occurred of Ionic capitals which would probably modify Prof, Middleton's

opinion as to the date of their introduction.

Mr. Percival confirmed Prof. Middleton's account o{ the hardness

and beauty of the stucco at Delphi,

Mr. WatKISS Lloyd fully concurred in the writer's view that the

literary evidences should be collected and sifted before excavation was

begun. A remarkable illustration of this had been afforded in the case of

Ephesus, where the search had been carried on in the wrong places long

after lit^rary evidence had shown where the temple ought to be looked for_

Much of the paper was conjectural, and it .seemed to Mr. Lloyd that at the

present stage in our knowledge of the temple .sculpture was of more

importance than architecture. The association at Delphi of the two cults

of Bacchus and Apollo was supported by abundant literary evidence and

also indicated on vases, while confirmed by Pausanias' account of the

sculptures. The prosperity of Delphi was largely due to the dexterity of

the priests in combining the various cults. That of Bacchus came in late,



but soon became fashionable and so had to be admitted. The same thing

occurred at Eleusis and elsewhere. Only five subjects on the metopes

could be made out from the description of Pausanias. Probably here as at

Bassae only those over the pronaos were sculptured and the rest plain.

This would give six sculptured metopes and one might have been accident-

ally omitted. The date of these sculptures also was of great interest. The

temple was finished about 490 B.C. but the metopes might have been

added later. The architect was a Corinthian.

Mr. Farnell referred to various questions which excavation might

be expected to solve. (1) Geographical, as to the site of the Pythian games.

How could chariot races have been run in a mountain fastness ? The
plain of Aetia was the only possible place for these. (2) Historical.

There was a difference of opinion between Mommsen and certain French

writers as to whether the Gauls ever sacked Delphi. According to Strabo

and Pausanias the contrary was the case. The later myth was mentioned

in Trogus Pompeius. The belief in the Greek world was that the Gauls

had suffered a serious reverse. If they had taken the treasure it was not

likely that a handful of barbarians could have taken it back to their native

land. Lenormant found what he thought evidence of the Gaulish sack of

Delphi in a small relief work on the interior of a Capuan vase, on which a

Gaul armed with a sword pointed to the Delphic tripod while the body of

a dead Greek lay below. But this only proved an attack, not a victory.

Excavation might reveal some further evidence of the attack in the way of

inscriptions or sculpture, and perhaps explain whether the Belvidere and

Stroganoff Apollos, and others of the same type, really referred to repulse

of the Gauls by Apollo. (3) The cult of Athene Pronaia at Delphi was

confused with that of Athene Pronoia. At Athens Athene Pronoia was

worshipped, but at Delphi the name was given as Pronaia. The worship

of Pronoia was later and arose according to Diodorus Siculus out of the

belief that the barbarians were driven back *AOt]va<; irpovoia. The
geographical relation between the shrines of Athene Pronaia and of Apollo

was very important.

The Chairman said that the discussion .showed the immense range of

inter'esting collateral points arising directly from the great centre of Greek
religion.

A vote of thanks was passed to Professor Middleton for his valuable

paper.



The Second General Meeting w, is held on I'lbyuary 2^^ 1SS9, Mk. \\.

MaUNDE TllOMl'SON, Vice-President, in the chair.

Miss J. E. Harrison read a paper on Some Fragments of Greek Vase

Paintings, {Journal, Vol. X. p. 231).

After apologizing for the scattered nature of most of the evidence she

had to bring before the meeting, she showed a drawing of a red-figured vase

in the possession of Miss Tricoupi at Athens, which represented the

wrestling of Heracles and Antsus, and the exploit of Theseus and Skiron,

and had also especial claim to attention from the fact that it made the fifth

known instance of a vase bearing the ' love name ' Athenodotos in con-

nexion with the Theseus scene. Miss Harrison commented on the De
Luynes fragments in the Biblioth6que Nationale, which she was about to

publish in Xkio^ Journal of Hellenic Studies. Next in order came a series of

fragments recently discovered on the Acropolis, and first in interest

were the fragments of a beautiful vase with a white ground, presumably

from the hand of Euphronios. The fragments represent the myth of

Orpheus and the Thracian women, and gave rise to a good deal of dis-

cussion. With reference to an early black-figured fragment depicting

Aphrodite with a child on her elbow. Miss Harrison rejected the inter-

pretation that the child was Eros, and maintained that Aphrodite was

represented here in the more general aspect of Kourotrophos. Relying

mainly on three passages in Pausanias (vi. 20, viii. 21, 3, and ix. 27, 2), she

dwelt on the close analogies between Aphrodite Urania, the eldest of the

Fates, and Ilithyia, and deprecated in the study of early local divinities

that specialization of attributes w^hich was characteristic only of the

Olympian system which later became dominant. The last fragment

commented on was the figure of a maiden bearing in her hand two

problematic objects, possibly the cheniskoi of two captured ships.

In the discussion which followed, Mr. Watkiss Lloyd dwelt upon the

connexion between Thrace and Greek poetry and music as expressed in the

myth of Orpheus, and also upon the religious bearing of the same

association.

Mr. Cecil Smith referred to three main schemes of the Orpheus

legend which were treated on Greek vases, and also, in connexion with a

curious representation of a stag on the shoulder of one of the Thracian

women on the vase under discussion, mentioned other instances of such

marks in the case of Thracian subjects, clearly pointing to the custom of

tattooing. As to the so-called ' love names,' Mr. Smith was inclined to

think with Studnizcka that they were rather names of well-known public

characters, and that through them much light might yet be thrown upon

the date of Greek vases.
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PKOrKSSOR Garhnkr commented upon the peculiar character of the

Orpheus vase under discussion, and congratulated the Society upon being

the first to publish an adequate representation of one of this rare class of

vases with white ground. It seemed probable that these vases, with their

nobility of design, more than any others gave us some idea of the work of

the great Greek painters.

Mr. IIowortii raised certain objections to the proposed restoration

of the vase, and further took the opportunity of protesting against the

permission to excavate at Idaiium having been granted to the Germans by

the High Commissioner of Cyprus.

The Chairman said that the Committee of the Cyprus Exploration

Fund would at once inquire into the matter.

The Third General Meeting was held on April 29, 1889, Mr. E.

Maunde Thompson, Vice-President, in the chair,

Mr. a. S. Murray read two papers. In the first he explained how

from a number of fragments discovered under the foundation of the temple

of Artemis at Ephesus—the temple built in the time of Alexander the

Great—he had been able to reconstruct a column and part of the cornice

of the older temple which had been destroyed by fire. (Journal, Vol. X. p. i.)

In his second paper Mr. Murray described a series of five Etruscan paintings

on slabs of terra-cotta, which had been found at Caere in 1874, and had

been quite recently acquired by the British Museum. These paintings he

assigned to a date about 600 B.C., tracing in them a combined influence of

Corinth, of the Greeks settled in the Delta of Egypt in the seventh century

B.C., of the Greeks in Asia Minor, and ultimately an influence reaching

westward from Asia Minor {lournal, X. p. 243).

The Annual Meeting was held on Jiaic 24, 1889, Professor jERi;,

\'icc-Presidcnt, in the chair.

The Hon. SlXRETARV read the following report on the part of the

Council.

W'ri II the close of the present Session the Society completes its first

decade, the inaugural meeting having been held on June 19, 1879. It is a



point at which it seems legitimate to look back over the ground traversed

so far, and to form some estimate of the work accomplished. Of the three

objects which the Society has from the outset professed to keep in view, the

first
—"to advance the study of Greek language, literature and art, and to

illustrate the history of the Greek race in the ancient, Byzantine, and Nco-
Hellenic periods, by the publication of memoirs and unedited documents
or monuments in a Journal to be issued periodically "—has been effectively

carried out. Both for its subject-matter and its illustrations \\\c Journal of
Hellenic Studies has taken an honourable place among archaeological

periodicals, in the estimation not only of English but of foreign scholars.

Sir Charles Newton, who presided at the inaugural meeting, wisely warned
members of the danger of such a Journal beginning on too large a scale

and then dwindling into insignificance. But this danger has so far been

avoided. Year after year there has been an unfailing supply of good
articles, and it is noticeable that although classical and archaeological

topics naturally preponderate, there has been a very fair proportion of

papers dealing with the history, language, and literature of " the Byzantine

and Neo-Hellenic periods." The Society is under deep obligations to

the Editorial Committee, and especially to Professor Percy Gardner, the

working Editor, for the attainment of this first object of its existence.

The second object—" the collection of drawings, fac-similes, tran-

scripts, plans, and photographs, of Greek inscriptions, MSS., works of art,

ancient sites and remains "—has not been lost sight of, but, perhaps in the

nature of things, has as yet led to less tangible results. The drawings of

monuments made in the course of Professor Ramsay's explorations in Asia

Minor, a published photographic facsimile of the Laurentian Codex of

Sophocles, and the enlarged reproductions of Mr. Stillman's admirable pho-

tographs of Athens, are the achievements most worthy of record under this

head. The Council are fully conscious, however, of the importance of this line

of work, and will lose no opportunity of pursuing it. Indeed, a scheme

for supplying to members at cost price copies of two large series of photo-

graphs taken recently in Greece and the Greek islands by members of

the Society is at this moment engaging the attention of the Library

Committee, and may lead to important developments in the same

direction.

The third and last object named in ^the Rules of the Society is
—

" to

organize means by which members may have increased facilities for visiting

ancient sites and pursuing archaeological researches in countries which at

any time have been the sites of Hellenic civilization." Apart from the

advantages which members of the Society may have enjoyed in virtue of

their membership, in travelling through Greek lands, three important

enterprises may be mentioned under this head, in which the Society has

taken either the initiative or an active part. These are the Asia Minor

Exploration Fund, the British School at Athens, and the Cyprus Explora-
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tion Fund. It was in i88i that Mr. W. M. Ramsay, whose explorations in

Asia Minor have since gained him a world-wide reputation, first applied to

the Society for aid in his intended expedition into Phrygia. A special fund

was raised for the purpose of sending out an artist to accompany him, and

place his discoveries on record. The results were so encouraging that in

the following summer a much larger sum was raised by subscription among

members of the Society and others to enable Mr. Ramsay to pursue his

researches. This sum, under the title of the Asia Minor Exploration Fund,

was put under the control of a separate Committee appointed by the

subscribers. Although since that period the management of the Fund has

passed out of the hands of the Society, substantial grants have from time

to time been made by the Council towards the expenses of Mr. Ram.say's

successive expeditions, and many important memoirs on various aspects of

his researches have been contributed to the foi/nia/ by Mr. Ramsay himself

and by his travelling companions, Professor Sayce, Mr. A. H. Smith, and

Mr. D. G. Hogarth.

We now come to the establishment of the British School at Athens.

In this important undertaking, closely allied as it is with its professed

objects, the Society has taken only an indirect part. It was not formally

brought before the Council until after the inaugural meeting of its

supporters, held at Marlborough House in June, 1883, under the pre-

sidency of the Prince of Wales. The credit of its initiation is due

to one of the "Vice-Presidents of the Society, Professor Jebb, whose able

article in the FortnigJitly Review of February, 1883, entitled "A Plea for a

British Institute at Athens," first placed the idea upon a practicable basis,

and was the immediate occasion of the brilliant meeting above referred to.

The scheme was warmly commended to the support of the Hellenic Society

in the Council's Report of the same year, and each succeeding Report has

referred to its progress. The Society was, moreover, directly represented

upon the Executive Committee which carried the project into effect, and

has still a representative upon the Managing Committee of the School.

When the School was at last established, in October, 1886, the Council

made an annual grant of £\00 for three years towards its maintenance.

In the success of the School so far, and in its future prosperit}% the Society

may thus claim to have shown the liveliest interest.

The Cyprus Exploration F'und is of more recent origin and the

initiative was in this case taken by the Society, as was indicated in the

Report for last Session. A movement from various quarters in favour of

systematic exploration of the island found its natural expression in a

Special Meeting, held in October, 1887, of the Council of the Society, and
under the sanction of that body an appeal was circulated with a view to the

formation of a Fund. This was eventually, as in the case of the Asia

Minor Exploration l-'und, i)laced under the control of a separate Com-
mittee, appointed by the subscribers. The Council made a grant of ;^I50
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from Ihc funds of tlic SocicL}'. The cifficial report of the results of the first

season's work was at the recjucst of this Committee offered for pubHcation

in the Journal of llcllcmc Studies, and duly appeared in the hist number
issued.

It remains to say a word of the Librar)-. As soon as the /^///v/rt/ was

started arran^^cments were made for its exchange with the leading

archaeological periodicals, iMiglish and foreign, and the back numbers of

some of them, especially the Proceedings of the French and German

Institutes at Athens, were acquired by inuchasc. This formed the nucleus

of a library where members might keep themselves informed of the progress

of archaeological research. From time to time other important additions

have been made, and although the funds at the disposal of the Library Com-
mittee are limited, it is hoped that in the end a valuable collection of the

more important archaeological works may be made. Under the regulations

drawn up by the Library Committee, members have the privilege of

borrowing certain of the books under such conditions as may ensure their

safety, without undue inconvenience to those who may wish to consult

them in the Library itself. A Catalogue of the Library was printed last

year, and a supplement will be printed in each volume oi\\iQ. Journal,

Before closing this summary of the work of the Society in the last ten

years, reference should be made to the important meeting held in 1886 to

discuss questions which had been raised in regard to the antiquity of the

remains found by Dr. Schliemann at Mycenae and Tir)n.s. Dr. Schlicmann

and Dr. Dorpfcld came from Athens on purpose to take part in this

meeting, which excited very general interest, and strengthened the

position of the Society as the natural centre for such discussions in

this country.

Turning now to a more detailed survey of the past session, the Council

has to remind members that after the extraordinary energy and expendi-

ture of the Session 1887-88, prudence no less than lack of opportunity has

dictated for a time a less active policy. There is accordingly little to

record. No fresh grant was needed for the Cyprus Exploration Fund, the

money in hand being sufficient to cover the cost of the recent excavations

at Polites Chrysokhou, the site of the ancient Arsinoe. The results of

these operations will be reported before long to a meeting of subscribers,

and may possibly be hereafter recorded in the pages of the Journal. The

School at Athens, still under the directorship of Mr. ICrnest Gardner, has

again taken charge of the work in Cyprus, but important work of which

the Society may hear at some future time has also been done by its

students in Athens. The grant towards the maintenance of the School

made for three years in the autumn of 1886 is now at an end, and in the

coming session the Council will be called upon to consider the question of

its renewal. Members must feel that the support of such an institution is

among the worthiest objects to which the funds of the Society could be
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applied, and if the Council see their way to renew the grant for another

term they will reckon confidently upon the approval of the Society

at large.

Reference has already been made incidentally to a scheme now

under consideration for the distribution among members at cost price, of

photographs of Greek sites and monuments. For two large collections

recently taken, the consent of the owners of the negatives has been

obtained and a circular on the subject will shortly be issued. It is

hoped that other amateurs who have taken photographs in Greece

will fall in with the proposal, and if this be so an important step will

have been taken towards meeting a want very generally felt for views of

sites and monuments which have not hitherto tempted the professional

photographer.

It has been usual to refer in the Report to the principal contents of the

Journal for the past year. Volume IX., the first in the enlarged form, will

compare favourably with any of its predecessors. The Report upon the

recent excavations at Paphos and elsewhere in Cyprus, contributed jointly

by Mr. Ernest Gardner, the Director of the Expedition, and his colleagues,

Mr. D. G. Hogarth, Mr. M. R. James, and Mr. Elsey Smith, is of first-rate

value, not only as a record of the work done and its results, but also as

containing an exhaustive account of Paphos and the Temple of Aphrodite

from the historical and literary point of view. The volume also contained

the first part of an important paper by Professor Ramsay on Phrygian Art
;

a paper on " Countries and Cities in Ancient Art," by Professor Percy

Gardner ; on " The Temple of Apollo at Delphi," by Professor Middleton
;

on " Some Museums of Northern Europe," by Mr. Farnell. Shorter papers

on Vases were contributed by Professor Gardner, Mr. Cecil Smith, and
Miss Harrison ; on Inscriptions, by Rev. E. L. Hicks; and on Metrology,

by Professor Ridgeway. In the Appendix were published notices

of the most important recent books in various departments of Hellenic

archaeology.

It will be seen that the accounts which accompany this Report are

presented in a form differing from that in which they have been hitherto

submitted to the Society. The system now adopted will serve to show
more clearly than heretofore the amounts attributable to the various heads
of receipts and expenditure in the general account and the /c^wrwrt/ account

respectively.
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A comparison with the receipts and expenditure of previous years

is furnished by the following tables :

—

ANALYSIS OF ANNUAL RECEIPTS FOR THE YEARS ENDING:—

31 May,
1 886.
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The item in these tables which requires most comment is the charge of

£^'J2> ^'^1' the Journal last year. The explanation of this apparently excessive

amount is that it covers not only the cost of X'olume IX., but that of

reprinting Volumes IV. and V., and supplying 250 sets of plates for

Volumes VI.—VIII., ainounting in all to ^437. It will be remembered

that in last year's Report it was suggested that it would be necessary,

in order to meet the cost of this reprint, to withdraw for a time some

part of the invested funds of the Society. It has, however, been found

possible to pay for the greater part of it out of current income, and in

order to meet the remaining balance it has been thought better to obtain

a temporary advance from the Bankers of the Society than to sell out any

portion of its invested funds. The sum of ;^ioo figures therefore in the

accounts as a loan, which it is hoped that it will be found practicable to

repay out of ordinary receipts. In any case, it must be borne in mind that,

as mentioned in previous Reports, the sum invested includes ordinary

subscriptions to the amount of ;^205 ioj-., and this sum may justly be held

applicable to revenue. On the other hand the three Life Subscriptions

received during the past year, amounting to £47 5^., have not yet been

invested. The advance made some years ago towards the cost of photo-

graphing the Laurentian MS. of Sophocles has by this year's receipts

been repaid within £\o, and the sale of the copies still on hand will more

than cover this amount. The balance with the Bankers on May 31st

was considerably smaller than usual for the reason given above in regard to

the cost of the Journal. The Council did not feel justified in borrowing

from the Bankers more than was strictly necessary to meet the payments

due up to that date. It should be added that at the balancing of the

accounts there were arrears of subscriptions to the amount of ;^I40, ;^2C

of which have since been received by the Treasurer.

Since the last Annual Meeting thirty-four new members have been

elected. Against this increase must be set the loss by death or resignation

of twenty-two members, so that the nett increase is only twelve, a smaller

number than in any previous year. The present total of members is 674.

To the subscribers one library only has been added, while three have

withdrawn their subscription, and two others have arranged in future to

procure \.\\c Journal through their agents. The present total o( subscribers

is 89.

The moral to be drawn, in the opinion of the Council, alike from the

foregoing survey of the development of the Society in its first ten years of

existence, and from the record of the past session in particular, is that,

while much has been achieved of which the Society may well be proud,

much still remains to be done. If the next ten years are to be as fruitful,

as full of energy, as the first, there must be no slackness on the part either

of the Council or the general body of members. The promotion of the

objects of the Society must be kept steadily in view. The Journal
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must be maintained in undiminished efficiency, but the other objects,

and especially the encouragement of exploration and research, and the

introduction to members by photographs and otherwise of its main

results, must also receive their due measure of attention. * To

make this energy in various directions possible within the bounds of

financial prudence, one thing is needful, a steady increase of income,

resulting from a steady increase in the number of members. It is

inevitable that the Society should lose some members each year by death

or resignation. The average so far has been about twenty-five. Even to

redress the balance at least this number of new members must be elected

every year. But the Society ought not to be content with standing still.

It should be the object of each member alike of the Council and of the

Society at large to proselytize, so that each successive year may show an

actual increase in the number of members, and thereby add to the

power of the Society to carry out in every department the objects

which it was founded to promote.

On the motion of the Chairman, seconded by Prof. Baldwin Brown,
the Report was unanimously adopted.

The Chairman then delivered the following address :

—

In a survey of Hellenic studies during the past year, the first place

must be given to the researches which have been prosecuted in Greece

itself, partly by the Greek Government, partly by the Greek Archaeological

Society and by the Foreign Schools. And in Greece the centre of interest

has once more been the Acropolis of Athens. A detailed report of the

results obtained, on the Acropolis and elsewhere, since our last Annual
Meeting, will shortly be given in this Society's Journal, by Mr. E. A.

Gardner, the Director of the British School at Athens, whom we are glad

to have present with us to-day. In the following remarks my part will

therefore be restricted to indicating, as concisely as possible, the more
important of these results ; and afterwards I hope that we may have the

advantage of hearing Mr. Gardner speak in detail on any subjects which he

may consider especially deserving of notice.

The excavations on the Acropolis, which began from the Propylaea

and were continued eastward, to the north of the Parthenon, have now been

brought back along the south side of the Parthenon, reaching the Propylaea
once more. The entire area of the Acropolis has thus been thoroughly
explored, down to the bed of rock. The gains of the last twelve months
from thi.s work on the Acropolis fall under three principal heads : (i) Topo-
graphy and Architecture

; (2) Sculpture
; (3) Inscriptions.

(l) Under the first head, notice is due to the further light which has
been thrown on the prehistoric fortifications of the Acropolis. The wall
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which encircled the summit of the primitive citadel was of the rude type

popularly called Cyclopean or relas<;ic, and followed the natural outline of

the rock, whereas the later walls were built as much as possible in straight

lines. New fragments of this primitive Acropolis wall have been laid bare :

and in one place—at the south-east corner of the Propylaea—it is seen to

have been nearly twenty feet thick. Another discovery illustrates a point

connected with the building of the Parthenon. The artificial basis or

platform on which the Parthenon was built rises, on the south side, to a

considerable height above the natural rock. It now appears that a lime-

stone wall, of rude construction, was built on the south side of this platform,

separated from it by a space of some twelve metres at the east end, and

rather less at the west end. The object of such a limit was economy in the

use of the earth or other material to be employed in raising the level, as

this wall prevented too great diffusion southwards. Then, between the

Parthenon and the south edge of the Acropolis, traces have been found of

a rude oblong building, constructed partly with the drums of columns

rejected apparently by the builders of that earlier temple—never completed

—which was superseded by the Parthenon. This oblong building seems to

have been covered over with earth when the Parthenon was finished, and

may, it is suggested, have been a workshop used by the builders. West of

the Parthenon another building has been traced by its foundations. This

was a large chamber of about 130ft. by 50ft., with a portico facing north.

It is conjectured that this was the Xa\Ko6t]Kr), used as a repository for arms

and stores. This discovery seems to show that the site of this building did

not belong, as had been supposed, to the temenos of Athena Ergan^. In

the same part of the Acropolis area, west of the Parthenon, the temenos of

Artemis Brauronia has now been more accurately defined by the traces of

the porticoes which bounded it on the south and east. Within the Parthenon

itself excavations have been carried on with a view to ascertaining whether

the basis of the temple was a solid mass of stone, or consisted (as in many
other temples) merely of foundation walls, with rubble filling the spaces

between them. The results are not decisive, but show that the solid .stone

basis went at least some way beneath the pavement.

(2) In passing to Sculpture, mention is due, first of all, to fragments of

architectural groups found buried between the basis of the Parthenon and

the limestone wall, already noticed, to the south of it. These fragments

are from groups which once adorned the pediments of older temples on the

Acropolis—temples possibly destroyed by the Persians in 480 B.C. The

material is a coarse stone, commonly called poros, but which, as Mr. Gardner

suggests, might be described, with at least less vagueness, as limestone. In

one of these pediment groups the left part showed Heracles wrestling with

Triton. In another, belonging to a pediment which was originally about

twenty-four feet long, the right half shows a curious monster with three

human bodies and six arms, which has been identified with Typhon. Some
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surprise has been expressed at the fact that in these, and in some other frag-

ments of the same character found on the Acropoh's, so much prominence

is given to Heracles, who is not known to have been specially worshipped

on the Acropolis. It seems natural to ask whether the mythological

associations of Heracles with Theseus may not help to explain it.

The year has not been barren, either, in relation to sculpture of the

best time. The head of Iris—first recognised by Dr. Waldstein—has been

restored to that block of the Parthenon frieze which contains the seated

Zeus and Athena. From the Erechtheum frieze, another seated female

figure has been found ; the head has perished. An interesting and still

mysterious work, belonging to the later years of the fifth century, is a

relief of Athena, in chiton, diplois, and Corinthian helmet, leaning on her

spear, and gazing down, as if in sorrow, on a plain square pillar. Another

relief, of the year 403 B.C., shows Athena grasping the hand of a goddess

who is probably the Samian Hera.

(3) Among the inscriptions found on the Acropolis in the course of

the year, one of the most interesting is on the same stone with the relief of

Athena last mentioned, which forms the head-piece to it. It is a copy of

a decree conferring certain privileges on the Samians, in recognition of

their fidelity to Athens amid her disasters at the end of the Peloponnesian

war. The decree was passed at some time between the battle of Aegos-

potami, in the autumn of 405 B.C., and the surrender of Athens to Lysander

in the following spring. The extant copy was engraved shortly after the

expulsion of the Thirty Tyrants, in the latter part of 403 B.C.

Another interesting inscription relates to the purchase of materials for

the great chryselephantine statue of Athena Parthenos. It gives the

amount of ivory and of gold bought for this purpose in one particular year.

The purchase of these costly materials had evidently been distributed over

several years. From data furnished by this inscription, combined with

some others, it has been inferred that the total value of the gold on the

chr>'selephantine Parthenos must have been about i^ 15 5,000 : an instructive

commentary, we note in passing, on the reference of Pericles to the gold of

that statue as a possible resource in financial extremity {T/iuc. 2. 13. § 5).

We may now turn from, the Acropolis to other localities. The German
Institute has continued the exploration of the Theatre of Dionysus. The
discovery of Greek tomb-stones in a house in the Street of the Muses, west

of the IlXareia toO "^vvTuyfiaTo^, affords a presumption that the spot on

which they have been found was, in Greek times, outside the eastern wall

of Athens. At the Peiraeus, excavations begun by the Greek Government
in July, 1888, have determined the site of the Asclepieum, At Eleusis the

work carried on by the Greek Archaeological Society has led, among other

things, to the finding of sojne small marble figures—including a copy from

a group on the west pediment of the Parthenon. The French School has

been active at Delos, at Amorgos, at Mantinea, and in Boeotia—where the
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site of the temple of Apollo I'tous has been explored, and the Hicron of

the Muses on Mount Helicon has been identified. Among the finds made
in Boeotia may be mentioned a decree embodying a speech delivered by
Nero at Corinth, when he bestowed freedom on the Greeks. Near Thespiae,
the French have discovered a theatre on the hill side, with a well-preserved

proscenium of fourteen Doric columns : there was probably no raised stage.

The American School has identified the deme of IMotheia, in Attica, and
in Boeotia has made experimental diggings at Anthedon, at Thisbe, and at

riataea. The British School has not this year been engaged in excavation,

except at Cyprus, where some of the tombs (especially those at Arsinoe)
have yielded good results. But in Greece a valuable work of another
kind has been commenced under the auspices of the British School. Mr.
Schultz, a member of the School and a student of the Royal Academy
has been employed in making drawings, to full scale, from the Greek
mouldings of the best period. He has now nearly finished the scries for

Athens and Attica.

Thus far the work to which reference has been made belongs to the

field of classical archaeology. But an interesting and important feature in

the year's record is the increased attention which is being given to archi-

tecture and art of the Byzantine age. The Greek Government has made
grants towards the repair of the monastery of Daphne in Attica, and of

St. Luke of Stiris in Boeotia. These are among the finest examples of

Byzantine work in Greece ; the two churches at Stiris are said to be

especially fine, though grievously dilapidated. With this province of work,

too, the British School has actively associated itself. The school has

undertaken to prepare a series of plans and elevations of the chief

Byzantine churches in Greece, with copies of their frescoes and mosaics.

During the past year, Mr. Schultz, in conjunction with Mr. Barnsley—also

a student of the School and of the Royal Academy—has been working at

this subject. Another year, it is hoped, may suffice to complete their

labours. This new manifestation of interest in the Byzantine period

may be noted with the greater satisfaction, since it has sometimes been

complained that, in Greece, classical monuments have been explored at the

cost of obliterating the remains of later ages.

An epitome, however brief, of the archaeological work done in Greece

during the year must include a word of tribute to Mr. Kabbadias, the chief

"E^o/jo? 'Apxat,oTriTa)v under the Greek Government, and editor of the

excellent AeXr/oi/ 'Apxai^okoyiKov, in which Dr. Lolling has aided him so

far as inscriptions have been concerned.

In the British literature of Hellenic studies for the past year there is

at least one incident which the members of this Society cannot fail to

notice with interest and pleasure. While the Annual Report which we

have heard read has sufficiently indicated that the Hellenic. Society's

Journal well maintains its position, we are glad also to acknowledge the



success which has attended a younger Journal of kindred aims, though of

somewhat different scope—one of the very few, besides our own, in this

country which is specially devoted to clas ;ical studies. In February last

the editors of the Classical Review, in issuing the first part of the third

annual volume, were able to announce that they had secured an object

which they had long desired, viz., the co-operation of classical scholars in

the United States, and that three eminent American scholars had joined

the editorial staff" of the Review. The members of this Society will, I

doubt not, sympathise with the words used by the English editors in

making this announcement: 'We have great hopes,' they said, 'that this

new development will not only afford to Englishmen an opportunity of

becoming better acquainted with the excellent work which is being done in

America, but that the closer intercourse thus established between the

scholars of England and America may contribute to raise the level of

classical learning wherever the English language is spoken.' Among the

varied contents of the Classical Review for the last year, it may be per-

missible to touch in passing on examples of a kind of work which is still

much needed, and which, when it is well done, ought certainly to be

encouraged by the gratitude of students—viz., accurate description of the

classical MSS. to be found in the libraries of this country, or of others.

Mr. E. M. Thompson has continued in the Classical Revieiv his account of

the classical MSS. in the British Museum ; and Mr. T. W. Allen has con-

tributed notes on the classical MSS. at Modena, Bologna, and Genoa.

Turning from the youngest Journal occupied with classical studies to

the oldest English Society which has been their friend, we may congratulate

the Society of Dilettanti on having marked the 155th year of its existence

by executing a purpose formed in 1883, and publishing a second edition

of Mr. Penrose's beautiful work, The Principles of Athenian Architecture.

First as Honorary Architect to the British School at Athens, and afterwards

as its first Resident Director, Mr. Penrose has enjoyed ample opportunities

of utilising, for his new edition, the results of recent discovery.

On an occasion like the present, when we look back on a year's

endeavours or achievements, it is impossible that the mind should not turn

also to the memory of loss. Within the last half year, no fewer than seven

distinguished classical scholars have passed away ; Professor Paley
;

Professor J. F. Davies, of Queen's College, Galway, well known for his work

on Aeschylus ; Dr. Churchill Babington, the editor of Hypereides ; Pro-

fessor Maguire, of Trinity College, Dublin, eminent alike as a literary

scholar and as a Platonist ; Professor Kennedy ; Professor Chandler
;

Professor Evans, of Durham ;—men whose names are associated with

diff"erent types of excellence, and different paths of special study, but who
were alike in the sincerity of their devotion to learning, and in the

thoroughness with which they performed the chosen work of their lives.

Hellenic studies owe them a manifold debt ; and it is fittincf that our sense



of that debt should be acknowledged to-day, thou^'h the tribute be

rendered rather in grateful thought than in any adequate form of words.

It has been easier to select a few prominent topics for mention than

to guard against the charge of omitting some matters that deserved notice.

But for any such omissions I may hope to be excused in your eyes,

partly by the extensive nature of the subject, partly by the limit of time

which it was necessary to observe. I may conclude with a reflection

which is naturally suggested by the retrospect in which we have been

engaged. Men who are still in middle life remember a time when the place

of Greek in a liberal education was as yet unchallenged. This, as we are

aware, is no longer the case. But on the other hand it may be asked

whether there has ever been a time when Hellenic studies, in all their

various ramifications, were offering so large a scope, or were appealing

with such attractive power, to the matured energies and abilities of

educated men. Above all the unavoidably minute subdivisions of labour

in this wide domain, there is rising a clearer perception of the fact that the

paramount end of all such studies is to make the life and thought of

antiquity more real and vivid to the modern world ; and that the way to

do so is not to study the literature apart from the monuments, or the

monuments without the literature, but to aim at making them mutually

illustrative of each other.

The former President and Vice-Presidents were re-elected, and the

following were elected to vacancies on the Council, viz. Lord Savile, Sir

William Gregory, Prof. R. S. Poole, Mr. R. W. Macan, and Mr. D. G.

Hogarth.

The Chairman proposed on the part of the Council the following

alteration in the Rules of which due notice had been given.

Viz. That Rules 5 and 6 be repealed, and that the following be

substituted for them.

5. The Treasurer shall receive, on account of the Society, all

subscriptions donations or other moneys accruing to the

funds thereof, and shall make all payments ordered by the

Council. All cheques shall be signed by the Treasurer and

countersigned by the Secretary.

6. In the absence of the Treasurer the Council may direct that

cheques may be signed by two members of Council and

countersigned by the Secretary.

The proposal was unanimously adopted.



Mr. Ernest GakUNEK, Director of the British School at Athens,

read parts of a paper on Archaeology in Greece 1888-9 {Journal X.

p. 254).

Mr. BousfieLD suggested the publication in the Journal of a map of

the Acropolis as finally cleared.

The Chairman undertook that this suggestion should be considered

by the Editors.

The proceedings closed with the usual vote of thanks to the Auditors

and to the Chairman,



REMAINS OF ARCHAIC TEMPLE OF ARTEMTS AT EPHESUS.

[Platks IIP, I V.J

When Mr. Wood in his patient and successful excavation of tlie temple

of Artemis at Ephesus had got down to the natural soil, he observL-d a number

of massive piers underneath the walls of the cella, or rather where the cella

walls ought to have been. On the plan in his book he indicates these piers

by dotted lines, supposing them to have been made to support the walls of a

church built in late times after the temple had been destroyed. It may have

been so. But there appears to be no other indication of such a church on

the site. This much is certain, that in building these piers a free u.se had

been made of the fragments lying at hand from the older temple which had

been destroyed by fire on the night, as we are so often told, when Alexander

was born. Fragments of the old frieze and cornice would build in like su

many bricks, and give the piers that solidity which Mr. Wood could only

break into, as he did reluctantly, by blasting. The result of the blasting was

that he obtained a number of archaic fragments of sculpture and architecture

which we have now to consider. That happened in IH74. Previously in

1872, he had found some fragments of the same archaic character, not built

into piers but apparently loosely mixed with sculpture of a later age.

These archaic fragments when they reached the Museum were the

subject of much consideration. Sir Charles Newton dealt with them in a

paper in the Portfolio (June, 1874), suggesting that they might be the

remains of a small dpijKo^ which Pausanias (x. 38, 3) says ran along the

top of the altar of Artemis Protothronia at P2phesus, above which there stood

among other hgures a statue of Night, by the early artist Rhoecos.' It

must have been this association of the marble 6piyK6<; with an artist like

Rhoecos that led Sir Charles Newton to this suggestion. Rhoocos is too

early for sculpture of this kind. Besides it is proposetl to show that these

1 Stc ;ilbo Wooil's A/z/kw-v, |>. 201.

H S.—VOL. X. *i
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fragments belonged to the cornice of the temple itself. One of the results of

my endeavours to put these fragments together is exhibited in a drawing here

(Fig. 1). The actual re-construction may be seen in the Archaic room of the

Museum. I do not claim that every fragment is in absolutely its right place.

But it seemed a matter of so much importance to show what the cornice of

the old temple was like, that I have ventured to place the fragments here in

1 .v^
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sculptnivJ with extmoiiliiiaiy niinutcncss und (Ic'liciicy, .s(j imich so tliiit Mr.

Wood couKl nut at first siglit believe the re-coustruction possible. A few

moments of observation convinced him that the thing was right. He was

good enough to send me his measurements for the distance between the lions'

lieads, and they agreed very closely with what I had arrived at. The height

of the cornice was taken from a comparison with the reliefs of the Harpy

tomb in the Museum, which belong to about the same period of art.

It may be mentioned that though we possess a considerable number of

fra<Tments from what I have claimed as the cornice of the temple, yet hardly

any two of them have been found to fit together, notwithstanding long and

continuous efiforts. From this it may be argued that these many isolated

frao-ments had belonged to a very extensive piece of sculpture, such as the

cornice of a great temple, they being a mere fraction of the whole. In

restoring a part of the cornice from them, I was led originally by the obser-

vation that the working of the back and joints of the stones is precisely of

the same kind as that of the cornice of the later temple, regular divisions

bein<y made in the gutter so that the water collecting from the roof might

flow out at the lions' mouths at regular intervals (Fig. 2). No doubt the

cornice as here restored wants the graceful profile of later architecture, but

that, I understand, is not altogether without precedent. A selection from the

remaininij fragments will be found on Plate IV.

As regards the designs represented in these sculptures, we may suppose

cither that they had formed a continuous subject, separated into groups by

the lions' heads, or that they had consisted of an extensive series of separate

subjects, in the manner of metopes. In either case this separation of

sculptured groups may throw some light on the origin of metopes. I have

only attempted to suggest one group in the centre of the diagram, a group

which may be restored as the combat of a Greek and a Centaur following

the analogy of a gem engraved in the Jotmial of IMlenic Studies (I. p. 130).

The Centaur has human not equine forelegs—a circumstance familiar in

archaic art. The hand holding a branch, which is let in at the top, is so

suitable for a Centaur, that I need not quote instances of it.

In the matter of artistic style, reference has already been made to the

Harpy tomb. The Ephesian cornice is on a rather smaller scale, and the

figures more minutely finished. Except for that the comparison ought to

stand good. The date usually assigned to the Harpy tomb is about 550 B.C.

There is no reason wliy our cornice should not be about the same period.

Among the other fragments of the archaic temple were some which have

been known for a while as remains of sculptured columns (see Plate III). It

was known in a general way that the sculptured columns—columnao coelatae

—which adorned the temple of Alexander's time, as we learn from Pliny, and

from the sculptured drums found by Mr. Wood, had in fact been copied from

tlic older temple, not neces.sarily as regards the subjects, still less as regards

the style, but in the general idea. No one however took up the idea to

work it out or disprove it. We have now put together part of one of these

archaic columns. As regards the figure on the lowest drum, I do not of
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course vouch that the upper part belongs absolutely to the lowtr. It is a

matter of general truth only. There must have been some such u[)per part

to the figure. The whole answers fairly to the Hermes on an archaic vase

from Corinth, in the British Mu.seum. It will be observed tliat under the

feet of the figure is a flat band, which does not exist in the later temple.

Next comes a torus moulding, as in the later temple, but smaller, in the

Ephesus

AncHAic Templeof Artemis

Base of a

Tluted Column

Base of a

/Sculptured CoLuMr

Fig. 3, «. Vui. 3, b.

restoration of this moulding I have employed the fragments which, according

to Mr. Hicks' quite obvious conjecture, are inscribed with the name and

dedication of Croesos.^ We were guided to that by a large piece of un-

finished base moulding in the Museum, on tlie upper edge of wliich is carved

a torus exactly the same as that of the inscribed fragments (Fig. 3, b). Finding

' Manu'iJ nf Orcrk Hist. Iiix.-rijit. No. i.
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several pieces of this upper member finished with horizontal flutings but in-

complete at the top, I have placed the inscribed fragments above them. Those
who recollect the base of the later temple, in the Museum, will know that

it has in this place a fluted member of this same character. The profile,

however, is quite different, as would be expected in architecture of such

widely different dates.

Finding that up to this point the new temple had in general copied the

old, I decided, after an unsatisfactory experiment, to try whether the remain-

ing base of the new temple might give a clue for restoring the lowest part of

the archaic base. Among the archaic fragments we found a number of pieces

which answered perfectly to this idea (Figs. 3, a and 5). The result is that

Ave have a general resemblance between the new and the old bases, but many
points of detail in which the one differs from the other.

The sculpture of the archaic columns, so far as I can judge, is of the

same period as the cornice (see Plate III. and Fig. 4, a). The forms are of

course larger and more simply treated. But the workmanship is of the same
delicate archaic kind. On the column the remains of colour are slighter than

on the cornice, where in some parts they are quite brilliant in reds and blues.

We have the same reds in parts of the columns, and in other fragments we
have remains of blue ; the marble also is of the same quality, finer than that

of the later temple, or at all events made to look finer by most careful- work-

manship. This workmanship is conspicuous in the architectural mouldings

and flutings as compared with 'the later temple. Though I had no hesitation

in selecting these archaic fragments, I have been glad since then to find the

selection confirmed by an observation of our invaluable mason Pinker to this

effect, that there is no trace of the use of a claw tool in the archaic remains.

It abounds in the later temple.

But we have still some fragments to deal with. For instance, there are

some pieces of fluted columns, including a large piece of a shaft, and a small

piece of a lowermost drum, with an inscribed torus moulding, indicating a

dedication, whether by Croesos or not we cannot say. We know from

Herodotus (I. 92), that Croesos bore the expense of most of the columns of

the temple as it existed in the time of Herodotus. We are entitled to assume

that the older, like the later temple, had only a limited number of sculptured

columns; the rest being merely fluted, as shown in Fig. 4, b. Some of the

inscribed fragments clearly belong to fluted columns, and may have been the

gift of other persons, though no name but that of Croesos has been recovered.

It should be stated that the fragments which I have put together as bearing

the name Ba[a-i\.ev<i] Kp[ol(To<i] dve[6r]K]€v cannot have belonged to absolutely

the same stone, since one has a top bed and another a bottom bed. Yet they

must obviously have belonged to the same member in different columns.

We cannot well assume that the entire column had been sculptured from

bottom to top, or even up the length of three drums, as Mr. Wood preferred

for the later temple. It would be better to be content with only a lowermost

sculptured drum on the analogy of Egyptian columns, as at Karnak and

Medinet Abou, where we have only one row of figures, the rest of the column
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being covered by mere patterns. If then the Epliesian eolmnns were fluted

all the way down to the lowermost drum, it is conceivable that the fluted

fragment of which I have spoken may have come immediately above the
sculptured drum. A- strong objection however is, that the inscription is so

placed on the torus as to be looked down on, not up to.

As I am not proposing to deal with the whole question of this archaic

temple, only with such parts as appear to have been made out, it will be enougfi

to mention further, that we possess a stone from the cella wall and several

fragments which have enabled Mr. Elsey Smith to restore the capital and
necking of a column (Fig. 5). On one of these fragments are remains of strong

red colour. On another, a hollow lino running round the volute has been filled

in with lead, and gilded. On a third, the canal of the volute instead of being
hollow is raised precisely as in the capital of the archaic temple at Samoa.

The date of the archaic temple from which these fragments have so

strangely survived, is I think determined by the inscribed mouldings bearing

the name of Croesos, taken together with the statement of Herodotiis, that

most of the columns had been the gift of that king. Herodotus spoke of the

temple which existed in his time, and he had good means of knowing the

truth from his residence close at hand in Samos. Croesos, we are told, had
at one time laid siege to Ephesus, on which occasion the Ephesians had

sought protection by connecting the temple of Artemis with the city walls by

means of a rope. For some reason or other, whether before that incident or

after it, a new temple certainly Avas built, largely by the aid of Croesos,

The architect for a while was Chersiphron, of whom we hear in various ways.

The sculptured columns must have been executed during his office. But
nothing is said of the sculptors who had been employed. In connection with

them I have only a passing conjecture to offer.

Comparing these archaic fragments from Ephesus with the marble statue

of Nike by Archerraos, now in the Mu.seum at Athens, I thought that the

differences of style were of such a kind as would be expected from a son of

Archermos. They are the differences of a new generation at a time of active

progress in art. Archermos was followed and surpassed by his son Bupalos,

whose works we aie told were much admired centuries after his time in

Rome, where many of them were to be seen. Greece was plundered for his

Avorks. Bupalos and the family of sculptors to which he belonged worked in

marble. He was an architect, and sculptured reliefs in marble. We read of

figures of the Graces by him in Smyrna and Pergamon. He had therefore

been employed in the immediate neighbourhood of Ephesus. That he worked

in Ephesus is not directly stated. We know this however, that the poet

Hipponax was a native of Ephesus, that Bupalos made caricatures of the

poet, that Hipponax revenged himself by a stinging satire in iambics—' Acer

hostis Bupalo,' as Horace says. There is of course no proof that this hap-

pened in Ephesus, the native town of Hipponax. It might have happened in

Clazomenae, where Hipponax lived after he had been expelled from Ephesus

on account of his poetic satires. But the style of the sculpture has strongly

impressed me as just such as would be expected from a sculptor of the age
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and traditions of Bupalos. About the contemporaneousness of Croesos,

Hippouax, Bupalos, and these sculptured fragments, I see no reason to have

the smallest doubt, and if that is so, we obtain a standard of date which will

be useful in reference to other archaic sculptures, such as the Harpy tomb, the

Branchidae statues, and in particular the metopes of the oldest temple at

Selinus in Sicily.

A. S. Murray.
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THE GREEK-SPEAKING POPULATION OF SOUTHERN ITALY.

It will probably be a surprise, even to readers of the Journal of Hellenic

Sk(di.es, to learn that there are at the present day twenty thousand persons in

the south of Iialy who speak Greek as their native tongue. These people

form two separate groups, composed of a number of villages or townships, one

of which is found in the heel of Italy or Terra d'Otranto, the other in the

toe of that country, towards the extremity of the modern Calabria, in the

neighbourhood of Cape Spartivento, and about twenty miles to the south-east

of Reggio. The language which they speak, as might well be supposed, is

not ancient Greek, nor is it in any sense a lineal descendant of that which

was spoken in the colonies of Magna Graecia ; but, though it is essentially

modern Greek, it differs considerably from the Romaic of Greece, and these

differences are of such a nature, that it must have required the lapse of

many centuries to produce them. There can be no doubt that at one time it

was spoken over a much wider area than at present ; indeed, within the

memory of -man it has died out, and has been superseded by Italian, in

places where it had previously been in use. Any traditions which may have

existed with regard to the origin of this people and the fortunes of their

ancestors they have now entirely lost ; and their history, as far as it can be

discovered at all, must be reconstructed from casual notices in historical

documents and from intimations contained in the language. The object of

the present paper is to draw attention to some of the more salient character-

istics of that language, and to the poems which have been composed in it

;

and afterwards to discuss the evidence which may be drawn from these and

other sources with regard to the immigration of these Greeks into Italy.

The information which it contains is mainly drawn from the works of earlier

authorities, of whose learned labours some account will be given later on ; but

during the autumn of 1887 I myself visited both these colonies, with the

object of inquiring into their present condition, and of verifying a number of

interesting points relating to the language. My informants on the spot (to

whom I desire to tender my sincere thanks) were two intelligent Greeks—for

the Otranto district, the parish priest of Sternatia, the Rev. Giuseppe

Ancora ; for the Calabrian group, Sig. Vitale Pietro, the schoolmaster

of Bova.

The peninsula which forms the heel of Italy, starting, as its base, from a

line drawn across from Brindisi to Taranto, is throughout its whole area a

slightly undulating level, and Lecce, which is its principal city, stands near
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its centre. Tt is in the inland region to tlie southward of that place that the

towns and villages lie where Greek is spoken. At the present time they are

nine in number, containing fifteen thousand inhabitants in all, viz. Martiino,

Calimera, Melpignano, Castrignano, Zollino, Martigni'ino, Sternatia, Soleto,

and Corigliano. Of these, Zollino forms the junction, where the railway

which runs south from Lecce divides into two branches, one of which reaches

the sea at Otranto towards the south-east, the other at Gallipoli towards the

south-west; and the other towns lie either on, or at no great distance from,

one or other of those lines. The position which is occupied by the Greek

settlements in Calabria forms a strong contrast to this, for it is completely a

mountain region. The traveller, indeed, who passes Cape Spartivento in the

train, may see a station named Bova on the sea-coast ; but the town of that

name, which is the head-quarters of this colony, and is called Vua (Bova) by

its inhabitants, lies eight miles inland, on the summit of a peak 3,000 feet

above the sea, and can only be reached by a steep foot-path. Its strange

situation recalls that of Sta Agnese, the hill-town at the back of Mentone.

Within, owing to the ruggedness of the ground, the houses are piled

irregularly on one another, and the streets zigzag at odd angles. Its various

localities bear Greek names ; one square is called Amalia (i.e. 'OfiaXia), ' the

level,' another Itonia (i.e. Teirovia) Meg;ile, 'the great neighbourhood'; a

street is named Aion Triphono (San Trifone) ; and the three fountains are

Siphoni, Petrophylaco, and Cleiste, the last of these being a double spring,

with a trough for washing, covered in by an arch of masonry. The other

Greek-speaking towns in its neighbourhood are Condofuri (i.e. Kovro-^wpiov,

or 'the village near' Bova), with Amendolea and Gallicianu ; Roccaforte,

called by the Greeks Vuni or ' mountain-town ' (Bowcov) ; and Rofiidi or

Rochiidi CPoxovSiov), a name which describes its rocky site (pd-^^, ' mountain

ridge '). The population of these amounts to five thousand. At Cardeto,

where a peculiar dialect, ditifering in many important points from those of its

neighbours, was until lately in use, the Greek language has now disappeared

—fortunately, not before its pronunciation had been observed and its

vocabulary and grammatical forms had been registered. Another trace of a

wider diffusion of the language and people remains in the name Pentedattilo,

the same which, in its more accurate form of Pentedactylon, is familiar to

the traveller in the Peloponnese as the modern appellation of Taygetus.

Here it is attached to a steep and solitary mass of rock, rising into five

columnar peaks, which forms a conspicuous object in the view from the sea,

as the voyager passes out of the Straits of Messina on his way to Greece.

The village of the same name, which occupies a precipitous position on its

landward side, no doubt was once Greek, but now its inhabitants are merged

in the surrounding Italian population.

The Greeks of Bova appear to be much poorer than those of the Terra

d'Otranto—a result which might naturally arise from the country which they

inhabit being less productive and harder to cultivate ; but in both districts

the pursuits of the people are almost entirely agricultural, and notwithstanding

that they live within ea.sy reach of the sea, they never go abroad or engage in
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conimerc*'. Though a f'c-w of the })t'asaiits whu livo at a distance from the

town of Bova speak (J reek ouly, yet tlie great majority, botli there and in the

lieel of Italy, are bilingual, being equally familiar with Greek and Italian.

From this fact it would be natural to conclude that they are losing their

native language, especially as we lind that the same process of change has

already been going on ; and in the Terra d'Otranto, where the progress of

railways has brought them into closer communication with the outer world,

it might be expected that they would be rapidly assimilated. But in reality

this has not happened, and the anticipation of Morosi, the chief authority on

subjects relating to them, who, writing in 1870, expressed his belief that in

two generations the Greek language in these parts would be extinct, has not

been verified. On the contrary, I was assured by members of both groups

that at the present time they have no fear of this result. Up to seven years

of age, they said, the children speak nothing but Greek; and though in the

schools tlieir instruction is confined to Italian, yet, like the Highlanders with

their Gaelic, in their families they only employ their native tongue, and they

are very tenacious in retaining it. Still, it is difiicult to see how they

can for any length of time resist the influences by which they are surrounded,

when the counteracting forces are wanting by which the tide might be

stemmed. In the first place, they possess no Greek books, and do not use

the Greek character in writing. To the philologist who investigates their

language the advantage of this is great, because the dialects retain their

purity, and cannot be tampered with by the introduction of classical forms

;

but, at the same time, it is almost impossible to retain a language

permanently, in the face of one that is more dominant, without a written

literature. Again, they have no feeling of nationality to support them. Of
the kingdom of Greece they know nothing, and when 1 talked to them on

the subject, they manifested no interest in it or in tlie Greek i>eople. The
two groups of Greeks in Italy, of whom I am speaking, though they are

aware of one another's existence, are mutually unacquainted, and no com-

munication ever passes between them. The Greek colony that is settled in

Corsica is unknown to them. Politically, their desire is to be regarded as

good Italian subjects, and in conversation they identify themselves with Italy

and its interests. Though they rarely intermarry with their Italian neigh-

bours, yet they are on good terms with them ; and the bar of religious

difference, which must once have interposed between them, has been reqioved

by centuries of conformity to the Western rite. A trace of former antagoni.«m,

combined perhaps with a reminiscence of the early ecclesiastical distinction,

is found in their still calling the Italians ' Latins ' (Aartvot) ; as, for instance,

in a love-song, where the lover tells his lady that he wishes to teach her a

sonnet in Greek, in order that the 'Latins' may not understand what

he says :

—

"HreAa vd aov fidaco Va sonetto

TprjKO, va fi7} TO (paepovpe oi Aarlvoi'

where r'jreXa, fxuaco, and (^aepovve stand for i]$e\a, fidOo), and rj^evpovv.

The earliest inquiries that were made conceniing this people and their
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language are associatetl with a number of distinguished literary names.

Though vague intimations of their existence had been furnished by travellers,

such as Swinburne, Eustace, and Keppel Craven, yet the first person who
really threw light on the subject, and brought it under the notice of men of

letters, was Carl Witte, the famous Dante scholar. When journeying as a

young man in South Italy, he was informed at Reggio that there were Greeks

in that neighbourhood, and accordingly he put himself at once in communi-

cation with some of the inhabitants of the Bova district. The result was

that he succeeded in writing down from the mouth of the people in Roman
letters about fifty Greek words, together with three songs ; and these he

afterwards submitted to Cardinal Mezzofanti, who transcribed them—with a

somewhat free adaptation, it must be allowed—into Greek. One of the

songs was published by Witte in 1S21 in the Gcscllschaftcr, together with a

short introductory notice, in which he advocated the notion, that the dialect

in which it was composed was independent of Modern Greek, and had

descended in a direct line from tlie speech of Magna Graecia. This seems to

have attracted little notice at the time, and must have been unknown to

Niebuhr, when, six years later, he published the first volume of his History of

Rome; otherwise he would certainly have cited it in support of the view

expressed in the following passage, which is still interesting, though it is now
acknowledged to be untenable.

* Calabria, like Sicily, continued to be a Greek country, though the

Romans planted colonies on the coasts. The Greek language did not begin

to give way there till the fourteenth century : it is known to have prevailed

not three hundred years since at Rossano, and no doubt much more
extensively ; for our knowledge of the fact as to that little town is merely

accidental. Nay, at this day there is a population that speaks Greek

remaining in the neighbourhood of Locri.' ^

It happened, however, that, long after this, Witte chanced to broach the

subject in the course of a conversation with Prof. A. F. Pott ; and that

distinguished philologist became so much interested in the question, that he

obtained leave to publish all three of the songs, as well as Witte's list of

words; this he did in 1856 in the eleventh volume of the Philologus, in a

paper entitled * Altgriechisch im heutigen Calabrien ?
' He there confutes

Niebuhr's and Witte's view of the continuity of the Greek race and language

in Italy by a minute examination of the vocabulary and inflexions, in which

he shows that they are closely allied to those now in use in Greece.

The inquiry, which thus far had been pursued in a somewhat dilettante

spirit, was now taken in hand in good earnest by the Italians themselves.

To pass over a number of minor contributions to the subject—in 1860 Prof-

Comparetti published at Pisa, under the title of Saggi dei dialctti greci ddl'

Italia Meridionale, a collection of forty-three poems, thirty-eight of which

were from Bova—having been for the most part obtained for him by a former

^ 'Niehnhi, Eiaiory of Rome {E\)g. trans.), i. refers to the Neapolitaa minister, Count Zurlo,

62. In his note to this passage, the autlior as his authority for the last statement.
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])npil of his, Prof. Terra of Reggio—an<l the n-mainiiig five from the Terra
d'Otraiito. The introduction and notes to this vohinie are of groat value on
account of the accomplislied writer's intimate accjuaintance with the Modern
Greek langmigc and its dialects. In LSG7 Prof. Morosi, who had been
appointed to a jwst in Leccc, set to work to study on the spot the language
of the Greeks in those parts, and to collect their literature ; and the result of

his labours appeared in his Studi sui dialctti grcci delta Terra d'Otrunto

(Lecce, 1870). This admirable book, which is a model of acute and
thoroughly scientific investigation in the domain of philology, contains 177
songs, and a collection uf stories and proverbs in pro.se, with Italian transla-

tions ; a critical review of these compositions; a grammar, in which the

sounds of the language and the changes which they have undergone, and the

system of inflexions, are fully set forth ; a glossary of the most important
words ; and a historical essay on the origin and liistory of this Greek cohniy.

The poems have here been arranged according to the townships from which
they come, so that the dialectic peculiarities of each can be studied

separately ; and in other ways the careful manner in which the linguistic

features of each community have been distinguished is singularly instructive

to the student of dialects. The only point in Prof. Morosi's treatment of his

subject to which exception can be taken, is his too great fondness for

discovering traces of the classical dialects—Aeolic, Doric, and Ionic—in the

modern Greek language, a view which is rapidly losing ground at the present

time. In 1874 the same writer published another book on the poems and
the language of the Calabrian Greeks

—

Dialetti romaici del Mandamento di

Bova in Calahria—which is arranged according to the same method, and is

distinguished by the same merits, as its predecessor. Finally, in 1880, Prof.

Pellegrini, who during his residence as professor at Reggio had investif^ated

the subject independently, in a volume entitled // diaktto grcco-calabro di

Bova printed seventy-five songs from that district, thirty-eight of which then

appeared for the first time ; the remainder were the same which Comparetti

had previously published, but in the case of twenty-five of them the new
editor obtained fresh, and in some points different, versions. To these he

added translations of the story of Joseph and his brethren, and of the parable

of the Prodigal Son, in the Greek of Bova; and an excellent lexicon, in which

the words of this dialect are compared with those which correspond to them
in the dialect of the Terra d'Otranto, and in Modern Greek.^ In the works

of the three authors who have been mentioned in this paragraph the subject

may be said to have been thoroughly sifted ; and it is to them that I am
indebted for the materials of which this article is composed.

It is obviously impossible for me within my present limits to give, even

in outline, an account of these dialects; and for this I may refer the reader

to Morosi's publications, though that which relates to the Terra d'Otranto is,

I grieve to say, extremely rare. But in order to render the specimens of the

^ The second volume of this work, which was ami general conclusions, has never appeared,

to have contained the phonology, morphology,
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literature which follow more iiitL-iligible tluui they otherwise might be, as

well as on account of the interest of tiie subject itself, it may be well that I

should here draw attention to some of their more salient peculiarities, and

especially to those in wdiich they differ from ordinary Modern Greek. For

clearness sake I will mention first those that are found (with slight differences)

in both dialects, and afterwards those that are confined to the Otrantine and

the Calabrian respectively. It may be convenient to use the following abbre-

viations. A.G. for Ancient Greek, M.G. for Modern Greek, Otr. for the Greek

of the Terra d'Otranto, Bo v. for that of Bova.

fJcncral Remarks on both Dialects.

Sounds.—(1) The pronunciation both of vowels and consonants is in

most points the same as in Greece, and itacism prevails to the same extent

;

but K is soft (Eng. ch) before soft vowels, as it is also in many of the Greek

islands and in the south of the Morea. In Otr, also the letter S, which in

M.G. and Bov. has the sound of soft th (as in Eng. this), is pronounced like

d. (2) Owing to the influence of the Calabrian and other neighbouring

dialects of Italian, which substitute dd for //, in the Greek dialects XX, becomes

dd, as addo for dXKo<?, ^uddo for (f>vX\op, /3add&) for fidXXco, fxaddc ior fiaWc,

' hair
'

; and the same is the case with \ between vowels, as aTrpcddc for

d.TrpiXio';, 'April,' ^apeddt for ^apeXiov, 'barrel,' Trovddc for irovXi, 'bird,'

TephiKoydda for trephiKovXa, ' partridge.' It is noticeable that in one place,

the villao-e of Cardeto near Bova, where the Greek language has recently

become extinct, this change did not occur, but the original sound of XX was

retained. (3) Probably the influence of the Italian dialects also caused the

broad w-sound (ou) frequently to take the place of o : the w-sound predomin-

ates in Calabrian, as mancu for manco, sido for solo, dopit for dopo ; and,

though it is often found taking the place of w in M.G. dialects, as kutov for

KaTQ), o^ov for e^co, yet in the Italian Greek dialects, especially in Bov., it is

much more common, as eaov for ecrco, aKovXijKi for aKcoX-^Ki. Other changes

in words fall tmder the following heads. (4) Assimilation ; as Otr. Xvvvo for

Xyyi/09, Kavvi^co for Kairvli^w, ' I smoke,' (fjavvvdo) for i^virvdco, iaeiovrrai, for

(xeiovTai, iyeTTTj for iyivdr} : Bov. <yvvv6 for yv/xv6<i, aKavvl for aKapiviov,

TreTTO) for M.G. Tre^TO) {ttitttco). (5) Transposition of consonants ; as Otr.

TrpiKO for iriKpo^, y^povho for p^^ovSpo?, ' stout
'

; Bov. ypap,^6 for yafi^po^,

irpavhevw for inrapBpevo}, ' I marry,' aTrcofit for -ylrcofii, avXavpc for avpauXiov

(M.G. (TovpavXi) 'reed-pipe.' (6) Loss of initial vowels; as Otr. kovio for

aKovo), fiiXo) for 6fiLX(o, ^aivei for v(f)aivei, voccfiTa) for dvoi(f>T(o (= ai/ocyco),

vd(f>cre for dva^ae (= dva->^ov) ;
Bov. fidri for Ifidrcov, area for oa-ria, kuto

for eKUTOv, hpovw for ihpow, yairdco for dyairdo), ad^eL for tad^et. (7)

Frothetw vo-ivels ; both before two initial consonants, as Otr. d(f)Tex6 for

TTTwp^o?, e(f)Td^(t) for (f)ddvco : Bov. d/SBeXXa for fiSiXXa, d^Xeirw for ySXeVw,

i0pex€i for /5pe;^ei : and also before one only, as Otr. dXaco for Xayax;, Ixio)

for Xiyw, Ixdvei for ^ui^et, ' he loses,' Uat^ei for Kudi^ec ; Bov. 'Anavayia for

Ilavayi'a, dvoydw for i/otcu. (8) Prosthetic vowels ; as Otr. Kdvovve for Kdvovv,
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'they make,' rove fur tov. Bov. (in some lucal dialects) \6yoa-e for \0709,

rffMclae fur yfj,el<i. Changes correspuuJing in j)riiicij)le tu those enuiiieratcJ

under the last five heads are found also in the dialects of Modern
Greek.

Accents.—These are generally the same as in M.G., but in both the

Italian Greek dialects we find certain irregularities ; e.g. Otr. repfidai for

0€pfiavcn<;, ahei'a for dSeta, (pT'qvo for KTfjvo<;, and 6x6'; occasionally for o\o9,

though iti this word the accentuation varies : Bov.
x^^M''^'' ^^^ X^/*"*'*

"''^^''0

for ai/e-v/rtd?, BafidcrK^jvo for Za^iaaKr]v6, ' plum,' Karapa for Kardpa. In both

dialects the plural of dvdp(07ro<i does not i^etain its normal accent ; in Otr. we
find sing. drpeTro, plur. dTptoirot ; in Bov. sing, ddptairo, plur. udp6)7roi ; and

a similar irregularity is found in some other words, as aTroo-ToXo?, aTroa-ToXoc.

In both, also, the adverb signifying ' yet,' ' still.' which in M.G. is dK6fiTj,

appears as dKOfxr} : possibly, however, this is not a corruption, but a retention

of the accent of the classical uKfi^v, from which the word is derived, and

which is found in this sense from the time of Theocritus onwards. In both

the word, which in A.G. and M.G. is 7raXac6<i, has become TraXaio. But the

most remarkable change is that which has befallen avT6<i, which in Otr. is

avro, in Bov. daro ; this however, is occasionally found in Mediaeval Greek

(see J.H.S. vol. iv. pp. 205, 213). It is noticeable, also, that the tendency to

throw forward the accent of words on to the final syllable, which is so common
in Modern Greek, as eKKXrjatd, ^o)Tid, hardly prevails at all in Italy.

Inflexions.—In these the most marked peculiarity is the loss of final

consonants, which is probably attributable in great measure to the influence

of Italian. In Modern Greek v is constantly dropped at the end of tlie nom.

and accus. sing., as vep6 for vepov, dypio for dypiou, tov K6crpLo for rov Koapiov,

rrjv OdXaaaa for rr^v OdXaaaav : and occasionally in verb, forms, as rjvpafie

for Tjvpa/xev &c. : but here both v and 9 are regularly lost in all cases of nouns

and persons of verbs, unless they are followed by an initial vowel, or, in the

case of V, by a. guttural. Considerable confusion has thus been introduced

into the inflexions ; e.g. Xoyou stands for gen. sing., and accus. plur., dyd-m)

for nom. accus., and gen. sing., ypd<f}€i for 2nd and 3rd pers. sing. On the

other hand, not only v, but also 9 is occasionally interposed to prevent hiatus

between words ; and in the gen. plur. in Otr. the 9 has come to be usually

attached to the form, when it is fulluwed by an initial vowel, the v having

been previously lost, as rax; aTreaafifievoi for roiv dirodafifiiuoyv. The article

has especially suff"ered in this way, because throughout its declension it has

frequently lost also the initial t : hence to and tov are both corrupted into o,

and thus become indistinguishable from 6, since here, as elsewhere in Modern

Greek, the sound of the aspirate is lost. Both in Otr. and Bov. much irregu-

larity has crept into the use of the gender of the article, the masc. and neut.

being often confused, as to xaipo (nom.) for o Kaip6(:, tov yalfia for to alp,a

(accus.). The dative case is lust, and has usually been replaced by the

genitive, as aoi) eaTecXe, ' he sent to you
' ; more rarely by the accusative with

a preposition. Verbs with vowel-stems generally insert a consonant (which iu

the majority of cases is v) after the stem in the present teniae ; as kXuv(o fur

U.S.—VOL. X. *-
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kXcio), KKeivco for K^eio), 'jrepdvw for irepdw, uTravTaivco for diravrdu). This

feature, which is of common occurrence in Greece, is especially prevalent in

the dialect of Bova, but it applies less to verbs in -eco than to other contract

verbs ; these however have not retained their original form, but in most cases

have chanfTed into -am, as ^rjrdco (^r]T€(o), (piXdco {(f>i\e(o), aKoXovddco {ukuXov-

6ew). Italian verbs, when they are imported or borrowed, as they have been

in laro^e numbers, generally take the termination in -evw (pronounced cguo),

as pensei/&) ('pnisu), lodeuo> (lodo), adnrevco (adoro) ; a small number take -a^co,

as mugghia^o) (invggliio).

Words.—The negative, which in M.G. is hev {ovBev), in Bov. takes the

forms of Bev, 8e, ev and e, while in Otr. it is only found as e, and ev before

vowels. In both dialects ' neither—nor,' is expressed by Se

—

he, and the pro-

hibitive particle is firj, fii]v. ' No one ' is riaTro, i.e. t/? irore, the interrogative

being used for the negative : it is natural to suppose that this form must once

have existed in M.G., since the neuter of the same, rtTrore, is the regular

word for 'nothing' in that language. Otr. ltov, Bov. corov, 'thus,' are from

ovToy, and in this way are probably connected with M.G. eT^i for outcoctc :

while Otr. Itov, Bov. irov, ' here,' are from avrov, and thus are probably con-

nected with M.G. eSto. Otr. dcfxre, Bov. d^e, ' from,' is possibly a combination

of uTTo and €?, or perhaps a corruption of ef. Both use yid, a common

dialectic M.G. form of 8td, which in Otr. sometimes is lengthened into yid'C :

this is to be distinguislied from 7fai', 'because,' which is for M.G. Siari (=

BioTi). The change in the meaning of words from that which they bear in

ancient and modern Greek is often instructive. Both in Otr. and Bov. neXeroi

is used for ' I read '

; thus it is said of a letter, S09 ro tov servo aov v o

fieXcTijar], ' give it to thy servant that he may read it.' ^oiria, M.G. for

'fire,' is here used almost invariably in the sense of 'anguish.' Otr. aco^co,

Bov. a-Q)v(o, means ' I am able.' Kovco {ukovq)) is used for ' I feel ' ;
thus in

Bov. Kovco -ylrvxpdSa means ' I feel cold
'

; and, in an Otr. version of the Stabat

Mater, Hoar) doglia ei9 T^/ KapBia Tid'i 6 iraiBiv rjKovae iav ; signifies, ' How
great sorrow did'st thou feel in thy heart for thy Son ?'

Peculiarities of the Dialed of the Terra d'Olranto.

Sounds.— (1) The consonants k, 7, t, 8, /9, v, are frequently lost between

vowels ; e.g. k in TrXew for irXeKW, a-rew for a-reKw : 7 in dXlo for oXcyov, prja

for pi]ya<;, ' king,' /xea for fjieya<;, irdo for 7rdyo<i, ' ice '
; t in roa for Tore, rovo

for TovTo, uKdov for Kdrw, yiat for hiarl : B in Bi(o for BiBo) (BiBfo/xt), ^pdi) for

fipdBv, ' evening,' dXdl for iXdBiov (M.G. XdBi) ' oil
' ;

/3in Trpoara for irpo^ara,

^o)v for (f)6/3ov, Kpodri for Kpe^dri, ' bed '

;
1/ in dirdov for iirdvoi, Keto for

ixelvo, Kavea for Kaveva, ' any one.' (2) 7 becomes /9 in i^d) for iydi,

Tpa/3ovBo) for rpayovBoi, ' I sing.' (3) 6 becomes t, when initial, as reXo) for

6eXw, rdXacraa for OdXaaaa, rdvaro for 6dvaro<;, reo for deoq, Tela for 0eco^,

' uncle '
; and also in various internal combinations, as ^pre for rjXde, irerTepa

lor Trevdepd, icTKicnr} for ia^io'^'n '• between vowels it becomes 9, as Xiadpi for

Xiddpiov, d.Xr}cnv6 for dXrjOivo^, diricrave for diriOave : in •^varepa for Ovyarepa
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initial 6 has become x- (*) The conibiimtion of with other consonants is

of frequent occurrence; tluis 00- stands for va-, as K\d<^<T(o for KKavauy : also

for f , as (jio-iipo for ^rjpo, (pauvvuu) for i^virvaw : ant! for -v/r, as a<f)arfK6 for

v-^jrrjXov, /3\e0<re for ^\i\p€, (f)avxt} for ylrv^t]. Again, <^t stands for «t, as

vv<f>Ta for vvKTa, 6(f)To!) for okto) : also for p^^, as u(f>Ti for e^^^eV. Also <^i/

stands for /tj/, as Seic^vco for BeUvo) (SeiKvvfii). (o) The loss of internal conso-

nants has sometimes involved the loss of entire syllables, as fidXr} for ficydXr],

fiapeo) for fiayeipevto, Trparco for TrepnraTM, Xovrpia for Xeirovpyia (the

Eucharist).

Inflexions.—Jn the verb el/xc the forms most in use are pres. 3rd. sing.

€V€, which becomes also ev and e : 3rd plur. cii/e, which becomes el : imperf.

3rd sing, r'love, tjave : 3rd plur. ijcrave, i'jave. In two of the verbs which in

classical Greek form aor. 1 active in -Ka, that form has been retained both in

Otr. and Bov. ; viz. ecfyrjKa (A.G. d<\>i)Ka) from ^ivo) (d<f)ir]fj,i), and eBiKa (A.G.

eBcoKo) from BiBo) (SiSoj/jli) ; whereas in Greece they have become a<f)y](Ta,

eBwaa. It is probably on the analogy of these that in Otr. the aor. i]uprjKa is

formed from ^pia-Kco (eupca-Kco), and iiriaKa from Trtdvco {ircd^Q)). In the 2nd

sing, imper. the o (for ov) of aor. 1 is preserved where the word is proparoxy-

tone, as Kpdrrjao, votiao, iricnecjicro : but it is replaced by e where the word is

paroxytone, as KXatfxre, pl^ae, irdpe. The accent of evpe, Ihi, (lire is preserved

in the abbreviated forms ^pe, ' look,' hi, * see,' 7re, ' say '
: in M.G. /9pe is used

as an interjection, but in Bov. its plur, ^phe is found. The absolute use of

an indeclinable verb-form as a substantive is not infrequent, as to dyaTn^aei,

' loving,' TO KXacfxrec, ' lamentation,' to dnea-dvei aov, ' thy death.' The
question of the origin of this usage cannot be dissociated from that of the

ordinary compound forms in Modern Greek, as deXo) ypdyjrei, ' I shall write,

€)((ii ypa(f)6t}, ' I have been written,' analogous to which in this dialect are the

phrases with a-co^co, ' I am able,' aw^ei eare (Bov. awvec ecrre) ' it can be,' I /te

a-(o^€i Brj, 'you cannot see me.' Coray's view of the Modern Greek forms is

that they are derived from the future infin., but M. Psichari, in his essay

entitled Futur compos6 du Gore Moderne (p. 43), decides that the orthography

of the termination throughout is -77, not -et, and that it is derived from the

aor. subj., the form of the 3rd pers. having been in the course of time used

for the other persons. If, as I believe, this is the true view, then the substan-

tival use of the verb in this dialect must be, not as Morosi thinks (Siudi, p.

137), a survival of the infinitive, but a further adaptation of the fixed

subjunctive form.

Peculiarities of the Dialect of Bora.

Sounds.—^ (pronounced dz) frequently takes the ])lace of f and yjr : as

^vyt] for "^vyi], o^ov for e^co, dvoi^e for dvoi^e, and ^e'/ia for yjrifia, ' a lie,'

Bt^dco for Siyfrdo). 6 almost always retains its original sound, whether at the

beginning or in the middle of a word ; but in a few instances, when initial, it

becomes %, as %app&) for Oappw, ' I believe,' x^P^ ^^^ Ocopto {dewpw) ; and in

<f>7]XvK7] for OrjXvKtj it becomes
<f>.

The combination err is of very frequent

occurrence, as eaTa for eTrra, picrrco for plino), vvara for vvktu, arevi for

c 2
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Krevi, 'comb,' eVre for i^6e<i, hearipa for Sevripa, da-T€VTi'afor avOevria—the

last of which words is used in courteous ad(hess (daTevria aa, 'your honour'),

thus corresi)onding to the M.G. title avOivrij'i, whence comes the Turkish

efcndi. In these instances ar represents ttt, kt, yd, vt, v6 ; but in every case

there was an intermediate sound 0r, from which ar is derived.

Inflexions.—In the verb, the classical form of the 3rd plur. pres , which

is lost in M.G. and Otr., is here preserved ; e.g. from ypdcfxo, M.G. ypd<f)ovv or

ypd<f>ovv€, Otr. <ypd(f)ovve, Bov. jpd<f)0V(n. This form also survives in the

dialect of Siphnos, Naxos, and Santorin.^ In the same person of the aor.

the termination, which in M.G. and Otr. is -av or -av€, in Bov. is -ai ; e.g.

M.G. eypnyjrav or iypdyfrave, Otr. iypdcpcrave, Bov, iypd(f)aai. Now, since in

the islands just mentioned the same part of the verb is -aat—a form which

is found also in the language of the Mainotes in the south of the Morea,^ and

in mediaeval Greek ^—it is reasonable to suppose that the inflexion used at

Bova is a corruption of this.

In speaking of the songs composed by these Italian Greeks, of which

such extensive collections now exist, we may remark at starting that they

bear no resemblance to the ballads and other popular poetry of modern Greece.

This is the more remarkable because in every other region where Greeks are

found—throughout the length and breadth of Greece, and in places as remote

from one another as Cyprus, Samothrace, and Corsica—there are poems

bearing the same features, and relating either to the same or to closely

cof^nate subjects ; nay, in some cases identical with one another, if allowance

be made for differences produced by oral transmission. Here, however, we

find no pastoral idylls, no stories turning on stirring incidents in war or

brigandage, none which refer to the triumphs of Charon, the god of death—
themes which are of constant occurrence in the mother country.* The long

ballad metre, or political verse, in which the mediaeval Greek compositions,

from the eleventh century onwards, were composed, and which is still the

favourite measure in Greece, is unrepresented, except in a few fragments and

distichs ; nor is there any trace of the influence of the more elaborate

rhyming metres, which in the course of the last four centuries the Greeks

have borrowed from the Italians. The form of the poems on sacred subjects

is derived from the religious songs of the Western Church, such as the Stdbat

Mater and Dies Irac, of both of which Italian Greek versions exist ; in fact,

these compositions probably are all either translations or adaptations. The

lont^er of them comprise from twelve to thirty stanzas of four lines each

either in iambic or trochaic metre, the second and fourth lines rhyming ; and

these lines are made up, sometimes of six or seven, sometimes of eight or

nine syllables : but, in order that the metre of the verse may be preserved, it

> MuUach, Grammatik der gricchischcn » J. H. S. vol. iv. p. 206.

Vulgaritprachc, j). 92. * I'^or a further account of the Romaic ballads

^ Beinhaiil Schmidt, Das Vvlkslcbcn dcr I may refer to a chapter on that subject in my
Naigricclini

, p. 11. llighlands of Turkey, vol. ii. pp. 224 foil.
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is often necessary that vowels sliould be elided, or syllables allowed to coalesce,

in pronunciation. The love-songs—which form the bulk both of the Otranto

and Bova collections, but in the latter district are almost the only existing

kind of poetry—are usually composed of one or more stanzas of eight lines

of ten or eleven syllables, in iambic metre. In these the rhymes are some-

times alternate throughout, but sometimes alternate in the first six lines,

while the two last rhyme with one another. Some, however, are composed of

six or of ten lines. The thoughts and sentiments which they contain, as well

as their metrical form, correspond to those of the Italian love-songs of Apulia

and Calabria, numerous specimens of which are given by Casetti and Imbriani

in their Canti Pojiolari dclle Provincie Mcridionali ; indeed, tlui amatory

poems of Bova are for the most part imitations or paraphrases of these. To
some extent the same thing is true of those of the Terra d'Otranto ; but

they possess much greater originality and variety, and are frequently shown to

be the outcome of genuine feeling by their tender and impassioned expressions.

Still, but few of them are devoid of some idea or phrase, the naiveld of which

borders on bathos, so that it is difficult to select specimens which are

thoroughly suitable for translation.

A third class of compositions, in addition to the religious and amatory

poems, is formed by the dirges. These are made up of poetical similitudes

and other commonplaces, many of which belong to a common stock, the

inheritance of successive generations of professional mourners. They are

sung over the bier during the interval between a person's death and his

funeral, and the mode of proceeding on such an occasion—to judge from the

account which Morosi has given ^—seems to correspond to what Fauriel "^ and

Mr. Bent^ have described as taking place in similar ceremonies in Greece. The
idea that the custom is an inheritance from the mother country, though the

songs themselves are not so, is confirmed by the word which is used in Greece

to describe it

—

fioipoXoyw or fivpioXoycb—being found here also,* and the

practice itself is unknown to the neighbouring Italians. These mourners are

everywhere females ; and at Sternatia, I was informed, there are still a few

old women who sing these dirges at funerals. At Bova, however, the custom is

unknown. They are supposed to be extemporised ; and consequently, from

the greater regularity of the metre of those which are given in Morosi's

collection, we may conclude that we find them there in a somewhat more

polished form than the original one. Frequently dialogues are introduced

into them—between the wife and her dead husband, or the mother and her

dead child ; and sometimes Death is represented as interlocutor, as Charon is

in the ballads in Greece. Some of these features will be traced in the follow-

ing passage, which consists of three out of twelve stanzas of a njother's lament

over her dead daughter.

1 Stiidi, pp. 93, 94. ' The Cydail-s, pp. 217 foil.

' Chants Populairrs dc la Oricc, vol. i. p.
* Morosi, StuiU, p. 54. No. l'2t>. 1. 4. (vk

cxxxvii. (iopoKoiari = vk fioipoKoyhffys).
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(Morosi, 'Ufranto,' Nu. 9 : from, the (own of Martam)

Apre TTov ere yoicra, checcia /iou,

t/? aov crrpcov€L b Kpo/daTciKt ;

MoO TO crrpoyvei 6 fiavpo rdvaro

yta fiia vv(j>Ta TTOcklu fxaXr].

5 TtV (Tov (f)Tid^€i a capeta\ia

va 't; va ttXoxtt} rpvcpepa ;

MoO Ta (f)Tid^€i 6 fiavpo rdvaro

/Lt' a Xtadpia ra (patjpd.

"E^^et vd fie K\d(pcnj, checcia fiov,

10 ^'x^^ ^^ M^ vofiarcar}'

\ r abbesogna crov fi i'jaeXe,

'rev '? TO petto fiov va K0Vfij3ricny

Xi;aT6/3ed(la, p^i/aTf/jedda jxav,

rocrov &prja 'yevofievrj,

15 Tt Kaphla TTOV Kdvet r) fidva aov

vd ere 8^ aTrecrafifiivrj ;

Ti'^ eVea (fyavvva, 'yyarepa fiov,

fiori r) Tjfiipa ev dcfxrrjXy] :

'EtoO Kdov i Trdvrav virovvo

20 irdvra vv<f)ra crKoreivrj.

T' 7;ay' wprja row) -^varepa fiov,

fiori fiov e^yrj '9 rrj cantata.

8piandurt'^az/e at colonne

Kal derlainpt^e oXt] r) urpdra.

Translation.

' Now that they have buried thee, my darhng, who will make thy little

bed ?
'

' My bed, dark Death makes it for ine, for a long, long night.' ' Who
will arrange thy pillows,, that thou mayest be able to sleep softly ?

'
' Dark

Death arranges them for me with the bare stones.'

' Thou must weep for mc, my darling, thou must call me by my name
;

in thy troubles thou wert wont to desire me, that thou mightest lean here

upon my breast. My dear daughter, my dear daughter, that wert so beauti-

fully formed ; what must thy mother's feelings be at seeing thee dead !

' Who will wake thee, my daughter, when the day is high ?
'

' Here

below tliorc is evermore sleep, evermore murky night.' ' How beautiful was

this my daughter, when she went forth to the high mass ! then the columns

gleamed, and all the street was filled with light.'
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NoTJCS.— Line 1. "ApT€, fur tipri, wliicli is also found
; X"""*! ^'^'"

'X'^'''*"')
fr^"" X'^'''^

(\ctipi>vni) ; chcccia, a word nut found either in M.G. or Italian ; tlie ino.iniiij; is ' little'

2. 6, U)V TO ; Kpo^ar^Ki, iVuwin. of Ki)()[idTi ( = Kp(i3(iTinv). 4. iroddv jicLXtj, for tt(i\v fnydXr^v.

5. <^Tidt<i, for (vdvc'i^d ; &, for rd. (i. 'j\, for (X'l^ ', n'Xwo-j), lor n\nyid)(Tj]i, from nXayu'ivu), ' I

lie down* (M. G. rrAayia'fco). 8. d Xio-dpia, for ra Xidapia ; tjXTTfpd. for $np"- ^'^ ^X**- ^^> ^^^

<;^fif vn, ' tlion hast to '
; KXA<|)<r|], for (cXai^(r_r/r. 10. vojiaTCo-^, for ofo^aTi'o-T/r. 11. <^<r«X€, for

tjBfXfs. 12, *Tov, for (Toil or Iroii { = avTov) ; Koupipf|o-Tn, for M. G. uKovfilirjar]': (Lat cuhuiubere).

l',i. x^arcpedda, for OvynTt'pa, witii S. Itaiiin diniin. tcrniinatioii. 14. <!>>pxia, for ipaui
;

y(vo\iivj], ]iart. of ytVo/xai (ytyKi/ixni), only used pasKivoIy, in the sense of 'made* 'done.' 15.

Kdvci, for Kufxvei. 1(5. 8tJ, tor 'ISrj ; d-n-C(rap.|x^VT], for dTr(6ayifxtvr)v, from an*6alv(ii [a-no6vi)(TKoi).

17. ^<r^a, for tVeVa ; (Jxrvvvcji, for f^vnva. IH. [xoti, jierhaps for (li^a on ; ^v, fir t'j/e, as alwo is

« in the next line; d<j)<rT|X^, for i\//r/X/;. 19. Kdov, for (cnro) ; -irdvrav, for TraVroTC, uitli

1/ cphelcusticoii to prevent iiiatus ; iiirowo, for Znvos. 21. roiit], for toCttj. 22. ^PyI, 2 aor.

from M.G. ^yaivco, hy nietath. for t'/c/iirrtVco.

It is noticeable with regard to these dirges—and the same thing is true

of those of Modern Greece ^—that the conception of death which they imply

is purely pagan. In all of them the tomb is conceived of, not as a place of

rest, but as a joyless abode, where the dead is oppressed by the gravestone

that lies over him : there is no thought of a future state, or of rewards and

punishments ; the one prevailing feeling is that of regret for the loss of

temporal enjoyments, which the departed has to suffer.

The specimens of the literature of these Greeks of South Italy which I

subjoin consist of five poems and one story from the Terra d'Otranto, and

two poems, some verses of a translation of the story of Joseph and his

brethren, and a number of proverbs from the district of Bova. The former

of these sets, which is by far the more important, contains one sacred song,

two relating to the subject of love, and two others in a lighter vein ; the latter

comprises one love-poem, and another on the subject of the redbreast. As

these compositions have been transmitted orally by the people who possess

them, without being committed to writing, it was natural that those who

collected them should write them down phonetically in Roman characters

;

and Professors Morosi and Pellegrini, with whom linguistic accuracy was

rightly the first consideration, have printed them thus in their publications.

Still, it seems a little hard that the Greek language, wherever found, and

however corrupted, should not be written in Greek ; and for this reason, and

still more because the difficulty of understanding the words is increased two-

fold by the unfamiliarity of their appearance in a Roman dress, I have

transcribed than in Greek characters. I have also in each case added an

English translation, either in prose or verse, and notes to explain the peculiar

forms of the words, though I am obliged to assume that my readers possess

an elementary knowledge of Modern Greek. By this means, and by the aid

of the hints on the language already given, I trust that these specimens may

become inteUigible. It will be observed that Italian words are occasionally

interspersed among the Greek ones ; this has arisen in some cases from their

having been permanently embodied in the language ; but more often, in all

1 Sec my remarks on this suhjfct in Jli'jhlands of Turkri', vol. ii. p. 323.
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probability, it has been the result of substitution in the course of singing,

when the original word has been forgotten. The process has gone further in

the Bova songs than in the others ; and in some of these the Italian words

seem to have been purposely introduced, for in one we find Italian rhymes

alternating with Greek ones, in another all the rhyming words are Italian, and

in a third the entire lines are alternately Greek and Italian.^

Specimens of the Poems &c. of the Terra cV Otranto.

I.

A Lament at the Tomb of Christ.

{3Iorosi, ' Otranto,' No. 95 : fro7)i Corigliano.)

1. Tt9 Kkaiet, ti<; KXalet *9 ro vrjiia

TTOV KXelvet ro K/otcrro ;

K.vpr) oXw? aireaave

fjL a %epta ei9 to aravpo.

2. 'O rjXio afiTTL '9 TO (f>iyyo 5

i^dprrj va firjv Bfj,

Kal 6 fjieayjfj-ipi vv(f>Ta

iyeTTT) avov '<? rrjv yrj.

3. 'O Koafjbo 6X0 Tpefidget

yidi 6 TTOvo TTOV voa, 10

Koi 7} rdXaaaa mugghia^et,

Kal iaetovrrai to, vepd.

4. *Ei(TKicrTrf et9 Bvo fJ^eprj

T^9 lyXr](Tca 6 iravl,

a-dmrov tc eXe, 'K.Xd(jia€T€, 15

Tt 6Xov<i 6X01)9 TTOVeV

5. UXio € Kovei va rpa^ovhrjcrov

TTOfddt'a yLaC 6 Kaipo,

TTOV CKdvei Toaov da-)(r}ixo,

ytai direcrave 6 Kpiaro. 20

6. Kal mancu a irpoara 6 Xvyo

yidl (^wv LKavovei,

Kal Ketva trXiov ev e^ouye

Se yopra }>\ fiavhpt.

7. 'Fj^yrjKa oXa t dcjjadpia 25

diroffxrov a to vepo,

Kal oXoi IXiov, 'Tov Kocrfiov

ripre 6 KaTaXvfio'

8. Kat 17 iyXrjcria fid<; hel(^Tet

* Comparctti, Saggi, Nos. 21, 18, 33.
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TO TTOVO TTOV VOO, 30

fie i] j)iss.'X TTOV (TTjuaivei,

fx artaria irov el yvviui.

V. Kat 6\oi ol irarepoi iKavovve

T^ XvTrri /x' T) (fxovTj,

Kai, K\a(f)aeT€,' fj,d<i Xiovve 35
' TO Kvp7], KpiaTiavoi.'

10. Kat oi K.pi(rTiapoL e K\aiovve

\ TO vrjfia rov Kpi(TTOv ;

ahep^id fiov, SeXuTe,

va KXacpcrcofi oXot Irov. 40
11. Vidi V dfjiapria jxd 'irecrave

^apfievo f49 TO aravpo'

't)fiel Ketvrj tt) Ka/xa/xo

TTOV offencle^<re o Teo.

12. Kat ^ fidva 77 TTOvrjfievT) 45

TTOV arriei koX Kavovel

et9 TO aravpo ttov direaave

TO aKairriTO TracBi-

13. iaTTTTOU tI /ua? (f)Qyvd^€t

Kal IXiet, ' AeXaT* Itov, 50

BeXuTe Kal yvpiipcreTe

(f)cn)(foprj Tov Teov.'

14. ^<TL')((»ypr](xt <f)<n')((iip'q(Ti

yvpecofie, KpiaTiavot,

Keivo fxrj Kdcofie jrXeo 55

TTOV Kdfiafio dpTe dfnri.

15. To KXd<p(rec Kal to ttovo

TeXet 6 K-picTTO ^(^a ifid'

Kal a irdvTa iKdco/xe ctov

ixd<i Set V eternita. GO

Translation.

1. Who weeps, who weeps at the sepulchre which encloses Christ? The
Lord of all has died with his hands upon the cross.

2. The sun hid {lit. placed) itself behind the moon that it might not

see, and the midday became night over the earth.

0. The whole universe shudders from the suffering that it feels, and the

sea roars, and its waters are ngitated.

4. The vail of the temple was rent in twain, as though it said, ' Lament,

for all are afflicted.'

5. No longer can you hear the birds sing because of the sky, which is so

overcast {lit. the weather which is so bad) since Christ is dead.

6. And from terror not even does the wolf regard the sheep ; and they

no longer have either pasture or a fold.
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7. All the fishes came forth from the water, and all men say, ' The

dissolution of the universe has arrived.'

8. And the Church declares to us the suffering that it feels, by the pyx

which gives a sound (from being empty), by the altars which are bare.

9. And all the priests express their sorrow with their voices, and say to

us, 'Christians, lament the Lord,'

10. And shall not Christians lament at the sepulchre of Christ ? Come,

my brethren, that we may all lament here.

11. For our sin he died, fixed on the cross ; it was we Avho committed

that sin which offended God.

12. And lo, the suffering mother, who stands and looks at the cross, on

which her beloved Son died :

13. Even as if she called to us and said, ' Come hither, come and seek

forgiveness from God.'

14. Forgiveness, forgiveness, ye Christians, let us seek ; let us do no

more what we have done hitherto.

15. Lamentation and affliction is what Christ desires of us; and if we

act always thus, he will bestow on us eternity.

Notes.—Line 1. vfj^La, for fivfjua. 2. kXcCvci, for KXeiti ; KpwrTo, for Xpiarov ; in ii few

words, of which this and tpxpnai. arc the most important, the aspiration of x ^'^ lost. 3.

KvpT), for Ki'pr;r ( =Kt'ptof) ; oXus, for oXcoi', s biing affixed after v is lost; air^o-avc, for

dntdave. 4. d, for rd. 5. djiiri, for dnlaa ', ^iyyo, for M. G. and Bov. cf)fyydpt. 6. i^prx],

for ((iaXBr], aor. pass, from /SaXXw, ' I put, place
' ;

\i.i\v 8tj, for pr] i8tj, 8. iyirTt], for iyivBrj,

aor. pass, from yivopat, {yiyvopai). 10. Yiai, for 8id ; o ir<Jvo, for top thjvov. 12. io-ctovrrai,

for atiovrai. 13. l<rKl(rTr\, for ('axio'dr]. 14. l-yXijcrCa, for eKKXTjalas. 15. o-dinrov tI, for onaap

novoTi; (Kt, for eXf-yf ; KXd<J>o-€T«, for (cXaucraTe. 17. i, for 8(p ; kovci, for c.Kovfis ; rpaPow-

h-f\trov, ioT TpayovSr^cTovp. 18. novddia, for ttovX/o, 'birds* (Lat. pullus). 19. Udvti, for

Ka/ii/€t ; Kdpvfi, aax^po Kaipo = il fait mauvais tevips. 20. -yiat, for biari ( = bioTi). 21.

mnncu, for nemmanco, nemmeno ; fl, irp^axa, for to. npo^ara ; Xv-yo, for Xvkos. «^«v, for

0d/3oi/; Uavovti, for xauovfl ; but whether Kavovco is a corruption of ncarai/ow, or is derived

from Kavo}v, meaning 'I \ook straight iit,' is uncertain. 23. ?v i^owt, for dfv e^"^''- 24.

fie— fie, ' neither—nor.' 25. ^p-yTJKa, for fjSyrJKav, 2 aor. of ^yalvay {iK^aiva) with the M.G.

passive aor. termination in -Ka suffixed ; d^xrdpia, for M.G. yl^dpia (from 6\l/apiov). 26.

d7r64><rov d, for dn f^<o dno. 27. IX^ov, for Xtyovv. 29. 8c(4>tci, for M. G. 8(i)(Tfi. {dtiKvvji).

31. pissa, for Ital. pisside. 32. artaria, for altaria ; tl, for fh(
;

yvvvi., for yvpvd. 33.

iKdvowc, for Kapvovv. 34. <j, for rrfv. 39. dS^p4>ia, for dStX0ta ; ScXdrc, for M. G. tXare.

41. 'v dfiaprCa (id, for rrjv apapriav pui. 42. Papfx^vo, for fiahpivos, perf. pass, participle

from ^dXXw. 43. Kdfiaiio, for fKapupfv. 44. 6 T«d. for rbv Qeov. 46. crWci, for oreKet. 48.

dKairnTcJ, for dyantfTov ; thu change of y into k in this word is peculiar to the dialects of

Corigliano and Castrignano. f)\. y^p^^xTtrf, for yvpevVare
;
yupfilw (yvpor) means in A. G.

*I go round,' in M. G. ' I go round, look round, seek for.' 52. ^xr\.yji)py\, an abbreviation

oi (Pa-ix^p^cTi. ( = <Tvyx(^pr]0'i.p) in the next line. 55. KdwpLc, for Kapvwpfv. 56. dprc djiiri, for

apTi oniao), ' now in the past.' 57. KXdifxrci, substantival use of indeclinable verb-form.

58. T^€i, for 6t\fi ; *4>a-' l\ia,, for a(f)rr( ipas. 58. d, for (iv ; irdyra, for Trdirore ; I'tov, for

ovTO). 60. 8«i, for fiifift (fi/fiwCTt) ; *v, for ttji/.
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n.

TnK Dying Loveu's Injunctions.

{Morosi, ' Otranti),' No. 80 : from Calimcru.)

Ave ireadvo) Tt'Xw vd /j,e K\u<^aif

escappeddata jiia-a 'v rrjv avXr},

Kal (Tvpe TO. fiaMia crov cicfiae fxa8d(f)(T(,

KoX KOV/jL^a fjiov ra irdvov '9 t?) (f)au^rj.

5 Tocro /x€ irepvovv t'9 t^v dyXrjaia,

KoXovcra, dyaTrri fxov, ere TrpayaXo),

Kal QXetfxre vd fiov vdcfxrov rd Krjpia

dvov '9 TO vrjfia ttov 'p^w vd ^(octm.

Kal poi '9 TO ')(p6vo irk p-ov p,ia Xovrpia,

10 Kal poi '9 Tov hvo Kaviva UdTpep-ov,

Kal Tr]v Tj/xepa tws d7re(Tap,p,ev(o

iiivia fiov 'va suspiro Kavp^evo.

Toao TTOV oXa Tova rd '^ff9 yavop.eva,

vol(f)a€ TO vrjp.a k ep/Sa eVet pd 'p^eva.

Translation,

Love, wlicn I die, I will that thou bewail me
Down in the court-yard with uncover'd head,

And with the mantle of thy tresses vail me
Over my heart in silken folds outspread.

5 When to the holy Church my corpse they carry,

I pray thee follow in the mourners' line.

And o'er the grave, where thy true love they bury,

See that the funeral tapers duly shine.

When one year's past let mass be celebrated,

10 And after two years chant a litany
;

And when the Spirits are commemorated

Breathe burning sighs in memory of me.

When these kind offices accomplished are,

Open the tomb, and come my grave to share.

NoTKS.— 1. "Av« irio-avw, for &v ano6ava>. 2. escappeddata, for peappcllatn ; fi^oxi *$,

'within.' 3. o-vp€, ' draw out ' ; here, probably, 'tear out'; (toddCa, for ^nXA/a, 'hair';

d<})o-€ }jia8(i4>o-i, 'of silk'; fiaddfpai is M.G. fitrd^iov (fxtra^a), 'silk.' 4. KOvpPa, iinpcr. of

Kovfx^eo) (d(fov/xi3<jj), ' I lean,' here used transitively ;
irdvov 't, for tndvu <«r, ' over'

; ^<rvx^,

for ^vvTiv. 5. T^cro, =A. G. fv oaco, 'while.' G. KoXov<ro, for iiKo'SniOa, from dxoAou^aw

{aKoXovhtco) ; xpa-yoXA, for napaKoXS). 7. vd<j)<rov, for dvdyj/ovi'. 8. yf^^^a, for ^llf)^la
; 'x«» vd

X«o-w, f;^a) va ^w^w, ' I inust bo buried.' 9. poi '9 rb xp6vo, ' after the year '
; -W, for ««V«'

;

XovrpCo, for XtiTovpy'tau, ' Eucharifetic service.' tov, for rovt ;
kov^vo, 'some, Hoveral ' (proh.
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(tat fhv fva)\ IlATpt\kOv, ' Pater-nosters.' 11. tCb aiTta-a\i.\iivi)t, for rav anodnftfifvav; the

' Day of the Dead ' is All Souls' Day. 12. Kav|i^vo, participle of kuIw. 13. tovo, for roiira

(TavTo) ; 'x<is -yavoiA^va, * you have done '
;
yavofitva is another form of ytvofiiva. 14. vot<^o-«,

for awtle ;
y-i^, for /xe, ' witli.'

III.

The Deserted Lover's Imprecation.

{Morosi, 'Otranto' No. 119 : from Corigliano.)

Turtura fiore l^dvet rj cumpagnia

fxavix^dda, rrj jraec fiaypato Kaipo'

^v accucchi'erat mai /*' adda Trouddta,

mancu Uac^et et? t' arvulo -^copo'

5 Be TTOcro irov tt)? fiavpice rj KapBiw

e irivei av he eve trubbo to vepo.

'O K-pia-To KeiTT} turtura vd ae Kafij)'

fik rrj Kaphia KafJifievrj vd ireadvy.

Koi KeivTj turtura vd av yeTrfj'

10 fik Tf) KapBia KUfifiivr] vd X^'^V'

Translation.

The dove that is deserted by her mate

In solitude abides the live-long day

;

Far from her fellows dwells she desolate,

Nor even perches on the verdant spray :

5 See how her soul is darkened by her fate !

In turbid streams her thirst she doth allay.

Like that sad bird may Christ the righteous make thee

;

With heart all flame may Death the avenger take thee

;

Like that sad bird distraught may'st thou become

;

10 With heart all flame descend into the tomb.

Notes,—1. jji<$t«, like /xoVt, for Sfia on, ' when ' ; lx<S'V€k, for xa*"** * loses ' ; 4j, for ttjv. 2.

(Jiavix'dda, for fiavixv (m°''''X'7)i with dimin. termination -edda for -ella
; fiavixh ''?(r) ^^ used, like

^voi Tov, y.6vTi Tr)s in M. G. for * by herself ; irAci, M. G. for 'goes ' (iinayfi)
;

(laYpato, for

iMKpov. 3. Iv, for biv ; 80 e in in 1. 6 ; accncchCcrai, from accucciarsi, ' to nestle
'

; Adda

irovddCa, for iiXKa novXla, 'other birds.' 4. mancu, for nemmanco, ' not even '
; Uatl^d, for

Ka6l((i ; arvulo, for albero. 5. 8^, for I8t
;
fiavpurt, from fiavpi^o (ftavpos, ofiavpos), ' I

darken.' 6. 'she does not drink unless {&v 8((v)) the water is turbid.' 7. k(Cti\, for Kfivrfu

nf^. 8. Kapi|i<vi), like Kavp.ivo, participle of (catw ; irio-dv^j, for anoBdvrjs. 9. Y"^> ^or ytvdjjs

aor. pass. subj. from ytvofuu (yiyvoftai) 10, x^'HOi for x'^^U'y
' "^^y yo^ be buried.'
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IV.

Advice to Young Men intending to mauuy.

(Morosi, ' Otranto' No. 120 : from Ooriffli(tno.)

uKuirriao, (iKaTrrjcro, ci reXrj v uKaTrrjcrT],

^a ^uaTepedda '<^cr' ei/cocn ^ouo.

av €-)(r) eiKocriTrevTe, fi rj TeXycrT),

7r€9 TT) tI € hia^-qfiivo to Katpo'

5 a T€\r} TnaKT] o p68o va fivpiaT],

(Tvpe TO fior ^v {jfiia avoL^ro.

Translation.

If you would wed, then choose

A maid of twenty years :

At twenty-five, refuse,

Say she too old appears :

5 Half- blown he culls the rose,

Who for its fragrance cares.

Notes.— 1. AkAitt^o"©, for ayam)(Tov ; & t^xIi '^or av 6(\r)i. 2. |xd \\iaTtptiiAK, for fxlav

^uyoTfpedd ac ; '«|><r' for a(f>a€, ' of.' 3. p. 'f\ tcX^o-u, for /iij ttjv df'Xrjajjt. 4. ir4s rr\ -ri (, for

flrrf airfju on dvf ; 8iapT]pcvo, jiass. part from bia^aiva ; tJ> Kaipd for 6 Kaif)6s, an instance of

the neglect of tlie distinction of the niasc. and neut. genders. 5. irtdKi^, eubj. of tniata,

aor from TrmVo) (A. G. 7ridfa>), ' I take' ; *, for to ; vol t^vpfoTj, 'that it may be fragrant.' 6.

o-vpt, ' draw ' 'pluck' ; dvoi4>T<J, for dvoiKTov.

V.

The Son-in-law's Complaint.

{Morosi, 'Otranto' No. 94 : from Castriyiiano.)

^Av rjtjxrepa rl iinavw Trerreph,,

€v apfid^ove mai Kavia Kaipo.

earcKa ecrw fiov '<? ra cTKoreiva,

he \v(f)vo 8e lumera mai va Sw*

5 »7 TrcTTepa dopu (re rpcoet, Kal Trivet

^yaivec '9 rrjv yeiTovia k iaeva crvpvei.

Translation.

If I had known that (in marrying) I was taking to me a mother-in-law

X would never have married under any circumstances :—I would have

stopped at home in the dark—so as never to see either lamp or fire.—Your

mother-in-law after eating and drinking at your expense—goes out among

the neighbours and maligns you.
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XoTRS.— 1. Jj4><r€pa, irnperf. from (^o-f>w, M. G. v^ei'po), 'I know'; tI, for Sri;
€iridvw, for TrmVco

;
irtTTtpd, for rrffdepdu. 2. dpudtovt, imperf. of <5/j/xa^(o (a^j/iofoj), ' I marry ',

with prosthetic e
;
eo apuaaia is ' niiirri;ige '

; Kov^a for Kavtva, ' any '. 3. ^o-rtKa, imperf. of
otZ/co), ' I stand, remain '

; ia-u (low, ' chez moi.' 4. Si— hi, ' neither,—nor ' ; \i<^vo, {orXvxfou;
lumera, frequently used in tiiis dialect for 'fire' ; 8», for iSw. 5. rpiici, for rpciyft. G. p^aivci,

for tK^aivfi ] crvpvci, another form of (Tvpti, ' pulls to pieces.'

VI.

Story of the avoman who prayed for the Kl\g.

{Morosi, ' Otranto' p. 73 : from Mariano.)

Mia <f)opa elx^ fiia yvvaiKa, ttov irdvTa e-rrpaydXec to Teo va 6 prja

a-Taa-f} KaXo. Kdi dvrpcoirot etirave \ ro prja rovro irpafia, Kal 6 ptja tt]v

€(f)cova(re Kal rrj pdiTrjae yiaTL iirpaydXei roao yea aavro. Kal Kelvq elire,

E/3ct) irpayaXoi to Teo va iJLelvr}<i vyio irdpTa, yiaTi iai) fid<; escorceyo-e, Kal,

a irea-aipr] iav, ep^^eTai ev dddo ttov e')(€i va '^opTcoarj rrjv nrelvd tov.'

Translation.

There was once a woman, who prayed to God continually that the king
might keep in good health. Certain men reported this matter to the king,
so the king summoned her, and asked her why she prayed so much for him
And she said, ' I pray God that you may continue in life for ever, because you
have flayed us, and, if you die, another will come who will have to satisfy his
hunger.'

Notes. M£a 4»opd, the M. G. expression for 'once '
; in Bov. tva viaggio is used, ' viao--

gio' for ' volta' being common in the S. Italian dialects ; clxe, for the phrase cp. Fr. il y «,
cirpa-ydXtt rh T«d, for knapaKoKu tov Biov. pryx for pi]yas (rex) ; (rraa-Q, for crra^.v ; cp. Ital!
star bene.^ Kd'C, for M. G. kuti (perhaps Kai idv ri) ' some,' 'some or other' j irpdfia, for
npay/iu

; pwTiio-t, for fjpaTijaf
;
yiari, for tiarl ; cravTO, in this word a has got prefixed, and

the accent is drawn back, as in aSro
; €p<i, for f'yti ; iiyi.o, for iyif,s, ' sound,' ' alive

'
; irdvra

for TTaVrore; €8Corc€V(r€, for escorccvo-aj, Ital. scorticare ; irta-aiv^, for anfealvrji, from
amOaivat {aKodvTjaKtf).

Specimens of the 2>ocms &c. of the district of Bova.

I.

Good Night.

(Morosi, ' Bora; No. 34 ; cjj. Pellegrini, No. 40, and Comparetti, No. 29.)

KaX?7 airepa aov Xiyw k iyu) Trdw
fia sulo pena '9 ttjv KapBia fiov Treppco,

Tt Tract) Xapya d^e tlvo 'yairdo),
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Trdo) Xdpya a^e 'ae irdina penseyw

o irovprrj ecKoi/c Be to aSy]/J,ovd(o,

stanipe/i/i.eV?7 '9 to petto /xou rtj (jtepco.

'<> TOP vttXo fxov TO vofia aov arptydco,

vv(f)Ta K r)pLtpa TrdvTa svispiieuw.

Translation.

Tims Lidding thee ' Good Night ' I go my way

;

Yet nauglit but sorrow in my heart I bear

—

Grief, that from her I love afar I stray,

Afar from thee wlio art my constant care

:

5 Stamped on my heart thy image dwells alway

;

Tliat vision from my memory ne'er can fall :

I ever sigh for thee by night and day
;

E'en in my sleep upon thy name I call.

Notes.— 1. irdw, M. CJ. for vnayu). 2. |ia, tlie Ital. conjunction, which has long been

naturalised in M. G. ; Wppw, for ntpvio, 'I take' 3. tI, for ort ; Xdp^a, tliougli this word is

of Italian origin, yet in the form aXapya it is found in M. G., and a verb dXapydpo), ' I re-

move ', is derived from it; Hit, tlie same as Otr. acfxre, 'from' ; ri,v6, a form used for tlie

oblique cases of the indef. pronou.11 m; here it means 'one whom.' 5. irovvrt], tlie M. G.

avTovvTjv TTjv
; this is the regular demonstrative in this dialect; Si, for SeV ; <r8T]|xoveuD, liy

metathesis for M. G. iiXrja-fiovoi, ' I forget.' 7. CirXo, for vnvov ; v6\ia, for Zpopa ; {rTpiYaw,

perhaps from Ital. stridere ; Kind's Lex. gives a M. G. form arpl^u for Tpi(u).

II.

The Fate of the Redbreast.

(Aforosi, 'Bern' No. 38; cji. Pellegrini, No. 10.)

'H TTvppia 6v€ 6 TfXe /ceddi dv ra TrofdcU'a,

Kol Kavet Tt] (pcoXia fjue '^^ovp^ovpaTa'

TO KokoKalpi, Tract 'Acet '9 rr^v o^eia,

TO '^eifjLcova KaTai^alvei Sihe Kdrov.

Pareuoftrt t^ ifKdKa to. iraihia-

XtfiTTc^eTaL K efi^acvet 'kcI ttokutov

(OTOV Kavet, Kal yia rnjuiao SuKia

d(f>ivei TO aKvddaKL tov uvovkutov.

Translation.

The redbreast is the smallest bird that flies

;

He builds his little nest with tufts of hay :

In summer-time he to the mountain hies,

In winter he comes down with us to stay.
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5 The cliildren to entrap him springes make
;

He is enticed, and enters in beneath.

Poor fool ! and for a sorry morsel's sake

His neck is twisted and he meets his death,

Notes.— 1. irvppia, in M.O. nvppovKas, 'redbreast'; 6, an instance of confusion of

genders in tlie article ; irX^, for TrXeoi/ ; K^ddi, an abbreviation of niKtddi, * little,' ^vhicll is

perhaps a corrupiion of fiiKpos : Comparetti (p. 94) points out tbat fxir^t bears this meaning

in tlie Tzaconian dialect in tiie Peloponnese, and fJurCiji in the dialect of Cyjtrus ; dv ; this

is the form which aw6 regularly takes with the article in Bov. 2. Kdvci, for Ktifivfi, ' makes ;'

Xovpxovpdra, probably for M. G. ;(0/)rapaVi, dimin. from ;(opra'pi, 'grass,' 'hay' by trans-

position of T and K, and assimilation of k to x. 3. KaXoKaCpi, M. G. for ' summer' ; 6Ula, a

word for 'mountain' peculiar to this dialect, probably for o^da, ' peak.' 4. wSc Kdrov 'here

below.' 5. par€vow<ri, ltsx\. parare, converted into a verb in -euw ; remark the classical

inflexion -ouo-i ;
irXdKa, 'lid, cover of tra]).' G. XijiirfttTai, from M. G. Xi/i7r«foM"'> ' I desire,'

with subst. Xt'/x7Tt(7-/xa, 'desire'; 'k€i 'iroKdrov, 'there underneath.' 7. «tov Kdvci, for oiW-w

Kd}iv«i, ' 60 he does '
; "yuI, for Sia

;
^^10-0 SaK^a, 'half a morsel.' 8. 'he leaves his poor

neck topsy-turvy
'

; o-KvdddKi, for aicvXXaKt, probably from Ital. coUo with dimin.

termination.

Genesis XLV. 1— G.

{Pellegrini, pp. 118, 119.)

1. ToT€ Gioseppi, Be auivovja KparLo-rfi ttXco afiTrpb ae oXov ttov rjcrav

inei, eVouddte, 'Kdfiere Trdij iraadva Xdpya af' e/jiiva.' Kal ricnro e/xeive

fieOe Tov, aav eKeivo i Boajt] k conusceri rw XeddfS/wy tov.

2. Kal eKeivo €/3ya\e fii'av Kovddifica KKwvra, koI at Egiziani rove

\oval' eKelvoi tov aTririov tov Faraone Tove \oval KioXa eKelvoi.

3. Kat 6 Gioseppi elire tm XeddtStw? tov, 'F>y(b elfiai 6 Gioseppi*

TTciTpe jJLov i^fi eKeivo aKopir} ; Ma to, XeddiStd rov Bev tov acovai diroXoyija-y,

yiarl rjaa oXoi aKLaafxevot dv ttjv presenza ttjv Blktjv tov.

4. Kat 6 Gioseppi elire Toi XeddiBlw^ tov, Deh ! eXaare Kovrd fiov.

Kai eKelvoi tov Idrjaa Kovrd. Kal eKeivo elire, 'E7&) elfiat 6 Gioseppi, o Xedde

aa tI eael eirovXiere vave n-qpfxevo '9 tov Egitto.

5. Ma dpTe fxt) inaaTrjTe d^e Xvirrj, Kal firj 'ncaricheo-T^re BiaTi p,ov

iirovXieTe vafiai <f)€pfievo ojBe- yiarl 6 Heo fi eareiXe afXTrpoTTe aa ycd ttjv

vyieia aa.

6. rtarl TovTo eve to secundo ')(p6vo dv ttjv Trelva oaov el<i tt) •^(opw

Kal €)(eL aKOfii] addou irevTe -^povov, Kal ae tovtov Bev e^et Be vd dXaaTrj, Be

vd depiaTTJ.

Translation.

1. Then Joseph, not being able to command himself longer before all

who were there, cried, Make every one to go out from me. And no one

remained with him, while he made himself known to his brethren.

2. And he uttered a cry weeping, and the Egyptians heard him ; those

of the house of Pharaoh, they also heard him.
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3. And Joseph saiil to his breLhivn, 1 am Joseph ; my iatlii-r, doth ho

yet live ? But his brethren were not able to answer him, lor they were all

afraid at his presence.

4. And Joseph said to his brethren, Pray, conie near to me. And ihi^y

came near to him. And he said, I am Josejdi, your brother whom ye sold to

be taken to Egypt.

5. But now, be not seized by grid", and be not burdened because ye

sold me to be brought hither ; because God sent nie before you for y(jur

welfare.

6. Because this is the second year of the famine in the land, and there

are yet five years, and in these there will not be either ploughing or

harvest.

Notes.— 1. o-wvovra, indeclinable active participle from au>i>o), ' I ;iin aldi; ' ; Kpano-TTJ,

for KpaTiadfi, .3r«l. sing. 1 .lor. pass, from xp-ir/fw {Kparto)) witli vu nmlcistdod
;

d^irpb vi,

for (fjinpoi €s ' before' ; 8Xov, lor oXouj ; CKoiiddw, aor. from Kovdili(o), ' I cry '
; so Kovddifiiu,

'cry,' below; Kdp.(T(, for ^o'^Kre ; ir<i|) same construction as KpancTTri ; iraa-dva, for 7raa-«

(indeclinable) tva, ' every one,' fern, naaapla
;

ji«8^ tow, p^era with the personal jminouns

becomes ptOi in this dialect, as pi6f pov, titPe aov ;
iBoo-rr] (fur ftjadrj^e'dodr]) a. conu.-sceri,

'gave himself to be known' ; tu, for Twi' ; XtddiSiwv, plnr. of Xcddt, which, wiiatevcr it.-)

derivation, takes the place of dSeXc^ds in this dialect.

2. tp-yaXf, aor. from ^y(IXXa) (= €K/3aXXa)) ; KXcovra, for KXalovra, indeclinable participle
;

Kova'C, for aKovaaif 3rd. plur. of aor. ; <ririTtov, gen. of anlri {hospitiuni) ; KidXa, from Kai oXa

'withal' ; in M. G, usually in the sense of 'for all that,' 'notwithstanding.'

3. X«ddi8iws, the gen. plur. terminations in -cos and -wv are equally found ;
aKojiT|, M. G.

aKo'/ir?, ' yet ',' still ' ; "ytaTi, for StoTi ( = Ston) ; (rKia<rp.^voi, ' darkened,' 'afraid'; in .M. (}.

aKM^opai also means ' to shy,' of a horse ; ri\v 8iKf|v tov, properly ' his own ' ; Sikos is for

(18ik6s, * proprius.'

4. ^Xd«rT€, M. G. eXuTf, plur. of eXu * come
'

; Kovrd, ' near,' from Koyrt!ii, 'shoit'; ldT](ra,

for (€S)ia(/a)»;(ra(«') from bM^aivco, ' passed,' ' presented themselves '
; o-a, for aas enclitic ;

tI,

indeclinable relative, used in Bov. in the same way as nov ;
ia-ti, for tads ; ivovXUrt, from

eVouXta, aor. oi novXaa> ( =7r<uX/&)) ; vdv€, for va iv( 'to be ' ; -n-qpii^vo, for jrap/xt vo, pc rf. pass,

part, from ntpvo), * I take.'

5. -iriaoTfjTC, for Triaa6fiTf, from ninvtxi ; a^f (Otr. dcfiaf), ' by '
; v^p-ai, for vu dpai ;

4)«pji<vo,

perf. pass. part, from (f>(pa>; d|AirpoTT^, for epnpoaSfv ; vcywfa, ' welfiire,' 'life'; so ijyio

' alive.'

6. 6<rov ds, for ta<a fls, ' in '

; dddov vivrt \p6vov, for aXXovi irivrf xpovovj, governed by

Xti in the sense oi ^ il y a.' ; <ri tovtov, for « toJtou.-, ' in these'
;
8iv ^x*'' Si .... W, 'tiierc

will be neither .... nor' ; va dXao-Tij, lit. 'that it should be ploughed" ; aXaarr] for dXna^v,

from aXava { = ap6(o).

Proverbs.

{Morosi, 'Bova: Nos. 75, 23, 30, 41, 120, 116, 53, 10-5.)

1. Aipl T7] TTOVpprj,

KevTa '9 rrj /jlopt]-

Xipl rrj ^pahla,

Kevra '9 rr^v SovXeia.

' A rainbow in the morning,—hasten to your dwelling :—A rainbow in

the evening,—hasten to your work.'

H.S.—VOL, X. I>
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(\ipi, for Ipc;, with the accent shifted.

—

Trovppt], for 7rpwlv>']v.—Keina,
' spur, hasten,' from fcevTcio) (Kevreoy).—^paSia, M. G. /3pdSu.)

2. Ta ^vXa TO. crrpa^a, ra ad^ei to hicisi.

'Bent timbers are straightened by the fire.'

{ad^ei, for Icrd^ei)

3. '() aKvddo irov htv akecndet SajKavei Kpv^d.
' The dog that does not bark bites stealthily.'

('O aKvddo, M. G. to o-kvXi, but o ctkvXo^ is found in mediaeval Greek,

and in He.sycli.—aXecrraef, for vXaKTei.)

4. Tt Bev €^€i (fyouppo Sikou tov, Be to y^opTalvet to ^Wfii.

' If a man lias no oven of his own, his bread does not satisfy liiiii.

(Ti, for oaTt^.—(f)ovppo, M. G. (f>ovpi/o (Lat. f/inius).— ^(Ofii, for

5. Tlal^e /ie to ydBapo, tc ere Taipei fie ti]v guda.

' Play with an ass, and he'll hit you with his tail.'

(ydSapo, M. G. for 'ass,' more correctly yaiBapo.—Taipei, by meta-

thesis for Tpa/3a, ' pull,' ' strike.'—guda for coda.)

G. To ^ouBl KpaTeiTat dv to KepaTO, Kal o dOpcoTro dv to Xoyo.

'An ox must be held by his horns, and a man by his word.'

7. T<9 ecTTTeppei '<; to dpyo,

Tpdyyec '^opTo, Bev Kapiro.

' He that sows untilled land, will eat grass instead of corn.'

(ia-Treppei, for M. G. cnrepuei {airelpco).')

8. 'H yXcoaaa crTea Bev e^e^, Kal crrea KXdvet.

' Thougli the tongue has no bones, it can break bones.'

{(7 Tea, for oaTea.—KXdvei, for KXdei.)

It remains now to investigate the evidence which is furnished by the

language, and by historical documents, with regard to the time at which

these Greeks settled in southern Italy. We have already seen that, at an

early stage in the enquiry respecting the language. Prof. Pott showed that it

is Modern Greek, and not a dialect derived independently from the ancient

language ; and this, I think, will have been clear to any one who has

examine! the specimens which have been given above. But it may perhaps

be worth wdiile to enumerate a few out of the very numerous words and

phrases, in which the correspondence with the one, and the contrast with the

other, is unmistakable. Among familiar substantives we find (allowing in

some instances for a slight difference of form from Modern Greek)—for ' water,'

not vBcop, but vepo ; for 'wine,' not oti^o?, but Kpaai ; for 'bread,' not apro<i,

but yjrw/xi ; for 'a fish,' not l-)(jdv<i, but -yjrdpi ; for 'hair,' not Tpl-^e^;, but

fjLuXXia ; for ' silver,' not dpyvpo^, but dcrrjfXL ; for ' summer,' not depo<;, but

KoXoKaipt; for 'a year,' not ero9, but ^povo ; for 'a song,' not a>B^, but

TpayovBi
;

fr>r ' the moon,' not creXrjvr), but <f)€yydpi. Among adjectives, dcrvpo
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lias tukoii tliO |)lacc of XevKo^;, fiavpo of fieXa<;, -^ouSfJu of Trayvf, Kivovpiu

(KatvovpjLo^) of" veo^. Among verbs, iroieo) and wpdaaw art! ruulaced by

KUfiVQ), diroWu/xi by •y^avoi, olha by rj^evpoi, ovrdw by \a^6 o), TiOrjfic

by ^dXXo). Tlie same thing is even more clearly seen in ph ."ases, such

as ex^i' with the accusative, for 'there is,' 'there are'; /x€ KaKo<f>aii>eTai,

for 'I am sorry '; e;^eT€ BiKaio, for 'you are right.' Indeed, expressions such

as these are so modern in their aspect, as to tempt us to believe that they

belong to a recent stage in the development of Modern Greek ; but this

again would probably be a rash conclusion, for the more we study the

mediaeval Greek poems and documents, the more we are struck with the

modern cliaracter of the diction which they employ. Anyhow, it is possible to

show by several different lines of proof, that the Greek wliich is spoken in

Italy separated off at a comparatively early period from the language of the

mother country ; and to this point in the argument we will next proceed.

In the first place, there are not a few classical wor Is, which are retained

either in the Terra d'Otranto, or in the Bova district, or in both dialects,

while they are lost, or have become quite unfamiliar, in Greece. A striking

instance of this is found in the adverb of time ' now.' In Ancient Greek this

is expressed by vvv, i]Srj, and apri. In Modern Greek none of these have

survived, and their place is taken by rcopa, i.e. {av)Tfj copa. But in Italy vvu

and i]Br] on the one hand, and TQ)pa on the other, are unknown, and apri or

dpre is universally employed. In both dialects ')(^pv(jd<i)i, (A. G. 'x^pva6<i) is

used instead of M. G. fidXayfia, ' gold '

; yfrvypo instead of M. G. Kpvo, ' cold '

;

xXdoy (Otr.) and xXdvco (Bov.) instead of M. G. r^a/ct'^o), 'I break'; aw^ay

(Otr.) and acovco (Bov.) instead of M. G. rjfx-nopS), ' I am able
' ;

pid (Otr.) and

piydd) (Bov.), where A, G. is piyeco, for M. G. Kpvovco, ' I am cold '
; ecrov (Otr.)

and oaov (Bov.) for M. G. fiiaa, ' inside.' In Otr. are found dp/xd^o) (A. G.

dpfio^co) for M. G. crTe(f>avdv(o, ' I marry
'

; rapdaaw for M. G. fiiaevco, ' I

depart'; dfiirdpc (A. G. iTnrdpiov) for M. G. dXoyo, 'a hoise': and in Bov.

•ycfiapo for M.G. kut^ckc, 'k'id'; dXeajopa (A. G. dXexToyp) for M. G. ireTeivof,

'cock'; 8ep(f>dKi (A. G. SeX^dKcov) 'sucking-pig'; ottXt] (A. G. with the

meaning of 'hoof') 'footprint'; ^efia (A. G. 'decoction') for M.G. ^oufic,

' broth '
; opydSa (A. G. 6pyd<;), ' fertile land '

; w3e for M. G. iBo), ' here '

:

IMerairdXe also {pi,eTa ndXcv), ' once more,' has an ancient character. To these

we may add certain words, the original form of which is found here, while

only the diminutive exists in Greece

—

alya (M. G. yiBi, for alylhiov), K€(^aXi}

(M. G. K€<f>dXi, for K€(f)dXiov), and aXa (M. G. aXdri, for aXdriov). Most

remarkable of all is the termination of the 3rd plur. of the present tense of

verbs, in -ovai for -ovv. These survivals of classical diction are interesting

in themselves, and serve also to prove the primitive character of these

dialects.

Further; the numerous differences of usage which exist between the

Greek that is spoken in Italy and ordinary Modern Greek imply that the two

have long been separated. Among these the following are the most notice-

able. In Greece the forms of affirmation and negation are vai or ^dXiara,

and 6x1-; in Italy none of these arc found, but 'yes' is expressed in Otr. by

D 2
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ovfifie, in Bov. by fiavai, and 'no' in Otr. ])y Seye (pronounced dcylic), in Bov.

by hi. The last of these is evidently for hiv (ovBev), and Seye looks like an

extension of it—hardly, as Morosi thinks, by the classical ye being affixed,

for the day of particles with an independent meaning had passed away long

before this word was created. Mavai is vai with /jlu prefixed ; but this fid is

more likely to have been the Italian for 'but/ which is frequently used in

M. G., than the ancient particle ; for the usage compare Fr. ' mais oui.' The

barbarous ovfifie defies analysis.—The comparative form in -repo<i is lost, but

two comparatives, which are either lost or extremely rare in M. G., kuWio,
' better,' and %eipo, ' worse,' are regularly in use here.—The aor. pass, is free

from the accretion of -ku, which is finind in mediaeval and modern Greek, as

icrrddrjica for ia-rddrjv; the only forms in which it is found being the neut.

aor. of ^aivco and its compounds, as 8id/3r}Ka, dve^rjKa, efi/SijKa for hU^rfv,

dvi/Sijv, ive^Tjv.—Though the form of the future tense is lost, yet 6d with the

subjunctive, which has supplied its place in Greece, is wanting here; OeXw vd

is used for ' I wish to/ and e-)((o vd for ' I have to,' ' I must,' but neither of

them serves for the simple future. If 6d had been in use before these

Greeks migrated to Italy, it would be strange if they had lost so serviceable a

form ; as it is, they can only express the future by the present combined

with an adverb, as epKofiai avpi[ov) for ' I shall come to-morrow.'—The
tendency to shift the accent of words on to the final syllable, the influence of

which already shows itself in mediaeval Greek, and which appears almost

like a trick in the modern language, is hardly found here (see above, p. 17).

—There is no trace of the complimentary Greek address tov Xoyov aa<i,

'your honour/ though this is found in embryo as early as the fourteenth

century ^ ; its place is taken by ucrrevTla era [avOevTia era?).

Again, the words of foreign importation—Slavonic, Albanian, Venetian,

and Turkish—which have influenced so considerably the Modern Greek

vocabulary, are here almost entirely wanting. The influence of the Slavonic

languages, indeed, on Modern Greek, as Miklosich has shown in his valuable

paper. Die slavischen clancnte im Neugriechischcn, has not been extensive ; but

of the words which he there mentions as having this origin, only one, pov')(a,

'clothes,' seems to have found its way into Italy, and this may have been

adopted into Greek at a comparatively early date. Albanian seems to be

unrepresented, and the Venetian dialect of Italian almost entirely so, though

in Greece from the fourteenth century onward, owing to the extensive

dominion of the Republic in the East, it furnished many expressions which

afterwards became naturalised. The question of Turkish words is a more

difficult one, because it depends in part on the amount of confidence that is

to be placed in a book published by Morelli. at Naples in 1847, entitled

Cenni storici intorno allc colonie (jreco-calahrc. This work, which I have not

seen, but which in the judgment of Morosi and Pellegrini is full of errors,

contains in one part a list of words in use at Bova, among which are several

of Turkish origin. For the existence of these Morelli seems to be the sole

' Sep J.H.S. vol. iv. p. 20j.
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autliority, and when I ciKiuiri^d iihoiit some of tlicMii on the spot I foiiml

them to be unknown ;
imlced, Moiosi is led to suspect tluit they must liave

been obtained from some Cil.ibriaii (Jicek who had been in (jireecc. Th(!

name TovpKo, it is true, occurs in the sitULfs, but this proves nothinj^j witli

regard to this point, since it is used "generally in the sense of a 'c(jrsair.' To
all this we may add what has aheady been remarked, that the re<,'uhir

ballad metre of the Greeks, and the familiar subjects of their sonj^s, are

wanting in Italy ; and, moreover, that the j)opular mythology, with the

well-known hgures of Charon, the Nereids, &c.,^ which is everywhere else the

inheritance of this people, is unknown here. This is the more striking,

because the Greeks of Cargese in Corsica, who migrated fro!n the Morea two

centuries ago, and have ever since been cut off from communication with

their countrymen, still retain the ballads which they brought with them, and

speak a language but little different i'rom that which is in use in southern

Greece.

The proofs whicli have thus been accumulated to shew that the Greek

which is spoken in Italy is mediaeval, and not simply modern, in its leading

features are corroborated by a comparison of the dialects of the Terra d'Otranto

and of Bova with one another. My readers cannot fail to have been struck

with the correspondence between these where they mutually differ from

ordinary Romaic, in respect of their preservation of classical words, as kXclco,

piyM] their use of words otherwise unknown, as t/o-tto, kupovo); and their

peculiarities of form and accent and meaning. From these we naturally

conclude that the two were derived from a common original dialect, which

was in use in Italy at one time as an independent language, distinct from

that which was spoken in Greece. On the other hand, the differences

between the two dialects are sufficiently strongly marked to prove that the

period when they were one is of considerable antiquity. Thus, to take a

few instances out of many, the consonants k, y, r, 8, /S, v, which as a rule are

lost between vowels in Otr.', are usually kept in Bov. ; h is pronounced in Otr.

as Eng. d, in Bov. as Eng. soft th ; 6 never retains its aspirated sound in Otr.,

but almost always does so in Bov, ; the combinations kt and ')(j9, which in

Otr. become </)r, in Bov. become ct ; as KTeva Kreviov, Otr. d<f>T€vi, Bov.

ariuc ; €^6£<i, Otr. a^re, Bov. eVre. I may remark in passing that, chiefly

owin<f to the loss of internal consonants, the Otrantine dialect is much the

more difficult of the two to understand. In that district I was informed

that, when the inhabitants came in contact with a Greek from Greece—

a

thing which now and then happens, and is only natural owing to the

proximity of the two countries, since on a clear day Corfu is in sight from

that neighbourhood — they have great difficulty in comprehending his

language ; -whereas ray informant at Bova assured me that he had met such a

Greek at Reggio, and that, when he spoke slowly, he could understand very

fairly what lie said.

Still, notwithstanding the evidences of antiquity which have been

' On these, my Highlands of Turknj, vol. ii. pp. 304 foil., may be consulted.
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uicntioueil, there Jirc various features in tliesc dialects which it is difficult to

regard as otherwise than comparatively modern. The study of mediaeval

Greek is hardly, perhaps, as yet sufficiently far advanced for us to be able to

say with confidence at what period a particular word or form first appeared
;

but it is certainly striking that, whereas in the Italian Greek the words used

for 'not' are corruptions of 3eV, in the mediaeval chronicle of the Conquest

of the Morea, which was written in the Peloponnese in the fourteenth

century, this form does not occur, but only ovBev in the same sense. M.

Psichari, however, in his lately published work, Essais de grammairc historiqttc

ii^o-grccque, has furnished us with a test by which the periods of development

of the modern Greek language may be approximately determined. By a

careful examination of all the available compositions in popular mediaeval

Greek he has shewn, that until the beginning of the fourteenth century the nom.

plur. fern, of the article was at and the accus. Ta«?, but that from that time

onward ol (r/) began to take the place of the former, and re? (rai^;) of the

latter,^ until in the course of the two following centuries they respectively

drove out the earlier forms. Now we find that in Otr. the nom. plur. fern, is

al and the accus. re?, while in Bov. the nom. is oi and the accus. re?. The

conclusion to which this brings us is that, unless the correspondence in these

changes in Greece and Italy is accidental—which it is difficult to suppose

—

the Otrantine dialect must have been in some degree, that of Bova con-

siderably, exposed to the influence of the language spoken in Greece

subsequently to the thirteenth century.

Let us now enquire how far the results at which we have anived by

examining the language are borne out by the evidence of historical docu-

ments. With regard to the dying out of ancient Greek in the south ot

Italy, Strabo tells us that in his time the whole of that country, with the

exception of the cities of Tarentum, Rhegium, and Naples, had been com-

pletely barbarised (eK^e^ap^apcoaOai), i.e. that it had ceased to use the

Greek tongue ^ ; and from the absence of Greek inscriptions of the imperial

period in that district—as far as the present state of our knowledge justifies

us in speaking on the subject—we may conclude that that language became

extinct there within the first, or at the utmost the second, century after

Christ. From that period onward no considerable influx of Greeks into Italy

took place until the outbreak of iconoclasm in the Eastern empire in the

eighth century. At that time, owing to the persecutions to which the

image-worshippers were exposed and their unwillingness to resign their

cherished observances, large numbers of Byzantine Christians, especially of

monks, left their homes, and settled in Apulia and Calabria ; and the move-

ment thus set on foot assumed so great proportions, that we are told that in

the course of the eighth, ninth, and tenth centuries as many as two hundred

Greek monasteries were erected in south Italy, and were subject to the

* The diftercnce between oi and fl, rt'i and rats, able, though it is important in determining the

is one of orthography, for the pronunciation in origin of these forms,

each case is the same ; there is no need here to ^ Strabo, vi. 1. § 2, p. 253.

discuss the question, which of the two is prefer-
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patiiarcli of Coiistiiiitinoplc.' Jiut iis the monks art- f/ms in qua nemo ncmitur,

and witli the final cessation of iconoclasni in the middle of the ninth century
the primary cause of their emigration was removed, there must have existed

on the spot a large number of their coreligionists to furnish inmates for

those institutions. Such a Greek population was provided through the
reestablishment of Byzantine influence in south Italy at that period by the
emperor Basil the Macedonian, who organised his possessions there into a

province called the Theme of Langobardia. After Basil's death, when the
rich widow Danielis of Patrae (Patras), whose adopted son he was, left her
immense possessions to his successor, Leo VI., th it emperor enfranchised

three thousand of her slaves, and established them in Apulia to cultivate the

land as serfs.^ Subsequently to this the Greek element must have greatly

increased through the power exercised by the Byzantine officials, for we hear

of as many as twenty important places, chiefly on the sea-coast, which were
centres of their activity.'* After the final overthrow of the rule of the

Eastern empire in these parts by the Normans in 1071, we have no definite

evidence of any further reinforcement of these Greek colonies during the

middle ages ; though it is possible that in the time of the Comneni persons

of this nationality may have been brought over to Italy by the Norman
princes, first when Robert Guiscard and his son Bohemund invaded Greece,

and afterwards when Roger IL, after overrunning the country, carried off to

Sicily the silk-workers of Thebes and Corinth. Nor can we overlook the

close connexion which existed between the Kingdom of Naples and the

Principality of the Morea in the latter part of the thirteenth and the

beginning of the fourteenth century.^ Perhaps also at the time of the

Ottoman conquest other Greeks may have fled hither for refuge, like those

Albanians who crossed the Adriatic subsequently to the time of Scanderbeg,

and whose settlements are still numerous in south Italy. But concerning

the arrival of one additional colony at a later period we have certain informa-

tion. Spon and Wheler mention that in 1673, about the time of their visit

to Greece, when the Turks were endeavouring to subjugate the Mainotes in

the south of the Morea, more than two thousand persons of that race

' Zambelli, 'lTa\ot\\r\viKi, pp. 23, 202, nnd stationed ; wlience it was technically used for

the authorities there given. the Themes of the Empire, and ultimately was
2 See Fiulny, History of Greece, vol. ii. p. 255. equivalent to a geographical administrative

• Zambelli, pp. 56, 57. In this connexion we division like the Theme of Langobardia just men-

may notice a remarkable group of words, which tioned. It has been suggested by Morosi aud

from having had a military application have Pellegrini that the use of these expressions takes

come to be used of agriculture. In Otr. the term us back to the time of Byzantine military

for 'tilling' the fields is noAtfiSi, and agii- occupation; and the hypothesis is a tempting

cultural implements are called ipfxara, which is one, for nothing corresponding to this change

the regular word for 'arms' in mediaeval and of meaning is found elsewhere among Greek-

modem Greek. Again, in Bov. the word for an speaking peoples, so that it would seem to have

agricultural labourer is irt(6s 'a foot-soldier,' been caused by circumstances peculiar to the

and that for 'a person' is eifui, which also is Italian colonies. When, however, it is applied

said to have been previcusly used for 'a culti- to the words severally, it is difficult to mc

vator of the soil.' The last word is used in how it can he made to explain the changi

.

Byzantine Greek firstfor 'a division of soldiers," * See J. H. S. vol. iv. pp. 179—181

nnd then for the district in which they were
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migrated to Apulia in order to preserve tlieir independence, and had lands

assigned to them there by the King of Spain.^ From ItaHan sources we

learn that in 167-i a detachment of these, consisting of 175 inhabitants of

Pressio in the ^lorea {i.e. probably Prastio, near Cardamyla), landed in the

Terra d'Otranto, and were established at Mottola, a hill-town at the back of

Taranto. When, however, an attempt was made to force them to adopt the

Latin rite, they declined to submit, and betook themselves toTricarico, a place

further inland in the neighbourhood of Potenza.^ This took place about the

same time that the Greek settlement was established in Corsica, We are

farther informed that in 1716 many families came from Greece to Lecce, and

settled in that city and its neighbourhood.^

To turn now to the evidence furnished by Italy itself; we have ample

proof from this source of an extensive Greek population existing in the

country during the Middle Ages. In the Nea[Jolitan archives there is a

laro-e collection of local Greek documents, ranging from A.D. 983 to 1304, and

containino- charters, agreements, forms of sale, &c., the information contained

in which has been sifted by Zambelli (Zampelios), and summarised in his

'lTa\oe\Xt]viKd. The listsof Greek family names belonging to persons attached

to farms and properties in various parts of the country, which occur in these, are

very interesting, and the names correspond to a great extent to those which

exist among the Greeks of the present day ; such as IlaXai67rov\o<;, Mov(Tovpr)<i,

Ka\o'yepLT^r]<i, Kocr/cti/a?, KovTapdTo<;.^ But the local names evidently of

Greek origin which at the present day are widely spread over these provinces of

Italy show that Greek was once used throughout a much more extensive area

than any documents would seem to imply. Zambelli has collected more than

fifty of these, which are found either there or in Sicily, and the following may

^ Spon, Voyage d'ltalie kc, Anist. 1679 vol. * Zamlielli, p. 168. It is also noti(;eab!c,

i. p. 122 ; Wilder, Journey into Greece, Lond. as illustrating the numerous points of corre-

1682, p. 47. Among the Bova songs there is spondence which exist between modern and early

one that turns on the subject of ' the Greek girl' ini'diaeval Greek, how many words and pecu-

(t) 'Pwfi.aioirov\a) who refuses the suit of a liarities of form which are familiar at the present

Turkish lover, notwithstanding her mother's day are found in these early documents. Tims

solicitations (Comparetti No-;. 36, 37; Pelle- 'water' is vep6u, the 'nose' /auttj, 'a dog'

grini. No. 62). This poem differs completely in okuWos, ' oil ' Aa5i, 'a goat ' yiSa, ' the summer '

metre and mode of treatment from all the rest KaKoKaipiv, ' a forest ' \6yyos, ' silver ' aavyn,

that are found in Ital}', and corresponds to two 'an ass' yai^apos : 'white' da-npos, 'black'

on the same subject which are sung in Greece, fxavpos, 'short' kovt6s, 'lame' KovT^6i : and

Nos. 574 and 574a in Passow's Carinina popii,- (to illustrate peculiarities of form) for atpa,

Inria Graeciae recentioris ; there can be no doubt ' wind ' we find ayipas, for alua ya7na, for KeKau-

theriifore that it has been imported from abroad. fitvos Kafifitvos, for ((ptpov ((ptpaffiv, for tKa/xov

Morosi C^oi-a,' p. 74), mentions a story which eKdfxa<ni>. (Zambelli, pp. 154, 171, 184, 185).

was current at Bova, to the effect that it had It may be added, that in the Greek of the Bova

been introduced early in the present century by district at the present day there are words in

a native of that place who had lived abroad. If use which exist in Greek MSS. of Calabria

this was not the case, it is probable that it dates earlier than Cent, xiii., but do not belong to

from the time of the migration of the Mainotcs. the language as spoken in Greece— )3o9»ra

* Rodota, Dell' origine del rilo greco, vol. iii. 'valley,' aprvcrla 'seasoning,' KecfidAwfia ' cx-

p. P6. tiemity,' (T'Tfi'j'aTo (for (rT67»'aTo»') ' boiler,' and
' Aar, in Archivio storico italiano, 4th str. others. (Morosi, ' L'ova,' p. 75.)

vol. vi. p. 316.
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be taken as specimens :—Moiiastanice {Mouaa-TyjpuKi), Riace ('Pi/a/ct), Velanidi

(BeXaviSi), Neocastro CNeoKaa-rpov), Policastro (II oXvKaa-Tpov), Contoguri

(KovToyovpi), Petrizza (lUTpiT^a), Acri ("AKpT}), C'ropalati (KovpoTra\dTrj<i)}

An additional and very curious form of evidence is supplied by the numerous
mediaeval Greek words which arc found embedded in the modem Apulian
and Calabriau dialects of Italian. Thus the 'tortoise' is celond (-^eXmn)),

' a frying-pan ' tianc (rrjydvc), ' a fox ' lijiuda (dXnrovSa, - dXdjTrr)^), ' a skull

'

coccalo {kokkuXov), ' fresh cheese ' provola (TrpoyaXa), ' a nest ' foddra (0w\ea)

;

and there are many others.'''

With regard to the two groups of Greek townships and villages which
are the subject of this paper we have information of a fairly early date, and
in both cases we discover that at one period they extended more widely than

they do at the present day. In the ca.se of the Terra d'Otranto the intima-

tions occur at sufficiently frequent intervals to form a continuous chain of

evidence from early in the middle ages to the present time. These have

been collected with great care and learning by Sig. Aar in his articles

entitled Gli studi storici in Terra d'Otranto in vols. vi. and ix. of ser. 4 of the

Archivio storico italiano ;
^ and for the earlier period are derived from Greek

manuscripts, like those already mentioned, in the Neapolitan and other

archives, and from incidental notices in other documents. Thus a bull of

Urban VI. in IHSi informs us that the town of Galatina, between Lecce and

Gallipoli, had then a mixed population of Greek and Latin Christians, but

that the services of the Church were conducted only in the Greek tongue.

From this period onward the number of our authorities increases. Early in

the fifteenth century Epifanio, abbot of Nardo, near Galatina, mentions many
j)laces inhabited by Greeks, whose number amounted to 12,330 souls. At the

beginning of the following century Galateo, who was a native of these parts,

in his book J)e situ lajjifjlae makes mention of other towns where Greek was

spoken ; and this was confirmed during the sixteenth century by Alberti in his

Descrittione di tutta Vltalia, by Porzio in his Rclazione del regno di Kapoli,

and by Persio in his Discorso intorno alia conformitd della lingua italiana eon

le pill nolili antichc lingiie. Further evidence on the same subject is fur-

nished in the first half of the seventeenth century by Arcudi, priest of Soleto, who
in a letter addressed to Pope Urban VIII. describes the Greek that was ir;

use in that place ; and in the early part of the eighteenth century by Ughelli in

his Italia Sacra} Of the Greeks of Bova the first notice is found in a charter

(without date) of Roger II., who died in 1154: in this, among the serf-?

presented by him to a monastery in Calabria, we find Ypr]y6pio<; ^ovTdvo<i

and 'NiK7]Tr)<; ^ovrdvo<i ; and the gentile name here given can hardly mean

anything else than ' inhabitant of Bova (BoOa),' being in fact the name

1 Zanibelli, pp. 54, 55 ; cp. Moiosi, Studi, same subject derived from the continaance of

206. the Greek rite in Itnly tlie reader is referie<l to

2 Zambelli, p. 68 ; cp. Morosi, Studi, y. 206. an article in the Antiquary for 1888, pp. 195—
^ Proofs of the existence of a inui^h more 197.

numerous Greek population arc given in vol. vi. * See the authorities in Morosi, Studi, pp.

pp. 101, 102, and notes. For evi<len(e on fhe 181, 207, and FVllegrini, pp. ix— .xi.
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applied to tlie people of that place at the present day.^ At a later period

they are explicitly mentioned by Barrio in his Dc anUquitcUe d situ Calahriae

(Rom. 1571). After mentioning various other places in that province where

Greek was spoken, that writer names 'Bova civitas, sedes episcopalis in

montis cacumine sita,' and then adds— ' A Leucopetra villa hucusque incolae

in familiari sermone Latina {i.e. Italian) et Graeca lingua utuntur, sacra vero

Graeca lingua, Graecoque ritu faciunt.' ^

The conclusion, then, to which we are led with regard to the origin of

the Greek -speaking population of South Italy is, that tiiey are descendants of

the Byzantine Greeks who migrated thither not later than the eleventh

century, and that the groundwork of their language is to be found in the

Greek that was spoken in Greece at that time. But, notwithstanding that

we have no definite evidence of any other immigrants having come over

from the mother-country between that date and the seventeenth century, yet

so great difficulty is involved in supposing that all the forms and expressions

which these dialects possess in common with Modern Greek existed so early,

that we are almost forced to the conclusion that the original colonies must at

some time have been reinforced in this manner. We have seen that it is a

doubtful question whether any Turkish words are to be found in the Italian

Greek at the present day. If this should prove to be the case, their intro-

duction may with some confidence be referred to the migration from Greece

which took place in 1673 ; and other peculiarities in the language, which can

be proved to bear a comparatively modern stamp, may not unreasonably be

attributed to that period.

H. F. TozER.

' Moiosi, 'Bora,' p. 76.

- liarrius, p. 228, quoted by Pott in Fhilologus, vol. xi. p. 247.
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APOLLO HIKESIOS.

In an article by J. Y. Akernian {.Yum. Chron. iv. p. DT) is tlic fulIowiiiL,'

inscription :

—

Olc. Head of Antoninus Pius.

Rco- AnOAAHN EMBACIOC E<t>ECinN. Apollo Enibasius of the

Ephesians. A galley. (Vaillant, Niua. Gracca)

On turning to Vaillant's work, p. 291, I find the coin referred to by

Akerman quite differently described :

—

AnOAAHN EMBACIOC E<t>ECinN. Apollo stans nudus.dextrademissa

sinistro cubito columnae imposito, telum gerit : ex ad verso Diana Venatricis

habitu, dextra pariter demissa, sinistra jaculum tenet. Num. Antonini Fit.

EMBACIOC Apollinis fuit cognomen, hoc est, ascendens navim, &c.

Eckhel also cites Vaillant's description and remarks (ii. 516), ' ApoUonius

Lib. I. Argonauticorum saepius meminit ^KiroWoivo^ 'E/x^aaiovet 'EK^acriov

queni venerati sunt Argonautae velut qui tueretur eos qui ad iter maritimum

accincti ingrcdivntur navim, praestaretque salvos cgrcdi. Nunien urbi oppor-

tuniim cujus amplum fuit mari commercium.'

Without wishing for a moment to call in question Akerman's good faith,

I cannot bring myself to believe that any such coin as he describes was before

him when he wrote his paper, and I am driven to the conclusion that eithei

through want of ffimiliarity with Latin or through carelessness he entirely

failed to comprehend Vaillant's words, and took the explanation of the epithet

EMBACIOC 'ascendens nctvim' as referring to the type of the coin : or possibly

he may have had before him a coin of Ephesus with a galley upon it(cf. J/imt.

iii. 112, 378), but with an illegible inscription in which he may have fancied

that he could trace the words AnOAAHN EMBACIOC EOECION.
In any case I must decline to accept Akerman's description as of any

value whatever.

With regard to Vaillant's coin the case is different, but I think I shall

be able to show that he also has fallen into some serious errors in describing

the coin, though in his case the faults are more excusable owing to the poor

preservation in which the specimen evidently was.

The following is an exact description of a piece which is in all probabilii-y

identical in type and inscription with the coin cited by Vaillant.

Olv. T. AIAIOC KAICAP AN[TnNei]NOC. Bust ..f Antoninus Pius

r. laur.
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Rev. AnOAAHNlKe ClOCe^eCinN- Apollo and Artemis standing face

to face: Apollo left, nak:o(l but for chlamys wound round left arm and hanging

from his elbow, grasps with his right hand a laurel-branch offered him by

Artemis, and holds bow in left: Artemis rigiit, wearing long chiton with

diplois and quiver at shoulder, holds in left hand a bow and in lowered right

a branch of laurel which she offers to Apollo : from the stem of the branch

near her hand hangs apparently a fillet. M 1.2.

It will be seen that the general aspect of this type is not inconsistent

with Vaillant's description. He has simply mistaken the chlamys which hangs

in a straight line from Apollo's elbow for a column, and the bows held by the

two figures for darts : the laurel-branch has escaped his notice entirely.

These and such-like errors in description are unfortunately common
enough in all numismatic works, and may be held excusable in the case of

ill-preserved coins. But in transcribing the legend Vaillant must be held
'

resposible for a serious misapprehension of the mutual relation of inscription

and type on Greek coins.

An epithet such as EMBAClOC, implying a well defined aspect of Apollo

worship, could hardly be looked for in conjunction with such a type as

Vaillant describes, and it may have been some half consciousness of this in-

congruity which led Akernian to the hasty assumption that the type of the

coin was a galley, although a galley unaccompanied by the god himself would

be equally surprising.

What can have induced Vailhint to assume that he could read the word

eMBAClOC I am at a loss to imagine. The result has been that he

has mislead all numismatists, Eekhel included, for nearly two hundred

years.

The coin which I now describe was purchased by the British Museum in

LS48 from Mr. Borrell of Smyrna. The inscription is legible throughout

thtmgh slightly indistinct in pait.s. It is of importance in the first place as

correcting Vaillant and compelling us to erase the epithet €MBACI0C from

among the titles of Apollo which occur on coins, and in the second place as

introducing an entirely new epithet IKGCIOC which has hitherto, so far as I

know, never been met with either on coins, in inscription.s, or in literature, in

connection with Apollo, thougli it is a well-known epithet of Zeus as the

Protector of Suppliants (cf Aesch. t'iupp. 341, 610; Soph. Phil. 484; and

Eur. /Ar. 345).

Tlie epithet IKGCIOC is nevertheless one which is entirely in harmony
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Avitli the klcii of purification from bluod-guiltiiu'ss so intimately associatctl

with tlie religion of AjjuUo as it is exemiilitit-d, to (iiiotc one notable instance-,

in ti»c well-known story of Orestes.

€70) fitv tpiTU) Trpos TroXvaTe(f)i'j fiv^^ov'

opui 8' tV o/x(^a\&5 jxiv dvhpa OeofMuai")

eSpav e^ovTU irpuaTpuTraiov, a'tfiuTi

ardi^ovTa ^eipas kuI veoairaSe'^ ^i(f>oif

k)(ovr tKaia<i & vyp-tyei^vrjTov K\d^oi>.

Xtjvei fieyicTTO} a(o(^puv(o<; eaTepfievoi',

tip'yPjTC /jluXXq) rfjBe yap TpavM>i epoj.

Aesch. Uh»i. 'VJ n(jfj.

The man who was stained with the blood of his fellow-man, the criminal

or the outcast, if he turned as a supplicant iKeTr}<; or irpoa-Tpofraio^, to Apollo

and humbly sued for purification, could obtain it at the hands of the god after

the performance of the due rites and ceremonies, among which the sprinkling

of the suppliant with the blood of the expiatory victim and subsequent

penance were the most characteristic. The ceremony of sprinkling was per-

formed with the sacred olive or laurel branch, iK€TT)pia, bound with a fillet

of white wool : Tevop>evov he tov KXijpov irapaXa^Mv Tov<i Xa^6vTa<; 6 ©T^o-ei/?

€K TOV Trpvravei'ov kqI irapeXdcov et<? AeXcpiviov edrjKev virep avTiov rco

'AiroXXcovt TT}v iKertjpiav. ^Hv 8e K\dBo<i uTro Tf]<; lepd<i iXaia<i epi(p XevKui

Karearefifievo^ (Plut. Thes. 18).

The suppliant seeking relief from sin is frequently spoken of Jis

approaching the altar of the god holding this symbol of his coiulition as a

suppliant for purification in his hand.

This iKeTrjpia is the branch wliich on our coin is presented by Artemis

to Apollo clearly with the object of distinguishing him as Apollo 'I/feVto?, a

title which we may therefore conclude that he bore in some temple at

Ephesus, which was perhaps consecrated in the reign of Antoninus Pius, a

temple which very probably may have enjoyed a right of Asylum for fugitives

similar to that of the temple of the great Ephesian goddess herself.

In conclusion I may remark that the pieces said to bear the legend

neiOC eoeClflN (Eckhel ii. 51G), which are of the same type as the one

described above, seem to be misread specimens of tlie same coin.

Barclay V. Head.
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I.

CASAREA.

In last year's volume of this Journal (ix. pp. 82, 83) Mr. Theodore Ben
described the situation of this Carian town, which he discovered about three

miles to the north-east of Luryma.^ In laying before the reader the

SYME

36?35'

i^#M ElesaT

inscriptions found on this site, from which we recover its name, I would call

attention to the accompanying Map of Casarea and its neighbourhood,

' Photograjihic views und jilans of Lorynia arc published in Bcundoif and Niemann, Lykicn,

vol, i. plates ix., x. ; p. 20.
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prepared by Mr. Bent at my request. He lias niadtj it the iiiun- valuaMc

by adding the following memoranda :

—

' During investigations on the southern coast of Caria, near the pro-

montory anciently called Cynossema, and now known as Cape Aloupo or

Fox, we were anchored in the Bay of Aplotheka, around which are the ruins

of ancient Loryina. Whilst here, we heard from the peasants of a curious

harbour and ruins at a little distance from the bay. Accordingly we rowed

along the coast in our boat past several islets, and soon arrived at this

harbour, the entrance of which is not a stone's throw acro.ss, though it opens

within into a considerable basin surrounded by high mountains. Thi.s

harbour appears now to be known only to smugglers and to the inhabitants

of the neighbouring village of Phinekete, or Phenike,^ who have two or three

boats here and a rude cottage for wayfarers. It is now known as Sersa,

and may be identified with the Kprjaa Xifirjv of Ptolemy (v. 2) and Pliny's

'Portus Cressa' {N.H. v. 104), which he describes as in Caria, and distant

twenty miles from Rhodes.^ From the mouth of the harbour there runs

northward across the isthmus a narrow valley, which the people of Phenike

use for growing corn ; it is full of the ddhris of an ancient city. Beneath a

large caroub-tree, and covered by the ruins of a Byzantine church, we found

a row of bases of columns (apparently in sihi), as if a temple had stood here.

At this spot (marked 3, 4 in the Map) we found two inscriptions (Nos. 3, 4,

infra). Towards the southern end of the valley were tombs, one of which

bore the inscription No. 1, iii/ra (the site is marked 1 in the Map). About

half-way up the valley, some way up the slopes to the east of the ruins of

the town, were three large stones, on one of which was the inscription No. 2,

infra (marked 2 in the Map). At the northern extremity of the valley, at

the top of a cliff going down very abruptly into the sea, and affording a

lovely view of the island-dotted gulf of Syme, were large quantities of tombs

composed of blocks of marble piled pyramid-wise upon each other.'

To these remarks of Mr. Bent let me add a word or two respecting the

name and site of Casarea. The site belongs, of course, to the Rhodian

territory on the Carian mainland. The ethnic names Kacrapeu?, Kacrapt? ^

1 The ancient o7»'j{ : see Ptolemy, v. 2 §11, Lorynia, Portus Cresa, Phenike. There may

and Strabo xiv. p. 652 : 'E{^s 8i vff/cojiroMx'"J ^^^^ ^^ ^ connexion also between the names

Xifxiva ?x''«"''« f*^ i\ffoz Ai)T^ov tha Awpvfia Kp^ffa and Scrsa.

irapa\la Tpox««o, Kal opoi v\iifi\6Tarov twv ravrr) " While I am preparing this paper tliore

(iir' iKp<e 8* ^povpioy 6fiii>vvii.ov rtf opfi) olfff. readies me from Paris the index, just issned, of

Compare Ihdletin de Corr. Hell. x. 1886, pp. the first ten volumes of the Bulletin, ' Table

248 foil!, where some inscriptions from Phoenix g€n6rale dcs dix prc)>iiires ajin^-e^ (1877-1886).'

arc published. This will be a welcome help to all the readers of

Ptolemy is usually careful to enumerate the Bulletin, that is to say to every student of

the names of places in proper geographical order : Classical antiquities throughout the world. The

accordingly the position of Kpijera Kifiiw in his Table is planned on a larger and fuller scale than

list is important, as confirming the identification cither the Rer,i^t(r of the Mitthcilungcn, or Mr.

of Kp9,aa X.^^i/ with the modern Sersa,—viz. llamiltonSmith's Index to the//c7/f7uc/yi£)»ft/,
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occur not iiiifrequcntly in lists or cjiitaplis of rvliodiau citizens; see Koss

Jfrllcni/.a i. p. 1U3, No. 2S (IVuin Jlliodrs): W^yaOdvaaaa WyaOoKXev'i

Kaaapi'i, Aviiereiipon Ross remarks, ' Das weiblirhe Deniotikou Kacrapi^; lasst

auf einen Ortsnamen Kdaapa schliessen, wie 'Meyapi'i von ^leyapa. Walir-

scheinlich ist diescr unbekannte Ort -svieder ein llliodischer Demos.' This

conjecture of Ross is approved by MM. llolleaux and Diehl, IhiUdin dc Cvrr.

llcll. ix. p. 120 {WeLO-LKpaTrjq 'x\piaTO(f)v\ov Kaaapev^i, and "BevoipMv

Hej'o/c\eO? Kaaapcv^i), -who refer to JliilUiin. \\. pp. Gl7, (518 (NvfX(f)uSoTo<;

'VoBoKXev^ Kaa-apeix;, where the editor has wrongly suggested Ka[i]aap€u<i),

•MiAArch.Epigr.Miltk. amOcstcrrcich, 1883, p. 121, line 12 ([6 Selva Ka]aap€V'i).

To these instances, tombstones found in Rhodes itself, wc may add Bulletin

X. p. 259, where, in a decree of an eranos of Adonis-worshippers found at

Loryma, occurs the name [T€\e]aTav TeXeacovo'i Kaaapfj. Here also the

editor alters the local name to Ka[i]aap^j. This makes it probable that the

name may still have to be restored in some or other of the classical texts,

since Kaaapeixi was sure to be corrected by ancient scribe or modern editor

into Kaicrapei;?.

I could wish that Mr. Bent's inscriptions given below (Nos. 1—4) were

more numerous, and afforded more distinct evidence to connect the name

with this particular site. There is nothing to compel us to do so. In this

valley of the Rhodian Peraea, wbatever its name, a townsman of Casarea

may conceivably have been honoured with a tomb or a statue, even if Ca.sarea

was a den.e in the island of Rhodes. But probability favours Mr. Bent's

identification, and we may provisionally accept it. The occurrence of the

name in the decree of Adoniasts at Loryma certainly points rather to the

Peraea. No. 2 of Mr. Bent's inscriptions is edited from an impression

which is difficult to read, and (if rightly deciphered) it gives an unusual

form of the ethnic adjective, KaaapeaTrj^; instead of Kacrapeu?. This

however is no real difficulty ; compare Kepa/xnjrrjii, Kepayu.to9 from Kepa/xo?.

I infer, however, that the name of the town was not Kdaapa (as Ross),

but Kaaapia.

It may be added that the personal names occurring in the following

inscriptions are thoroughly Rhodian in character : names compounded with

'A777-, ^Aye-, Ti/ia-, or -ava^, abound in Rhodian lists, and in documents

from the Rhodian Perai-a (see ' Inscriptions de la Peree Rhodienne,' in Bull,

de Corr. Hell. x. pp. 24-5 ff.).

and contains both a Table des noiiis proi)rcs Grecs Viaaaptvs, Katrapi's, omits the references to ii. 618

and another dcs noms dc chosts Grccs. I find and x. 259.

however that tlie Index of {irojter names f.v.
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iNSCUri'TIONS rUo.M ('ASAItKA.

1.

On a tomb at Casarea consistiiiL^ of tour marl)!.' Mocks rc'stiii;,' like

steps one upon atiotlier : the iusniiition is upon tlif lowest stop. I'Voin an
impression.

ArHIANAPOYArHNAKi
KAZAPEnZ

Wyijadi'Spov 'A7j//'<7vt[os- '

Kaa-apeooif.

The letters are i^erfectly preservcMl, except at the eml <»f line 1, itn'I

belong to a good time, say I5.C. 150.

2.

Inscribed on one of tliree hirge stones, lying a good deal higher than

the town below. 'I dug underneath it,' writes Mr. Bent, ' to see if there

was any trace of a tomb ; but there was not.' It is clearly the base of a

statue. From an impression. Broken apparently on the left only; tiie first

six letters are very illegible. The demotic adjective, if rightly read, is out of

its proper place.

. . . KAZAPEATHNnEISIANAKToZ
NAEATEZTPATOY

'O Bi]p.o<i (?) Tov Beiva] Kacrap€dTy]v Tleiaiui'aKTO<;,

Ka& vo6€aca]v Be 'Ayearpdrov.

S.

From the base of a column, found apparently in .^itu, among the ruins

of a Byzantine church that may have been originally a temple. Rather

coarsely inscribed ; but the letters are of a good time. From impression.

TIMAFfQAi T</xa7roX[i<?

lEPHNO? 'Upcovo^.

Perhaps the name of the donor of the columu.

On a marble block discovered close to the base of the column (No. 3)

in the ruins of the Byzantine church. Inscribed in small letters of a good

time, but so obliterated that no impression could be taken.

H.S.—VOL. X. E
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1 ^ 0E??AAIAS AA

/ Olive ', ToYANAPoC . . . Qlivc

i Chaplct. i . . AY . AA ( Cliaplet. /

^. /' 0H . NnNoCCEAH ^
.5

... IAN no? —-^

0AAA . . riANHNAPX

Probably a dedication in some one's honour. ^eaaaXla in line 1 may
be a woman's name.

'From a tomb at the northern extremity of the valley across the

isthmus described above, at the top of the cliff, overlooking the Gulf of

Syme.' From a copy.

??- -t-\/^A\/\ E rr ^/^^ y\Oi

The inscription, which I cannot decipher, seems to be complete, except

at the left extremity. Mr. Bent assures me that his copy was carefully made

;

he describes the letters as appearing to be half-Carian and half-Greek

in form.

II.

LYDAE {Kvhat) IN LYCIA.

The geographer Ptolemy (v. 3, 2) enumerates the following Lycian towns

as situated round the basin of the Gulf of Makri (Sinus Glaucus) : [xera

Kavvov AvSat, Kapva, AaiSaXa, TeXfirjaa-o^. These places are enumerated

from west to east. In a corresponding passage Pliny {N. II. v. 103) enume-

rates the following from west to east : oppida Daedala, Crya fugitivorum,

flumen Axon, oppidum Calynda. He calls the Kapva of Ptolemy Crya (see

Steph. Byz. s.v. Kpva), and he omits Lydae altogether. The texts of Ptolemy

variously give this last name as AvBat, XwSat, XXvBai -.^ but the inscriptions

which are now presented to the reader prove that AvBai is the correct form,

and that Ptolemy has accurately indicated its site by the place it occupies in

his enumeration.

^ Kiepert gives the name as Klydae iu his Atlas von JIdlas, 1851.
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In the winter of 18.S7-8 Mr. Tliooiloic Bent anchored in the (iulf of

Makri, within the basin funned by tlie northern shore of the promontory or

peninsula of Artemisiuni. This description will become intelligible from a

glance at the accompanying Map, which Mr. Btnt h;is prepared from the

Admiralty Charts. His explorations in the neighbourhood have been bricHy

described by him in the last volume of this Journal (ix. p. H3). Arciiaeologist.s,

however, will thank me for iiaviug prevaile<l upi»ii him to furni.sli some

additional particulars respecting the scenery of the neighbourhood, my own

immediate object being to identify the exact site of each of the inscriptions

presently to be published. 'The character of the country round the Gulf of

Makri (the ancientlGlaucus Sinus),' writes Mr. Bent, ' is exceedingly fine, the

gulf being hemmed in by high mountains, and forcibly reminding us of the

Luke of Lucerne. The town of Lydae we discovered on the small peninsula

to the north-west of the gulf. It is built in a basin surrounded by mountains,

r,
'1
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of whicli Mount Souvolah, with its ruins of the acropolis of Lydae, is 1,650

feet above the level of the sea. Tlierc are tliree other peaks on this peninsula

which attain nearly an equal height ; and as, roughly speaking, the peninsula

is not fifteen miles round, the precipitous character of the ground may easily

be imagined. From this peninsula an excellent view of the gulf can bo

obtained, its surface dotted with islands, its rugged pine-clad slopes, and the

snowy peaks of the Taurus range in the background. In the north-west

corner of the gulf, where our ship lay, is a tiny archipelago, Tarsenah being the

largest island, and possessing a good harbour : this island, moreover, is the

only one inhabited ; a few poor Greeks from Makri (anciently Telmessos),

having built a miserable village thereon amongst the ruins of a town of the

Byj^antine epoch. Tarsenah, the adjoining island of Hiera, and the islets to

the north, all bear evidence of having been extensively inhabited in the days

of the lower Empire ; but they contain no traces of any earlier occupation,

as far as I could gather from a hasty survey and conversation with the

inhabitants.'

' Taking one of the Greeks of Tarsenah as our guide, we first of all visited

a curious escarped rock on the mainland opposite ; it was simply honey-

combed with tombs, before which slabs had been placed, and of very irregular

shape. Amongst brambles to the left of this rock were some tombs of much
finer execution. Over one of these, cut in the rock after the same fashion as

the tombs of Telmessus, there is an inscription in red incised letters in an

unknown tongue. This was copied in the first instance by a German, von

Haramer-Purgstall {ToiwgrcqiMsche AnsicJdcn gesammelt auf ciner Rcise in die

Levante, 1811), and again by Forbes and Hoskyns, as published in the Journal

of the Royal Geogmplncal Society, 1843, xii. p. 158. My own copy agrees

almost exactly with the German one, that of Forbes and Hoskyns being very

maccurate (see Classical Rcvieio, 1888, ii. p. 234). The characters appear to

be a mixture of Carian and Pamphylian.'
' We then went with our ship and anchored at the head of Skopea Bay,

just off the peninsula of Lydae, and on the following morning started with

our men to examine the ruins which our Greek guide told us existed in the

interior of this tongue of land. A precipitous path led up from the water's

edge through a dense forest, and forms the sole approach on this side ; for an

abrupt mountain ridge, in which we saw many rock-cut tombs, acts as a

natural fortitication for the north-eastern side of the peninsula. About half-

way up, in an opening in the forest, we found a quadrangular Hellenic fort,

which doubtless in ancient days commanded this approach : and close

alongside of this were three tombs cut in the living rock, with domed
roofs.'

' On reaching the summit of the ridge, we descended a little to our left,

and there came across a plateau covered with ruins. Three large tombs

{A in Map), constructed of massive slabs of marble and standing about ten

feet high, occupied a commanding position overlooking the Gulf of Makri and
the distant mountains. From inscriptions upon these ' (nos. 6, 16, 17, ^^cs^,

' we learned for the first time that we were in " the deme of Arymaxa,"
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^vllicll belonged to the town of " Lydae," ;ui(J that the toniln belongeil to the

Diophautus family, who seem to liave been the ehief people of tlio plaee.

All around here were traces of extensive ruins, eolumns and piles of stones,

pointing to the existence of a temple and other buildings in this locality.

liere too, we found a good s})ring of water, whith (Kjubthss accounts for tin-

choice of this high plateau lor building.'

'Ascending again to another elevation, we passed by an ancient and

long-disused quarry for marble, which had supplied the material for the

construction of Lydae
;
presently, having passed througii the forest southward

for another mile, we found ourselves just over the basin in th«; UKJuntains in

which the ruins of Lydae stood. The only inhabitants of the place are nomad
Yuruks, who have their skin tents amongst the ruins, while the old buildings

provide excellent stabling for their camels. The sole occupation of these

nomads is cutting down timber in the surrounding forest, the best pieces

being taken down to the sea-sLore for sale, and the refuse burned irito

charcoal.'

' The most conspicuous objects among the ruins of Lydae are three large

Heroa, built on the edge of a ridge overlooking the sea to the east (marked

B on Map). From the southernmost of these tombs we extracted fragments

of sarcophagi and a few inscriptions ' (nos. 8, 9, \Q 2)ost).

' From this ridge the ground slopes rapidly down into the basin in which

the town was built, and is covered with rough rocks and brushwootl, amongst

which we found many tombs (C h 2> in the Map), most of them having inscrip-

tions (nos. 12-15 and 18 2^os(). Our work in the actual basin was much
hindered by the growth of the " wait-a-bit " thorn : surrounded by a dense

mass of these brambles we discovered a very large block of marble standing

with an inscription in honour of a priest named Leontomenes ; this

monument appeared to be of earlier date than any of the others at

Lydae ' (no. G).

* A large mass of building next attracted our attention, the chief of

which appeared to have been a large Byzantine structure (/'). Close to thi.<5,

after digging for two days, we came across a number of pedestals, all of which

had once carried statues ; many of these pedestals stood apparently in their

original places, whilst others had been built in between them, so as to form

the foundation wall of some later edifice. These pedestals contained inscrip-

tions in honour of men of Lyilae, and others who had distinguished themselves

in the service of the state (nos. 20

—

27 2^ost). This sjwt {D in Map), we may

assume to have been the Agora of ancient Lydae.'

' At a little distance from here, were three gigantic Heroa, built side by

side (E), and similar in construction to those already mentioned ui>on the

ridge {IJ). Fragments of statuary lay all around, all headless, and one frag-

ment of a draped female figure seated on a chair or throne. All, however,

were distinctly of the Roman period, and we found no inscriptions on or near

these Heroa.'

'Down from Mount Souvelah, on which stood the acropolis of the town,

there ran a stream right through the centre of the ancient town
;

it has now
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hardly any water in it, l^it it boars evidence of liaving been a much more

considerable stream in former days. On the left bank of this stream were

traces of many buildings, and in a depression filled with a dense growth of

brambles and thorns 1 identified the site of the theatre (6'). On the slopes

above the theatre were traces of many ruins, and a rock-cut Lycian tomb of

the usual type (7/). Another fortress guarded the approach to Lydae from

the istlimus, and across the isthmus itself was a wall running up a gentle slope

from the Bay of Skopea, and ending at the edge of a steep precipice some

500 feet above the sea on the outer side. Hence Lydae, being so well

fortified by nature, needed no walls for the protection of the city

itself

' After some days of work at Lydae, our guide of Tarsenah took us to

another site more inland. We rowed in our boat to a small bay, where were

some wood-stores belonging to the nomad Yuruks, who bring hither their cut

wood from the mountains for sale to the merchants from the towns. Again

we ascended from the sliore by a steep path leading througli a col in the

mountains, and after walking for some miles through a dense forest, we saw

at some distance below us a lake of considerable size, the southern end of

which was shut in by very precipitous cliffs, while the north-western end was

low and marshy, terminating in a plain which extended to the mountains

behind Caunos. In this lake, near the southern extremity, we saw two islets,

on one of which, with the aid of our glasses, we distinguished extensive

Byzantine remains ; but as there was no boat on the lake, and no village near,

we were unable to visit them.'

' Between the southern end of the lake and the open sea ran a very

narrow valley, the part near the lake being densely wooded and overgrown

with rank vegetation. All down the valley were traces of Hellenic tombs,

some of them constructed of great marbles, and generally three close together,

as was the case with the tombs at Lydae. On a plateau, which the Yuruks

had lately cleared of trees for pasturage for their flocks, we opened many
tombs of an inferior character, containing pottery, glass, and a silver coin of

Caunos {Hellenic Journal, ix. p. 85). As the valley narrowed towards the

lake, the traces of remains were more considerable ; a finely executed rock-cut

tomb, large blocks of marble and columns and other remains lay amongst the

brushwood, and pointed to the existence of a town containing specimens of

the best period of Hellenic art. On the top of an escarped rock running down

into the lake, and standing several hundred feet above it, was a considerable

building of good Hellenic masonry ; the surrounding walls were irregular in

shape, but on the top a square building appears to have stood—presumably a

temple. One of the courses of the outer wall to the south had apparently

been inscribed all over. We took impressions of the only two legible inscrip-

tions, the others having become defaced through the peeling of the stone, so

that only a letter appeared here and there. Owing to the site being so far

from the sea, i.e. a two hours' walk through a forest and over a mountain

ridge, we were unable to take anything with us beyond spades and pickaxes

;

and I only reached the inscriptions to take the squeezes by standing on an
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old rotten bce-liive, wliicli liad been loft there by some wan<lering tribe.'

These two inscriptions luivc ah-eady ajjpearcd in the Jfrl/rnic Jovrnal, ihid.

p. 88 ;
they inform us that the place was called Lissa or Lissae, a name never

alluded to in classical literature.

Inscriptions fho.m Lvdai;.

G.

' From a largo base at Lydne, with traces above of a colossal statue.' It

stood all alone among the brambles in the valksy between the sites marked
on the Map JiJ and 6'i and 6'2

AEONTOMENHNAnOAAHNIAOY
APYMAZEA

lEPATEYZANTAAnOAAHNOZKAlAIOZKAIOEnNArPOTEPnN
KAIAIOSKOPHNKAinANOSKAirVMNAZIAPXHIANTAKAl

5 nPYTANEYSANTAAISKAirPAMMATEYZANTABOYAHZKAl
TOYAHMOYKATASKEYASANTAAEKAinOTHPIONAPrYPEON
THnOAEIEZIAIOYc^TONKAirENOMENONrEPAlONAlABlOY
TEIMArOPASBKA0AEArPEO(t)nNTOZKAIAEONTO
MENOYAPYMAZEYZTONEATOYnATPnONKATAAE

10 THNYOOEZIANnATEPA
0EOIZ

AeovTOfievrjv WiroWcovlhov

Jipvfia^ea'

leparevcravra ^KiroXkwvo^ koX Atof kuI Qcmv ^Ayporepoiv

Kol AioaKopcov KoX Tlavo'i, koI •yvfMvaaiap^tjaavTa koI

5 TrpvravevaavTa St? Kal ypa/jL/iiaTevaavTa /BovXrjii koX

Tov 8r]fiov, KaracrKevdaavra he kol 7roT)]pLov ap'yvpeov

rfi TToXec i^ Ihiov tov koI 'yevoixevov yepaiov Sia ^I'ov

Teifiayopa'; /9, Kad' (voOeaiav) Be 'A'ype6(j)u>vTo<i kuI Aeovro-

fievov, ^Apv/JLa^ev<;, rov karov iraTpoiov Kara he

10 rr]v voOeaiav irarepa,

6eol<i.

Ba.sc of a statue in honour of Leontomencs, a distinguished citizen of

Lydae. Mr. Bent tells me that this monument struck him as being of older

date and of a better style of art than any others which he found at Lydae.

This opinion is borne out by the inscription : the lettering is fairly good, and

the form EATOY (line 9) points to the Augustan age, or (more strictly) to

between B.C. 70 and B.C. 1 ; see Dittenberger, Si/llogc, No. 356 nofc 8, No. 272

note 2; Mcisterhans, Grammatik (2nd ed.), p. 121. Some examples however

of a later date occur in Benndorfs Lykicn: see vol. i. No. 105; vol. ii.

No. 177.
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Leontomenes is described as of tlie deme Avymaxa (line 2), the position

of which is fixed by No. IG ; see A on the Map, and compare Nos. IG, 17.

Tlie name of one other deme of Lydae is recovered from No. 7, but its site

is unknown.

The relations! lip of the persons named in lines 8 foil, seems to be as

follows. Teimagoras' mother, being a widow, had married Leontomenes,

Leontomenes therefore became Teimagoras' stepfather {irarpoios, line 9).

But Leontomenes proceeded further to adopt him (line 10), as one Agreophon

had previously done (line 8).

Leontomenes had served for at least one year {UpareixravTa, line 3) as

priest of Apollo, of Zeus, of the Dioscuri, and of Pan, and also of the

'Ayporepoi QeoL I infer that the town possessed temples, or at least altars,

with these several dedications ; and the reason why these several priesthoods

were combined in one person was, that they had come to be virtually

XeLTovpyiai, and so could be accepted only by a person of wealth. In the

next inscription, of somewhat later date, one Theugenes is described as priest

of Apollo, of Zeus, and of ©ewi/ 'Aypewv. The last are evidently the same

as 0eol ayporepoL, and who are these ? I do not find 'Ayporepo'i actually used

except of Artemis: but Vlwioxch, Amatm'iiis, oh. 14, writes: aXka BopKciSa^

fiev Orfpevovcn koL \ay(oov<i Koi iXd<j}ov<; dypoTepo^; Ti? avveTriOoivaaei kol

crvve^opixa 6e6<i, ev^ovTai B' 'ApiaTaow BoXovvTe^ opvyfiaat koX ^p6-^0L<; \vKov<i

Kal apKTov^ K.T.X. Immediately he quotes a line from Aeschylus in which

Apollo is styled 'Aypev^;, an epithet more commonly used of Aristaeus (see

Pindar, Fyth. ix. Go), but also of Pan (Hesych. s v.). Clearly we may under-

stand by ©€ol 'Ayporepot or 0eo) 'Aypel^; the deities of the chase and of wild

life, Artemis, Aristaeus, Pan, and Apollo under some aspects,—deities not

unsuited to this somewhat wild and secluded region.

From line 4 foil, we learn something of the internal condition of the

town. It hal a gymnasium (line 4), and a Gerousia (line 7, yepaco^;) : more-

over, if this inscription is rightly assigned to the Augustan age, it aftbrds one

of the earliest known examples of a Gerousia (see Menadier, Qua Condicionc

Ei)hcsii etc., p. 61), and also the phrase yepaicxi 8id ^lov implies that an

appointment to the Gerousia for life (though it afterwards, as we know,

became the rule) was at this earlier date the exception. We learn further

that Lydae had a Boule and Ecclesia : these assemblies are also named in

subsequent documents. They had a prytanis and a secretary (line 5), and

Leontomenes had served in the former oflfice for two years, and in the latter

one year.

7.

' From small base of statue : Lydae.' Found in the Agora (D in Map).

MHNOA^PAAnOAA^
NIAOYKPHNEITIZOEVrE
NHN0I-IPAMENOYKA0Y •

AEAnOAA^NIAOYKPI-INEA
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5 TONEAYTI-IZANAPAIEPATEY
ZANTAAnOAAC^NOlKAlAI
OZKAlOEihNArPE??N(t)IAOZ

TOPriASENEKENTHIEIZEAYTON

^Irii'oScopa 'AttoWw-

viSov Kpi]V€lTi<i Hevyi-

vtjv (^hjpafiei'ov kuO^ v(odecri'ai')

Be
'

AttoXXwviBov KpT;rea

5 Tov eavji]<i avhpa, ieparev-

aavra 'AttoW&ji/o*? koi Ai-

09 /cal Wewi/ ^Aypewv, (f>LXn<T-

Topyiaq ^veK€v ri)<i ei'i eavT(if)v.

Dedication in honour of Theugenes, priest of Apollo, of Zeus, and of

tlie Beot 'A7/3€t9. It resembles the preceding, q.v. The demo of Lydae

{Kpi]vr} or Y^prjvai) corresponding to the demotic names K/jTyveu?, Kpr]v(.lTi<i,

is not otherwise known.

8.

' End of a long inscription over entrance to Heroon at Lydae ; the two

following inscriptions were found on the two sarcophagi inside.' The site is

marked A on the Map. From MS. copy only ; no impression.

TAZKEYASENKAITAIENAYTnSnMATO
I . . inilEIPAnTAlAYTOYTOONOMAPAl

TAPATAYTAnOIMS'-ITI AnOTEIZATnTriAY

\ "Wall of Heroon.

•CO
oo

TouTO TO qpcpov r. 'louXto? r. '\ov\LOv'W\Loh(i}pov vi6<i Ai6<f)apTo^ Ka\TaaK(v-

aaev Kal Ta<i ev avrm a-wfiaro-

6i}Ka<i ^(t)v eavTQ} wcrre Ta<f)>}vaL iv rj} cr(OfiaTo6i]Krf €0' i/trep KaY\ eTriyiypaTrrai

avTov TO ovofia, {K^al

rrj yXvKVTaTTj eavTov yvvaiKc Kokkio, ZapTnjBoviBr
^fj-

-qp Be ri<;] vapa

ravra TTOiijcrr] Tt airoTeKTUTO} rai Av-

Barcov Byjfiq) ^ . . . ].

The name of the builder of the monument is restored from No. 9. He
is to be identified with No. 2 in the family tree. An early date in the first
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century A.D. would agree with the comparatively ancient forms of the letters

as given in Mr. Bent's copy.

It may assist the reader if I place here my attempt to trace the genealogy

of the family which figures so largely in the subsequent documents. The

names Caius Julius suggest that the founder of tiie family was a freedman of

the Dictator, and perhaps he received the privilege under Caesar's Will,

FAMILY TREE OF THE DIOPHANTUS FAMILY.

1 C. J. Heliodonis

I

2 C. J. Diophantus m. Coccia Sarpudonis

I

3 C. J. Heliodorus Lyciso.us

I I ,

4 C. J. Heliodorus Thiiionides

I I

5 [C. J.] Diophantus m. Sophronis

r. J£A. Diophantus Modestus Demetria 6 C. J. Heliodorus m. ]\Ieis 8 C. J. Diophantus

I
ni. Aelia Hefremonis

JE\. Aurella Olympias m. 10 C. J. Heliodorus Tlepolemus 7 C. J. Heliodorus 9 C. J. Maxiniianus Diophantus

11 Heliodoriscus Tlepolemus 12 C. J. Tlepolemianus Heliodorus 13 His son, (another

avyKKriTiKos)

9.

' Sarcophagus from inside the Hereon described under No. 8 ;
profusely

ornate. Three heads (probably likenesses), to the front, encircled in garlands

and supported by naked female figures, standing on small altars. At the four

corners were four draped female figures standing on the shoulders of four old

men kneeling. To the sides and back were herds of bulls, supporting garlands

which encircled heads of Medusa. Below, there ran the following inscription.'

MS. copy only ; no impression.

r.lOYAIOYriOYAIOYHAIOAaPOYYIOYAIo4)ANTOYHSnMATO0HKHMONOY

r. 'IovXlov, r. 'JovXcov 'HXioScapov viov, Aio(f)dvTov r) aa>fxaTo6)JKri fxopov.

The occupant of this sarcophagus, C. J.. Diophantus, son of C. J. Helio-

dorus, is numbered 2 in the family tree ; his father appears as No. 1. Neither

of them are Roman citizens, although their mode of naming themselves is

thoroughly Roman.

10.

' Sarcophagus from within the same Hereon as No. 2 : see on No. 8.

Cupids lean at either corner, holding bunches of grapes at which partridges

are pecking. Round the margin of the sarcophagus is a garland of olive-
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leaves. On flic lower edge is tlie following iiiscTi})ti()n.' MS. copy; no

impression. Broken to right.

KOKKlAZIAPnHAONIAOZHZ^MAT

Ko/c/ct'a9 '^ap7rr)8oviSo<i t) ao}fjLaT[o6>JKT] fiuvt]<i.

See the remarks on Nos. 8 and 9. Sarpedon was naturally a favourite

name in Lycia : see C.I.G. 4242; Ilerod. i. 173; Appiau, Bell. Civ. iv. 78, 79.

n.

'From base of statue; Lydae.' Found in the Agora {TJ in Map). From
impression.

rAIOZIOYAI

OZrAIOYlOY
AIOYHAIOAQ
POYYIOZAIO

5 (t)ANTOZKAI

TONASKAHni
ONZYNTHBA
ZEIEKT^NIAI
^NANEOHKEN

Vdlo<i 'IouX.t|o9 Tatov ^\ov\\lov '}i{\tohw\pov vlo<i Ato|<^ai'T09 Ka\\

rov 'AcrK\ri7n\ov avv rfj /Sajcret €K twv lhl\u)v avedrjKev.

The dedicator of the statue of Asclepius is probably the C. Jul. Dio-

phantus numbered 2 in the family tree, and named also in Nos. 8, 9. The

Koi in line 5 ought to have been followed by koI ttjv fidatv in line 7.

12.

' From grave at Lydae with several inscriptions around it.' Mr. Bent

informs me that this tomb was of oblong shape, and was discovered at the

spot marked on the Map as CI. The ground-plan of the tomb is roughly

indicated below. Of the inscriptions Nos. 12, 13, 14 no impression was

taken ; they are printed from a MS. copy.

Inscribed statue bases, Nos. 13—15.

:d :d

< en

p p

l>0 2.
• a-

Tomb.
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CaJ4)PONIAAeHPC0NIAOYTOY AIO<t)ANTONHAIOAa)PONTOY(HAl)

eHPaJNIAOYTOYAYKlCKOYAY O ACOPOYTOYAIOOANTOYAYA

A

AATHNZHCANTAeiHneNTH THN ZHC ANTAeTHHENTHKON

KONTAenTACeMN(jJCKAI0IAA TACnTACeMNCjOCKAKDI AATA

> rAewc ecoc

rAI0CI0YN10CAI0<t>ANT0YYI0CI0YCTINIAHAI0AWP0CPHMN

OCKAIAYAATHCKAlAAAWNnOA(€(jON) . . . nOA€ITHCTOYC

€AYTOYrONeiC

'Eoo(f)povi8a Srfp(ovi8ov tou Ai6<f)avT0v 'H\to8o6po(u) tov [ HXt-

(^h]pa)vi8ov TOV AvKiaKOV \v- ohcopov tou Aio(f)dvTOV AvBci-

8dT{i)v i^i'](Ta{crav) €ti] irevTt]- tijv ^ijaavTa cttj rrevTrjKov-

KOVTa eTTTa crefJLV(»)<i Kal (piXa- tu ctttu crefiv(a<i Koi (pcXaya-

5 'yddco<;. ^<«<?.

Tdlo<i 'Iou(\)to? AiO(f>dvTou i;t09 {B)ou{X)Tivia 'HXtoSa)/30? 'P((o)/j,{al)-

09 Kal AfSar?;? Kal dWwv 7roX[efoj^] 7ro\eiTr]<; Tov^i

kavTov jovel^.

Mr, Bent notes tliat the letters AYKICKOY in line 2 are doubtful; but

they seem right. I have corrected some obvious errors of the copy in lines 1,

3, 6, and have restored BovXTCina (Voltinia) as the name of the Roman tribe

to which Heliodorus belonged ; see Nos. 13—19. This Heliodorus is numbered

6 in the family tree : he is by far the most important personage in the family,

having filled a number of provincial and civic offices (see No. 17), and

obtaining the Roman citizenship. He was evidently a person of wealth.

The account to be given of this and the three following inscriptions appears

to be as follows. Heliodorus, who has raised his family to a high rank in the

province, first builds a tomb to his parents (No. 12). He further rears a

statue to his sister Demetria, close beside the tomb (No. 13), and presently

another to his son, who is cut off in the midst of a promising career (No. 14).

Lastly, upon his own death, bis grandsons reared a third statue in honour of

himself (No. 15).

13.

'On pedestal beside the same grave.' See notes on No. 12, and the

ground-plan there given. From a MS. copy only.

AHMHTPlANAIO(t)AN

TOYAYAATINKAITEA
MHZZIAAZHSAZANETH
TEZZEPAKONTASEMNOOZKAI

5 4)IAArA0OJZ

rAIOIIOYAIOZAIO<DANTOYYI
OZBOYATINIAHAIOAWPOS
PCOMAIOZKAIAYAATHZKAI
AAACONnOAEOJN flO

10 AEITHZTHNEAYTOYAAEA(t)HN
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Aij/J.rjTpiav ^io(f)du-

rov Avhariv xai 'VeX-

TeaaepctKoi'Ta crefivio^ kuI

5 (f)iXay(W(o<;

Vdio<i lovXiO'i AiO(f)<ii>Tov VI-

6? \iov\Tivia \l\i6S(opo<;

'V(0/X(UO<; Kol i\vhdT))<i Kol

aWo)v TToXewv iro-

10 XeiTi]^ Ttjv kavTov d8e\(f)}]v.

Certain letters after nOAEOJN iii lint; arc carefully cut out. On
Heliodorus, who erects tliis statue in memory of his sister Demetria, see

the note on No. 12, and also Nos. 14-19. He is numbered G in the

family tree.

14.

' Base or pedestal for a statue, found near the same tomb described

above,' No. 12. From MS. copy; no impression taken.

zz:

y AIONIOYAION^
HAIOAnPOYYI
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T]diov ^lovXiov [Faiov 'louXt'ou

'HXioScopov vl[op HovXtlvi-

a 'HXioScopov 'Pcofialov koi

AvSaTTjv, ^r]aavTa evBo-

5 ^&>9 €Trj TpiuKovra reaaa-

pa Koi fir]va<; oktco, py^r{o)pa e-

^^o'^^ov Kol dvhpa liyaOov

Koi evBo^ou KoX TrdcTT} dpe-

TJj BievevKuvTa kuI kqct-

10 firjaavra tou? re <yovel<i

avrov Kal oXov to ye-

vo<i' Fato? 'louXt-

0? Aio(f)dvTov viof

^ovXTivca 'HXtoSwpo?

15 'Peo^aio? Ka\ AuSaxTy?

rbv eavToO viov.

On C. J. Heliodorus who reared this monument, see on No. 12, and

Nos. 15-19 : he is numbered 6 in the family tree. His son of the same

name is described as a p-qrap €^o')(p^ (lines 6-7) ; but as he was cut off at

the age of thirty-four (hne 5), he had not made a name to be recorded in

literature. I can find no mention of him elsewhere.

15.

' From base of pedestal, beside the same tomb.' See on No. 12. From

an impression.

rAIONIOYAION 110 Tdiov 'lovXiov Aio-

(t)ANTOYYIONBOYATI <f)dvTov vlov ^ovXri-

NIAHAIOA^PON lET via'UXioScopov [o]i ey-

rONOI AYTOYTIOYAIC yovoi avrov T. 'Ioi;Xt[o?

5 TAI-inOAEMIANOSI-IAI TXrjvoXefMiavcKi 'HXc-

0AQP0ZKAIHAI'^*^PI oStupo? Kal 'HXioBcopila-

K^STAH"'^A tc[o]<: TXr)Tr6X[efio'; top

TAYKYTAT'^NK I
yXvKvrarov K[a]l [evepyi-

THNnAnnONEYZEl I
Ttjv TrdTTirov €va€[/3]c-

10 AZKAIMNHMHSXAPIN a<{ xal ftvTjfzrj^; xdpiv.

Monument in honour of C. J. Heliodorus, a Roman citizen, and a man of

mark in his own town of Lydae, and in the province of Lycia : see on Nos.
12—19. His grandsons erect the statue: they are numbered 11 and 12 in

the family tree. For their parentage see No. 23. A. C. J. Tlepolemus is

mentioned as dpxtepev<; rdv Xe^acrwv in an inscription of Cyaneae dated

A.D. 149 : he may be the same person (see Benndorf and Niemann, Lykien, ii.

p. 124 n).
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10.

' A large tomb about a mile from Lytlae, upon the liigh plateau (marked

A in the Map) overlooking the sea.' From an impression.

JMNHMEIONZQNKATECKEYACENEKOEMEAIQNCYNTAICnE
PlKEIMENAlCKPHnEICINKAlBACECINMONOAIOOICEICANAPlANTAC
TECCAPECEKT^NIAI^NANHAQMAT??N rAIOCIOYAIOC AIO(J)AN

TOYTOYHAIOAQPOYTOYHAIOAQPOYTOYAIO(t)ANTOYYIOCBOYATINIA
HAIOA^POCP^MAIOCKAIAYAATHCAHMOYAPYMAjI^NTETEIMHME
NOCAEKAlAAAAICnOAEITElAlcnOAEQNnAEICTQN^^^ENOIC
AYTOCEKTHTAlArPOICENTQAPYMAHEQNAHMQTHi:
AYAATIAGCEniAIKAlOICriACINOICAYTGCAlAT^NENAY
AAICAPXEI^NAEAHA^KEN

T]o fivrj/xetov ^a)v KaT€(TK€va<T€v €k OefieXcatv crvv Tal<; 7re-

piK€i/J,evai<i KprjTreicriv Kal ^da-ecriv fiovo\idoi<i et9 avhpLavTa<i

Teaaape<; {sk) e'/c tmv IBicov dvrjXcoftdTtov Tdioii '\ov\io<; ^to(f>dv-

Tov Tov HXioBcopov Tov 'HXioScopov Tov Ato(f>dvTov fto? TlovXrivia

5 'HXioScopo^ 'Pft)/iat09 Kal AuSarr/f B/jfiou Wpvfjui^coi/, T€T€ip.i]fii-

vo<i he KoX dXXaL<i 7roX€iTeiai<i iroXeeoi/ TrXeiaTtov, iv ol<i

avTO<: efCTTjTui dypol<; iv t&J 'Apvfia^ecov 8t]p.(p rfj^

AvBaTiBo<; eVt 8iKaioc<; irdaiv 0I9 auT09 8ia tcov iv A.v-

8ai<; dp')(eiu)v 8ehrjXo)Kev.

The tomb of the same C. Julius Heliodorus (No. 6 in the family tree)

whom we have already discussed on No. 12 ante; his public offices and

distinctions are set forth in Nos, 17, 18 post. The tomb was erected upon

steps or plinths {Kpr)'rrlhe<i, line 2), and comprised monolithic bases for four

statues (tfewi?.), just as in the case of the tomb reared by this same man to his

parents (No. 12). Upon one of these statue-bases was engraved the next

inscription (No. 17).

The tomb stands iv to3 ^Apvfxa^icov Brj/j,^ (line 7), Heliodorus having

apparently purchased land upon the plateau which formed part of the deme.

He is careful to point out that the deme stood within the territory of Lydae

(t^9 Av8aTi8o<i, lines 7, 8), and the last three lines of the document refer to

the title-deeds of this purchase which were deposited in the muniment-room

of the city (Bid tcov iv AvBai,<i dp^eicov BeBrjXoyKev). The form exr^jTac

in line 7 is classical. (Meisterhans, Gramviatik^, p. 139, note 1213; for

avrjXcofiaTcov, line 3, see ibiii, p. 138, note 1208). The deme is called in line 5

8r]fio<i 'Apvjxd^wv, and in line 7 Brip,o<i 'Apvfia^e'fov: we may actjuit the

lapidary of error by supposing 'Apvfia^a (rd) to be the name of the deme, und

'ApvfjLa^eU the name of its inhabitants (compare No. 17, line 5).
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17.

From a statue-base pertaining to the tomb described on No. IG. The

site is marked A in the Map. From an impression.

. AIONIOYAIONAIO(t)ANTOYT
HAIOAQPGYTGYHAIGAff^PGYTOY
AIGct)ANTGYYIGNBGYATINIAHAIO
AQPONPc^MAIGNKAIAYAATHN

5 . HM.aAPYMA2:$?NTETEIMHME
NGNAEKAIAAAAICnOAEITEIAIC
nOAEff^NnAEICTf^NnACAIIAP

XACTHnATPIAITETEAEKOTAkAl
APXIEPEYCANTAAYKlff$N

10 BEYCANTAnOAAAKlCYnEPTHCnA
TPIAOCKAITGYAYKie^NEONGYC
A^PEANnANHTYPEf^NEniAGC
nOIHCAMENGNTHnATPIAI
TAICnGAECINKAIT^KGINQAYKl

15 C5NE0NEIKAITETEIMHMENGN
nGAAAKlCYnGAYKl?2NTGYKOI
NGY nAT
nGAE^NHAEICT^NnACH

APETHKGCMGYNTATHNEKnPGrO
20 N^NAYTGYA2:iAN

The impression was a good one, but seems to have become accidentally

moistened since it was made, so that the letters are blurred and very difficult

to read. The text however, as given above, is quite certain ; the letters

expressed in dots are doubtful. Parts of lines 17, 18 I failed to decipher in

spite of many efforts. Happily the sense is obvious enough, as follows :

—

T]aCov 'lovXiov Aio(f)dvTOV t[ou

'}l\t,oB(opov Tov 'HXcoScopou TOV

Aio(f)dvTov vlov BouXTti/ta 'HXto-

Bcopov, 'Po)fialov Ka\ AvBdrrjv,

5 ^]VH'V 'ApUytia^CUl/, T€T€l/xr}fJl,€-

vov he Kol dWai^ •KoXeireiait

iroXecov TrXeiarcov, 7rd(Ta<; dp-

^a? Ty irarpihi TCTeXeKora, kuI

dp'^iepevcravra Avkicov, [irpea-

10 fievaavra TroWdKi^ virep Trj<i ira-

TpiBo<; KoX roil Avkicov e6vov<;

hoipedv, Travqyvpecov i7ri8o<T[iv
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7roii]a-(ifjLevop tjj naTpi^i [xal

Tal<i TToXeaiv Kal tu> koivu> KvkI-

15 (ov edvci, Kal rcTeifirjfiivop

TToXXa/Cf? VTTO AVKIWV TOV KOI-

vov [/cat viro t/)s-] 7raT[pi'So«f Koi

vTTo] iroKeatv ifKela-rwv, Trdarj

dpeTTj Kotrfiovvra rrjv ck Trpoyo-

20 vu>v ai/TOv d^iav.

This statue was reared in honour of C. Julius Iloliodorus, of whom we
liave spoken in No. 12 ante : he is numbered G in the family tree. In

building his own tomb in his lifetime (see No, IG), lie prepared four bases

close to the tomb, to receive as many statues. Upon his dcatli his own statue

occupied one of them, with the present inscription on the base.

Line 5 : on the deme Arymaxa, see No. IG. Lines 6 foil. Heliodorus

was evidently a prominent personage throughout Lycia in his day. He had

filled every office in his own little town; he had been honoured with the gift

of citizenship in many of the Lycian towns ; he had acted as dpxi^peixi twv

AvKiQiv, i.e. high priest of the provincial kolvov for the worship of the Caesars.

He had gone on embassies without payment, probably as far as Rome (lines 9

foil.). He had also been a munificent promoter of festivals, both at Lydae

and at other towns, and in connection with the League (lines 12 foil.).

The coinage and inscriptions of Lycia under the earlier Empire reveal

to us a province thickly studded with towns and cities, the home of a vigorous,

thriving and well-organized population (see Head, Jlistoria Numorum, pp.

575 foil; Marquardt, Eoin. Alt. iv. pp. 218 foil.; Strabo, xiv. 664, 665).

When Claudius, A.D. 43, deprived Lycia of independence, i.nd united it with

Pamphylia, the Lycian League still survived though stripped of power : it

became, like the kolvo, of other provinces, a mere union for Caesar-worship.

Strabo speaks of twenty-three towns as constituting the League, the larger

cities having three votes, the middle-sized two, the smaller one vote only.

Lydae is not known to be of the number ; but perhaps it was admitted later.

At all events Heliodorus is described in No. 18 as the first citizen of Lydae

who had ever held the chief offices of the kolvov, 'Ap;^/6/3fi"? Avkiwv, &c. :

irpwTov €K Trj<i .... 7raTpl8o'i r/p^iepuTevKOTa tcov %€0acr\[TO)v e]i/ tc5 AvKi(ov

edveiy K.T.X. His date is probably early in the second century A.D.

We may certainly identify the subject of this inscription with the

dp^i€p€v<i of Lycia, whose name js quoted in an epitaph from Tlos to fix the

date (C.I.G. 4247) : 'H hk iinypaif)}} avrrj kuI t] da<f>dX€ia dvajeypairTat Bid

T(ov Brjfiocrctov ypafifiaTotpvXaKicov ctti dp-^i€p€o<; rwv 2,e^aaTa)v Fa'tov '\ovXiov

'}iXioB(o(p)ov TOV Kal Aio(f>dvTo[v. Since the foregoing was in type, I find the

same person mentioned in the second volume of Benndorf and Niemann's

Lykien (see p. 125) ; he was dp^i^^pem from October, 140 A.D. to October 141.

This date tends entirely to confirm the genealogy which I have ventured to

construct, and agrees quite well with the suggestion that the founder of the

family was a freedman of the Dictator.

H.s.—VOL. X. F
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18.

Base of statue ; Lydae : inscribed on front A, and side B, From tho

site marked (7 2 in the Map. From an impression.

J0ANTOY I OYIIAiO
.IPOYTOYAI 0(J)ANTOY

INIAriAIOAfi^PONPfi^
AYAATHNnOAEITEYO

5 I fc NTA I SK A T A A YK I A N nOA EZ I

IHPX lEPATEYKOTATflNZEBAS
NTQAYKlSSNEGNElKAirErPAM
'KOTAKAIHPXIct>YAAKHKOTA
'TOYKOINOYnPQTONEKTHS

10 Yn A T P I A O 2 T H S A Y A A TQ
AlEniAGSEISnEnOIHME
'NnOAAAKlZEKTflNI

\ I E I SE P r A EON I K AKA

I

MONOMAXIAZKAIKY
15 T Ano A A A KlZKAIEN

I NKAinO AYT EA^Z
YTHTEI Al AAYTOY
PXAZKAIAEITOYP

M E NONENI A Z

20 "PEZBEYKO
\ ft P E A N

EN0OYT
E Y Z

B.

TETEIMHMENONYI,
KlftNTOYKOINOYKAl
TAnOAINKAIMEMAPT
MENONEniTflKAAAIZT

5 KAIYnOHrEMONHN^
TPYc|)AINAMHNO(t)A

NGYZKATAAIAOHKHNn
TP0ZAYTHZMHN04)A
NOYZTPIZTOYnANKPA

10 TOYZAYAATOY
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A

r. 'louXiuv ^t]a(f)ui'Tov [t]ov '\\\io[hu)-

poV TOV l\XcoB](t)puV TOU Al(>(f)(ivTOV

v'lQv MovXr^ivla WXioZoipov Vco

fxalov /ca)] KvhdTi)v, iroXnevo-

5 fxevov Ka\\ eV Tat? Kara AvKi'av iruXeai

7rr/crat]f, rjp^^iepaTevKOTa to)v ^t/Saa-

ro)v i^v T(o AvKicov eOvei, /cal y^ypa/x-

/jLaT€]uK6Ta Kal tjp-^icpvXaKijKOTa

AVKICOU^ TOV KOLVOV TTpWTOV tV TZ/S'

1(1 (^iXo(Tej3daT^^ov TraTpi8o<; t/)v AvBaT(i)[v,

/jL€ydXa<i Se K]al i7riS6a€i<; Treironjfii-

vov €4<? ry)v ttoX^lv 7roXXdKi<; eV toiu l-

BlcDV, Bovra Se /c]ai ei<t epya iOviKa Kal

els dyoiva<i Kai\ fiovofia^ia<i Kal ku-

15 vf]y€crias . . . jra 7roXXdKi<; Kal iv

IV Kal 7roXvTeXo)'i

V TTJ Tt" IBia aVTOU

d]py^d<; Kal Xeirovp-

yi'a<; ^/xevov e'/'/a?

20 7rf]7rpecr/3euACo-

To ]S(op€av

vwep TOU AvKLCO^v €dvov[(;

€VCr[€'

[/CJwv

[Whether more liua (ire here h'sl is doult/ul.)

B.

TCTeifxripLevov VTr\h Av-

kIwv TOV KOLVOV Kal [«a-

Ta TToXiv, Kal fM€fjiapT[vpr]-

fievov eVt tcG KaXXicrT^fo

5 Kal virb rjye/jiovcov,

Tpv<f>aLva T!dr]vo(f)d-

vov<; KaTO, Bia6}]Kr]v 7r[a-

T/309 avTYji; M^r]vo(f)d-

vovs rpl<i TOV UavKpa-

10 Tov<; AvBdTOV.

A statue in honour of the C. J. Heliodorus whom we have discussed

ah-eady in Nos. 12—17. The monument is erected, as we learn from B, by

Tryphaena, daughter of Menophanes, in fulfilment of the directions of her

father's will. Her father, Menophanes, is described as TpU rov UavKpdTov<i,

i.e. M.r}vo<j)dvr]<; HavKpaTOv; tov UavKpaTOv; tov TTa/'/fparou?.

Apparently B is merely the continuation of A, and little has been lost

from the foot of A.
F 2
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Little need be added to what has been said on No. 17 respecting tlie

oflfices held by Heliodorus. Besides being the provincial dp^^^iepeu^ (lines G, 7
;

compare No. 17, line 9), ho had been ypafM/j.arev'i of the koivov, and also

dp^i(f)v\a^ (lines 7, 8) : the mention of the office of ypafifiarevf; rod kolvov

here confirms the restoration of the same title by Waddington in a similar

document to the present one, from Patara (No. 12(j(J). The office of dp-^t<^v\a^

is mentioned in Le Bas-Waddington, No. 1224, from Balbura. The gifts

referred to in lines 13 foil, were for the more splendid celebration of the

festival of the kolvov, by means of gladiatorial and other shows ; compare

Martyrdom of S. Polycarp, ch. 12: 6 he ('Acrtapp^r;?) e^rj /xi} eivac i^ov avToi

iirecBr} TreTrXrjpdiKeL ra Kvvr]yiaia, and C.I.CI. 2511.

19.

' From pedestal at Lydae.' There is some doubt as to the exact spot

where it was found : Mr. Bent inclines to the Agora, but I think it likely

that the statue of Meis stood on one of the bases mentioned in connection

with No. 16.

lEINMENEAI-IMOY M]e'iy Mevehi'jfiov

niNAPIAAKAlAYAATIN Tlivaplha Kal Avhanv

ZHCACAN6THTPIAKONTA i^i'iaaaav erij TpuiKovra

reMNWCKAlcfjIAArAOCOC cr€fxv(o<i Kal (f)i\aycid(0'i

5 rAl0CI0YAI0CAI04)ANT0Y Tdlo<; 'lovXca Aco(f)dvTou

YIOCBoYATINI AI-IAloAUi) vlo'i BovXTivia^HXioSo)-

POCPOJMAIOCKAIAYAATI-IC po<i 'Fco/xaco^ Kal AuSar;;?

KAI AAACiJNnOAGCON Kal aWwv Trokewv

nOAeiTI-ICTI-INrCNO iroXelrri-^ ti]v yevo-

10 MeNHNAYToYTYNAlKA fievrjr aurov yuvaiKa.

The name Met? is recognised by Suidas sub voc. It should be restored in

C.I.G. 4242, an epitaph from Tlos, where the editor gives MetSt with a query

:

read MecBi. The M is partly visible on the stone, and there is only room for

one letter. She was the wife of C. J. Heliodorus, of whom enough has been

said on Nos. 17 foil.

20.

S([uare statue-base from the Agora, Lydae (Z> on the Map). From an

impression.

JYAIONriOYAIOYAIO<|)ANTO>

ilONAIOct)ANTONAYAATHNnOAI
TEYZAMENONENTAIZKATAAYKIAN
nOAEZmAZAlZAPXIEPATEYZAN

5 TATC^NZEBAZT^NKAirPAMMATEY
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ZANTAAYKl?5NTOYE0NOYZnPOrC
NC^NinnAPX?5NNAYAPX^NAYKl
APX55NnATEPAIYrKAMTlKOYKA
TAAinONTAKAITI-imATPIAIElZ

10 TOAIHNEKEZA^PEAZEIIOEIIN
EAAI0YAYAAT?5NHB0YANKAI0AI-|
MOZTONIAIONnOAITHNKAIEYEP
rETHNTONAEANAPlANTAKATEZTH
SANEKT?5NIAI^N0IYI0IAYT0

15 IOYAIOZMAxlMIANOIAIOct)ANTOZ

r. l]ov\iOV r. 'lofXt'oU AlO<f)UVTOV

v^iov ALocjyavTov AfSaV?;/^ ttoXl-

revaufjievov ev ral<i Kara Avkluv

TToXeai irdarai<;, dp-^iepaTevaav-

5 ja rwv ^e/3aaT(ov kol ypafifiaTev-

cravTa Avklwv tou e6vov<i, irpoyo-

va>v lirirdp'^oiv pavap'^eov Avkl-

ap'^Civ, iraripa avyK\t]TLKOv, ku-

Tokiirovra koI ttj TraTpiSc et?

10 TO Str)veKe<i Stupea? eh deaiv

iXaiov, AvSuTcop ?; /SovXt] Kat 6 Bi)-

/j.o<; Tov iSlov 7ro\iT7]v kol evep-

yeTijv TOV Be dvBpuivTa KUTecrTT]-

aav eK twv IBlcav ol viol avTo\y

15 r. louXto? Maft/i(ai/os" Ai6(f)atJT0^

In honour of C. J. Diopliantus, a distinguished citizen, wlio had taken a

prominent place in the province (Hnes 2— 5), and had been ypafifiaTev<; of the

provincial league (lines 5—6) ; compare on No. I8a, Hne 7). Whether lie had

also been dp^iepev<i of the province (line 4), or only dp^iepev^; of the Caesars

in his own town, seems doubtful from the language of the inscription : but

more probably Avklcov tov e6vov<i is to be understood with dp^iepevaavTa as

well as ypafi/xaTeva-avTa. If so, Diopliantus is only a less distinguished

man than G. J. Heliodorus of Nos. 17, 18, &c. ; it will be seen from the

family tree, in which he is numbered 8, that I suppose him to be his

brother. In lines 6—8 we are reminded that in the palmy days of the

Lycian League, i.e. before Claudius in A.d. 43 placed Lycia under provincial

government, the family of Diopliantus had supplied men for the highest

offices of the League, even that of AvKidp^7]<; ; see Strabo, xiv. 6<35 : ev Be

Tco (jvveBpUp irpwTOV fiev AvKtdpynrjq aipecTai, etT dWai dp)^a\ ai tov

a-V(rT7]fiaTo<;. The '(.Tnrap-xpt and vavap^oi must have been among these

aWai dpyai, though I find them mentioned nowhere else; compare No. 28

iwd, lines G foil. More important is the fact that his son (line 8) is a Roman
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senator ; compare Wilmanns' Excrnpla, No, CG5 (from Brixia) :
' L. Gaboni

Arunculeio Valeriano . . . patri et avo senator(um),' &c. This son is honoured

in the next inscription (No. 21).

Lines 8—II : Diophanlns had left a perpetual endowment to the city for

the supply of oil, et? Oea-iv iXat'ov. This was a common form of jjublic

munificence; see C.I.G. 1122, 1123 (from Ar^^o.s), to r eXaiov Bivra iv ttuvtI

ryvfjLvacrup koX ^aKaveUo «8ew<? utto irpwia^ axpi^ riXi'ov gucrew? iravrl iXev-

6epw Koi BovXm e/c tcov Ihiwv : similnrly C.I.G. 2920 (from Tralles), kuI divra

eX[a]io[v] i]/j.epa<i Trevre : ihiil. 4025 (Ancyra), hu 6Xr)<i iXeoOerrjaavTa rrj<i

r}fji,ipa<;. In C.I.G. 403U, eXaiov Oelvai or dXei(f>eLv are used indifferently, and

so elsewhere. In a document from Attaleia in Lydia {Bidleiin de Corr. Hell.

1887, xi. p. 399) it is directed in a man's will : o? av yivT^rai fxov [KX]t]pov6/j,of;

ivreXXofiai avTw [rpieri] ? i]Xaco6eaiav rfj yXvKVTdTT] /zof iraTplht 'ArTaXeca

Kud' cKaarov eVo? rjfiepav fitav. The same practice found its way into Roman

usage ; see Persius, Sat. vi. 50 ; Suet. Caes. 38, Nc7'o, 12; Tacit. Ann. xiv. 47.

The bequest of Diophantus takes the form of a permanent endowment for

this purpose, but we are not informed how many days' oil it furnished. For

et9 TO Sn]veKe<i see the commentators on Hebrews vii. 3, and x. 1, 12, 14.

The statue is erected to Diophantus by vote of the boule and ecclesia, at

the expense of his sons : the name of one only remains (lines 11 foil.).

21.

' A round base of statue : Lydae.' From the Agora {D in the Map).

From an impression.

nOYAIONnOYAIOYAlO
({)ANTOYYIONBOYATINIA

MA2IMIAN0NAI04)ANT0N
AYAATHNTONKPATIZTON

5 ZYrKAHTlKONAYAAT^N
HBOYAHKAIOAHMOSTON
lAIONnOAITHN KAI

EYEPTETHN

Y. '\ovXlov r. IovXlou A(0-

^dvTOV vlov ^ovXrivia

^la^ifjiiavov ^loc^avrov

AvBdrrjv tov Kpanarov

5 (TvyKXrjTiKov Avharoiv

y ^ovXi] Koi 6 Bi]/jLO<; tov

'I'^l oj' TToXLTrjv Kal

evepyeTTiv.

In lionour of C. J. Maximianus Diophantus, a Roman senator, for whose

parentage see the preceding inscription.
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22,

Square statue-base, from the Agoru, From ;in iminessitm.

AlAIANI-irCMO

NIAAAYAATIN
THNKPATICH^
MHTePAKAIMAM

5 MHNCYNkAHTI
KCONTMNevePre

TINAIAnAPeCT
€NAYAATCjON

HBOYAI-IKAIOAH

10 MOC

KlXiav '\{'yefio\vlZa AvButcv
|
ttjv Kparia-Trjv

|

firjTepa Kal fxcifilfirjv

avvK\rjTi\Kcov rrjv evepyilriv 8ia7rapia-T[r]\cr^€v AvBuTtov
\ ^ /BovXt] kuI n

Br]\fiO<i.

There is no proof that this lady was a member of the Diophantus family :

but it is an obvious conjecture that she was the wife of C. J. Diophantus

(No. 8 in the family tree), who is spoken of in No. 20 ante as Trarrjp avyKXr)-

TiKov. We have only to suppose that C. J. Maximianus Diophantus (9 in the

family tree, see on Nos 20, 21) had a son who was also a senator, and we can

explain firjTepa Kal fidfipirjv avvKXrjTtKwv.

23.

' Base of statue ; Lydae.' From the Agora. From au impression.

AlAiMNAYHHAiANOAYMniAAAeYrA
TePAnonAIOYAIAIOYAIO<{)A I

TO¥TO¥KAIMOA€CTO¥K/xAYM
AIANKAIA¥AATINr¥NAlKA

5 TO¥nPCi)TO¥THCnOAeC0C
HMaJNrAlOVAIOVI-IAIOAO)

PO¥TO¥KAITAI-inOA€MO¥
THNAZIOAOrOJTATHN
AYAATa)NHBO¥AMKAIO

10 AHMOCTONAeANAPlANTA
*^OTeC ACCN'^AlANeCTN

AlXlav AvprfXiav OXvfnriuha dv-ya-

repa TloirXiov AIXlov Aio<f)d[v-

rov, Tov Kal MoBea-Tov, KaXvv-

hiav Kal Avhdriv, yvvaiKa
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5 rov irpcoTov t?}? TroXeco?

r)/ji(ou Va(iov) ^lovXcov 'liXcoSco-

pOV, TOV Kol TXijTToXefiov,

Tr}v d^ioXoycoTaTrjv

AvSarcov rj /3ovX7] kol 6

10 Sijfio<;- TOV Be uvZpidvra

/caTeo"[«e]uao"t"t' kol dvecTTr]-

[crev 6 Selua.^

In framing the genealogy of the family I have assumed that Heliodo-

riscus Tlepolemus and C. J. Tlepolemianus Heliodorus, Avho erected a statue

in honour of their celebrated grandfather C J. Heliodorus (see on No. 15),

were the sons of the Tlepolemus who married Olympias.

24.

Base of statue from the Agora at Lydae. From impression.

ameiniantonkaiapiztoboy
aonapictoboyaoytoyameinioy
toyapictoboyaoyayaathn-re
nomenoniatponteaeionkai

5 (t)IA0A0r0Nr0NE^NKAinPC
rON^NENAOZ^NHACANAP
XHNKAIAEITOYPriANTHnOAEI
CJ)IA0TEIM^STeTEAEK0T?5lM

KAinPECBElACMEXPIP^MH
10 PEANKAIYnEPTOYEONO

ZlAlACAEKAlEPrAThnO/
nEnoiHMEN^NTETEIMni
N^NYHOTHCnOAE^CKAIEI
KOZINZHSANTAETmoKAl

15 MHNACEZ-APICTOBOYAOIIA
MEINIOYKAlKAEAPrACICOHPc^
NOCOirONEICAYTOYKAlAAEA
<t)0IAYT0YAPICT0B0YA0CKAIOHPQ

^AfjL€iviav TOP Kal 'ApiaT6/3ov-

Xov 'AptaTo^ovXov rov 'AfxeLvlov

TOV ^ApiaTo/SovXov AvSaTtju, <ye~

vofievov laTpov TeXeiov Kal

5 (f>iX6Xoyov,—yovecop Kal irpo-

yovcov €vB6^(ov, Trdaav dp-

y^y-jv Kal XeLTOvpylav ttj iruXei
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(f>L\oT€ifici}^ TereXeKOTQiv

10 peav Kal virep rov €6vo\y^, i-

^ I8ia<; Se Kal epya r^ 7ro[\6t

7r€7ron]fi€i'(ou, T£Teip.rj[fi^-

voiv VTTO Tf]<; TToXety? Kal e[t-

Koaiv,— ^j'jcravTa eTrj fi6 Kal

15 fjLr]va<; k'^,
'\pi(Tr6^ov\o<; 'A-

fieiviov Kal KXeupyaaii; (rijjpco-

1/09 01 yov€t<i avTov Kal aSeX-

<f>ol avTov ^KpiaTofiovKof; Kal 0r;/9&)[i/.

In honour of a physician of Lydae, Amcinias Aristobulus, a man of learning

and of distinguislied family. I have not been able to discover any mention of

him elsewhere. But it happens that Galen does mention another physician

of Lycia more than once, Diophantus, who probably belonged to the family

discussed in the preceding inscriptions; see Galen, Wepl avv6€cre(o<i (^apfiuKOiv

rCiv Kara T07rof<?, lib. ix. Tom. 2, ed. Basil. 1538, p. 21)9, line 13 : kooXikt) i)v

€0av/j.a^€P 'ApiaTcov o)? Ai6<f>avTo<i 6 AvKio<i; compare ib. lib. v., p. 228,

line 43.

25.

' On a pedestal which once bore a statue ; from the Agora.' From a

MS. copy by Mr. Bent : no impression taken.

ZEZSTONMAPKION
'

te^arov MdpKiov

nPElZKONnPESBEYN Upe2aKov,—7rp€<Tl3ev{Ti])v

AYT0KPAT0P0SKAISAP02 AvTOKpdTopo<i Kaiaapo^:

OYESfFASIANOYZEBA Oveairaaiavov te^a-

5 STOYKAinANTHN cttov Kal iravTCov

AYTOKPATOPnNAnO{Tl) AvT0KpaT6pwv d-rro [Tt-

BEPIOYKAIZAPOZ /Sept'ou Kataapoq,—
TONAlKAIOAOTHN rov hiKaiohorrfv

AYAATnNOAHMOS Avharwv 6 hrip.o^.

Sextus Marcius Priscus is knovvn from other documents to have served

under Vespasian as legatus pro praetore of Lycia and Pamphylia; see C.I.G.

4270, 4271 (both from Xanthus), and the inscription from Patara in Le Bas-

Waddin<^ton, No. 1265. The official Greek for legatus was Trpeo-ySei'T;;?, but

here BiKaioBoTT]^ is used (line 8) which properly stands for 'juridicus': but

Marquardt {Edm. Alt. iv. p. 411) cites several instances from Lycia in which

BiKawBorrj^ is used of a legatus (see C.I.G. 4237, 4238c, and 4236, 4240).

Thus far all is plain. What, however, is the meaning of lines 2—7 of

our inscription : TTPESBEYN AvTOKpdTopo<: Kaiaapo<i OveaTraaiavov 1e/3aa--

Tov Kal irdvT'jyv AvroKpaTopcov diro [Tf]/3e/3toy Kaiaapo<; ? If we restore
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'rrpea^€v(Trj)v, and suppose that Mr. Bent, in copying tlie word, omitted some

ligature like fN, the difficulty is what to make of the word in such a con-

nection. M. Waddington, who has seen the inscription as copied by Mr. Bent,

is unable to suggest any suitable explanation, supposing the copy to be correct.

Mr. Arthur H. Smith suggests that after 'Kpea^ev{rri)v some word like ap-

X^epia has been omitted by stone-cutter or by copyist. Nothing is known

of Marcius Priscus, except from the inscriptions already cited ; compare

No. 36 post.

26.

' One of two stones close together at Lydae
'

; found near the Agora.

Compare the next document. Paper impression.

rAIONANTIONAYAOK Vaiov^'kvrLov Xv\ov

IOYAIONKOYAAPATO '\ov\lov Kovahparo\y

TONZ^THPAKAIEYE tov aoyrrjpa koI eve[p-

THNKAITHSHMETE 'ye\Tr]v koX ttj^ rjfMeTe-

5 '^^E^Z 'KO'N pwi Tr^oXecoii [Ka]l Koiv[^

ATIAlANnANT^IIA"^ /<^«t K]aT Ihlav irdvTcov Au-

S2NHB0YAHKAI0A harrow rj ^ovXtj koI q h[ri-

YXAPIZTIAZ fxo^ e\vxapL(7TLa<i

'"NCKeN eveKev.

C. Antius Aulus Julius Quadratus, in whose honour this monument was

erected, is well-known as a provincial governor: Waddington {Pastes, p. 175)

points out that he was legatus pro praetore of Lycia and Pamphylia im-

mediately before becoming consul suffectus in July 93 A.D. (see Klein, Fasti

Cunsulares, ad annum) ; i.e. he left Lycia towards June 92, or at the latest at

the end of May 93 : but June 92 is by far the most probable date. His

legation, M. Waddington reminds me, would probably, according to custom,

have lasted three or four years. See the next document, and Liebenam,

Forschungen, p. 121.

27.

' From base of a statue at Lydae
'

;

near the Agora. Paper impression.

. A . . I I I tbSisiNI . . • Tp]e^fU7^t[oz/ Ilpo-

KAONMETTIONI k\ov MIttlov [M6-

AEZTONTONZ^ hearov tov (TOi[Tr]-

? /K\</k\£yE?VElH^ pa ical evepyeTrjv

5 KAITHZHMETEPAZ koI Ti)^ r^fieripa^

nOAE . ZKAlKOINH 'n6\e[w\<i kol KOLvfi

KAlKAll Al ANTTI AN ical kut Ihlav 7r<t>dv-

T^"^AYAAT^N twi/ \vSarMv

HBOYAHKAIOAHMOZ V ^ovXrj kuI 6 8P]fio<i

10 EYXAPIZTIAZ €vxapia-Tia<;

ENEKEN eVe^cer.
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In honour of Mettius Modestus, legatus pro praetore of Lycia and

Pamphylia.

This monument was found close beside the preceding, No. 26. Both

inscriptions are drafted in the same tenns, and are in honour of two legati of

the province, whose administrations were probably not separated by any long

interval. As to Quadratus, his date is pretty certainly known to have lasted

from June 89 or 90 A.D. to June 92. In a private communication with me
upon the subject, M. Waddington has kindly pointed out that Mettius

Modestus, who was already known as having been legate of Lycia {C.I.G.

4279, 4280 ; compare Waddington, Pastes, p. 189), cannot have succeeded

Quadratus immediately. ' The successor of Quadratus was almost certainly

Domitius Apollinaris, mentioned in an inscription of Tlos {C.I.G. 4236), who

was consul suffectus the 1st of May 97, and consequently had returned from

his Lycian legation in the summer of 96 ; his legation, if it lasted, as was

the custom, three or four years, would just fill up the time required after

Quadratus. Modestus cannot have succeeded Apollinaris, because we know

that he had been exiled by Domitian (Plin. Ejh i. 5). He was, of course,

recalled by Nerva, and may have been sent out to Lycia in 97, in the room

of Domitian's last nominee, but in that case his legation was a short one.

For early in Trajan's reign we find the post occupied by Julius Marinus, who

was consul suffectus in October 101 or 102, and consequently governed Lycia

either from June 97 to June 100, or from June 99 to June 101 (C./.Z. ix.

4965 and G.I.L. vi. 1492 ; C.I.G. 4237, 42380. This would leave very little

space for Modestus.

Upon the whole, therefore, I shoiild place Modestus immediately after

Julius Marinus, so that his legation should begin in June 100 or 101. This

would suit perfectly, for there is no other name to propose for these particular

years.'

If we accept this conclusion of M. Waddington, we must allow Quadratus

and Modestus to have been separated in their government of Lycia by an

interval of eight or nine years. Liebenham, however, would place the

legation of Modestus in Lycia during the reign of Domitian, and before that

of Quadratus {Forschungen, pp. 260, 425). Certainly the nearer we can bring

their legations together in point of date, the better it will agree with the

close conjunction of the two monuments (Nos. 26, 27).

The last four letters of line 1, though broken, are quite certain. We
thus recover two more of Mettius Modestus' names, viz. Trebonius Produs.

Mommsen has remarked {Hcrwes, iii. p. 70) on this fashion for accumulating

names which prevailed in the Flavian era.
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Inscriptions from Pat.vra.

28.

' On a large stone lying near the entrance to the theatre at Patara

;

12 ft. by 4 ft. 10 in. This we dug up and turned over; the letters are large

and well cut, but we had not paper enough to take a squeeze.' From

Mr. Bent's MS.

nATAPEnNOAHMOSnOAYnEPXONTAnOAYnEPXONTOZAHMH
EPrOY

nATAPEATONAPXIEPEAAIABIOY0EnNEnict)ANnNrEPMANlKOY
KAI . . . OIZ

AITOYZYMnANTOEAYTnNOlKOYKAinPO(()HTHNTOYnATPnOY
AnOAAHNOS

(l)EPATEYZANTATOY0EOYKAinPYTANEYZANTAKAirPAMMA
TEYZANTA . . . ONKAT.

5 AYEINKAITASTPEIZAPXASAPZANTAENENIENIAYTn<))IAOAOZ
nZTEIMHOENTAKAIEYEPrETHZIANTAn

PnTAIZKAIAEYTEPAIZTEIMAIZYnOTHZnOAEnZKAIYnOTOY
KOINOYTnNAYKinNKAIIOMO ....

4)HZANTAAYKlOIZKAIYnOinnAPXHZANTAKAIEniZZTATH
ZANTATONMETAnEI . . . OONTlKAZ

IZnznEnOAITEIMENONAEKATHNnANHrYPINTHNEniKAIZAPI
TEPMANlKHKAITHNEniTAZXE . . HNIO?

. . GYKAinOAAaNEPrnNTnNTHZnOAEnZEIZAKAIEnArrEIAA
MENOZEKTHZIAIAZ AH.

10 TAnAZHAPETHKAIEYZEBEIAKAIAlKAIOZYNHIAIA(t)E
PON

Mr. Bent notes that the latter portion of the lines is somewhat defaced.

I give his text as it stands in his copy, but in the cursive I have made some

more or less certain corrections.

TlaTape(i)V 6 S^/i09 HoXvTrep'^ovTa IloXv7r€p')(^ovTo<; /l'r)fj,'r}(Tpi)ov

Ylarapea top ap-y^Lepea Bia ^lov Oeojv iin^aviov TepfiavLKOv Kal [A/j]o(u)-

<t[ov ?

/c]at Tov crvfi7ravT0<; avroiv oikov, koI 7rpo(f)')]Tr)v tov iraTpwov AttoX-

X(ovo<i, [Kal

i]€paT€V(TavTa tov deov, Kal irpvTavevaavra Kal 'ypafifiareva-avTa [/j,6v]ov

Ka[tpot<i

5 (B)v(tIv Kal Td<i T/3et9 ^PX^^ ap^avra iv kvl iviavTM ^tXoSo^o)?, T€i,/j,r]0€VTa

Kal evepy€Ti](T<t,>avTa tt-
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poiTUL^ Koi SevTcpat^ r€i/jLai<i viro t))? ttoXcco^ f<al vttu tou koivov tcju

AvKio)v, Kal {v)ofj,o[ypa-

(f)rja-avTa AvKioa, Kat vTronnrap^tja-avTa, kuI iTncra-TarrjaavTa T(e5)i/ fiera

Uet, .... 7ro(\t)Tf*(w)9 [kuI

to-w?, 7r€7ro\€tT€{v)/j,evov Se Kail] tijv iravt'iyvpiv ri)v eVt Kaia-api Vepfiaui-

K(p Kal TTjv enl t(?;j<? (y)€[v€6](X)io[v deov Xe^-
aorjoi), Kal iroWiov epycov rwv Tq<i Tr6\€w<i etV ti koX e7rayy€t\dfi€vo<; ix

rP)<; I8ca<; [ovaia<; €]8u)[k€v inia-T-

10 aT^a-av]Ta, Trda-rj aperfi koI evcre^eia Kal htKatO(Tvvrjihi,a<^ipovr[a.

In honour of Polyperchon, a distinguished citizen of Patara, in the reign

of the Emperor Tiberius. YloXvTrep-x^cov is condemned as a falsa lectio by
Ellendt on Arrian, Anah. ii. 12; but Mr. Bent's copy shows that it existed as

a variant, however degenerate. So also C.I.A. ii. 723, line 7, and Cauer,

Delectus, No. 429, line 23.^

In line 2 I have ventured to suppose a reference to Germanicus and to

Drusus the son of Tiberius, who may well have received these combined

honours at Patara upon their untimely deaths in a.d. 19 and 23 respectively :

compare C.I.G. 318, where Bockh quotes from the coins Apovcro<; Kaia: Tepfi.

Kaia: vioi Oeoi <f)i\d8e\<f)oc. For the phrase Oeol i7n<f)avei<i of the house of

the Caesars, see C.I.G. 4240c?, an inscription of Tlos in honour of Tiberius.

Perhaps Kal [Se/9a]o-[Toi)] would be a better restoration still.

Line 3 : 7rpo(f)7]Trj<;, i.e. of the oracle of Apollo at Patara. Lines 5, G :

if my restorations are correct, it is recorded that Polyperchon had enjoyed the

unique distinction of holding the office of priest, prytanis, and secretary twice

over, besides holding all three offices in one year together. Line 5 : evepyerrj-

aavra 'had been declared an €V€py€Tr]<i.' Understand by irpdiiraLii Kal Bevre-

paL<i T€tfiac<; merely that he had received these honours twice. Line 6 :

observe that he had been thus honoured by the Lycian League, which wag

not superseded until a.d. 43. At present the Lycian League was free, as

described by Strabo, xiv. p. 664. Accordingly it had a vofioypd<f>o<;, a vTroiv-

7rap^09, and commissioners {iTna-TaTai) of various kinds (lines 7, 10). For

other officers of the League, see on No. 20 ante. Line 8 : the suggestion of

rj yeveO\co<; Oeov "^e^aaTov comes from C.I.G. 3957. For the last line compare

Waddington-Le Bas, No. 1290 (from Aperlae) yiu. : ...0iX]o6o^(U9, 7rao-»7 uperf}

[Kal evae^eia vcl tale quid 8ca<l)]€povTa.

29.

Base of statue found in pulling down a wall, the inscribed side being

built inwards : not copied before. From MS. copy of Mr. Bent.

^ I am reminded by a friend that Sintenia 58 ; Dcvufrhis, 9) ; also in Eumcncs, 12 the

restores no\viT(pxoi>v on the authority of the uusibilatcd form ia a variant

MSS. in two passages of riiitarch {Dion,
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AYTOKPATOPI
KAIZAPITPAIANfl

AAPIANH
ZEBASTnznTHPI

5 KAIKTIZTH
OAYMnin

AvTOKpuTopi Kaiaapc Tpalavo) 'ABpiapai "^e^acrTM awTrjpi, koI kticttt}

'OXvflTTlOi.

Statue to the Emperor Hadrian.

30.

From base of statue found (with the inscribed face turned inwards) in

pulling down wall at Patara : not copied before. From MS. of Mr. Bent.

ZABEINHI

ZEBAZTHI

NEA HPAI

Xa^eivrj X€^a<TTfj via "Hpa.

In honour of the wife of the Emperor Hadrian. In C.I.G. 1073 she is

styled via Arjfujrrjp, and ibid. 435 vecaripa de6<i, but I have not noticed her

styled "Hpa elsewhere.

31.

' Three large stones from top of mediaeval wall at Patara. Each stone

4 ft. 4 in. by 2 ft. 4 in.
;
probably not copied before, since they were apart,

upside down, and difficult to reach.' From Mr. Bent's copy.

{Fm^ Uiwial Text see p. 79.)

Apparently the bases of three statues, the central one in honour of the

Emperor Marcus Aurelius, that upon the left to his wife Faustina, that upon
the right to Lucius Verus, his colleague in the empire : compare C.I.G. 42836

(Patara) ; AvroKparopi K.aia-apt AovKt(p AvprjXco) Ovijpq) Xe^aar^, aQ>Trjpi.

I have assumed that the commencement of two of the inscriptions was

engraved upon the plinth of their respective statues, and was therefore lost

:

I have frequently observed inscriptions to be imperfect from this or a similar

cause.

The Velia Procula of Patara of A is known to us from a dedication by
her to the Emperor M. Aurelius, and a restoration of the theatre dated A.D.

147 (C.I.G. 4283). Her father, Quintus Velius Titianus, is also there named

;

his relationship to the CI. Flavianus Titianus of our inscription is not

certain.
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32.

' From base of statue at Pataia, dug up by inc.' From Mr. Bout's MS.

TIBEPIONKAAYAION Ti^epiov KXavBiov

ANAPONElKONnATAP 'JivSpoveiKov Uarap-

EATIBEPIOYKAAY ea. Ti^epcov KXav-

AIOYEYAHMOYYION Siov EvByjfiov vVov

5 TOYtDIAOnATPlAOZ rod <f)L\o7raTpiBo<;,

KAenZAIETAXATO kuOo)^ BieTd^aro

OriATHPAYTOYAnO 6 Trarrjp avTod, airo

nPOZO . GYArPOYA 7r/9oo-o[S]ou aypoO 'A-

AIAAOZ . . BEPIOZ XmSo9, [Tt]/3epf09

10 KA . . . . OZ . . . \ct)PO KX[auSt]o9 ['E7r]a0po-

AEM EYZ Se/.[To<f ITara/aJeL"?

ANEZTHZEN avearrjaev.

Statue in honour of Tib. CI. Andronicus, son of Tib. CI. Eudemus, erected

by Tib. CI. Aphrodisius, in accordance with his father's will, out of the rent

of the land called 'AXta?.

33.

'A pedestal dug up at Patara' by Mr. Bent. From impression.

nATAPE^NHnOAiCHMH Harapiwv t) TroXc; 77 firj-

TPOnOAICTOYAYKlc^N TpSnoXKi rov AvKtav

EGNOYCMAPKONAYPH e0vov<; MdpKov AvpjjiXtov)

IMBPANTPICTOYA0HNA "Jfi^pav rpU rov 'AOrjva-

5 "OPOYnATAPEAKAlPO r^opov Uarapea f^i To-

AIONKAIZAN0IONTON Biov koI BdvOiou zbv

EYTENEIITATONIEPONEI evyeveararov lepovei-

KHNrTAPAAOZONBOY x-qv -rrapc'tho^ov, ^ov-

\HCKAIAHM0YKPICEI >^% nal h^fiov Kplaei.

In honour of a successful athlete {lepoveUr/'i), by vote of the boule and

ecclesia. He was a native of Patara, but had received the citizenship of

Rhodes and of Xanthos ; after the usual style of the agonistic inscriptions,

these distinctions are duly mentioned, and the favourite epithet TrapdSo^o^ is

added. Examples abound ; for one from Lycia, compare C.I.G. 4240c. Patara

and Xanthus, alone, I believe, among the Lycian cities, style themselves r/

firjTpoTTokif; rov AvKioyv edvovf in the inscriptions (lines 1,2): for the title

see Marquardt, Horn. Alt. iv. p. 186.
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34.

'From base of column fuiiiid amongst bnimbKj.s at Pat in; |.iob:il.ly not
copied before.' From Mr. Bent's MS.

OEOYCHTH
POSEAPAIOY
AC4)AA0YZ

KAino
5 CEIAQ .

NOSEAPAIOY
KAIHAIOY

AnOAAHNOI

('')eov 'h.wTPjpo'i 'EBpaiov 'A(T<^a\ov<i, Kai Uoa-eihcavo^i'liSpaiov, koI '\\\iov
^AiroWwvo^.

Dedication or cx-voto in l)onour of tbe deities tbat bring fair weather

("H\f09 'KiToWwv), and who protect the sea from storm and tlie land fn»in

earthquake. ^Acr<^aKeio<t (here, however, 'Acr^aXi'is:) was one of the recognised

epithets of Poseidon : ITocreiScoi't he, irapk^ r) oiroaa ovopiara Troiriraif ireTron)-

p,eva iarlv i<i iiroiiv Koapiov koI IBca cr(f)iaip eTn-^copta ovra cKaaToi TiOevTai,

rocraihe e? airavraf; yeyovacriv €7nK\i]a€i<; avroi, VleXayalo^ koI 'A(T<^aXio«?

re Ka\ ''iTTTrto? (Pausan. vii. 21, {§ 3). I suppose 'ESpaio? must be one of

those merely 'local' epithets to which Pausanias here alludes; so much
meaning, however, had the epithet at Patara, or at least in the mind of the

dedicator of the column, that it is individualised as a separate deity—©eo?

SwT^/3 'ESpat'o9 'A<T(f)aX7](i. The ejtithet eBpalof; is not known of elsewhere as

applied to Poseidon or any other god. Its meaning is illustrated V)y the New
Testament usage of the word (1 Cor. xv. 58, iBpaloi yi'veaOe, ufieTaKipijToi

;

Col. i. 23, redepbeXLCopbevoL koX kBpaioi, koI p-i) p.€TaKivovpevoc, k.t.X.), and it is

appropriate to Poseidon, though rather as the quieter of earth than of sea
;

compare Plutarch, Theseus, fin. : TYocreihoiiva ral^ oyBoai'; TifxcJa-iv. i) yap

6y8oa<i Kvfto<; inr apriov Trpcuro? ovaa Kai tov Trpwrov TiTpaycovov BiirXaaia,

TO fjLovifiov Kol Bv(TKivr)Tov oIk€iov €)(^ei tt)? TOV deov BuvdfjL€a)<; OP aa<f)dX€iov

Kol yaLrjo-)(ov 7rpo<TOvopd^op€v. Po.seidon Asphaleius a])])t ars on the imperial

coins of Rhodes; see Hist. Num. p. 542, where Mr. Head refers to the Rhodians

landing at Thera, as described by Strabo, i. p. 57 : /Liera ht ttjv iravXav tov

7rddov<i iOdpprjaav irpcoTOi 'PoSioc daXacra-OKparovvTe^ iirnrpoairXeiKTai tw

TOTTO) Kal IloaeiBwvo^ ^Acr<f>aXiov lepov IhpvaaadaL Kara rijv vrjaov. Although

Patara was the home of Apollo, yet the association of Apollo "\\Xio<i with

Poseidon Asphaleios in our inscription may suggest some Rhodian inMuence.

H.s.—VOL. X,
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35.

' From tortoise tomb at Patara, far up the valley.' Impression.

THNXEA^NHNKATECKEYACEN
nOAAAIAZONOSTOYAPXEAAOVnAT
PlZEniT^AYTHNM0NHNEI[:AYTHNTA4)HNA
ETEPONAEMHAENAEXEINEZOYCIANANOIZA

5 HOAtAITINAHTONnAPATAYTAnOIHCANTAO
AEINT^IEP^TAT^(t>ICKQ^r[:KAIEINAlAMAPT
AONKAITYMB^PYXONEXONTOCnANTOCTOYBO
AOMENOYEZOYCIANnPOCANrEAAEINTONTOlOY
TinOIHCANTAEniToTOTPITONTOYTEIMHMA

10 AYTONAABEINnEPI^NKAIAIATHCKEXPHMA
MENHCYnOTHZnOAAACOlKONOMIAZ
EniAPXIEPEOZT^NCEBACT^NTAIOYAlK
NIOYc))PONT^NOCTOY(j)IAEINOYnEPEm

O AHAOYTAI

T^i; yeK(ovr]v Karea-Kevaaev

YloKKa '\a<70vo^ rov 'Ap)(e\dov IlaT[a-

pl<t eVt To3 avTTjtf fiovrjv eh avTrjv Ta(pf]va[i

erepov Be fir^Beva e-)(etv e^ovaiav avol^a\^i

6 Tj Ody^at riva, rj top Trapa raOra Trotrjo-avra 6\^ei-

\ecv T«3 lepcordro) <^l(TK(p X 9 koI elvai dpLapr\co-

\ov Kol TVfi^copvxov, e')(^ovTo<i TravTO'i tov ^o[v-

Xofievov i^ovcriav TrpoaavyeWeiv rov Toiovlro

Ti ironjaavTa eVt Tc3 to rpiTov rov Tetfx,^/xa[TO<i

10 avTOV \aj5elv, irepl wv koI Bia Trj<; Ke^pr]fj,a[Ti(r-

fievr}<; vtto rt]^ Tl6Wa<i OLKOvop,La<;

eVt dp')(iepeo<i roiv Xe^aaTtov Tatov AtK[iv-

viov ^povTtovo'i TOV ^iXeivov, Uepeiri^ov

6', BrjXovrai.

Line 1 affords the only example of the word 'x^eXdovrj used to designate a

funeral monument. Mr. Bent implies that the form of the tomb suited the

name, but he does not describe it. It was probably a variation of the waggon-

roofed tomb so common in Lycia. OiKovofxla in line 11 must be a "'deed.'

For the rest, it suffices to refer to the remarks and references given on

No. 40 jJost. The numeral is perfectly clear in line 6 ; compare No. 39.

36.

' From large bath at Patara, over door into second chamber
;
probably

copied before, but many letters cleared out by me, by removal of cement.

Stone 6 ft. long by 2^ ft.' Mr. Bent's MS.
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This is the inscription edited by Waddiiigtou-Le Baa, No. 12G5. Mr.
Bent's copy agrees generally with that of Lc Bus, hut iha fullowing corrections

are of importance. The spa<;e between ^e/Saaro^ in hue 2 anc] the woida

TO ^oKavelov in Hne 3 is uninscribeii, so that no hicuna shouM bt; indicated.

Lines 5, G, 7, begin as follows :

—

KOAYMBHOPAIZAIAIEZTOY, k.tX.

. OYANTIZTPATHrOY . KiaNIYN . M . HOENTHN, k-tX.

lOYEONOYZ)^ . . . ic.T.X.

Accordingly we can now restore the inscription thus:

—

AvToicpaTcop Kalcrap ^\aov'iap6<i Ov€(T'7ra<Ti[av6<i
|
Se/Sao-TO? to ^aXaveiov

Karea-Kevaaev
|

[ex] de/xeXtoyv avv rol<; iv avru) TrpoaKocrfxrjfMaaiu kuI Tai<:
|

Ko\vfi/3r']dpatii Sia %€^tov M.apKiov Tipeta-Kov 7rp€(T/3€VTov\ [t]ov civTtarpaTt'jyou

[e]/c {t)(ov a-vp[T]i][p]r]depTa}v -^pij/MiiTcov k[oi\pu)v] {t)ov eOvovij ^ [number of

drachmas] koX roiv a-no Ty]<i llaTapicop 7r6\e&)9
|
crvpreXeiooaapTo^ kuI a<f>i€p<t>-

aapTO^ TO. epya.

Mr. Bent noticed a similarly constructed bath three-quarters of a mile

further up the valley, apparently overlooked by travellers.

37.

' From a tomb at Patara, very probably copied before.' Mr. Bent's MS.
This is already published, C.I.G. 4202. I note the following points. Line 1 :

read HPHON. Lines 2, 3: AHSIOY is confirmed, and it needed no correc-

tion as suggested in C.I.G. Addenda, p. 1127, ' videndum ne fuerit AQ)cri[Oe]ov.

Line 7 : the lapidary's blunder, OcJ) El AEZE I, is confirmed. Mr. Bent has

also copied C.I.G. No, 4293, where the disputed numeral sign is certainly /C

in the impression.

38.

' From rock-cut tomb in forest behind Patara.' Good impression taken

by Mr. Bent. This is given in C.I.G. No. 4291, after Fellow.-^, Lycia, p. 180.

The shape of the tomb is somewhat like this :

—

'^

The left-hand door (A) is broken open. The upper part of the other

door (B) is occupied with a rudely-cut bas-relief. Three figures, fully robed

in himation, stand facing spectator; the central figure, male, is taller than the

other two of whom the left is certainly, the other probably, a female figure.

G 2
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The attitude of each is tlie same : the left hand liangs down at the side, the

right hand, muffled in the fold of the himation, is hfted upward. Immediately

beneath the relief is the inscription (C) :

—

EYTYXK^NTCjl) EvTuxifov tm

TEKN<:DEnA())PO reKv(p'E'Tra(f)po-

AEITCT>MNEYA Zelrw fiv€{i)a-

SENEKEN *? ei/e^ei/.

On the upper surface of the adjoining pilaster {D) is another rude relief.

Two hands are held up, with thumbs just touching, and palms exposed.

Immediately beneath I decipher in the impression only c;)AlKAII|.

39.

An excellent impression by Mr. Bent of the funeral inscription published

already, G.I.G. 429:3. It is carefully inscribed, and nearly every letter is

plain. The numeral in line 9 is T, or Sigma with a flourish ( = 200), as in

No, 35 ante, line 6. Otherwise the version in C.I.G. is correct.

Inscriptions from Myra.

40.

On a sarcophagus dug up at Myra by Mr. Bent. From an impression.

ONN-NEIONKATESTHZENPOAA
2YN(t)EP0YZHS0lK0YSAENMYPoiZ
AYT-KAITEKNOIZAYTlS • KAIOIS
ANZnSAZYNXnPHSnEANAETIZ

5 ETEP0NEN(HAEYSI-I04)EIAH2EI

viYPEnsfaAi-Ma^<J)Ti-isiZAr»rEAi

ASOYSl-ls^A^nT^BOYAO^ENnE^l
^Tni-MISEI^

28

T]o fivrj/iielov Karecnrjcrev 'Po8a

^vv(b€povarj<; oLKOixra ev Mupot?

€]avTi] Koi reKvoL^ avTy]<i, koI oh

av ^axra (TVV)(^(opi](T(o' iav he Tt<i

5 CTcpov evKrjSevar] o(f)ei\r]crei

'Wvpetov Tw hrjp,(p ¥: (})• rtj^ IcravyeXi-

a<? ovatj'; iravrX tq) fiovXnfiei^a) €7rl
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I embrace this opportunity of referring the student of Lycian and other

funeral inscriptions to the vahiable paper of Professor CI. Hirsclifeld, ' Ueber

die griechisclien Grabschriften wekhe Geldstrafen anordnen,' in Kunitjshtrger

Stiidicn, I, 1887. His main purpose is to show that tlie custom of threatening

fines for infringing the rights of a grave and its occupant was not derived

from Koman usage, but was purely Greek, and attained its first and fullest

development in Lyeia, the classical land of tombs.

Inscriptions, even funeral ones, from Myra are rare. Several new ones,

however, are published by Benndorf and Niemann, Lykicn, i. p. G8, 70.

Hirschfeld can only cite two that threaten a fine (p. 1U2, ibid.) ; the present

one makes a third. The owner of the grave Rhoda is a resident alien

(line 2) ; may this account for the use of laavyeXia {claayyeXia) in the legal

phrases which conclude the document ? On the Lycian tombs irpocrayyeXia

is the usual term in this connection; see C.I.G. 4288 (Patiira) : t/)?

irpocravyeXiaf; ou<7[»?9] iravrl tm fiovXofiivfo eVt tcS TpiTtfi ; compare Le

Bas-Waddington, No. 1314 (from Myra) : t?)? Trpa^eoxj ovai)^ ttuvtI tq)

^ovXofievo) e[7rt] tc3 rjficaei; Hirschfeld, ihUl. p. 108.

E. L. Hicks.
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HISTORICAL NOTES ON CERTAIN MODERN GREEK
FOLK-SONGS.

The historical interest and value of many of the folk-songs of Modern

Greece has been often acknowledged, and historians have not disdained to

quote them as evidence either of facts or of popular feeling. It is therefoi'o

desirable in the case of any ballad supposed to relate some historical event to

determine as exactly as possible to what event it really refers.

In Passow's most valuable work,' as was inevitable in so large a collection

of popular traditional poetry, a few errors seem to have been made in naming,

dating and classifying the pieces. Some apparent cases of such error I

propose here to examine.

Three ballads numbered by Passow cxciv., cxcv., cxcvi. are headed

"AXa><rt9 T^9 KcovaTavTivovTroXewf. Literally translated they run as

follows :

—

CXCIV.

' They have taken the city, have taken it, have taken Salonica : they

liave taken also St. Sophia the great monastery, which has three hundred

sewaw^ra* and sixty-two bells, for every bell a priest and for every priest a

deacon. And just when the Huly Things were coming forth and the King

of the World,3 a voice came from heaven, from the mouth of angels :
" Cease

the psalmody, and lower the Holy Things, and send word to the Frankish

land that they may come and take them, that they may take the golden

Cross and the holy Gospel-Book and the Holy Table, so that they [the Turks]

may not defile it." When our Lady heard this the icons shed tears. " Be
still, O sovereign Lady, weep not, nor shed tears. Again, after times and

seasons, it shall be your own again."

'

cxcv.

' God gives the sign, the earth gives the sign, the heavenly things give

the sign, St. Sophia also gives the sign, that great monastery, with four

hundred semantra and sixty-two bells, which has three hundred nuns and a

^ Poptilaria Carmina Gracciae Eccentioris, cd. ^ This refers to the ceremony of 'The Great

Arnold Passow, Lipsiae, 1860. Entrance ' in the Liturgy of the Greek Church,
^ Plates of wood or metal struck hy a mallet, when the elements for the Holy Eucharist arc

often used instead of bells iu Greek churches. carried in procession.
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thousand monks. On tlie left hand chants the king,' on the right the patriarch.
A voice came to them from Got), and from tlio judgment of an angel

:

" Priests, put down the scrolls utid close the Gospel-Books. They have taken
the city, have taken it, have taken Salonica ; they have taken St. Sophia, the
great monastery: they have taken boys from their teachers, girls from their
embroidery work

:
they have taken mothers with thcnr children, ladies with

their husbands."

'

CXCVI.

' God gives the sign, the earth gives the sign, the heavenly things give
the sign, St, Sophia also gives the sign (that great monastery with four
hundred scmantra and sixty-two bells, for every bell a priest and for every
priest a deacon), that they should begin the Cherubic Hymn and that the
King was about to come forth. A dove came down from the midst of heaven:
" Cease the Cherubic Hymn, and let the Holy Things be lowered

;
priests,

take the sacred vessels, and let your light go out, O candles, for it is the Will
of God that the city should become Turkish. Only send word to the Frankish
land that three ships may come, one to take the Cross and the other the
Gospel-Book, the third and best of all to take our Holy Table, lest the dogs
should take it and pollute it."

'

' Our Lady was troubled, and the icons shed tears. " Be still, O sovereign
Lady, and ye icons, weep not. Again, after times and seasons, it shall be
your own again."

'

In considering the first two ballads it seems strange, if their theme be
the fall of Constantinople, that such prominent mention should be made of

Salonica.

The explanation I would suggest is that No. cxcv. was really composed
on the capture of Thessalonica by the Turks in 1430. The whole tenor of the

ballad agrees with this supposition,^ That city had also its church of St.

Sophia, and it is a poetical and touching idea that the tidings of its desecra-

tion by the infidels should be conveyed by a heavenly voice to the congrega-

tion in the greater church of the same dedication at Constantinople.

The mention of the Emperor and the Patriarch together taking part in

the Divine service is hardly applicable to the state of things at Constantinople

at the moment of its fall, but is quite appropriate if the time be twenty years

earlier. In 1453 the patriarchate was vacant, and ecclesiastical dissensions

severed the Emperor from his people in their religious ceremonies, wherea3

in 1430 the usual harmony reigned between the Byzantine authorities in

Church and State.

On the other hand there is no reason to doubt that the fall of Constanti-

nople is indeed the subject of No. cxcvi.

1 Here the emperor is clearly meant. detail at the taking of Thessalonica. Joannes
2 Its last lines picture in a few words a scene Anagnostes, De Extreino TheMalonic. Excidio

of misery, exactly such as Joannes Anagnostes, 14, ed. Bonn.

himself one of the captives, describes in great
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The best known and most popular of these ballads, No. cxciv,, has prob-

ably been produced in later times by a fusion of the other two.

Perhaps the lines

—

* irrfpav ttjv ttoXi, Trrjpav rrjv, irrjpau T7]v ZaXovcKi],

TTrjpav Kal Ti]v ayia '^o(f)ia, ro /xeya piovaartjpt —
had taken strong hold of the minds of the people, and the practice of calling

the imperial city specially 7; iroXc?, together with the greater renown of the

Byzantine St. Sophia, would facilitate the transference of these lines from a

lament for Thessalonica to a lament for Constantinople.

Among the ballads classed by Passow as Carmina Clejyhtica certi acvi,

No. cxi., 'O Ko\eTT??9, is dated 1810, but it should be among the Carmina

Histoi'ica, with the date of 1831, for Kolettes is certainly the statesman

Coletti who took so prominent a part in the War of Independence and the

subsequent vicissitudes of Greece, and as the song represents him saying

—

' Lads, let there be a Constitution,'

Tlaihid, va yivp crvvTayfjia—

it evidently refers to his appeal in 1831 to the military chiefs of Northern

Greece to aid him in driving the adherents of Capodistrias from power, with

the professed object of restoring constitutional government.^

Among the Carmina Historica, No. ccxliii., 'O IT 1^/3709 KaaTavia<i, is

dated doubtfully 1822—1826. Its real date, however, is proved to be some

fifty years earlier by a note to the memoirs of Theodore Kolokotrones^ edited

by G. Tertsetes, where this song is quoted at full length as referring to the last

conflict of the father of Kolokotrones with the Turk? in 1780. Constantino

Kolokotrones, the father, was a military chieftain in the Morea, of a family

which boasted that they had never submitted to the Ottomans. He took

part in the disastrous revolt stirred up by the Russians in 17G9, but, when the

Albanians sent by the Porte to put down the rebellion .showed themselves

enemies to Greeks and Turks alike, he aided the Capitan Pasha in crushing

them. In his turn, however, he refused the Pasha's demand that he should

do homage and give one of his children as a hostage. The Pasha thereupon

besieged him and his friend Panagiotaras in the tower <;f Kastanitza, fiear

Marathonisi (Gytheion), and after a brave defence of twelve days they

perished in a desperate attempt to cut their way out.'' The ballad expresses

their defiance of the Capitan Pasha with a foreboding of their fall.

Tke Tower of Kastania.

' Withered are the hillsides, withered are the plains, withered is Kastania

with its tower, which holds the many Klephts, the men of Kolokotrones, who
go to church [in apparel] laden with silver and gold, and girded with their

1 See Finlay, History 0/ Greece (Oxford \87 7), rris 'EW-nuiKrji «pv\7js airh rk 1770 ecus ra 1836

vol. vii. pp. 73—85. (Athens 1846). The uote is on p. 261.

* This work is entitled Air)yr}crii 2vfx0a.vT<i>v ^ Atriyrjiris ^vudavrwi', p. 6.
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swords. And they came out, and consulted at the cliurcli door, and

Constantino said to them: "Tliis joy that we have will brinj; us woe. Last

night I saw in my sleep how my cap was burnt and the tassel of my sword
;

the cap is my wife, the tassel my children. This joy that we have will bring

us woe." Panagiotaras heard liim, and burst out laiighin'^' : "What sayest

thou, gossip Constantino, thou Kolokotrones ? Never will the tower of

Kastania be taken, neither sooner nor later, nor now is it taken. Only

display your standards, and set them on the tower, that the Capitan Pasha

and the janissaries may see them.'"

No. cclv., To Mta-oXoyyi, has the date of 1825 a.ssigned to it, as if its

subject were the great siege of Missolonghi in that year, but Trikoupcs

expressly mentions it as commemorating the first siege in 1822, 'Greece,' he

says, 'rejoicing in the overthrow of this hostile expedition, celebrated the

triumph for a long time by singing the Song of Missolonghi, which an

unknown and unlettered minstrel composed. Here are its first verses '
^ :

—

Those which he proceeds to quote answer very closely to the first five

lines of Passow's cclv, :

—

' Would that I were a bird to fly aloft, to behold from afar poor Misso-

longhi, and how the Hellenes fight with Turks, with Pashas, The cannon-

balls fall like rain, and the bombs like hail, and the light musketry like sands

of the sea,'

Moreover, in the last six lines, not quoted by Trikoujx^'s, which run thus

—

' Omer Pasha called Marko, and said to him :
" Marko, bring out the

keys, and all your arms, and come with me to Roumeli that thou mayest be

made captain, I will write forthwith to the City that a firman may be

brought thee." And' Marko answered :
" Omer Pasha, what sayest thou ?

This is not Jannina, this is not Arta'"— it can hardly be doubted that they

who speak are Omar Pasha Vriones and Marko Botzares, who commanded

respectively the besiegers and defenders of Missolonghi in 1822.

Florence McPherson.

^ Tiikoupes, 'Itrropla rris 'E\Kr)viKris 'EiravaaTaaews (London 1866), rofi. j8', p. 380,
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METROLOGICAL NOTES.

III.

—

Had the People of Pre-historic Mycenae a Weigot Standard ?

In a former paper in this Journal (Vol. viii.) it was maintained that

the Greeks had a weight standard long before the introduction of coined

money from Asia, the unit of which was the same as the Attic-Euboic system

(130—135 grains Troy) of historical times, and that in the Homeric poems

the gold Talanton and cow represented the same value, the unit of metal

being adjusted to the more primitive unit of barter. The evidence then

adduced was of a purely literary nature, as it was not in my power to appeal

to any actually existing weights. I have since obtained some data of a

concrete kind which, I think, lends some support to my former contention.

Dr. Schliemann {Mycenae and Tiryns, p. 354) found (in the tomb south

of the Agora at Mycenae) ' four spirals of thick quadrangular, and seven

spirals of thick round gold wire, five plain gold rings, and a similar one of

silver, of which a selection is represented under No. 529. ' I remind (adds

Dr. Schliemann) the reader that similar spirals and rings of thick gold wire

occur in the wall paintings of the Egyptian tombs. They are supposed to

have served as presents, or perhaps as a medium of exchange.' These rings

are now at Athens, and my friend Mr. E. A. Gardner of Gonville and Caius

College, the Director of the British School at Athens, has kindly procured for

me their weights.^ Before going further I wish it to be clearly understood

that I do not assume the rings to be what is called ring-money, but I think

that I am justified in assuming that they are ornaments probably made on a

given weight. It has been the custom in all countries for the person who
desires to have an article of jewellery made to give to the goldsmith a certain

weight of gold or silver, out of which the latter manufactures the desired orna-

ment. Such is the practice at the present day in India
;
you give the goldsmith

so many gold niohurs or sovereigns, or rupees, as the case may be, he squats

down in your verandah, and with a few primitive tools quickly turns out the

article you desire, which of course will weigh as many mohurs or sovereigns

as you have given him (provided that you have stood by all the time, keeping

a sharp look out to prevent his abstracting any of the metal). That in like

fashion gold ornaments for ordinary wearing purposes were regularly of known
weights in ancient times is shown clearly by the account of the

^ I wiHh likewise to express my gratitude to M. Kumanudes for his kindness in giving

Jlr. Gardner every facility for weighing the rings.
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presents given to Rcbckali by Abraham's servant, ' a gold earring of

half a shekel weight and two bracelets for her Imnds of ten shekels

weight ' (Genesis xxiv. 22). To take another example from a very different

region, the golden ornaments of the ancient Irish (»jf which numerous

specimens exist in the Museum of the Royal Irish Academy) were made
according to specified weight. Thus queen Mcdbh is represented as saying :

' My spear-brooch of gold, which weighs thirty ungas, and thirty half ungas,

and thirty crosachs and thirty quarter [crosachs].' O'Curry, Manners and

C^tsioms of Ancient Irish, iii. 112. But we need not go beyond Greek soil

itself for sucli illustrations. The well-known story of Archimedes and the

weight of the golden crown, which led to the discovery of specific

gravity, is sufficient to show that the practice in Greece was such as

I describe, and certainly no one will venture to maintain that the people of

Mycenae were inferior in civilization to the ancient Irish. If the latter

weighed the gold in their ornaments, surely the former, who so surpassed all

that has been left by the ancient Irish in their pottery, sculpture and metal

work, may well be assumed to have followed a similar practice.

I shall now proceed to tabulate the weights of the Mycenaean

rings.
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655, and 662 grains respectively as the higliest. It will at once be seen that

the latter are the fivefold of the former. This is probably one of the most

primitive of multiples, derived as it is from counting by the lingers, and we
know that in Greek the word ire/MTrd^eiv (lit. to count five, Tre^iire Aeolic)

was used as a general word for counting. The fivefold of 132 = 600, which is

startlingly near 662. It is quite possible that the silver ring has gained

rather than lost weight by oxydization. The third lowest group of two, 248

and 257, seem to be the double of the first group. From this it would seem

as if 132—137 w^as the unit on which they are all sc^aled.

The two rings weighing 612 and 617 grains seem to group themselves

along with the four heaviest, but the interval between 617 and 662 is con-

siderable. Again the two rings weighing 153 and 167 ought to go with the

lowest group, but the interval between 137 and 167 is considerable, and the

same may be said of 297 and 303 in relation to 340. The ring weighing 452

grains occupies a distinct position approximating no other group. It seems

to be 3a- times the unit of 132—137.

It is perfectly possible that in those weights which are not more

or less exact multiples of the unit we have to deal with halves and

quarters of the unit, as I have already suggested in the case of the ring of

of 452 grains. Thus 303 and 297 would represent very closely 1-^ times the

unit 135 grains; and 617 and 612 = 4| times the unit; and 167 gives 1^

times the unit. The unit 132—137 is of course identical with the lijjht

Babylonian shekel of 130 grains, and the talent of gold in Homer, which I

have shown in a former number of this Journal to have been of like weiifht,

and which was known as the Attic and Euboic standard in historical Greece.

We need not be surprised to find l and \ of this unit. In Homer (//. xxiii.

751) we find a half-talent (JifiLraKavrov) of gold. Of course I dd not

pretend to say that I have absolutely proved the existence of a weight

standard at Mycenae, for the data are too few to make a complete induction

but I think that they are sufficient to make it very probable that such a

standard did exist. Indeed on a priori grounds it is natural to expect it, for

the existence of rings made on a given unit has been proved for Egypt and

Syria. If my view should turn out to be correct, it puts beyond doubt the

truth of my former proposition, that the Greeks employed a weight standard

similar to the light Babylonian shekel and Euboic stater before they learned

from the East the art of coining money.

IV.—How WKRE THE Primitive Weight Standards Fixed?

In previous articles I have shown that the oldest Greek unit of weight,

the talent of gold in the Homeric Poems, was identical with the cow or value

of a cow, that the same identity existed between the cow in Italy and the

gold unit (itself the same as the Homeric Talanton) which lies at the base of

the Roman system, and that the like relation existed between cow and gold

unit in Sicily. I had further advanced the suggestion that we ought to seek
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for the origin of the weight standard or standards Jioni wliicli probably all

systems in the Old World, niodrrn as woll as antiont (save tin' modern
French), have been derived, arguing tliat as the ((tw or ox was the most
widely diffused common unit of barter, it was natural ihat when metals came
into use as a medium of exchange, the metallic unit would naturally represent

the value of the older unit of barter. Ordinary law of supply and demand
would fix more or less accurately the amount of gold which one man would
be willing to give, and another man be willing to accept for an ox. One
point however I did not make clear, and that was how it came to pass that

primitive men were able to fix with what practically was a high degree of

accuracy the amount of gold which represented the value of an ox. It is,

I think, this difficulty which is suppo.sed to surround the process of fixing

accurately the metallic unit thus derived which has induced metrologists to

make up their minds that weight \inits could not have been arrived at

empirically, and in consequence of this to seek their origin in the scientific

astronomy of Babylonia.

We shall now endeavour to ascertain if the empirical method is so diffi-

cult, working on the only true scientific method in such inquiries, always

back from the known to the unknown.

It is plain that if we could find a people who, whilst familiar with the

use of gold, had as yet no system of weight, but had to resort to some other

method for estimating the value of their wealth, we should thus get a clear

idea of the conditions immediately preceding the invention of weights.

From what I have said above, we cannot expect to find any such community

in the Old World. The New World on the other hand supplies us with

what we desire. When the Spaniards under Cortes conquered the Aztecs

of Mexico, that people, although in a high state of civilization, had as yet no

system of weights. In consequence of the want of weights the Spaniards

experienced some difficulty in the division of the treasure, until they supplied

the deficiency with weights and scales of their own manufacture. There was

a vast treasure of gold, which metal, found on the surface or gleaned from

the beds of rivers, was cast into bars, or in the shape of dust, made part of

the regular tribute of the southern provinces of the empire. The traffic was

carried on partly by barter, and partly by means of a regulated currency of

different values. This consisted of transparent quills of gold dust, of bits of

tin cut in the form of T, and of bags of cacao containing a specified number

of grains (Prescott, Co7iqucst of Mrxia).

From this we get an insight into the first beginnings of weights. Some

natural unit (and by natural I mean some product of nature of which all

specimens are of uniform dimension) is taken, such as the quill used by the

Aztecs. The average-sized quill of any particular kind of bird presents a

natural receptacle of very uniform capacity. These quills of gold dust were

estimated at so many bags containing a certain number of grains. The step

is not a lonc^ one to the day when some one will balance in a simple fashion a

quill of gold dust against seeds of cacao, and find how many seeds are equal

in weight to the metal. Nature herself supplies in the seeds of plants
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weight units of marvellous uniformity. If any one objects to my assumption

that the Aztecs were on the very verge of the invention of a weight system,

my answer is that another race of America, whose political existence ceased

under the same cruel conditions as that of their Northern contemporaries, I

mean the Incas of Peru, who were in a stage of civilization almost the same

as that of the Aztecs, had already found out the art of weighing before the

coming of the Spaniards, although they were inferior to the Mexicans in so

far as they had not a well-defined system of hieroglyphic writing, nor of

currency such as the latter possessqd. Scales made of silver have been

discovered in Inca graves. The metal of which they are made shows

that they were only employed for weighing precious commodities of

small bulk.

That my proposition that nature has supplied natural weight units in

seeds is not a mere speculation of one defending a pet thesis I shall now

proceed to demonstrate by unquestionable evidence.

Let us turn to the known, and by getting fresh touch with- fad
return again with new vigour to the more speculative parts of the subject.

The very name grain, which we employ to express our lowest weight unit,

would of itself suggest that originally some kind of grain was used in weigh-

ing, but as our grain is known as the grain Troy, and we do not as yet know

its origin, it will not do to argue vaguely from etymology. But a little

inquiry soon brings us to a time when the grain Troy did not as yet form the

basis of English weight, and when a far simpler method of fixing the weight

of the King's coinage was employed. It was ordained in 12 Henry VII. c. V.

that the bushel is to contain eight gallons of wheat, and every gallon eight

pounds of wheat, and every pound twelve ounces of Troy weight, and every

ounce twenty sterlings, and every sterling to be of the weight of thirty-two

grains of wheat that grew in the midst of the ear of wheat according to the

old laws of this land (Ruding, II. 58).^

Going backwards we find by 8 Edward I. that the penny was to weigh

24 grains, which by weight then appointed were as much as the former 32

grains of wheat. By the Statutum de Ponderibus (of uncertain date, but

placed by some in 1265) it was ordained that the penny sterling should weigh

32 grains of wheat, round and diy and taken from the midst of the ear (Ruding,

1. 360.) Going back still a step further we find that by the laws of Ethelred

every penny weighed 32 grains of wheat, and, as the penny of Alfred weighs

24 grains Troy, we need have no hesitation in assuming that it was likewise

fixed on the same standard of 32 grains of wheat. Thus from Alfred

(871—901) to Henry VII. (1485—1509) we find the penny fixed by this

primitive method, and the actual weights of the time, as tested by the

balance at tlie present day, afford proof positive of the practical accuracy of

the method.

Now all the mediaeval standards were based upon the gold solidus of Con-

* I am indebted for all these facts relating to wheat grains in England to Mr. F. Seebohm

the author of the English Villaijc Community.
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stantine the Great (Marquardt, ii. 30) except that of In-hind, uliich seems to

liavc been borrowed from Rome before thechaij<;e.siiitr(.<hiced by th;it inonardi.
Tlie Irish system runs tliiis : the uiiga {anrin) is the hi^'licst unit and eonkiiiiH

24 screa2)alls (scrupiili), each scrm^w// contains ^ 2nv!/inns (a name evidently
borrowed from the Saxon invader), and each phif/inn weiglietl 8 j^'rains of
wheat (ocht ngrainne cruithnechta comtrom na pinginne airgid, C)'J)<>novan's

Supplement, s.v. pinginn). Here as in England the grain of wheat is the basis

of the system, whether introduced from Rome or (as I think more likely)

already in use among the Kelts.

But the solidus of Constantine (of which 72 went to the Roman jiound
of gold) was divided into 24 siliqnac or Kepdria (from whence comes carat).

The siliqna or Kepdriov was the seed of the carohov St. John 8 Bread (ceratonia

Siliqua L.). Thus the lowest unit in the Roman system, as usually given, is

found to be a seed, and the same holds of the Cieck system, for the drachm
is given as containing 18 Kepara or Kepdria (t) 8e Spa^M Kcpara uj. dXXoi
Se Xeyovcriv ex^i ypa/j./j.d<; rpeir to ypdfjLfia 60o\ov<i /3'. 6 Se 6^o\6<; Kepara

y. TO Be Kepdriov exei airdpia h'. Fragm. ap. Jfultsch, Mdrol. Svri'pt. 248).

From this we see that the Kepdriov was further reduced to 4 cnrdpia, grains

of wheat, and from another table of weights given by Hultsch, Mctrol. t^cript.

ii. 128, we learn that the siliqua equals 3 grains of barley {siliqua grana ordci

iii.). Hence it appears that 3 grains of barley =4 grains of wheat.^

Thus both Greek and Roman systems finally rest upon grains of corn, as did

the English and Irish.

Before passing on from the Greek and Roman systenis, I may add that

even higher denominations than the siliqua were expressed by seeds. Tho
hi2nnus=2 siliqiiae, and its Greek representative the Oepfioq is given a like

value (Metrol. Script. 81). In the Carmen de Pundcrihus, ii. 16, (jramt lentis

are made equal to 6 siliquae, and a like number of grains of spelt are given

a similar value.

We shall next advance towards the East, and take up the Semitic systems.

There can be little doubt (says Queipo, I. 360) that the Arab system of weight

was based on the grain of wheat. The halba was their smallest unit. 4

hahbas = 1 Karat, the latter of course represents the Kepdriov, and the former

1 We saw above that 21 grains of Troy weight of wheat, and 24 grains of barley, taken from

when introduced into England were equal to 32 ricks of corn grown on the same field, near

grains of wheat, or in the proportion of 3 : 4. Canibriilge, and repeated the expcriinont thrico
;

By the quotations given above we learn that the each time they balanced so evenly that a half-

siliqua was equal to 3 grains of barley, and 4 grain weight turned tho scale either way. Again

grains of wheat ; hence barley grains are to it is easy to see that tho same proportion exists

wheat as 3 ; 4. From this it follows that ihe between wheat grain and Troy gniin. A grain

Troy grain is nothing more than the barleycorn, of Scotch wheat = -047 gramme, and the Troy

which had been used in preference to tho grain grains 064 gramme. '047 x 4 = 'ISS ; '064 x

of wheat in pirt of the Roman Empire. Fur- 3 = 192. For all i)ractical purposes therefore

thermore this relation between barleycorns and 4 wheat grains = 3 Troy grains with an error of

wheat can bo proved as an actual fact. In .0024, less probably than the difTurw-uce between

September 1887 I placed in a bilancc 32 grains individual grains.
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the 4 (Tirdpia, which are the equivalent of the Kepdriov. In the Hebrew

system the Gerah, which also probably means a grain of some kind (weighing

'U70 grammes), is the base.

Goin«- farther Eastward we come to India, and there find a similar basis

for the various systems in use among the Hindus. The reiti {Ah'us prccatcn-ius,

Jequirity of pharmacists), the grain of gunja (= hemp, cannabis) or Karat,

is the smallest unit in two systems, but in that u.sed for weighing precious

metals, corresponding to our Troy weight, there is a still smaller grain

employed, called yova, which weighs "014 grammes, and is one-tenth of the

rctti. Finally in the Chinese system a grain of millet of the panic kind

forms the basis. ^

Wo have now passed from the extreme west of Europe to the furthest

east, and everywhere alike have we found the natural units afforded by

various grains and seeds employed by various races as means of indicating

weight. It is now easy to see that if once in the ordinary way of barter a

certain portion of gold, arrived at by a crude process of guess-work probably

at first, then possibly measured by some natural measure of capacity, such as

the quill of the Aztec, or the egg-shell employed by the ancient Irish (some-

what analof^ous to the way in which rustics in the present day measure

powder and shot by means of the bowl of a clay pipe), was regarded as the

equivalent of an ox, or a slave, the next step, that is, to represent it by a

certain number of grains of some kind of corn or plant in common use would

easily follow. Seeds too were the primitive counters before the rise of

arithmetic.^

If the objection is raised that all that I have said can be readily explained

by supposing that, after all these various peoples became acquainted with the

wei<7ht unit obtained scientifically by the Chaldaeans (by taking the weight

in water of one-fifth of the cube of the Babylonian royal ell, which itself is

supposed to be based upon astronomical observations), they adopted the

method of preserving the standard accurately by comparing it with the weight

of a certain number of seeds, my reply is that it is hardly likely that all those

peoples should have unifoi'mly remained unobservant of the natural means at

their disposal till so late a period comparatively, especially when we recollect

that those same natural objects are likewise universally employed as the

smallest units of linear measure, as for instance our own barleycorn, and the

kernels of grain with which the Chinese start their system ; secondly that,

accordino' to most metrologists, the Chinese system of weights is independent

of the Graeco-Asiatic, which prevailed everywhere else, and therefore the

method of estimating weights by seeds has in this case certainly been

employed before, annd independently of the Babylonian scientific system;

and third Iv that beyond all doubt we found the lucas of Peru evolving a

1 I owe this fact to the kindness of Sir Thomas that in Java, grain (padi or para) is not only

•\V^^e_ unit of weight but also of numeration.

- My colleague, Professor Hartog, informs me
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weight system for tlmnisclves in a region where there ciinnot be the slightest

suspicion of EabyhDnian influence. If tliose Incas, who ha.l not even
developed a system of currency or a system of hieroglyphics, could devise a

weight system, why should we deny to the i\ryan and Semitic races tlic

capacity to evolve such a systenj by some empirical process, analogous to that

by which the Peruvians must have arrived at theirs ?

W'll.l.IA.M i;il)(.l.\VAV.

JI.S.—VOL. X.



U8 ON THE COMPOSITION OF THE EASTERN PEDIMEN'J'

ON THE COMPOSITION OF THE EASTP:RN PEDIMENT OF THE
ZEUS TEMPLE AT OLYMPIA,

AND

ALCAMENES THE LEMNIAN.

[Plate VI.]

Hardi.y ever has an artist been more unjustly treated by yosterity tban

has lie wlio adorned the Eastern pediment at Olyrapia with the story of

Oenomaus and Pelops. Archaeoh^gists have censured, and artists parodied

his work for faults of composition that it owed probably entirely to their

own reconstructions. The standard of Greek art is so high, even in lesser

things, that where a work of this importance seems to fall short, we had

better doubt of our own method, or at least suspend our judgment rather

than rashly condemn. The more so here, where there does not even exist a

general accord as to the arrangement which ought to be preferred. It is true

that those peculiarities of style which seemed most to blame were not

controverted, but as long as it appears that the truth has not yet been found,

the fault will most probably lie where it is least sought for. And in fact

material indications are not wanting that all was not right. For example, it

is a curious fact that, though the composition was too loosely spread, the

detached horses should stand outside the teams of three worked from one

block, and this notwithstanding that they show unmistakable marks of

having stood close to the wall. I was so strongly impressed by this circum-

stance during a visit at Olytnpia in May 1888, that I resolved to try by all

means a new solution on this principle. But of course I lighted on the same

difficulty which had prevented others from accepting this arrangement, as the

five central figures, spellbound by the words of Pausanias, did not leave

sufficient space to right and left for two horses in succession, and I already

half despaired of coming to any conclusion, when Prof. Brunn spoke the

magic word that broke the spell.^ He advocates on purely aesthetic grounds

a transposition of the middle-figures, whereby the women come close to Zeus,

between him .and the heroes, and vindicates our right to reconstruct the

' Sifzunfjsherichlc drr koni'jJ. Bayer. Akadcmie der JrisscnscJia/lin. 7 Juli 18S8. ' Ueber

'ikbclgruppen,' p. 183 11'.
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wliolc on aesthetic principles and test it by the text of Pausanias, instead of

building on liis words a theory which docs not (h) j\istice to the work.

Tiie followin.f,^ is an attempt to work out this method, letting the

sculptures speak for themselves, and taking the sidjjc'ct Jis given in those

words only ^
: to, hk iv Tul<i derol<i efnrpoaOev IIe'\o7ro<f »; 7r/)o<? OtVo/xaoj/ twv

nrircov a/xiWa en fxeWovaa Kai to epyov tov opofiou trapa ufjidyoTepaJu iv

Trapaa/cevfj. Technical details as to the way the figures have been fastened

to the building will have to be considered, and the lines of each separate

ineniber will be examined to discover the place it must have taken in the

composition. Where there is reason to take account of the situation in which

they were found, this consideration will not be omitted.

So generally acknowledged is the affinity of style with the Westerr.

pediment, whereof the composition would appear to be now reconstructed

beyond all doubt by the last rearrangement of Prof. Treu,'' that it does not

seem too bold to make use of what we learn there about the style and method

of this art.

In the first place let us observe that the outlines of one figure must

follow that of the next so that no more vacant space is left tlian can be

lielped, and that the composition must thus be kept compact. Another

principle, that of correspondence, has been ahead}' so well sot furth l)y Prof.

Treu * and Prof. Kekule,'' that it need hardly be once more advocated.

I had no choice but to work with the models on a reduced senile, which

have in some respects been slightly altered in the restored parts, according to

my indications, under the direction of Mr. Bart van Hove, the sculptor.

This has only been done where it could not be avoided. What else remains

to be chanored will be mentioned in the text, as these corrections can

necessarily be no more than an indication of the intention, and ought to be

controlled in presence of the originals, or at least the large })laster casts, by

competent authority. I have no doubt that a careful inquiry will prove these

or similar alterations possible and sufficient."

In the middle stands the figure of Zeus, too high for any other place.

Next to him, neither Oenomaus nor Pelops— these names cannot be qiu'siioncd

—will fit, as either of them in the usual arrangement cuts through the com-

position most awkwardly, the first with his left elbow and the other still

worse by his shield, and even if transposed, they must perforce remain at too

great a distance, and leave an enormous gap. To be brief, there is no other

place where the shield will do no harm by its form and the broad shallow it

must have thrown till noon, but on the right, i.e. Northern extremity of this

group, and similarly the elbow of Oenomaus finds room fur extension only on

the opposite side. The women therefore must stand between the men and

Zeus, as Prof. Brunn ^ has already deduced from the bad effect the naked legs

2 Pamanias, v. 10. 6.
* TI'p lestoreil j.iirts liavo l»cfn iiulicate.l in

» Jahrbuch dcs Archacolocjischcn IiistUuts, iii. the models l.y ft darker colour, but tliisdo.;? not

p 174 .show everywhere in our idate, so that it is

* Archacolorjisdic Zciluncj, xl. 1882, p. 21.^ir. mish-ading.

" Rhcinischex Museum, N. F. xxxix. p. 481ir. ^ I-. 1- p. 183.

IJ •.'
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of tliC men produce in tliat place, oiid the cviik'Ht iiiiproveiiieiit in iIjc com-

positioM if we bring tlio (Irai)e(l female figures close to Zeus' garment. If wc

ask which of tlM3 two must stand to the right, which to the left, I would

venture to answer that this ([uestion is decided by the figures themselves, as

the rir^ht arm and hand of Zeus fit exactly into the folds formed by the dress

of the woman with her arms on her breast, and that this slender figure com-

posed with the broader Oenomaus exactly counterpoises the group that

remains, where the fuller forms of the woman mal<e up for what we should

miss in Peh»ps. In this way too will be obtained an over-lapping of outlines,

postulated by Prof. Brunn for these groups. On the other side the uplifted

left arm of the other won\an fills the ojjen space beneath tlie right arm of

Pelops who rests gently on her shoulder. It is true that in the models, as

they stand before me, Pelops is a trifle too short to allow of this arrangement,

and I would not venture to have him made higher, but the same effect may

be obtained by letting the torso rest somewhat more heavily on the supporting

le"-, an attitude perfectly accounted for by the weight of the shield on that

side. It is obtained iu our plate by making the whole figure lean over some-

what to the left, but this of course is but an expedient. That this arrangement

is the original one is furtlier shown by a slight indentation on the woman's

left shoukler at the exact spot where it would be touched by the elbow of

Pelops.

It is clear that the women must assume again the names first given to

them, and disputed by Dr. Studniczka,^ but after the excellent characteriza-

tions of Prof. Flasch,'' there cannot be any objection to this. We shall only

have to disagree with Prof. Flasch as to the restoration of the left arm of

Hippodamia. It cannot hang down, as Prof. Treu.^^ observes, on account of

the folds underneath the elbow, and we come to the same conclusion if we

examine the holes cut for attaching the fore-arm, that point to a heavy

weight having to be sustained. Still it seems to me that, as it is restored, the

arm is too much uplifted and should be less extended and nearly vertical, as

iu tlie figure of Stephanus. Hippodan)ia n.ust have held a tucnia here, just

as in her statue in the Hippodrome. It is not miintcrcsting to (observe that

her iina""e on later vases often shows a general likeness to this figure, particu-

larly in the uplifteil left arm.^^

That the supporting legs of the men come to the outside of the group is,

as Mr. van Hove observed to me, in favour of the proi3o.?ed arrangement, as

they give a better outline and greater stability to the whole. I may add that

in a similar way the women by repeating the position of the men direct our

eyes to the centre, and heljj to give more consistency to the composition,

which if they change places would fall asunder in two distinct groups with a

* Archaeologische Zeituivj, 1884, p. 281 IT. MonumaiH deW Irnst. viii. 18G4, P]. iii ; Archac-

''
III Baumcistcr's Z?tH/:»i'^('7<:r, V. Olympia, ii. olojischc Zciluiirf, I85'i, PI. liv., where Hi ppo-

i>. 1104 y. (lamia is moreover far more richly dressed tliaii

'" Jahrhuch dc.t Airh. Ltd. iii. p. 134 ii. 2. the woman who Icadd hoi ,nid wlm, no doulit, i.*-

»^ Aiinnli ddV InslUair>, iSd", Tmv. d' A'^-^. N; Rtoropc.
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central fi^Mirc, but without :iny combining link. Even as tbt-y are, these

gruups ix'niinil one of tliose of Orestes and Kleclra. or Orestes and Pyltwles,

and it is not impossible that another restoration of the tiplifted arms of the

heroes might produce a still closer resemblance.

There thus remains oidy one somewhat large gaj> between Zeus and

Sterope, and this may be filled up in the way indicated by Prof, liruim,'- by

an altar, which however in my opinion ought rather to be seen in front, as on

the Attic vases, and the Sicilian coins of this period.

If this arrangement be accjpteil we shall tind that the grouj* still lacks

the neces.sary breadth at the base, as compared with the more eompaet and

broader ujiper half. But this defect is remedie(rby the tigure.s that must sit

before the horses. Now if we look for such forms as will give the desiderated

outline, we have no choice but to accept those pnjposed by Prof. KekuhV the

kneeling young man to the left, and the kneeling maiden to the right. They

correspond exactly in their movement, and the maiden has just the height

wanted for a figure beneath the shield. The sitting boy and the mutilated

sittinff man of Prof. Treu's arrangement would be too low, and we shall find

that precisely for this reason they will be wanted elsewhere. Moreover the

last mentioned figure would cause a very irregular contour. The same would

be the case if we accepted Prof. Curtius' views,^'* who instead of the maiden

has the kneeling man, and then this brings an awkward repetition of the same

motive, in that both figures kneel to the right. Nor docs Prof. Flasch ^ bring

us any nearer. The bald seated man might perhaps do well before Pelops,

but he is wanted more where he was found, and the proposed pendant, the

mutilated sitting man, is less satisfactory near Oenomaus than anywhere else.

Though we have not yet come to this point in our inquiry, it may already be

observed that the argument, which convinced Prof. Flasch, loses all its

force as soon as Oenomaus is removed from that side where he recognizes

Myrtilus.

Prof Kekule's arrangement however is open to nearly the same objec-

tion as that of Prof Curtius, the repetition in the two kneeling men, and we

ought to accept it only with a modification. For us the kneeling boy must of

necessity come before the horses, and should be turned inward until his

back and his right side are equally seen from the front. His liead will then

be seen in profile from the most central point that allows of a general survey

of the pediment, and his hands will come close to the horses. The kneeling

maiden should occupy an exactly similar position, ami that such was her

position is even more evident, as there is a greater contrast in her case between

the finish of the back ^'^ and that of the part that was not e.vposed to view,

than is the case with the boy, who only .shows some rough surface on the left

side. What she may be doing is quite uncertain; she might perhap.s be

v^L. 1. p. 198. 'M.. 1.1-. 1104 z.
_

" L 1 i> 486
"^ ""' <orios\oii of the knck in-iitioiiol by

1* DicFandc ron Ohjvipia, Ausgabi- in ciiRMii Mr. V,rA{(Mi(lh.;huxoni mis Alhr.,, 1888, j.. 402)

I'.an.lc (Bfilin, 1882) p. 11 ff. i^ •" ''^^o"'' "•" "''"^ ^''""-
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tying tlie strings of Pclops' sandals,^^ and by her ministry characterize him to

the spectator as a guest of" the house.^'^

After the principal actors we come to the preparation, the TrapaaKevi],

for the race. How tliis was depicted in early Greek art may be learned from

Attic vases. It is not without interest to compare the fragments of the vase

painted by Nearchus,''' where Thetis brings the armour of Hephaestus to

Achilles, who, aided by the white-haired Phoenix, is preparing his chariot ; but

the monument of most interest to us is a fine black-figured hydria (Fig. 1),

that in style, and especially in the type of the heads, shows the greatest

affinity to the black-figured vases, executed by early painters of red- figured

vases, in particular to Epictetus as seen in his pinakes. It has been

published by Gerhard,'" and is sufficiently important to be repeated here.

TJJXTJJJTTTTTTTTTTTTJJJTT

r^yy^^^tf >ie
Fig. 1.

—

Black-Figuked Hvduia.

Two slightly-built horses stand already before the chariot ; the charioteer

and a groom are busy harnessing them ; another groom holds the rein-«, while

a] thirl brings up a somewhat lighter horse, of fuller forms, which advances

slowly.

'" A very similar figure has been poiuti'd out

by Prof. Kekiile, (1. 1. p. 487) in Le Has, Monu-
ments fifjuris, l'1.65 = Lucy Mitclicll, ^ History

of Ancient Sculpture, p. 500, fig. 211.

'^ Homer, Od. iv. 49 ; xiii. 06 ; xix. 316 ff.

'" Benudorf, Wiener Vorlcgchlcutlcr, 1888, Tl.

iv. 3d. Nearer related to this than to the

following is a black-figured fragment {Scavi

dclla Ccrtoi^a di Bologna, T. viii. sep. 3. 3),

where however the preparation .seems for a race.

2" Auserleaenc Vaaenbilder, PI. ccxlix, eel.
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Thongli WG do not fiiul in our podiincnt so complete a body of attendants,

yet tlic lioiacs, to which our attention must be especially directed, are

arranged as on the v;v<-e. On each side are three stniulinj horses in front of

slight proportions, while a single horse of fuller forms moves forward at a
slow trot, this at least seems to be indicated by what is left of the legs, and
this has been well preserved by Mr. Griiltner in his models, though I am not

in a position to decide whether he was (piite right in letting the liorse on the

right side move in the natural way, and might not better have followed, as in

the other, the mode of archaic art, in which the legs of the same side move
simultaneously backward and forward.

As the central group, as we arrange it, Uikcs much less space than do

the same figures in other reconstructions, we may phice the three horses much
nearer to the centre thai\ is usually done, and thereby gain sufficient room for

the single horses in their rear, i)rovided that these do not raise their heads so

high. I have had this alteration made in the models, as may be seen from

our plate, though without wishing to defend the exact curve given to each

neck. It even seems to me that the horse on the left ought rather to have

stretched its head forward, as there appears to be an indentation on the back

of the foremost horse, just where his lip might have touched it, but Mr. van

Hove had the head drawn down to correspond to tlie movement of the hind-

legs of the model. The question remains, if this movement necessarily

results from what remains, but this question, like so many others, must

remain undecided here. What we want to demonstrate is no more than that

the horse can and vwst stand in this place. Prof. Treu -^ and those wlio

place the four horses side by side, have but one serious argument, the absolute

want of space for any other disposition, and as this is done away, we may
fairly enquire what their other considerations are worth. Prof. Treu attaches

some importance to the marble support under the belly of the horse that

seems to show it to have stood free from the wall, but it is clear that the

enormous weight of the marble could not be supported by the legs alone,

even though it were firmly attacheil to the wall by the strongest dowels, and

that it was not superfluous here is proved by the presence of a similar support

in the case of the other horses, so much better supported by their combined

legs. It is true that in their case it is hidden from view by the forelegs, but

if painted of the same colour as the back-ground it would hardly offend the

eye here and, as we shall see, disappeared probably entirely behind the chariot.

On the other hand, placed as Prof. Treu has it, it cannot but produce a very

unhappy efifect. Prof Kekule's" proposal to let the single horses stand some-

what backward, though coming nearer to the truth, and accounting for a part

of the else useless work lavished on the three horses, does not remedy the

great objection to this arrangement, viz. the presence of horizontal holes for

dowels in the back, made exactly in the same manner as those of the five

middle figures and the three horses and of many figures of the western

pediment. Two of these holes may be observed on each of the single horses,

about three inches (<Scm.) square, and six inches (locm.) deep, and in one

21 Archacolojischc Zcitavfj, xl. 188?, i'.
227. »• L. 1.

l>.
4S9.
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place no less than eight inches (20cin.) below the highest point. It looks

practically impossible to attach this mass of marble to the wall by dowels

that would have to run over the back of the other horses, as Prof. Treu ^^

thinks must have been the case. There does not even seem room for such a

dowel, which would besides have been of very unusual shape and little or no

use in sustaining the weight. If the sculptors had really wanted to place

these horses side by side they would have left (or made) flat the part not

seen, and fastened to it the free horse. That they have not done this is the

all-convincing argument in favour of our view.

Some years ago my father observed to me that the chariots could not

have been wanting, but being made of bronze would have been melted down,

and Prof. Flasch ^* made the same observation.^^ Prof. Treu ^^ asserts, and it

is generally believed, that no trace even of the yoke is left, but I observeJ at

Olympia not only that part of the mane of the horses on the left side is cut

sharply away at the very place where this yoke ought to rest, but also

that there remains a fragment of a thick bronze pin stuck in the marble that

can hardly have belonged to anything else besides the yoke itself. I was

not so happy with the other side as just this spot is there broken

away.

Though the chariot is usually close to the heels of the horses it seems

more probable that the distance was somewhat greater here, as often is

represented in a race, so that it may well fill up the empty space beneath

the single horse and cover its support. This -arrangement may easily be

made on the left side, but on the right meets some difficulty in the

uplifted foreleg of the horse. We have observed already that this ought

probably to be altered.

It is indeed an objection to our theory that it will scarcely be

possible to place an attendant to lead these horses, but after all it is not

impossible to suppose that a well-trained horse could trot along by itself

to its coropanions, and besides these horses are of divine ancestry.

Still however, especially after adding the chariots, one misses some-

thino', small maybe, by the side of the foremost horses. Some reins, or a

harness hanging down from the yoke, as in the vase-painting, is all that

is wanted.

About the last figures on the right little remains to be said. Their

place is given by the spot where they were found,^^ by the respective

height of the figures, which does not allow of any others being placed in

^' L. 1. 228 in the note. leicht cinem Schilde grftmdcn warden. These
'-* L. 1. p. 1104 AA. last of course would be Irom one of the votive

2* May not the many bronze fragments found ' shields of Mummius.

with the bald bitting man, mentioned Archae- *^ Archacologische Zeilung, 1882, p. 234.

oZojwc/te ZciYjtft^, 1875, p. 176, have belonged to ^7 Thi.s argument accepted by Prof, Treu in

the chariot of that side? The spot would be 1876 and rejected in 1882 formed the basis of

exactly the right one. The notice runs thus : the arrangement of Prof. Curtius, I. 1. and was

Uiiter dcr Figur fandfii sich zahlrcichc Bronze- combined by Prof. Kekuld, 1. 1. with the sym-

atiicke ; dariintcr siiid anschnliche vcrgoldetc metiical correspondence of the figures iu Prof.

Fragmcntc von eincm Timdcn Gegenslandr, vid- Treu's arrangement.
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tlicir stead find, last iKjt least, by the ])cautilul liarnioiiy of the outlines. It

is true that they eannot be brought sufficiently close together in the existing

models, but the restored riglit hand of the river-god may be verv well brought

near to Ids left arm, somewhat in the way indicated in our plate, and the left

arm of the bald sitting man, whereon he leans, must be drawn nearer to the

body on account of the position of the remaining fragment. The right hand
that touches the chin may perhaps have held the halter of the single hor.<;e ;

***

at all events on this side nobody else appears to care in the least about the

horses.

We are better off in this re.spect on the other side, where we find a

striking resemblance to the ])ainting on the hydria above mentioned, in more
than one respect, for not only does the kneeling boy, placed as we place him,

fulfil the office of the groom half seen before the horses, but the groom who
holds tlie reins is present too in tlie person of the kneeling man. If we turn

him somewhat to the front, there is no longer any fear of an awkward repe-

tition of movement, and his height is the exact lieight wanted there and

nowhere else.

The river-god occupies the angle, and so no figure remains for the last

vacant place but the mutilated man. But there are still more convincing

arguments than these to demonstrate that he must have occupied this sp(»t.

Prof. Treu ^'•' observes that this figure has been shortened at the base, as he

thinks, to make it fit under the horses' heads, but however the reconstruction

be made it always will remain so much lower than those heads, that he must

evidently be mistaken in his supposition. And yet the head too, bears testi-

mony to the fact that the figure was too high at first, as it is flattened at the

crown in an oblique direction. This points clearly enough to the single spot

in the whole pediment where this reduction could be of any use, the last

place but one to thedeft. It is less easy to say how it ought to be restored.

The two different Berlin models are both evidently wrong. Certainly Mr.

Grilttner Avas right in placing the right arm before the body, as the muscle

of the breast is compressed on that side, but it could never have been where

he puts it, as there is at that place a narrow but intact tract of epidermis

from the breast to the arm-pit. It must therefore have been higher and

further off from the body. Neither can the other arm be uplifted so high as

it is in both reconstructions, as well as in that given in the plate, as may be

seen from the muscle on the left breast, which is not stretched. As what

remains of the drapery seems to exclude a downward position of the arm

supporting the body at this side (which would well suit the composition),

there is no choice but to restore this arm, at least mentally, as brought

forward at the level of the head so that the latter may be seen below it from

the ground. This could not be effected here, without making an entirely

new model, as those of Berlin have not the same excellence and exactness as

-' This hsmd is pierced (see Archacologischc or the reins of the other lioi-sos.

ZcUnng, 1876, p. 178) and could hardly have '> Archacologischc Zcitung, 1882, p. 211.

held anythicg but the halter of the single horse
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the others. For a similar reason the position of the liead has not been

changed, though according to the flattened crown it ought to be turned more

backward and look nearly horizontally to the centre of the composition.

But to do this it would have been necessary to add on the plaster cast of the

original the wanting part of breast and neck, and such an undertaking

leads further than we could be expected to go in the preparation of a mere

es3ay. The changes as indicated in our plaie, the right arm brought higher

to support the body by means of a staff and the left hand on the missing

part of the head, are sufficient to prove that it is possible to place this tiguru

here. It is hardly necessary to remind the reader that for all these six figures

we have accepted in the main Prof. Kekule's ^'^ proposal.

The duty now remains of testing this arrangement, reached on grounds

absolutely independent of the description of Pausanias, by his words :
^^ Atov

8e ayd\fiaTo<; Kara fjbiaov TreTroir)fi^vov /u,dXiaTa tov derov, eanv Olvofiao^ iv

Be^ca TOV Aio<{ i'jnKeifievo'i Kpdvo^ rfj Ke(f)a\fj, irapd he avrov ywr) '^repoirr],

OuyaTepcou xal avTYj tS)v "KrXavTO'i. MuprtA-o? he, 09 ijXavve to3 Oivo[Jbdip to

apfia, KddrjTat irpo tcov ittttcov' ol he elaiv dpiO^ov 01 ittttol Tecr(Tape<i, fieTa

Be avTov el<Tiv dvhpe<i huo' ovoinaTa fiev (r(f)L(rip ov/c ecrTi, depajreveiv he dpa

T0V<i tTTTTOU? Kul TOVTOVi TTpOOreTeTa/CTO VTTO TOV OluOfldoV. TT/JO? avTw he

KaTu/ceLTac tS Trepart KXdheo'i' eyet, he koI e? tcl dWa irap ^YSXeiwv TLfjbds'

iroTafiwu fidXtaTa fAeTd ye ^AX(f>ei6v. to, he e? dpicrTepd utto tov Ato?

IleXo'^ Kal 'iTTTrohd^eta koI otc 'qvio'y^o'i icrTi tov IXeA-OTro? koI Xttttol, hvo t€

dvhp€<;, lir'iroKop.oi ht] Kal ovtol to5 HeXoirc. Kal avdc^ deTOf KdTeiaiv e<?

tj-Tevov, Kal KUTa tovto 'AXc^eto? eV avToO TreTroiriTac. to3 he dvhpl 09

rivioyei r&J rieX-OTrt X6y(o fiev tc3 Tpoi^-)]vi(iiv eaTlv ovofia X(f>alpo<i, 6 he

i^'qyr^Trj'i ecjtacTKev 6 ev ^OXv/nna K.lX\av ecvat.

In the first place I am happy to be able to bring forth a witness whose

impartiality cannot be suspected, as he came to the same result as we in

respect to the arrangement of the five principal figures, before the sculptures

were known, on the sole authority of Pausanias, Quatremere de Quincy,^^ who

published a very unpretending sketch of the composition, which we repeat

here (Fig. 2).

We may take as known what Pi'of. Brunn ^ advances to explain the

seeming contradiction of the text, but we must lay the more stress on what

can be further concluded from the passage. The supposed altar might have

induced Pausanias to speak of the dyaX/xa of Zeus, but it is of more import-

ance that in describing Oenomaus ev he^ca, he adds tov Ato?, which he could

never have done if he intended to sjx-'ak of the spectator's right hand. The

following words tu he i<i dpca-Tepd diro tov A.io<i, miglit be ambiguous, as

Zeus must be mentioned again, but the earlier words are clear.

To the right and left follow the figures he mistook for charioteers, misled

probably by the myth, as it was current in his time, and as Prof. Kekule ^*

3» L. 1. p. 486. 33 L, I p ig4_

3' V. 10, 6. '' L. 1. p. 487.

*^ Le Jupiter Olympicn, PI. xi. fig. 1.
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observes, by tlie dress of the maiden. On the left are the men whom
Oenomaus ordered to care lor his horses, and in this they are occupied. It is

less evident what those on the right are doing, and so it was to rausaniiis, as

he only guesses they might be Pelojw' grooms; 'nnroKofioi, Brj kuI ovtoi toO

YleXoTTo^. If we are nut able to put a na^ne to every one of these Hgures,

this at least is not in disaccord with our author.

Fig. 2.—Restokation by QuATHEMtnE de Quikct.

The bald and rather corpulent man, seems characterised as a paeda-

gogus.^^ That he must be of some rank, appears from his noble features.***

^^ Bald men aie not rare on Attic vases, not

only where extreme age is represented as in the

Tithonns of an Oeonocles vase (Luynes, Fasr/i,

PI. xxxviii) bat in general to indicate advanced

years as in Priamus (Gerhard, Auscrlesene Vascn-

bilder, PI. clxxxviii. Momimcnti dclV Indituto,

viii. PI. xxvii. ) and Anchises (Gerhard, 1. 1. PI.

ccxvi, ccxvii). Linns tooon the vase of I'istoxenns

(Annali delV InstihUo, 1871, Tav. d' Agg. F.) is

more or less bald, and several bald men occur

whom one would rather take to be paedagogi

than anything else, such as on n cup at Munich

(Archacologischc Zcitung, 1885, PI. 11), or on

another (Hiddiinann Gricchincfic I'axcnhildcr,

PI. X.), or on an amitliora (Gerhard, 1. 1. PI. cl)

near Lycaon, Antandros, who of all mentioned

shows tho clo.sest likeness to the type at

Olyn.pia.

The small tcrra-cotta gronp of the B«-rlin

Museum (ATchacoloyischc Zcitung, x\. PI. 8:»

Biiumeister, DcnkmaclcT, fig. 13J0) is too late to

be of much use for comparison howoYer close

the resemblance.

*• These features do not allow his being

characterized as a bad man as frof. Flosch (1. 1.

p. 1104 AA) HOpposcB. Id fact the corpoicDCC
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He should be compared to Mentor or Phoenix, ratlier than to the paedagogus

in Sophocles' Elcdra, as a young prince like Pelops would hardly fail to be

thus accompanied, even though the legends do not mention it expressly. His

rank of course would no more prevent him from tending the horses, than it

does Phoenix in the painting of Nearchus, above mentioned.

Finally there is no objection to calling the left river-god Cladeus, as he

was beardless as well as the other, who now must be Alpheus. These attri-

butions are not inconsistent with the geographical situation, as the race was

supposed to go toward the sea, and follow the coast, so that the Alpheus must

be on the left.

To conclude let us take a general view of the scene and try to find its

motive.

On the right hand, %€po? e'/c SopvTraX.Tov,^'' of Pelops, the princely guest

and bashful lover, and his blooming bride, whose hand holds the prize of

victory, appears the majestic figure of Zeus, foreboding good luck to them.

His angry frown rests on Oenomaus, who broke his laws by preventing the

marriage of his own daughter, and slaying her suitors, and now supports his

presence with impudent mien and in unbroken pride, whilst Sterope, sunk in

painful meditation, foresees the issue that will leave her a widovr.

This group, in which all the interest, as in a tragedy of Aeschylus,

centres with ethic pathos, is surrounded by the preparations for the fatal

race. But the appearance of Zeus does not pass unobserved by all attendants.

The paedagogus on the right is struck with awe, and sits motionless, his head

resting on his hand ; the man last but one at the left, turns sharply with

terror or curiosity—which is now no longer observable—and the river-gods,

which indicate the locality, astonished, half rise from their beds. As in

Rafael's Mass of Bolsena, the excitement caused by the supernatural appear-

ance grows as it reaches those that have no part to act in the scene, and by

thus bringing them in connexion with it, gives unity to the whole.

That there can be no Myrtilus, as his treason could not be and was not

acknowledged at Olympia to have decided the issue of the race, has been

clearly shown by Prof. Loeschcke.^^ Nor was this theme, fit subject for a

tragedy of Euripides, worthy to adorn the temple of the highest of the gods,

even if it had not invited, as it were, to treachery and corruption. And that,

notwithstanding the artist's care to avoid every ambiguity by omitting the

charioteer of Oenomaus, he was still thought to be present in after times,

proves nothing but the wide-spread character of the myth, and the want of

moral sense in respect to the gods in those days. For a charioteer of Pelops

there could have been no occupation but that of simple groom, as, according

to the legend, the hero drove himself with Hippodamia by his side.

and baldness bespeak no more than liis age and B 353 etc.

lack of daily exercise, and it seems probable that '^^ Dorpat- Program: Die Ocstlichc Giehclgruppc

Prof. Flasch was led to speak of a 'fatal face' am Ztustempel zu Olympia, 1885, p. 13, with

(1. 1. p. 1104 Z) by the front view, which it was special leference to the chest of Cypselus and

not the artist's intention to show. the first Olympic ode of Pindar,

if Aeschylus, Agamemnon, 119. Cf. Homer,
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Considering the niutilato.l condition of the work we cannot be expected
to obtain a reconstruction free from doubt in dcUiils, but the nrrangenient
here proposed is the only one as yet suggested, tliat accounts for all technical

))eculiarities
; and though I certainly cannot hope to see it accepted at once

by all archaeologists, I expect to have ail artists on my side on account of the

evident artistic gain in the general aspect, and nobotly can deny that we
have obtained a much closer resemblance to the style of the Western ixjdiment
than before.

We could stop here, but the last observation leads us to another inquiry,

which I hope our readers will follow, without letting an unfavourable impres-

sion of this jwrt of the paper intlueuce their ju'.lgment on the former.

The artist of this peiliment is unknown, and the name of Paconius of

Mende, given to him by Pausanias, must be due to some error or confusion in

his notes or memory, as Paconius himself, in his inscription, practically

excludes all doubt. Even if we could accept the thesis, that the meaning of

(iKportjpia is ambiguous, which we cannot allow,^'' Paconius' phrase would
not admit any doubt, as he uses the word eVt, and that at all events is not

ambiguous.

Of course Prof. Flasch •**'
is right, that for a victory there must be a

competition, and that the Greeks did not use to compete with models, but

with finished works. But what of that ? He whose v/ork was refused might
hope to find some other destination for it, either unchanged or with new
attributes, as we know from the example of Agoracritus' Nemesis,

There is not a single reason why the gilded bronze Xi^rjTa should rather

pertain to the gold shield or (f)id\r) of the Lacedaemonians, in whose inscrip-

tion they are not mentioned, than to the gilded bronze Nike, nor why they

should not be due to the hand of Paeonius.

Even those who accept most readily the testimony of Pausanias,

acknowledge the identity of style of both pediments, and Prof. Flasch *^ goes

so far as to ascribe this to the iuHueuce of Phidias ; but without denying in

the least the atfinity between the Olymj)ian and the Parthenon sculptures

(which by the by are ascribed to Phidicis hiniself on very controvertible

grounds), we need not shut our eyes to the immense distance that lies between.

Where so much is uncertain, it may not be out of place to compare what

progress has been made by long-lived artists of the first rank and the greatest

influence in other periods, where fixed dates help our inquiry. And even a

rapid survey of what Donatello produced between his twenty-sixth year, when

he made the St Marcus of Orsanmichele, and his eightieth year, whence date

the works in St. Lorenzo, or of what Michelangelo produced between his

twenty-fifth year with the Pietd in St. Peter's, and the Deposition in the Tomb,

33 The argument drawn from Plato, Critias, in tlie temple itself.

116d, is very weak; there i3 no reason to uniler- Those who accept th« word as pediment

stand oKpoT^pia there in any bnt the usual sense would make Pnoonius assert both pediments to

(sec Prof. Michaelis, Archncologischc Zcitunfj, have gained him a vi.tory.

1876, p, 169) as the sculptures mentioned iu the *'^ L, 1. p. 1104 H M,

n"xt .sentence do not stand in the pediment but ^' L. 1. 1101 KK.
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left unfinished after a life of nearly four score and ten years, will show nothing

but a development and perfection of the same tendencies, thougli few artists

have ever more completely than these broken with tradition and created their

own style. Points of comparison could only be found if we might compare

the works of a mere boy, such as Michelangelo was when he worked the angel

for the area at Bologna, with his ripest works ; but is it probable that a work

like the Olympian sculptures would have been confided to an apprentice ?
^'^

It is however the great Buonarotti himself who may show us the way,

as that resemblance which has been remarked between the sculptures of

Olympia and the Parthenon may be closely compared to the influence to

be traced in his works of the sculptures of Querela, which he studied in his

youth while at Bologna.

Similarly the disciple of Phidias, who executed thepedimental sculptures

of the Parthenon, let his name have been Colotes, Agoracritus, Alcamenes,

Thrasymedes or Theocosmus, will have been strongly imj^ressed in his youth,

while working on the statue of Zeus, by the art of the old master whose work

he daily had before his eyes in the Olympian pediments.

This master, to come to the point, was evidently the same for both pedi-

ments, and as there is no reason to doubt that Alcamenes, the rival of Phidias,

made the Western pediment, we shall have to ascribe the Eastern also to

him. After all that has been said by others, we need hardly dwell on the

first point. Let us only observe that the execution of both pediments is so

uniform that if a fragment of the one were found near the other, it could not

have been recognised from the style, but only from the subject, and that to

assume one single hand for the execution that induced the same style on the

works of two different masters would be the worst solution to be thought of.

Those who use to speak of native workmen as executing these sculptures

after the models of foreign masters, forget the improbability of the masters

not bringing their usual helpers with them, especially to a place like Olympia,

where hardly any marble had ever been worked till this time.

To recognise in Alcamenes the designer of these works, would be of course

impossible, if we accepted the identification of the two distinctly mentioned

Alcamenes as one person, but there is no longer any reason for that, since

Prof. Loeschcke *^ has shown what errors had been thus committed throusfh

following Pausanias.

Prof. Robert ** was the first to conclude that there were in antiquity two

different versions current in regard to Alcamenes, but fails to see the obvious

** Prof. Brunn {Sitzungshcrichle der Konigl. in the style of the spozalUio, ard the spozaliiio

bayr. Akademie der Wisseiisehuftcn 13 Januar were the work of his last years and in the style

1877 'Die Sculpturen von Olympia" p. 12) of the Ineendio del Borgo, there would indeed

in comparing the pediment with the victory of have been somR resemblance between his career

Paeonius, points to Piafael's .ipozalUio, but and that of the supposed Paeonius ; as it is,

forgets that Rafael was no more than twenty-one there is none, and Paeonius remains a 7H07w/r«m.

and had to study in another school before a great *^ Dorpat-program 1887: Die wcstliche

work was confided to him at the age of twenty- Giehelgruppe am Zcustcmpcl zu Objmpia, p. 7.

six. If he had painted the stanzas in his youth *^ Archaeologische Maerchcv, p. 43.
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concliision to be drawn. Prof. Loeschcko on tho contrary does not perhaps
stretcli as far as he might the authority of our texts.

As I have come to the same conclusion independently, ami as the

Dorpat-program is not perhaps in all haiids, I venture to state the case anew.
An (L) will indicate the coincidence with Loeschcko, (O no. . .) tho testimony

as Overbeck has it in his SchriftqiicUcn.

In a temple near Phaleron, sacked by Mardonius, stood the damn^'od

stattie of Hera, from the hand of Alcamenes (L) ; and Pau.sani.xs (() no. 810),

instead of doubting wbether it could have suffered from the Modes, sliould

rather have inquired in regard to the true date of Alcamenes, as it is dear
that nobody would have thought of erecting an image in a roofless

temple.*^

Shortly after the Persian wars, as was clearly shown by Dr. Wolters,*" by
comparison of a marble head found on the Acropolis of Athens, the Western
pediment of Olympia must have been made, which by Pausanias (O no. 825)

is ascribed to Alcamenes, the contemporary of Phidias, and only second to

him in art (L). What this means appears from Pliny (0 no. 811) who as

aemuli of Phidias mentions Alcamenes, Critias, Nesiotes and Heuias, that is

to say all masters of this period, as the date of Critias and Nesiotes is fixed

by the statues of Ilarmodius and Aristogeiton, erected in 01. 75, 4 (477 B.C.),

and Hegias is known to be the master of Phidias, and to have worked with

Hagelaidas and Onatas. That Phidias himself must have begun his career

immediately after the Persian wars is clear, from the many war tropliies

ascribed to him.''^ Pliny's date of 01. 83 (448—445), about the yiar 3U0 of

Rome (454 !), must therefore be the date of Phidias' highest renown, and
the lowest date of the others if this statement has any worth as regards

them (L).

These testimonies are corroborated by the anecdote told by Tzetzes (O

no. 810) about the competition between Alcamenes and Phidias, and we
learn there that this Alcamenes drew his origin from tho islands, .so that he

may be identified with the Lemnian mentioned by Suidas (O no. 809) (L).

To the same epoch points the Asclepius at Mantinea (0 no. 824), as the

Hera and Hebe of Praxiteles were made according to Pausanias ^** in tho

third generation after Alcamenes, so that, if we take as general date for

Praxiteles that given by Pliny, 01. 104, this would be 01. 81 (45«—453).
We have no other dates, but the description of the Hcpiiaestus at Athens

•^ Prof. Petersen (Mitthcilungen aus Rom, Thxshz&A {Joiuiial of Hellenic Stndies,ix.\>.\2^,

1889, p. 65 ff.), who wants to find copies of the fig. S) might be nscrilx-d to Alcnniencs himsolf

Hera of Alcamenes in works that show tlio style with much wore confidence tliiin the small

of a later period, rejects the story about the bronze head claimed for him by Prof. Loeschcko

burning of the temple by Mardonius, but fails {Dorpat-pro'jmm hS87 p. 8). Not having scon

to explain why the roof and doors were not re- the original I Judge from jdiotographs taki-n

stored if they were only burnt by accident. and kindly sent me by my fiiend Dr. Waltlier

Prof. Petersen writes privately to me that tlie Jadeich, and now from tho excellent publica-

temple may have been sacked in after times, but tion Eyhnnerh Arcfiaeologike, IhSS, PI. 2.

I cannot find his arguments convincing enough *^ Hrunn, Kucnsllcr GexhichU, p. 161 K.

to doubt the veracity of the tradition. " VIII. 9, 1.

*•• MitthAiilungcn aus Athcn, p. 266 and 276.
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(0 no. .S21, 822) suffices to vindicate this statue for our master, as the words

of Cicero, AiJicnis hindamua Vulcanum cum, quern fecit Alcamenes, in quo

stanlc atqitc vcstito Icvitcr a]rparct chmdicatio noii deformis,*'^ reveal a fit suhject

for a contemporary of Pythagoras, wlio excelled in his rendering of the lame

Philoctetes.''" Is it mere chance that we thus find tlie sculptor of the great

god of Leninos to have been a Lemnian ? One might adduce as an objection

the fact that the bronze Athene of the Lemnians at Athens was made by

Phidias, but then this may have been at a time when tlieir compatriot could

not work for them. Or was perhaps even this most beautiful of Phidias' works,

the Athene, made in competition with Alcamenes (the )(a\Kovpy6<{) of which

Tzetzes (O no. 810) speaks ? Though all details given by this prolix author

do not fit, this might have been the case.

Though more uncertain, it seems probable that the Dionysus of gold and

ivory at Athens (O no. 819, 820) might be his work if this statue is rightly

identified by Dr. Imhoof and Prof. Percy Gardner '"'^ with some Athenian

coin types, as appears to be the case.

Finally we may cite the votive offering of a certain Alcamenes on the

Athenian Acropolis, mentioned by Pausanias, (O no. 826),'^ ' Procne having

resolved the death of her son, herself and Itys,' which Prof Brunn ^^ was

right in refusing to acknowled*.rc as a work of the artist, because of the

tragic- pathetic interest, as long as he was thought to live towards the end of

the fifth century. This work might be ascribed to this earlier master on

comparison with a red-figured vase, in the style of the great vase-painters,**

or better still with the Panaetius cup,^^ which though partly painted over

reveals the hand of Hieron, both treating the same subject.

To a younger Alcamenes, probably of the same family, (L) point the

other testimonies.

Pliny (O no. 808) calls him the Athenian, and affirms that it was certain

that he was a disciple of Phidias, a fact probably disputed by those who knew

*' Were it uot that the authority of the Codex toot toucliing the earth only with tlie toes. As

Glogaviensis is so small that tlie words in lUro- we liave no certain date for the work of the

que vcsligio, which it gives instead of atque sculptor, that of the vase painter might possibly

rcsf.ito, can hardly be brought in the te.\t as be derived therefrom, but I have thought it rash

Rillig {Catal. Artif. p. 32) edits, we could find to dute it accordingly in the following hypo-

iu them another indication of early date, as my thetic chronological survey as both might be

friend Dr. Winter observes to me. under the influence of an older work.

The word steJi<c, as well as stnt of Valerius ^^ Pliny i\^. //. xxxiv. 59. As to the attitude

Maxinms, viii. 11. ext. 3 is not to be under- of this statue see the interesting remarks of

stood in contra.st to sitting b>it to moving as was Prof. Benndorf on the tombstone of Ilalynnis

the case in the ' claudicnntcni' of PyLhagoras. (Anzeigcr dcr phil-hist. Clnssc dcr JVicncr Akn-

With regard to the close affinity of style of dcmie, 3 Nov. 1886).

the polychrome cup with the adorning of (Ae)ne- '•' Journal of Hellenic Studies, 1887, PI. CC.

sidora by Athena and Hephaestus (Lenorinant Athens v. i.—v.

et de Witte, Elite cirnmoiiraphiqw:, iii, PI. *'- I. 24. 3.

xxxxiv) to the Olympian sculptures, to which ^' Kucnstler Gcschichle, i. p. 237.

my attention was directed .some time ago ])y
•''' Anvali dell' Institnto, 1863, Tav. d' Agg. C.

Mr. Murray, I am inclined to ask if we may not = I'.aumeister, Denkmaclcr, p. 1330, fig. 1484.

bist suppose the statue of Alcarn<ncs to have '''' Munich no. 799a; Klein, A/cw<(r«j^«a/«rfM,

stood like the god in this iiaiutiiig, standing no. 7, p. 115.

practically on both legs, but the left crip^dcd
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about his older namesake, witliout sufficient knowledi^o of facts to distinguish

the two, and that many of his works were at Atliuns in tlio temples (L).

This is corroborated by the anecdote of the ctHnpefition vsith A^'oracritus,

told by the same Pliny (O no. H()8 Anm.), and timse win) know what a saying

like that about the help of Phidias to Aleamones in ids Aphrodite, tV Kf/Votv,

and to Agoracritus in his Nemesis is worth in the mouth of a local antiipiary

or dilettante amateur, will not bo preventeil by it from identifying the

Aphrodite of this competition and the renowned Aj)hrodite iv Kj/Vot?^^ (L)

(O no. 812—816). Another work in an Atheinan tempi*.' may have been the;

Ares, mentioned by Pausanias (O no. 818), and that the Hecate (O no. 817)

stood on the irvpyo';, near the temple of the wingU'SS victory, makes it

probable that this statue was rather due to him tiian to his jiredecessor.

About the Pentathlos there need be no hesitation, as Pliny expressly mentions

that it was by the disciple of Phidias fL).

Finally we have the only work which can be closely dated, as everybody

knows, the Athene and Heracles at Thebes, a votive offering of Thrasybulus

and his companions after 01. 94, 2 (403) (L) (O no. 823).

It is hard to say to which of the two sculptors the characteristics men-

tioned by Quintilian (O no. 827) and the general statements made now and

then as to Alcamenes by others (0 no. 828) are better suited. It may be that

these authors or their authority did not distinguish between the two masters.

Here follows an attempt at chronology wherein the dates for Alcamenes

I. are taken as low and those for Alcamenes II. as high as possible.

or.

68 (508—505).

74 (484—181).

75\

79
80>'

81

Birtli of Alcaiiioiics I.

Hera at rhaleion, Ly A. I.

Marble head on the Acropolis

by Alcamenes I.

(480— 457). Pedimental scnlptuics at Olyni

pia, by Alcamenes I.

(464—461). Birth of Alcamenes II.

(456—453). Asclepius at Mantinca by

Alcamenes I.

82 ) /,r« AAr\ Works at Athens ami death
\
(452—445). - .

,

.

83 \ of Alcamenes 1.

84 ) ,,,, -oQ\ Alcamenes II. at the ateli..r

g,^
5(444-438).

^fp^i,ii^3

86 ) /436_405)
Alcamenes II. works at

93 P ' Athens.

95(400—397). Votive offering of Thrasybulus

and his friends by Alca-

menes II.

5« To ascribe this to the younger Alcamenes

merely on account of a probable identity with

the original of the ' Gcndrir ' rc[.licas, as Trof.

Loeschcke does, 1. 1. p. 7, leads to a vi.i,.ns circle,

U.S.—VOL. X.

Oh

69(504—501.) r.irlh of I'liidias.

75.1 (480). Sack of the Acropolis of Athens.

2 (479). Mardonius burns the temple nt

rhalcron.

4 (477). Statues of llarmodius and Aristo-

giton by Critias nnl

Nesiotes erected.

75) ,oA iiTTx Trophies of the Medic wars
\ l-loU—40/ I. ' „, . ,.

80 J
by Phiihas.

80.4 (457). Battle of Tanigra.

^^
I
(456—447). Olympian Zeus, by Phidias.

Ho. •- *

83.3 \ci4c_4}(<\ Athene Parthonos, and

85.3 J death of Phidiivs.

94.2 (403). Thrasybulus recaplures .Vthons.

as this identification rests on no other argtuncnt

than that the style would be suited to this

period. The same may be saiil alniut tho

h'vcn'iwincnoM.

I
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It is rot without some misgivings, lest some of the best material may

have escajjed my notice, that I approach the last point of our im^uiry, a com-

parison with the contemporary art of the vase-paintings. We will compare

figure with figure, so f;ir as I have found, in a rapid survey, comparisons

striking enough to be of any use, as it would be useless, for example, to cite all

figures kneeling down like the maiden and both the men, without any nearer

affinity in the action. We may rest contented with the Achilles dressing the

wound of Patrocles on the cup of Sosias.^*" As to the probability of the back

being seen, as we supposed, it may be useful to mention even figures not

kneeling, e.g. the three athletes on a cup with the name of Panaetius,^^ or the

discobolus on another Panaetius cup/^ The only kneeling figure seen exactly

in the same way from behind is a woman bathing, but treated in a somewhat

later style.*^"

If the vases do not afford any striking likeness to the way in which the

folds in the maiden's drapery, and in that of the women in the Western

pediment are laid, this may be due to the difference of material, or rather

technic. No closer parallel can be found than some of the best specimens of

the coins of Thasos, with the Satyr and Nymph, already brought into relation

with this art by Prof. Brunn.^'^ As it is indispensable for this purpose to

judge from an oiiginal of perfect preservation and excellent execution only,

Fig. 3.

—

Coin of Tiiasos.

we give a drawing here by Carl Leonh. Becker of the specimen in the Duke

de Luynes's collection (Fig. 3).'''^ The date of this coin cannot be later than

the subjection of Thasos by the Athenians in 465, when it Avas deprived of

its mines."^

^^ Antike Dcnkmicler, i. PI. 10. *^ The same type is published often enough
''^ '^\e.\r\, Mclitcrsignaturen, p. 144 no. 5 (Head, (ritWr, 1*1. xii. 6 ; Gardner, Ty/^es, PI. iii.

ArclMcologischc Zciticng, 1878 PI. 11. To judge 28) but the piece given there is too mucli worn

by those parts that have not been repainted it is to allow us to discern these details,

from the band of Hieron. *' Thucydides, i. 101. It is true that these mines

'"Klein Mrislersigvatnren, p. 145 no. 2 seem to have been restored to the Thasians in 446,

Archaeologisclic ZcUung, 1884 PI. 16. 2. This when the contribution to the treasury at Athens

too I take to be by Hieron rather than Euphro- was raisi'd from 3 to 30 talents (Koehler, Urkun-

niiis. dai uml U^iicrsuchungcn zur Gc^chicldc dcs

8" Lenormant et de Witte, Elite ciramogra- dclisch-aUischcn Bundcs, i^. 12'^, ioWia^iihusa coins

phiqiie, iv. PI. xi. might date from this epoch, but considering on

6' SUzitngsbcrichlc dcr k. layer. Akademie, the one hand that the Athenian allies did not

6 Mai 1876. ' Paionios uiid die nordgriechlschc strike large silver coins and on the otlicr tliat

Kuust.' p. 3'J4. the form of the incuse of the reverse indicates a
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Witli Zeus and Hippodamia the matter st^inds nmrli tlif sainf, and her

bridal gesture is common enough through all ancient art, but no exact

analogy has come under my notice. The seeming reminiscences mentioned
above are of late date. On the other hand we tind the same mode of wearing

the hair in short curls, that is common to both women, and a few other works

of this style or period, as the 'Hestia' Giustiniani, etc. in the AtlicMie of the

polychrome cup in the British Museum already mentioned,*'* and perhaps,

though there the hair does not curl, on a hUrophoros,'^^ which ott'crs a j)andlel

to our Sterope in the woman resting her head on lier riaiid in grief. A still closer

analogue is found in the Briseis of a somewhat earlier vase."" As tlie number
of figures that could be compared to Pelops is of course rather large, we only

give the one that, though an Amazon, offers the mo.st striking analogy."

More characteristic is the attitude of Oenomaus, whose right hand rests on

his hip. This position is found, c.t/. with the .same attitude, except as to the right

hand, in an athlete on the outside of the cup with representations of

Musaeus and Linus,"^ and in an Achilles clad in full armour."^ Another

warrior, clad in armour too, holds in his left the lance, just like Oenomaus,^"

but though there is a difference in the pose of the uncovered hea<l, there is a

closer parallel still in a nameless god or hero assisting at the birth of Erich-

thonius,'^^ his overdress being disposed in the same way as it is at Olympia.

As regards the horses we have named already the three black-figured

vases that may be compared with our arrangement. Their style most reminds

us of the horses drawn by Euphronius and his contemporaries, but it appears

that they had fewer occasions for representing this subject. We can never-

theless cite horses led by the halter and with stretched neck,'- as we suspect

was the case at the left side at Olympia.

In the lying and reclining figures let us observe in the fir.st place the

mantle that covers their legs, and is found similarly placed on vases of

Euthymides,"^ or in liis style.^* The same examples may be compared for the

fashion of sitting beside others which could easily be added,"-* but it is of

more importance to find analogues to the quaintly distorted figure of the

mutilated man. Let us mention the Ares on a cup by Euxitheus and

Oltus,'^" and better still, the man who is shown the swallow on a Leagrus

vase,^^ though both are seated on chairs they are nevertheless distorted.

liisher date, we hail better .suppose the Thasian vhiqiu, i. PI. Ixxxiv.

mint to have produced only small currency till
~'^ Archarologisdic Zcitung, 1880, I'l. 15;

the issue with novel types that is generally dated 1885, PI. 11. Jahrbuch, 1880, p. UO.

from 411.
'^ Klein, Mristcrsifpia/uren, no. 4 p. 105 ;

«* See note 49. Archax'ulogi^chc Zcitung, 1873 PI. 9.

*'' Monuvicnti delV histituto, viii. PI. v.
''* Cup with 2> iraiSwy leiWirrt, MiUfuUungen

''" Gerhard, Auserlesene Vascnbildcr, PI. ce. ctii.i Athcn, 1884 I'l. 1.

"' Gerhard, 1. 1. PI. ccxxi, cexxii. " Archacohgischc Zcitung, 1885 PI. 17.

"'* Monumcnti delV lastituto, 1856 PI. xx. "* Afontiincuti dell' InstitxUo, 1^75 PI. xxiii,

'''' Gerhard, 1. 1. PI. clxxxiv. = Jmirnal of xxiv.

Hellenic Studies, PI. vi. ^ Klein, M'i!<t<rsig)intumn, p. 133 no, 18,

"' Monumcnti ddV Instituto, 1878 PI. liv. MmumciUi dcW lintilHt<\ 1S55 11. x\i.-.

^^ Lcnormant ct do Wittc, Elite ctramogra-

I
-1
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To sum up; wc Hud t.liafc all the vases uicntioned belonged to a short

period, that of the last gr(jup of great vase-paiuters, Euphronius (in his later

works), Hieron, Euthymidcs, that is to say to the very time of the Persian

invasion. They exhibit work of the same period as Olympia rather than of

the same style, though even this latter might perhaps be asserted with respect

to the polyr.hrome cups, such as that already mentioned, bearing as subject

the adorning of (Ae)ncsidora, or such as those of Euphronius,"^ notwithstanding

that these have more resemblance to the Western pediment. And a glance

at the material brought forward for comparison with this latter work by Prof.

Curtius,"^ will show this to be of somewhat later date, so that if we put the

question which of the two pediments were earlier, we should be inclined to

name the Eastern.

From considerations which I cannot personally control, but which I take

to be trustworthy, Prof. Curtius and Mr. Gruttner came to the same

conclusion.^°

If we bear this in mind, it perhaps does not appear too hazardous to

understand the words of Pindar in the first Olympic ode, which celebrates a

victory won by Hieron in 472, as an allusion to the sculptures in the Eastern

pediment, when after a precise mention of the tomb and altar of Pelops, he

continues, v. 94 :

TO he kX e <i

TT]\6 6 e V B i B p K € TCLV 'OXufXTTidScov iv hpofioi^

n e X TT o 9, 'iva Ta^VTa<i ttoScjv ipc^eTat

uKfiat T lcr^vo<; OpacrvTrovoi.

J. Six.

Amsterdam, April 1889.

"* Klein, Mcislcrsvjnaturcn, p. 142 no. 9, ix. PI. vi.

Gerhard TrintichaPn und Gffds.ie, PI. 14, and '^ Archacologischf, Zcitumj, 1833 p. 550. PI.

the newly puV>]ished fragments from the 17.

A\\\zn\d,n &cxoY)o\\% Journal of Hellenic Studies, *' L. I. p. 357.
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A VASE OF POLYGNOTAN STYLK : M. d. /., XL, 38.

The krater which is the subject of this paper is preserved in the Louvre.
It has beeu well engraved in the Monumcnti^ oi the Institute, and discussed by
Helbig in the IhiUctino (1881, p. 276), by Robert in the Annali (1882, p. 273),
and by Winter in his Jungcrc Atlische Vascn (p. 45). My object in re.suming

the study of it is twofold. Firstly, the vase is so remarkable for beauty and
distinction of style as to have scarcely an equal, and it will be a good thing
to bring it in any way to the notice of English artists and archaeologists.

And secondly, in spite of Professor Robert's able paper, it appears to me that

it is susceptible of a more complete explanation than it has yet received.

It was discovered at Orvieto^ in 1880, in a large tomb consisting of two
chambers. In the same tomb were found several other vases, ranging in date

from the early part of the fifth to the middle of the fourth century. Our vase

was in that of the two chambers in which were for the mo.st part later vases

;

but Professor Helbig states that the contents of the twochambcrs were broken,

and so much intermingled that it was dithcult to say that the vases lay in dis-

tinct groups. It seems therefore that the circumstances of the finding do not

compel us to assign a particular date to our vase. Professor Robert would give

it to the first quarter of the fourth centur}'. But since the recent excavations

at Athens have taught us that even Hiero and Brygus worked in the first

half of the fifth century, it would not now be possible to fix fur it so late a

date as B.C. 400. Indeed, since both Furtwiingler^ and Murray* assign vases

of far less severe style to the latter part of the fiftii century, our vase should

probably be assigned to the middle of that century. The drawing is through-

out full of severity, and in the attitudes there is something of archaic stiffness.

The warrior leaning on a spear on the l^^ft of the principal scene is at least as

stiff in type as the so-called Choiseul-Gouftier Apollo,-' and shows notliing

even of Polycleitan rhythm. In the case of some of the warriors we have long

locks of hair falling on the shoulders, a thing not found in Greek rejiresenta-

tions of mortals after the middle of the fifth century. The heads of Apollo

and Artemis in the smaller scene have all the character of the pre-Pheidian

^ xi. 38—40. Our woodcut is baaed on a pi. Iv.

reduction of this lithognii.h. • Joum. Hell. Sludus, viii. 3.

- Helbig in Bull. d. Imt. 1881, p. 276. " Ibid. i. pi. iv.

^ ,'ialiiiHniJf Collcdioit. Text acfonipaiiying
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Jilt. It is true that if we assign our vase to so early a time we must put it

in a class by itself: other vases with any attempt at jierspective are of later

date. But in any case our vase stands (juite by itself, and if it be really early

will only become more interesting, because we shall have to trace in it the in-

fluence not of contemporary vase-painters but of the mure advanced fresco-

painters, and particularly of Polygnotus of Thasos, whose work at Athens is

supposed to have begun in B.C. 471. As to the 2'>incr. of origin ol" our vase,

there can scarcely be a doubt ; it is of fine Attic work.

It has not escaped either Robert or Winter that the composition of our

vase is in the style of the great painter Polygnotus. But it seems to me
possible to go further than this. A careful comparison of the va.'?e with the

descriptions given by Pausanias of the paintings by Polygnotus in the Lesche

at Delphi seems to entitle us on the one hand to use the vase with some con-

fidence in order to improve our knowledge of Polygnotus, and on the other

hand to explain on Polygnotan analogies many of the details of the design

which have hitherto been regarded as inexplicable. If in either of these

attempts we have any measure of success there must be gain. For all the

attempts as yet made to restore the designs of the Lesche can only be

described by the word deplorable.'

We ought properly to consider the works of Polygnotus under three

aspects : first as regards composition, secondly as regards drawing, and thirdly

as regards colouring. But any discussion of the last-mentioned point must neces-

sarily be almost useless. For frescoes of that age have not come down to u.s,

and the paintings of sepulchral stelae^ and of polychrome vases^ have suf-

fered so terribly from time and decay that they serve in this special point of

colour rather to mislead than to instruct us. But in the other matters of

composition and drawing extant Greek vases can afford us some notion of the

style of Polygnotus, and none in a higher degree than the vase under

discussion.

If one reads in Pausanias* his careful description of the paintings of the

Lesche, one is at first confused by the way in which he returns to figures de-

scribed some time before. In the scene of the Capture of Ilium Helen, says

Pausanias, is represented as seated. He then mentions several wounded

Trojans, and states that in the picture they were above Helen. To her he

then returns, and says that next her was Aethra standing with Demophon

the son of Theseus. Next Pausanias mentions Andromache, Nestor and others

and then (ch. 26, ad init.) starts once more from Aethra and gives us a list

of Trojan women who stood above her. After a time he comes back to Nestor

and describes Neoptolemus as beside him. Such is his method throughout.

1 They will be found collected in the plates * x. 25—31. Wliether Pausaniaa' description

of the new issue of the Vienna Vorhgchldttvr. be first-hand or second-hand is not of imjvort-

2 See the dissertations of Loeschcke and ancc in this connexion. In fact, the nearer one

Milchhufer in the Athenian Mittheihmgen, vols. brinf^s the origin of liis descriptions to the time

iv, and v. of Polvgnotus, the more one will be inclined to

» Especially the fine Attic lekythi with wLite trust them.

ground.
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And hence it is abundantly clear that in Polygnotus' painting the figures were

ranged in rows, apparently three in number. True perspective was of course

unknown to the Greeks of that time ; the figures in the upper tiers wouUl be

neither smaller in size nor less clear than those in the lower. If however

these rows or tiers were arranged, as some have fancied, in even lines, a most

unpleasing composition would result; while by interlacing them up and down

and carefully adapting figures to spaces a most pleasing result could be

attained. The vase now before us is an admirable specimen of arrangement

according to the Polygnotan system of perspective, and will show us better

than any verbal discussion, how it was possible to make groups above and

below one another without any harshness of arrangement. The lines of the

scene ^ move irregularly across the field, and the actors stand at various levels

according to the exigences of the composition and the space. If we assume

a similar system of arrangement in the great frescoes at Delphi, we shall at

once find order and method in the irregular flow of Pausanias' descriptions.

Let us next turn to the subjects depicted on the vase before us. The

smaller of the two scenes can be at a glance identified. In a mountainous

scene appear Apollo and Artemis, he carrying a chlamys on his left arm, she

clad in a Doric chiton, shooting doAvn the unfortunate children of Niobe.

The woods which cover the mountain are introduced in abbreviated form by

the sketch of a pine tree, a representation quite in the manner of Polygnotus,

with whom in his pictures at Delphi a tree stands for the grove of Persephone,

and pebbles indicate the sea."-^ One young man flies to left and one to right,

both pierced by the shafts of the offended deities, one youth and a maiden lie

slain in the foreground. Benndorf brings the body of this youth, partly

hidden by the rocks, into relation with the phrase in which Pausanias de-

scribes Polygnotus' figure of Tityus dfivSpov koI ovhe oXoKKrjpov ecBcoXov ;^ and

supposes that this phrase may be applied to a figure thus only partly visible;

but it seems very doubtful whether it can bear such a meaning; it seems

rather to imply the dimness than the incompleteness of the figure men-

tioned.

The scene of the obverse of the vase has also been identified with general

acceptance. The only two personages who can be at first sight made out

are Athena and Herakles, and these two are not standing together but sepa-

rated by a warrior who occupies an even more dignified position than that of

Herakles, and is evidently the leader of the whole party. His relations towards

Herakles are friendly, not hostile. Every one will agree with Robert that

he cannot be Cycnus or any other foe of Herakles, but must be no other than

Jason, whose leadership in the Argonautic expedition was accepted even by

Herakles. If this be the case we have clearly a representation of one of the

adventures of the Argonautic heroes. And following this clue, Robert has

without difficulty identified one or two other figures. The elderly bearded

' These lines are probably blue on the vase, '' Pans. x. 30, 6 ; 25, 10.

as in the fragment published in thi^ Journal, ^ Jbiil. 29, 3. See Benndorf in Ei>h. Arch.

ix. 2. 1887, 128.
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man standing in front of thu horse, and clad in petasus, chiton and chlaniys is

clearly Tiphys the pilot ; he appears to be using the privile;,'e of age in address-

ing the assembled heroes. To the right of the whole group is a youth wearing

a pileus and leading a horse, while to the extreme left is a parallel figure also

wearing a pileus (which has slipped down on his neck) and leaning on a spear.

Tliese twb heroes are clearly the great twin brethren, the horse-taming Castor,

and Polydeuces the boxer.

The other figures Robert does not attempt to identify. And consider-

ing the slight degree to which they are severally characterized, such identi-

fication nmst be a risky procedure. In attempting to go a little further I do

so with the confidence that even if the theories which we can form are not

final, they will at least arouse interest in a charming picture, and compel

some students of Greek vases to examine it in detail.

Why however, it may be thought, should the designs of this vase bo

brought into connexion rather with the paintings of Polygnotus than with those

of Micon ? In two points comparison with the works of this later painter is

suggested. First by the subject ; Micon is known ^ to have depicted in the

temple of the Dioscuri at Athens an adventure of the Argonautae. And
secondly by the way in which a hero on the left of the vase-picture is disap-

pearing behind a hill, whereby our thoughts are naturally carried to that

Butes depicted by Micon ^ who was hidden by a hill, all but his helmet and

one eye. But it is certain that our vase is in no way directly copied from the

painting of Micon, w'hich appears to have represented the return of the Argo-

nautae, and in which Acastus and his horses were prominent. And although

it is likely that the style of Micon was in most points similar to that of Poly-

gnotus, we are so slightly acquainted with his works that it is safer to refer

the style of our vase to the greater and more celebrated artist.

Let us however first endeavour to determine the locality of the scene

depicted, and the particular event which is going forward. Robert considers

tiie subject to be the assembling of the heroes previous to their departure

from lolcus. But it seems possible to reach a more satisfactory identification.

In the first place the scene is obviously laid in a mountainous region.

The artist has indicated height rising behind height ; and the lines of the

ground are broken and irregular, to indicate a wild and rocky country. That

the ship Argo is not, as in most pictures of the Argonauts, visible, seems to

show that the sea and the shore are distant. But amid what mounUins are

the Argonauts wandering : those of Greece or those of Asia ? The answer

seems to result from a consideiation of the reverse-picture.

At first sight there seems to be no connexion whatever between the two

sides of the vase. What can the destruction of Niobe and her unhappy

children have to do with the triumphant expedition of the united heroes of

early Greece ? There is no connexion of cause, and there cannot well be a cor-

respondence of time, though both events lie back in the dim heroic ages of

1 Pj^us I j8 1
llesych. Cf. Brunn, Gr. KUn-thr, ii. 23.

- AVheiicc the proverb, eiirrov ^ Bjuttjj.
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Greece. Nor is there even such a fanciful or poetical connexion of idea, as

Brunn, for instance, finds in some of the kylixes of the early red-figured style.

And yet the two scenes are not only contiguous but almost connected, one of

the Niobidae almost touching the figure supposed to stand for Polydeuces.

So skilful an artist as he who painted our vase would scarcely have been guilty

of almost combining two scenes Aviiich were wholly unconnected. One con-

nexion, and one alone is possible, that of locality. The slaying of the Niobidae

must be introduced only in order to identify the place where the Argonauts

are assembled. This view is confirmed by the exact correspondence of the

landscape lines on the two representations : in fact these lines are continuous

from one scene to the other, so that it seems impossible that the artist can

have intended to represent different localities.

I have criven in the ninth volume of this Jmirnal some account of theo
manner in which the Greeks in their art ordinarily indicate locality. The two

usual methods are that sort of artistic shorthand wherein a part stands for

the whole, as an altar for a temple or a tree for a grove, and the various kinds

of personification. Sometimes a typical scene in which persons have a part

identifies a place, as is the case in a vase^ representing a visit of Orestes to

Delphi, where the oracular shrine is indicated not as usual by the omphalos,

but by a priestess seated on the sacred tripod. If I am right, the artist of our

vase has taken a more elaborate and more unusual method of indicating place,

but it is a method by no means out of harmony with the spirit and the customs

of Greek art.

The locality of the destruction of the Niobidae is variously assigned by

ancient writers. Some following the tradition received by Apollodorus

regarded the scene of it as Thebes. But the well-known Homeric passage (//.

xxiv. 602) clearly indicates the true scene to which the story was attached to be

the rocky district of Mount Sipylus near Smyrna. In the myth Niobe is called

the sister of the Phrygian Pelops. But those who have followed Mr. Ramsay's

researches in Phrygia will scarcely doubt that Niobe is only a Greek and

poetic rendering of the great nature-deity of Phrygia, Kybele, whose worship

was spread over the Mysian Olympus with its various off-shoots, the Mater

Dindymene, who was the goddess of the mountain regions and waste-places of

north-west Asia Minor.

It would seem then that by the choice of the Niobidae for the decoration

of the reverse of our vase, the artist wished to indicate that the adventure of

the Argonautae took place in the neighbourhood of Dindymus or Sipylus. If

we turn to the narrative of the Argonautic expedition as recorded by Apollo-

nius Rhodius, who of course follows in the main old traditions, we shall find

one occasion, and one only, on which the Argonautae ascended the mountains

of the Mysian Olympus range.

Of all the districts of Asia Minor none was so closely connected with

Argonautic legend as that of Cyzicus. Apollonius tells us^ how Jason and
his comrades landed close to the peninsula where in after days stood the city

> Rocliette, Men. Ined. pi. 37. * ArgonmUica, i. 940—1020.
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of Cyzicus, iuid were hosjjitably entertained by the Dolionea and their king

Oyzicus, and how they ascended the mountain to look at the course their sliip

must take. They re-embarked and sailed on, but were driven back to the

.same spot by a storm, and landing at night were attacked by the inhabitants

who supposed them to be pirates. King Cyzicus fell in the battle by the

hand of Jason. Daylight showed the true state of affairs; and the Argonauts

made such reparation as lay in their ])ower by giving a stately burial to

Cyzicus. Being detained on shore by storms they next ascended Dindymus in

order to offer sacrifices in a temple of Mater Dindymene, and so no doubt to

remove the blood-guilt unwittingly incurred.

It is probable that one or other of these ascents of the lofty mountains
in the neighbourhood of Cyzicus is depicted on our vase. The double ascent,

as it stands in the text of Ajwllonius, is curious, and we may perhaps suppose

that it points to some confusion in the myth. But it is at least fairly certain

that the local traditions of Cyzicus recorded a wandering of the Argonauts

among their mountains.^ And these local traditions would become familiar

to Athenian artists in consequence of the brisk trade kept up by the

Athenians with the shores of the Euxine.

Let us next try if it be not possible to proceed further than Helbig and

Robert in the direction of identifying the several figures of the group. We
have already observed that the two Dioscuri stand, balancing one another, at

the two sides of the picture. Such an arrangement is not unusual on Greek

vases of many kinds. Poseidon* and his son Eumolpus are similarly introduced

in the well-known vase at Hiero^ on which is depicted the sending forth of

Triptolemus, and it is a scheme decidedly affected by Polygnotus, in his

pictures of the Taking of Troy and in tiie Vision of Hades. ' Characteristic

of individuals,' writes Brunn in his description of these works ' is often the

position they occupy either as associated or as contrasted.' Nestor, the oldest

of the Greeks, is making preparations for the homeward journey, while Neop-

tolemus the youngest is still slaying. Thus too the enemies of Odysseus are

all gathered together in one place. The vase then following in this matter

the Polygnotan methods, let us try if it does so in other respects. If we

may trust Pausanias, one of the most marked features of the style of Poly-

gnotus is the way in which he tells the fates of the persons he depicts by

some gentle touch, full of an allusion which could not be to the observer visi-

ble at a glance, but which it required study to detect. Thus in his Vision of

Hades at Delphi Phaedra is introduced ^ as sitting in a swing, in allusion to

the death of hanging which she inflicted on herself. Eriphyle places her

fingers on her neck,* and the observer is intended to see in the attitude a

reference to the famous necklace which was her ruin. We can add a still

more striking allusion of the same kind. According to the story Theseus and

1 The influence of Argonantic traditions is to at Cyzicus see the same paper, pp. 9, 77, &c.

be found in the types of several electrum « Kldn, r«^f7i?«j7! 3/c!»<f;-5i!7- p. 1"! ;.V. </. /.

statirs of Cyzicus ; cf. the paper of W. Greenwell ix. 43.

in the Numismatic Chronidr, 1887, pp. 12, 96, ' Taus. x. 20, ?.

99, 112, 124. For the worship of Dindymene * Ihid. 7.
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Peirithous were bound to a rock in Hades, and sometimes on late vases which

give us scenes in Hades ^ Peirithous is represented as thus bound, but more

often he and Theseus ajjpear merely as seated, ' sedet aeternumque sedebit

InfeUx Theseus.' In the painting of Polygnotus the two heroes appear as

sitting together,^ without doubt as an anticipation of the fate in store for

them. Is it then too bold to see in the two figures seated together at the

bottom of our picture, with their two shields lying beside them, Theseus and

Peirithous, seated of course not as being in Hades, but in alhision to their des-

tiny to sit there for all time—or at least until the visit to Hades of their friend

Herakles ? That the foot of Peirithous should rest on the knee of Theseus is

but a fashion, usual in Polygnotus' works, of indicating them to be near friends.

Thus in the Vision of Hades we read of Callisto to 1)9 Tro'Sa? iu Tot<i No/zt'a?

<y6va(nv e'^ei K€Cfi€vov<;,^ and of Chloris that she is avaKeKXifiivq iirl Trj<; 0um9
fyopacriv. It is perhaps worthy of note that whereas most of the Argonautic

heroes on our vase have short hair, two wear the long locks which bespeak

the old Ionian a-efivorrji; : these two are those whom I have called Jason and

Theseus ; and if w^e had to select from the list of the Argonauts two worthy of

being thus distinguished, these are the two names we should be disposed to

choose. This is so far as it goes, a confirmation of our views.

On the left of the scene, clo.se to Polydeuces, are two warriors fully

armed. One is wandering away over the mountain, and only the upper part

of him is visible. He is young, with long locks flowing over his shoulders

;

the gesture of his right hand seems to express surprise. The other is lower

down, a bearded warrior, who at first sight seems to be talking to Polydeuces

;

but a more correct view of his attitude would be that he is looking up at his

disappearing comrade, and following him. Can these be identified ? Not, it

must be confessed, with certainty ; but I am much disposed to see in them

Hylas who wandered away from his comrades on this coast, and was dragged

into the water by the spring-nymphs, and Polyphemus the comrade who wit-

nessed his disappearance and reported it to his intimate friend Herakles.*

Two obvious objections may be made to the attribution, but neither of them

is fatal. First, it will be said that the scene of Hylas' disappearance was not

Mount Dindymus but tlie coast near Cius, in the Euxine : this is true, but

vase-painters are not wont carefully to distinguish times and occasions, least of

all would a painter in the style of Polygnotus be bound by them ; he would

rather try to give a characteristic rendering of his heroes without much
thought for the unities. Secondly, it may seem that Hylas should be repre-

sented as an effeminate boy, not as an armed warrior. And no doubt in

Pompeian paintings^ he is depicted in such guise; but such renderings are

scarcely in the style of the severe art which dominates our vase. Hylas

was an Argonautic hero, and in origin probably not more effeminate than

• These vases are collected iu the Vienna * Argonautica, i. 1207, sqq.

Vorlegehldttcr, series E. ; cf. Arch. Zcit. 1884, ' Ilelbig, Waiidycmdldo Cam^yanicns, Nos.

pi. 1260, 1261. Ill one of these pictures, however,
- Paus. X. 29, 8. Hylas caiiies two spears.

3 Ibid 31, 10.
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Patroclus, tlic favourite of Achilles, and as a warrior second only to liis

friend.

One figure only remains, that of the hero standing behind Herakles, and

holding out in one hand a helmet, in the other, spear and shield. It is little

better than guess-work to try to assign a name to him : perhaps Telamon,

as the special friend of Herakles, has the best claim to be placed near him.

It may by some be thought that this somewhat fanciful identification of

figures by help of the allusions contained in attitude or attribute is a step in

the direction of danger, as tending to lead us back to the methods of vase-

interpretation formerly in use but now out of date. And wo may at once

agree that it would be not only dangerous but disastrous to archaeology if the

great majority of vase-paintings were treated in this fashion. As a general

rule vase-paintings must be dealt with not individually but in groups. As
Gerhard used to say ' he who has seen one has seen none ; he who has seen a

thousand has seen one.' But there are vase paintings and vase-paintings.

The great majority are poor, and dominated by convention and by artistic tra-

ditions. But here and there is one which is original in conception and care-

ful in execution ; and which must be judged by the canons not of decorative

but of original and poetic art. And until the description of the Polygnotan

paintings in Pausanias is proved to be delusive, nay, until the Parthenon

frieze is blotted out of existence, it will remain a certainty that great works

of art of the Periclean age were composed with careful regard to the whole

history and nature of each personage portrayed, and with a meaning only to

be made out by careful and painstaking consideration. Such a work, according

to my contention, we have in the vase which is the subject of this paper.

Percy Gardner.
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EARLY GREEK VASES AND AFRICAN COLONIES.

Under the above title are included a few remarks upon certain classes

of early Greek vases which have been, rightly or wrongly, associated with

Naucratis or other Greek colonies in the north-west of Africa. If some parts

of the discussions which follow are somewhat controversial in tone, I can only

plead the nature of the subject in excuse.

A familiarity with the vase-fragments from Naucratis such as could only be

gained by handling them and examining them repeatedly has induced me to

distinguish with some confidence classes of vases that were made at Naucratis

from those that were not : and I therefore wish to correct or confirm certain

views that have been expressed upon this question before they pass into hand-

books as accepted facts.

I. The Polledrara Vase. Micali, Mon. Incd. PI. IV.

It is a strange misunderstanding that has led to the attribution of this

vase to Naucratis ; but the attribution has gained so much acceptance, and
has been repeated by so excellent authorities,^ that it seems likely to become
generally regarded as an established fact unless a timely protest be entered

against it. Such a protest I now wish to make, and to support it by a short

examination of the grounds that have led to the connexion of this vase with

Naucratis, and of the facts that seem to me conclusive against this connexion.

The first suggestion is due to Mr. Cecil Smith, who writes as follows of

the pottery discovered by Mr. Petrie in the first season at Naucratis, 1884—

5

{Nauk. I. p. 49) :
' There is, however, one class of undoubtedly early ware

which I am particularly interested to find at Naucratis : in the Hellenic

Journal, vol. vi. p. 188 and note 2, I mentioned a series of vases from Rhodes
of which the clay is black all through, with particles of some shiny mica-like

substance in its composition ; these are covered with a metallic brownish-grey

glaze, and are painted with decorations in scarlet or purple and a colour which
has usually faded, but which seems to have been white : thirteen of these

were included in the recent Biliotti sale of antiquities from Rhodes, and
are briefly described in my catalogue of that collection, Nos. 2—8. I there

ventured to call them the 'Polledrara' style, because the great Polledrara

1 E.g. Diimmler, Mitthcil. d. dcutsch. Inst. Vascnhundc, p. 1957 (v. R.).

Rom, 1888, p. 165 ; Baumuistur, Denkmdlcr, art.
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hyclria in the British Museum (Micali, Man. Liccl. pi. iv.) may be considered

as the most important type ot" that stylo ; on it we have represented in poly-

clirome colours, and in an evidently Egyi)tian dress, the Greek myth of

Theseus and the Minotaur ; the usual patterns on the other vases of this style

are the lotus and Maeandcr; and when we remark the tendency everywhere

prevalent at Naucratis to polychrome decoration, and the Egyptian character

of the 'Polledrara' ornament, I think we have fair ground for assigning this

fabric to a Naucratian origin. From the Diary uf Excavations in Rhodes I

gather that this ware is usually there found with early objects of Phoenician

workmanship; judging from this and from the archaic character of the other

objects from the Polledrara tomb, I should say that this is the earliest of the

fabrics represented at Naucratis.'

Such is Mr, Cecil Smith's argument; but it seems that those who have

followed him in attributing the 'Polledrara' ware to Naucratis have been

chiefly influenced by the polychrome decoration on a black ground which is

found on the inside of Naucratite vases (as in Journal of Hellenic Studies, 1887,

pi. LXXIX.). We have then three points to consider : (1) the ware,

(2) the colours used, and (3) the subject and style of the representations.

(1) The ware, which is black throughout, and not only on the surface,

need cause no surprise when it is found in Etruria. The Etruscan ware,

black throughout, is well enough known with decorations and figures in

relief; and there is no essential difference in its nature because the decora-

tion is applied in painting. We need not then necessarily suppose the vase

found at Polledrara to be an importation from the East because the ware is

black. On the other hand the nature of the ware does not preclude an

Eastern origin, though I think it does preclude a manufacture at Naucratis.

The number of the black fragments found by Mr. Petrie in 1884—5, and

described in the above paragraph by Mr. Cecil Smith, was very small ; the

similar vases found in Rhodes seem to be comparatively numerous. Now of

vases we know to have been made in great quantities at Naucratis extremely

few have been found in Rhodes.^ If therefore a class of pottery found in

considerable numbers in Rhodes is found only in a few fragments at Naucratis,

we may fairly conclude that this class was not made at Naucratis, but either

in Rhodes itself or more probably in some place that had more tzaflic with

Rhodes than with Naucratis. Such seems to me the natural conclusion from

the discoveries of 1884— 5, which were before Mr, Smith when he wrote. In

1885—G I obtained new evidence, which seems to tell us what the place was

whence the export to Naucratis, and perhaps also to Rhodes, must have been

made. In Naukratis II. p. 47 I mentioned several fragments and some

almost complete vases or jugs of this black ware dedicated to Aphrodite

;

some of these bore inscriptions, all in the same alphabet and dialect, appa-

rently Aeolic, and certainly not that of Naucratis itself: in two or three cases

^ I know only of two in the Louvre, also been found by Dr. Griif among the pottery

perhaps one in the British Museum, and one at on the Acropolis at Athens : otherwise I do not

Berlin. Perhaps others exist ; but they cannot know of exported examples,

be many. Frii;,'iaents of a Naucratite vase have
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the dedicator actually describes liinisclf as a Mytilcnaoan.^ Since all these

black fragments are clearly incised })y people from the same place, and that

place is fixed by some of the dedications as Mytilene, we can hardly be wrong

in believing that the ware itself must be of Mytilenaean manufacture ; other-

wise it is hard to explain why these Lesbians should have dedicated this ware

and no other, and why none but Lesbians dedicated this ware. Herodotus

expressly states that Mytilene was the only Aeolian state that took part in

the colonisation of Naucratis. Assuming then that these black fragments

from the temenos of Aphrodite are of Lesbian origin, we must next consider

the other black fragments from Naucratis and the vases from Rhodes in the

new light we have gained from later discoveries.

It must in the first place be recorded that few if any traces of colour

were to be found upon the fragments dedicated by Lesbians to Aphrodite

;

while those found in 1884—5 had decorations in white and red, like the similar

vases from Rhodes. But the presence or absence of colouring in purely

decorative designs is an accident, possibly merely due to conditions of preser-

vation, which is of small importance compared with the identity of the very

peculiar black ware, unparalleled, to my knowledge, in the East in this period.

I think then that we are justified in regarding all the black fragments from

Naucratis, and probably also the vases from Rhodes of similar fabric, as the

products of a single Eastern factory, and in applying to all alike the evidence

we have found to help the attribution of one set of them to its true

origin.

Without the new evidence of 1885— 6, we were led to the conclusion that

this black ware ' was not made at Naucratis, but either in Rhodes itself or

more probably in some place that had more traffic with Rhodes than with

Naucratis.' Our new evidence leads us just one step farther, and tells us

what that place was. Of the traffic between Mytilene and Naucratis we

know both from the statement of Herodotus already referred to and from the

stories about Sappho and Rhodopis : Rhodes is a natural stopping-place

between the two, and so Lesbian vases need cause us no surprise if they are

found both in Rhodes and in Naucratis. In the recent excavations on the

Acropolis at Athens a few small vases of the ' askion ' shape have been found

without colour, but showing a black ware practically identical though of

somewhat coarser fabric ; the clay when broken is black throughout : to these

vases my attention has been called by Dr. Bruckner. I see no reason why
these should not also have been imported from Lesbos : no such black ware

is known as Attic ; and the rivalry between Athens and Mytilene on the

Asiatic coast may probably imply some traffic between the two.

We have now the facts pretty clearly before us as to the discovery of

this peculiar black ware in the Levant ; and we see that if the great Polle-

drara hydria really were an importation from the East, we should have to

assign it not to Naucratis but to Mytilene, judging merely from the nature

of the ware of which it is made. Taking this as the result of the first section

1 XauL-i'ifi-t 11. ri. xNi. 78(5-"7i'3, p. 65.
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of our investigation, let us now proceed to the second section, and consider

the colours used.

(2) If we confined our investigation on this point of polychromy to the

colours we find on the black ware, it would be a comparatively simple matter

:

the decorative designs we find on the Lesbian ware aro in white and red only,

the latter varying from scarlet to purple. But it is clear that those who have

been induced by the remarkable polychromy of the PoUedrara hy<lria to

connect it with Naucratis, have had in view i^ot merely the purely decorative

designs in red and white that we find upon the black ware, but also the

polychromatic figure-painting of the real Naucratite vases. We must there-

fore include in our present comparison those vases, made at Naucratis itself,

of which specimens are reproduced in colour on Plate LXXIX. of the Journal

of Hellenic Studies, 1887 ; and in black and white only in the Plates of

Nankratis, part IL The polychromy of these vases has a character of its own
;

and it is of a different nature on the inside and on the outside. On the

inside it is invariably on a black ground ; hence the comparison with the painted

black ware is obvious. The designs are purely decorative, mostly lotus and

palmetto, and are always in red and white ; thus they certainly show a

distinct resemblance to the black Lesbian fragments, and it is very probable

that an influence is to be inferred either of Mytilene upon Naucratis or of

Naucratis upon Mytilene, an influence probable from the relations we know
to have existed between the two. But the blue, brown, red and white figure-

painting of the PoUedrara hydria is quite another matter, and I fail to see

any resemblance in style or appearance. The figure-painting which Ave find

occasionally on the outside of Naucratite vases is on a white or cream-coloured

ground in brown, white and red ; but blue is never used ; and it is the

appearance of blue that is the most remarkable feature of the PoUedrara

hydria. Here again, then, no real analogy can be found.

I must mention here some other fragments found at Naucratis which

show painting in white and possibly other colours on a black ground, the

ground being a black glaze applied over ordinary red pottery, and not the

natural colour of the ware. Only two or three fragments were found (my

type J, Nauk. IL p. 47), and there is not the slightest reason for supposing

them to have been made on the spot. The subjects seem to be in some cases

animal forms, the technique most closely resembles that of some similar vases

that have been found on the Acropolis. This pottery however, but for the

application of white and other colours on a black ground, does not show any

connection with the style either of Naucratis or of Lesbos or of PoUedrara.

So far then as concerns the colours used, the evidence for connexion

between PoUedrara and Naucratis is no more conclusive than that from the

nature of the ware : in particular we note the absence of blue at Naucratis,

and its presence on the PoUedrara vase ; and the appearance and manner of

application seems totally different.

(3) We must next proceed to the style and nature of the representations

;

and this consideration must finally decide the question, especially when the

technical evidence is so inconclusive. Here too wc have two divisions to

n.s,—VOL. X. iv
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discuss, the decorative treatment and forms, and the figures, human and

other. I do not believe tliat in citlicr of these it will be found possible to

find any essential characteristic upon the Polledrara hydria which occurs also

upon the pottery Ave know to have been made at Naucratis.

The purely decorative forms on the Polledrara hydria consist of lines in

red, white, and blue, rnys in red, maoandcr and lotus in red, white, and blue.

But the maeandor when it appears is only in isolated members, not in

a continuous band ; and tliese isolated members are in red and blue alternating,

or in white and blue alternating—an arrangement absolutely unknown at

Naucratis. The lotus band has only buds, no alternating Howers or palmettos,

such as we find invariably on Naucratite pottery, and it has dots abovc> and

below, also unknown at Naucratis. But it is in the use of the colours here

that the contrast is greatest : while in the Naucratis ware the decorative effect

is carefully calculated, the white and red on the black ground having distinct

organic parts assigned to them in the composition, on the Polledrara vase we

find an indiscriminate use of red, white, and blue which gives a confused and

ill-assorted appearance to the whole—the connecting stems are white, the

buds white and blue alternately, and the dots above are red, those below

blue. The lotus is also scattered indiscriminately about the field—a thing

we never see at Naucratis, where the ground is filled with the conventional

rosettes, swastikas, &c. of the ' oriental ' style, but no distinctly floral form is

ever met with. On the other hand, flowers in the field are common enough

in some early vases, those for instance of Melos and Phalerum, and the lotus

especially in the Caere vases quoted by Dr. Diimmler, and the imitations

made in Etruria.

Another peculiarity of the Polledrara ware, the grotesque faces on each

side of the handles, is unlike anything at Naucratis, where harmony of

colour and design was clearly thought more of than any such quaint

devices.

But it is in the figure scenes above all that the essential difference of

the Polledrara vase shows itself. At Naucratis we have no mythical scenes,

no chariot groups, no horses, hardly any human figures : we have simply in

their most elaborate decorative forms the beasts and fantastic creatures,

sphinxes, gryphons, &c., in which the ' oriental ' style of vase-painting delights.

Now on the Polledrara hydria we have these subjects only incidently intro-

duced, as on all early vases : the main subjects are horses and chariots, and men
and women—the same subjects that occur on the later Dipylon vases and on

that large class of early Greek vases that does not draw its subjects from the

fantastic oriental types, but from life and mythology. This distinction is, to

my mind, essential and final ; and we may accordingly assert without any

hesitation that the Polledrara hydria was not made at Naucratis, and shows

no affinity with Naucratite fabric, colouring, decoration, or subjects. For the

black ware there is no need to go outside Etruria ; and for the figures and

decorations represented upon it we have to seek elsewhere an analogy.
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II. Vases from Caere

In an article jiublislied in the Mittheiliinfjeii of the German Institute at

Rome for 1888, Dr. Diimmior discusses, in commenting on some fragments of a

vase from Cyme in Asia Minor, a whole class of vases found at Caere which show

similar characteristics. He then proceeds farther to infer that these vases

found at Caere are imported from Asia Minor, and to mention a class of vases

made in imitation of them by local vase-painters in Pjtruria. It is not my
wish at present to enter upon the difficult discussion of the distinction

between the Italian imitations and the Greek models from which they are

copieil, nor even to consider in general the origin and affinities of those

models ; Dr. Diimmler has made out a strong case for their connexion with

certain lonie vases, with which they have many peculiarities in common.

His suggestion also, that the channel by which this influence reached Etruria

is to be sought in the flight of the Phocaeans, and their foundation of the

colonies of Velia and Massilia, also appears highly probable. Tiie first and

best known of this series of vases, which Dr. Diimmler regards as an

importation from the East, is the famous hydria from Caere Avith Heracles

and Busiris. On this and other vases are noted traces of a familiarity

with Egypt which seems to prove an intercourse between that country

and the Greek town where the vases were made, and by all these

considerations Dr. Diimmler is led to propound two alternative hypotheses,^

as follows :

—

' (1) The Caere vases come from Phocaea ; thus will be explained alike

the Rhodian elements, and the familiarity with Egypt through participation

in the colonisation of Naucratis. In that case the fragments from Cyme
will show a local variety of the style, and the Italian group quoted will show

the decadence of this same style, which may probably have been transported

by means of the Phocaeans at Elea.

'(2) The fragments from Cyme are an importation from Phocaea. In

that case the hydriae from Caere will represent an impetus of tlie same

style in the colony of Naucratis; we must hold the same view of the Italian

vases as in the former case.'

Against the first of these hypotheses I have no definite objections to

raise, though it does not appear in all respects convincing : it is against the

second that I wish to enter a protest. In our excavations at Naucratis we

have found an extremely large number of vase fragments, both of pottery

made at Naucratis and of imported ware, and among these were no specimens

at all of vases like the hydriae of Caere. It may be objected that the vases

we found almost all belong to an earlier period, or at least to an earlier stage

in the history of vase-painting. But in this earlier stage we saw no trace

whatever of any tendency towards the style and character of representations

' Art. cit. p. 179.

Jv -1
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which Ave sec on the vases from Caere. And moreover \vc had very strong

negative evidence against the manufacture of any class of local vases at

Naucratis after the end of the sixth century : tlie Persian invasion of Egypt

in 525 B.C. seems to have been a fatal blow to the prosperity of the town

;

and after the destruction of its temples, which is almost certainly to be

assigned to this time, it is hardly possible that other and quite different

styles of vase-painting cari have arisen ; no examples were found of any

distinct local class belonging to the period after the Persian invasion ; and

hence it is highly improbable that any existed—much more that a remarkable

class exported in such numbers to Italy was manufactured at this time in

Naucratis. But Dr. Diimmler's suggestion, thrown out only as one of two

alternatives, and not supported by any definite evidence, would probably not

be insisted on even by himself in the face of the facts just adduced, and I

have no desire to carry this controversial argument any farther ; my only

desire is that if any ai-chaeologists wish to pursue the subject farther, and to

argue from his results, they should at least set aside this his second alternative

as in the highest degree improbable.

Another affinity, however, is worth mentioning. The grotesque dancing

satyrs of the Caere vases have as little in common with Naucratis as with

several other classes of early vases. The type of dance which we see for

instance on PL xi. of Naukratis, II. is no more like those on vases from

Cyme or Caere than are similar representations on vases of Corinth, Cyrene,

&c. But I think a closer resemblance to this Asia Minor type of satyr may
perhaps be seen on the vases found by Mr. Petrie at Daphnae, in Egypt, and

reproduced in the plates of his volume on Tanis II., Nebesheh, and Defenneh.

If we are searching for the origin of the Egyptian subjects and characteristics

sometimes met with on the Caere hydriae, it seems that the Asiatic Greeks

who held, as mercenaries, the military post of Daphnae, must be regarded as

supplying a more probable channel of influence than the colonists of Naucratis.

I would not go so far as to suggest that the Caere hydriae were made at

Daphnae : but the affinity between the two styles is, I think, close enough

to justify the assumption of some connexion and influence. It is remarkable

that the two Greek centres of the Delta, Daphnae and Naucratis, seem to

have so little in common in the style of their vases. At Daphnae the potters

seem to have been more given to reproducing Egyptian forms and subjects;

thus even from this point of view it offers a more likely channel than

Naucratis for the influence we see in the Caere vases ; and when the affinity

in the treatment of Asiatic Greek subjects is also considered, the evidence

becomes extremely strong for the connexion. For intercourse between

Daphnae and Phocaea, or whatever place the Caere vases were made at,

I do not know of any positive evidence, apart from that of the vases.

But I think the probability is strong enough to be worth suggesting

:

else the Egyptian influence on the Caere hydriae is by no means easy to

explain.
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III. Cyrcnaic Vases.

As regards the Cyrenaic vases, I wish to make an important addition to

my statement on p. 51 of Nimkratis, vol. ii. I there ])ointed out the essential

difference betwen the Cyrenaic pottery and that which we know to have been

made at Naucratis ; and I also stated that I believed there was no evidence

for assigning the fabrication of the Cyrenaic pottery to Naucratis ; while the

evidence for the attribution to Cyrene was increased by later discoveries. I

regret that I was not aware, in time for insertion in my book, of another fact

which seems to finally decide the question. So long as the only positive

evidence for the connexion of this pottery with Cyrene was the cylix with

Arcesilas and his silphium, the subject might be regarded as an accident.

But another distinctly Cyrenaic subject would decide the matter ; and such a

subject has been both ingeniously and, I think, rightly identified by Dr.

Studnicska ^ in the inner design of the cylix found by Mr. Petrie, and repro-

duced in Naukratis, i. pi. viii. and ix. Dr. Studnicska shows that we have in

the middle not a tree, but a female standing figure with long hair, holding in

her hand the silphium and a branch of the apple-tree of the Hesperides

—

both symbols known on coins of Cyrene. This figure is doubtless the nymph
Cyrene herself; and so we have another and even more certain proof that

the vases belong to her town. I believe Dr. Studnicska intends to publish

both this and other arguments in his forthcoming work on Cyrene, a work

awaited with great interest by scholars. Meanwhile I only desire to rectify

an omission, and to acknowledge at once the correctness of an interpretation

which I only passed over before because it had not, unfortunately, cone under

my notice.

Ernest Arthur Gardner.

' Meeting of the Arch. Gesellschaft in lieilin, 24 Dec. 1887, p. 1646.

2 Nov. 1887. Cf. Brrlin. Philol. Wochemchriff,
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•;)N THE ELECTRA AND ANTICONE OF S0PHO( ;LES.

TIIK ELECTUA OF .SOJ'HOC'LKS.

The Elcdra of Sophocles betrays by the pl.-iiiiost indications tliat it is not

a composition complete and rounded within itself, but only a fragment having

the qualified completeness which fits it to contribute towards a larger sym-

metry. The action embraced falls short, it is very true but little, of full

conclusion ; Clytemnestra and lier accomplice Aegisthus fall by the avenging

sword of Orestes, and no such hints are admitted of the future troubles of the

avenger, as in the treatment of the same subject by Aeschylus prepare for the

concluding drama, the Eumaiides. The moral dilemma, however, is neither

wTought out to its complete statement nor to its most impressive solution. I

find indeed in the play an illustration of a well-defined heroic nature and the

eventualities of circumstance colliding with exalted character on the most

critical emergencies; still we rise from the scene with sympathies in agitation

—with minds eager upon interesting inquiries not pacified by adequate

response.

The Eledra is the second of the preserved plays of Sophocles— the

Antigone being another—whicli bears the name of a heroine for its title

;

there is this further and more intimate analogy between the two plays, that

both the heroines are called on, or believe themselves so, to interfere between

rulers of the state and their political victims in tlie interest of domestic piety,

and in doing so exercise an infiuence and acquire an importance that elevate

them to the dignity of the tragic stage. And yet it would appear that this

supreme dignity can scarcely under any circumstances be fully asserted for a

feminine protagonist. Sucli appears to have been the feeling of Shakespeare,

who reserves the leading position for women in comedy, but in comedy alone.

p]ven in tragedies where the suurce of primary excitement is love, in Borneo

and Juliet, in Antony and Cleopatra, the men even as lovers are first in

interest as first in order ; in tragedies where love of any form is more subordi-

nate or absent, even Lady Macbeth, and still more the wife of Brutus, pale

before their husbands, Margaret of Anjou before Gloster, and Lady Constance,

after occuiDying the scene so engrossingly, is lost from it, and the action still

moves forward with an interest unpausing—burns with fire unquenched.

It would seem indeed peculiarly alien to the associations of the Athenians,

who secluded their women with such strictness even within pri\'ate life, that
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they should recognise an interest in the representation of female protagonists

holding head against the nilers of the state ; this anomaly may be paralleled by

another: we may find ^Mjual ditiiculiy in explaining how the democracy of

Athens should be susceptible of such lively sympathy with the fortunes and

incidents of tyrannies which in this day of Greece were less matters of distant

observation than of obscure tradition. It may be that the charm of contrast,

the piquancy of comparison, explains the seeming contradiction. Stories of

extravagant violence arc never more popular than in periods of pacified

society, as the wild and the adventurous turn with relief to tales of soothing if

not enervated sentiment. The sting of a personal tyranny however had still

left its smart at Athens, Avhich maintained a feverish appreliension, all the

livelier because in some quarters the hopes of its possible revival still lived

on. Then if the voices of w^omen were rarely or never heard in political

discussion, it is not necessary to cite illustrations from Aristophanes of a

principle of human society in general, which makes it certain how the

Athenian must have constantly taken his seat in the Pnyx not unbiassed

by the hopes and interests of an agitated not to say turbulent home.

Still politics, politics especially at every most desperate crisis, are the

.sphere of man, of man when most specifically masculine, and to men most

exclusively will every subject of the highest political tension be addressed.

From either point of view, of audience or of poet, there would be difficulty in

justifying an attempt to throw the full weight of tragic action of the highest

political or of the most touching personal interest, on a woman. The

problem is modified of course when political interests fall very decidedly into

the background, but with them will then fall also the dignity of the tragedy.

Whatever may be the fact with some of the finest tragedies of Euripides, it is

not in Sophocles, not in the Elcctra, that we shall find the rule of subordina-

tion reversed. Such considerations, apart from any other evidence, might

alone make us decline to accept the Antigone, historically sequent as it

appears, for a concluding and culminating drama of a Theban trilogy preceded

by Oedipus the King and Oedipus at Colonos. Our present concern, however,

is with the Elccti^a.

We find the daughter of the captor of Troy, the generalissimo of confederate

Greece, leading miserable hours in the palace of her murdered father, and op-

pressed degradingly and in fear by an adulterous and murderess mother and her

usurper paramour. At the catastrophe of Agamemnon she had been old enough

to save by alert presence of mind the life of the child Orestes, and has never

since cared to conceal that she looks forward to his return to inflict vengeance

and assume the heritage of his father. Her persistent lamentations, reproaches

and anticipations, which are threats by necessary implication, have caused

her to be ill-treated in every possible way, not merely kejit unmarried, a

hardship on which she insists not unfrequently, but beaten, reviled, threatened,

deprived of all but commonest food, and constrained to be clad in weeds un-

beseeming her condition ; still she perseveres, unbent, undaunted : she leans

still on hopes sustained by communications from the exiled Orestes promising

the expected rescue, which is still and again delayed. Her sister Chryso-
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tliemis bows to the storm, and except that she is as certainly excluded from

marriage—which by continuing the line would produce vindicators of

Ao-amemnon—she enjoys exemption from the persecution directed on her

sister, is royally clad, and to appearance rather easily content to persuade

herself that between her duty to a parent and to rulers of the state and her

exemption as a woman from manly responsibilities, she may make the best of

the evil days, still not materially so evil as to be quite unendurable, and to

leave retribution to the gods.

The play opens with a dialogue between Orestes and his Pedagogue, to

whom he was committed by Electra, who, having rescued him before, has

now been his guide to Mycenae ; and to him a degree of initiative is

conceded throughout the adventure which prevents our becoming pre-

occupied with Orestes to the disparagement of the attention we are called on

to bestow on his sister. Then Electra and a Chorus of noble maidens (v. 129)

open the story of her woes, her hopes, her afflictions, and the question of the

prudence and the duty of her clamorous denunciations. The delay of Orestes

(v. 306) has wrought her to a pitch of excitement in which it has become as

impossible for her to restrain her feelings as, under the difficulties of her

position, to execute piety as she would conceive it towards her father (v. 323).

But for the hope of the arrival of Orestes, she would be unable longer to

continue in life.

In such a temper she replies in the next scene to Chrysothemis, who

enters in the becoming costume of a princess and prepared to carry libations

to the tomb of Agamemnon, so deputed by her mother out of alarm at a

dream. Persuaded at last by Electra, and relying on a promise that the secret

shall be kept, she leaves the scene engaged to falsify her mission by spilling

elsewhere the offerings committed to her and substituting others on her own
and her sister's account—girdles and locks of their hair,—with added prayers

to the dead for the speedy appearance of Orestes.

The next scene, between Electra and Clytemnestra, displays the

murderess of a husband in all her ferocity, and the dialogue in its progress

destroys all her pretences of justification. The Pedagogue then enters, with

feigned details of the death of Orestes, and reduces Electra to despair, while

his mother is filled with a joy which she scarcely cares to conceal : so the

original hatefulness recognised in her nature receives its direst aggravation,

and she is carried utterly remote from the sympathies of the spectator.

Electra at first collapses in despair, and when Chrysothemis returns

rejoicing in an inference of the approach of Orestes, she dashes her hopes

with the announcement of his death and, rising to the resolution of attempting

the violent deed of vengeance without him, proposes to her sister to aid. Her
sister recoils, and at last retires unpersuaded and dissuading : they are

women, she represents again, not men : she will keep silence, but will take

no active part in an enterprise so alien to the powers and duties of their sex.

The next scene is an interview of the disguised and unrecognised

Orestes with his sister : he first draws from her a passionate expression of

grief by delivering the urn containing his pretended ashes and then, it seems,
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contrary to his first plan but overcome by her distress, he seeks to break to

her his revelation, which, manage as he may, cannot but be sudden the

moment it is complete. The consequence is an abrupt revulsion of her

feelings to frantic joy: it is in vain that he endeavours to control her; again

and again she breaks forth in loud and imprudent exclamations, arid when

the Pedagogue re-enters from the palace, we are not surprised to learn that

all his management had been required to jn-event the discovery being suspected

within, if not overheard. The recognition of the Pedagogue as the servant

to whom Electra had confided the boy Orestes follows and consumes more

valuable time, and again the Pedagogue is foremost in inciting to promptitude.

At last they all enter the house to find Clytenmestra in the known absence

of Aogisthus, and presently are heard her exclamations and appeals, and

the voice of Electra as loudly urging her brother to strike again and with

effect.

Retribution is scarcely so far consummated when Aegisthus arrives in

joy at the reception of vague news that Orestes is dead. He is first received

by Electra, who has now recovered self-possession, and yet still talks in a

degree with such enigmatical significance that an acuter mind might have

taken alarm. He commands the palace doors to be thrown wide, expecting

to behold the body of Orestes : he sees a covered corpse, is induced by Orestes

himself to lift the mantle, recognises his slain wife, and then instantly knows

his own impending fate.

Few words are employed by Orestes to reveal himself, but more are

being interchanged when the tendency to prolong or defer action which seems

to mark him all through—in his late arrival as well as in the process of his

enterprise when at last at the full heat—calls forth the expostulation of his

sister, and Aegisthus is driven ignominiously into the palace to be slain where

he slew Agamemnon ; such had been the command of the oracle, which

comes in to help the effect of the final scene without an actual death upon the

stage, just as the oracular command that the vengeance should be executed

not by open force but by plot and stratagem assists in relieving the process of

the agent from an imputation of a want of courage.

The uncovering of the body of Clytemnestra was probably managed

without an actual display of it to the spectators; it is a parallel to the

uncovering of the corpse of Ajax, where the description of the still spouting

veins supersedes an actual exhibition, and to the management of the self-

exhibition by Hercules of the horrid ravage of the envenomed shirt.

The tragedy then might seem written to exemplify what are the forces

and the limits of feminine energy when tried to the uttermost. The

adulterous queen leans upon her paramour, weak and base as he is repre-

sented and, it would seem, far less endowed with nerve for wickedness than

herself. It is to him that she looks to restrain Electra, who finds control

lightened in his absence ; and she is bold in the confidence less of bolder than

of simply masculine protection and support. Resemblance is here manifest to

Lady Macbeth, who precedes indeed her faltering husband on the way to his

crime, but even under the sustaining stimulus of wine recoils from the act.
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and afterwards is only capable of supported or spasmodic wickedness and in

sleep betrays the dreadful secret, even as Clytemnestra, who justifies herself

waking, yet obeys the suggestion of a dream to send offerings to lier murdered

husband's tomb—an admission of inexcusable guilt. Electra, uncompromising

in her horror at the deeds of her mother, as well as indignant at the cruelty

which she still does not spare still further to exasperate, is supported by

her communications with Orestes and her hope of his return.

The poet has elected to supi^ress all through any opening of the

subject of the horror of matricide ; the sense of this is never intimated as in-

fluencing in any way the progress of the plan of punishment nor as arising

afterwards to haunt the executor of it. Even Ohrysothcmis never urges this

point as a motive for Avithholding from the plans of retribution. The guilt

of the adulterous and nmrderous royalties is adinitted, and no suspicion is

suggested that the children of the murderess should be excluded from the

number who may be bound to administer justice : the oracle of Apollo is not,

as in Aeschylus, called in to overcome mistrust by authority and by dire

threats in case divine command is neglected. Clytemnestra rests her justifi-

cation solely on the sacrifice by her husband of their daughter Iphigeneia, but

does so in a way that proves how little she was really influenced by it. Her

further designs against the life of Orestes and her scarcely dissembled joy at

his supposed death, together with the general baseness of her paramour

Aegisthus, as helped by her to be occupant of the throne of the great leader

of confederate Greece, make up a charge before which all considerations seem

to fade out of sight but the one great duty of inflicting signal and condign

punishment. Brother and both sisters are so far perfectly in accord, but the

less resolute Chrysothemis feels as little vocation for protest as for active

violence. Bad as their condition is, protest will but make it worse : she is

content to receive what alleviations she may by tranquil submission, and

leaves revenge to the arm of men and to the turn of the hour which the gods

are wont to care for in the good time that pleases them. Electra is not so

patient ; even when younger she had vigour enough to secure the safety of

her brother from her mother's murderous design, and now, in constant hope

of his return, she has spared no occasion of denunciation and threat, accepting

all the consequences of blows and disgraces and danger. Orestes, remote and

dallying as he may be, is her hope and her strength ; but the hope fails, and

what strength can be left her when she hears of his catastrophe ? After a

crisis in which she entertains the thought of suicide, she declares her resolu-

tion to execute the vengeance herself, and Avhen her sister declines to be

assistant will proceed alone. Her capacity for the undertaking is not put

to proof, but may be judged from what we have seen— that Orestes, by

revealing himself to her, brings on an access of uncontrollable excitement, a

reaction of joy, that nearly wrecks his enterprise. The longed for masculine aid

is now at hand, and at once she has recovered and is confident not now with

the boldness of despair, but of undoubting and almost unreasoning reliance.

We seem to have a converse illustration here of the Greek prudential maxim
that Homer propounds when he makes Ulysses, under the advice of
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Agamemnon indeed, withhold his confidence from Penelope before the execu-

tion of his vengeance, and when his disguise is penetrated by his nurse

Euryclea, bind her to secrecy—devoted as she is and must be—with no words

of kindness, but by the direst and severest threats. The wife of Marcus

l^rutus, in Siiakcspeare, all Roman as she is and daughter of a Cato, betrays

the imprudence of her husband's confidence which she had so heroically

challenged, by a significant uneasiness that goes near to betray his design, an

incident quite in harmony with the self-destruction afterwards in hysterical

crisis of the Portia of history.

Sustained then as the interest of the tragedy is, and touching as must

have been the spectacle of the distress and difticulties and despair of the

heiress of the great heroic family of Greece, it is impossible to suppress in the

iirst instance a latent feeling that the symphony it embodies is never

modulated out of a prevailing minor key. This must be so when the subject

is conceived rather as the rescue of Electra than the punishment of tyranny,

usurpation and traitorous murder ; the mighty and—but for mightiest treat-

ment—the revolting topic of the justifiableness of matricide under conceivable

circumstances, which is so boldly treated by Aeschylus, being throughout left

aside and carefully kept down and out of view. Shakespeare himself, who
has not recoiled from the tragic exhibition of filial ingratitude, has never

treated this theme in its largest relations, though in comedy he has not hesi-

tated more than once to intimate that there is a point of conscience at which

the authority of parents is rightly disallowed, and filial feeling itself may be

justly obliterated. Thus much we gather from the stories of Ann Page and

Jessica, though the nature of the pretty Jewess is too limited to do more

than exemplify a characteristic fact, scarcely to sanction a principle.

It seems, therefore, at first not easy to suppose but that even such a

tragedy must have been comparatively tame ; that an Athenian fresh from

the Pnyx and warm from political agitations in which he himself was a living

actor must have risen from it with a hunger unappeased, with a sense, after a

pause, that there were sympathies in his nature of wider range than could be

affected by distress of princesses, however dignified by their natures and by

tradition. On looking closer and deeper, however, we shall find these sym-

pathies not quite unattended to : it was not consistent with the spirit of the

time that they should be—Greek tragedy had ever the dignity not of a tragedy

simply, but the dignity and the interest also of the national historical play.

However remote in history or in mythology the subject might lie, it was still

3ver recognised as attached by a series of unbroken links to the current

history, to the very existing tribes and even families of the day. Hence the

mere illustration of a private passion, though it should have been comple-

mented with all the marvellous local colouring that makes Othello Venetian

and Hamlet German, would not in itself suffice to furnish the subject of the

scene without some more or less direct bearing upon Greek character and

Greek political interests and history. The same drama that should have been

as ethical as Hamlet would be required to be as national as Henry the Fifth,

or at least as Cymheline or King Lear. The subject of the Electra in
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itself fulfils these conditions perfectly : it is historical and national enough

in the Hellenic sense, and still further the moral dilemma of which it

treats is implicated with political contingencies which were of most exciting

recurrence in those days and have even lost no interest in our own, A
government based on murder and surprise is existing only for its own
luxurious waste (1290) and mismanagement and cruelty; and those who
suffer have the option of acquiescing in disgrace and by tranquillity making
the best they may of bad times, and thriving even—but not thriving much
without incurring guilt or suspicion of complicity;— or, on the other hand, with

some regard for dignity and less for safety, persisting in protests that induce

aggravations of oppression, in correspondence with exiles, and even in plots

for recovery of independence by internal unaided rebellion and assassination

of the tyrants. In the circumstances of Greece, tyrannicide had a peculiar

aspect. The Greek tyrant usually represented only himself, his family

perhaps, and an armed guard that had been his instruments for gaining a

position, with no more general support, the party that had given him his

guard being no less betrayed than the rest. For such a tyrant, ruling as a

man with a weapon overawes a crowd of unarmed, there was as little place for

condonation as for excuse. He stands in the world as a simple nuisance and

a robber. His title is a fraudulent and forcible surprise, and this alone
;
quite

as good a title it seems will belong to one of his own stamp who shall oust

him by like means. But how much better will be the title of those who shall

employ his own means against him, but as the representatives of a nation, or

of that section of the nation which has really the true claim and capacity to

govern ? ' The cutpurse of the empire and the rule—he stole the diadem and

put it in his pocket,' and had no more right to complain of an unsuccessful

than of a successful attempt to pick his pocket of it again. The case seldom

occurs now, perhaps has seldom ever occurred in all this simplicity—the

purest military despot can usually pretend to represent some civil party—but

the poet is authorised either to simplify or complicate contingencies as suits

his purpose, his purpose being grand and worthy. The case in the drama is

sufficiently defined, though the interests and dignities of a royal family have

to stand for types of the interests of dominions which it was admitted they

legitimately governed. Against such a rule as that of Aegisthus the right

and the duty of revolution—and justifiable revolution involves ever a possi-

bility of blameless failure—are clear and certain ; and it must be said that

excusable or even right as the sentiments of the comparatively prosperous

Chrysothemis may be, the sympathies ultimately cling to Electra, who in her

sordid apparel and wretched life gives no sign under all her oppression of

either a bending or a broken spirit, risks all aggravation of her lot, and even

in her passion neglects the policy of not so alarming the tyrants as to keep

them ever on their guard. It is little enough, it may be said, that she con-

tributes to the success of conspiracy and revolution at last ; but as it was in

virtue of the spirit that animates her that she saved the life of the avenger in

the first instance, her appeals and encouragements to him have never been

wanting since ; and it is in her sufferings, the sufferings of a population sub-
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jiigatcd and yet not subdued, that the exile finds his quickening stimulus and

in the relief of them his best reward (1427). History, old and young, enables

us to translate all this readily into the terms that read legibly as political

commentary, and need is not to follow further forth its bearing upon the views

and feelings which enter into all the questions of the expediency of discontent,

and its bearing, whether due to feelings of expedience or mere impatience, on

ultimately prosperous revolution.

Here we have to remark that, whatever may be the persistency and

desperate vivacity of the oppressed who are still not strong enough to initiate

their own rescue, a subject in which their degradations and difficulties are

the predominant theme must in its nature be of secondary dignity. Hence

it is well that the representatives should* be feminine,—a woman in whom a

certain reduction of the dignity that pertains to vigorous action is more

tolerable than in man. But we still await the satisfaction of a fuller

sympathy, as in the interest of what the poet clearly elected to make the

leading subject, Orestes is kept out of the position of protagonist. Here we

have occasion at once to recognise how much is lost by the disjunction and

still more by the loss of plays that were combined as trilogies. It would

be futile to speculate as to what subjects must have been associated with

the Ekdra of Sophocles. As we have seen, there is every reason for

excluding a sequel in the immediate historical connection, and if a certain

dependence of this kind is to be assumed it may have been by mythic or

historic branch at unknown distance, and either to right or left. Then we

have only to compare the Electras of the three tragedians to be aware how

little guide a title or an incident affords to treatment or moral.

The course of development of the Greek tragedy from its original germ

was certainly most vigorous and healthy, but still it was a consequence of the

details inherent in its beginning, that a single action proved unequal at last

to the development of ideas in the scope that the expanding intelligence of

the audience and genius of the poets demanded. The invention of the

trilogy—of sets of subjects, each complete in itself and yet each in the

highest sense incomplete when disjoined from the others—vanquished the

difficulty of conciliating the limited stage and numbers of actors and perhaps

traditional management of the Chorus, with the inclusion of a range of topics

and persons and associations that left no sentiment unappealed. to, no

interest unsatisfied.

It is too easily intelligible how grammarians took but little account of

the ethical nexus that linked actions not otherwise necessarily, and on this

wise not to them obviously, in sequence ; so it is that the Elcdra comes down

to us as a fragment ; but not on this account must we do injustice to the

poet by inferring his conclusions from a work that is designedly and for a

further purpose incomplete.
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THE ANTIGONE OF SOPHOCLES.

The parallelism of the Antigone to the Ehdra is much the same that

subsists between Hcrcnle^ at Trdchiniae and the Ajax. The most salient

agreement in the case of the two heroines is of course the contrast of an

excited and exalted female character with a sister of less daring disposition.

But both Antigone and Electra are under an oppression which is at once

political and domestic, and as the dilemma of the Ele<tr<i elicits all the

considerations that pertain to the resistance to usurpation, that of the

Antigone turns upon the right of private citizens to contravene the wrong

enactments of a magistrate of undisputed title—a difficulty in either case of

conflicting obligations, and in either case connected Avith the relations of

rulers to aggressive exiles.

It is rash no doubt to venture beyond conjecture into an opinion tliat

these two tragedies also—thus also parallel—supply another example of what

may be called an antistrophic introduction of a trilogy
;
yet this venture I am

inclined to make, for neither in one play nor the other do I find a conclusive

enunciation or intimation of the true ethical import, and for both indeed,

conjoin them as we may, a last word still remains wanting.

The Electra finishes with the dictum of Orestes that the condign

punishment of all who set themselves above the laws is the sword, slaying

—then not so rife would be audacity. This maxim may be said to be

acted on firmly, ruthlessly, by Creon in the Antigone, with what success in

result let the wretched catastrophe of the vigorous enforcer of the laws

declare. From this catastrophe and from that of the victim of his severity

the aged men who form the Chorus have again a moral of their own to draAv,

—prudential good sense (this beyond comparison is the great condition of

happiness) said this, with a reflected glance at the headstrong Antigone ;

—

then as in the second place, it is impressed as incumbent not to provoke

the gods, as in the maltreatment of the corpse of Polynices—and lastly grand

speeches like those of Creon provoke inflictions which have brought home the

value of good sense after prolonged experience. We are no more to impute

to the poet this mere prudential morality as his ultimate moral and inculcation,

than the speech of the messenger to Creon shortly before—that prayers would

not help, inasmuch as there is no escape for mortals from predestinate

misfortune. Both doctrines are the comments of minds of an order below

that of heroic interlocutors, and intended to give emphasis by very common-
placeness of enunciation to more dignified feelings already awakened and

appealed to if not expressed as presently forthcoming.

Antigone is more stately in character as well as in the touchingness of her

fate than Electra, and her story is read at least with most advantage, if

it was not originally witnessed immediately after the Argive play. This

would no doubt be in violation of historic sequence—a difficulty only to be

removed by supposing that to the view of the Greeks it did not exist.

—

There is indeed such an absolute independence of the fables that the
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incongruity is reduced to the lowest. What may or might have been the

tliird play who shall undertake to say ?—Not T. There is of course in the

speech of Teiresias an intimation of conse(|uejires of an agitation among

foreign cities; this I presume; alhidos to tlio war of The.seus against Thebes,

which is the subject of the SuiqMant)^ of Euri))ides; but whether Soplioeles

wrote a tragedy on this action we as little know as we can satisfy ourselves

how he would have treated it so as to close the subject and sui)ply

approximate solution of the moral dilemmas of the preceding plays. Nothing

can be inferred from the scanty citations from his Theseus and his Epigoni.

In consequence of the action of the Anlifjnnr. being in such immediate

sequence to that of the Oa/ij^iis at Cnloniis there is always a temptation to

infer that it is th(! third of a trilogy of which Oetli.jihfi Kiiifj is the first. But

the C'olonriis has characteristics in the local and political allusions to the actual

state of Athens and the general tone, that seem to mark it decisively as a

concluding drama. The jl^Uif/one on tlic other hand has the signs already

noted of a suspended theme ; dignified as it may be it is still dependent on

the more restricted associations of feminine piety ; and by falling in interest

rather than rising at the end—for the mere retribution on the wretched

Creon is of very secondary importance—it fails of the grandeur of a

consummated climax, however valuably resting the mind and preparing the

sympathies for a new movement of answerable magnitude to the opening.

The concluding drama, whatever its theme, could not but have had, we must

suppose, a hero and not a heroine for its leading character, and one whose

passions and fortunes would be well before the spectator to the end.

The comparative flatness at the conclusion of such plays as the Antigone

and the Ajax corresponds with what wo observe at the end of many of the

Odes of Pindar ; in both poets I doubt not that it is a sign of a composition

incomplete by lack of a lost or unrecognised sequel.

The Chorus of aged men who describe themselves (100) as summoned
by Creon on public business, and are referred to by Antigone as wealthy and

addressed by Teiresias (v. 9H7) as dvaKr€<; ^^tj^mv, is low and restricted in

thought and feeling throughout, beyond the common level even of Choruses.

They propound the conjecture that the covering of the exposed body of

Polynices has happened by some divine interference, and bring on themselves

a short and contemptuous reproof; it may also be noted here that the guard

is represented with an almost grotesqueness of simplicity that seems to mark
him as a barbarian—a Scythian—rather than as merely a Greek of low

degree.

The submissiveness of the Senatorial Chorus throughout enhances the

expression of the tyranny of Creon, and of his depression and degradation at

last when he endures to be advised if not lectured by them. The emphasis

on the contingencies of tyranny is in favour of the next play having turned

on an Athenian subject, as the interference of Theseus, ruler of a free people.

I could imagine that the expedition of Theseus against Thebes was made to

illustrate the ethics of the justifiable interference of a neighbouring state to

help an oppressed neighbour to shake off a tyroimy, and of the justifiableness
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of exiles without and malcontents within availing themselves under circum-

stances of aid that put them in the ostensible position of traitors.

There is great power in the engrossment of the mind of Antigone so

entirely with her pious duty and resolute anticipation of its penalty, that only

late and by direct suggestion does she i-efer to the love of Haemon—while

lamenting generally her destiny to forfeit the hopes of wife and mother—

a

love which is yet strong enough on his part to cause him to die Avith her.

Antio-one goes to death with the sentence of the Chorus upon her, that she

owes her fate to her headstrong passion ; and not till frightened by the

soothsayer do they think of revising the sentence,—a cold-'fclooded crew.

They only listen to the dispute of Creon and his son, to first approve the

dictum of Creon, and after Haemon's reply to approve that ; in very

imbecility they approve both : much is to be said on both sides.

It is part of the meanmindcdness of Creon that he is always ready to

STispect a sordid motive (v. 222) ; he suspects from the first that some one

may be induced by a bribe to bury Polynices (295), and again taxes the

guard with corruption and Teircsias also in the coarsest manner. At last

the poet seems to so tone the exhibition of his despair as to suggest his

paltriness of spirit in not being equal like his son or Avife to self-destruction.

His humiliation is at last complete, and yet still is this but poor satisfaction

for those who have sympathised with Antigone.

The Chorus (v. 370 &c.) recognises in the burial of Polynices a feat ot

cleverness, not a deed of principle ; man has unlimited cleverness, but to

apply it to infraction of municipal laws puts one out of the pale of society.

V. 471. Chorus has no other remark on the noble defence of Antigone

than that she takes after the savage temper of her father and lacks the

inteUigence to yield in difficulties—thus an imputed deficiency in that

worldly wisdom which afterwards is said to be in effect the primary condition

of happiness. So, v. 603, the fortunes of the house of Labdacidae arc

mown down by ' failure of rational intelligence—by an Erinnys of the

intellect
' ;

(v. 624) again misery is traced to the proverbial origin—by a god

causing wrong to be esteemed right, deranging the faculty of judgment as

to expediency, in one destined to destruction. The anger of Haemon is a

proof of the power of love in the same way, a madness that leads even the

high-minded into trouble.

V. 800. Momentary compassion draws tears from the Chorus, though

checked and self-condemned (v. 801) as involving complicity with infraction

of a promulgated law. Still again the Chorus even (v. 817) tells the victim

that she dies in glory and praise, but again slides off characteristically in the

next line to meaner comfort, and in two following speeches relapses again into

the unqualified assertion of supremacy of enactment. Their alarm at the

denouncement of Teiresias is only not more abject than that of Cleon,

because they are less directly threatened, and prudence speaks to them, not

remorse.

Teiresias intervenes in the Antigone with much the same fortune and

result as in Ocdiims Tyrannns ; he is deferentially complimented before he
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announces an nuwelcome oracle, insulted afterwards, and then retorts with

soinetliing of" ]>rofessiunal |)i(iue and malignity by a more dreadful denuncia-

tion on the disobedient, uliicli is ordy attended to too late. There is much
here that reminds of the Hebrew prophets in relation to the kings, the

anger of the king of Juda against the prophet who always prophesies ill to

him, and the consequences of oracles disregarded. We ndght be led into

such conjectures as that the projihetic function was really transferred from

Syria to Boeotia in whatever historical facts lie at the root of the story of a

Phoenician colony, and even see in the bird-watching of Teiresias a hint that

the Hebrew prophet came to be said to be fed by ravens from no different

suggestion. But prophet and king, like Church and State, are influenced

and act by natural laws transcending mere tradition; there is quite as much
of the Hebrew prophet in the Calchas of the Iliad as in the Teiresias of

Sophocles.

There is a certain harshness and hardness no doubt in the character of

Antigone by which we are a little reminded of the uncompromising virtue of

Cordelia ; but the exact temper is more likely to be misconceived in the

Greek heroine, because the sister who is exposed to some of her severe

speeches is far indeed from possessing—much less displaying—the shameless

qualities of Regan or Goneril. Ismene flinches from an affectionate enter-

prise, or even duty ; but this duty is one that calls for an heroic nature, and

some tender indulgence may be claimed by feminine natures that are aware

of no heroic impulse. Still there remains the fact that, when Ismene is

appealed to, she does not merely fail in courage to join in the sacred exploit,

but she fails to evince any adequate sense of its sacredness, of its incumbency.

She is not merely decided not to take part in it, but she is fully reconciled to

it being pretermitted altogether. The speeches by tone rather than in

direct words, indicate this spirit sufficiently, but they are only just sufficient

to do so. It is the art of the Greek dramatist, as of Shakespeare, to indicate

outlines thus delicately, to blend a light into a light, but still to leave for the

finer sense no uncertainty that different lights are blending, to forfeit none of

its fine pleasure in tracing the delicacy of the delineation.

Of course the delicacy will be thrown away for many, and for these at

the same time the distinction that it marks is lost, and serious indeed is the

ensuing detriment to the poet's ideal. Even Boeckh fails to appreciate the

contrast between the sisters—is blind to the definition of the moral colours.

Yet the definition is again and still more emphatically repeated, when
Ismene offers to share the responsibility of the committed transgression, and

is severely enough repelled. The tone and terms of the repulse, as we might be

bound to assume, are due to the knowledge by Antigone of the shallowness of

the self-devotion now professed so late. The tone and terms of the rejoinders

of Ismene justify all her rebuff. The offer is made, no doubt, but Avithout

passion, and in place of the ardent sisterly devotedness that could not, would

not, be refused a partnership in suffering, there is a descent upon

ratiocination—discourse of reasons.

So it is that in the Prometheus Vinctus the fettered Titan divines how

H.S.—VOL. X. L
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little of sympathy, and how nmch of curiosity, there is in the visit of his

brother Occanus, though it is only the undignified retirement of the visitor

that justifies to the spectator the sneers inflicted.

Sophocles would not be in liarmony with Shal{esi)eare's genius if he also

did not intimate that the strongest feminine nature is put to an unfair test

by such a responsibility as Antigone winds herself up to accept. In her last

speech, heroic as it is, there is just the suggestion of a mistrust that what she

has ventured for the sake of a brother requires to be justified by some after-

thought, even if a far-fetched excuse, which makes a brother's case exceptional.

There may be weakness also in her last pathetic words; but it is such

weakness as has been evinced by many a man well worthy to be recorded as

a martyr, who has found himself forsaken and exposed througli his zeal for

piety to the direst sufferings that could be merited by the impious, and has

been disposed in his agony to echo her ejaculation :

—

ri "^pi] fie Tijv BvcTTrjvov et? 6eov<; en
^XcTreiv ; tLv avSdv ^vfifid^wv ; iirel ye Sr)

rqv Bvaae^ciav evcre^ova €KT7]adfir]v.

W. Watkiss Lloyd.
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A STUDY OF PHUYOIAN ART. (Paut JI.)

It may be permitted mo to return for a moment to the (juestion, tonclied

on in my first paper, as to the age of tlie Lion-Gate at Mycenae. Tlie distinc-

tion which I drew between the age of the gateway and that of the tombs

Avithin the sacred precinct seems to me to be too much neglected, and its

significance to be misunderstood. There is a whole class of lejiends whose

object is to make out for the conquerors of the Peloponnesus a legitimate

right to its possession. For example, the Aetolians who conquered Elis gave

themselves a mythical justification by the tale that an ancestor of their chiefs

had been expelled from Elis, and that they were returning to claim his in-

heritance when the crime for which he had been expelled liad been expiated

by generations of banishment. Similarly the Spartans found that they could

make their cause a just one only by bringing to Sparta the bones of Orestes, the

ancient and rightful king. "When after a long search they found them, they

brought them home, and no doubt instituted a cultus at the grave. ^ After

they had thus legitimised themselves by continuing the worship of the

ancient chiefs of the land, they were strong to conquer the Tegeans. The
worship of Helena and her sacred tree are also well known at Sparta. I

believe that there existed at Mycenae a similar worship of the ancient chiefs

of the land. The Dorian conquerors continued the family cultus of the

chiefs whom they dispossessed. Probably there was both in Mycenae and in

Sparta an interval during which the worship was discontinued by the Dorian

conquerors, and then the ancient cultus was restored. We shall hardly be

wrong if we attribute this zeal of the Dorians to prove themselves riiditful

heirs of the Achaean chiefs to the growing infiuence of H(jmer. It was in-

cumbent on the Dorians to show respect to Homeric traditions^ and to prove

themselves the lawful possessors of the Homeric poems. Argos, the leading

Dorian state, probably began this practice, and Sparta imitated it. The myth
at last became a fixed belief, and the Spartan king Cleomenes, at the end of

the sixth century, could say, 'I am no Dorian, but Achaean."-

While the Lion-Gate seems to me to belong to the period of the Dorian

kings of Argos, perhaps 800—750, the tombs are pre-Dorian. As to the

^ While I accept from Herodotus the fact of ing of iron implies au earlier origin even for the

Dorian recognition of Orestes, I do not believe legend.

that his account is anything more than a popu- - To ijuote these words as a jiroof that Ch'O-

lar legend to explain an existing cultus, or tliat meues was really of a non-Uorian family, as has

the date about 560 which he assigns can be been done, seems to me a misunderstanding of

taken as historical. The ignorance of the forg- the nature of Greek legend.

L 2
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interval wliieh is to be placed between tlic making of tlie tombs and tbe

building of the gate, I can venture no o])ini()n, though I enteitain a dislike to

go back with Furtsviingler and Loschkc to tlie sixteenth century. ICxcavalion

will doubtless show whether the distinction of age which I make between the

tombs and the gate is right or wrong. If, contriry to my oj)inion, they nnist

be referred to the same period, I should bo glad if evidence accumulates to

carry back our knowledge of Greece to a remote date, though at present I

feel that more evidence is required. My principle has been to give what

seemed to me the latest date, and in every case any modification of my views

will probably be to give greater anti(|uity to the monuments alluded to in

t^iese pa})ers.

Since the first part of this paper was published, part of MM. Perrot and

Chipiez's account of Phrygian Art has appeared. I shall be obliged occasion-

ally to dissent from some of the views which they have advanced, and to

criticize some of the drawings which they have given ; but I hope that the

expression of dissent on isolated points may not tend to obscure the large

amount of agreement in our views as to the date, character, and origin of

Phrygian art; and that my criticisms of some drawings^ may not hide my
admiration of the care with which the two authors have from very insufticient

and scattered materials gathered their account of the Phrygian monuments.

I shall also have to state in some cases that M. Perrot has not correctly under-

stood my opinions and statements privately communicated to him ; the mis-

understanding should be attributed partly, I have no doubt, to my own
obscurity of expression, and partly to the difficulty of communication, when
each speaks more fluently and understands more readily a different language "

from the other.^ I also have to acknowledge several cases in which I have

been taught a better opinion by M. Perrot's exposition. M. Perrot more than

once refers to my having refrained from publishing any complete account of

the Phrygian monuments. I hoped in 1884 to make, in company with

Mr. A. H. Smith, a complete study of the subject ; but his health first delayed

and finally stopped the joint work. My other journeys have been made in

far too economical fashion to permit the careful study I had hoped to make
with the skilled aid of Mr. A. H. Smith. The present imperfect study would

have been published before this time if every one were as convinced as I am
of the historical importance of the subject. Considerations of expense have

forced me to omit about half of the illustrations I once intended to s^ive here

:

^ Their fig. 117 is in some rosju-cts more ground. I Imve omitted to montion tliis detail

successful than my fig. 9 ; hut there arc two in my description. I could detect no attempt

faults in it. (1) It is tlie right warrior, not to indicate eyes. But the large drawing gives

the left, which is complete : my fig. 7 repre- a far better idea of tlie relief than my tiny

sents the relief from the opposite view, viz. figure 9.

from the interior. (2) The rows indicating tlie - Fig. 128 (cp. p. 105, n. 1) is due to Mr.
linir of the Gorgon-like figure are not visilde in Blunt, not to me, wliile fig. 90, wliich is at-

u front view, but only in a side view. They tributed to Mr. Blunt, is due to me, and differs

are indicated on the edge of the relief: the from the drawing liy Mr. Blunt, which is among
head is indicated as a flat suiTace and tlic edges tlie papers of the Society.

are cut sliar[t and square down to the back-
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of the rest, those which are already completed will appear elsewhere, while

those which are untinished will probably remain so.

One can hardly appreciate without experience how difficult it is to attain

accuracy in regard to these Phrygian monuments. Their great size, and the

difficulty or impossibility of getting near enough to make measurements or

examine carefully ; the regularity of character on a general view combined

with frc'iuent irregularity in detail on closer view, and the individuality of

type so different from any other ancient art, lead the observer frequently into

error. I might mention several curious instances of such errors, which have

happened to myself or to others; but I shall give only one, which ha[>pens to

aid my purpose. MM. Perrot and Chipiez publish (fig. 48) a drawing of the

Tomb of Midas, made by M. Tomaszkievicz after a good photograph by Mr.

Blunt. This thawing is in some respects inaccurate, for it is very difficult to

find a draughtsman who has patience enough to imitate the almost infinite

complexity of the Phrygian pattern. M. Perrot, who on p. 86 mentions that

the arrangement of the raaeander pattern in Texier's drawing on tlie right

and left of the false door is inaccurate, docs not observe that in the drawing

which he himself publishes there is some inaccuracy in this respect.^ He
however publishes, in order to show, in correction of Texier, the real character

of the false door and of the pattern round it, another drawing (fig. 49) by M.

Guillaume, the draughtsman who accompanied him on his expedition through

Phrygia and Galatia in 1801. This drawing, which had been published in M.
Perrot's Voyage Archi^ulof/iquc, p. 112, represents on a larger scale than fig.

48 the false doorway in the lower part of the monument together with the

maeander pattern round it. This second drawing contradicts not merely

Texier but also the preceding fig. 48 with regard to the arrangement of the

maeander pattern. Fig. 49 is in this respect right ; but it is certainly con-

fusing to the reader that a drawing made from a photograph should be

contradicted by a drawing made by eye, and that the contradiction should

not be commented on. But M. Guillauine's drawino^ contradicts fis:. 48 in

another respect, viz. in regard to the thickness of the raised pattern compared

with the sunk spaces. Fig. 48 in this respect agrees with Texier, and is

correct, while the drawing which is given expressly to illustrate a small part

of the monument on a larger scale is wrong. Yet the text gives no hint of

divergence in this respect, and the reader is left to the free choice between

the two, or rather is encouraged to follow M. Guillaume's drawing in all

respects.'^ This is so remarkable that no one will believe it possible. But

those who doubt my statement can verify it by comparing Perrot's figs. 48

and 49 with each other and with the excellent photograph of Mr. Blunt.^

The peculiar characteristic of the maeander pattern on the Midas-Tomb

^ The inaccuracy is very slight on the riglit error. One can never bo sure of liaving under-

side, but more serious on tlie left side. stood the ])atteru williout drawing it with one's

^ So puzzling are tliese patterns that, although own liaiid.

the error relates to a point which has particularly ^ Mr. Blunt intimated in the Journnl Lis

interested me, I had looked cursorily many readiness to supply co])ies of this photograph at

times at the drawing without observing the a very small pi ice.
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is that it is founded on a unit of measurement, which as near as I could

estimate is 10^ inclios. Every line, both horizontal and vertical, throu^diout

tlie maeander pattern coincides witii one of the lines of a pattern of squares

of this size. The accompanying sketch, fig. 14, in which drawings by Texier,

Tomaszkievicz, Blunt, and Sir C. Wilson all agree, and which can be verified

from Mr. Blunt's photograph, shows the character by conqdeting a small part

of the fundamental pattern in dotted lines.

The same character may be observed in numerous other monuments, yet

M. Perrot nowhere explicitly mentions it. It nuist however be reckoned one

of the most distinctive features of Phrygian work. For example, there is an

unmistakable resemblance between the pattern of the king's robes on the

Ibriz monument and the ])attern of the Midas-Tomb, as I have frequently

pointed out. But tlio Ibriz momimcnt fails in this characteristic, and this

difference alone, not to mention locality, would stanip it as non-Phrygian. It

shows a pattern wrought by tliinner lines on a surface.^ Sir Charles Wilson

called my attention to this character, while I was laboriously drawing the

minute pattern of the Ibriz robes and making it too like the Midas

pattern.

Fig. li.

M. Guillaume's drawing disguises this character. He makes the raised

spaces thinner than the sunk spaces. The difference may to some seem

shght, and my criticism may seem hypercriticism ; but it is on the observance

of .these .slight differences that scientific archaeology depends, and my point

is that this character is distinctive of a class of Phrygian ornament and

decisive as to its origin. This class of ornament is not imitated after a

pattern worked on a surface or background, like a carpet pattern ; there is in

it both analogy to and difference from carpet work (Perrot, p. 193).

I liave alluded to this character before,^ and hoped that my brief allusion

would be understood by those who study Phrygian art, but, as is clear from

^ The incised parts arc thinner than the raised Midas-Tomb,

parts at Ibriz ; M. Guillaunie shows tlic raised - Jintrnal of Jldlcnic Studies, 1882, pp. 26-7,

parts thinner than the incised parts on the and note on p. 26.
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tlic necessity laid on nic of writing the preceding paragraphs, I sacrificed

perspicuity in seeking after brevity. Consequently it is now necessary to

explain myself more clearly and fully. In the explanation I hope to show
the origin of the Phrygian pattern.

The Phrygian ornament then in its simplest form is a chessboard pattern

of squares alternately sunk and in relief. This pattern is used to ornament
the sides and roof of a small chamber cut in the rock underneath the city

wall, a little w^y to the .south of Gate D (see plan, fig. 11 : the exact situation

is not marked, but it can easily be found by an explorer). In the next stage

the simple chessbixird pattern is made more comi^licated by suppressing some
of the divisions, and making several squares continuously either sunk or

raised. A very simple example is the tomb called Maltash, J.H.S. 1881,

Plate XXI. A (Perrot, fig. 00). An example rather more comi;)licated is the

Midas-Tomb. Fig. 14, in which the dotted lines show the fundamental pattern,

makes the character of the ornament clear.

1
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these tombs. The tomb called Maltash is in the neighbourhood of the Lion-

Tombs. All the other monuments of that neighbourhood seem to me to be

of a more archaic type than the Midas-Tomb. But so long as I could find

no definite standard to determine whether Maltash or Yazili Kaya (i.e. the

Midas-Tomb) were the older, I did not feel ready to face the (question of

chronology. But now that the Maltash is sliown to belong to an earlier stage

of development, it seems justifiable to assert that the acropolis and the monu-

ments at the Lion-Tombs belong to an older period than the Midas-Tomb and

the vast majority of the monuments connected with it.

The Midas-Tomb again is older than the Tomb of Arezastis. It is

improbable that artists who had elaborated the ornamentation of fig. 15 should

go back to the type of the border of the Midas-Tomb. When they had

elaborated the type of fig. 15, they used it on a number of monuments.

Moreover a new ornament, the rosette, is introduced on the Tomb of Arezastis,

and finally even a glance at the inscriptions is sufficient to convince us of the

greater antiquity of the Midas-Tomb. The forms of epsilon and sigma are

clearly more ancient on the latter.

At the same time there cannot be a great difference in time between

these two monuments. The artists were clearly striving after variety in the

use of their pattern, and could not halt long on the progress to fig. lo.

Moreover the children of Akenanolas erect both monuments.

The monument published by Perrot, plate 59, is later, but only a little

later than the Tomb of Arezastis. The resemblance in the ornamentation

both of the rectangular surface and of the pediment is so complete that the

two monuments are stamped as of one and the same period. But this iin-

iuscribed monument is more complicated: it introduces in addition to the

rosette one mere new type of ornament, viz. a zone of a lotus uiid pahnottc

pattern. The artists are constantly struggling onwards towards new forms.

Moreover, if the illustrations at my disposal are correct, the ornament inside

the pediment, which in the monument of Arezastis is significant, is given in

an abbreviated meaningless and conventional style on the uninscribed monu-

ment. In the former we see in each half of the pediment a double door

shut and barred ; for Phrygian religion, as I have shown elsewhere,^ regarded

the door as one of the necessary parts of a tomb. In the latter we could not

understand what the objects represented within the pediment were, unless we

had the Tomb of Arezastis to explain their meaning.

A decided and important step in this development is marked by the

next monument of this class, the tomb at Bakshish. As I do not find M.

Perrot's illustrations sufticiently accurate, and as I have been obliged to

suppress the illustrations which have been prepared, I must refer to another

place for the continuation of this exposition. I may however say briefly that

I must retract my former theory, that this kind of ornament is imitated from

carpet-work. The ornamented robes at Ibriz show what is the result of

1 Part I. p. 371 ; J. IT. S. 1884, p. 254fr. M. 102) that tlieiu is a Juor on this inonumeut.

Perrot somewhat strangely has not noticed (p.
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iiiiitiitiric,' in stone coloured or eiubroi'lered work ; the result is a thinner

pattern on a broad surface. The drawing of AI. Guillaurne niiyht allow us to

consider the ornament of the Midas-Tomb as of the same cliaracter, but tVie

preceding paragraphs liave shown marked difference between the two styles

amid their general resemblance.

The whole class of Phrygian pattern appears to me to be the imitation

in stone of some kind of tile-work, e.g. the covering of a flat surface like the

wall of a room with a pattern of tiles or of square plaques of ivory or bronze.

That there should be a decided analogy between the pattern aimed at in this

kind of ornament and the patterns of carpets is natural, but the difference is

also natural. Hence I ex])l;iin the combined analogy and difference between

the Ibriz and the Midas monuments. The raised spaces on the Midas-Tomb

represent tiles of one colour, and tlie sunk spaces tiles of another colour.

The pattern is produced by placing several tiles of one colour side by side.

In the simplest form of the Phrygian pattern, single tiles alternate, The

Ibriz monument imitates cloth in which similar patterns are made by

bands or threads of one colour on a surface of a different colour. We now see

how the border round the Midas-Tomb produces a different effect from the

other extant examples. It cannot be produced by square tiles, whereas all

the other examples of the Phrygian pattern can be produced by placing side

by side either square tiles of two different colours, or square tiles and halves

of square tiles.

It is possible also to work backwards from the monuments of this class.

The arrangement of the low, simple and bare pediment within the chamber

of the Broken Lion-Tomb (part I. p. 358, fig. 5) is distinctly of the same type

as that of the Maltash pediment ; but the latter introduces a little ornament

on the shaft of the supporting column. ^ The Maltash as a whole is in form

like one side of the chamber, covered with ornament instead of being left

plain as in fig. 5 : it is therefore a development and later than the Broken

Lion-Tomb. The latter in its turn is obviously later than tlie other still

perfect Lion-Tomb, with its simpler forms, and its perfectly plain chamber.

The monuments of the class of Maltash, &c., are obviously imitated after

one of the end walls of a chamber such as is shown in figs. 2 and 5, with the

addition of a central acroterion as a crowning member. The Phrygian must

have adopted from Assyria the use of tiles to adorn the walls of rooms. At

an early time they constructed such monuments as the Lion-Tombs and Perrot's

fig. 75, and avoided sacrilege by placing tlie entrance high in a perpendicular

rock. Then the idea occurred to their artists to make the front of the tombs

like the side of a chamber, and to conceal the actual grave behind or beneath

it. After making several large monuments of this clas.s, they struck out a

new style in the monument at Bakshish, and at this stage in their develop-

ment came the Cimmerian invasion.

The tomb at Bakshish appears to me to belong to the old Phrygian

* The two pediments are even more alike than type, with a rectangular capital and base, (ho

can be gathered from j)l. xxi A. Tlie supporting base smaller than the capital,

column of the pediment in each is of the same
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kingdom, which perished about 075. It marks a new departure in style, and

is separated by an interval from the group of monuments, those of Midas,

Arezastis, and the uninscribed one. These three are of the same period :

monuments of such size however cannot be strictly contemporary, but must

represent successive efforts, dating according to my theory about the latter

part of the eighth century. Placing the earlier monuments of the series at a

certain interval from each other, we certainly reach back into the ninth

century for the date of the Lion-Tomb, fig. 10, p. 308.

I find myself still obliged to adhere to the same chronological order

which I stated in this Journal, 1882, p. 28. The monuments showing sculp-

tures in relief of human and animal figures are older than those which are

covered with geometrical patterns, while the latter again are older than a very

large group of a markedly architectural type. The last class, as I then said,

appear to me to belong to the revival of the Phrygian kingdom under Lydian

domination, after the expulsion of the Cimmerians. About the year OUO and

earlier, we find that the Assyrian and the Median power, which reached (one

before the other) as far as the Halys, come into contact, not with the Phrygian,

but with the Lydian kingdom. By the treaty of 585 B.c, the Halys was

recognized as the boundarj between Lydians and Medes. During the reign

of Croesus the Phrygian king of whom Herodotus speaks was a vassal king.

When the Persians seized the Median power, Croesus crossed the Halys to

attack them. During this period and the Persian domination which fullowed,

Phrygian art was not wholly inactive, but was nerveless and degenerate in

character, and passed under the infiuence of foreign models ^ more and more

completely as time went on. The monuments of this period are very

numerous, but fiu* smaller in size than the greater monuments of the old

time.

This later period, which I have styled the architectural period because

the tombs take the form of temples or perhaps of houses, comes to an end at

the Gaulish invasioii about 200 B.C. At that time there must have taken

place the complete devastation and desolation which Strabo attests as having

before his time replaced the ancient civilization of Gordius and Midas. No
record attests that the Gauls desolated Phrygia, but such record is not neces-

sary to tell us what must have taken place when the hordes of Gauls were

sweeping across this district to take possession of tlie plains of Galatia. It

is certain that the country in which the Gauls finally settled down begins

almost at the eastern base of the mountains in which the Phrygian monu-

ments are, for the territory of the Trocnades, who are obviously Gauls from

their name, lay not far from these mountains.

In part I. p. 381 the expectation was expressed that M. Perrot wouM
place before the eyes of scholars the first trustworthy representation of the

Midas-Tomb. I regret very much that M. Tomaszkievicz's drawing fails in

' Formerly I thought that Greek art cxercUcil much Persian influence (differing in this from

gieat influence in this period, but I have been llirschfcld) and a little Greek, the latter very

taught better by Professor G. Hirschfeld, I see late.
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accuracy in several respects, and though it is on tlic whole the best that has

been published, yet several corrections have to be made in it. One of them

has already been mentioned—the misrepresentation of the arrangement of

the maeander pattern on the left of the false door. The number and arrange-

ment of the diamonds in and over the pediment is incorrect, as is clear from

the })hotogra})h. He has also placed tiie little cave or chamber on the left a

little too near the sculptured face, and too high ; this error is apparently due

to his misunderstanding one of the shadows. He has given the inscriptions

on the right and over the monument very incorrectly, and it might have been

expected that he should with the help of the photograph have represented

the breaks and the lower surroundings of the monument better. In his note

on p. 80 M. Perrot remarks that there are only two inexactitudes in Texier's

drawing, but a comparison between Texier and fig. 48 shows that there are

numerous other slight variations, in regard to all of which the reader is left

in doubt which authority is to be followed. In some cases fig. 48 is right,

while in others Texier is right. One really serious error is that Texier has

completed the pediment and represented it without any central support. All

other Phrygian pediments of this early time have a central support, and,

while the fracture of the rock prevents certainty, yet in all probability the

Midas-Tomb had a similar vertical member beneath the acroterion.^ Another

very important difference between Texier and fig. 48 is in respect of the

central acroterion. Texier gives it as composed of two sets of concentric

circles. The reader is struck -by the style of this acroterion. He turns to

fig. 48, and finds that M. Tomaszkievicz gives it as two spirals, resembling

a sort of Ionic capital.^ Some warning should in the text be given of such a

serious divergence. The point is rather difficult to determine in the mutilated

state of the central part of the pediment ; but Sir C Wilson and Mr.

Blunt both agree with Texier, and my memory is clear as to discussing

the point with them on the spot and agreeing in this opinion. Texier,

indeed, completes the acroterion in a way that is probably incorrect, for the

central part of it is now broken away. But the remaining parts are sufficient

to show that all the curves are parts of concentric circles. The photographs

of the monument by Blunt and Hogarth seem on a first glance to make the

curves spiral, but this is due to the shadows, which have deceived M. To-

maszkievicz. Sir C. Wilson also points out to me that every curve in every

acroterion of this class of monuments is part of a true circle.

Each of the points which have just been mentioned may seem slight

and the enumeration of them may be tedious, but it is on correctness in such

points that an appreciation of the style depends. Much time would be saved,

and far greater clearness would be gained, if a really correct drawing were

published. It is remarkable that no representation of this monument which

does not contain numerous faults of detail has yet been published, and that

^ I have not access to Texier's largo work and ^ He gives the right spiral distinctly, while

have to content myself with the drawing the left which is uncertain musf be understood

published in his small work, Asie Mineure. to resemble the right.
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I should still have to plead that the Midas-Tomb is important enough in tlic

history of art to justify the expense of an accurate drawing.

The first part of this paper broke off wliile discussing the character of

the Midas-Monument. I consider it to have been sepulchral. M. Perrot has

now stated his opinion clearly : it was a monument erected by the Phrygian

princes to a legendary ancestor, whose name they had taken and whom they

worshipped as a god, a sort of mythical representative of the actual dynasty.

I still continue to think the sepulchral character is more probable.

I may be allowed to guard against the imputation that I simply took up

the most obvious view,i and now continue to maintain it against a new

suggestion. Both views were in my mind, balanced against each other, from

the first day I saw the monument onwards. Sir Charles Wilson, when I

visited the Midas-Monument in his company in June 1881, at once inferred

from the want of a grave that the purpose was religious, not sepulchral. I

allowed the question to hang undecided in my mind for a long time. Even

now, if I saw any argument for M. Perrot's view, except the single one that

lies in the non-discovery of a carefully and successfully concealed grave, I

should be quite ready to accept his opinion.

M. Perrot appears to me to draw far too broad a line between religion

and sepulture. The Greek distinction between the Olympian gods and the

gods of the world of death is in his mind, and hence he says on p. 158

(obviously arguing against my views stated in this Journal, especially in 1884,

p. 242 ff.), that no indication either in the ancient texts or in the monuments

justifies the belief that Cybele ever held the place of sovereign of the lower

world and protectress of the dead. The remark and the distinction would

have been unintelligible to a Phrygian. The goddess, the embodiment of the

creative and recreative power of nature, is the mother of all life, from whom
we come, and to whom we go. Every important text and monument seem

to me to necessitate this view, but the subject is too wide for me to enter on

in this place.^

M. Perrot quotes (p. 102, n. 1) a passage from Hesychius, which certainly

seems to tell in his favour, as he gives the text. I do not know from what

source he takes the quotation, but according to M. Schmidt's edition of

Hesychius he gives it in a form both inaccurate and incomplete.^ It should

be as follows : Mt'Sa 6e6^' ol vno Mi8a ^aatXevdivre'i icre^ovro koI wfivvov

TT]v M.cBa 6e6v, rjv rive^ fjbrjTepa avrov iKTerifiijcrdat Xeyovacv. I understand

this to mean that the subjects of Midas reverenced and made oath by the

^ La pi-eniiere hyiiothese qui se presente h nature which existed iit the time) of this religious

I'esprit, p. 89. 1 should rather say that the idea. The ideas entertained by the Greeks

most obvious reflexion, which rises in every- about Cybele are in the main Greek and not

one's mind on first seeing the monument, is that Phrygian, and should have no weight attached

it cannot be a tomb, as there is no apparent to them,

place for a grave. ' On p. 102, n. 1, he gives it Mi5o 6(6s. Ol

' The Plirygian mysteries, as to whose rites virh MiSa ^aaiKivQivrfs iai^ovro ko! Cifivvov rhv

we are well infonned, are a presentation in gross {sic!)VlihaQt6v. On p. 14 he infers from this

symbolism (according to tlie primitive social misquotation that ' ilidas se confondait avec ua

ciicumstances and the elementary ideas of de ces dieux dont le culte resta populaire,' &c.
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goddess of Midas, avIio some say was lioiioured as liis niotlicr. The allusion

is to the i(h.'a, oti which I have liad to insist so freciuently, that, according to

the Plirygo-Lydian belief, their chiefs were the sons of the goddess. The
chief or king has a goddess-mother, and goes back to his mother when he dies.

The extract from Hesychius should have been quoted in my part I. p. 369,

as a proof of the view there stated.

This idea was adopted along with the religion of Cybele by the con-

quering tribe who penetrated from the northwest into Phrygia about B.C. 900.

The inscriptions seem to prove that this tribe liad the custom of reckoning

descent through the male line. If my interpretation is correct, we have

Ates Arkiaevais son of Akenanolas, Arezastis wife of Akenanolas, Phorkyn
Tegatoz son of Akenanolas, Baba Memevais son of Proitas. But the social

condition of the country after the conquest was, according to my view, a

mixture of the habits of the conquering caste with the old religion of the

country. Some therefore say that the goddess of Midas was honoured as

his mother. In Lydia this idea was, as Gelzer has shown, held in the form

that the husband of the heiress was king, and the husband of the heiress's

daughter succeeded ; but this cannot have been the case in Phrygia, if we
may judge from the statement of descent through the father and also from

the recorded fact that the last king Midas married the Cymaean princess

Demodike. The tomb of Arezastis however with its inscriptions seems to

attest that great honour was paid to the mother in Phrygia, and according to

one tale Midas was the son of the prophetess-wife of Gordius, whose divine

power of prophecy probably points to her being ultimately the goddess her-

self, the mother of Midas.

I will not however conceal an analogy, not observed by M. Perrot, which

may perhaps be held to tell in his favour. An inscription of Anaboura, a

town on the Phrygo-Pisidian frontier, where however the native language was

the same as in Phrygia, belonging to the first century after Christ, mentions a

donation to the state by Obrimianos and Mousaios, sons of Julius. They end

by emphatically declaring their descent from Manes Ourammoes. In pub-

lishing the inscription in 1883, I said : 'It is uncertain whether Manes

Ourammoes is a god, or a heroic semi-divine progenitor, or a real person.

Perhaps the last supposition is most probable.' My view was, and is, that

Manes Ourammoes was one of the last chiefs of this part of Pisidia, before it

fell under the domination of the Romans, and that his descendants boast of

their descent, just as in another Phrygian family their inscriptions record that

they are descendants of kings and tetrarchs.^ But those who prefer to this

explanation the other which I mentioned ordy to reject, that Manes Ouram-

moes was a heroic mythical ancestor, worshipped by the family, will find in

this inscription an argiunent in favour of M. Perrot's o})inion.

M. Perrot holds the monument to have been erected to Midas the King,

^ uvres aTtSyovoi Mdvuv Ovpaix^6ov compare It has since been published by Prof. J. K. S.

fiaai\(u>v Koi TfTpdpxa-'v airSyofut C'.I.G. 4033, StciTett in his ' rreliniiiiaiy Report,' p. 14,

4034 &c. I published the iiisciiiition of without observing the previous publicatiou.

Anaboura in MUtlwihiiKjcn Athcu, 1883, p. 71.
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by real kings who bore his name. But the inscription says that Ates erected

the monument to Midas ;
^ none of the persons mentioned on this or the other

monuments bear the name Midas except the mythical ancestor. The monu-
ments therefore afford no proof, on M. Perrot's explanation, that there ever

was really a Phrygian king named Midas. The only inference which they

would permit is that Midas is a heroic ancestor of the type of Heracles or

Pelops, worshipped by the Phrygian chiefs in their family religion.

On the other hand I contend that there is traditional evidence of the

death of a king Midas, in a great catastrophe widely affecting Asia Minor,

now admittedly a historical catastrophe as attested by contemporary epigraphic

evidence, though formerly doubted. This event, the Cimmerian invasion,

affected the Greeks almost as much as the Phrygians. The coincidence aided

the historical memory. The king in question was closely connected by

marriage with the Greeks of the coast, and the early references made by the

Greeks to his dynasty show that it was considered by them as peculiarly

impressive, and so great as to be almost more than human. The coincidence

with Greek history, and the striking contrast of greatness and sudden ruin,

made the historical tradition accurate and trustworthy in this case.

The facts then are these, as I conceive them. Trustworthy tradition

tells us that there was a dynasty of Phrygian kings in the Sangarios valley,

some of whom were named Midas. Among a series of monuments in the

Sangarios valley, whose character shows that they were made by a people of

considerable civilization and wealth, one bears the inscription 'Ates Arkiaevais

placed to Midas the King.' This monument, as M. Perrot full}' acknowledges

by placing it among the sepulchral monuments, has all the external appearance

of a grave. Every point in it occurs in other monuments whose sepulchral

character is obvious to the eye owing to the violent disclosure of concealed

graves. In this and two other cases no grave has been discovered, but that is,

as I believe, only because the grave has in these cases been more skilfully

or more successfully concealed. The variety in external appearance among
the monuments is far from justifying the assumption that the internal ar-

rangement {i.e. the situation of the concealed grave) was in every case

the same.

The facts as thus stated point to the view that the Midas-Monument is

the tomb of one of the historical kings of that name. This view is the simple

and natural conclusion from the striking agreement between the traditional

and the monumental evidence.

The view stated by M. Perrot loses all the support given by the tradition.

He tries in vain to accommodate himself to the tradition by saying that the

Phrygian kings bore the name of their mythical ancestor Midas. If they bore

the name, why is it that the inscriptions mention several of them by other

names, but none by the name Midas ? At the best there is a want of agree-

^ It deserves note that all the persons men- iu the later inscriptions written in the Greek

tioned on the monument have a double name, and language—Ates Arkiaevais, Midas Lavaltas the

that the double name is characteristic of I'lirygia King, Baba Mcmevais.
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mcnt between the inscription and tlie tradition according to his theory, and
wo could only lament that the agreement is not closer. If his theory were the

most natural and simple one, we might resign ourselves to the loss of such a

historical coincidence. But his theory seems to me decidedly the more
artificial and improbable, and therefore I argue so strongly that tradition is

exactly confirmed by the monument of Midas.

The theory of M. Parrot would be shown to bo less artificial than it seems
to mo, if he had brought forward examples of the use of cenotaphs in the

family religion. Is this a probable style of shrine at which to worship the

deified hero of the family, a front like that of a grave, without any altar or

any apparent means of worship ? He himself, in spite of his explanation,

gives the Midas-Monument not among VArchitecture Ecligicuse, but amon^
V Architecture Fiin6raire. If it be of the character which he maintains, then
it strictly belongs to the chapter on religion, and in that case the violence

which severs it from every monument that can throw light on it would be
apparent.

The very same reasoning that applies to the Midas-Monument would
also apply, and is actually applied by M. Perrot, to the monument of Arezastis,

But on the latter the inscription shows that Frekyn, son of Akenanolas,
erected the monument to his own mother, wife of Akenanolas. Even one who
would have admitted a single mythical and eponymous hero may shrink from
also admitting a heroine of similar character, mother of the constructor of the
monument. A third monument (Perrot, fig. 59), which has the same general
character as the Midas-Monument, and which has no grave as yet discovered,

wants and always has wanted an inscription, so that we must go on to admit
a third commemorative monument,^ whose author does not think it worth
while to mention the name of the legendary ancestor whom he commemorates.
A sepulchral monument without an inscription is a natural thing ; it is a mark
of honour to the dead man. But a commemorative monument without any
accompaniment and without any dead person, without any shrine or altar, and
with no indication of means of worship, without even the possibility of worship
except from a distance, seems an anomaly. M. Perrot himself fully admits
the difficulty caused by the want of an inscription. He also practically admits

(p. 102) that on his theory one would look for some means or place of worship
in connection with these monuments. In the case of the Midas-Monument
he finds in a shallow grotto at the left a place for 'receiving the ofFerinf^s

brought to this god and the lamps lighted in his honour.' He ouo-ht then to

find some analogous arrangements for religious purposes beside the other two
monuments, and I am convinced that any person who actually surveys the

situation of the monuments (especially that of fig. 58) will appreciate the

utter want of anything to suggest religious use. The niches and benches
which M. Perrot mentions on p. 105 have not impressed themselves on my
memory, and he gives no authority for them. Ho has not seen them himself,

and apparently infers them from the drawings. M. Perrot (p. 105) says : sur

^ Monument commemoiatif, p. 102.
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los blocks lie roclicrs qtii sorvcnt commc de soubassemcnt ;i la surface

travaille. Mr. Hogartli's memory agrees with mine.

It is true that beside the 'Niobc' at Magiie>ia, which, like most other

recent visitors, I have always maintained to be a cultus-statue of the goddess

Cybcle, there is the same difificulty of getting close to the image, and the same

want of space for assembling to worship near it. But there seems no religious

difficulty to prevent more distant worship of the colossal image. In the image

there is a deity placed before the eye of the worshipper, but I find nothing to

suffirest religion in such an ornamental front as these monuments show.

Another argument to prove that the Midas-Monument was a real tomb,

was postponed in part T. p. 381. At the left side of the monument is a small

three-sided chamber of peculiar shape, with an inscription running round the

three sides. It is written from left to right, and begins on the left-hand side.

It has been copied several times, and was last published by me in the Journal

of the Royal Asiatic Society, 1883. According to all the published copies it

begins with a9, after which the end of a word is marked. In 1884, examining

the inscription with greater care, I observed that before a there were traces of

[CHAMBER]

PRCSEWrluRfACE OF
j \»^f

- -..:z"-^
ANCIENT SURFACE O^

FlU. \G.

another letter, viz. epsilon. The right side of this letter remains, but the

middle and the left side have been broken off. Now these letters arc about

twenty inches in height and four inches in breadth. The remains of the

letter are less than an inch broad, and the rest is broken away. Yet the side of

the chamber is now sharply at right angles to the surface of the rock. Where
then has the rest of the letter stood ? Examining more closely, I came con-

fidently to the opinion that the present surface of the rock is the result of

recent cleavage, that formerly the rock projected much further forward, and

that the chamber was at that time larger than it is at present, and was of

course in all probability concealed inside the rock and entered only by a

hidden entrance. Exactly the same thing has happened here as happened at

the Broken Lion-Tomb, An angle of rock has fallen almost entirely away

with perpendicular cleavage,^ and there remains only the inner end of the

chamber. The rest of the cliamber was in one or more fragments of the rock

which fell away, and which are now either concealed beneath the accumulated

* I have on p. 376 mentioned the tendency of tliis rock to split iu vertical siirfaces.
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soil, or more probaljly have disiiitegiatcil ainl liclp to loriii the accumulation.

Li the accompanying Fig. 10, ilrawn not to actxla but by eye, I have shown tiic

present grouml plan of the nionument and the chamber, and have restored in

dotted lines the oiiginal appt-arance of the chand)tr and surrounding rock.

The dimensions of the restored chamber are of course quite uncertain and

nre merely shown to bring the process clearly before the reader. I think it

necessary to do this as, thougli I mentioned this discovery^ to M. Perrot and

thought I had explained it, he in a note p, 102 speaks of ' cette grotto, qui

completee et fermec par des blocs de pierre, aurait etc autrefois plus spacieuse.'

He adds the criticism that ' le roc n'a pas garde la muindre trace qui rendc

cette conjecture vraisemblable.' I was uot prepared to be so (mtirely mis-

apprehended. The absurdity of concealing a tomb by building it in an

artificial chand)er adjoining the ruck is patent. IMy whole point is that the

Phrygians were obviously in the habit at an early time of concealing the

grave, that in sotne cases the concealed grave has been found, but that in a

few cases the grave has been so well concealed that it has not yet been found.

Tlie monuments of Midas and Arezastis are of this class. I believe them to

be sepulchral monuments, and propose the the(jry that the sculptured monu-

ment was merely a gigantic stele beside the concealed grave, and that

the actual grave of Midas was in the chamber cut in the rock on the left side

of the monument. This chamber has now been so much mutilated by the

collapse of j^art of the rock that its original size, form, and arrangement are

({uite uncertain. The entrance was probably closed by a carefully fitting

stone, as is to be presumed froui the fact that this method of closing the

entrance to a concealed grave was jjraciised in several other Phrygian tombs.

The collapse of the rock and of the supposed grave-chamber deprives us

of all opportunity of verifying or disproving the view which is here offered.

In 1884? we had an excavation made in the end of the chamber that still

remains. About six feet below the ]>resent suiface of the soil we reached the

floor of the chamber. The floor is now rough and irregular (owing to the dis-

integration to which this stone is liable, especially under the earth), and little

evidence could be recovered as to its original arrangement. The present

state is not consistent with the view that there was a sei)ulchral bed at the

west end (i.e. the remaining end) of the chamber, but may be said almost to

favour (or at least not to disprove) the view that there was a sunk grave in

the floor of the chamber at this end.

MM. Perrot and Chipiez publish (p. 99, fig. 58) a drawing of the monu-

ment, which is represented in my part I. p. 380, fig. 13. The differences are

very considerable. M. Perrot says, p. 102, n. 8, ' nous av(»ns contro!e et rectifie

dans quelques details la planche de IV'xier au moyen d'une photographic que

' Tlii.s disoovory is no iiKittur of ioiiii;c;linr. I llii- los-;. 1 inlciulfil to rco.xaniiiio tlic plitcc in

tliiiik that any one wlio examines tiic mrk ISS? iilon;,' \vi(h Mr. Ilo^jutli ami j;ct lii.s tcsti-

will come to tlio conclusion tliiMvis no otlit^i way monj', but tlu; ( iicissian.'', who liavo recently

of accounting for the Ics.s of tlic oiisih)n, except huilt a viilaj^c hoide liie Mida.s Tomb, liavo

througli actual cleavage of tlio rock. Mere (constructed a .store-room iu I'roiil of the ciiani-

niouUlciing of the surface (h)es not account lor Iht.

U.S.—VOL. X. M
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nous a cormrniniqueo M. Fougeres ot du croquis de M. Rnmsay.' In spite of

the photographic support claimed fur this drawing. 1 claim to be right on all

points of difference. 1 In 188G Mr. Hogarth and 1 examined the monument
very carefully with a large outline sketch in our hands. We observed and

noted on the sketch that the left side of the pecUnient w;is never completed

(just as it is given in this Journal). M. Perrot gives it as complete. We
observed also that on tlie right side of the pediment the thiee ornaments at the

foot were never completed ; and I have made the same observation in my
note-book of 1881, romjiaring the unfinished window of Aladdin's palace.

M. Perrot gives them as uniform witii the rest. The end of the inscription

runs across the lowest ornaments on the right-hand side. M. Perrot puts it

below the ornaments. He has adopted my reading of the inscription, but

gives it as arranged by Texier."^ Texier is wrcjU'.^ : I compared him witii the

stone, and Hogarth compared iny copy with the stone. The ornamentation

within the pediment is given by M. Perrot according to my sketch : it cannot

be taken from the photograph, because it is to a considerable extent restored,

and can be understood onl}^ with much difficulty and after very careful

examination with a good glass. But one slight difference may be observed

between the two illustrations. Small double doors, imitated after wooden

doors studded with metal nails and barred, are represented in the pediment.

The number of nails in the lower row differs in the two sides of the pediment,

six on the left side, four on the right side. M. Perrot gives six in, both cases.

I noted the difference with special care on the monument. In the ornament

along the upper side of the pediment, both Hogarth and I counted twenty

lozenges ^ on the left side, but M. Perrot gives only seventeen, and they

do not give the central acroterion so accurately as the Jotirnal shows it.

Sir C. Wilson considers that my representation is not entirely accurate.

He says that every curve in the acroterion is part of a true circle, and that

the circles, arcs of wdiicli form the acroterion, are drawn from three centres,

viz. the central points of the three small complete ciicles. This observation,

which I believe to be probably true, but which escaped me when examining

the monument, adds greatly to the intelligibility of the acroterion. The

acroterion of Perrot, fig. 51), has a similar, but more complicated, ch.aracter.*

1 I know what almost insunnouutiilik tliiri- mnde tlicin out with a good glass, nnd Hogarth

cnltio? tlicre arc to prevent a good jdiotograjih cnlirely agn-ed with my fopy in 1887. I have

Uing ohtaincd, on account of tlie jiosition and r.-.stored the letti-r.s coniplclely, hut there remain

surroundings of tlie motiunient. only the lops of the ten jniddle letters.

- Only threj letters extend beyond the orna- •' These lozenges are, I think, true squares

ment in the line helow the pediment. Texier wliosc diagonals arc at right angles to the sides

made his letters too broad in i>roi)ortion tolheir of the pediment. This is probab'y true in all

height (all Phrygian letters are tall and thin) monuments of this class, tliough the point is

and thus makes eight extend beyond the orna- difficult to determine on a distant view,

ment. He could not get the inscription from * A swallow's iicst perched between the two

the jihotograph, for, as I explain on ]i. .S82, some lurns of the acroterion is represented and ex-

of the letters are restored. The third, fourth and aggerated in M. Perrofs drawing, and in tlie

and fifth words arc so mutilated that they long sketch by Mr. Blunt, which 1 showed to JI.

baffled all co|>yists, including myself in 1881 Perrot and which is attributed to me.

and Sterrett and mys.df in 1883. In 1884 I
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The representation given in fig. 13 approximates to tiic trntli, but does not

actually hit it in this respect. It gives, however, the general arrangement of

the diti'erent elements correctly, while M. Perrot's drawing arraiiges them

quite wrongly, though it gives more truly the concentric impression.^

As to the situation of the monument, MM. Perrot and Chipiez are very

good in the upper part, but unsuccessful in the lower part. I had intended

to devote two plates to this monument, one giving the ornament as restored,

the other a side view to show the surroundings, for it is not possible to show

the situation of the monument and all the details in one plate. But, as it

was found that I was illustrating too lavishly, I had to suppress the second

plate. The monument is situated in a sort of niche, so that the plan is

this :

—

I
Front of Monument

Natural Kock Natural Rock

I'la. 17.

A and B are the two rough-hewn sides of the niche. They begin close to the

edge of the sculptured surface. Part of the inscription 2 is engraved on side

B, but is represented by MM. Perrot and Chipiez on the natural rock outside

the niche. The ground beneath the monument is represented in M. Perrot's

illustration as much more level than it really is, and the sculpture is really

much further away* from any possible position of the spectator. Hence it is

very difficult to obtain any measurements, as I mentioned on p. 382, and the

uncut rock overhead projects so much beyond the plane of the sculpture that

measurements cannot be made by dropping a line from above.

The uppermost inscription is given correctly by MM. Perrot and Chipiez.

It is engraved on the natural rock above the niche. The upper line however

should not be so regularly parallel to the lower line as they give it, but forms

a wider curve, much more distant from the lower line at the word aftaz than

it is at the beginninjr and end.

The analogy between this monument and the one which is represented

by MM. Perrot and Chipiez on p. 103, pi. 59,^ becomes far more striking when
the former is studied in the correct drawing.

The imitation of woodwork, probably, as M. Perrot recognized, covered

with bronze and studded with nails or bolts, is strongly marked in these and

* M. Perrot and I agree as to the luuiiliui of at the side ol the fiisf, thus making it inaccurate;

squares in the horizontal band of orManient hut 1 wislied to give the inscriplion complete,

below the inscription. Sir C. ^Vilson thinks From the point of view of fig. 13the.se symbols

we have' one too many, and I think he is right
;

at the side c;innot be S(>en.

yet it is hard to believe that M. Perrot, with a ^ The 'eroipiis de M. Ramsay' ns(Ml toeovreet

jiliotograph before him (which I have not seen), Texier is really Mr. 151unt's diawing. Mr. Illiint

could be wrong on such a point. was successful with tliis and with the Midas-

- The words .lez and atanizen. kurzanezon. ta. Tomb : he is not represented in the Journal liy

When I suppressed the second drawing which I his best work,

originally intended to give, I added these words

M 2
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in several other Phrygian monuments. This imitation sometimes shows an

utter disregard of the nature of tlie material. In the little doors within the

pediment, as shown in fig. 13, p. 380, tlie bars which hold the vaJvac shut by

being passed through holes in two prominent bolts are (juite free and separate

from the surface of the ralvce. Li the soft friable stone this construction

cannot last, and theiefore the bars are now very much decayed, and it recpiires

some study to discern the original intention.

The monument shown by M. Perrot on fig. 50 is really more accessible

than that on fig. 58. One can get close up to it, and with a little trouble

nearlv touch the low^er part of the ornamentation. He however shows 58 as

more accessible than 3[)} This monument (fig. 59) ought to be shown on my
plan, fig. 11, p. 375, between the gates (J and E, but has been omitted.

Riding northward along the winding valley, from the Mida.s-Toiab past

the Tomb of Arezastis (Fig. 13), we reach a wider ])art of the valley where

three water-courses meet and tlow away to the east.- Opposite us towards

the left is the Doric-Tomb, published by Perrot, Fig. 91 after Texier, and about

150 yards towards the N.N.E. from it is another tomb, on the front of which

is the relief represented in Fig. 18. This relief is on the eastern face of an

isolated rock, about twenty-five feet in height. In the upper jiart of the rock

is a sepulchral chamber, with a small door looking eastwards at the top of a

vertical face of rock which is cut sharj) down nearly to the ground. The

character of this sepulchre is therefore exactly that of the one at Yapuldak,

which was published in this Jourml, 1882, PI. XXVIII. (Perrot, Fig. 75),

and which will be further described in the course of this paper (Fig. 27). In

both cases I think that the sepulchre was constructed by working from the

small door. As this door is now high up in a vertical face of rock, it must

either have been reached by a scaffolding, or else the rock has been cut down

vertically after the sepulchre was hollowed out. The workman made the door,

and then gradually cut the chamber out of the rock. On the outside they

carved a relief beside or below the door, and this completes the monument.

In later time the sepulchral chamber in each monument has been broken into

from behind, and traces of Christian handiwork and graffiti are found in both.

The resemblance of this monument to that of Yapuldak leaves no doubt that

they belong to the same period.

This method of constructing a grave was very common in Phrygia at an

early period, and I have seen numerous examples of it in other parts of Asia

Minor. There are many tombs of the same kind, except that they have no

sculpture on the outside, beside the Lion-Tombs ; and the sepulchral chambeis

of the latter must have been made in this way. It is rarer around the Midas

city, and we may conclude that it is the older Phrygian style. After the grave

was finished, and the scaffolding removed, the chamber was inaccessible except

by a ladder, or by a rope hung from the top of the rock. This at first was

' Tlieso jioiiits arc of course of no ))ractic;il - S('i> the inup, which M. IVrrot has given

importance, as tlioy do not allect the ornamen- fi^'. 17. The nionunient wliich is here given as

tation. I nurely mention them I'or tlie sake of fi.i,'. IS is near the one whirli is there num-

coin[>leteness. ben-il :3.
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fapparently deemed sufficient |»iotoction, l)ut afterwards the custoia of

concealing the sepulchre behind or near the sculptured front came into

vogue.

The sculpture shown in Fig. LS is very much worn, and was originally

in very low relief A channel has been formed by tlierain from above through

^^''n' ^^•7'i',S

*•**'*' di=J£=H=^Ull.

Fic. 18.

the middle of the horse on the left, and the surface is overgrown with a hard

species of moss, so that the outline is hardly distinguishable. After repeated

examination I made the accompanying drawing,^ which represents as well as

3 Redrawn as usual, without the sliglitest alteration iu character, by Mr. McCann.
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I can the subject. The subject seems to be a fight between two horses.

Between their lieads arc unintelligible traces, which now seem like meie raised

lines. At tirst I tuok the animal on the right fur a bull and understood the

raised lines to be his horns ; but the position of the lines is not suitable, and

I came to the final C(jnclusion that both animals are horses. In a small panel

to the right there is carved a liuman figure, rei)resented \\ith the same

shapeless features, the same curve of the back, and the same dress and

attitude, as several of the figures of the dromos, about whose antiquity

M. Perrot is sceptical, and to which I shall allude again in a subseiiucnt

paragrajh.

On the plan of the Midas-city (Fig 11) there is marked at the extreme

eastern point a ' Relief M " ^ The very rude figures on the outside of this

numument (Fig. 10) should be compared with the similar ligures on the ram,

drawn by Mr. Blunt, PI. XX. They show helpless incapacity to render cither

human or animal form. The; tomb on the outside of which the}' are engraved

is of the same general type, as that at Bakshish (Perrot, Figs. 61—3), about

which I intend to speak at greater length elsewhere when I have the

opportunity of publishing a better representation. It projects from the rocky

plateau, being cut so tliat it is engaged at the back but free on all other sides.

The monument is more lofty and narrow than Fig. 19 would suggest. The

photographs of it failed.

Another point on which I regret to differ in opinion from M. Perrot is in

regard to the age of the sculptures along the dromos at Gate D. In the plan

of the Midas-city, Fig. 11, a long dromos is shown approaching this gate.

The dromos is flanked on each side by fortifications,^ and its character shows

1 The words 'Tomb with relief of hunt' "^ In the large drawing from which Fig. 11 is

refer to the same monument, and I wished them reduced, the various remains of fortification

to be era.sed from the proof of the map. were shown in ditfercnt colours. One who
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decided analogy to tlic dromos wliicli leads up to the Lion-Gate at Mycenae.

Tlie plan of the entrance is «^iven on a larj^er scale in Fi<^, 12.^

Two ai)pioaches probably led to this dioinos up the steep slope beneath

the rocky plateau. One of these approaches is nearly in the line of the dromos,

keeping close below the city w;ill for some consideiable distance. The other

winds up to join the first at the lower end of the dromos. The sculptures in

dispute are carved along the rock beneath the city wall flanking the dromos

on the right hand as one approaches the gate : they are at the points marked
D, C, B, A, on the large plan (Fig. 12). They are described in my Sindics in

Asia Minor, pp. G to 8. The sketches there published were drawn in 1881

by Mrs. Ramsay, who had not intended them for publication and made no

measurements, but they give the general character of the figures (|uite

correctly. These figures I consider to be really ancient, while M. Perrot

considers them to be late. But as it has been necessary to defir the

publication of the illustrations to support my view, I shall here say only that

I adhere to my view as to the date of the sculptures.''^

Within the city there remain several altars more or less dilapidated :

their shape can be gathered better from the drawings, Figs, 20 to 24, than

from any description. Each of these altars seems to have been intended for

the worship of an object, which is perhaps a holy stone (ySatVfXo?). In two

cases these holy stones remain (Figs. 20, 23) : in the others they have been

broken away, leaving clear traces in the rock. In the illustrations the holy

stones are restored on the analogy of the two preserved stones. The general

form of the altars is always the same : a flight of steps leads up to the

/SatVi/Xo?, allowing priests or worshippers to ascend and pour oil or other gifts

on the sacred emblem. In one case (Fig. 23) the ^aiTv\o<; has on it slight

sculptural ornament, doubtless of an apotropaic character. Where the ySairyXot

are broken, the destruction was perhaps intentional, and it is not improbable

that there were symbols on them which led to their destruction as emblems

of devil-woiship by the Christians.

Beside one of these altars there is a curious little relief representing

Cybele facing, seated, holding a patera in each hand. The altar and relief

are published in the Journal, 1882, p. 42, Fig. 9. They stand close to the

line of the city wall, near the monument shown above Fig. 19 : but they arc

inside the wall, while Fig. 19 is outside. The small steps in the front of the

illustration are badly done, they really are marks of the beds in which the

stones of the parapet were laid.'^ It is remarkable that the altar should

wishes to uiiJevstand the iiirangement of the Athcnisclie Mittheilungen, 1889, p. 170(1. My
fortifications must colour tlie remains in Fig. 11 reasons for holding these reliefs to he ancient,

in order to see them readily. The plan has are (1) they arc in all probability made along

been so much reduced in scale that it has lost with the dromos, (2) the curve of the back,

all clearness. which seems of late style to M. Perrot, appears

^ The word OUTWORK is by mistake printed in figures which are unmistakably ancient (seo

a little too high in Fig. 12. It is placed almost above. Fig. 18, and Mitthcil, Fig. 4).

outside of the probable line of fortification and ^ A step too many is represented in front of

on the dromos. the altar in the illustration. TKe drawing from

- The illustrations have now ajipeared in the which it was taken was done by Mrs. Ramsay
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be so close to the Avivll. It is indicated on the i)laii, Fig. 12, close to the

more southerly of tiie two ' i)rubable gates' at the eastern extremity of

tlie city.

Tlie altar shown in Fig. 2(1 lies S.W. from the j)receding, and is marked
on the i)lan (Fig. 11) as altar E. It is still quite complete, and the details

given in Fig. 20 show its nature much better than anymore verbal description

would do. It also is close to the wall of the city. In front of this altar, on

the left side, are three circular prominences of rock, which were left whun the

lest of the altar and surroundings was cut out of the rock. They are now so

broken that their original lieight and shape are uncertain.

Altar D stands close to the chief gate (the only entrance practicable for

vehicles) of the city, at the inner end of the diomos. Its position on the right

as one entered was no doubt intended to give a fiwourable omen, and it is

like the preceding two altars, closely connected Avith the city wall. Wlien

the dromos was cut out of the rock, the altar was left projecting from the

scarped rock- wall. It cannot therefore have been made as an after-thought

;

it is i^art of the original plan of this entrance to the city. All the details of

this altar and the reliefs which accompany it are given in the Athcnischc

Mitthcilungcn, 1S89. p. 170 ff., tafel vi. and figs. 4, 5. In front of the altar

on the left are three circular holes, apparently intended to hold three cylinders

which should project and give a grip for some purpose. They may be

compared to the three circular prominences in a similar position beside altar

E, Fig. 20. This altar faces nearly due S.E. (138°).

To explain the position of the next altar, it is necessary to describe the

approaches to the gate beside D.

In Fig. 12 the traces that remain of the fortified outwork flanking the

dromos on the right as one descends are indicated. It must be remembered

in studying this \)\-An that the road, which at the gate is on the level of the

plateau, slopes downwards. As one descends from the gate along the road,

the rock-wall overhanging one's left hand becomes higher, Avhile the fortified

outwork on the right must have been almost wholly built artificially. About

fifty yards from the gate the dromos forks : one branch turns sharj^ly to the

right, and the other goes straight on. Advancing along the winding road we
hcive still on our right hand the outwork, which rises above us higher as we

descend. At one j^oint there are distinct remains of steps leading up into

the outwork; these steps are probably beds intended to receive the stones of

the outwoik. This extremity of the outwork was of irregular form, a trapezoid

approximating to a tiiangle. Not far from the steps there is an inscription

engraved on a perpendicular face of rock, which formed part of the outer wall

of the outwork.^ Above the inscription are traces of the beds for holding the

squared stones of the fortified wall.

ill 1881, merely to assist her mciiiorj' without ^ This inscription differs only in one word

any thoujjhl of publication. The task of pro- and two letters from the one on the right side of

jiaring dra\vinj:;s for publication belonged to Mr. tlie Jlidas-Tomb. I advance a suggestion about

lilunt, who however had in truth not time its interpretation at the end of this paper.

enough to do himself justice.
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A few yards from this inscription there is a deep narrow path cut through

the rock and leading upwards to the dromos above. The original arrangement

is very distinct at this point. This narrow path was a concealed entrance.

with a small gate at its lower end ; and a good deal of cutting and building

with squared stones was needed to make it. The perpendicular rock walls,

artificially cut, rise eight to tea feet on each side of the narrow path at its

lower end.
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On the other siiJc of the fiostein gate the wall of the outwork, a vertical

face of rock ten to twelve feet in height, continues towards the south-west.

Projecting from this rock is an altar of peculiar shape, represented in the

accompanying Fig. 21.^ On account of its shape, M. Perrot, p. 149, remarks

on the resemblance to a Christian altar, but the pagan origin is made practically

certain by the situation and by the inscription, now mutilated, on the rock

over it. The connection of the inscription with the altar seems sure. Only

the lower parts of a few letters remain at the beginning of the inscription.

I have published them in the Historical Relations between Phrygia and

Cairpadocia, part iii., no. 4, and give here the transcript in Roman character :

ahai>ima)iakio. The inscriptions always mark the separation of words ; and as

no punctuation occurs here, we must have one single long incomplete word.

The inscription, which runs from left to right, continued for an unknown
extent, but probably not far beyond the outer line of the altar-steps.

M. Perrot's idea that the altar might be Christian is probably partly true:

I mean that the altar was perhaps adapted from a pagan to a Christian purpose.

There may have been some pagan symbol, which was eliminated by making

tlie little niche at the top

—

^inc niche qui a pu reccvoir une lampe ou une

statuette : on dirait I'autcl d'line chapelle chrUien. All the other altars show

some symbol or object that could be adored and anointed.

The altars hitherto described are all placed in close and obviously

intentional connection with the wall of the city; they are probably intended

to ward off evil fate from the defences. Several other representations,

also, of apotropaic character, occur round the walls.^ Of the other altars,

F (Fig. 22), B (Fig. 24), and C (which is so much broken that its original

form is doubtful), are in close connection with a large mansion or palace, if

I may dignify with such a name the scanty traces described in the first part

of this paper, p. 377. These altars probably had a similar apotropaic character.

The remaining altar. A, Fig. 23, stands in a perfectly clear open space ; in this

Journaly 1882, p. 14, I have stated the opinion that it is an apotropaion, and

see no reason to change. The drawings will it is hoped give a sufficiently

accurate idea of these quaint monuments. Altars A and F face 111°, D 138°.

On the upper surface of F there are two rectangular holes, which seem to

have been cut to receive the feet of some sacred object (or statue).

The inscription on altar A is the most difficult of all the Phrygian

inscriptions to read. By some accident the text is given in Fig. 23 with a

slight fjiult: it should read 'mogro : fanak.' The inscription was apparently

not continued on the broken right side of the altar, for, if it had been, there

must have been traces on the part which remains. The letters are much

^ I may here ouco for all acknowledge the a grave ia untrue, I see no other i)ossibility

skill with which Mr. McCann has from my except to ascribe a similar character to it, to

measurements reproduced the form of these Perrot's Fig. 59, and to the monument given in

altars in perspective. To make drawings of my Historical Relations, Plate III., Fig. 10.

objects which he had never seen was a very These are all carved under the city walls. As

dilficult task, and has been performed very I have stated above, M. Perrot's theory that

skilfully. they are commemorative cenotaphs suits none of

^ If my theory that the Midas monument is the fact.i.
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worn, and I cannot therefore guarantee the absolute accuracy of my copy, in

several letters of which I have been forced to alter my first opinion.^ The
accusative ' akinanolafan ' is an important form in comparison with the genitive

' akenanolafos.' I regard ' fiinak ' as accusative for ' fanaktan,' like ' bonok ' on

the tomb of Arezastis.

Altar B, Fig. 24, which is much broken, is given in plan to show the

single circular prominence of rock, similar to the three shown in Fig. 20.

A tomb with a fa(;;ide of the Doric order, which is near Fig. ] 8, has been

mentioned above. M. Perrot gives a representation of it as Fig. 91, after

Texier. I recognised in 1881 that this monument furnished a good test for

the date of the late Phrygian tombs, and had the hope that a careful and

accurate repi^esentation of the details might enable students of Greek

architecture to determine the a<ie to which it belonged. That it is influenced

by Greek architecture is of course obvious to every one ; but we should be

glad to have some certainty whether it belongs to the fourth century before

T T ?.,

Fig. 24.

or the third century after our era, Mr. Blunt made notes and copies of

Texier's drawing before we started from Smyrna in October, 1881, in order

to compare them with the original monument. His opinion after making the

comparison was that Texier's drawing was so inaccurate that new illustrations

were necessary, but he has not given over to the Society any drawing of his

own. Probably he found that his own notes made on the spot were not

complete enough ; and when we consider the circumstances in which he was

placed, I cannot wonder if he omitted some necessary details. It was late in

the afternoon of a bitterly cold November day when we came to the monument.

I was nearly frozen while waiting for more than an hour with him to help in

his measurements, and his sketches and notes of the points in which he

considered Texier unsatisfactory were therefore made under great difficulties.

^ Stewart's coj)y is barely recognisable as the

aainc inscription, Ihougli in general lii.s coiiirs of

tlic Phrygian inscriptions are hotter than (hose

of Tf.xi'T, MoiiUni:inn, or cvimi liOake.
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We li.nd afterwards to ride two hours in the darkness over a rougli forest track

back to camp, and tlie following morning wo left the district, so that another

visit to the monumont was ont of our power. Anxious as I was to get a

trustworthy ro])resentati()n of this monunuMit, I can only regret tliat circum-

stances frustrated our intentions.

M. Parrot considers that, according to Texier's drawing, the Doric-Tomb

is of the ' Roman Doric' (p. 138). I should be glad if it cmild be placed

about 300 B.C., but I have no right to offer an ojjinion about a question of

architecture. My recollection, however, is that the monument has a more

massive character tiian Texier re]>resents, and that the slenderness of the

proportions, which betrays to M. Perrot's taste the late, so-called ' Roman,'

Doric, is partly due to Texier's brilliant imagination.

The rea.sons given below in connection with Figs. 28—33 make me
prefer M. Perrot's iirst alternative ' pas anterieur au temps des Seleucides,'

and make mo averse to dating any Phrygian monument between B.C. 2G0

and A.D. 200.

Another tomb, which so far as can be judged from the ruins, was similar

in stjle and very nearly of the same dimensions as the preceding, is carved in

an isolated mass of rocks close to the Tomb of Midas on the north side. Of

this tomb, only the front of the sepulchral chamber and part of the ceiling

of the portico now remain ; the rest has fallen, and of the ruins the soft stone

has crumbled and disappeared. But so recently as the year 1800, this

monument was almost perfect, and Leake describes it as follows. ' Close by

[the Tomb of Midas] is a very large sepulchral chamber with a portico, of two

columns .... The C(jlumns have a plain plinth at the top, and are surmounted

by a row of dentils along the architrave. They are of a tapering form, which

together with the general proportions of the work, give it an appearance of

the Doric order, although, in fact, it contains none of the distinctive attributes

of that order. It is an exact resemblance of the ordinary cottages of the

peasants, having a portico supported by two posts made broader at either end.

The sepulchral chambers diti'er only in having their parts more accurately

finished : the dentils correspond to the ends of the beams supporting the flat

roof of the cottage '

(pp. 34— 5). The details which remain convince me that

this tomb is not far removed in date from the period of the Doric Tomb ; but

as the columns are not Doric, it shows an earlier stage of Phrygian art, and

Leake's opinion is probably correct that the elements of the architecture are

all of native non-Greek origin. When Doric columns were substituted for the

plain native supports of the portico, the general proportions of the native

portico were retained, so that even if Texier's slender proportions are accurate,

M. Perrot's inference that the monument was imitated from ' Roman Doric

'

would, not be necessary.

About five miles west of the Midas-Tomb (Yazili Kaya) is the large

village of Kumbet, planted on a rocky hill in the middle of a level plain.

The hill is of an elongated shajie, and rises highest at the northern end, wltere

the rocks either are scarped or fall naturally in precipices to the plain. A
good view of Kumbet is given by M. Perrot, Fig. 45. Thpre are traces which
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make it probable that the wliole hill was once fortiticd in the same way as

the Midas-city, viz. by scarped precipitous faces of rock, supplemented by
artificial walls ; but the modern houses make it impossible to follow out

these scanty traces completely. The only interesting remains now visible on
the rock are at the noithirn end. The rocks here have been cut so as to

form a mansion or palace of considerable size, the ground plan and some
details of which are shown in Fig. 25. The lower part of the walls was hewn
out of the native ro(k, and the upper patt was built of squared stones

which fitted into beds cut in the rock. In some places the rock walls

remain eight to ten feet in height, while in other places the buikling began
close to the ijround.

TlRtP\.*kCC. VH ROOM .C .

Fiu. 25.

One enters by a flight of low broad steps cut in the rock into a spnce, the;

disposition of which is obscure, but which apparently contained several parts.

On the right F, G, are above the level of this entrance or vestibule. Through

this space we reach a chamber, E, which has apparently been turned into a

chapel in Christian times : the eastern end has the appearance of a (Jreek

church. Beyond this is a largo chamber, (J, with a fire-place and wide

chimney in the eastern wall. Ti:e rock rises so high here that in IVf. Perrot's

Fig. 45 it stands forth like an altar. The floor of those two chambers is

covered several feet deep with earth. We em[»l')yed several woikiucn in
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1887 for a day to run trenches across tliem and show tlic ground plan. In

this way we recovered the exact form of the fire-places shown in Fig. 25.

The northern limit of the chamber, C, is given both by the end of the

rock and by the recess cut in the east wall of rock to receive the stones of

the north wall. The cast wall and half of the south wall were of rock for

part of their height, but the other walls must have been built from the floor

upwards. We did not succeed in running a trench far enough to discover the

line of the west wall, but I liave indicated it conjecturally on the plan. The

ornamentation over the fire-place is so commonplace and vulgar that I cannot

accept it as ancient. Now the natives say that the house was inhabited until

this century by a native Agha, and a few traces of walls built in miserable

Turkish style remain to confirm their evidence. This ornament may be

attributed to the modern inhabitants, but the fire-place must be ancient, both

because the lower part projects into the chamber, and because the great

cutting of the chimney cannot be attributed to Turkish hands.^

Going back to the entrance we observe that the lower steps do not extend

so far to the east as the upper step, and two small steps lead down towards a

narrow passage cut in the rock. The passage, H, winds along, growing rather

wider as we advance, between walls of rock about eight feet high, till we emerge

into a large, nearly square chamber, A, with a fire-place in the north wall.

Part of the south wall must have been built from the floor, the rest of the

walls was cut out of the rock. In the north wall of the chamber there is a

doorway, which admits into a small inner chamber, B, part of the north wall

of which was built from the floor upwards. A narrow door in the east wall

admits into a third still smaller chamber, D. A hurried excavation which

I made in this chamber showed a small runlet cut through the wall of rock,

and in the only place where we reached the floor we found an apparent paving

of a different kind of stone. I therefore considered this to be a bath-room

with a runlet to carry off the water. The reader will remember that the

outer limit marked on the plan, Fig. 25, towards east and north is the edge

of a precipice about 100 feet high.

It is clear that in this Phrygian mansion the public apartments are

separate from the Gynaikonitis. We enter the harom through the winding

passage, and reach first the large women's sitting-room, then the little bed-

room, and finally the bath-room.^ The arrangements, while showing that

sechision of women was practised, also suggest by their small scale that

monogamy was the Phrygian custom.

The fire-place in A must be wholly ancient, for the upper part projects

in a semicircular form from the wall of the chamber. It may however have

been tampered with in recent times, and especially the roughly cut holes

' Fire-places of the very same type are in use of a harem, ami a large chamber with a firc-

at the present day. place can never have been used for a bed-room.

2 M. Perrot, on p. 77, attributes to me an He also, on p. 76, makes the larger northern

opinion, which I never for a moment held, that room of the avSpoDviris a Christian chapel ;
it is

these rooms were bed-room, dressing-room, and the smaller middle chamber that has been used

bath-room. A sitting-room is a necessary part for that purpose.

U.S.—VOL. X. N
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which form a zodg of ornament in the upper part, seem to be modern. On

the other hand the upper part of the fire-place in C is indicated by incised

hnes or low relief on tlic rock-wall ; and great part of the ornament may be,

and probably is, modern.

On the outside of this house, as we approach the stairs, there is a high

rock on the right hand, containing a grave, M, and a lower bench, L, in front

of it. The grave is deep, and was originally covered by a lid, tlie marks of

which remain.

A few yards south of the house is an important monument which has

been carefully studied and illustrated by M. Perrot, first in his Exploi'ation

ArclK'ologiquc, and afterwards in his Hisloire dc I'Art, v. pp. 128 ff. Prof.

G. Hirschfeld ^ has rightly denounced a tendency which I think both M. Perrot

and myself had indulged over much, viz. to attribute to Greek influence

everything in these later monuments that had a resemblance to Greek

architecture. The whole question is one of degree. It is certain that there

is clear evidence of Greek influence in Phrygia. but it is equally certain that

the Phrygian art developed independently of Greek and mainly under

influence from the East. Even in the earliest period the alphabet is-Greek;

I do not think there is any need to give reasons to prove the so evident fact

that Phrygia borrowed the Greek alphabet, and not Greece the Phrygian.

Before the Cimmerian invasion, there is probably no trace of Greek influence

on Phrygian art; any analogies are rather to be explained by Phrygian

influence on Greece. In the time of the Phrygian vassal-chiefs first under

Lydian, then under Persian rule, the question becomes more difficult. How
early did Greek influence penetrate into Phrygia? Had it no power in

Phrygia until Alexander established Greek rule there, or had the subtly

expansive civilisation of Greece diffused itself even earlier and established in

the way of trade a certain inclination towards Greek deliverers from Persian

rule, which perhaps facilitated the conquest of Alexander ? An answer cannot

be given until, as I suggested to the Society in the summer of 1881, a

draughtsman with good architectural training is seiit out to make a proper

study of the later monuments. Such an expedition would cost far more than

my humble journeys do, but unless an expedition is properly equipped, it

cannot make the accurate observations which are necessary to settle this

question.^ The preceding paragraphs referring to the Doric Tomb and to

Leake's Tomb show what close analogy there may be between two tombs, one

of which is unmistakably under Greek influence in respect of the columns,

while the othe. is probably absolutely non-Greek. Again in respect of this

tomb at Kumbet and another at Yapuldak (see Figs. 28—33), the analogy

' ' rap]ilaf,'oui.sclic Fclsengiiibev ' in 7?''/7. " The journey of 1884, in which Mr. A. IL

Akad. Ahhandl., 1885. I am glad to agree Smith co-operated with me till his health faileii,

with almost everything that Hirschfeld says was the only one in which I have had anytliing

abont the relations between Greek and I'hrygian like proper ecpiipmcnt for accurate work; but

art, though I have been forced to dissent from the Asia Minor Exploration Fund could not

.some of hi3 opinions on Syro-Cappadocian art stand another expedition on such a scale.

(.see AtJicnischc MilthcUunfjai, 1889, p. 171 jf).
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between tliein, already noticed by M. reirot, (p. 1,*}.">), is in one respect even

closer than he observes. The gorgoneion which appears on the outside of the

Kumbet Tomb, is the chief ornament, repeated in fantastic varieties, within

the Yapuldak Tomb.^ At the first glance I felt clear that the Yapuldak Tomb
must be Roman, yet I have since then been constrained to abandon this

opinion and to place it as one of the latest monuments before the Gaulish

invasion. M. Perrot ])laces these two monuments unhesitatingly as con-

temporaneous, but lie does not take any notice of the interior of the Yapuldak
Tomb.^ It is tbe interior which produces such an impression of Roman work,

but technical considerations leave no doubt that the interior is of tlie .same

age as the exterior. The difficulty then is this : the Kumbet tomb is clearly

pre-Grcek, the Yapuldak exterior has a striking resemblance to it in character

and proportions and details, and has little or nothing of the Greek type about

it, but the Yapuldak interior Avith its peculiar type of gorgoneion, which

seems late and even Roman, belongs to the same design as the exterior.

My own impression is that Persian art has exercised much more influence in

Phrygia than Greek art during the fifth century, that tlie type of tomb which
is now under discussion shows Phrygian work under Persian influence, and
that the gorgoneion and the Doric column are the first signs of Greek
influence.

The plan of the Acropolis at Y''apuldak whicii I give depends on

insufficient measurements. I began to make the plan when pressed for time

and after two hours' work went off with the intention of returninjr the next

day. Circumstances changed my intention, and on this account I am reduced

to give a plan. Fig. 26, of which I can guarantee oidy that it gives a general

idea of the character of the Acropolis. I know that further examination

would give the lines of the surrounding wall more fully.

The hill on which the Acropolis is placed is njcky and precipitous on the

east side and is approached by a gentle grassy slope on the west side. A
number of rocks of elongated plan project above the general level of the

acropolis and are utilised in the lines of fortification. F is a mass of rock

which on its western side rises about twenty feet above the level of the

Acropolis, and 100 above the level of the plain on the eastern side. It has

been scarped to some extent on every side, and has been cut to receive a wall

which probably ran entirely round it and which rested in part against the

rock.3 In this rock is cut the monument published by Perrot, Fig. 75, after

J. H. S. 1882, p. 2.56, and Plate XXVIII. 4.

South of F is another rock, along the outer face of which runs the line

of fortification, while part of its inner face has been utilised along with F to

form a dwelling-place. An exit from this dwelUng passes through a sort of

^ Stewart represents one gorgoneion clearly, - I showed to liiin th« V(!ry saino illustrations

and I felt no hesitation in identifying the orna- (drawn in Oxford in 1885), wliich have been
nient as a gorgoneion ; but ]\IM. Perrot and reproduced as Figs. 29-33.

Guillaume were not so certain about it. liut =' A method of construction similar to that of

even M. Perrot admits that a number of .smaller the ' Wall of Konnilus' on the Palatine,

gorgoncia exist (Fig. 87).

N 2
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doorway, C, on to a i)l;itforin, S, outside the wall, but high above the plain and

absokitely inaccessible from it. Bli seem to mark the insertion of blocks of

stone belonging to the walls of this dweUing. A is a staircase, wliich leads

down into the rock. It is blocked about twenty steps down : from above one

can see no trace of an entrance to the staircase at the bottom of the rock>

which suggests the idea that it originally led down to a spring of water within

the rock,^ At G or at H there may have been a gate : the rock is here low

and there is much cutting in it. From this point and round the western side

the acropolis is accessible.

K is a rock scarped both inside and outside. Several tombs are cut in

the outside: one is an arcosolium, another is shown in Figs. 28—33. On the

WtST 4\OtOr VHTtWOW .
tftVT IfROHTl or lUTLRVOn. .

Fig. 27.

top there are cuttings to receive a wall, which rested against the rock on the

inside. On L the traces of wall are very numerous, and include beds at

different levels, higher inside than outside. Between L and Q the hill projects

to the west, but I nowhere observed traces of the wall.

It may be noted that three fortresses of this district, Midas-city, Kumbet,
Yapuldak, have a shape elongated from north to south, but tliis is due to the

geological formation, Pishmish Kalesi is of a different shape.

^ Such a stair and spring may be seen still examined the stair at Yapuldak more thoroughly

perfect in the Acropolis of Amasis on the top of if I had carried out my intention to return and
a conical rock 1,200 feet above the level of the map the Acro2)olis completely.

Iris and its narrow plain. I should have
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In Fiy;. 27 some .idditiDH.il details are given on the tomb in tlie rock F.

Its close analogy to Fig. IS li.is been abeady mentioned. The plan sbows

that it originally consisted of two cbambers, which in all ])robability were

entered only by the small door in the carved front which looks out on the

precipitous eastern side of the rocky hill (Perrot, Fig. 75). In later time the

tomb was violently broken into from the west, and two rude additional

chambers were added, and the whole has been so treated as to become a rough

Christian church. The two original chambers have a pointed roof of the

usual Phrygian style :
^ the pediment of the west wall of the eastern chamber

was supported by a slightly indicated column of the Ionic type (Fig. 27). The

door between these two clianibors has been enlarged in the rudest fashion

when the church was formed; part of the pediment being cut away in the

process. The pediment of the east wall is quite plain.

The exterior of this monument is shown acconling to Mr. Blunt's drawings,

in the Journal 1882, Plate XXVIII. and after him by M. Perrot, Fig. 75.

Mr. Blunt's drawing gives the general character quite well, and though it is

'^^^^^

Fio. 28.

I think, incorrect in some details, yet the general fact that the mouldings

consist entirely of plane surfaces without any curves is properly shown. This

monument and Fig. 18 should probably be dated between the Lion-Tomb,

Fig. 10, and the Broken-Tomb, Figs. 1—9.

The last monument which I have to describe is shown in Figs. 28 to 33,

Avhich are sufficiently dcta'led to relieve me from the necessity of making

many rem u-ks on its character. The tomb is a small chamber, with arcosolia,^

A, in the two sides and the back, and ornament of an architectural type round

the door both inside and out (Fig. 28).

M. Perrot has noticed the resemblance in proportions between the exterior

of this tomb. Fig. 29, and the Kumbet Tomb (p. 135) ;
' meme porte rectangu-

laire, memes proportions du fronton, memes modillons et memes denticules

^ The roof of the later chambers is vaulted.

^ Graves of tlic arcosoliuin typo occur liy tlic

liuiidrcd in tlic Phrygian Necropoleis.
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(hiiis la c'oriiiclio (|ui tii loniiont les iaiu2)aiits ; iinMiie prcuccupation d'eii oriicr

U; sominet et les deux autros angles au moyen de mutils (|ui, s'ils n'ont pas ici

la ineiue elegance, remplissent cependant la memo fonction ; nieine bouclier

ail milieu dii tympan,'

Fi(j. 29.

The floral pattern over the door is neatly executed in incised lines. The

flanking columns are surmounted by objects, diff"ering in shape ; that on the

left is obscure, and that on the right is hopelessly defaced. A chain hangs

between the two columns on the left, this chain represents a set of large beads

J DooRnAr

West Side:

Fig. 30.

of different sizes and sliapes strung on a thread, and connected with a ring

projecting from the door-column by a metal hook that passes through the

ring. The connection with the flanking column was probably the same, but

is now decayed.
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Between the two columns on the right there liangs a chain of different

shape, resemhHiig two garlands looped np in the middle to an ornament which

has been carelnlly defaced. The front of this tomb has been defaced by a

number of rude rectangular holes cut in it in later time. The aspect of the

interior, as I have already stated, suggests Roman work ; but while I am not

able at present to suggest any explanation of its peculiar character, I prefer

to date the monument by the exterior sculpture. The wings of the gorgoneia

arc, according to M. Six, distinctly late, but a date in tlie first century before

or after Christ seems to me to be excluded by historical conditions, Strabo

describes in most emphatic terms the desolation of this region (p. 5G8), and

as has been stated above, this desolation is to be attributed to the Galatian

conquest. It is clear from Strabo that at the time of Christ the country Avas

very sparsely inhabited, and all archaeological evidence shows that the first

dawn of returning civilization in the district belongs to the third century after

Christ. I refuse therefore to date any monument of the district between

B.C. 2G0 and A.D. 200, and believe that the gorgoneia of Kumbet and Yapuldak

are free Phrygian developments of a Greek type. The gorgoneion on the

west interior wall is in very high relief; while those on the east and south

are indicated by incised lines.^

Before concluding this paper I add a few notes on the Phrygian

inscriptions and alphabet. These add some further analogies between

Phrygian and Lucian, in addition to those which I have mentioned in

Bezzenberger's Beitrdge, 1888. I have also to suggest an interpretation of a

word on the Midas monument, which if correct would put an end to all

controversy about the character of that monument, and at the same time

would establish a connection between the Phrygian of 700 B.C., and the

inscriptions of the Roman period, which I have discussed in Zcitschrift fur
vcrgl. S2'>rackforschimg, 1887.

The inscription mentioned a few pages back as engraved on the wall

of the outv/ork beside the stairs is written boustrophedon in three lines.

I have published in my Historical Relations, '^o.b,^ru\. give here the transcript

in English characters :

—

j

B[(i\l>ct Mcmefais Proitafos !

I
ku}i[{\anafczos akaralasun i

I

cgaes
I

The interest of this inscription lies especially in the fact that it is identical,

except in the fifth word, with one of the inscriptions at the Tomb of Midas.-

The same per.5on, Baba Mcmefais, son of Proitas, was concerned with both

^ The gorgoneion in fig. 30 is sculptured in ground than the lower part. This character

flat relief, so that the features are almost on one distinguishes it from Greek work,

plane, and the edges round the face are cut ^ Viz., Baba Mcmefais Proitafos kwi;^anafezos

square down to the wall of the chamber. The sikenemau egaes. The engraver of the other

gorgoneion is represented as looking down into te.xt has omitted two letters, a in Baba and z in

the chamber, the upper part of the head pro- kwizanafezos. The omission i.s 'probablj acci-

jrcting several inches fnrtlicr from the back- dental.
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monuments. The last word, egacs, is unmistakably a verb, analog(jus to cdaes

at the end of another inscription. Its precise sense is uncertain, but if cdtica

is connected with the root dha ^ and means ' placed ' or ' erected,' I have

advanced the conjecture that egaes refers more especially to the operation of

making or carving. In that case the two accusatives sikcnemaii and akaralasun

would denote the two things that were made, sikena/ia/i the Midas-Monument,
and akaralasun the fortification, or the road, or the approach as a whole. If

this be so, then in the interpretation of the word sikcncman lies the key to the

character of the Midas-Monument, which is in dispute between M. Perrot and
myself.

The interest attaching to the name and the monument of Midas may
justify me in advancing an interpretation of the word sikeneman. It goes

back to a form skneman, which appears in Phrygian ia two dialectic varieties,

skneman and sknuman. Similar dialectic varieties occur in later Phrygian in

the forms aiviv and aivovv, Siblia and Soublaion, a fortress in southern

Phrygia. The difficult combination of consonants at the beginning was

avoided in two ways, either by weak vowel sounds developed between the

initial consonants giving sikeneman, or by dropping the initial letter, giving

knuman. The dative of the latter word appears in all the Phrygian epitaphs

of the Roman period, written in Greek characters, as Kvovfxavec. The inter-

pretation which I have given of these late inscriptions leaves little doubt that

Kvovfiav means 'grave,' and this interpretation constitutes another reason in

support of my view about the Midas-Tomb.
I may hazard another conjecture about kwizanafezos. The first part of

this compound perhaps corresponds to the Lycian kheda king, and khedan

kingly. The Lycian combination kh is a hardening of kw, just as according

to my explanation is the case with Phrygian aFvTo<i and Lycian abattii.

Another Anatolian word meaning king has been traced by Lagarde and M.
Schmidt ; this word appears in Phrygian as ^a\i]v or ^aWrjv, in Lydian
(inferred) as KoaXeiv, in Carian as yiXav, and in Lycian as iraXriv (according

to M. Schmidt's accentuation and interpretation). Schmidt remarks that

Lydian ko stands for qu. He arranges the glosses of Hesychius as KoaXhhelv

y KoaXieiv' Xvhol rov ^aacXea, and KoaBof ^dp^apov edi/o<; : but jjerhaps the

Lycian words (together with KaXoi^;, ^aatXev^i) have arisen from two Lydian

forms corresponding to the double Lycian and Phrygian forms, one with X and
one with 8. I need not here do more than refer to Fick's discussion in his

Ehemalige S2')racheinheit and to Schmidt, Neiie Lykische Studien, p. 130.

In my ' Early Historical Relations between Phrygia and Cappadocia' I

advanced the conjecture that the Greek alphabet was communicated by the

Milesian traders of Sinope to the inhabitants of Pteria and to the people of

Phrygia. The connection of Phrygia and Ca])padocia with the traders of

Sinope is certain, and the communication of the alphabet in this way is

paralleled by the history of the Italian and the Celtiberian alphabets. But

* Deecke {Lyk. Sivdienp. 318 in L'ezz. Bciir. Fick has shown that the Phrygian glosses prove
vol. xii) also makes cdaes equivalent to ffljjfce. the aspirates to appear iu Phrygian as sonants
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an examination of the peculiar symbols in the Phrygian alphabet suggests a
(lifl'crcnt line of communication as perhaps more probable.

One of the peculiar letters occurs in a word which is used in two ditferent

inscriptions, and the letter in question is represented by a slightly varying
symbol in each case.

Coming after ]cu2^im, this symbol can hardly denote anything except a sound
like the English w, so that Jcajjpa Icoppa together are equivalent to qu} f would

then be an abbreviated form of <|>, a simple variant of vP.

This use of U-' in Phrygian is to be compared with the Pamphylian of

Aspendos, in which (j> appears where we expect digamma {^Uari, = twenty).

The only similar example known to me is the inscription on the famous vase

of Caere,

in which Bolte has already ^ showed that we must probably understand

'Api(TT6vo(f>o^ as equivalent to 'Apta-rovoFoii. The explanation of these facts

is to be sought in the trading connection of some Greek city alike with

Aspendos, with Caere, and with Phrygia.

Another fact is to be compared with these. At Sillyon, a neighbouring

city to Aspendos, we find the symbol V\ used in the sense of the English 20.

In the alphabet of the famous Galassi vase, which was found at Caere, the

same symbol V\ appears in the place where koppa is to be- expected, between
^>t and rho. Kirchhoff's treatment of the Galassi alphabet is singularly un-

satisfactory. The symbols which do not square with his theory are explained

as being symbols retained in the alphabet, but not actually used : they are

[fl and V\. In the preceding paragraph we have seen one remarkable analogy

between Paraphylia and a Greek vase found at Caere. Now precisely the

two strange symbols of the Galassi alphabet are the two most characteristic

symbols of the alphabet of Sillyon, X (which Kirchhofif expressly recognises

as a modification of |^) and V\. The conclusion is clear: we must recognise

the Galassi alphabet as being that of a Greek city closely connected by trade

alike with Caere and with Pamphylia. That city used the symbol V\ in its

alphabet with the sense of English w, and the symbol X or ^ in its alphabet

' I have now unconsciously adopted an inter- (see Bcrl. Philolog. U'ochenschr., 1888, p. 17),

pretation of 3> which was advanced some years seems to me inadmissible. Anything can be
ago by Professor Sayce. made out of an inscription if we may insert

2 De nionumentis ad Odj'sseam pertiuentibus, letters ad lib.

p. 5. Diimmler's explanation, 'Aplaruv 6 Kti[to]s
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with the sense of x. The city which fulfils these conditions is in all prob-

ability either Cyme Aiolis or Phocaea, and most probably the former.

The connection of Cyme Aiolis with Pamphylia has been already indicated

by Bergk, who traces two Cymaean colonies on the Pamphylian coast.^ One
of these, Side, is vouched for by Strabo, p. 667 ; the other is not so

well attested, but Bergk's authority shows that I am not straining facts to

suit my views. The connection of Cyme with Italy is vouched for by the

name, and by the probability of its close relations with the neighbouring

Phocaea, the leading city in the Italian trade. Cymaean vases could go to

Caere in Phocaean ships, even if a direct trade from Cyme to Etruria is not

proved. In the third j^lace the one Greek city which is actually recorded to

have been in relation with the ancient Phrygian kingdom is Cyme Aiolis.

It is true that Sillyon and one of the Caerite vases use the symbol VV f^tr

w, while Aspendos, Phrygia and the other Caerite vase use koppa in that

sense. But the former vase puts V\ where koppa should occur in the

alphabet and does not use koppa at all. The alphabet of Aspendos used the

koppa in its sense of w, and adopted alongside of it the ordinary Greek

symbol (j), and the two symbols are apparently confounded in the late in-

scriptions, one form being used in both senses. This group of alphabets use

a symbol for w in addition to digamma : some use koppa, some V\, but none

of them employ both symbols.

As to the last three symbols of the Galassi alphabet, +, which is used in

the Sillyon inscription for hJii, must therefore be so interpreted, and not with

Kirchhoff taken for xi ; (b is apparently the second last symbol.- The last

symbol S' occurs also in Phrygian, and a very similar symbol 4^ occurs at

Perga in Pamphylia in the sense of a palatal sibilant. It is not safe to try

to fix the value of '{ in the Cymaean alphabet until the Avord Xa'fet in

Phrygian shall have been explained.^

These remarks will explain my change of view about the origin of the

Phrygian alphabet, and will show that M. Perrot's objection to my derivation

from Cyme or Phocaea (p. 9) implies a misapprehension. He says ' la diffi-

culte est que I'alphabet ionien ne parait pas avoir eu le F.' It is true that we
have no ancient monuments of either the Cymaean or the Phocaean alphabet.

But certainly the probability (we might say certainty) is that the former

alphabet used the digamma, and Pauli * sees no difficulty in the supposition

that the Ionic alphabet possessed the digamma in the seventh century.

On this theory the alphabet of Cyme Aiolis was originally almost

identical with that which is used in Phrygia in the latter part of the eighth

century. It retained koppa, combining it with kappa to indicate qu or kw.

^ See Bergk in Zft. f. Numismatik, 1884, p. ^ The form is rather blurred, but there can be

333. He argues that Aspendos, which is called little doubt about it.

an Argive colony, was founded by Achaean ^ It may however be safely asserted that \\i in

Argives, who had gone to Cyme. Selge, an Phrygian is not the Ionic psi. Phrygian used

Amyclaean colony, might be explained in a K2, not xi, and cannot have adopted psi before

similar way (Dionys. Perieg. 860 and Eustath. xi.

0.1 loc). * Eine vorgiuech. Insclirift aus Lemuos, p. 17.
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It had a symbol of douLtfiil value (probably a sibilant) S', and also it probably

used the ^ and certainly 0^ which Phrygian does not require: perhaps

it also used tVie symbol for hhi. Owing to its situation Cyme early passed

under the influence of the Ionic alphabet, adopting xi, phi, and perhaps also

hhi. The alphabet of Cyme was originally an island alphabet, and an

example of its early form remains in the two famous Lemnian inscriptions,

whose close analogy with the Phrygian inscriptions is an accepted fact.^ The

only other case in which I have been struck with an analogy to Phrygian is in

a well-known inscription of Thera, now in the National Museum at Athens.

The letters are cut in a way that closely resembles the Phrygian. They are

long, deeply cut letters, and seem to have been cut with a square chisel, which

makes a rectangular groove in the stone. The Phrygian letters are all of the

same character, tall, narrow, deeply and squarely cut.

The objection, that this theory of the Kymaean alphabet does not

agree with Kirchhoff's classification, will readily suggest itself to any reader.

I do not regard Kirchhoff's classification as being in agreement with the facts

of the seventh century. His classification comes to suit the sixth century

much better than the seventh, though it does not suit perfectly even that

time. The Greek alphabets strove from diversity towards uniformity. Two
powerful types gradually established themselves, and finally one of these re-

placed the other and became universal.^

W. M. Ramsay.

^ The analogy witli riiiygian so struck me at Hirschfeld's article in lihein. Mus. 1889, p. 461,

the first glance, that I immcLliately concluded appeared. He considers, rightly as I think,

they were in the Phrygian language, till exam that the so-called Ionic alphabet is simply the

ination showed that they were certainly in a alphabet of Miletos, which gradually was

different language. adopted, first by the other Ionic cities, and
- After this paragraph was in type Professor finally by the whole of Greece.
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THE IMPERIAL GERMAN ARCHAEOLOGICAL INSTITUTE.

Few English scholars have an exact knowledge of the history, the

constitution, and the labours of the German Archaeological Institute, although

the existing science of classical archaeology may be roughly said to be a

creation of that Institute. So when, some months ago, an authoritative

paper by Professor Michaelis of Strassbui-g, a member of the Central Direction,

appeared in the Preussische Jahrhilcher, supplying exactly such information on

these matters as should be current among us, the Editors of this Journal

thought that the opportimity tlius offered was one of which advantage should

be taken. Accordingly permission was obtained from Professor Michaelis and

the Editors of the JahrbucJicr to publish in these pages a translation of

the article. The translation was undertaken by Miss Alice Gardner; and

Professor Michaelis has himself made some additions to the text to fit it

more completely fur an English audience. [Ed.]

Scientific institutions, which take their functions seriously, live a silent

life. This is a result of the very nature of scientific work, which in most

points of its manifold occupations cannot appeal to a wide public. Only in

case of especially important discoveries, or of conspicuous performances, and

on festal occasions do such institutions step out of their quiet round of work

into public light, and demand the sympathy of wider circles.

Such an occasion arose ten years ago, when the Archaeological Institute

at Rome, on the 21st of April 1879, celebrated in the midst of wide sympathy,

in its new stately mansion on the Capitol, the fiftieth anniversary of its

foundation. Delegates from different quarters met on the Tarpeian rock and

congratulatory letters Avere received : among others a sympathetic letter of

the Trustees of the British Museum and a very elegant Latin address from

Cambridge University. Especially we Germans called to mind with pleasure

the share which German scholars had taken in the foundation and progress

of the Institute. In all our journals the importance of the occasion was

recognised with expressions of goodwill and sympathy. The circumstance

that the ' Institute of Archaeological Correspondence ' was founded in 1829

in Rome, and that this festival attached especially to this Roman Institute,

made it easy to forget, or at least not sufficiently to remember, that mean-

Avhile the Roman Institute had acquired a worthy ])arallel at Athens, and

that both Institutes were in fact branches of a German Archaeological
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Institute, tlie headquarters of vvhicli are in Berlin, and a great part of the

sphere of its activity in Germany. In fact that very festival contributed

not a little to the notion still widely spread, that the work of the Institute

is confineil to Rome. The German Institute seemed absorbed in the Roman,
with which so many travellers, in their winter journeys in Italy, made a

more or less hasty acquaintance, of which probably in many cases they first

heard at Rome. Thus it is easy to understand how the interest of the

public, so far as it concerns itself with such a scientific institution, is

accustomed to turn exclusively to the Roman Institute and its occasional

utterances.

I will endeavour in the i'ollowing pages to show that this way of re-

garding the matter is too narrow, and does not correspond to the facts as

regards the Institute. Scholars in general may be glad to acquire a more

correct view of the Institute as a whole. In order to make clear in what
ways the limits of its activity have been gradually widened, it seems necessary

first to give a slight sketch of the history of the Institute.^

The ' Institute di Corrispondenza Archeologica ' was founded in the year

1829 as a private undertaking. The real founder and the soul of the whole

was Eduard Gerhard, supported principally by Bunscn and Panofka. The
most important archaeological scholars in Germany and Italy shared earnestly

in the work. There were joined Avith them a few colleagues from England,

Denmark, and Greece ; outside Germany and Italy an important contingent

was furnished only by Paris, where archaeological studies flourished, under the

presidency of the noble Due de Luynes, then often called 'le dernier gentil-

homme de la France,' who had already given important aid in the preliminary

discussions in regard to the foundation of such an international scientific union.

This is not the place to detail the friction and disagreements which took place

during many years between the French group, led by tlie Due de Luynes, and

the Germans and Italians, under Gerhard and Bunsen, both parties aiming at

taking the leading part in the Institute. At last in 1836 a compromise was

made, by which Rome was recognized as centre of the Institute, but greater

independence was allowed to the French section, the place of publication

alternating between Rome and Paris, So matters remained until the

revolution of February. The political storms to which France was exposed

in 1848 quenched there for the moment all scientific interests. The Due de

Luynes, a strong .supporter of the white banner, alike from family tradition

and from personal conviction, gave up all hope of the permanence of the

Institute, and on the 12th of May 1848 the French section announced, through

its secretary M. De Witte, that with the completion of the last year's volume

^ Comp. the author's Gcachiclite dc.i dcutscJicii 1S79. (Also in Itiilian : Storia dclV ListiliUo,

arcJidoIo'jiscIicii ListifiUs, 1829—1870. Berlin, etc , Konie, 1870.;
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their share in the labours of the Institute ceased. Thus only the Italians

and the Germans remained.

The correspondence, whence the Institute had taken its name, was in

these first twenty years of its existence the chief source of activity of the

Institute, owing to the difficulty of travelling and the want of scientific

journals. Its centre was the Roman Secretariate, which from the first was

almost regularly in the hands of German Scholars ; Bunsen, Gerhard, Panofka,

Kellermann (a Dane), Emil Braun, Lepsius, Wilhelm Abeken, and Henzen

form a noble series of names. Besides occasional separate publications the

Institute published yearly three volumes. The Monthly Gazette or Bulkttino

gave a current account of new discoveries. The Mmiumenti Incditi, appearing

in large folio form, twelve plates a year, gave reproductions of important

monuments for the most part unpublished. A volume of Annali contained

longer or shorter scientific treatises among which discussions of the large

plates occupied most space ; smaller plates (Tavole d' aggiunta) served for

supplement or for publication of smaller works of art. The language of these

papers was either Italian or French, even the titles of the volumes being

bi-lingual ; Latin also was allowed. German was forbidden, although German

contributors formed a majority, on the obvious ground that the use of that

language would have kept away Italian correspondents, on whose zealous

support it was necessary to rely for furnishing material. The same languages

were used in the weekly sessions of the Institute in winter, the so-called

'adunanze.' The Italians were obliged, German being forbidden, to accept

as currency that extraordinary dialect which acquired the name of ' il barbaro

deir Instituto.'

The weakest side of the Institute was the financial. At first the revenue

was derived only from the produce of the publications, but the difficulty

and irregularity of the bookselling business, caused by the remoteness of

Rome and by imperfect postal institutions, made this resource a very unsatis-

factory basis for a reasonable finance. It was often necessary to trust to

advances made by the secretaries, and the inexhaustible liberality of the

Due de Luynes did much to keep the ship afloat. The Papal Government

was not disposed to support the ' Prussian ' Institute, and it was a matter for

congratulation if no enmity was displayed. On the other hand the Prussian

treasury at first felt a difficulty in subsidising a ' foreign ' and private under-

taking. Only on the accession of Frederick William IV., the protector of

the Institute from its beginning, a modest salary was paid by the State to

the first secretary, and later to the second also, a grant of about £200 first

placing the finances in a tolerable condition. The responsibility of the

Institute still continued for all other expenses, no small matter considering

the unsatisfactory character of the trade in books at a time of so nuich

political disquiet.

Amid such financial difficulties the Institute, passing after Braun's death

(185G) into the judicious hands of Wilhelm Henzen and Ilcinricli Brunn

(the hitter being later replaced by Wolfgang llelbig), performed a work of

great importance on behalf of archaeology and Latin epigraphy. In addition
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to its strictly scientific work it becanie a sort of academy for training young
scholars, particularly from Germany and other northern lands. Rising Italian

students also took an eager part in the Institute, which in their oj)inion was
half Italian. French archaeologists rarely stayed at Rome or assisted person-

ally in the work of the Institute which, however, some of them supported b}

correspondence or contribuiions; generally they gravitated more and more
to the French School of Athens established in 1S4G. The clearer that the

influence of the Institute on German learning grew, especially in supplying

the chairs of archaeology in the German Universities, by this time universal,

the more incumbent it became on the State to give more liberal assistance.

This did not, it is true, strike the smaller German states, but it was one

of the beneficial actions of the Prince Regent of Prussia to carry out his

brother's intention in increasing the grant to the Institute to £875.

By that sum, besides the salaries of the secretaries, provision was

made for scientific publications, a fixed revenue secured to the library,

which had hitherto been almost dependent on charitable contributions, and

two travelling scholarships founded for young archaeologists. In a truly

liberal spirit it was provided that these students need not be born Prussians

so long as they had taken a doctor's degree or passed examinations in Prussia

;

and in fact most of the secretaries had come from other German states.

As a necessary consequence the relations of the Institute to the Direction

which sat in Berlin under Gerhard's presidency underwent a change. That

Direction ceased to be merely a board of reference for the secretaries, partly

scientific and partly administrative, and became, in virtue of the larger grant

and the award of scholarships, a Direction responsible to the State. The

secretaries were not yet, it is true, functionaries of the State, but their relation

to the Central Direction became closer and more definite.

This was but the first step in the passage of the ' Instituto prussiano
'

into a public institution of the Prussian State. A complete assumption of

this relation was brought about by the Central Direction in conjunction

with the Secretaries at Rome in 1867, with a view to certain great ad-

vantages, such as complete protection of the Institute established in a

foreign country from all political aggressions, close relations with the Berlin

Academy, and the establishment of the secretaries as state officers with

a claim to pension. On July 18, 1870, King William accepted the ar-

rangement, and on March 2, 1871, he signed as Emperor at Versailles the

new statute. The change not unnaturally passed without public notice

in so momentous a time. More attention was aroused when in 1874, on

the motion of the German Reichstag, the Institute, which had always been

pan-Germanic in character, ceased to be connected with the Prussian State,

and became attached to the German Empire. The Central Direction in

Berlin was strengthened by the addition of four archaeologists resident in

other German universities ; four travelling scholarships for classical archae-

ology and a fifth for students of Christian archaeology, each of £150 per

annum, were constituted in the place of the two which existed, and thrown

open to all German subjects ; a considerable increase in the grant, now

H.S.—VOL. X. o
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ainouiiting to nearly £.">,000, alluwed the Institute to j)lan and carry out on a

lar<ier scale its various undertakinifs.

It is thus evident how slowly and gradually the transformation of the

Institute was accomplished. It was not till alter it had, by its innate vitality,

sustained successfully an anxious struggle of many years, and thereby given

full proof of its deserts, that it "svas able to receive the rcAvard of its faithful

labours. But the increase in its funds was by no means to be confined to

operations in Rome. At the suggestion of the Central Direction the trans-

formation of the Institute into an Imperial Institution was at once associated

with a widening of its sphere by the establishment of a Branch Academy

at Athens. At the time of the foundation of the Roman Institute, in 1829,

the political state of Greece was not such as to allow of such a project, and

it seemed sufficient to use the publications of the Roman Institute as the

medium also of making known discoveries in Greece. But when in

Greece the state of the country became more settled, when excavations

Avere undertaken which led to great results, when scientific travellers

of all nations began, in perpetual succession, to explore the land from

end to end,—it became more and more evident what rich treasures

were here to be brought to light, and also how inadequate to the task

of discovery and of exploitation were either the unaided efforts of the Greeks

themselves or the occasional attempts of passing strangers. The right course

was marked out by the above-mentioned French school, which had both

rendered eminent services to the more exact knowledge of Greek lands and

Greek art, and was also serving as an excellent training institute for the

younger generation of French archaeologists. Nor coidd any more opportune

moment be chosen for the establishment of a similar institution for Germans

than the time at which the German Empire was starting its epoch-making

excavations in Olympia. Nor could the tasks which called for the activity,

in Greece, of any archaeology ready to wield the shovel as well as the pencil

or pen, be regarded as of less importance than those which lay nearest to the

Roman Institute, such as the complete exploration of Italy. On the contrary,

in proportion to the greater dignity and originality of Greek art as compared

with that of Italy, to the greater amount of virgin soil in the Archipelago

and the neighbouring lands of ancient Greek population in comparison with

the well investigated homes of ancient Italian civilization, was the certainty

of the hope that the new work to be undertaken from Athens would yield

rich results which might further the progress of science towards the solution

of its most important problems. From the archaeologist's point of view,

there could be no doubt that the younger academy must rank as at least

equal in dignity with the older sister-academy in Rome, though jiossibly

to the general public the latter, being old-established and personally known
to many, continued to take precedence, or even to be still regarded as

the Institute. The works of the Athenian Institute were to be found—with

the exception of some separate publications—in the 3Iitt]tcilungcii of which

there appeared annually a stout octavo volume accompanied by plates. In out-

ward appearance it corresponded generally to the Roman Annali except that it
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was not accompanied by a folio publication oi Monuiiicntiincditi,-A\\i\ thus there

was no connection between the text ami the illustrations of such monuments
as were too large to be rei)ro(luce(l in the plates. Monthly reports were also

dispensed with. Althou<,di in the case of contributions from members of

other nations, foreign languages were not excluded, yet even witli them the

use of German greatly preponderated, .since among Greek scholars, in consc-

(juence of their studies abroad, the knowledge of German has become so

general, that the necessary association with the natives of the country has

not been, as formerly in Italy, hindered by linguistic difficulties.

Although the establishment of the Athenian branch im[)lied a remark-

able extension of the original Institute— doubled in fact its functions and its

sphere of activity—yet the ends and the means of the new Imperial Institute

were not confined to these two foreign localities. A third centre for

investigations had sprung up in Germany itself. As early as the year 184.*],

Gerhard had started in Berlin tlie ArcJiaedlofjische Zeilung as a Ics.ser German
organ of his favourite foundation, the Roman Institute. When the Central

Direction took this journal in hand, the bond was tightened which already

bound the journal to the Institute. Beside the various publications in foreign

tongues issued from Rome and the Athenian MitthrilniKjcn, the ZcituiKj

represented primarily German archaeological work. But for this last, tasks

were preparing of an entirely different character.

The annual budget of the Central Direction placed at its disposal a

certain sum ' for special .scientific undertakings originating in the Institute.'

Of all the functions which archaeological science is in our days called to fulfil

none is more pressing than the collection and publication of all existing or

traceable monuments. Latterly, active progre.ss has been made in simple

tabulation by means of accurate catalogues, although many very important

collections are still without a good list of their contents. But this process is

no more satisfactory than catalogues of manuscripts of ancient authors.

Works of art cannot be studied without reproductions—descriptions cannot

enable us to see things. But reproductions only exist to a very insufficient

extent. Archaeologists have only too long contented them.selves with

publishing and explaining the particular monuments that they came across

more or less by hap-hazard, and they have often seemed quite unconscious

that work on such fragmentary material can lead to no sure results. Here

and there indeed one of the older Italians has attempted to collect together

the monuments of one kind—as Pietro Sante Bartoli has done for the terra-

cotta lamps, Gori for the so-called diptychs with their ivory reliefs, Ficoroni

for the leaden seals—but these were, both in the kind of the monuments and

in the execution of the design, efforts of modest scope. One man clearly

perceived what was wanted—George Zoega, the founder of sound method in

archaeology,—and he personally undertook the collection of Roman marble-

reliefs ; but the publication of these was, unfortunately, soon interrupted by

his death. His example was followed by Eduard Gerhard, who publicly

declared :
' No class of ancient works of art has as yet been treated in a clear

and comprehensive way, so as to take account of the whole supply that has

o '1
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come to hand, and to the arbitrary character ot" a more fancy choice are we to

attribute the fact that our kuowledge of the old art-monuments is entirely

wanting in a firm foundation.' (ierhard, whose favourite proverb was,

' Monumentorum artis qui unum vidit nullum vidit, qui milia vidit unum
vidit,' gave brilliant example in the collection he himself accomplished, with

the help of the Berlin Academy, of Etruscan mirrors, i.e. uf the drawings

engraved on their backs. At the same time he brought together abundant

material for a collection of reliefs on Etruscan sepulchral urns, and he made

some provision for the far-reaching field of Greek vase-paintings, if only by

his very comprehensive publications. The JiJlite ciiramuyrdphiquc edited by

Ch. Lenormant and De Witte was undertaken from a similar point of view,

but remained also far from exhausting the marvellous riches of vases stored

up in the various public and private collections. As to sculpture, an

invaluable foundation has been laid in Count Clarac's large Musde de

sculpture, which, however, is greatly wanting in stilistic accuracy and in

critical circumspection.

It was in this direction that a path of successful activity was marked out

for the Institute. Already in 1835, Bunsen had called attention to the duty

of the Institute to bring together in reproductions or at least in descriptions,

all accessible monuments and to work them out on principles of classification.

In close connection with the Institute, the Berlin Academy embarked on

the mighty undertaking of the (wiyus InserijjtionMm Latiiianun , under

Mommsen's superintendence, and shortly afterwards on that of a revision of

certain parts of Boeckh's collection of Greek inscriptions, esi^ecially the Attic,

superintended by Kirchhoff. In the former work, Henzen, the secretary of

the Roman Institute, took part ; in that of the Attic inscriptions, Koehler, the

secretary of the Athenian Institute. These great enterprises, moving along

similar lines, might serve as models for archaeological undertakings of the

same kind. In Rome, Brunn, one of the secretaries, revived Gerhard's project

of a collection of the reliefs on Etruscan sepulchral urns, and even completed

the first volume (1870), after which he handed over the remaining two

volumes to his pupil Gustav Korte.^ Korte also took up the continuation

of Gerhard's work on mirrors, which had been begun by Klligmann in

Rome in 1878, and interrupted by his early death (1880), and this has been

appearing in paits since 1884.- In Vienna Conze urged the Austrian Academy,

in 1873, to undertake the collection of Greek sepulchral reliefs, a task which,

on account of the great wealth of material, it was found necessary to

confine in the first instance to the sepulchral reliefs of Attica. This work,

the publication of which will shortly be begun, was since entrusted, by the

con.sent of the Academy of Vienna, to the care of the Archaeological Institute.

The In.stitute had further undertaken, after the death of Otto Jahn (1809),

the design which he had kept in view of collecting the Roman reliefs on

^ H. Brunn, I rilievi (Icllc urnc ciruschc. Band hcarh. von A. Kliigmann uiid (J. Klii to.

I. Ciclolroico. Rome 1870. Numbers 1-9. Berlin, 1884-1888.

- Etl. Gerhiird, Etru^kixrhr Spie;/'/. FiinfLr
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sarcophagi, which task was committed to Jahn's pupil Fiio(lric}i Matz. The
premature (Jcath of this young and excellent investigator (1874') for a time

deprived the enterprise of its leader, until Carl Robert entered on the great

undertaking. He carried it on so zealously, that at present the first part of

the collection divided into five volumes i.s shortly to be published. And
finally llichard Kekul(3 had in 1878 proposed to the Central Direction the

collection of the so-called terra-cottas, i.e. of the statuettes and reliefs of baked

clay, and had thus undertaken a difficult and far-reaching work which had

hitherto been undeservedly neglected. Assisted by his pupil Hermann von

Rohden, Kekule accomplished his task as quickly as the material at his

disposal would allow. The first volume, comprising the terra-cottas of

Pomjjeii, compiled by Rohden, appeared in 1880 ; four years later followed

Kekule's compilation of Sicilian terra-cottas. ^ Two further volumes, comprising

the Roman bas-reliefs best known from the Campana collection in the Louvre

and the Tanagraean terra-cottas, are in course of preparation.

But however long the list of the publications of ' series ' now in process,

we see that after all but a modest beginning has been made when we con-

sider the whole of the task yet to be accomplished. For to mention but a few

of the most prominent classes of monuments, we are still wanting in the

statues, the pictures, the vase-paintings, the bronzes, the gems,—to say

nothing of the architectural works. Only for the first-named class, the

statues,—among the most important of all,—are the preparatory operations

already begun. There are two points of great importance in determining

the choice of the series to be collected. In the first place it is necessary to

find the right man for the particular task, which is not always an easy matter.

The undertakings that have hitherto been started rest entirely on the personal

initiative of the editors, who have for the most part had at their command
the results of some preparatory work, their own or that of others. In

such a case it was necessary to seize the opportunity, without considering

whether this or that class of monuments was of the greatest importance. So

that this point has been most essential in determining the selection of

subjects. Besides this consideration, we have that of the funds to be applied

to the work. The sum granted to the Institute for such purposes scarcely

suffices to keep on foot the undertakings already started, indeed besides other

causes, of which we shall speak directly, the paucity of means has had no

small share in retarding the publications. So that it is no -wonder if from

time to time other series, of narrower compass, which might readily have

found some one to take them up, have had to be postponed, and if the

preparatory work for the series next contemplated, that of the statues,

progresses but slowly.

It is thus evident that the Institute, w^orking from its centre in

Berlin, and sustained by the effective co-operation of the branches at Rome
and Athens, has made considerable efforts towards supplying archaeological

1 R. Kekule, Die Antiken TerrOtoUen. I. H. Stuttgart, 1880. II. R. Kekule, Dk Terracot-

von Rohden, Die Terracotten von Pompcji. ten von Sicilien. Berlin u. Stuttgart, 1884.
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st^idii's wit.li tliG fundamental basis so long required. All this activity is

scarcely known beyond tlic narrowest circle of special istg, still less has it

received its due meed of praise. But this is only natural when we consider

that the greater part of the preparatory work must of necessity be accom-

plished in complete silence. We lose all inclination to disparage the exertions

made and to complain of the delay in the appearance of results as soon as

we realize the nature of the preparatory work ; thus even in the case of the

Carpus Inscriptionum Latinanui}, in spite of the wonderful powers of work

of Mommsen and his fellow-labourers, whole decennia elapsed from the

commencement of the whole work before the separate volumes could be

arranged in something like connected sequence. We may be allowed to trace

here the course followed in this kind of work in the case of one class of

monuments which may serve as a specimen—that of the Roman sarcophagi.

The marble sarcophagi of Roman times fall into two great classes. One

kind is especially found in Greek lands, and comparatively foAv sjiecimens

came from other regions. The other consists of those that are for the most

part products of the city of Rome, and of a smaller number manufactured in

other parts of Italy or in the provinces of the Roman empire. Of the

sarcophagi belonging to the city of Rome, the greater number have remained

in Rome, but very much scattered, as since the time of the Renaissance, the

long reliefs of the sarcophagi have been freely used for the adornment of

palaces, villas and houses, while the complete sarcophagi have served as

fountains, troughs, and for similar purposes. A considerable number had

gradually found their way into the Roman museums. But there was also a

large number of these sarcophagi and sarcophagus reliefs that had strayed

away from Rome into the other museums of Europe. Scarcely a single

collection, as far as St. Petersburg, Copenhagen, Scotland (Rossie Priory),

Portugal, is without any specimens. On account of this wide diffusion of

inaterial, the editor experiences in the first place considerable trouble in

making a complete survey, then he has to make sure how much of this has

already been published and also whether the publications are to be trusted.

This is very seldom the case, since at the present day the claims of science are

nuich higher than they were formerly, and involve not only reproductions

accurate in detail and correct in style, but above all things we must have it

carefully ascertained how much of the work in high relief—so easily damaged

—is really antique, and how much is an addition due to the naive delight in

creation of past centuries, which, unconcerned with questions as to genuine-

ness, busied itself in producing something pleasing that could be used in the

decorations of courts, passages, and halls. We also have to cope with modern

restorations, as tliey are still carried on in Rome, where, e.g., pcoi)le are not

afraid to produce, by completely arbitrary additions, from the damaged

remains of a sarcophagus representing Marsyas, a varied combination of

representations of all kinds of events. These investigations are, of course,

only to be made with the originals, and thus require long journeys on the

part of the collator, often to distant lands, where the remains of ancient art

nre to be found at the very limits of modern culture. Personal inspection is
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most pnrticnliuly necdod in the case of tliose sarcoj)hagi which are only

known from descriptions, often only from brief mentions. And again, it is

only in tliis way tliat the distinction can safely be made between what merits

or rof|niros reproduction by engraving, and what only needs an exact

dcscrijition ; since it wonld evidently be needless waste to have a drawing

made of every single repetition of exactly the same composition.

These preparatory efforts on tlie part of the intending editor must be

followed by those of the draughtsman. And it is no light task to discover

an artist who has skill in work of this particular kind and is willing to devote

himself to it entirely. As soon as he is found, ho must next be made acquainted

with the special character of the work in hand and must accpiire practice in

it. Mechanical reproductions, by means of photography, are generally im-

])ossible owing to tlie position of the monuments and the light in which they

stand. We must have recourse then to drawing by hand, which by reason of

the multitude of figures, and the dimensions of the compositions, often, too,

the inconvenient position of the objects, occupies a great deal of time. And
then the draughtsman ought also to be somewhat of a diplomatist. He must
obtain access to the original, must overcome the innumerable, always novel

difficulties which the fancies of the owners or the avarice of the keepers put

in his way, must on occasions provide himself with a scaffold and see to what
is necessary in other ways. In Roiiie, or generally in the larger museums, he

is supported in his efforts by the officials of the Institute or the directors of

the collections, but in the smaller, out-of-the-Avay places, he must rely on his

own energy, tact, and powers of persuasion. But at last all these difficulties

are overcome, and the bitter cold of winter in the museums and the glowing

heat of summer in the streets and courts have been successfully withstood,

—

the drawings are ready. Now begins the revision, for even the most practised

draughtsman, not being a specialist in archaeology, will not be able to com-

prehend and reproduce everything correctly. Again, he will hardly in every

case have a quite sound judgment as to the distinction between the antique

parts and the modern additions or alterations. The head of the undertaking

must therefore set out on his travels again, and if possible in company with

the draughtsman, must set about a comparison of the drawings with the

originals, and order what alterations may be necessary. Not till then does

the material lie to hand in a form fit for use.

This work, which has to do with several thousands of many-figured

reliefs, has meantime occupied a period of many years and necessarily

consumed large sums of money. As a matter of fact, the work preparatory

to the Corpus Sarcophagorum has cost about £5,000. Now begins the pub-

lication. A publisher has to be found and terms arranged with him—no

easy matter in a work involving so much engraving. Besides this, the editor

of the collection must determine the arrangement of the whole work, the

suitable distribution of the separate subjects on the plates, the mode of re-

production—by copper-plate, lithography, mechanical process, or one of the

heliotype processes—and to superintend the carrying out of the whole. He
must at the same time be always on the watch to see whether in the mean-
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time new monuments of the kind come to lic;bt and require supplemcntnry

drawings. Finally he has to compose the letterpress, and to solve all the

problems which may be raised in connection with it. Then he must .send to

press, and the printing being often of a laborious kind involves yet further

expenditure of time ; and now at last first the volume, finally the whole

work, is complete, until fresh accretions of monuments necessitate the

production of supplementary numbers.

Thus tedious is the process involved in every single series. With smaller

works that frequently change hands and are easily lost sight of when in

private ownership, such as terra-cottas, the difficulties are in many respects

yet greater. Then again, the greater the artistic merit or the more peculiar

the style of the monument, the greater are the difficulties of a really artistic

drawing and reproduction. Yet another point is to be observed. It is not

enough to reproduce in their present condition the originals that are still extant

we must go back to the older sources, some of which set before us these same

works in their earlier state, often untouched by any restorations, while others

preserve for us sculptures that have vani.shed or been lost. We have to do

with two dift'erent kinds of sources. Particularly valuable are the older

collections of drawings after the antique, from the fifteenth century down-

wards, to which only in recent years the attention of archaeologists has been

directed. This material is again very scattered. Berlin and Coburg,

possessing two copies of a large collection of such drawings made about the

middle of the sixteenth century, were first considered. A particularly rich

treasure is hidden in the Royal private library at Windsor, the collections of

the famous Coramendatore dal Pozzo, of the seventeenth century, of the

Cardinal Massimi, &c., a great part of which the Institute has been able to.

make use of by the kind mediation of the Empress Frederick, and by

the gracious permission of the Royal possessor. The British Museum, some

Engli-sh private collections, the Paris Library, the Library of the Escurial, &c.,

contain other drawings of the kind not yet sufficiently brought to light, and

we can hardly doubt that many similar sources of information lie unknown
i 1 various places. These must be tracked out and brought into use as far

as is possible. But not only are the treasures hidden in manuscripts to be

discovered—all the literature of past times must be diligently searched

through with the same object. Reports of excavations, descriptions of

vanished works or of the earlier state of such as have since been defaced,

early engravings, notices of the fortunes of the monuments in the hands of

various owners, of dealers, and of restorers—all these form the material for

long and tedious labours, which, however, not being .specially difficult, can

be apportioned to younger v/orkers under experienced oversight. It is quite

evident that this indispensable work, if it had to be undertaken afresh for

each separate undertaking, especially if we take into account the scattered

and not easily accessible state of the literature on the subject, would involve

a quite unreasonable waste of time, money, and .strength. But also for the

collection of Latin inscriptions, of which the conditions are very similar to

those of the collection of sarcophagi and other monuments, the troublesome
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Avoik of mnkino- oxtrnrts of tlio wliolc literature in manuscript or print, had
been umlcrtakon and arconiplislicd as a whole. So tiiat wc must regard as

a necessity to the completion of the entire undertaking of the publication

of series, a repertory, comprehensive and as complete as possible, of archaeo-

logical literature—not, of course, to be printed as a work in itself, but as a

preparatory help to archaeological work. This notwithstanding it is possible

that the order of the monuments to be extracted may be determined with

rofereuco to such imdortakings as might be nearest at hand. This task also

has ah-eady been undertaken by the Institute with a special view to the

future series of statues, and has only been temporarily interrupted throuf^h

wajit of the necessary funds.

But we have not even yet come to an end of the efforts of the Institute

for the progress of archaeology. We must add a considerable number of

special publications and of grants towards the publication of works, which,

though useful, were not likely to be a commercial success. Not, of course,

that such assistance was given whenever asked for, even in the case of very

desirable publications. Such a course would have gone beyond the means and
the purposes of the Institute. Only such works could be taken up which
had, so to speak, the character of inventories or of sources of information.

Among these are, in the first place, catalogues of antiques, such as that by
Duetschke, in five volumes, of the collections of Upper Italy, including those

of Florence ^
; that by Matz and von Duhn of the scattered monuments of

Rome ^; and that by Schreiber of the collection in the Villa Ludovisi."' Next
to these comes Schoene's index of the valuable Bocchi collection of vases

in Adria, of which the Institute undertook the publication, with copious

illustration by plates.* The Jubilee of the year 1879 was the occasion of

De Rossi's magnificent work on the older plans and views of the city of

Rome, which opened up an almost unknown field of research.^ It was also

from the funds of the Institute that means were provided for Man's History

of Jkcoraticc Wall-paintinfj in Pompeii, with the accompanying valuable atlas

of splendidly executed coloured plates, a work of the greatest importance

for the knowledge of ancient decoration.^ Schliemann's Mycene finds led

to the two great publications of Furtwangler and Loschcke on the so-called

Mycene vases, which make a considerable contribution towards the knowledge
of one of the oldest phases of art and civilization on Greek soil/ An excava-

tion specially undertaken by the Institute in the neighbourhood of Acharnae
brought to light a bee-hive vault like those of Mycene, the complete contents

* H. Duetschko, Antikc Bildwcrkc in Oberita- speUu:hcdi Roma antcriorialsrcnlo XVI. Rome,
lien. I.-V. Leipzig, 1874-1882. 1879.

2 F. Matz and F. von Duhn, Antikc Pdld- ^ A. ]Mau, Oeschichtc dcr ikcorativcn Wand-
v-crkc in Rimi. I. -I II. Leipzig, 1881-1882. vnih-rnin Pompcji. Berlin, 1882,

' Th. Schreiber, Die antikcn Bildwcrkc dcr ^ A. Furtwangler and G. Loeschcke, Mykc-
Villa L-ndovisi in Rom. Leipzig, 1880. nische Thongrfaessc. Berlin, 1879. Mykcnischc

^ R. Suhoune, Le antichitd del Musco Bocchi Vascn, vorhcllcnischc Thongcfucssc nus dcm
di Adria. Rome, 1878. Gcbictc des Miadmcercn. Berlin, 1886.

•^ G. B. de Rossi, Piante iconografiche e pro-
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of which were pubUshed in a special treatise.^ Another is ready lor 2>ublica-

tion on an excavation undertaken by the Institute itself in Lesbos under the

superintendence of Koldewey, for exploring a large and hitherto completely

unknown Ionic temple. Finally, with the supjjort of the Prussian Ministry

of Education and of the German Military Staff the Institute undertook an

entirely fresh survey of Attica, and is publishing the results under Ernst

Curtius and Kaupert's supervision in more than twenty hxrge sheets.^ By
these means, Attica now belongs to tlie most exactly known regions of the

world. A detailed text by Milchhoefer accompanies the atlas. As a welcome

sequel to this we may regard the maps of Mycene, undertaken by Captain

Steffen, which have for the first time presented a clear and complete

representation of this remark; tble seat of the earliest Greek culture."^

IL

We hope that what we have said above will have made clear to the

reader how narrow and inaccurate is that conception which would still make
the Archaeological Institute identical with the Bomaii Institute, and

confine all attention to this branch only. What we are dealing with is in

fact nothing less than an attempt at the organization of archaeological work,

so far as such an attempt is necessary and practicable; for it is hardly needful

to say that, besides this, the free labour of individuals will and must often

continue to be the principal factor in scientific progress. This thought was

already present to Gerhard and to the other founders of the Roman Institute,

and we must admire the talent with which the task was taken up, and the

parts assigned, while the threads invisibly rested in the hands of that great

organizer. But since Gerhard's death we have no central personality,

acknowledged as such by all nations and by all fellow-workers. Moreover,

the tasks set before archaeology—which may justly be considered among the

most progressive sciences of our century—have so much increased that a single

person and the former limited means no longer suffice for the comprehensiv'e

and lofty purposes in view. In consequence, the Central Direction, faithful

to the traditions of the Institute while gradually transforming them, has

undertaken this task and entered on the new paths marked out, without

claiming in any way a privilege for doing so, but showing the way to other

similar Institutions or Academies which might be willing to undertake or to

promote other parts of the large work still remaining. For it is evident that

neither the work of individual specialists nor the means of individual

publishers would be sufficient for such a scope. Only large public funds,

methodically laid out, miglit in time attain the goal. The same remarks

apply to the large historical publications undertaken in different countries

' Das Kiq-fclgrah bci Mcnidi, herausgegcben Attika. Plates, I.-V. Jkrlin, 1881-1887.

vom deutschen archaeolog. Institute in Atlicn. Letterpress, I. II. Ikrlin, 1881-1883.

Atliens, 1880. ^ Steffen, Karten von Mykcnai, Berlin,

'^ E. Ciutius and J. A. Kaupcrt, Karkn von 1884.
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and generally supported by public funds, or by learned bodies, except that it

results necessarily from tlie nature of art, which must appeal to the eye,

and to the conditions of the editing of works of art, that the publication

of the great archaeological collections requires much larger sums than

do the drawing up and the publication of mere written documents. And
so in the choice of the means of reproduction no luxury is admitted ; in

fact economy is carried to such lengths that—hitherto, at least—those who

are working on the series or on the special enterprises, receive no other

reward for their most fati<;uinfj labours than that which consists in the

consciousness of havinj; furthered the cause of science. There is need in

truth of the self-denying, ideal tone of mind, which is not yet out of vogue

among the representatives of science in Germany, to overcome faint-hearted

-

ness in work. But there is also need of a union of all forces, of a close

organization, to prevent the strength of individuals from being spent un-

profitably, and to make all efforts help towards the attainment of the great

objects in view.

It has already been remarked that for these objects the most important

means have been provided in the two institutions abroad, the Roman and the

Athenian Institutes. For either of these Institutes, its sphere of action has

been determined by its geographical position. Athens must be the centre of

exploration for those lands of the East where Greek influences have pre-

ponderated, not merely f(^r European Greece with its islands and the

neighbouring regions, but also for Asia Minor, which has of late been the

field of rival explorations from all nations, as far as Cyprus and the coasts of

ancient Phoenicia. The Roman branch institution naturally has Italy for its

primary field of research, without losing sight of the further western lands of

the old Roman Empire. Besides keeping a watchful eye on all fresh dis-

coveries, besides their own travels of research and even their own excavations

on a small scale, the branch institutions find leisure for prosecuting vigorously

those great tasks vvhich belong to the Institute as a whole. The directors

of the series as well as the artists employed, naturally have recourse to the

secretaries in Rome or Athens, who smooth their paths and generally

undertake their cause. But besides the secretaries, they have at their

disposal the whole ranks of young scholars, who for about forty years have, in

the phrase of the Capitol, gone by the name of ragazzi. Of these the

main body consists of those who hold the bursaries of the Institute, four

being appointed every year, and they are joined by other young scholars,

Germans and foreigners—of late especially Austrians. These young men,

under the direction of the secretaries, go through courses of study, with

practical work, in archaeology, epigraphy, and topograpl-.y, which, considering

the riches of material heaped up and still accumulating from all sides in the

museums, afford an incomparable practical completion to their previous

academic studies. Moreover they make their entrance, under the guidance of

the secretaries, into the organism we have already described of archaeological

work as a whole, and it is gratifying to see how zealously and how skilfully

the young men, in addition to their own studies, undertake now the
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cataloguing of a collection, now the promotion of one of the great pub-

lications, now a small excavation, now the exploration of unknown places

or of insufficiently known ruins. We soon recognize that a strong common

motive power urges on all these labours, and how in active and friendly

competition each exerts himself for the common good: 'To be the first in

every field, and still surpass the rest.' And yet the reins are not held so

tight as may be the case in other similar institutions. The German way

is to leave to the individuals as much freedom as possible, and the good

training and good will of the majority fully justifies this principle. All the

more encouraging is the voluntary co-operation of the individuals in common

effort for the progress of science.

When the attention has to be directed to such high and far-reaching

purposes, the question naturally arises whether the arrangements handed

down from the past are still quite adequate to those purposes, or whether in

certain points reforms are required. Such considerations have come home to

the members of the Central Direction for many years past. As might

naturally be expected, any such suggestions applied less to the newer

arrangements which were a product of the tendency to take a wider range

than they did to the oldest part of the whole establishment, the Roman

Institute. This had both in its organs and in its settlements entirely kept

to the traditions of its time of foundation, more than a half-century before,

when the Roman Institute was the only accredited scientific representative of

archaeology in Italy. But in the place of a patronizing Papal government and

a divided Italy, had been formed the united Italian kingdom, which was

striving to gather its forces together in the scieatific as well as in the political

field, and wrote on its banner the proud utterance :
' Italia fa da sL' Already

in the year 1872, the municipal Commission of Archaeology, which had for

its task to preserve antiquarian interests amidst the extensive rebuilding

cooing on in the new capital of Italy, began to publish its own archaeological

journal, the editors of which were in a better position than the Institute to

follow up and to place on record the discoveries which were daily being

made. Thus the antiquities of the city of Rome were withdrawn from the

monthly Reports of the Institute, and only the Monumenti with the Annali

attached to them continued to be the natural vehicle for publications

requiring much space and large plates. A quantity of periodicals in the

provinces of wider or narrower scope followed the example of the capital. Of

still greater moment was the decision taken in 1875 by the Roman Accademia

dei Lined to publish monthly accounts of all new excavations and discoveries

derived from the reports furnished by the Inspectors of Excavations through-

out Italy to the General Direction of Antiquities at Rome. The annual

quarto volume composed of these official Notizie degli scavi served the same

purpose which the Bullcttino of the Institute had been endeavouring for half

a century to carry out with less abundant and trustworthy materials. Was it

then expedient to continue the production of the Bidldtiiw in its early form ?

None could answer this question in the affirmative except those who regarded

anything which was customary as necessarily worthy of preservation.
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The difficulties connected with the folio plates of the Monumenti Inediii

were of another kind. When that publication was begun, two methods of

engraving only were in use for such works, lithograph and copperplate. The
former process had been only occasionally used by the Institute, particularly

for the plates published in Paris, and again, more recently, for the reproduction

in colours of vase- and wall-paintings. Copperplate engraving, on the other

hand, was used by skilled artists both in Paris and Rome, and so was

principally employed for the plates of the Institute. During a long time,

up to about 1870, they were confided mainly to Bartolomraeo Bartoccini, whose
engravings also in other artistic publications have won celebrity. But gradu-

ally this branch of art decayed at Rome, and now it is cultivated with far

more success elsewhere. Thus in the case of difficult engravings foreign

engravers had to be employed. Also in regard to all of the modern photo-

graphic processes of reproduction the level of technical excellence at Rome
is rather low ; and the silver-printing which is practised there with zeal and

success is out of the question when a large edition is required. In the case

of chromo-lithography too, only easy subjects are reproduced with tolerable

success. The result of these unfortunate conditions, for which the Institute

was in no way responsible, Avas that difficult plates had frequently to be

executed out of Italy. And when this was the case the original drawings

had to be sent to Berlin, or Leipzig, or Munich, and the stock of the valuable

plates had to be sent back to Rome ; whence once more at the end of the

year they made their way back to Germany with the complete edition. It

was surely simpler and more practical, seeing that this would probably be

necessary oftener and oftener in coming years, simply to remove the whole

publishing of the Monumenti from Rome.

For such removal there was another and a still stronger reason. The

Monumenti were the only folio publication at the disposal of the Institute.

In the hands of the secretaries at Rome they were naturally mainly used

for the reproduction of Italian monuments, among which a prominent place

was taken by the monuments of Etruria, and lately by those of early Italian

civilization, besides vases, statues of the kind common in Roman museums,

sarcophagi, and wall-paintings. True Greek art was thrust too much into

the background, and commonly found a place only on suggestion from abroad.

Such a selection of material fulfilled ill the general purposes of the Institute.

It naturally seemed unfair that the Athenian Institute, situated at the very

source of the purest art and in the midst of continual important discoveries

should not have so large a share in that great publication as had Rome. A*

share in it was also claimed by the Berlin Direction; German museums
and many foreign galleries, such as the British Museum with its many
unpublished treasures, could be more easily reached from Berlin.

Finally there were inconveniences in connection with the Annali. One

of the chief purposes of this publication was, as has been shown, to provide

an accompanying text to the plates of the Monumenti : the two were closely

connected. The consequence was that sometimes a very important monu-

ment difficult of comment was kept back for years because an able
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commentator could not be found ; sometimes a plate was accompanied by a

hastily written paper quite unworthy to appear in a first-rate periodical.

Such experiences suggested the question whether it would not be better to

loosen the close union between tlie Annali and the large plates, and to let

each periodical stand on an independent footing.

Yet another point called for CDnsideration. At the time when the

Institute was founded, circumstances had required the exclusive use of the

Italian, French, or Latin language, and the exclu.sion of German. But times

were changed. Knowledge of the German language had, within the last few

decades, spread to a remarkable extent, especially in Italy,—the oiily country

here in question. There are at the present day in the principal cities of Italy

but few scholars who are not acquainted with German, at least sufficiently

well to be able to read it without difficulty, especially as German archaeologi-

cal literature cannot be safely neglected by any student of the subject. On
the other hand there was not a single Italian whose ears were not sensitive

to the foreign-sounding style of Italian that pervaded the writings of the

Institute, and it required all the courte,sy which belongs to Italians by birth

and breeding to endure patiently, and without change of countenance, such

mutilation of their beautiful mother-tongue. As early as ten years ago, on

the occasion of the jubilee of the Institute, the impatient inquiry was heard

from the younger Italians, whether the time had not come to allow admission

to the German language, with the Italian, into the periodicals of the Institute,

and to give credit to Italians for knowing at least so much German. And
indeed, since the French had withdrawn from the Institute, and the Roman
Institute belonged almost entirely to Germans and Italians, it seemed unrea-

sonable to reserve, simply in memory of old times, to the French language

the place it had formerly held, now that its use had long ceased to be very

frequent, and to exclude German from the periodicals of an institution

that belongs to the German Empire, from which it derives its entire

support, is guided by German officials, and is by preference frequented by

young German scholars. We may safely ask whether France, England, or

Italy, under similar circumstances, would ever have for more than fifty years

completely renounced the employment of their own languages in oral dis-

cussion and in publication. And apart from the question of national dignity,

convenience and equity demanded that Germans should no longer be com-

pelled to clothe, or to cause others to clothe, their articles in the generally in-

convenient and ill-fitting garment of a foreign tongue. How much of the

natural expression of the thought and the original colour of the description is

usually lost in this process of transformation, and how easily an unintended

comic element creeps in, might be illustrated from many examples.

in.

It was along these lines that changes were being mooted within the

Central Direction, and a discussion of the subject had been placed among the

agenda for the next general meeting, when-matters were unexpectedly brought
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to a more speedy decision. In the New Year's number of the Kulnische Zntumj

for 1885, Herr Ihne, Professor of English Literature at the University oi

Heidelberg, and author of several works on Roman iiistory, who had lived

some winter months at Rome, complained of the exclusion of the German
language from the wiitings and discussions of the Roman Institute. The
Imperial Chancellor (the Institute as a foundation depending on the

Empire, and on account of its branch academics in foreign parts, comes

under the Foreign Office) demanded from the Central Direction a statement

on the subject, and subsequently ordered them to give the German language

its proper privileges in the Roman Institute. Tlie Monumenti and the

Annali were to be turned into a German periodical, the use of Latin being

permitted; in the Bidldtino, on the other hand, Italian was to be allowed,

and in exceptional cases also French. In the oval discussions of the meetings

German and also Italian were to be used—other languages only when the

speakers were unfamiliar with either of these tongues. By this means,

a definite line was laid down for the further resolutions of the Central

Direction. In the most essential points, these new orders agreed with the

intended changes already described, and although at first the regulation

seemed to involve difficulties in some points of its execution, after a personal

conference of the Central Direction with the Roman secretaries, a .satisfactory

understanding was reached as to the method of carrying out the future

rules.

The affairs of the Monumenti lent themselves the most easily to re-

arrangement. When this was to be made the chief periodical of the Institute

as a whole, the removal from Rome to the residence of the Central Direction,

Berlin,—also desirable on technical grounds—and the transformation of the

Monumenti antichi inediti into Antike Bildwcrke followed as a matter of

course. The epithet inediti might be omitted, becau.se an occasional more

exact republication of monuments of which hitherto only inadequate

engravings had appeared, was not to be entirely excluded. Each of the

three centres of the Institute, Berlin, Rome, and Athens, obtained free

disposal of a third of the twelve armual plates, although this rule is not to

be enforced with pedantic precision. If one of the three seats of Direction

happens to be particularly rich in materials, so that it can make public

any specially important monuments, it is an understood thing that precedence

should be given to its publications, and on the other hand the editorial staft'

has to take means for preventing undue preference from being given to any

particular kind of monuments, and to provide for a fair proportion among the

works of architecture, of sculpture, and of painting. The three numbers that

have appeared since the change afford a justification of it which will be easily

appreciated. They are distinguished from the former Roman Momimenti

both by the variety of important monuments and by the great superiority in

the processes of reproduction, and if, especially in the latter respect, some-

thing remains to be desired (for in this respect Berlin is less advanced

than, e.g. Vienna), the progress made is nevertheless clear to every unpre-

judiced mind. We would observe in particular that the investigation of
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architectural remains had not till now been allowed to occupy the space

which its importance merited. The textual appendix to each number consists

only of a rather short table of contents of the separate plates, which gives

the facts about as fully as would a good catalogue. No more lengthy

explanations are permitted in that place. Such elucidations as are necessary,

in cases where opinions may safely be stated, find their place in one or other

of the periodicals of the Institute ; where the mere reproduction is sufficient,

or where adequate explanation would require deeper and more protracted

study, then at least the monument is made accessible to all archaeologists as

soon as possible.

When in tlje case of the large plates, appended explanatory notices

ceased to be necessary, the Annali seemed to lose their chief raison d'etre,

which had consisted in maintaining such connection between illustration and

explanation. The remaining part of the contents of this periodical were more

like those of the Ballettino. Seeing then that the number of really valuable,

or even of somewhat important archaeological works which can take the

shape of magazine articles, is not very numerous, and seeing also that it

would not be desirable to further the publication of inferior work by means

of a superfluity of periodicals of similar character, it seemed advisable to

etfect a concentration of forces, the more so as other nations—Italy, Franco,

England, America—have recently begun with great success to unite their

forces in special periodicals dedicated to archaeology. To this end, the part

of the Roman Annali devoted to the more important investigations was

uuited with the Archaeolor/ische Zeitung of Berlin, and the twofold origin

was expressed in the new title of Archaeologisches Jahrlnich. For the sensa-

tional interest of striking novelties, suitable for a journal or a monthly

magazine, is out of place in a quarterly or an annual, which should be in the

first place devoted to continuous scientific investigations of greater or less

scope. These can sometimes dispense with pictorial illusti;ations, or they

may be illustrated in the plates of the annual or by smaller sketches inserted

in the letterpress, or finally they may be attached to the larger plates of

the Aiitike Bildwerke. The form of the Jahrhuch is like that of the previous

Archaeologische Zeitung, but made a little smaller, so that the inconvenient

two-column page could be changed for a single column. The annual is

supposed to be capable of extension by the issue of separate supplements.

Often, unfortunately, the publication of extensive archaeological works which

require a large number of plates meets with great difficulties in the conditions

of the book trade, or sometimes it is effected in an out-of- the-w^ay place,

where it is withdrawn from convenient general use. The supplementary

numbers of the annual, following as occasion arises, are designed to obviate,

as far as possible, these disadvantages, without compelling the purchasers

of the annual to take the supplements in addition. As a first instalment

a paper by Strzygowski on the illustrated calendar of Furius Dionysius

Philucalus (a d. 354) has already appeared. A number of other interesting

works—for instance, a report on important discoveries in the Aeolic town of

Aegae, and a treatise, by Dorpfeld and Reisch,on the remains of earlier Greek
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tlieatres and tlicir arrangements—have been promised in the forthcoming

supplements. Finally, from the present year onwards, the annual, appearing

in ([uartorly numbers, contains a regular supplement corrcspouding to the

Archaeoh'/ische Anzcigei' formerly edited by Gerhard. For as it is desired, as

far as possible, to keep the annual in the regions of purely scientific discussion,

and seeing that the periodicals of the Roman and of the Athenian Institute

—of which we shall speak directly—are occupied principally within their

own geographical limits, it is advisable to have a paper of freer scope for

comnmnications on points of bibliography and on points touching museums,
for notices of the proceedings of the Berlin Archaeological Society (a society

akin, as it were, to the Institute) and of other scientific societies, for news of

excavations, for short scientific notices, for obituary records, and so forth.

This completion of the annual by the addition of a paper of this kind will

certainly meet the wishes of many fellow-workers, especially of such as reside

in the provinces, and owing to their distance from the centres of the Institute

are without opportunity of hearing the news that ever flows thither from
all parts. Thus, for example, since a knowledge of the proceedings of the

above-mentioned Berlin Society, very important in many ways, has for years

been unattainable by means of German archaeological periodicals, people had
to gather their information from political, literary, and other newspapers and
weekly papers. If possible, this will not be the case in future.

Besides these two German publications, which especially represent the

Institute as a whole, the two foreign Institutes naturally require each its

special organ. In Athens, the Mittheilungen appearing in quarterly numbers,

illustrated by a number of smaller plates, has for the most part kept its

original arrangement. Under Ulrich Koehler's editorship, this periodical has

by the thoroughness of its discussions and its excellent scientific tone

obtained a place of honour among its contemporaries. The only wish to be

expressed—one justified by the title of coturnunications—is that the periodical

could be directed more along the lines taken by the publication—also

Athenian—of the French School. However, in this respect a marked
improvement has of late been visible, which is to be attributed partly to the

conscious purpose of the editors, partly to the increased interest in travels

and discoveries taken by members of the Institute, especially by the holders

of studentships and their companions, and partly in the character and bent

of studies of one of the secretaries. Wilhelm Dorpfeld, who had belonged

to the Athenian Institute for some years, and became second secretary in

1886, and soon after first secretary, belongs to that band of architects who
liave received a thorough training in the exact investigation of ancient

buildings, by means of the German excavations at Olymjjia and the

Prussian at Pergamum, and at the same time are capable of making a com-
plete co-ordination of their investigations with those of archaeologists who
have undergone a different training. In securing Dorpfeld for the Athenian

Institute, the study of architecture—hitherto almost entirely neglected

—

has won a permanent place as a branch of the work of the Institute.

Both the Antike Bildwerkc and the Athenian Mittheilungen, have already

H.S.—VOL. X. 1'
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gained much thereby, and not the least advantage of the newly moused

activity of the Institute; lias been the gradual Ire^sli measurement of extant

ancient buildings, and tlio discussion of the results obtained from them. The

lesser excavations set on foot in various places for the purpose of promoting

those investigations nfford at the same time an excellent training in such

work for the young scholars who take part in them. It is to be h(j])ed that

Germany will not renounce the Impe of plucking, on some future occasion,

new Olympian or Pergamene laurels, and on such an occasion, this band of

directors of excavations will be found, in virtue of their knowledge and their

practical skill, to be of very great service.

The example of the Atlienian periodical naturally suggested itself to

those who had the task of revising the form of the Roman Bulkttino. The

zealous activity of the Italians above described, particularly in reporting

archaeological discoveries, and to some extent also in working out results,

necessitated some kind of change. We are far from regretting this circum-

stance—on the contrary, it seems to us quite in the order of things that

Italy, strengthened on all sides, should regard it as a task peculiarly her own

to collect and make known the archaeological facts and discoveries within her

own limits ; nay, we acknowledge, with unmixed satisfaction, that among the

reporters not a few are accomplishing their task most meritoriously. Though

the Roman Institute has lost thereby some of its previous functions, it still

retains sufficient for its powers. Moreover, even in the field of reporting, not

all its duties were taken away. With respect to such important excavations

as, e.g., those of Pompeii, no reports are, for minuteness and accuracy, to be

compared with those of Man in the Roman Bullettino. The Italian official

inspectors of excavations are so numerous that it is impossible for all to stand

at the same level of scientific knowledge, and many places merit and require

a more accurate report. This applies especially to those parts of Italy which

were once Greek, and which lie somewhat outside the circle of interests of

the Italian investigator. Further, it is a natural result of regular and official

drawing up of reports, that in the course of a long-continued excavation the

connection of results is easily broken, and that they cannot afford to pass over

anything, however slight and insignificant. We can thus easily imagine that

in many cases a supplementary or a periodical r4sum6 of the really important

things discovered (which must depend not on the descriptions of others but

on personal observation), and a sketch of the results ensuing therefrom, must

be by no means out of place. And further, the Athenian lEUheihmgcn have

shown that, besides the reports of excavations, room may be found for special

scientific investigations. This function of the former Annali, with the plates

thereto belonging, is now also reserved for the Pndkttino. So that the

Roman MiUhcilungcn (with the second title of Bulkttino) not only represent

the former Bulkttino, but constitute, with the addition of a part of the

Annali, an extended organ for researches belonging to the regions of the

Roman Institute, i.e. to all the western lands of the Mediterranean basin.

As not only the labour of Germans, but, according to the older custom, the

co-operation of Italian members of the Institute is particularly expected in
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this field, both languages are equally favoured in this periodical; indeed, in

order to satisfy the interests of Italian workers and readers as far as possible,

it is probable that Italian will continue for long time to be the dominant
language. The appended plates are in many, perhaps in most cases, sufficient

for the illustration of the ])apers. At the same time, it is possible here also

to hand over the more comprehensive monuments or groups of monuments
to the Antike Bildwcrke, while the treatises pertaining tliereto, if tliey are to

be in Italian, may find their place in the Roman MittlLciliLngcn. Finally, we
must especially notice—what is indeed self-evident, but has encountered

doubts and fears in some quarters—that the secretaries in Rome and Athens
are as independent as they were before, in relation not only to the editing of

their periodicals, but to the whole sphere of their scientific activity.

But the new arrangement of the periodicals which we have described

was not the only novelty. One which penetrated deeper into all previous

habits was the permission to use the German language in the meetings of

the Institute. These winter meetings in the large library of the Institute

form, if we may use the expression, the great mart for the exchange of Italian

and German knowledge. Here more than anywhere else have been formed, for

more than half a century, the friendly personal ties which bind together the

scholars of both nations—here the newest discoveries are imparted, and

become at once material for a lively exchange of thought. At one time, all

listen with eager reverence to an enchanting analysis from Giambattista de

Rossi ; at another, they follow with interest the arguments of the German
scholars belonging to the Institute. The medium of mutual understanding

was the Italian language. It was open to doubt whether German were—not

equally well, but in any degree at all—adapted to this purpose. For there is

for a foreigner a very great difference between the faculty of understanding a

printed treatise and that of following a spoken discourse, and in this case

there was also to be considered the great variety among German dialects, and

the want of fluency sometimes found especially among the younger scholars.

In fact, the fear seemed to be justified that to introduce the German language

without making any exceptions would be to defeat the whole object of these

gatherings, and to disturb the old, near relations subsisting between Italian

and German fellow-workers. This result was unfortunately, before there was

any visible sign of the intention of such a radical change, assumed as certain

also in certain German circles at Rome, and was also openly talked of in the

presence of the Italian friends of the Institute. Thus excitement and bad

feeling were aroused in Rome. People thought themselves justified in

assuming that the traditional relations towards the Italians were now at stake,

and there arose a project of an opposition Italian Institute started by the late

minister Bonghi. But when the official proceedings in Berlin, which took a

certain time, were completed, it became evident that here once more there

had been ' much ado about nothing.' Certainly, the German language was

allowed free access to the meetings, and indeed, for the so-to-sjDeak official

parts of the session—the opening and closing—its use was made compulsory,

in order thereby to maintain in some measure the claims of Germany in

V 2
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regard to the Institute. But since, in rase Italian scholars should be present,

the use of Italian was cx}jressly to be perniittt;d to all present without any

limitations, the Italians still had it in their power to give preponderance to

the language of the land in which the Institute was established. If foreign

guests are unable to express themselves in either of these languages or in

Latin, they may, as an exceptional privilege, take part in the proceedings in

other languages, such as English or French.

IV.

The readers who liave followed these explanations will, I trust, have

become convinced on two points. In the first place, that the changes

necessitated within the last few years in the Roman Institute have resulted

quite naturally on the one hand from the transformation of the Institute into

a firmly-established institution of the German Empire, and on the other

hand, from the extension of the scientific objects which had to be placed in

view. Even the change of name from ' Institute di Corrispondenza

archeologica ' into the more simple ' Deutsches archiiologisches Institut' was

a natural result of that change in official position, and at once it points to the

fact that the unduly narrow range of the earlier Roman Institute has been

expanded so as to form an organization on a large scale, proceeding from its

centre in Germany, and comprehending a variety of forces. Yet this change

in name does not by any means betoken a character of exclusiveness, which

would be contrary to the old international traditions of the Institute. On the

contrary, the co-operation of all engaged in a like work, to whatsoever nation

they may belong, is most earnestly desired. To this end, all the privileges

and means of assistance which the Institute can offer have been placed at

the disposal of all workers equally. The lectures and demonstrations which

the secretaries undertake with the students are, both in Rome and in Athens,

open to young scholars from foreign countries, if they have sufficient

acquaintance with the German language, and we are glad to see that these

advantages are willingly made use of in Athens by the members of the

American and the British Schools. In the rooms of the Casa Tarpea,

foreign archaeologists may also find accommodation, so far as space permits.

And ao-ain, the use of the excellent library of the Institute is open without

distinction to all educated persons ; how much this permission implies, and

how eagerly it is used—especially by the Italians—every one knows who has

spent any length of time in Rome.

The second point on which I desire to lay especial stress is that of the

relation of the Institute to the Italians, which through misunderstandings

and misinterpretations like those noticed above, once threatened to become

considerably strained. On several occasions, a meaning has been put into

the changes in the Institute which would imply that a certain ultra-German

chauvinism had come to prevail there, and that tliQ changes had been

prompted by feelings of hostility to Rome or even by contempt for the

Italian colleagues. Yet nothing could be further from the truth. Seeing
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that we Germans feel ourselves, in jK)liticaI matters, whether tiirout^fli the

analogies in onr recent history, or in virtue of common efforts made in behalf

of peace, closely bouml to the Italian people, how should we come in the field

of science to renounce all at once all our old traditions and to thrtist back, or

regard with aversion, those who had for a long time been our friends and

fellow- workers ? On the contrary, those changes in tho publications of the

Institute were in part the actual result of the recently-stimulated activity of

the Italians themselves and of our ungrudging recognition of their claim to

carry on their own work in their own land and by the light of their own

knowledge. If in course of time, the scheme once set on foot and since

abandoned, of an Italian aichaeological institute should be carried out, we
Germans would be the very first to give the new establishment a hearty

welcome. We should behoid in it not so much a rival institution as an

additional strength to the si)irit of scientific enterprise which would animate

both institutes alike. The field of archaeological research is surely wide

enough and rich enough to allow two institutes to find sufficient work without

mutual hindrance. How stands the case at Athens ? Besides the very

energetic Greek archaeological society with its own journal, and besides the

Governmental Department for Antiquities and Museums, which also has its

monthly reports, we have there at work no less than four foreign archaeo-

logical institutes—the French School, the German Institute, the American

School, and the British School, and yet all these find without difficulty their

fitting spheres of activity. Why should we expect to find it otherwise in

Rome, in Italy ?

But if, nevertheless, those fears have been able to become widespread, and

even to become diffused beyond the boundaries of Italy, this diffusion is in

great part to be attributed to the fact that almost at the same time a complete

change of persons took place in the secretarial bodies both at Athens and

at Rome. It was easy to attribute an erroneous importance to this fact, which

indeed resulted from an entirely accidental combination of peculiar circum-

stances. Athens was deprived of Uhich Kochler who had for long been sole

secretary, on his summons to Berlin to undertake the professoriate of ancient

history—an honourable post which he was naturally unwilling to decline.

His colleague Dorpfeld remained, and after Eugen Petersen had for a short

time occupied Koehler's post, was transferred to the first place, while Paul

Welters was associated with him as second secretary. In Rome, there died

in January, 1887, the venerable Willielm Henzen, who for almost half a

century had taken part in the direction of the Institute, and who had always

been, to use Mommsen's words, honarum litterarum apud duas nationes propa-

gator, Italoruin Germanorwnq^ic amicitiae stabilitor. A short time ])reviously,

Wolfgang Helbig, who likewise had for more than twenty years carefully

cultivated friendly relations with the Italians, had on the advice of his

physician requested permission to retire on account of his failing health, and

under such circumstances, this could hardly be denied to him. Thus there

left Rome, almost simultaneously, those persons with whom the Italians were

most familiar, and who might stand as representing the traditions of many
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years. It was quite naturnl that some connection should be supposed

between these events and tin; new arrangements, thougli such a supposition

must ignore the facts that Helbig had taken i)art in the consuHations of the

Central Direction as to the; new constitution, and had declared himself satisfied

with it in all essential points, and that Henzen had readily undertaken to

carry out the new arrangements, and thereby to prove to the Italians that

the scope and intentions of those arrangements had been incorrectly repre-

sented to them. The Central Direction, thus compelled by circumstances,

could do nothing more than to fill the posts with the best qualified persons

available, and with such as were (juite clear from any trace of hostility against

Italy. Thus the principal post was assigned to Eugen Petersen, a well-known

investigator and teacher of archaeology, who had likewise conducted excava-

tions and expeditions of discovery in Asia Minor, and whose character, as well

as his mature age, afforded a pledge that he, like Henzen, would always be

ready to do good services to anybody, and would in everything regard ex-

clusively the interests of science. At the same time no one seemed better

suited to the epigraphical part of the task than Christian Hiilsen, fellow-

worker and successor to Henzen in the publication of the titnli urhani in

the great Corpus inscri2)iiomim Latinarum. Also August Mau, who had for

long acted as amanuensis to Henzen, and during his long stay at Rome ha.s

acquired the full confidence of the Italian scholars, was attached to the

Roman Institute, with the special provision that he should devote his attention

to the library, and also continue to prosecute his study of Pompeii. And if we

also observe how precisely the most weighty representatives of Italian learning,

such as De Rossi and Fiorelli, now as previously take an active share in

the discussions and the work of the Institute, we may rest assured in the

hope, that even if a few misunderstandings may yet linger in Rome, they

will all vanish in course of time, and that the old friendly co-operation of

Germans and Italians will continue to exist,—a hope which seems to be

justified by the three volumes that have since appeared of the Roman Mit-

theilungen. Finally, we have a pledge for a peaceable administration of all

the affairs of the Institute, in such fashion as to avoid giving offence, and to

follow only the best interests of science, in the person of the man who stands

at the head of the whole Institute. Alexander Conze, who had already for

many years presided over the Central Direction, but had been hindered by

other duties from devoting all his powers to the Institute, has now been for

two years at the head of the whole establishment, in the post of General

Secretary, which had ceased at Gerhard's death, but has been revived as

a new office by the Imperial Government. Thus a fixed central point has

been given, without which so far-reaching an organization could hardly have

been kept together.

However much we may regret the great personal changes of the last few

years, we must acknowledge that there is a more cheerful side to be seen in

the application to the work of entirely fresh forces. There are no longer any

particular interests belonging to the Roman and to the Athenian Institute,

or to the department in Berlin, but all the officials and all tlie active members
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of the Institute, mutually realizing tluur common interests, are animated by
an equally warm affection lor the Institute as a wh(jle. They all cherish the

same firm conviction of the importance of their common undertakings, of the

worthiness of their common aims, and of the necessity, in order to reach those

aims, of uniting all forces in unbroken harmony. May the Institute in this

matter find ever the kindly interest and the intelligent support of all those,

of whatever land or nation they may be, who have at heart the energetic and
methodical development of archaeological science, while on its side, the

Institute is ever ready to support all those who are labouring along with it

towards a like goal.

Ad. Michaelis.

STKA.SSIJUKG, Nov. 1888.

{Revised, Awj. 1889.)
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ARTEMIS-LETO AND APOLLO-LAIRBENOS.

One of the most curious series of Anatolian inscriptions known to me
has been published by Mr. Hogarth in this Journal, 1887, pp. 376 fif. Their

importance lies in the fact that they show us the manners and religion of one

district hardly affected by Greek civilisation, and almost purely native in

character. As the use of the Greek language and knowledge of Greek

civilisation spread, the native manners were proscribed as barbarous, and

even native mythology was discarded and Greek tales adapted to suit the

locality. I have frequently given instances of this. At Magnesia ad Sipylum,

for example, if we may judge from the references of Pausanias, the mythology

of the district was re-modelled under the influence of the Greek literary

tradition of Niobe, and localities had to be found to suit the details of the

story.

As to the inscriptions published by Mr. Hogarth, Nos. 12-20, probably

no one who reads over the texts can doubt that Greek was strange to the

writers. They were native Phrygians, speaking their own language with a

smattering of Greek, quite uneducated, but impressed with the belief

universal over Asia Minor that Greek was the one language of education,

and trying to express themselves in Greek. In every part of the country

where the inscriptions enable us to penetrate below the Graeco-Roman

varnish, the same inference is forced on us. Greek did not succeed in forcing

itself on the native population of Phrygia, Galatia, Lycaonia, and Cappadocia

(except in the large cities which were centres of Graeco-Roman civilisation)

until Christianity gave it the additional power of being the language of the

Scriptures.

The fact that the inscriptions were written in Greek by persons who had

a mere smattering of the language makes them very hard to understand.

The words are mis-spelt, corrupted, distorted so much as to be sometimes

unrecognisable. In June 1888 I spent a day at Badinlar, where the inscrip-

tions are for the most part found, and discovered several new texts which

throw some light on those which had previously been published. The
interest of the subject makes me think it worth while to publish the newly

discovered texts, and to show how far they help us towards the proper

interpretation of those already published.

I have elsewhere collected the facts which prove that a goddess called

sometimes Leto, sometimes Artemis, was widely worshipped in the southern
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and central parts of western Asia Minor.^ She is invoked as the ' Mother,'

and her son, most cointnonly called by the Greek name Apollo, is worshipped

along with her. The inscriptions of ])ionysopolis, where they were known as

Leto and Lairbenos, give us some curious glimpses of the character of their

cultus. They permit us to form some idea of the relations that existed

between the two deities, mother and son, Leto and Lairbenos, on the one

hand, and their worshippers on the other. With all their rudeness and bad

grammar, they show us more of the real character of Asia Minor society and

religion at the period to which they belong than do any other known
inscriptions.

Such errors as e^oTrpdpei for i^e/JbirXaptop show that the authors of the

inscriptions picked up by the ear only their small stock of Greek. The
engraving also is so rudely done that A and A, and O, C and E, &c., are

frequently confused, and letters are often omitted entirely. The interpretation

of these texts is greatly a matter of comparison with less obscure inscriptions

of a similar kind, and I shall therefore at the end quote a few inscriptions

which throw light on obscurities in the Dionysopolitan texts, M. Foucart's

admirable Associations Religieuses chez lea Grecs ought to be read in company
with the following texts.

1. On a small stele at Badinlar.

COJCANAPOCiePAnOAe twaavhpo^ 'lepa-jroXeii)-

THCeniOPKHCACKAl tt;? eTrcopKijaa^ kuI

ANArNOCICHAeAICTO avayvo<: IcrrjXOa k to

I:YNB\7M0NEK0AAC a-vv^(o/xov iKoXda--

eHNnAPANrEAA\/MH 6vv- TrapavyiXkw firj-

AENAKATA(])PONEIN Uva KaTa(\>povelv

T-^SA IPMHN^^E^EIE2EI tw Aatp/xrjvo}, eVet e^et

THNEMHNCTHMHNEiENTTAON ti]v ifii)v arr'i\\\\nv e^evrrkov

It is perhaps doubtful whether we should read t? rolv] avvjSoa^ov, Apollo

being understood as the ^eo9 (Tvv^(Ofjbo<i ; but I think it more probable that in

the bad Greek of these inscriptions to crvv^wfiov is to be understood as 'the

temple of the avv/3cofioL 6eoL' My friend Mr. Hogarth recognised in CTHMHN
the word arrjWrjv, and thus gave me the key to the understanding of the

formula.

The people of Hierapolis also worshipped Lairbenos, as is proved by their

coins, on which a radiated head of the Sun-god, with the legend AAIPBHNOZ,
frequently occurs. The inscriptions show that persons from Hierapolis '^ on

the south, and Motella on the north, frequently came to share in the worship

^ 'Antiquities of Southern Phrygia,' A. II., /col Mrjrpl '\Tr6K\uvos.

in Amcr. Jour. ArchacoL, 1887. To the homes - Comi»aie also the inscription No. 4 in my
of hor worship add (7) the Ormeleis in Kahalis, 'Cities and Bishoprics of Thrygia,' Part I.,

as is shown by the inscri])tion quoted in the J, If. S., 1884.

course of the same article, A. Viil., 'AirSwwyi
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of the shrine near Dionysopolis overhanging the south bank of tho

Maeander.

I do not in the transcript correct any of the faults of grammar in the

text. The intention of the writer seems to be, ' I, Sosandros of Hierapolis,

having sworn falsely and being impure on that account, entered the temple

of the Gods Consort, and I was chastised, and I now give warning that no

one should despise the god Lairmenos, since he will have my stele as an

example.' On dyvo^i, dvayvo'i, see Foucart, p. 147.

The inscriptions of this class agree in representing the authors as having

approached the hieron when polluted with some physical or moral impurity

and therefore unfit to appear before the god : they are chastised by the god

(in some cases at least, perhaps in all cases, with some disease ^) : they confess

and acknowledge their fault (i^ofioXoyio/xat is the technical term) ; they

thereby appease the god (tXacr/fo/iat probably) ; they are cured of their ailment

or released from their punishment ; and finally they relate the facts as a

warning to others not to treat the god lightly. The question might be raised

whether the oath in this case was a religious one (e.g. among ipavtarai,

Foucart, I.e., p. 210, 1. 9), or belonged to ordinary social life.

The term avv^oifiov is important, as showing that the mother and the

son were worshipped in the same temple and on the same altar : avvvao<i

and avvl3(Ofio<i are often united, but the latter here implies the former.

2. Orta Keui : in a house : on a marble stele beneath a relief representing

a hixiennis. The stone is broken left and bottom.

iHCIMOCAnOAAnNI Y 'Ov\riaLfJLo^ "AiroWavi [A]v[p

EYIZAMENOCVnEPTOYKOA M^v] ey^a/xei/o? virep tov koX-

ENTOCBOOCAI ATOYCT'" ao-^JeWo? /9oo<f Bia Tov<i re . .

EKAIMhinAPATErON • • • e Kal firj irapayeryovl

HEYI:HM<70I . ' V evarjfXQ)

^NEY2)AM ...6)1/ ev^dfi[€vo<i ia-rrjXoy'

1 1 TEN pd(f}]r](T€v
^

This fragment would certainly have been interesting, if it were better

preserved. The relief over it shows that the hipennis was the symbol of the

god Lairbenos, marking him as the sun-god : the radiated head on coins of

^ Hogarth's suggestion of fever is very pro- Sih, rh vare[pr)Kfv]f koJ fx^ Trapayfyovlfve, (rT7]\]ri

bably right in cases where no other disease is einrri^t^ l[\affd.iJ.fvos, fvKo'y]wu (v^a.fi[(vos tfrrrj-

indicatetl. \oypd<p]r}(rfv, /c.t.A., ' on behalf of his ox which
^ The probable raaximum of letters lost is had been punished (by the god) because he had

indicated by the number of dots. The text been late and had not made his appearance (at

doubtless continued with the usual formula, the temple).' I felt confident when reading the

irapayyiWcov /nTjSeVo k.t.K. The following re- inscription that the gap in 5-6 began with t and

storation, in which I am aided by suggestions ended with w, and the words which I suggest

of Hogarth, suits the conditions of space, but I are all technical in these formulae. I have also

do not insert it in the text, as I do not feel con- thought of H\lif> ehxapiaTwv. Repetitions are

fident of the two words that follow tvcr^fxcf : very common in the following inscriptions.

otherwise I think we have reached the truth :
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Hiernpolis loads to the same conclusion. At Develar a small relief without

inscription siiows the god on horseback bearing the hijxniiis over his shoulder,

a tyi)C which is common on coins of Lydia and Phrygia: some numismatists

used to interpret the figure as an Amazon, but there can be no doubt that

it represents the Lydo-Phrygian sun-god, who is known in different places

by such names as Sabazios, Laiibenos, Men Askaenos, Sozon, &c.

Elsewhere I have mentioned the great variety of forms in the name of

the god. We have Aaip^7]v6<;, Aatpfirjvo';, Aepfirjvo'i, Av€p/jL7]v6<;, and perhaps

Avpfxy]v6'i.

The ox or the bull had some connection with the Phrygian mysteries

:

cp. Foucart, p. 77, and the mystic Taupo<i SpaKovro'i koI Trarrjp ravpov

BpuKcov ; sec also below, § 19.

3. At Badinlar on a small fragment, broken at top and on left side.

////////I A////////

lll/e A A COM I //// 7rapavy]eWa) /A[??Se-

//O NCINTOY0E va KaTa(f>p'\ovelv rov Oe-

//€ITHNCTHN ov, itrel t^'\et rr^v o-t?;[X77]i/

eZeNOAAPlON i^evirXapLov

It is possible that e^evrrXdpiov was added as the only word in the last

line ; though there may have been a word or words between arriv (which seems

to be an engraver's error) and i^evirXaptov. The last word is interesting. The
use of the word has been made an argument against the genuineness of the

epistles of Ignatius.^ We have here an example, which is not, I think, later

than the second century, of the word spreading north from the Lycus valley

among a rude and illiterate people. From some cause or other e^€vifkov and

e^evTrXdpiov must have been taken into the popular speech in this part of

Phrygia at quite an early period. The word recurs below, 5 and 6, in

extraordinary corruptions, which prove its use in the vulgar dialect. It

doubtless was popularised from legal use at the conventus of Laodiceia.

These three inscriptions clear up some parts of the difficult texts already

published by Mr. Hogarth, all of which I examined anew in 1888 without

finding any important variation from our old copies.^ I add the texts of

those which can now be more completely understood, assuming all Mr.

Hogarth's results. Much remains still unintelligible.

4 (Hogarth, 12), This inscription I observed on a new examination to

be almost complete. We have the first line, which wants only two letters.

'ArJ^et? 'A<ya6r)fie-

p]of lepa jStaOlcra

VTTO aVTOV K€ rj/J,a-

prrjcraiaa) i-rrjKa)

1 See Lightfoot, Ignatius and Polycarp, I, p. - Tlie reproduction by type 'of such rude

396, II. p. 34. texts was of course very imperfect.
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5 KoXaOecra kiro tov 6e-

ov' €7rl /c(e) i(nifko<y-

pdcprjaev Trapay^y)-

iX(X)cov firjheva ku-

raippovet.

erriKco with prothetic vowel, wliich is common in Asia Minor, but

generally before a double consonant. The active for passive need not surprise

us in these inscriptions ; but still the interpretation is doubtful, as the word

is not used in any of the other texts.

The offence which has caused impurity in this case is incest. Nothing is

said about approaching the sanctuary during impurity, so that the punishment

is represented as inflicted directly for the offence, and not for entering the

sanctuary before purification from the offence.

5 (Hogarth 13).

'A7re[XXa9 ^XiroW^wvlov

MoT€Wr]vo<; i^ofMoXoyov-

fjLe Ko\aa6el<i viro tov Oeov

iirel rjOeKrjaa fielve fiera

5 yvvGKO^;' hia rovro ovv ira-

pavyiXo) vacriv /xr]Be-

va Karacfipovel tm 6ecb cttI

€^ei T[rjv ar^rjXrjv i^ov-

TrXdpiov.—fxera rrj'i

10 €/xr]<; yvveKO<i

BXeiSt'So?.

The name in the last line is certainly BAEIAIAOC; but considering how
frequently letters are falsely engraved on the stone, Mr. Hogarth's ingenious

correction BacrtXf'So9 may very well be right. In line 6 vdaiv is engraved for

irdcriv : in 7 iiri for eVet. The last three lines seem to me to be an addition

explanatory of 4—5, pLera yweKo^. The sentence ends with e^ovirXapiov. In

7 I read NEI in 1888 for NH in 1887.

6 (Hogarth 14). It is doubtful how much is lost at the beginningf. One
or more lines may have been broken away.

piiye9o<i\ 'WXiov ? 'AttoXX-

eoi/]ou ? hi TO rjfiapTrjK-

eivei eTrel tm ^copt[o}J lae-

TV^ei Koi hLTjda ttjv

5 Kcofirj /3 dvayva Xrjpiov-

rjaa{<i) Trdprjfir) el<i ttjv Kutpbrj'

7rapa(y)y€XX(o pLr]h€\<; KUTacp-

p6Lvy]crec tm 6eo) eirel e'^-

€t jrjv a\T\lX'riv i^oirpdpeiiov).
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10 epeicre rov fxerov t] Trpoyefieve

firjv] Kol e/Xa^//[cr]o.^

I tliink that tins inscription, like the last, ended with line 9, and that

the last three lines are an explanation which should have come about line 5.

Either they were omitted by the engraver, or the author felt that he had not

sufficiently explained the circumstances in line 5, and added some further

particulars. The last two lines seem to contain the confession and the

appeasing of the god. The last word is apparently as given in the text : the

second last letter is imperfect. Lines 5—6 seem to be a dittography (/S') of

3—5. The composer was dissatisfied and added /9', i.e. ' or.' The sense is ' in

as much as he happened and traversed (vulgar for " he happened to traverse ")

the Village,^ or in this way, in impurity forgetting I was at the Village.'

Mr. Hogarth has rightly, I think, interpreted both -^wplov and kc^hit] as the

village attached to the temple. The name Hiera Kome in a similar sense is found

in the lower Maeander valley. The temple was not in or close to any of the cities

of the district. It was doubtless older than them all,^ and was the original

central hieron of the whole surrounding district. It stood on a spur of the

plateau projecting into the great canon of the Maeander, connected by a low,

narrow neck with the higher ground on which Dionysopolis stood. The
expression ' to go up to the temple ' {avajSalveiv eh to x^P^ov) is strictly

true to the latter part of the approach, though as a whole the hieron is on
a lower level than any part of the plateau on either side of the Maeander.

The exact name of the Sacred Village is preserved to us in an inscription

(JJit. and Bish., No. 5) as 'Arvo')(^copiov. This name may be compared with

Menos Kome, which was (as I shall prove elsewhere) applied to the village

attached to the temple of Men Karou near Attoudda.

The restoration given by Mr. Hogarth, [Avp]r]\iov 'AttoWIwviJov, in

line 1, does not please me. I prefer to see in the two genitives the remains

of some expression like to fieyedot; rov 'HXiov
'

AttoWwvoi;. The difficulty is

that 'AttoWwi/ou must have been the reading on the stone, but the same
false form occurs in the following inscription. The name AvprfKlov 'AttoX-

Xfoviov would imply a third century date. But though the praenmnen Aurelius

became exceedingly common, it is not usual to give it in this way with the

father's name, but only with the name of the son which precedes. For
example, in this case the form of the inscription would have to be either

Avprj\to<i MivavBpof Avprjklov 'AiroWeoviov or MevavBpo<s AvprfKlov 'AiroX-

Xtoviov, both of which are improbable, the latter being exceedingly rare.

Perhaps we may detect the words dvayva, as in No. 1, and Trdprjfir) for

TrdpeifiL.^ Mr. Hogarth (rightly as I think) interprets Birj6a as Bif](\)6a, I

^ The inscription ends with Q, In 10 our literally means 'the Town.'

first copy, made in 1887, is as published by „
' Apparently however it was rebuilt in the

Koman period.
Mr. Hogarth, the third letter being part of A 4 tj^^ ^^.j^^^. ^j. -^^ g, who knew more
or A or A. In 1888 I thought it was €. Greek, uses trapayiyvfaeai ratherthan napfivn.

^ Compare the Phrygian city ' Bria,' which
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understand that the classical adjective \/]a/ji(ov may already have given rise

to such derivatives as the modern X^ja/xoueco, X7][a)fioi^y'i(Ta<;.

7 (Hogarth 15).

Me7a9 'AttoXXo) Aeifiijpo^;.

"^ocppov lepo<i Ko\€del<i or /coXcr^et9 (i.e. KoX(a)a6€is:)

€7r6 W.7r6XX(ovo<i Aet-

fjufvov Sec TO e/jLap-

5 Ti]vKev€C nT0LaTpL(^0L<; v

elXd<xT>]v KXr)a€i.7rov

KecToy^^jv ]/X,acr(a) 'AiroQC)-

Xa)[v]ov /nciKeSo^ kuI

afia^ova<i ku' veiKO'

10 a ')(^etXiai<; €^o/iioX[oy-

riaufievo^ el(nifXo'y\_pd-

(f))]aa 7rapay(y)eX(X)co /xr]Bl-

9 KaTa(f)pop7]aei iirel [e-

[^et Tijv ari'jXyv e^e/JLirXop],

Lines 6-10 seem to contain a statement of the expiation. 7, 8 perhaps

' I propitiated the greatness of Apollo.' Possibly gifts are mentioned as part

of the propitiation (6lK6[v]a ?). In 5 perhaps the intention is a passive aorist,

7rpoaTpe(f)d€c^, from irpoarpeTrco, in the sense of ' having supplicated.'

In 1888 I could not satisfy myself about any letter in lines 14 and 15.

The words tm deS) or rov 6eov are omitted in 13 before itrel, and may have

been given at the end. If the letters which we read (13, 14) with much

hesitation in 1887 are to be trusted, the formula expressing the punishment

at the end was different : I have restored the common formula to show what

I think to have been the sense.

8 (Hogarth 16) belongs on account of the name to the third century.

I can add little more than Mr. Hogarth has suggested. The offence is

some personal imparity, as is shown by the relief and by the word o/3;j^f9.

Mr. Robinson Ellis's XrjKrjvadfirjv, as a Phrygian form of aorist from XrjKdo),^

seems correct. I have elsewhere shown that the Phrygian patois of Greek

loved middle aorists.^

AvprjXio^i '^(orrjp'^o'; ^rjpboarpdrov MoT6X(X)?;t'09 KoXaOiv eiro to 6eov

•7rapay{y)iX{X)wv Trdcri fxr]hl<i dvdyvov dva^rjre iirl ro ywplov € irpoKi^cn rj

K7}vrjcrere rov opy^t'i' eycoye XrjKrjvadfirjv eVt to ^copicov.^

1 I would account for the form as the result of 1887 ; PMlologjis, 1888, p. 755.

pure ignorance or misspelling. Similar reasons, sj j-g^d COP ION in 1888; COPIOJN
and not a rare dialectic form such as Hcsycliius

jg ^o^g^er more probably right, as I did the
would quote, must explain line 3, where Mr. ^^^ carelessly in 1888, and we were very care-
Ellis prefers ii^cLyiov to &vay,^o,^ {Journal of ^^^ j^ jg^^^ q,^ ^j^^ Phrygian dative singular
Phmo.jy, XVII. 139). But the analogy of

j,, .^ ^^^^ „,y ^^^^^^^ .,^ ^^-^ _^_ ^.^^.^^ kiprach/oirck-
Nos. 1 and 3 points to &vayvov.

^^ jgg^
* ZcitscJu'ift fur Vergleich. Sjmichfursch.,
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A writer who gives tov op^c^i, irapayiXcop for present TrapayyeWo), Kokadlv

for KoXaOets,^ may quite well have giverx avayvov lor dvayvo<i. E fur H before

7rpoKtja{€)i is an engraver's error, Mr. Hogarth spuuks of the inscription as

• a piece of very careless work.' I would rather call it a laborious piece of

ignorant work by persons who hatl jucked up by car a smattering of tlie

language of educated society, but who spoke riirygian as their native

language.

9 (Hogarth 19).

r(ai09 ?) A6\X,t09 'A7ro\(\)(u-

[kul e7rcopK7]aa<i, &c.].

I add a conjectural restoration in line 3 to show the general character.

The inscription is not honorific (Hogarth, p. 390), but belongs to the same
class as the preceding. Unfaithfulness to an oath is a common fault in this

class of inscriptions, but the remains of letters in 3 show that the actual

words were not those which I have printed.^

10. At Develar. The stone is broken so that it is impossible to say how
much further the inscription extended.

OAHMOCOKArYETTEQNE 'O 8rj/xo<: 6 KayyerreW e-

TIMHCENEYTYXHNlOAAOYct)! rifi'naeu Evtvxvv 'loWov (f,o

A////''////////P////////nATPlN//////// \[o]K[accTa]p[a (l>c\6]7raTpcu

This inscription gives us the name of a village on the borders of the

territory of Dionysopolis and Mossyna. It enables us to restore the inscription

published by Mr. Hogarth, No. 22, where 1. C, 7 is rov Brjfiov [Kayv]€TT€o<i.

This genitive from KayvcTTev^; is an instance of Phrygian Greek, and the

want of an article after S-^fMov ^ is to be explained in the same way.

11. At Badinlar, on a fragment, complete only on the left, broken on all

other sides : there was however no fourth line.

A Ol) N I A /
'A7r6\]\(ovi A[aip^-

HN IH Vv[^

12. At Orta Keui in a cemetery : beneath a relief representing an eagle.

The letters are faint and worn.

1 Unless iKokiaOriv vapayytWoiv be the reads ABIIOl). There is no clue to the
intention. number of lines, but each contained about 14 or

'^ In 1888 I examined and measured the .^
letters

stone carefully, and considered that at least one 3 u^^.^i'i^. ^ g-^,,, ^ npv^vn<J<Tiwv is the form,
letter was lost at the left of the first line. The

^^^ sometimes the second b is omitted,

second now begins IHNOl). The third now
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An A An N I 'ATToWwvi-

OCAnOAAH 09 'A-TToWtu-

NIOYOIEPE viov 6 lepe-

YCAEIN//'// v^AelN[(o

NOYAEIEY vovXel eu-

XHN XV^'

Aet for Au occurs occasionally in Phrygian Greek. Tlie last letter of

line -i is squeezed into a narrow space sideways and of smaller size. It can-

not be given by type, but is certainly n. Apollonius the Priest is in all

probability the hereditary priest of Apollo Lairbenos (see § 31). He addresses

the god by a strange title.

13. At Badinlar, on a small stele, beneath a relief representing a winged
horseman to the right, carrying in his right hand an object which may be a

ball or a patera. The letters are so rude as to be hardly decipherable.

HPAKAIAHCnAN<t)IAOV 'UpaK\cSr]<i Uav(f>cXov

AlEirOLdCOYeYZAMENOC Aiel Tocoa-ovil) ev^dfievot

ANeeHKA aved-qKa

The epithet following Atel is quite uncertain.^

14. On a cippus in the canon of the Maeander, on the right bank of

the river.

POY(t)iC0N-KA. 'Vov^lwv KX{avhlov)

KAHMENTOC K\rifievTo<i

AOYAOCeYXHN hoiiko^ evxh^

15. Many of the persons mentioned bear the epithet t'epo? or Upd.

Mr. Hogarth gives the sense as ' engaged in the service of the temple.' I am
disposed to get a more precise meaning by comparison with iep68ov\o<; : the

same persons who in the original Anatolian system were hierodouloi, were

now under the Graeco-Roman social system hicroi. They are distinguished

alike from the slave population, from the priests, and from the immigrant

population of the cities such as Dionysopolis. Tiiey are therefore the true

native Anatolians, and hence the ethnic Motellenos occurs much more

frequently than Dionysopolites : Motella was a village hardly affected by the

Graeco-Roman civilisation, while Dionysopolis was a Greek city with the

Graeco-Roman tone.

The terms tepo? and lepd are in the great inscription of Andania applied

to a class of ])ersous or officials, of considerable number and chosen by lot,

connected with the mysteries. Sauppe in his commentary says that this use

^ Mr. Hogarth's words would seem to imply scription was copied by Hogarth and myself in

that his No. 28 was copied by Mr. Sterrptt in 1887.

1883. This is a mere slip of ordiT. The in-
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of the term is unique (p. 3C). It is too purely Greek to be used in illustration

of our present case. Strabo (p. 55'J) says of (Jomana Pontica 7r\fj66<i [eVrt]

yvvaiKOJv roiv epya^ofiivcov airo rov acofiaro'i, o)i> at irXelov^ elcrlv lepai.

Here the term must mean 'attached to the sanctuary and bound to the

service of the deity.' Such women are a well-attested feature of the Anatolian

worship.^ Besides those wlio were bound to tlic lUe (UpoSovXoi), there were

also cases in which women acted in this way for a time as an act of devotion

to the deity. An inscription of Tralleis is erected ])y a lady apparently of

good fomily, to judge from her name, during the third century after Christ,

in which she speaks of herself as e'/c Trpoyovoiv TraWaKiScov koI avcirTOTrohoiv

and as herself TraWaKeva-aa-a koI Kara -^prjcrfjiov.'^

IG. A series of Inscriptions at Dionysopolls record the enfranchisement

of slaves by dedicating them to the god. They would in that case become
Jiicroi. The word iep6Bov\o<{ occurs in an inscription of Sandal quoted

below.

The inscriptions of this class are given by Hogarth, Nos. 1-G,^ to which

I would add his No. 8, in which his restoration seems unsatisfactory. These

inscriptions were engraved several on one stone, or they were (as in his No. 1)

squeezed in at the end of an inscription of quite ditferent character : in this

way I interpret the first line as being the end of one inscription. The stone

then continues after the date of the new inscription (which is rightly explained

by Mr. Hogarth), Zy[v68oTo<i ? KJal r] yvv{7}) /u,o[v Karaypdcpo/jLJev rov eavrwv

OpCTTTOv] 'Av, &c.

17. The inscriptions of Dionysopolis are to be compared ^vith those of

the Lydian city of Satala, now called Sandal, beside Koula.* The goddess

worshipped there is called Leto and Artemis-Anaeitis. She perhaps got the

name Anaeitis from the Persian colonists who were settled in the Hermus
valley by the Persian kings. The inscriptions of Koula are of similar

character to those of Dionysopolis, but are more Greek in type, written in

better language, and less instructive about the native religion. I give here

two or three texts, partly because they are generally incorrectly restored in

their published form, but also for the light they throw on the more obscure

inscriptions of Dionysopolis. In the Smyrna Mova-elov, No. rXy', "Erof? . . e ,

fir](vo<i) [Av]yva{ov i^' , Tpo[^t]/i09 NeiKia ie[p6]8ouXo<i, i7ri^[t]Ti}]aai/T0(; Ato?

X[a^]a^cov, 8ta to K[o\d]cread6 aurov [eypa]^lra koI dv6(Ta[T7]<Ta ttjv] anjWrji/.

Trophimus, when Zeus Sabazios visited him with punishment, Avrote and set

^ I use the term Anatolian worship, not as engrained in modern literature for me to eradi-

indicating identity, Ijut only general similarity cate, that Koula is an ancient village Koloe.

in some important features of religion in great Koula is the IJyzantinc fortress Opsikion (called

part of Asia Minor. hy the Turks Koula 'the fortress') in the terri-

- I ituhUshcd it ill the Bidldindc C'orrofjwiKl- tory of Satala. The inscription now at Koula

ancc Ilillcnlquc, 1883, p. 276. mentioning the village Koloe, was brought from
3 In addition to those given in my 'Cities the Kara Tash district, eight hours distant,

and Bishoprics,' § VII. /. //. S., 1883. Mr. Hicks, in the Classical Hcvira; 1889, p. 69,

•* I have frequently pointed out that there is doubles the error by actually confusing this

no real foundation for the view now too deeply Koloe with the lake near Sardis.

H.S.—VOL. X. Q
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up the stele on account of his having been chastised : KoXdaeaOe is for

KoXd^eaOai, where we should expect KeKoXda-Oai.

18. A still closer parallel is given by the following, which is engraved

beneath a relief representing a horseman, towards the right, carrying a bi-

pennis in his left hand : 'Avrwvia ^Avtcoviov
'

KttoXKwvl de<2> Ho^rjva) 8td to

dva^€^rj[Ki]v€ fie eVl tov x^pov iv pvirapai iirevhurrj, KoXaa-dlaa he i^a>fi6\o-

lyrjadfiriv ' Ke dvidrjKa evKoylav on iyevofxijv 6x6[KX]r)po'i. To judge from the

appearance of the inscription it is not later than the second century. Here

many technical terms occur : dva^acveiv, ^opbv, i^ofioXoyeofiai, &c.
; x^P^^

ought in all probability be printed yppov, and interpreted as a mere error for

X'^^pov or p^&jptoi', the village beside the sanctuary, pvrrapo'^ is a technical

term of the mysteries, as may be gathered from Plutarch, de Sujierst. 12,

quoted by M. Foucart, I.e., pp. 147, 169.

The stone, which is said to have come from Koula, was brought to the

Berlin Museum in 1879, and published by Conze in the Archdolof/. Zeiiung,

1880, p. 37.

19. Another stone, of the same provenance, and published along with the

preceding inscription, shows a relief representing a bipennis ; beneath it is

the following inscription : dvdearrja-av oi 'ApT€fio)vo<i vol to KarrfaxOev ctttjX-

Xdpiov vTTo TOV /3oo9 ^AwoXXcovi Tapal. This stele apparently replaced

another which had been knocked down and broken by an ox belonging to

Artemon or his sons ^ (see § 2). KaTrjaxOiv for KUTeaxOev, is of the Phrygian

Greek : e is often inserted in unangmented forms by late writers and in MSS.
of early writers.

20. In the Smyrna Mouaeion, No. vXy', dated a.d. 237, six persons

record (beneath two breasts, a leg, and two eyes in relief) that they make the

sacred tablet in propitiation of the goddess : iroi-qaavTe'; to iepoTrorjfia elXa-

crdfiepv M.r]Tepav 'AvaeiTLV virep tckvcov koI OpefMfidTOiv evypa^ov ecrTrjcrav.

21. No. vX^', dated A.D. 159, is very important in comparison with

No. 7 above. MeydXr] 'Avaeixt?. 'ETrel rj/jidpTrjaev, ^oi^of; i7re^7]Tr)(r€v,

lepoTTorjfia d7roBei[K]vvv elXaadfievof; koI evx^ptcrTcov, €Tov<i <Tfi8 , fir]v6<i 'Ap-

T€fMeL(Tiov yQ'. The cry ' Great is Anaeitis,' ' Great is Apollo Lairmenos,' at

the beginning, recalls ' Great is Diana of the Ephesians/^ The intention of

the writer, who does not give his name, seems to be as follows, in defiance of

grammar and logic : Apollo visited me with punishment when I sinned, and

1 Conze makes this into two words, taking Artemon, and that his sons make the restitution.

fiiiy as a particle. A love for llic middle voice This stone accompanied the preceding,

is characteristic of Phrygian Greek, see my notes "* I can merely state the opinion in this place

in Philologus, 1888, p. 75.5. Jloreover tlie com- that the inscriptions quoted in these pages give

pound i^ofioKoytonai is not found in the active a hetter idea of the Artemis of Ephesus, the

voice. Mother, the Parthcnos, than can be obtained

^ The omission of the names of the sons sug- from any other source,

gests that the offence diites from the tune of
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I have set forth the facts by a tabula sacra, propitiating the god and thanking

liim. Compare i^eiXdaacrdai and euetXaro? in Foucart, I.e., p. 220.

22. In No. tX/9', Aur. Stratonicus, having in ignorance cut wood from

tlic sacred grove of Zeus Sabazios and Artemis Anaeitis, KoXaadel^i €v^dfi€vo<i

ev^aptaTrjpiov dv€<TTr]aa. The date is 235—6 A.D.

23. In No. tXB', A.D. 126, i/coXda-Or) ^AfjLficd<{ oItto Mi]Tpo<i <PiX€tBo<; Is

Tov<i fiaarovs Bl afxapriav Xoyop XaXrjcxaa-a, koI \^('i\x6ap,evri, koI cofioae ckk

Trl<i lBia<i avXT]<i^ iyo) ovv ijBt] rd eTnfnjvia . . . Tiie inscription is also

pubUshed in the Bulletin de Correspondance HelUnique, 1884, p. 378. The

terms eKoXdadtj and djiaprlav are simihir to the inscrij)tions below. The rest

is obscure ; apparently she was cured and then took an oath to make some

monthly service.

24. In No, TKs:' , in A.D. 143, Artemidoros and Amias /xera rwv crvvyevtov

e^, {€)iB6t(ov Kal fir) (€)IB6to)v, Xvrpov kut i'mTa'yrjv M.r]vl Tvpdpvfp Kal Ati'

'Oyfirjvoi Kal tois avv avTM deolls], the word Xvrpov seems to be used almost

in the sense of ev^h^ ^s a ransom paid to the god for Artemidoros and his

wife.^ The only sense I can gather from the opening words is ' with their

relations six in number, some of whom know and some do not know.' The
Movaelov reads i^ IBorwv Kal fit) IBotwv. The word auro) seems to imply

that Men and Zeus are oue,^ and the concluding phrase is equivalent to Kal

Tol<i avp/3(i)/jLoi<i deol'i.

25. This use of the word Xvrpov occurs also in an inscription published

in the Classical Uevicw, 1888, p. 138, by Mr. Hicks, who despairs of the tran-

scription and interpretation. I copied the same inscription at a khan in

Simav in 1884, and can attest the accuracy of the copy sent to Mr. Hicks.*

But at present I can contribute little but guesses to the explanation of the

strange text, although the words are quite clear : liaXXtKoi 'Aa-KXyjindfi k(o/j,i]

Kepv^icov 7ra[i]Bca{K)r) [A.'\(oyivov Xvrpov. The word Xvrpov, occurring at

the eud, proves it to be a dedication to a deity. Asclepias, the slave of

Diogenes, dedicates the expiation {Xvrpov) to some deity. The village of the

Keryzeis is introduced in an obscure fashion ; but the meaning is probably

'Asclepias (a native of) the village.' The inscription is engraved below

a relief representing a figure compounded of Men and Telesphoros, wearing

a very short mantle with a peaked hood, with the crescent moon behind his

shoulders, standing facing, and bearing a spear in his right hand. The upper

1 Perhaps we should read ah[S]vs. Loginning, H K E for H E in 2, and A for A as
- In a long unpublished inscrii)tion of the +1 c . i .i r r i ' ^i 1 ..

J. , . , ,c 1 V, /• y s V • V
wie nrst letter of [A]ioyfi'ov: the last is quite

Qistricbl nnd eA-oixre (?. c. i\v<Tf) tovs ookovs kui , , , • , ,. , , .,
, ,, , „ ... , ,. clear and certain. Kduri tor Kuurjf, and iraotffYJi

I'vp fi\a(rau.ivr\ (vXoyet M-nrpl Aprauiri (i. c. ^ -, , , ,, ,. V
, . , - ^ „,, 1 , . ,,

.

lor -rraiSiaKT], arc also probably errors of the
AoTi/xiSt). The date IS 119 A.I), u \ »r tt- 1 • t-t ,

,/7 .*„ - i„ - t,-, engraver, but Mr, Hicks s copy, which reads
•* Compare Ait Bpovrwvri nal Bcvvfi, which

identifies two gods of two different districts. ^^' for my TTA, gives the clue to the above

Journ. Hell. Stud. 1883, p. 258. interpiutation.

My variations are TT or IT for T at th

Q2
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part of the stone, which is now lost, may have contained the beginning of the

inscii[jtion with the date and the word dew. Then comes the title JlaWLKci).

The twin Sicilian deities Palikoi are well known; but the representation is

almost uni(|ue.

20. Mouseion, No. v^' , AvpijXLo^ Tpo^i/zo? Wprefjucriou epo)Trjaa<i top

6eov aT€<TT)]aa Mrjrpl dtwv <jr)]\t]v evXoycov aov ra^ Svpufiea. The word

epo)Ttja-a<i proves that the eTrirayy] of the god, which is frequently mentioned,

is the oracle given to a worshipper consulting him.

27. No. TK^', A7ro\(ky(ovio^ A/oaXa? Swarf} Oeto ev-^apiarcj A7;tc3 is

explained by the inscription of Dionysopolis [FJi/eto? 'A(f)id<i SeoBorov Bvvarfj

Oew ev^api(7T(o At^tw, on e^ dSvvdrcov Sward iroiel.

28. The inscriptions of Koula show more variety as well as better Greek

than those of Dionysopolis. In the latter im^i^riw seems not to occur,

KoXd^o) is the only verb indicating the punishment inflicted by the god,

lepoironjfia does not occur, nor diroSeiKW/xi, but dirayyeWw, i^ofio\oyeo/j,ai,

and ari]'Xoypa(})e(i)^ take their place. I think however that peculiarly in-

flected aorists from IXdaKo/xai can be traced. In the obscure parts we may

perhaps look for expressions to correspond to ev'^apiarcov and euXoycov rd<i

Swdfiei<i.

The dates of the inscriptions of Satala vary from A.D. 12G to 237.

Those of Dionysopolis evidently belong to the same period, but as they are

even ruder than those of Satala, and as the earliest at Satala are also the

rudest, the inscriptions of Dionysopolis may be placed for the most part in

the second century.

29. Several of the inscriptions copied at Ephesus by Mr. Wood belong

to the same class of inscriptions as those of Dionysopolis and Satala (Inscr.

Augiisteum, 2—4 and 8), ev'^apLaroi aoi, KVpia "Apre/xi, r(a/o9) ^Karrno';, and

euxaptaro) rf} ' Apre/xiSt "^recpavo^;, &c. These inscriptions contain the formula

' I give thanks,' which occurs both at Dionysopolis and at Satala and nowhere

else, so far as I have observed. Artemis has the title Kvpca, as Apollo is

Kvpco^ in a Dionysopolitan inscription (Hogarth, No. 17). The expressions

' Great is Artemis,' ' Great is Apollo,' are found at Ephesus and at Dionys-

opolis. The legend AHTH. e<|)eCinN. occurs on a coin of Ephesus (Imhoof,

Moiin. Gr. p. 285), beside a type of Greek style showing Leto with the twins

in her arms. In the article already quoted ^ I have traced the worship of

Artemis-Leto from the Pamphylian coast at Perga, through Kabalis to

Dionysopolis and Satala on the north, and on the west along the slope of

Messogis to Ephesus. The god who is associated with her as o-wvao<i and

avv^(o/j,o(i, under the names Men, Sozon, Sabazios, Apollo, is not her husband

but her son : she is both 7rap6ivo<i and firjrrjp. She is, as Professor Robert-

son Smith suggested, the Semitic Al-lat, the Alilat of Herodotus, and

1 o-T7)\Ao7^o(pr((Toi occurs at Satala, No. ris'. - ' Antiq. of S. Phrj-gia,' &c., iu Amer.

ilofioXoyiofjLai oceuis there once also. Journ. Arch. 1887.
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her worship takes us back to an older state of society, when true marriage

was unknown, wlien descent was reckoned only through the mother, and when
the divine mother of all life was, like li(;r worshippers, unmarried {Trapdevo'i).

The worship of such a goddess cannot be accounted for except as the divine

niodel for a corresponding social system among men. After the old. social

system had given way to the more advanced stage of society (introduced

probably by European conquering tribes), the old religion still persisted along-

side of newer forms, in which the 'i€pb<i ydfxo<i was the divine prototype and

sanction of human marriage,

30. One rite of the primitive religion, whose traces are grndually being

discovered among the insciiptions, may here be mentioned, viz. to lepov

advTov alyoTofMiov (Hogarth, No. 17). We may gather from the fact that

this flesh was sacred and not allowed to be eaten, that at Dionysopolis the

goat was offered as a purificatory sacrifice (Ka6apfi6<;), but not as an ordinary

Ovala : the flesh of the former might not be eaten, whereas the flesh of the

ordinary sacrificial victims was regularly eaten. I have not repeated the text

of ]Iogarth 17, 18, 20, in which I have nothing to add, except the possibility

of 'Ao-/cXa[<? 6 Kol 'lou ?]/'to<? lepo<i, but \_ev^('L]p,evot below rather favours

Hoijarth's reading.

31. The priestly family of this cultus is alluded to in several inscriptions,

and we can recover from tliom the pedigree for severnl generations: see above,

No. 12, and 'Cities and Bishoprics,' No. .5, G.^

Ai)()lloino.s

I

Menophilos

I

Apollonio3

/" ^
Jpliianassa Laomcdon

I. "I
ApoUonios Paiileinos Deinctiios

There can be little doubt that these persons arc all to bo placed in the second

century. ApoUonios, son of ApoUonios, the priest, belongs to the same family

and century, and must be the son of one of the Apoljonii of the above

pedigree.^ These priests call themselves, sometimes at least, priests of the

Savious Asklepios ; and they make dedications to Zeus Nonouleus and to

Leto with Apollo Lyermenos : there can be little doubt that here the various

masculine names denote merely varying aspects of the same deity, who is

closely akin to the Sozon Theos of Artiocheia ad Maeandrum, Themissonion,

and the Ormeleis, and to the Men Karou of Attoudda, who was a healinjr cod

with a medical school attached to his temple.^ This Anatolian god is

* In 6 rcail 'AiroWtuviff Mrjvo(p[\ov rf Sia. same family.

yevovs I'epeT rov SojTTJpos 'Ao-kAtjttioO k.t.K. * ' On miraculous cuics in the worship of the

-Probably T. NaSi'ios, 'AiroWuviov vl6s, Mother of the Gods,' see Foucart. /.c, p. 9S and

'At'irjvai-x, Ai6(pavro^, 6 5ia yivovs lepivs, who 170.

dedicates to Zeus Mossyneus, belongs to the
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identified with the Greek Zeus as the great god, with the Greek Asclepios as

the healing god, and with the Greek Apollo as the sun-god and the god of

prophecy. 1'he name and character of Men may perhaps seem inconsistent,

l)ut I believe that Men was wrongly identified, through the popular

etymologizing tendency, with the Greek word /jlijv. Men is a native name,

properly Man or Manes,^ and the crescent moon on his shoulders is really a

mistaken representation of archaic curved wings. The name of the ' Hiera

Kome,' viz. Atyokhorion, gives an insight into another aspect of the cultus.

The references given in ' Cities and Bishoprics,' part ii., ij 23, show that probably

the mysteries described by Clemens Alexandrinus belong to this cultus.'^ The

entire class of reliefs showing a goddess of the Cybele type accompanied by a

youthful god (the latter called by Conze Hermes-Kadmilos), are also, I think,

under the influence of the same cultus.^

W. M. Ramsay.

' At Acmoiiia he was called Manes Dacs (or - Protrcpt., c. 2 ; sec Foucavt, I.e., p. 77.

Duos) Hcliodiomos Zeus; see 'Cities and IJisli- ^ Conze in Arch. Zciluvfj, 1880, p. 1.

opiie^,' No. 33,
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TWO CYLICES RELATING TO THE EXPLOITS OF THESEUS.

[Platks I., IL]

The subject of the exploits of Theseus as seen on Greek vase-paintings

has recently been treated by Professor Milani in a long and interesting paper

in the 3fusco Italiano di antichita dassica (iii. 1, p. 236). I propose therefore

to set aside all general consideration of the myth and its typography, and to

confine myself to the discussion and elucidation of two hitherto unpublished

vases (plates I., II.), one of them included in Professor Milani's list, one eutirely

unknown to him, and both, as I hope to show, having strong claims on the

attention of archaeologists. They are (1) a red-figured vase, which for con-

venience sake I shall call from its owner the Tricoupi cylix
; (2) the fragments

of a red-figured cylix from the De Luynes collection in the Biblioth^ue

Nationale, Paris.

1. The Tricoupi cylix, plate I. When I was in Athens in the spring

of 1888, Miss Tricoupi with her accustomed kindness, so familiar to all

visitors to Athens, allowed me to examine at my leisure her brother's collec-

tion of antiquities. I found to my surprise that it contained a vase which I

have reason to believe is from the hand of Duris, and of which, so far as I am
aware, no mention has been made in the numerous discussions of vases dealing

with the exploits of Theseus, and which therefore, I suppose to be entirely

unknown. I record here ray grateful thanks to Miss Tricoupi for her kind

permission to publish the vase, and for her goodness in facilitating its exact

reproduction. The drawing from which plate I. is facsimiled was made for

me by M. Gillieron under my own personal supervision, and I can therefore

vouch for its perfect accuracy. I was specially anxious to secure its immediate

publication as, though the vase is at present in such safe hands, the security of

antiquities in private collections is always precarious.

The vase, as will be seen, is in almost perfect preservation ; the red body

markings are unusually distinct. The subject of both obverse and reverse is

simple and needs no commentary. On the obverse, Herakles wrestles with a

giant, who must be Antaios. His bow and quiver and club lying idle fill the

space to the left, a bit of suspended drapery to the right. The vases, both

black-figured and red-figured, dealing with the wrestling of Herakles and

Antaios.are given by Klein (Biijjhronios, p. 122) in relation to the Euphronios

Antaios krater. The type adopted by black-figured vase-painters was taken
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over by the red-figured style, and little done in the way of development or

alteration, except for a general softening of the ferocity of Antaios and the

uncouthness of his gestures. Even in red-figure designs however, up to the

time of our vase, efforts are made to characterize his savagery. On the cylix

published A.Z. 1861, Taf. 140, his body is covered with small curved lines to

indicate shaggy hair. In the Casteliani cylix {Ann. 1878, Tav. D.), his

pose is extraordinarily distorted. Even in the Euphronios Krater (Klein,

Euphronios, p. 118) his head is barbarian and savage, his hair long, straight

and unkempt. All this the painte)- of the Tricoupi cylix has softened down
;

the face of Antaios has still the blunt profile, characteristic of the savage, but

the hair is neater and compact, and the attitude graceful rather than violent.

On the obverse is Theseus about to slay Procrustes with his pelekus. There

can be no doubt I think that the giant is Procrustes,^ the pelekus being the

characteristic weapon used for lopping him, and the tree is absent which would

characterize the only other alternative giant, Sinis. The juxta-position of

Theseus with the elder hero is the vase-painter's way of saying aX\o<; ovTo<i

'llpdK\'r]<i. Theseus is markedly youthful in contrast to the bearded mature

Herakles,

The interior is occupied by a beautiful design of a youth draped in a long

himation, carrying in the left hand a cylix, while with the right he pours a

libation from an oinochoe on to an altar. The design appears to have no

connection with the other two.

It remains to note the inscriptions, which are all important. On the

obverse is KAU05 AO^NOAOTO^, on the reverse KAUO^ simply, in the

interior again in full KAUO? AO^NOAOTO^ With respect to the

interior inscription, reproduced in black, I may note that, though clear on the

drawing, it is extremely indistinct on the vase itself, the red colouring having

entirely disappeared. It escaped my first observation, nor, did M. Gillieron

observe it wdiile making the drawing, and it was only as 1 was carrying the

vase back to its place that light falling from a passage window at a particular

angle revealed it. Athenodotos is a familiar love-name. The present vase

makes the fifth known instance. The list is as follows

:

1. Peithinos vase. Klein, Mcistcrsig. p. 174.

2. Mm, Elr. 1471.

3. A vase in the Bourguignon collection. Klein, p. 132.

4. Fragment of cylix cited by Mr. Torr. Classical Review, June 1888,

[). 188.

5. The present vase.

No. 3 is of special importance as here Athenodotos occurs in conjunction

with the widespread love-name Leagros. Leagros appears, as may be seen by

1 111 a Liief note on tlie inscrii.tion of the vase in the Classical Review, July 1888, I gave by an

oversight the name of the giant r « Kerkyon.
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reference to Dr. Klein's list, on vases signed by Chachrylion, by Oltos and
Euxithcos, and on the three earliest vases si^aied by Euphronios. If, with

Dr. Studniczka (Jahrhnch, 1887, p. IGl) we take this Lcagros to be the

strategos who fell in battle B.C. 467, it seems probable, as these love-names

were for the most part in honour of youths rather than middle-aged men,

that the name Athene xlotos was in use about where we should expect it, i.e. in

the turn of the Gth and 5th centuries B.C. Happily an inscription on the

interior design enables us, I think, to settle not only to what cycle the artist

belonged but his very name. On the cylix in the youth's left hand is inscribed

AO|?l, which I have little hesitation in reading AORl(?^). My reasons for this

are as follows :

—

1. The sigma is entirely missing, not a trace of it can be discovered on

the original vase, but there is obviously just si"»ace for it; it was expected, and

probably originally written.

2. The rho of the inscription is of the shape uniformly employed by

Duris ; on the other hand the delta is not the dotted delta he usually

employs.

3. The small o which precedes the A, and which might otherwise

necessitate the reading of the name as oBopt is so small that I think we are

justified in regarding it as merely decorative: probably when the insciiption

was complete it was balanced on the other side by a similar decorative o.

which made misunderstanding impossible.

4. If the inscription be accepted as an artist's name it can be almost exactly

paralleled as to position by the lekythos published in the 'E0?7/i6/)t<? (1886, p.

41, iv. 4). Dr. Klein {Meistersignaturcn, p. 150) says of this lekythos, " eine

lekythos aus Eretria {Eph. Arch. 1886, S. 4), mit dem blossen Namcn hat nichts

mit ihm (Duris) zu thun "
; as however, the name is written with both the

rho and the delta characteristic of Duris, and the style of the vase is

thoroughly congruous, I am at a loss to know why the vase is so summarily

rejected. The design is as follows : a nude youth holding a discus in his left

hand, and with the left outstretched nearer to the right, away from a table or

seat on which is deposited a piece of drapery. On the drapery is written

A/O/l^/l/f (thus), the lines representing the folds of drapery. There are the

same careful, minute markings of body lines as in our vase, and the ribs of

the youth are indicated in precisely the same manner. This will be very

clearly seen if the body of the nude youth on the lekythos be compared witli

the body of Procrustes on our cylix ; line for line we have the same careful

convention as to which details of anatomy should be drawn in black which

in red.

In the case of a master the vases signed by whose name, if not by his

hand, differ so widely, it is certainly difficult to base any argument on style

;

but from the fact that two vases exist in both of which the name appears on

some object in the design and not in the ground, and in both of which there are

marked peculiarities not only of signature but of general technique, it seems
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to me there is a strong balance of probability in favour of their both being

from the studio, I dare not say from the hand, of Duris himself. That a master

should omit the iirolr^ae or eypayjre is nothing remarkable. This was done

also by Python, Pamphaios, Chachrylion and Euthymides.

With the Tricoupi vase all has been clear and straightforward. It is

quite otherwise with the second subject of this paper.

2. The De Luynes fragments (Plate II.).

These fragments have been long known to archaeologists. Reported to

have been found at Canino, they have passed with the rest of the de Luynes

collection into the possession of the Bibliotheque Nationale in Paris. I owe
to the kindness of the Directors of the Cabinet de Medailles permission to

have the fragments photographed for publication, and especially my grateful

thanks are due to Mr. E. Babelou, and Mr. de la Tour for the kind facilities

they have afforded me for personal study. The photograi:)hs were made of the

original size of the fragments, and to suit the pages of the Journal have been

reduced to about half scale. The drawing of the restoration was made by Mr. F.

Anderson under the supervision of Mr. A. H. Smith, to whom as well as to

Mr. Cecil Smith I owe more than one suggestion as to the restoration of

details. A glance at the plate will show which are the original fragments

fknown by the tinted back-ground) ; the restorations, where I consider them
fairly certain, are in outline : in one case, where I must confess to considerable

uncertainty, dotted lines are given.

It may seem to some a hazardous and perhaps fruitless task to attempt

the restoration of fragments so scattered. I hope, however, to show that in

undertaking the restoration I have been prompted not only by the natural

fascination of a somewhat difficult problem, but by the convinction that the

restoration in its main outlines is probable if not certain. A conjectural

restoration, like a conjectural reading of an inscription, is better than none at

all, provided it be distinctly stated as conjectural. It forms at least a basis for

future emendation.

It will be well to take first the grounds for the general placing of the

various groups and, this once stated, to return to each group and state the

reasons for the restoration adopted.

The previous literary notices of the fragments, so far as known to me, are

brief. De Witte {BesaHption d'uoie Collection de Vases Feints, p. 65) says

" Parmi les fragments de vases de la collection de M. le Due de Luynes, nous

avons remarque k I'exterieur d'une coupe Thesee precipitant Sciron dans la

mer : le taureau de Cr^te, sous lequel le heros Athenien est renverse, Minerve

vient k son secours : Pityocamptes, Procruste, le Minotaure : et dans rinterieiir

la lutte de Thes(5e (©ecreu?) et de Cercyon Kepxva ..." To this notice, so far

as I am aware, nothing of any value has been added. In the various summaries

and discussions of Theseus' exploits mention is occasionally made of the

fragments, but they do not seem to have been personally examined. The last

literary notice is by Professor Milani (o^). cit. p. 236). I suppose his tabular

view to be in every archaeologist's hands, but for convenience in following this
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I^aper I give the most important vasos that I shall constantly have to refer to,

with the letters by which he enumerates them, omitting those not needed in

my argument.

a. Cylix by Chachrylion. Florence, Mils. Ital. iii. Tav. ii.

c. Cylix by Euphronios, Louvre. Wiener Vorlegehlattcr v. 1. Klein,

Uiiphronios, p. 182.

d. Cylix by Duris. British Museum. Gerhard, A. V. y)\. 2^4!, Sind Jahrlnich

1888, p. 14-2.

t Cylix Basseggio. British Museum. J.H.S. C. Smith, 1881, pi. x.

Finally the de Luynes fragments are noted as follows (under letter c),

Sinis. Skiron. I. KEPKVA. Procruste. Tore legato con Athene.

Minotauro I. Antiope (?).

With the exception of the last name ' Antiope/ for the presence of which

I am at a loss to account, the list is correct so far as it goes. If my restoration

be correct, we have to add to it the exploit with Phaia and the sow of

Krommyon.
The most superficial examination of the fragments shows at once, as had

been evident to all, that they had belonged to a cylix of very large size. This

cylix had been decorated with a centre interior design, and with a series of

exterior designs, one and all relating to the exploits of Theseus. The size of

the figures on the concave, i.e. interior design, showed at once that it contained,

as would be expected, one exploit only ; the certain letters EPKV on one concave

figure left no doubt as to which exploit this was : Theseus wrestling with the

giant Kerkyon.

Kerkyon then, it may fairly be presumed, is absent from the series of

exploits on the exterior. There remain as possibly to be found there, the

exploits with

—

1. Bull of Marathon.

2. Sinis.

3. Skiron.

4. Procrustes.

5. Phaia.

G. Minotaur.

7. Periphetes.

About (1) the Bull of Marathon there is happily no doubt. The tail of

the bull, his prancing forelegs remain ; Theseus is prostrate beneath him and

Athene stretches her aegis in defence of the hero. This exploit occupies an

unusually large space and clearly takes a prominent position. Immediately

next to it and joined beyond the possibility of a doubt to the right is the

portion of the truuk of a tree and a fallen giant. This gives us—

(2) Sinis. The presence of this exploit is further confirmed by a fragment

of the body of Theseus, with the letters ^IN and another fragment of a

spreading tree-branch. On the same fragment of this branch is the body of a

youth (Theseus) and the foot of a giant held by the youth's hand. The giant
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is evidently being hurled headlong downward and this leaves no donbt that

we have

—

(3) Skiron. Most fortunately, on the same frngnicnt with tlic giant's

outstretchc',1 hand, is a foot, clearly that of a prostrate giant. This gives the

juxtaposition of a fourth exploit, though it is left uncertain which. As Sinis

and Skiron are already depicted, and Phaia and the Minotaur in the nature of

the case excluded, there remiin only Periphetes and Procrustes. As another

fragment remains of the body of Theseus grasping a pelekus or double-headed

axe, and this pelekus is characteristic of the exploit with Procrustes, I have no

hesitation in fixing on

—

(4) Procrustes. This is the more j)i'obable as the exploit with Periphetes

is not nearly so popular and appears but rarely on vases.

We are now at the end of anything like certainty, and approach a field

of somewhat hazardous conjecture. It may be well to resume what we have got

certainly fixed. Going from left to right we have Theseus with the Marathonian

bull and Athene, immediately followed by Sinis :—in the middle of the Sinis

group, it should be noted, there is a complete break where all is conjectural-

Sinis is certainly followed by Skiron, and Skiron by some prostrate giant whom
we may almost certainly take as Procrustes. It should further be noted that

so far, though Sinis has been arranged under one handle, the position both of

this and the other handle is purely conjectural. Another fragment remains,

on which is depicted undoubtedly a portion of the body of the Minotaur : the

fragment of the tail makes this quite certain. This fragment fits exactly to

another fragment containing a portion of the body of Theseus, the lower part

of the leg of the Minotaur crossing the upper portion of the left leg of the

hero. On the fragment which contains the portion of the body of Theseus

there is an object which appears to me explicable in one way only, i.e. as the

tail of Phaia s sow. On the strength of this fragment, and the fact that this

adventure and this only (with the exception of the unimportant Periphetes

exploit) is now missing, I have ventured to restore the next exploit as

—

(5) The sow of Krommyon, immediately followed by the exploit with

which the joint fragment couples it, i.e.

(6) The Minotaur.

With reference to these conjectures I feel bound to state that I have not,

as in the remaining groups, received any confirmation from others who had

independently examined the fragments. The interior group of Kerkyon, and

the group of Athene and the bull, Sinis and the tree had in all essentials been

previously placed in their present position by Prof. Percy Gardner. Dr. M,

Mayer in addition to these groups had put together Theseus and the Minotaur,

a group about which, owing to the smallness of the figures, I had previously

had some misgivings, but for the identification of the sow's tail I alone am
responsible, and with this of course for the juxtaposition of the Minotaur and

Krommyon groups.

The importance of wliat I may provisionally call the ' Phaia fragment ' is
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not yet exhausted. It gives the sole and much needed clue to the positkm of

the handles. The small triangular portion at the extreme top of this fragment,

of lighter colour than the rest, was seen by Mr. Anderson in the course of his

drawing to be not, as I had supposed from tlie photograph, a fracture but a

portion of red colour; tliis immediately suggested to him that it might form a

l)art of the space hetivccn the handles usual on a red-figured vase. An examin-

ation of the actual fragment in Paris showed by the thickness of the fracture

that there was no doubt it impinged on the handle. Taking this for certain,

and granting that the tail belonged to the sow, it follows that the space below

one liandle was in part occupied by the exploit with Phaia, and that

immediately opposite this must be the other handle, the remaining designs

being necessarily accommodated so as to suit it. Up to this point the sequence

only of the designs could be indicated ; now, the handles once fixed, it is possible

to suggest their actual place. Adopting the sequence already indicated, and

fixing Phaia's sow beneath one handle, it will be seen that the six exploits

airange themselves quite conveniently, as in the drawing. On one side, which

for convenience' sake may be called the obverse, the centre place is occupied

by the most prominent exploit—the Marathonian bull : to its left the Minotaur,

to the right Sinis ; his almost prostrate figure fits well beneath the second

handle, balancing Phaia's sow. The reverse is occupied by the figure of Theseus

belonging to Sinis, Skiron, Prokrustes, and part of the Phaia exploit. The

exploits, it is true, are thus unevenly divided between obverse and reverse

;

this however is not merely possible as a general rule, but in this particular

case necessary, as the Marathonion bull occupies about double space.

This arrangement of the obverse receives incidental confirmation from

the relation it turns out to have with the interior design. Place the bull on

this central obverse position, and turn the vase and it will be found that

keeping it on the same vertical pose, we have the interior design roughly in

the right position, i.e. the heads of Theseus and Kerkyon one the right way

up, and the hanging drapery nearly vertical. In order that this may be

evident the position of the interior fragments has been given in dotted lines

on the exterior drawing.

Having roughly established the sequence and position of all the exploits,

it remains to examine them one by one, and justify, so far as may be, the

restorations adopted.

I begin with the centre design, Theseus and Kerlyon. Here, fortunately,

enough of the border remained to give the circumference, the diameter of

which is exactly nine inches (23 c. metres). The fragments with the head

of Theseus, back and left leg of Kerkyon, drapery and sword and sheath, fit

absolutely, and so far there is no possibility of mistake. The elbow fragment

with the letters EPKVA, as both the arms of Theseus are accounted for, could

only belong to Kerkyon : as it has a fragment of border, its position is fixed

within narrow limits. The same applies to the left foot of Thesens : that it is

a left foot is seen by the toes. The position of the left leg of Kerkyon is fixed :

that of the right foot cannot, I think, vary much from, the place where it
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is drawn in the plate. The two figures might be shifted a Httle nearer or

farther apart, but that is all. I have chosen the position that seemed to fill

the allotted space satisfactorily. Just the fragments absolutely necessary seem

to have been spared by fate, one less, and anything like certain restoration

would have been impossible. I am not aware of any instance in which

Kerkyon occupies the interior design of a cylix, except the unpublished

Harrow cylix (Milani, op. cit. u)} The exact pose of the figures is chosen no

doubt to fill the space ; the nearest analogies, though they are distant ones,

are the Duris group, {op. cit. d) and the Bologna cylix (Milani, op. cit. n).

As to the inscriptions, OEZEVZ remains intact, but EPKVA leaves us in

some doubt, not as to the meaning happily, but as to the precise form. The
last letter is clearly not O, as we should have wished, but A. The form

KepKvap is unknown. I am greatly tempted to restore K€pKva/vev<i/. I am
not aware that this form occurs anywhere in literature, but on the fragment of

a vase in the Louvre ^ an inscribed design occurs which seems to suggest it.

The design consists of two wrestlers, and over their heads are the letters

l<VANE VI. There can, I think, be no mistake about the A. The tracing in

my hands gives it quite distinctly, and Heydemann {Pariser Antikcn, p. 58)

restores 'AXjKvavevi;. This is, I think, quite out of the question. The
typology of the exploit of Herakles with Alkyoneus is quite well determined

;

the hero shoots the giant while asleep. The Louvre vase fragment is certainly

(to judge from the tracing) rather late in style, and a vase-painter may have

forgotten all about the type of Alkyoneus ; but I do not think this likely.

Moreover the hero wrestling is young and beardless, and the second design

represents Skiron and Theseus, the adventure being unmistakably charac-

terised by the presence of a podanipter. It seems reasonable to conclude

that the whole vase concerned itself with the cycle of Thesean exploits.

Considering the relation of Alkyon to Alkyoneus, the form Kerkyon might

easily have a second form Kerkyoneus, and Kerkyaneus is then not far

away.

Turning to the exterior designs, I begin with the Marathonian bull. The
type adopted is as novel as its position is prominent. In all previously known
representations of the scene, Theseus is, so far as I am aware, victor or equal

combatant ; here to our astonishment he is supine on the ground, and in a

moment will be trampled to death, did not Athene with outstretched aegis

intervene. In fact we have an adXov, not of Theseus but of Athene. It is

not unusual to have Athene present as guide and protector, as e.g. on the

Duris vase, but to have her in the rSle of chief combatant is unique. I

venture to think this would only be possible in the case of the Marathonian

^ This vase—long supposed to be at Siena

—

^ For a knowledge of this fragment, which I

is noted by Mr. Talfourd Ely (/. H. S. ix. 2, have not myself seen, I am entirely indebted to

p. 276) as having passed into the collection of the kindness of Dr. M. Mayer, who placed his

Harrow School. It is No. 52 in Mr. Cecil tracing of the fragment at my disposal and sng-

Torr's ' Catalogue of Classical Antiquities ' at gestcd the restoration.

Harrow.
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bull, an exploit iiu^re especially Athenian in character, the bull having been

led to the Acropolis as a special ort'erin<,' to Athene. The artist must have

been a man of daring; he boldly takes the type of the Calydonian boar

with its constant factor of the prostrate hero, and adapts it, with the addition

of Athene in a familiar warlike pose, to the Thest'us exploit. Some years

back it would have been customary in a case like this to look for some variant

literary version to account for sucli a deviation. I know oi no such version,

and, though I do not deny the possibdity of its existence, I i)ref(T to attribute

this startling type to the artist's own invention.

Some small points remain to be noted. The bull is restored with all four

feet in the air. It is possible, but I think not probable, that the hindlegs

may have been supported by a rising hillock, such as (;ften apj^ears on vase-

paintings. On the fragment with the body of Theseus there is a clear indication

of a rope with a hook attached, but I cannot undertake to say exactly how the

rope was continued ; the restored figure of the bull generally is ddajitcd from

the bull in the British Museum cylix (Milani, oj). cit. t). The uncertain object

that appears to the left of the fragment containing the bull's tail I leave for

consideration to the exploit of Theseus and tlie Minotaur. Athene is clearly

inscribed, (A)IA^I30A. The fragment of drapery covering the right arm

must, I think, belong here, as the folds are so exactly similar to those of

the certain portion of the drapery; the hand must have held a spear, of which

the three diagonal lines ])assiiig tiuough the drapery must be, I think, the

trace.

2. Sinis. This group is in its main outlines certain. It is restored

chiefly in accordance with the type of Sinis in the Duris vase, where the pose

of the giant with a slight variation for the right leg is exactly the same. The
length allowed for the tree branch will surprise no one who remembers the

length of the Sinis tree-branch in the British Museum cylix ''Milani, t). In the

present case the branch m.ust pass partly out of sight ; the exact position of the

twigs in sight is fixed by its juncture with the next exploit. The only room
for slight variation of pose is on the fragment of the right arm of Theseus,

with the inscription 51 N. This forms undoubtedly a part of the name 5INI$,

but whether the first half or the last cannot be decided. As the space between

Sinis and Athene is unfilled, I think it quite likely that the tree branched

both ways.

3. Skiron. This group is almost complete ; it is easily restored by the

help of the very similar group in the Duris vase. It is noticeable that there

is no trace either of tortoise or podonipter. The letters 5E belong of course to

(OE)5E(V0

4^. Procrustes. But little of this exploit is left, and yet the restoration is

easy. The Tricoupi cylix (Plate I.) gives a design that fits in easily with

all the fragments discussed, and it is clearly paralleled by the Procrustes

design on the Bologna vase (Milani, n). It is most fortunate that the foot of

Procrustes is preserved on the Skiron fragment : this fixes which of the two

Procrustes types—the type with the bed or the sini|)leprostr.'ifT>type—h.as been
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adopted. It is clearly the simple type without the bed, I may note here

that it was natural to suppose that the type with the bed, which appears

e.fj. in the late British Museum cylix (Milani, t), was the later as it was the

more complex of tlic two ; this notion has been put an end to by the publica-

tion of the Chachrylion vase, the earliest of the series (Milani a) in which the

bed appears. It is also specially fortunate that the fragment of the body of

Theseus includes the end of tlio pelekus. Such details as the exact position

of the upper part of the body of Procrustes, and the action of the left hand

of Theseus are of course purely conjectural,

5, The sow of Krommyon. I now cume to the difficult portion of the

restoration. It has been shown before that the next adventure must in all

probability be that of Pliaia, and that immediately below the first handle, to

which we have now come round again, is the fragment of a tail which I hold

must be the tail of the sow. Add to this we have a fragment still remaining

to be placed, with part of the body of Theseus, a spear point, and a hand

opposing it, which may quite well be the hand of a woman. This is all.

Above the shoulder of Theseus are the letters V^, which I should greatly like

to restore (H)V5, after the fasliion of the Archikles vase ; but as they may
equally well be restored {OE5E)V5, I can base nothing on this—in fact, as

the sow of Krommyon is never in any known instance inscribed, I feel the

latter restoration is far the more probable. The tail fragment it has been

urged upon me is not like the tail of a sow, as seen e.g. in the British Museum
cylix (Milani, t) or in the Duris vase. Taken however in conjunction with

the facts that the Krommyon adventure is otherwise missing, and that the

tail cannot be the tail of the Marathonian bull, I still hold to my theory and

venture to restore the group. The figure of Phaia is taken from the Duris

vase ; the sow mainly from the British Museum cylix (Milani, t). The related

position of hand and sword may be compared with the inside design of the

Bologna cylix (Milani, u). That Phaia is present is certain from the hand,

the sow could not be absent : whether Phaia was in front of or behind the sow

is quite uncertain.

6, The Minotaur. Of all the groups this is most difficult. The general

attitude of the lower parts of the two combatants and the action of the sword

may be paralleled from the Berlin amphora {A. V. CLXI.), but here the

resemblance ends. The arrangement of the head of the Minotaur, the mode

of attack of Theseus, is full of difficulty—so full that I have only ventured to

indicate a possible restoration by dotted lines. At the top of the Minotaur

fragment is a manifest piece of drapery, through which are vertical lines

which must indicate the limb of a body. One thing is, I think, certain:

the drapery must in some way belong to Theseus, the Minotaur was the

last person to wear either cloak or veil. The left arm therefore of Theseus

(the right could not reach) must have passed near the right arm of the

Minotaur, and must have supported a piece of drapery. Further, if we

examine closely the fragment which contains the tail of the Minotaur, it is

clear that there are other lines not belonging to the tail, but forming the
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end of some piece of (lra|K'ry
; and tliis is prosuioubly the piece over the arm

of Tiicseus. It is not unconnnon for Theseus to light with a piece of drapery

over liis arm, as c.(j. on the British Museum eylix (Milani, t) tlie figure of

Theseus advances against tlie sow, tliough here the drapery is vmlivi by tlie

llarmodios and Aristogeiton group. Lut the actual arrangement of the

drapery is here very difficult as, thougli it lies over the arm of Tlieseus, the

arm of tlie Minotaur intercepts the vertical lines. Probably the vase-

painter himself had got confused.

Tlie difficulty is not yet at an end. We are back at the fragment

with the bull's tail : on it there is a small but clearly drawn object,

v/hich, if the proposed restoration be correct, must fit on to the Minotaur

group. It is a circle with a dot in the middle, backed by a curved line.

The round object at once suggests the ring of a sword sheath, through

which the belt was passed. Excellent instances of these may be seen on the

interior design, where the sheath is suspended. The difficulty is, however,

to associate the sword sheatli with the Minotaur combat. In the dotted

line restoration it is supposed that Theseus holds the sheath in his left hand,

over the arm of which falls the drapery, partly concealing the sheatli.

The action of the right hand of the Minotaur hurling the stone is of course

purely conjectural. But I confess the action does not seem to me satisfactory.

The left arm of Theseus must pass in front of the Minotaur because of the

drapery. Its natural action would be to hold the monster's horn : simply to

extend the sheath seems cumbersome and feeble. The only at all analogous

case is the scabbard in the left hand of Theseus in the combat with Phaia on

the Duris vase.^ If, however, the restoration adopted be not the right one, I

am quite at a loss to suggest another. On the fragment with the bull's tail is

the single letter $. It would be satisfactory if it could be shown that this

represents (MINOTAVPO)^, as this would prove that this particular exploit

came in this particular place, but it may quite as well be a part of (OE^EV)5.
Briefly to resume, I consider the sequence and general restoration of (1)

The Bull of Marathon
; (2) Sinis

; (3) Procrustes, to be certain ; while the

existence of the Phaia exploit, its juxtaposition with the Minotaur group, and,

from the fixing of the handles, the actual position of all the other groups

depends mainly on the somewhat slender evidence of the tail of Phaia's

sow.^

Four fragments remain which I have not been able to place to my own
satisfaction, A and a it will be seen are obverse and reverse of the same
fragment. A has a piece of drapery on it Avliich I feel almost certain must
be fitted on to the drapery of Athene, as it is precisely similar in folds and
arrangement, a has a portion of border upon it, which of course must bring

^ This scabbard docs not appear in the pub- tion given should appear unsatisfactory to any
lication of the Dnris vase by Gerhard {A. J''. archaeologist, it would interest nic greatly to

ccxxxiv. ), but is clearly visible in the vase know the grounds of objection, and I should be

itself, and is given by Mr. Cecil Smith in his glad to forward prints of the original photo-

list of corrections, Jahrbuch III. 188S, p. 143. grajdis of the fragment to anj- one who would
- I should like to say here that if the restora- be disposed to make a dilfercnt restoration.

H.S.—VOL. X. R
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a down to the lowest part of the exterior design. Here a portion of tlic

drapery of Atliune is missing, but not a portion large enough to admit of the

introduction of this fragment.

As to B, it contains the two letters OM, anfl a portion of an object,

clearly a sword sheath. It also has border lines on it, which show it nnist be

placed at the rim of the cylix. I am much tomjited to place it above the

exploit of Phaia, and in connection with tlie preceding (H)V$, restore witli

Koine form of Kp(ofji)fiva)vio<i or (H)V^ Kp{6fx)ov, as Tausanias (ii. 1, 3) says

the country Krommyon was called after Ivromos, son of Poseidon. But there

is no precedent wliatcver for any such form on vasc-paiutings. It is possible

also tliat tlic letters may be part of a love-name, c.r/. ('E7r/S/3(o/x.(o9) Ka\6<i,

but enough does not remain to make conjectures of this kind of much value.

As to the fourth fragment C, I am in great doubt as to whether it belongs

to the rest at all. It forms part of a rim : on it is manifestly a fragment of

drapery which might quite well be suspended between one or other of the

exploits, as is so often the case on designs of this kind. The letters inscribed

are, I think, undoubtedly INO^. The .slightly less bold character of the

drawing and the smaller size of the letters make me hesitate, and anyhow I

can offer no explanation of them. Though I am doubtful as to the fragment

belonging at all, I think it best to publish it with the rest, as it has always

been kept with them. On the other hand, another fragment hitherto regarded

as belonging I have rejected altogether as the technique was manifestly

incongruous.

It remains to say a word as to the date of the vase. Though so much of

it has perished, enough remains to show that both in general composition and

in the drawing of details it was (piite worthy to have come from the workshop

of a great master. So much is lost that it is possible it was signed, and I

should not hnve been surprised to find the signature of Euphronios.

Euphronios has left us one Thesean cylix (Louvre, Klein, JEnphronios, p. lOI*,

195), which in point of composition and drawing is perhaps the nearest analogy

to the present vase we have. Anyhow it may safely be said that the De

Luynes fragments are later than the Chachrylion vase (Milani, a) and earlier

than the British Museum cylix (Milani, t).

Ja2sE E. Harrisox.
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ARCHAIC ETRUSCAN TAINTINGS FROM CAERE.

The British Museum has lately acquired five terra-cotta slabs on which

are Etruscan paintings of an archaic and interesting character such as have

not hitherto been seen in this country. Tiicse slabs were found at Cervetri

in 1<S74 inside a small tomb to which they had served as wall decorations.

The only measurement that is given of the tomb is the size of the entrance

which was forty inches in height. As that corresponds with the height of the

three principal slabs we may perhaps assume that they had been placed

against the walls so as to rest on tlie ground and reach up to the height of

the doorway. The surface of the slabs has been tirst covered with a white

slip which converts them into TrtVa/ce? XekevKWfievot such as were used by

Craton of Sikyon, one of the oldest painters in Greece.

On this white slip tiie designs were sketched in with an ivory or wood

point and then tilled in with reds and blacks, the white ground being allowed

to stand for the faces and arms of the women and for dresses which were

meant to be white, whereas the flesh of the men is always painted red. In

this use of white to distinguish women from men we have an artifice familiar

in the Greek black-figure vases. But there the Avhite is specially laid on and

becomes a conspicuous feature on the vases. Here we have an older stage of

the process, more natural, less conspicuous, yet quite effective enough. It is

said by Pliny that the painter Eumaros was the first of tlie Greeks to dis-

tinguish men from women, and it has often been thought that this distinction

consisted in white colour for the flesh of women. But as this use of white

had been ttaditional from very early times, possibly long before Eumaros, we
may perhaps assume that his peculiar name had given rise to the story of his

having first made the distinction in question.

As was befitting a tomb the paintings represent scenes of mourning.

Tliis was not always so in Etruria as we know from the banqueting and other

festive scenes on the tombs at Corneto. But the more archaic the art the

more likely was it—whether vase-painting or tomb-painting—to have this

sepulchral character. I have taken the slabs in a different order from that of

Sig. Brizio who described them at the time of the discovery.^

No. 1 contains three figures, two of them being men standing face to

face, the one holding a branch, the other carrying over his shoulder a standard

surmounted by the figure of a bull ; both men wear curious hats to which

1 Bulldino dclV Inst. Arch. 1874 p. 128.

b2
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reference will afterwards be made. Tiic third is a female figure carrying a

spear and a wreath ; she herself wears a wreath (PI. VII.).

No 2, three female tigiires, two of whom follow on after the last

figure on slab No. 1 ; they hold each a branch of pomegranate in the right

EiiirscAN Paintinc;, Xd. 3.

hand, while with the left they carry the skirt oi the upper robe gathered up

over the forearm. The third figure is turned in the opposite direction, i.e. to

the right and carries a circular vase or jiyxis with a lid, such a vase as may

be seen among our archaic black ware from Etruria.
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No, 3, three female figures, two of Avhom continue the movement

of the hist figure on slab No. 2. They each hold an alabastos and wear a

mantle drawn up over the head in the manner of mourners. Tlie third figure

is turned nearly to the front, her head in profile to the right. Signer Brizio

describes her as in the act of fastening round her waist a metal girdle the end

of which is coiled round her limbs. One would thiuk it more likely that she

is unfastening the girdle. A strip <if metal might readily in being unl'astcncd

throw itself in a coil round the body.

N()S. 4—5 each represent a sphinx, drawn on a considerably larger

scale than the other figures. Apparently these two slabs had been placed

on either side of the doorway. They have suffered a good deal from the

damp of the tomb.

For the moment we may pass over some details indicative of nationality

in these paintings, and endeavour by other considerations to arrive at an

approximate date for them.

To becrin with the two sphinxes just mentioned, it is obvious that they

have been drawn with a strong firm hand. Compared with the human figures

on the other slabs they suggest an earlier period of art in Avhich the drawing

of animals, including sphinxes and such-like, had reached through much

practice, a bold decorative manner, while the drawing of the human figure

still betrays the want of experience. That is much the same as what Brizio

means when he says that the sphinxes seem to exhibit a more archaic style

than the other figures. To illustrate this difference of skill in the rendering

of animals as compared with men by another instance I would refer to two

vases found in the Polledrara tomb at Vulci, and now in the British Museum,

which vases from having been very inadequately published by Micali ^ have

never been duly appreciated. The one is a large amphora of coarse red ware

which did not call for other than the ordinary traditional decoration.

Accordingly it is painted chiefly with figures of animals, more or less fantastic.

The other is a hydria of a nearly black ware and of finer shape, with a

polished surface which plainly invited a more ambitious method of decoration.

The subject chosen is the Greek legend of Theseus and the Minotaur, a

subject which could not have been invented in art but by a Greek. The

drawino- of the figures is quite consistent with what we know of early Greek

art. Nor can we take refuge in the thought that after all this particular

vase may have been a local Etruscan proiluct in which some known Greek

vase had been imitated. Because ware of this particular kind not only does

not occur in Etruria, but is found at Naucratis in Egypt, and places like

Rhodes which stood in intimate relation.ship with Naucratis. We have there-

fore from our tomb in Etruria two vases, one of which, with figures of animals

chieHy, represents generally speaking the end of an old-established decorative

system of art, while the other illustrates the beginning of a new stage where

invention and originality were needed rather than conventional training.

We thus see that both systems had for a time existed side by side. So far as

^ il/cn, Incd. pi. 4.
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concerns the PolleJrara tomb wc can approximately define that time from the

existence in it of a scarab of Psammetichosl., wlio cstablislicd in Naucratis the

Ionian and Carian mercenaries who had served liim so wrll. The scarab imiy

have been produced after his deatii, it is true, and a small .-dlowauce of years

could be made for that if it were th()U,L,dit necessary— I do not think it is.

Somewhere in the actual ri'ign of Psammetichos I. (GoG—Gil n.c.) seems to

mo to suit best the general contents of the tomb.

A comparison between the figures of Ariadne and Theseus on the

Polledrara hydria and our new paintings will show that there need not have

been much difference of time between them. It seems to me that our

])aintiiigs are later, and that we may accept GOO B.C. as nearly applicable to

them. That date takes us to a period when the Etru.scans had enjoyed for

some time the stimulus to art that had been given by the settlement among
them of those artists who had emigrated from Corinth to escape the rule of

the Kypselidae. It is assumed that tlie advent of these artists had given a

stimulus to art in Etruria, and I think there is good reason for believing so.

But we must remember also that those Corinthian artists would hardly have

chosen to settle in a placo which was not already well in the way of artistic

development.

Helbig with general consent, I believe, has taken certain wall-paintings

on a tomb at Veii ^ as the oldest existing examples of the art, and no doubt

these paintings at Veii do represent a stage of art which in its spirit at least

was much older than our paintings. The designs consist chiefly of animals,

wild or fantastic, very high on their legs and slender in their limbs, as are

also the few human figures. But these Veii paintings though older in spirit

were not necessarily older in practice for this reason, that in the Polledrara

tomb, as we have seen, were found along with the more highly painted hydria

an amphora with designs which in the closest manner resemble the paintings

of Veii. These paintings may therefore either represent the end of an

older stage of art, when new lines were being struck out, or they may actually,

as Helbig assumed, represent that older stage of art at its prime. It would

not matter much either way but for the fact that this older stage was
essentially Oriental, and not a natural growth in Etruria or among the Greeks.

It is quite possible that this Oriental style may have reached the Etiiiscans

simultaneously with the later style, and that being purely decorative it had

been adopted for decorative purposes at the same time as the later and

more ambitious style was being taken up by more ambitious artists, or for

higher purposes.

Our paintings have been compared with certain slabs in the Louvre ^

which also were obtained frcjm Caere and have hmg been celebrated. Tiie

comparison is just so far as concerns the thick heavy limbs of the figures, the

high boots, the system of colouring and even the vertical stripes underneath

^ Micali, Mull. Incd, pi. 58, fig.s. 1-3 ; Helljig, Annali. 1859 p. 325. See also a fragment from

Jnnali dclV Inst. Arch. 1863 p. 337. Caere in Berlin, Areh. Zcit. 1872, pi. G8 p. 96.

- Moil. dclV In'f. Arch, vi.-vii. pi. 30
;
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the figures. Nevertheless the heads and faces of the Louvre paintings are of

a much more advanced type than ours, the profiles are more nearly vertical,

the beards are more formal and more like those of later art, as is also the;

drapery. It has been suggested that these differences may have arisen from

our paintings having been the work of an artist of a more local character, and

there is something to be said fur this view considering the curiously local or

at least national costume worn by the two men on slab No. 1. In particular

the hats which they wear are the same as those on the f iinous bronze situla

at Bologna,- the designs of which it is allowed have a strong provincial

character. But even if our paintings have something of a proviiicial character,

it would be safe to say that the profiles of the figures and the markedly

conventional rendering of the knees would alone be enough to prove theui

older than the Louvre paintings.

The Louvre paintings have been much discussed but not, I think, fixed

down to a narrow date. They have been compared with certain vases found

in Etruria and painted in a style which has been described as an Etruscan

imitation, more or less contemporary of Corinthian art as it was practised

towards the end of the seventh century B.C.^ But the vases found at Naucratis

in Egypt, the fragments of a painted sarcophagus from Clazomenae and other

evidence have gone to show that Corinth was not the only and perhaps not

the original centre from which the Etruscans were influenced in their painting

whether on vases or on walls. The source of that influence is to be looked

for also among the Greeks of Asia Minor and in particular among those

Asiatic Greeks who had settled in the Delta of Egypt in the latter part of the

seventh century B.C. That influence we may consider to have been represented

by the person whom Pliny calls Philocles, the Egyptian, placing him at the

head of liis list of the oldest painters; elsewhere a native of Samos, named

Saurias is reckoned among the oldest painters. Even in the later Etruscan

paintings at Corneto which can hardly be earlier than the middle of the sixth

century B.C., we have a banquet scene in which appear painted vases of a

type found in numbers at Daphnae, and at a place called Fikellura in

Rhodes.

One technical point may be noticed which is common to much of the

Daphnae pottery, to the Clazonienae fragments, to the Louvre paintings, to

our new slabs and to much of the very archaic pottery of Etruria,^ the habit

oi indicating borders to dresses and such like by a row of white dots between

two black or red lines. I am inclined to think that this which became so

pronounced a habit in these quarters and not always confined to borders of

drapery, may have had its origin in an attempt to indicate a border of small

rosettes such as are seen constantly in Assyrian art. Many rosettes made of

^ Zannoni, Scavi ddla Ccrto.ia di Bologna, \A. ^ Man. dell' Iiiat. Arch, vi.-vii. pi. 77 : An-

35. The hat worn by tlic fust figure on our wdi, 18G3, p. 229, tlie suhjects being Europa

slab No. 1, i.s the same as that worn by warii(ji.s on the bull and the Hunt of the Calydonian

on the situla, while the hat of the other fitjure boar.

is tlie same as that worn by (.ivilians or perhaps ^ See for exaniide, Gazette Arch. vii. jils. 33-

priests. 34.
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glass and pierced for attachment to dresses were found at Mycenae, Tiiyns,

lalysos, Spata and clsewliere, while on the pottery of those localities only a

bcgiuning is made in the painting on of rosettes, a beginning which after-

wards was developed to excess at Camiros and Corinth. The rich border of

guilloche along the tops of our slabs is strongly suggestive of Asia Minor,

ultimately of Assyria, and considering how the older paintings of Tiryns and

Mycenae had followed rather the models of Egypt we may conclude that tiiis

new element of Assyrian design in the Caere paintings indicates a change of

the source of influence from Egypt to Asia Minor, or at least a junction of

the two. A painted terra-cotta slab given by Perrot {Assyrie, pi. 14) is

one of many instances of the guilloche pattern in Assyria : this slab is

further interesting because one of the figures has a profile resembling tiie

iemale figures on our slabs ; indeed the form of the nose and nostril on

our slabs and the manner of indicating the eye (as best seen in the first

female figure on tlie right) have a strongly marked Assyrian character. So

also the branch of three pomegranates carried by one of the Caere figures is

just the same as the branch carried by Sargon in a relief given by Perrot

{Assyrie, p. 513 fig. 285). Among the early pottery of Naucratis—that in

which the figures are painted on a white ground, we have a number of

fragments on which a very similar profile, the same hook on the nostril, and

the same formation of the inner corner of the eye are to be found. As for the

pomegranate it abounds on these painted vases from Naucratis. The bones

of the knees in our paintings are rendered quite differently from anything I

have seen in Assyrian or Egyptian art—though as far as they form a con-

spicuous mass they are like the Assyrian,

I am inclined to compare our new paintings with these early fragments

from Naucratis while the Louvre paintings may be compared with the pottery

of Daphnae which latter has been assigned to about 550 B.C.

Apart from these questions there are in the new paintings one or two

things to be noticed ; for instance, the standard surmounted by a bull Avhich

one of the men carries over his shoulder. It is stated that the regal insignia

of Rome had been derived from Etruria, and it is known that in triumphal

processions the insignia of triumph were the wreath and the ivory sceptre

surmounted by an eagle.i For such a sceptre there was an archaic name

scipio, and if that word is derived from the Greek as is supposed, then the

idea of the sceptre also would have come from Greece. But one is inclined

to go to the East for its origin.

' In Assyria,' says Herodotus (I. 195), ' every man of position had a sceptre

surmounted by an apple, a rose, a lily, an eagle or something else, the rule

being that no sceptre should lack an episcmon.' One of the oldest examples

of Assyrian art, the fragment of a stele from Telle in the Louvre, represents

a standard surmounted by an eagle with spread wings.^ In Egyptian art also

similar standards are to be seen, and it might have been better for the argu-

' Tiliirquaidt and Mominscn, Handbuch l!o,n. ^ Perrot, Assyrie, p. 592.

Alt. i. p. 342.
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rnent as to an artistic influence reaching the Etruscans from the residents in

the Delta of Egypt to have appealed to the instances of Egyptian standards
;

but I am anxious to keep the way open also for a probable influence coming

from Asia Minor and primarily from Assyria and Chaldaea. The Etruscans

themselves claimed to have come originally from Lydia, and at present there

is an inclination to believe that at least they had been in early times much
influenced in their art from that quarter. To a large extent the influence

that reached Etruria in the 7th century B.C. would be much the same whether

it came from the Greeks of Asia Minor or from the Asiatic Greeks settled in

Egypt. It would still in the main be an Asia Minor influence.

Only this is to be borne in mind that in Egypt there were resident

Phoenician craftsmen also whose wares would find their way to Etruria along

with the Greek productions and would have had an effect of their own.

Something similar to the ostrich eggs in the Polledrara tomb must have

served as a model for the Veil paintings. Not only that but Caere itself

had been a Phoenician factory, its old name Agylla being a Phoenician word

meaning it is said the 'round town,' I have already remarked that the

vase carried by one of the women mourners is quite Etruscan in its shape
;

but when we come to the alabasti, or ' tear bottles' as they used to be called

carried by two others, we are in this difficulty that vases of this shape occur

very rarely if at all in native Etruscan pottery. They do occur in the

Polledrara tomb where they had been imported, without any manner of doubt

as the decoration of them testifies. Tlie women mourners remind one of the

grief at the funeral of Hector {Iliad, xxiv, 722, eVt ^e arevd^ovTo yvvatKef).

The male figure on slab No. I. who carries a branch wears a toga thrown
over his left shoulder in the manner described as that of the old Roman
Cinctus Gabinus.^

A. S. Murray.

^ Cinctus Gabinus est cum itaimpoiiitnr toga dcaut. Isidor. Or/j/. xix, 24 quotud in Miiller's

ut lacinia quae prostrinsccus reieitur attialuituv Eiiuakcr, ed. Deeclcc i. p. 2r<2.

ad pectus ut ex utroque latere picturae (?) pen-
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A SMALL ARCHAIC LEKYTHOS.

[Plate V.]

We publisli on Plate V. two photographic views, in the same size as the

oiiginal, of a bcautif-ui lekythos recently presented to the British Museum
by Mr. Malcolm Macmillan. We give on the same plate enlarged repro-

ductions of the designs with which it is adorned, from drawings by Mr. F.

Anderson.

We hope to print in our next issue a full description and discussion of

the vase by Mr. Cecil Smith. Meantime it may be sufficient to give a brief

summary of a notice of it which he has already published in the number

of the Classical Review of May last (p. 2.37). He classes it with the

' protokorinthian ' lekythi published by Furtwiingler in the Archiiologische

Zeihing for 1883, PI. 10, p. 154. The following are the main features,

following the order in which they appear in our Plate. The head and neck

are carefully iTiodelled in the form of a lion's head. The handle is adorned

with a plaited pattern and Gorgon-head ; the shoulder with a palmette pattern.

On the body of the vase are three friezes which represent (1) warriors fighting,

several of them kneeling and being speared from behind
; (2) a horse-race,

an ape and a swan beneath the horses; (3) a hunting scene, the hunter

crouching behind his net. 'Below this scene is a band of alternate purple

and black rays, and then tw^o brown lines surrounding the foot. On the

under surface of the foot is a tiny rosette of eight petals, alternating purple

and black.'

[Ed.]
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ARCHxVEOLOGY IN GREl<:CE, 1888—80.

[Plate VIII.]

Yet another year has passed during which the Acropolis at Athens his

"been the centre of interest: and the past season has been successful enough

to bear comparison with any of the previous yeixrs which have astonished by

their results not only archaeologists and scholars, but all who have beeu

fortunate enough to visit Athens during this epoch of discoveries. It must

seem to many as if the Acropolis would go on indefinitely yielding its

treasure of architecture sculpture and inscriptions, and ever increasing and

changing our knowledge of early Athens and its arts and history. But even

the Acropolis is not inexhaustible ; it has now been searched to the native

rock in almost every part ; and unless some other site, perhaps the long-

promised, long-delayed Delphi, come to succeed it, we inust expect a lull in

the astonishing rush of discoveries that has been almost of a nature to

bewilder those that have sought to follow its course. Such a lull will almost

be welcome in some respects to those who have to arrange or to study the

new finds as they follow one another in rapid succession. It will enable the

museums to settle into a final and orderly arrangement, and the students to

arrange within their minds the new facts that have been thrust in one upon

another, till the brain of the archaeologist has been as much a stranger to

order or stability as the rooms of the Acropolis Museum. Meanwhile, for the

present season a series of discoveries has to be reported which has dealt in

the marvellous, if not in the beautiful, as extensively as that of any

previous year.

The first section of the present report will deal with excavation and

other archaeological work, according to localities ; the second with Museums

and administration, and the third with Byzantine antiquities. It is a great

satisfaction to be able to record an awakening interest in these last on the

part of the official administration as well as of foreign students. Happily

the time is at length almost past when interesting and beautiful Byzantine

churches could be pulled to pieces without a protest, on the chance of finding

an inscription in their ruins, or in order to use their material for other

buildings. But a good deal still remains to be desired.

Mention of the official 'Apxai^o^oyLKOv /^eXrcov, edited by M. C^abbadias,

must be made under the head of administration, &c. But I must here at

once acknowledge my obligation to that invaluable publication. Any account
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such as tlic present must owe to it wliat completeness it may attain ; and if I

do not refer to it ofteiicr, it is only because such rcfi-rences would have to

recur every few lines. It is better <jnce lor all to statu that both the actual

facts here recorded and their signiticaJKe aru in i^n-at part to be found in the

AeXriop, though I have endeavoured whenever it was possible to verify or

supplement them by my uwu observation.

I. E I ni cation (t/iil olJtrr ^{irliaCdldijU'al Work.

Heie the lirst place is naturally taken by the Acropolis. Tlie excava-

tions, which last spring had reached the neighbourhood of the Museum and

the s[)ace between it and the Parthenon, have been continued to the west

:

pits have also been sunk within the Museum itself, where it proved that the

earth had not been thoroughly searched through when the Museum was

built. Between the basis of the Parthenon and the south wall of the

Acropolis the whole accumulation of earth has been searched throuijh right

down to the solid rock; it has then been re[tlaced, up U) a higher level than

before, pits, surrounded by walls, being left to show the most important

foundations, junctions of walls, &c. It is to be regretted that the remarkable

measuring points cut in a course on the south of the Parthenon basement

have thus been buried ; for if Mr. Penrose's connexion of these with the

earlier Temple of Atheua be denied, all the more reason is left for exposing

them to the investigation of other archaeologists, that their real use may be

discovered. However, his measurements will probably be accurate enough

for any successor : but the form and appearance of the cuts will have to be

taken on trust, or else made the object of new excavations.

The sjDace farther west, usually known and marked in plans as the

temenos of Athena Ergane, has also been completely cleared, and filled up

again over its southern portion, where the rock sinks rapidly away. The

temenos of Artemis Brauronia has also been thoroughly explored, and so the

excavations have come round again to the Propylaea, from which they started.

All that remained was to search through the s^mce north of the Parthenon,

where there was no depth of soil, but only slight accumulations here and

there in hollows of the rock, which is everywhere close to the- surface, and

for the most part quite bare. For this purpose it has been neces.sary to move
slightly the numerous blocks that have fallen over this area from the ruin of

the Parthenon and other buildings. But all who care for the appearance of

the Acropolis and also for the evidence to be found in the position of the

fragments as they fell will be glad to hear that these blocks are only being

slightly shifted, and left in their old position as far as possible. Thus the

north side of the Parthenon will still retain its appearance of picturesque

confusion, and will escape the paiid'ully regular and orderly arrangement of

drums and blocks that has disfigured the southern and Avcstern parts of

the Acropolis.

With the exception of the two Museums, and tlie modern rebuikjings

of the temple of the wingless Victory, the Erechtheum, and some of the
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Parthenon columns, the only post-classical structures that have escaped the

hand of the destroyer are two bits of the Parthenon ; the Byzantine casing of

the wreat west door, and the tower that supported the Turkish minaret.

These two have been condemned ; for the Byzantine casing, which narrows

the great door by nearly two feet each side, is known to contain inscriptions

with their face inwards, and the tower obscures the plan of the opisthodomus

of the Parthenon. Now that almost all the mediaeval relics upon the

Acropolis have gone, probably there are not very many who will regret that

these two last scanty remains, quite void of artistic interest, are to follow.

But the few who would regret their disappearance may be consoled by the

statement that the undertaking has proved more serious than was at first

supposed, and that therefore at least a temporary respite has been granted.

In any case the Christian wall-paintings on the Parthenon will remain, and

will be religiously respected.

At the west end of the Acropolis the work of demolition has been rapid.

It beo^an early last summer with the bastion built by Odysseus Andritsos to

protect the staircase to the well called the Clepsydra, and so to ensure the

water-supply of the Acropolis after it was captured by the Greek insurgents

from the Turks, in 1822. One might have expected that, even if all records

of Turkish occupation were to be effaced, a monument of the Greek war of

independence such as this bastion, with the inscription recording its erection,

would be preserved. But sentiment—or history—has not been allowed to

prevail over the purely classical objects of the work, and this bastion has

disappeared for the sake of a few inscriptions, and in order that the rock may

stand bare as in the days of Pericles. The walls round the ' Beul^ ' gate, and

the later casing of the towers of the gate itself have been or are being

removed ; so also are the Turkish vaulted gate that long served as the chief

entrance to the Acropolis, and the walls around it. So far Roman work,

however late, has been allowed to remain ; though, if the age of Pericles is

the standard, it is not easy to see why the Roman gate or the pedestal

of Agi'ippa are worthy of more respect than the Prankish tower or the bastion

of Andritsos. It has been necessary to replace part of these walls by an

unsightly, but temporary, railing. The ultimate intention of the authorities

is to enclose the theatres, the Acropolis, the Areopagus, and the Theseum

in one continuous fence, and so to have the whole area properly guarded—an

improvement that will meet with universal welcome.

Exception may be taken to the somewhat narrow view of archaeology

that has led to the destruction of monuments of all later periods for the sake

of findiog more of that period which is undoubtedly the most interesting and

important for Athens, But, after all, the amount of destruction in the recent

excavations has been but small—completely insignificant compared with what

had before been done, and in some degree supplementary to it. The loss

bein<y irreparable, the best thing possible in the eyes of many was to make

the ut*nost of the resultant gain. And this certainly has been done with a

thorouc'hness and care which deserve the thanks of all who are interested in

Greek history or art. The excavations on the Acropolis during the last
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season as well as before, deserve to rank among tlic most important in their

results and the most admirably conducted that have ever taken place; it

would be difficult to speak too highly of the energy with which they have

been planned and directed by M. Cabbadias and Dr. Kawerau. Nor must we
forget to mention the liberality of the Greek Archaeological Society, which

has defrayed the expenses of the excavations up to the middle of December,

1888. Since then they have been continued at the expense of the Greek

Government.

So far as to the progress of the excavations ; we must now turn to their

results, which naturally fall into three heads : (1) Topography and architecture,

(2) Sculpture and other arts, and (3) Inscriptions.

(1) Topography and Architecture. An excellent account of the results

in this department is given by Dr. Dorpfeld in the numbers of the Athenian

Mitthcilungen, to which I am indebted for the description of several walls and

buildings mentioned below—especially such as were discovered last summer
during my absence from Athens, and have since been buried again under thirty

feet of earth. No complete description will be possible till Dr. Kawerau's

great plan of the Acropolis, with all the results of the recent excavations,

has appeared. Meanwhile a smaller sketch-plan from his hands has for some
time been promised, but is not yet to be seen.^ For the sake of clearness a

rough sketch-plan by Mr. Schultz (PL VIII.) is here added, not to anticipate

in any way the publication by those who alone are qualified and entitled to

publish an accurate plan, but simply in order to make intelligible a description

which would otherwise be confusing and difficult to follow.

New fragments of the ' Cyclopian' or ' Pelasgic' wall have come to light

in several places, so that it is now possible to obtain some notion of the

manner in which the Acropolis was fortified in primitive times. It must of

course be understood that the names ' Cyclopian ' or ' Pelasgic,' often applied

to rude and primitive walls of large and rough stones, are merely conventional

terms : the mere word pre-historic would perhaps be less misleading, as not

pretending to assert the race of the builders. There can be no doubt, from

the position in which this wall has been found, beneath accumulations of the

classical period, that it belongs to the primitive citadel of Athens. It follows

closely the conformation of the crag itself, unlike the later fortifications,

which are built in straight lines, and filled up with earth behind. Hence the

earlier wall is in many places preserved some yards within the lines of the

Cimonian and other later walls, where these project beyond the natural

boundary of the Acropolis. Where the natural and artificial boundaries

coincide, the primitive fortification wall has been destroyed to make way for

the later one. The fragment of the ' Pelasgic ' wall previously visible on the

top of the Acropolis was that abutting against the south-east corner of the

Propylaea, and bounding the temenos of Artemis Brauronia—the wall which

enforced Mnesicles to curtail his plan of the Propylaea, and even to cut ofif a

corner of his work so as not to infringe on it. This piece of wall has now

^ This plan has appeared in June, after this report was written.

H.S.—VOL. X. S
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been completely laid bare, and has a breadth of nearly twenty feet; it was

doubtless carried to a great height on tiiis the only accessible side of the

Acropolis. Considerable portions of a similar, but narrower wall have been

found close to the Museum, rounding the angle and continuing up the east

end of the rock ; another picc(i may still be seen in a deep hole left purposely

to show it, opposite the south-west angle of the Parthenon, where it is joined

by a later wall we shall afterwards have to refer to. Besides the great walls

of fortification, others of similar nge have been found, belonging to the houses

of the primitive inhabitants. Some such traces were found south-east of

the Parthenon, and thinner walls abut against the great wall of the

Brauronian temonos. Graves with pottery of the so-called Mycenae type

have also been discovered, both within the Museum and elsewhere on the

south of the Acropolis : their contents have in no case been of much intrinsic

value, but are valuable as a confirm ation of the early date of the rough walls.

It will be remembered that both houses and graves of primitive period had

been found before both to the east and to the west of the Erechtheum.

There does not seem to be any topographical discovery of importance to

chronicle between these primitive walls and the time following the Persian

invasion. It has been found that when the great basis on which the

Parthenon rests was being constructed, a i)lan was adopted on the south side,

where its height above the rock on which it is founded is very great, to avoid

the difficulty and expense of an e.Ktensive scaffolding. A limestone wall of

irreo-ular construction (about twelve metres distant from the basis of the

Parthenon at the eastern end, and somewhat nearer at the west) was built

between the outer wall of the Acropolis and the structure in course of

erection. Thus without too great expenditure of earth, the space between

the wall and the basis could be tilled up as every few courses were added to

the latter. Thus we find at the bottom here a few feet of very early

undisturbed earth, containing finds of the * Mycenae ' period ; above this is a

succession of layers of pottery, fragments, and rubbish, alternating with

chips from the construction of the great basement of Piraeus limestone.

The articles contained in these layers seem to belong without doubt to the

period immediately following the Persian invasion. Most important of all is

a thick layer composed of fragments of sculpture in rough stone, witli

extensive remains of colour ; to the interesting groups that have been

reconstructeil out of these fragments we shall have to recur later. But to

their material a few words must be given here, because these fragments,

the walls, the basis of the Parthenon, and early architectural fragments are

all commonly described as of 'porus' stone. I am not sure whether the

material is in all cases the same; but in any case the name is an un-

fortunate one. The ancient ttw/^o? is by some identified with tufa, by others

described now as ' an inferior white marble, lighter than Parian,' now as a

' rough siliceous limestone.' Where a term is so confusing, -would it not be

better simply to say limestone, if limestone be meant ? At present almost

every stone on the Acropolis not marble is at once named porus—a descrip-

tion which is neither scientifically accurate nor popularly intelligible.
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Where the long supporting wall oH polygonal stones ji»ins the iragnient

of early wall aheady mentioned, oppubite tlie S.W. corner of the Parthenon

a rough staircase is left between tiie two : this must have served for conveni-

ence of access to the various terraces while they were still at ditferent levels

—that is to say, before the great ' Cimonian ' wall was made the boundary of

the terrace around the Parthenon, and the whole surAice was levelled up to

the bottom step of the temple. That this was done later is proved by the

fact that to the south of the intermediate supporting wall, between it and

the outside wall of the Acropolis, numerous fragments of marble and other

materials have been found, which come from a slightly later era in the

architectural history of the Acropolis than the tilling close to the basis of the

Parthenon. Other supporting walls are found to the west of the S.W. angle

of the Parthenon ; one of these continues the line of the rock-cut steps, and

contains several blocks from the stylobate of the early temple south of the

Erechtheum, which has already given rise to so much discussion. These

blocks are of the same breadth as the one that remains in situ, and are a little

too narrow for the colunms which Dr. DcJrpfeld })laces on them in his recon-

struction. It follows either that none of the blocks were among tliose on

which columns rested, or that Dr. Dorpfeld is mistaken in associating with

these foundations the architrave and drums found in the walls and on the top

of the Acropolis, or that he has made too large an estimate of the lower

diameter, which is only an inference from the preserved upper diameter of

the columns.

Between the Parthenon and the S. wall of the Acropolis an oblong

building has also been discovered, of rough construction, partly built of

rejected drums of the earlier Parthenon. The erection of this building seems

to have been contemporary with that of the Parthenon, and it was covered

with earth as soon as the Parthenon was finished. The very probable

suggestion has been made that this was a workshop used during the con-

struction of the Parthenon. Farther to the west, discoveries have been

made in the space formerly called the temenos of Athena Ergane which seem

sufficient to show that name to be erroneous. No traces of a temple of any

sort were found : but the foundations were discovered of a large building,

which backed against the south wall of the Acropolis, and occupied the whole

breadth of the terrace, from the rock-cut steps to the edge of the temenos of

Artemis Brauronia. It consisted of a great chamber, about 180 feet by 50

feet, with a portico in front, on the north. This was almost certainly a store-

house of some sort, and it has been suggested by Dr. Dorpfeld that we have

here at least the true Chalcotheca. When one considers the vast quantities

of stores and arms of various kinds which are enumerated by inscriptions as

lying-in the Chalcotheca, this new building certainly seems far better fitted

to contain them than any of the other buildings which have previously been

suggested : and there is now no chance of another yet more probable claimant

for the name.

In the temenos of Artemis Brauronia, remains have been found of the

foundation of porticoes bounding it upon the south and east sides. No trace

S 2
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of any temple has been found ; but anything existino in the middle of the

temenos must have been completely destroyed in mediaeval times, when the

Propylaea were closed, and the chief path on to the Acropolis was brought

round to the south of them, over the primitive wall and through this temenos.

Before leaving this purely topographical portion, wc must mention the

results of the excavations that have taken place inside the Parthenon.

Where the ancient pavement had been moved, a search has been made

underneath, and some Christian tombs have been found. The object of these

excavations was to discover, if possible, whether the basis of the Parthenon

is one sohd mass built up of stone, or consists, like the foundations of most

other temples, merely of walls of foundation to bear the various walls and

rows of columns of the temple, filled in between with rubble. This

question cannot yet be said to be finally decided. But it is at least clear that

the solid stone structure extends some depth below the pavement of the

temple, as at least five layers of stone can be seen in some of the pits—and

this in the back chamber, or ' Parthenon ' proper, where no especial solidity

was required. In the cella a line of foundation has been found beneath the

pavement, just south of the northern row of internal columns, and nearly

parallel to it. It would serve very well for the foundation designed to bear

the interior columns of the earlier Parthenon, which, as is well known, was

intended to stand slightly to the south of the position occupied by the present

temple.

In the way of architectural fragments there is not very much to chron-

icle. Portions of various early temples, destroyed doubtless by the Persians,

have continued to be found : but they do not differ essentially from those

discovered on other parts of the Acropolis, and referred to by Mr. Penrose

upon p. 271 of the 1887 volume of this Journal. In particular may be

mentioned various large capitals, of rough stone covered with stucco, which

were found west of the Parthenon, and another portion of a column with

spiral flutes, this time from a top drum with the necking, showing that the

capital was of the Doric order. Various ionic fragments, of Roman work

but obviously copied from the forms of the Erechtheum, have been grouped

around the basis of the temple of Roma and Augustus, east of the Parthenon,

to which they belong. Some importance attaches to a marble drum prepared

for the earlier Parthenon ; that is to say, for the building, usually attributed

to Cimon, for which the solid basis was originally prepared. This was the

bottom drum of a column, and has the flutes, 20 in number, already worked

on it at the lower end, the rest being rough : its diameter is nearly the same

as that of the columns of the present Parthenon. Thus this drum not only

gives us the relative dimensions of the two buildings, but also .shows us how

far the construction of the earlier temple had progressed before it was super-

seded. It is of course well known that the flutes were first measured and

finished only at the base and capital of a column, and that they were not

completed by joining the points thus taken until a later stage, often not until

the rest of the building was finished : thus the risk of damage to the sharp

and delicate edges of the flutes was avoided.
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(2) SculjJture, &c. Reference has been already made to the so-called ' porus

'

stratum lying to the south of the basis of the Parthenon—a stratum consisting

entirely of pre-Persian fragments of architecture and sculpture, mostly of

coarse stone, but a few also of marble and of bronze. The first place among
these fragments is taken by the remains of certain large groups, mostly of

architectural sculpture, which have been or are still being pieced together.

The two small pedimental groups, about 18 feet long, already discovered and

published, representing the fights of Heracles with the Hydra and with Triton,

have attracted considerable attention : these new groups represent similar sub-

jects, but on a far larger scale. One of the.se pediments, which, wlien complete,

must have been about 24 feet long, contains, in its right-hand half, a strange

monster (see Fig. A). This creature consists of three human bodies, which

at the waist pass into snaky coils, and the coils of the three, inextricably

entwined, fill the extremity of the pediment: though each body has its two

arms, the whole creature has only two wings, on the outside shoulders. The whole

composition, as pieced together and restored by Dr. Bruckner, is so interesting

as to be worth description, though some details of it are as yet uncertain. All

three heads have been joined to the monster; two certainly belong, and I think

there can be little doubt about the third, though it does not fit exactly, the

neck being lost. Two of the lieads had already been found last year, and one

is figured in this Journal, 1888, p. 122, fig. 2; they are remarkable for the

colour preserved upon them, especially for their dark blue beards. This monster

is probably rightly called Typhon : corresponding to him in the opposite angle

is a gigantic snake, with gorgeous scales, carved and painted in brilliant colours.

Fragments of other figures, some of them not certainly belonging, show that

Zeus with his thunderbolt faced the Typhon, while Heracles attacked the

snake. The left-hand half of another pediment shows Heracles wrestling with

Triton. The two pediments are remarkable for their vigorous, if grotesque,

designs, and for the remarkably short and muscular forms of the body ; the

colouring too is well preserved, red and blue being chiefly used, the former for

the flesh, the latter for hair and drapery. The tails of the various monsters,

which afford a fine field for the decorative ingenuity with which their scales

are arranged and coloured, serve excellently to fill up the corners of the pedi-

ments—always a great difficulty in these architectural groups. This may
partly explain the predilection shown for snake-tailed or fish-tailed monsters

;

but subject and style alike recall the art of Asia Minor, and a similar 'Ionic
'

influence may oe seen in a gigantic group of siihilar material and colouring,

which is now being pieced together, representing two lions, one on each side,

devouring a bull which they have pulled down. This composition is about 18

feet long; the lions red, the bull blue, with green hoofs, and red touches

inside his ears and elsewhere. Streams of blood, also painted red, flow from

the wounds in which the claws of the two lions are fixed. Yet another group

represents, on a smaller scale, a lion tearing a bull. All these, and many
others, are being ingeniously pieced together in the Acropolis Museum by

M. Kalludis.

These great groups were, some of them at least, designed to adorn the
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tomi)le.s of which numerous fiagnicuts have also been found, in similar rough

stone. The reference of so many of tliese grouj)S to the exph)its of Heracles

has led to some surprise, as no special shrine or worship of Heracles on the

Acrojjolis is recorded. Tiie probability of dedications by some distinguished

foreigner, himself especially a devotee of Heracles, is at first sight considerable.

But we must not anticipate the publication of Dr. Briickner, who has made a

special study of these groups and their affinities with some very interesting

restdts.

Beside these great groups the jiortions of single statues in the same

material attract less attention. But some of them are interesting both for

their subject and their colouring. Among these may be mentioned a torso of

a figure in a tight fitting tunic covered with a skin—possibly an Amazon.

The tunic is blue with a red border, and the skin is red. One or two other

statues are remarkable for the treatment of the borders of their drapery

:

tiie pattern is incised, and portions of it cut out and coloured blue, so as to

give the effect of enamel work, and to remind us of various oriental and

other early systems of ornamentation.

But for single statues rough limestone is the exceptional, marble the

usual material. It would be neither interesting nor profitable to enumerate

all the fragments discovered, without a detailed description and discussion

which would extend far beyond the limits of a report like the present. Here

only the more important can be mentioned. In the first place, important

pieces have been added to some well known statues. The Moschophorus has

some portions of his thigh recovered : to the colossal Athena from the great

archaic pediment with a gigantomachy a shoulder has been pieced on. Thus

tlie connexion of the well-known head, found long before, and first joined on

by Dr. Studniczka, is confirmed ; but a careful examination of the joint at

the back did not leave room for doubt before, though the join was not at first

sight a probable one. The feet and lower part of the flying drapery, which

very probably belong to the same statue, have also been found. Fragments

have also been found of the largest of the now famous female statues, joining

her knees to her feet, and thus showing that, as Dr. Studniczka had in-

geniously inferred from a fragment of the pattern on the drapery, those feet

do belong to the statue. Whether the feet should be joined to the basis with

the name of Antenor is quite another matter ; the evidence for and against

this, as being too controversial for a general report, is added in a note at the

end. Another join, made in the Acropolis Museum, at the suggestion of an

article published in the German Mittheilungcn, of 1880, is now proved to be

wrong : a head of distinctly later style had been affixed to the torso of a boy

found near the museum. Now the true head, which fits exactly, has been

found in the same region (between the museum and the south wall), and the

other head has been removed to make room for it. Fortunately the surface

of the break had not been cut away. This instance affords a practical

warning against joins and restorations not absolutely certain, which will, it

may be hoped, have a good influence in the future. The ne\^^ head is in

itself interesting, the eyes are hollowed out, and the hair rolled back in a
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peculiar manner over the forehead, and there is much individualit)' about

the style.

Bodies have also been found to fit two of the most interesting heads

previously discovered. One of the statues thus nearly completed is very

remarkable for the preservation of the colouring on the drapery ; here, as in

all other cases, we find the colour upon borders and spots of the dress, or

upon the whole of a garment when only a small piece of it shows. But in

hardly any cases do we find such a mass of colour as to obscure the beautiful

colour and texture of the marble itself, which are only enhanced by the

addition of colour to details. Another torso, which has been found in the

most recent excavations (21st May), inside the so-called Pinacotheca in the

north wing of the Propylaca, fits exactly a small head which had been found

before, but had hardly attracted the attention it deserved (see Fig. B). While
it has not lost the archaic smile so characteristic of the early Attic statues,

it has perhaps more than any other developed it into an expression which gives

a remarkable individuality and attractiveness to the face. The treatment of

the hair too shows the transition from convention to freedom. But details of

style must not here detain us. Two or three more of the well-known female

statues have either been found or pieced together, so that a goodly array of

them now nearly fills two large rooms of the Acropolis Museum. Especially

interesting is a head of the more advanced archaic style, which wears instead

of the usual simple band upon the hair a high diadem or polus, ornamented
below with maeander, and above with a bund of lotus and palmetto, both

painted. The torso of another floating victory has been found, of a type similar

to those previously known, and discussed by Professor Petersen in the Mittheil-

ungcn of 1887. An Athena, headless, has an archaic type of aegis with a

bearded gorgon's head affixed to it. Another gorgon's head in coarse marble is

flattened at the back and is remarkable for its size and preservation (see Fig. C).

It has been supposed to belong to a metope
;
perhaps more probably it was

merely an independent architectural ornament. The eye-balls, like those of

some of the rough stone heads, are indicated by a circle traced with a com-
pass, and then doubtless coloured. A marble bearded head, doubtless early,

but strongly resembling the well-known type of the archaistic and conven-

tional bearded Hermae, has the beard coloured green, perhaps once blue.

This reminds us of the other early works, in which the flesh is usually

coloured red, the hair and other adjuncts blue. Of very primitive appear-

ance is a round basis on which stand six draped figures facing outwards. The
upper part of them is not preserved, but they doubtless supported a table or

vessel of some sort; one is inevitably reminded of the crater resting on three

statues made by the old Samian bronze-founders ; though size and material

were different enough, the use of statues as supports to a vessel is common to

both. Last, but not least, among archaic works must be mentioned a marble

relief, which represents three draped female figures advancing hand in hand

in dancing rhythm ; before them walks a man piping, and the last of them is

followed by a child, whom she leads by the hand. It is easier. to suggest

interpretations for this group than to fix upon the right one. The colouring
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is well preserved; the back-ground is blue; the hair of all is red, except that

of the first of the three dancers, which is brown. Brown and red also

alternate in the dress, the three dancers all Avearing a long brown chiton, and

a red scarf thrown over their shoulders. This scarf is only sculpturally

represented by a flat surface, the wavy lines of the under garment being dis-

continued ; the rest is left to colour. This is an indication that may help us

Fig. C.

to distinguish the drapery in other cases where the colour has totally dis-

appeared.

While this year has not fallen behind its predecessors in archaic

finds, it has certainly surpassed them in works of the finest period ; two of

the great architectural sculptures of the great period of Athens have been
enriched by important additions. To the Erechtheum frieze has been added
another seated female figure, with rich drapery ; the head is unfortunately
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lost ; at the back this figure shows the usual fiat surface for attachment to the

background of black Eleusinian marble. To thu Partlicnon frieze, as is already

well known, has been added the head of Iris from the block with the seated

figures of Zeus and Hera. The wing beside the head on the fragment points it

out as undoubtedly belonging to the only winged figure in the frieze ; and the

head exactly joins the shoulders preserved on the block in the British Museum,

as was found by adjusting it to the cast in Athens ; a cast of the head has been

sent to London, so that it will now be possible to enjoy the study of the

complete block in London also. Dr. Waldstein was the first to recognize the

head after its discovery and to fit it into its true place, though M. Cabbadias

had assigned it to the Parthenon frieze, as he has the other figure to the

frieze of the Erechtheum, Another very beautiful work is a relief of which

the significance is and is likely to remain an unsolved problem. It is of the

severe style of the latter part of the fifth century, and represents Athena, clad

only in a chiton with diplois and a Corinthian helmet (see Fig. D). She

leans upon her spear and looks down, as if in mourning, upon a plain square

pillar. Some addition, probably in painting, must have shown what this

pillar represented. To our modern notions, it would seem natural enough

that the people should be represented in its patron goddess, mourning over a

tomb-stone ; and such a representation would seem peculiarly appropriate to

the disasters of the later years of the Peloponnesian war—the probable period of

this relief. But it may be seriously doubted whether such a mode of repre-

sentation would commend itself to the . taste or the reverence of a Greek

artist of the fifth century. Neither does the goddess appear, as has been

suggested, to be guarding a battlement. Her attitude rather suggests dejection

than watchfulness, and a more conventional and less realistic battlement

would probably have been made, if such was the meaning. It is safest to

leave the interpretation uncertain, and to content ourselves with appreciating

the beauty of the relief. Another relief, found close to the last, forms the

head-piece of a decree between Athens and Samos to which we must recur

in speaking of the inscriptions. It represents Athena grasping in solemn

league the hand of a dignified and matronly figure with a sceptre, who is

probably Hera, the patron goddess of Samos. This is one of the best and

best preserved reliefs of its kind, and is important because it can be dated to

the year 403 B.C. Of later and inferior work is a statue of a crouching youth,

with a chlamys over one shoulder.

Some interesting bronzes have also been found. Among these the largest

and most interesting, though certainly the most hideous, is a gorgon cut out

of a flat plate of bronze, about 15 inches long, affixed to a bar that forms the

diameter (about 36 inches) of a ring of thin bronze plate : the whole appears

to be the remains either of a shield or of some circular vessel. The treat-

ment of the gorgon is remarkable ; it is a mere flat piece of metal cut out,

with all details added in incised lines. Thus, merely in technique, it is

transitional between the remarkable relief, or rather cut out plate, of a

criophorus and another figure from Crete, now in the Louvre, and -the Athena

in very flat relief on both sides of a thin plate which is now in the Acropolis
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Museum (the legs of a precisely similar companion figure to tins Athena

have now been found). Among other small bronzes are an archaic centaur

Fl<:. 1>.

and a youthful charioteer in a vigorous and natural posture, restraining his

horses and leaning forward over them ; the work on his body is remarkably
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fine ; in style and in attitutle he strongly resembles the bronze representing

perhaps an older charioteer (sometimes called Baton) now at Tubingen,

The numerous vase fragments found in the recent diggings must not be

altogether passed over here, though they can only be mentioned. The im-

portance of a careful record and study of those found in strata that could be
positively dated has been fully recognized ; and the results, which are some-

what startling, will soon be published by Dr. Griif, of the German School. It

is disconcerting to many preconceived notions to hear that not only black-

figured fragments of careless work, such as are often called archaistic, but
also red-figured fragments of the rough and careless style usually assigned to

later and provincial factories, have been found in strata that cannot have been

disturbed since shortly after the Persian invasion. I may add that a portion

of a vase certainly manufactured at Naucratis has been found—the only one

of the finest Nuucratitc style 'that I know to have been found outside

Naucratis itself.

(3) Inscripiions. Here, even more than in the case of sculpture, it

would be unprofitable to give a mere enumeration, or even to give the text

of the more important inscriptions. For these the AeXTtoy itself must be

consulted, where the inscriptions are admirably edited by Dr. Lolling. Here
only the substance of a few of the most interesting can be noticed. Some
excitement was caused last summer by the announcement that parts of two
new inscriptions relative to the building of the Erechtheum had been found.

Their chief importance lies in the distinction made between the two pediments

of the building ; the western one is called o tt/oo? tov UavSpocrecov aierof.

Thus it is proved also that the west end did terminate in a gable. Otherwise

not much new is learnt from the inscription, beyond the technical names of

several stones, of which the architectural position can be inferred ; the wages

paid to stone-masons and to carpenters are recorded. Another inscription

which contains regulations and also orders for the repairs of the temple of

Aphrodite Pandemos is important not only for its subject-matter, but because

its discovery at the west end of the Acropolis, in the wall between the

Victory bastion and the ' Beule-gate,' may give an additional clue to the

position of the temple to which it refers. Other inscriptions found in the

same region refer to the Thesmothesion and the grotto of Pan.

Inscriptions referring to artists or works of art are, as before, numerous.

A fragment has been found joining on to C. I. A. iv. 2. 373-7, showing the names

of Endoeus and Philermus as artists on the same basis, and both in the Ionic

alphabet. Thus the Ionic origin of Endoeus is confirmed. Another inscrip-

tion is almost certainly to be restored—Hept/cXeou?, ¥^prjai\a<i eTroUi. The
basis of the statue is small ; and the character seems to show it is a private

dedication. An inscription with the name of Hegias as artist omits the H
in his name.

The most interesting in this department is an inscription giving an

account of the gold and ivory bought for the great statue of Athena Parthenos

in one year. Portions of similar annual accounts had been found before, but

none with the figures clearly enough preserved for many inferences to be
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drawn from tiiem. In this year the gold bought was of the weight of G

talents 1518 drachmas, and of the (silver) value of 87 talents 4G52 drachmas.

Tlie ivory cost 2 talents 743 drachmas. Hence may be deduced the propor-

tion of silver to gold, 1 : 14"037 ; and the total value of the gold upon the

statue, which weighed 44 talents (according to Philochorus ; 40 in Thucydides),

must have been worth about £155,000. It is also clear that the buying of

the materials and also probably the making of the statue must have extended

over several j'ears. Several inscriptions of political importance may be

briefly mentioned ; among these are portions of the treaty between Athens and

Perdiccas in 423 B.C., and some lists of tributaries, one including those from

Thrace, another giving for the first time a list of the cities in the Cnidian

Chersonese. A fragment of the important decree concerning the Salaminian

cleruchs affects the reading of the first two or three lines. The decree which

is headed by the relief already noticed is most interesting. It grants various

privileges to the Samians, who remained faithful to Athens during the disasters

that closed the Peloponnesian war. The decree immediately below the relief

must have been passed between the battle of Aegospotami and the capture of

Athens, and it grants to the Samians right of citizenship, allows them to use

certain triremes left at Samos, and otherwise endeavours to make up to them

for the great dangers and difficulties that surrounded the last allies of a losing

cause. To this decree are appended two others previously found : the whole

was inscribed after the expulsion of the ' thirty tyrants,' the earlier copy

having probably been destroyed by them. Fragments of treasure lists, &c.,

need nut here detain us. A very archaic block with 6 Seiva dvid^Keu

rafiievoiv ' seems to have stood in front of the treasury. Of special interest

is a fragment of an inscription referring to Phayllus, thrice victor at the

Pythian games. This is the very man said to have done the marvellous

record of 55 feet for the long jump and 95 for throwing the discus. Un-
fortunately the stone makes no reference to these feats. It would be easy to

lengthen this list of inscriptions ; but it is fully time for us to leave the

Acropolis, and pass on to Athens and the rest of Greece.

In the great Theatre of Dionysus, pits and trenches have been sunk by

the German Institute. The results, which do not appear to be considerable,

have not yet been published ; some curious square shafts cut in the solid

rock have been found in the upper part of the cavea ; they appear to be either

wells or early tombs. The position of the Roman agora is confirmed by the

discovery, near the ' Agora gate' of a marble arch with an inscription, from

the front portico of the Agoranomium of Herodes Atticus.

In laying out the new gardens between the Olympieum and the Palace

Gardens, in front of the exhibition building, where some discoveries, includ-

ing dedications to Hadrian and a Roman mosaic were found last year, a nude
statue of a youth has also been discovered, of the type usually recognised as

Pasitelean.

A discovery of tombstones in a house in the Street of the Muses, west

of the Place de la Constitution (^vvTa'yixa) seems to prove, as Dr. Dorpfeld

has pointed out, that in Greek times the wall of the town must have passed
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still farther to the west, and tluit tliu region of the ^vvrayfia was included

in the part added by lladri;in. The tombstones may, as Dr. DiJrpfeld sug-

gests, have been placed just outsndu the Gate of Diochares. A portion of the

long walls near the Piraeus has also been laid barr.

At the riraeus, the discovery of the yi-ar has been the site of the

Asclepiacum. In some works near the summer theatre Tsocha, was found

tlu; upper part of a large statue of AsclL[)iiis. The face, which has the eyes

hollowed out, is a hue example of the milil and benevolent type usually given

to the god. In conse([ucnce excavations were undertaken upon the site in

July by the Greek government, under the direction of M. Dragatsis. In the

course of a week various IVagments of statues and reliefs of Asclepius and

Hygieia were found, as well as more fragments of the first statue, including

his hand with portions of the snake. Inscriptions were found to Asclepius

v7r)]Koo<i, and Zeus I'liilius. These indications are topogra})hically important:

the statue of Asclepius has been removed to the National Museum in Athens.

At Eleusis, yet more space has been cleared by the Greek Archaeological

Society, under the able direction of M. Pliilios. It has at last been possible

to remove the private house that occupied the space south-west of the Great

Propylaea ; and under it has been found a building, probably for public pur-

poses. Its chief interest lies in the frescoes upon its walls, which, though

broken in parts, have the colours excellently preserved. In one panel is Zeus

seated upon a throne, in two others cattle and pigs, drawn with considerable

spirit. These frescoes are interesting from the extreme scarcity of mural

paintings found in Greece itself, though they do not, in the opinion of their

discoverer, belong to an earlier time than that of Hadrian. They are

excellently reproduced from drawings of M. Gillieron in the 'E^>7/ie/Jt9

^Ap^aLoXoyiKT) of 1889. In the extreme south of the sacred enclosure, between

the angle and the museum, tlie ground has also been cleared, showing the

foundations of porticoes and also of a building with a semi-circular apsis,

identified as the Buleuterium. M. Philios has published a short account and
a plan of Eleusis which will prove of the greatest service to all who visit the

site. Among the anticpiities from Eleusis recently transported to the National

Museum in Athens are a fine architectural ram's head, with traces of colour,

and a very interesting set of small marble figures. One group of these, a

seated man with his arm round the neck of a kneeling girl, is an unmistakable

copy from the well-known group still remaining on the western pediment of

the Parthenon. Another is a seated draped figure, holding a child in her lap;

it is tempting to identify this figure too, with one in Carrey's drawing. In

any case the interest of these figures is extremely high, both for the record

they give and the expectations which they raise that copies of the Parthenon

jDediment are not beyond hope. Fortunately these figures were discovered

under proper supervision; and so their authenticity is beyond suspicion.

At Tanagra a very large number of tombs has been opened by

M. Koromantsos, under the direction of the Ephorate : the description of the

various graves is given with abundant detail in the AcXtcoi', but does not

seem to offer any new or striking results. Of course a vast quantity of
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statuettes has been found, of all styles, qualities, and periods, and also many

vases ; the most interesting bears the signature MO? eypayjrev, and this Mys

has been not improbably identified with the famous Top€VTrj<i of tlie shield of

the Athena Parthenos. The vase is a red-figured Iccythus of the finest style,

with figures of Artemis, Apollo, Hermes, and Leto. A phiale Avith a crouching

lioplite has the signature of Phintias.

At Mycenae, M. Tsountas has been excavating for the Greek Archaeo-

logical Society. His results in graves of the Mycenae period are very

remarkable. From July to November the work bas continued with the

varying success that usually attends a search for early tombs. Cylinders,

' island gems,' ivory carvings, vitreous plaques, and bronze articles, including

a fibula, have been found in considerable numbers. This fibula is the first

proved exception to the commonly made statement that such articles are not

found in ' Mycenae' graves. A vase with dark glaze, and incised ornaments

filled in with a white substance, is also new, and seems to form a connecting

link between the early pottery of Mycenae and those of Hissarlik and Cyprus.

The most interesting of all is a silver phiale with one handle, ornamented

with gold inlaid patterns; round the rim too are a number of gold bearded

masks in profile, inlaid by a kind of damascening work
;
two of these masks

were found attached to their original places, and four others were in the

tomb, A cylinder of black stone has four figures, three of which are the

peculiar ' horse-headed ' monsters that have attracted so much attention
;
on

a gem of vitreous paste are two monsters, lion-bodied and with nondescript

heads, with their fore-paws on a basis like the lions over the gate at Mycenae.

Some excavations have also been made with a view to clearing completely the

very important pre-historic house upon the top of the hill at Mycenae.

At Old Epidaurus, M. Stais also has been opening pre-historic tombs, at

the expense of the Government. They consist of round chambers cut in the

rock, with the entrance built up. Where the graves were undisturbed, one

' Mycenae ' vase and one spear head were found with each body. One grave

seemed to have been used repeatedly in these early times. A bronze fibula

was found also in one of the early tombs at Epidaurus.

Next to the Greek Government and Archaeological Society, the chief

share in the excavations of the year has been taken by the French School at

Athens. It has not only continued its excavations at Delos, Acraephium

(Apollo Ptous), and Mantinea, but has also discovered and partly explored the

Hieron of the Muses on the slope of Mount Helicon. In Delos one or two

more statues and inscriptions, including more of the sacred archives, have

been found. One of the portrait heads found by M. Deschamps in Amorgos,

that of a woman with an ivy wreath, of very fine Roman work, has been

broucrht to the National Museum at Athens, as also have two heads from the

same island, supposed to represent Asclepius and Hygieia.

At the temple of Apollo Ptous, a circular building, supposed to be the

Tholus of Apollo, and some more parts of statues and bronzes have been

found ; but M. HoUeaux' discovery of the year is an inscription, found in the

church of St. George at Karditza. This contains a decree embodying a copy
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of the speech made by Nero ut Corinth, conferring freedom upon tlie (Jreeks

;

it has been ah'eady published in the BitUctiii fur December, 1888 ; the stone

has now been taken to the museum at Thebes.

At Mantinea, M. Foug^res has found the base of a semi-circular building

thirty-eight metres in diameter, called in an inscription previously discovered

Ku/c\o9 o 7r/309 TO yvfivdaiov, a double portico probably belonging to the

gymnasium, and various inscriptions and theatre tickets ; in June also the

foundation of a temple 10"50 m. x 7 m. was found. The work was stopped

for the summer and resumed in November ; a marble statue of Telesphorus

was then discovered and sent to the National Museum at Athens; the rest

of the discoveries remain at Tripolitza.

In the Valley of the Muses, near Thespiae, a theatre and several temple

sites have come to light ; one of these seems to be the Temple of the Muses

;

architectural fragments show it to have been of the Ionic order. The
theatre, which is situated higher up the hill, so that the seats commanded a

splendid panorama, is of interest from the preservation of its proscenium,

consisting of fourteen Doric columns, doubtless joined by panels as in the

theatre at Oropus. Here again there can hardly have been any raised stage.

The columns are too high to be the supports of one ; and a low structure

raised in front of them would be very unsightly. The work, which was

stopped for the winter in December, was resumed at the end of April, when
the rest of the theatre and temple sites were to be explored ; the excavations

are in charge of M. Jamot.

The American School has been working in Attica and Boeotia. Some
supplementary excavations at Dionyso (Icaria) led to no important results

;

but at Old Stamata, on a site suggested by Mr. Buck, inscriptions of the decree

of Plotheia were found and also a female draped statue, archaic or possibly

archaistic. Trials have also been made at Anthedon, where a large building

of uncertain purpose, perhaps a warehouse or market, was found close to a

harbour and extensive quay, and outside the town several grave inscriptions

and an interesting set of bronze tools were discovered. Trials were also made
at Thisbe, and at Plataea. The last is said to be a promising site ; an inscrip-

tion has already been found there containing a portion of the Edict of

Diocletian.

Smaller excavations have taken place upon various sites. On Mt.

Lycone M. Kophiniotos thinks he has discovered the temple of Artemis

Orthia. Excavating with a grant from the Government, he found a peribolus,

clay tiles with anthemia, lions' heads of clay and marble, parts of the arm

and thigh of a large statue, and also a small female statue ; these have all

been sent to the Argos Museum. At Korythium in Arcadia, on the road

from Tripolitza to Myloi (Lerna), on the slopes of Mt. Artemisium, have been

found a stela, bases, statues and statuettes of Artemis, within the parallelogram

of an ancient building ; these have been taken to Tripolitza. I copy these

two statements from the AeXriov. They look like two records of the same

fact ; but apparently are not so.

This is not the place to give a complete catalogue of isolated discoveries
;

H.S.—VOL. X. T
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those tliat arc of sufficient importance to be clironicled may be founfl in the

hst of anti<[uities brouglit into the Nntioiial iMuseum (hiring the year, inchided

in the AeXri'oi/.

It will be noticed tliat the Ihitisli Schuel is not among tliose that liave

excavated in (Jreece this year, its resources in this direction liave ngain been

spent upon Cyprus, wliere the tomb-site of I'oH tes (!hrysochou and tlie

temple, if it be such, at Limniti have been explored; of tliese excavations a

full account will b(; given in the proper place. In Greece the important work
of making a fairly complete si't of accurate drawings to iull scale of Greek
mouldings of the best period has been undertaken, and in great part carried

out, by Mr. Schultz, who has been sent out by the School for this purpose.

II.

—

MuscHiiis and Aihainislraliun.

The museums of Athens are now passing through a change which will

ultimately greatly add to their excellence, though it does not at present

conduce to facilities of .study : but one ought to be thankful for the great

improvements that are being made, and not to complain of the temporary

inconvenience that is inevitable. On the Acropolis, the opening of the new
museum will be a great advantage to students. At present it is the

receptacle for unarranged, or only roughly arranged fragments of all sorts

;

but doubtless such of these as are of interest to others than specialists will be

mounted and exhibited in the open museum ; and then the new museum
will fulfil the purpose for which it was built and which it partly performs at

present, and will become a place for students to enjoy special facilities for the

study of the numerous "' minor antiquities ' that have been found. Stability

has not yet found its way into the arrangement of the larger Acropolis

Museum ; but now that the whole of the space has been excavated, and no

more acquisitions are to be looked for, we may hope that some final disposi-

tion will be made. Great progress has already been made in piecing together

and mounting the great groups that have been discovered. Those who last

year regarded the museum as a mine of archaeological wealth would indeed

be astonished at the acquisitions that have still farther increased it. The

numerous cases of vase-fragments offer a most fascinating field for study,

which is as yet only to a small extent occupied. The arrangement of the

early architectural fragments, mostly in the new museum, has been under-

taken by Dr. Kawerau, and his results will be awaited with the greatest

intere.st. In piecing together statues and groups much has been done, but

much still remains ; it is only to be hoped that a due caution will be observed

in joins and restorations.

Of special importance and difficulty are the measures to be taken for the

preservation and cleaning of bronzes and coloured sculpture in the Acropolis

Museum. As that collection is in one at least of these respects absolutely

imique, it is of the highest importance to archaer logy that these measures

should be the most efficient attainable. M. Cabbadias has fully realized this,
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and has referred the question to a commission of chemical speciahsts. who
liave experimented upon frnfrments, and given tlie following rej)lie.s. They
are given in detail in the AeXriov for December, 1888 ; but seem of 5-ufficient

iinj)ortance to be at least summarised here, both for the guidance of others

and for criticism of any defective points in the system adopted.

" 1. Question.—How can we preserve bronze statues Irom oxidation ?

" Ansiocr.—Olcan as below, and protect surface lium the air by a resinous

solution, as below.

"2. Qucstivn —How can we clean them, so as to avoid all oxidatiini in

future ?

" Anstcer.— If they are in fair condition, they will only have a green or

blue incrustation ; if bad, they will have red also.

" In the first case, immerse for some time in tepid water or a solution of

soap (1 : 20) or potash, and clean with brush and water. When dry, anoint

with resinous solution (15 parts of resin to 130 of pure benzol, and add 20

parts white poppy-oil and 180 parts turpentine).

" For bronzes in bad condition, weak hydrochloric acid is necessary (1 :

lO of water) ; immerse repeatedly, and wash between with water and brush
;

then place in solution of potash (1 : 100) ; after six to twelve hours clean

with water and clean brush, immerse again, and so on. Then put in

solution of soap (1 : 20), dry, and anoint with resinous solution (sandarach

50, spirits of wine 400, turpentine 80, oil of turpentine 10).

" The soap produces a chestnut-coloured surface, which is however necess-

ary to preservation, though changing the appearance of the object.'

Be it remarked here, that the bronzes thus treated in the Acropolis

Museum have a very unpleasant sticky-looking surface ; this may be an im-

provement, with a view to preservation, on the methods used in other

museums where there are bronzes ; whether it be so, experts or time alone

can decide. In any case it at present greatly disfigures them.

" 3. Question.—-How can we clean coloured marble and ' porus ' statues, and

preserve the colour retained by them ?

" Answer.—Clean only with a brush, and a sharp bit of wood for corners,

&c.

" For preservation, materials must be considered. Red is usually oxide of

iron ; a lighter and finer colour is cinnabar, or red sulphide of mercury.

" Blue is basic carbonate of copper. Green is hydroxide of copper with

traces of oxide of iron.

" Of these cinnabar is affected by light.

" For fixing to the surface, use ' hydruhyalus,' i.e., solution of calcined soda,

applied by a syringe. This makes the colours a little darker. It should be

applied to the whole of ' porus ' sculptures ; only to the coloured portions of

marble.

" The hydrohyalus used is a solution of calcined soda (ttvpitlkov varpiov)

of the German pharmacopoea, in the proportion 1 : 2 of water.'

(I must apologize to chemists if my translation of the technical parts of

the above is inadequate.)

t2
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As regards the Acropolis generally, a commission especially summoned of

the Directors of Foreign Schools, in consultation with M. Cabbadias, was of

opinion that the Acropolis should as far as possible be left in its present con-

dition, without farther arrangement, &c. The demolition of all the later walls

at the western end of the Acropolis had already been almost completed. It

was approved by a similar commission in 1884, when, however, the British

School had not yet a representative. After one or two smaller pieces of

clearing or alteration have been completed, it may be hoped that the Acropolis

will once more regain its appearance of picturescjue ruin, and become again

an object not only for the study of the archaeologist, but for the admiration

of all that pass by.

The Central Museum (KevrpLKov Movcrelov) has officially changed its

name to the National Archaeological Museum CEOvikov 'Ap-x^aioXoyiKov

Movaetov), and will be known in future by that title. It is being very

extensively enlarged ; not only has the whole quadrangle been completed, but

a central wing, with side galleries, has been built across from the main

entrance to the back ; this is designed to serve as an antiquarium, for lesser

antiquities, bronzes, terra-cottas, vases, &c. All important inscriptions are

also being gathered together in the National Museum, under Dr. Lolling,

who has entered the service of the Greek Government to take charge

of them. The coins in the same collection have been arranged and

examined by Dr. Pick, who was sent for from Berlin expressly for

this purpose. Meanwhile the only rooms open even to students without

special permission are those of the front to the left of the entrance and

the adjoining left wing. The acquisitions of the museum for the past

year are considerable ; besides those already referred to may be mentioned

two sepulchral stelae from Thespiae, both of which have inscriptions of

Roman period ; but the style shows the finest Greek period, so that they

obviously must have been adapted and used a second time. One of an athlete

standing to the right, with only a chlamys hanging back over his shoulder, in

low relief, distinguishes itself even in this museum by the excellence of its

work, which can hardly be later than the fifth century. The sculptures from

the Asclepiaeum in Athonshave also been removed from the temporary guard-

house to the National Museum.
The Polytechnic Museum has been enriched by the discoveries from

Mycenae already enumerated ; the collection has also been made even more

interesting by the exhibition of the frescoes from the prehistoric palaces at

Mycenae and Tiryns. The vase collection fully retains its unrivalled position,

especially for the primitive classes of Greek pottery, Attic, Boeotian, &c.

The great Melian amphorae are also mounted now in conspicuous positions.

The arrangement of the whole, under the able direction of M. Koumanoudes,

remains a model, to which one may hope that in time the other museums of

Athens may attain, as soon as they have digested their ever accumulating

acquisitions.

Reference has already been made in several places to the restless and

indefatigable activity of M. Cabbadias, the general ephor of antiquities.
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The numerous excavations undertaken by the (iovernment, and the wonderful

progress made in the construction and arrangement of museums, would alone

be sufficient to testify to the excellence of his administration ; and all who
have been working in Athens or elsewhere in Greece must record their

thanks to him for the liberality with which he has always granted them every

help and facility.

The invaluable 'Ap;;^atoXo;)^t/coi^ AeXriov has already been mentioned and
quoted ; but under this head it must once more be praised. It leaves hardly

anything to be desired in completeness and accuracy, under the editorship of

M. Cabbadias, with the help of Dr. Lolling for the inscriptions. If one im-

provement be possible, it would be that the AeXr/oi' might appear near to

the end of each month it records, instead of two or three months later.

Such an improvement is doubtless difficult, but it would greatly increase the

value of such a publication.

III.

—

Byzantine Art and Antiquities.

This is practically a new branch of archaeology in Athens, so far as

official recognition by the Government and the Foreign Schools is concerned.

But many, especially in England, will be glad to hear that it is at last taking

its due place. The Greek Government has made grants, inadequate indeed,

but still showing a wish to do what is possible, towards the repair of two of

the finest Byzantine buildings in Greece—the monasteries of Daphne and St.

Luke of Stiris. The Church of St. Andreas in Athens has al'so been railed

in and protected from further dilapidation, though the refectory attached to

it, with the finest frescoes, still remains a third-rate eating-house, and is in

great danger of damage ; the walls are covered with whitewash. At Daphne
the dome has been temporarily repaired, but architects will not yet pronounce

it safe in case of more earthquakes, and so the splendid mosaics which it

contains are still in danger. The authorities intended their removal bodily

to the National Museum, to escape this risk ; it may be hoped that some
measures may be found to ensure their safety without their removal from

the position for which they were designed. Meanwhile the scaffolding

erected in the dome has afforded exceptional facility for study and repro-

ductions both by photography and drawing; advantage has been taken of

this both by Dr. Strzygowski and by members of the British School. At St.

Luke of Stiris the outer narthex, a later addition, has been removed : the two

churches there, which are of wonderful beauty, are in great need of repair

both inside and out, to prevent their becoming yet more dilapidated. It is

to be hoped that this will be done in a satisfactory manner. This seems the

fitting place to mention also another undertaking of the British School—a set

of plans and elevations of the principal Byzantine churches in Greece, with

copies of their frescoes and mosaics. These buildings, many of which are

very beautiful, and all of them interesting, have been hitherto undeservedly

neglected, no correct plans or drawings of them having been published.

Two students of the British School, Mr. Schultz and Mr. Barnsley, have
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ah'eady done one year's work at tliis subject, and it is hoped that another

season will see the nndertakini,' completed, when an ade(piate publication

will follow.

A collection of Byzantine antifpiities is now l)eing also made in the

National Museum at Athens; on all sides it is Lecomin<f clear that Uyzantine

as well as classical art is to be recognized as one; of the studies of which

Athens is the centre.

E. A. GaudnePv.
May 2S/!i, 1889.

Note.—The connexion of the basis with the name of Antenor and the

statue set upon it by Dr. Studniczka is now generally accepted, and further

theories are being built upon it. It has even been defended in the official

section of the Athenian Miltheila/if/cn of the German Institute, 1888, p. 22G,

against the doubt expressed in the BnUdrr, 1888, p. 2GI, and it has been con-

firmed by the addition of fragments joining indisputably the feet and the

body. It is stated that here only was there before any room for doubt, for

it is proved that the feet belong to this basis ' by the size and shape of the

socket, the thickness of the plinth, and the size and position of the vertical

dowel-hole.'

r am in no way responsible for the statement in the Builder, but I fully

agreed with its writer, and I hope I shall not be considered a caj3tious critic

if I state once more two or three facts, for the accuracy of which I can vouch,

and which must at least be explained before the connexion is beyond doubt.

It is the very importance of the discovery which makes it doubly necessary

to test thoroughly the evidence on which it is based.

I adopt the above excellent summary of Dr. Studniczka's arguments.

It was not the connexion of tlie feet and torso that I previously doubted,

especially as I understood that a fragment of the same pattern appeared on

both : but for the connexion of the feet and the pedestal I saw no sufficient

evidence. I will briefly state the evidence for and against this.

(1) The size of the socket. It is true that this socket is the only pre-

served one big enough for this statue : but many statues lack sockets, and

many sockets lack statues on the Acropoli.-'. So all gained by this is a remote

probability.

(2) The shape of the socket. For this I cannot do better than refer to

Dr. Studniczka's own drawing in the Jah/'lveh, 1887, p. 13G, which gives an

adequate representation of the shape of the socket and of the feet. It will

be seen that there is no question of fitting even approximately. The frao--

ment with the two feet stands c[uite clear of the edge of the socket on every

side ; but as there placed, the feet can be fitted into the shape required.

Now where the plinth of a statue does belong to a pedestal, as in several cases

on the Acropolis, the fit is always perfectly exact. Of course as the plinth

here is broken aw^ay on every side, its not fitting is no argument against its

belonging; but on the other hand the argument fiom the shape of the socket

becomes a very weak one.
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(}]) Tlio thickness of tlie jdiiitli. 'J'liis is c([ual to tliu depth of the

socket; hut this is a very sHght iiulicatiou; many sockets and many phnths

could be found of the same depth : and moreover, in several preserved

instances the tliickness of the ]»Hntli is much t^n-eater tlian the de2)th of the

socket.

(4) The size of the vertical dowel-hole. This does correspond in both

cases : but the size of a (hnvel-iiole for fixing a statue is not very variable.

(5) The position of the dowel-hole. This would be the strongest

indication of all, if tiie holes on the [)linth and the basis really were opposite

one another. But as the statue is now mounted the lioles are not opposite,

but an inch and a half distant from one another : and this is not merely a

mistake in mounting. Of this more anon.

I think I have stated fairly all the arguments for the connexion. They
were enougli to make mc think before that the association of the statue with

Antenor, though not sufficiently proved to base further arguments upon, was

at least possible, or even probable. But my attention having again been

called to the matter by the a.ssertion of a friend that the connexion was

impossible, I again investigated it with the following results.

Though the statue has been mounted on the basis, casts of the plinth

with the feet and of the top of the basis have been left in the museum for

the study of the evidence ; this is a proceeding that cannot be too highly

commended ; if it be done in every case when a doubtful joint is made up,

there will be comparatively little objection to mounting the statues thus. I

inserted a vertical stick into the two dowel-holes, so as to fix one above the

other in the only admissible position, if they do belong, and the result was

startling. There is only room, measuring from the heel to the edge of the

.socket, for a foot 10 inches long, and there certainly is not room for the rest

of the feet of which the heels are preserved. Now the statue is 80 inches

high, and the pioportion 1 : 8 for the foot of an archaic statue is absurd ; the

proportion is usually greater than 1:7; thus a statue—the only one of this

set with its feet perfect—40 inches high, has feet G inches long : at the same

rate we should expect feet 12 inches long for this statue. Or if 10 inches

were enough, the argument from the size of the basis disappears. At least

one other basis with feet 10 inches long attached to it remains.

But I need not repeat indications like this. If any unprejudiced

observer will set the plinth with the feet on the cast of the socket, so that the

vertical holes coincide, he will see that there is not room for the feet to be

completed. The best proof of this is that in mounting the statue on the

basis it has been found necessary to set the feet an inch and a half farther back :

even then there is no room to spare in front of the toes. And now that new
fragments of the front of the basis with the inscription have been found and

fitted in, it cannot be suggested that the socket was cut away farther in

front.

In spite of this, I should hardly like to assert that the connexion of

statue and basis is quite impossible. The dowel-holes may iiever have been

used for fixing, or their failure to correspond may be in some way explicable.
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But the evidence that the statue belongs to the Antenor basis is so much
weakened that the connexion, even if possible, is hardly probable ; above all,

it certainly cannot be used as an established fact on which to base farther

discussion.

I greatly regret, as must all who are interested in the early history of

art, if it be necessary to give up what appeared to be a fixed point gained
amidst so much vagueness and uncertainty. But I think that, after making
the above measurements, I should not be advancing the cause of archaeology

if I suppressed them.

E. A. G.
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NOTICES OF BOOKS.

• Das Graberfeld von Marion auf Cypern.' {AcMundvierzigstes Programm

zum Winckelmannsfeste der archaeol. Gesellsch. zu Berlin.) Paul Herrmann.

BerliD. 1888.

Dr. Herrmann has attempted the difficult task of publishing the results of an

excavation in which he took no part, on a site to which he is a stranger, and with

the products of which he has only a partial and imperfect acquaintance. Had he

kept himself more strictly within the limits of his information, had he been more

careful to recognize and point out the tentative character of his conclusions, had

he more clearly set forth the exact data on which they are based, he might have

claimed credit for a work less novel perhaps and pretentious, but more practically

useful. As it is, we fear the essay before us may tend to the worse confusion of

the already too perplexed archaeology of Cyprus.

The first section aims at corroborating and supplementing, from the evidence

of the excavations and topography, the literary evidence which goes to show that

in the immediate neighbourhood of Polls tes Chrysochou lay not only the ancient

Arsinoe, but also the more ancient Marion. Dr. Herrmann rightly reduces the

three necropoleis of his informant to two, a western, immediately adjoining the

modern village on the S.E. and an eastern, about three quarters of a mile to the

E. The tombs are divided into three classes by certain distinctive varieties of

form. The first class, extending in date into the fifth century B.C., is found to lie

exclusively in the eastern necropolis, the second, which begins in the fourth^centuiy,

is distributed between the two necropoleis, but is especially typical of the western,

the third, of Hellenistic-Roman date, also appears in both, but mostly in the

eastern. Moreover in the eastern necropolis the tombs of the first class lie

farthest to the east, those of the third class to the west, for the former bear

uniformly high numbers in the register, the latter low, and according to Dr.

Herrmann's fixed preconception the excavation progressed always from west to

east. On p. 7 the conjecture is hazarded that the two necropoleis may have been

really continuous, and by p. 12 the conjecture has assumed the authority of a

priori truth. Herr Richter is now invoked to vouch for the existence at the N.W.

corner of the eastern necropolis of the remains of a settlement distinct from that

to the north of Polis tes Chrysochou, and bearing ' an essentially older character.'

Here, Dr. Herrmann argues, we have the site of Marion, the necropolis of which

spread westwards until the destruction of the city at the end of the fourth century.

A few years later, for the continuity of development in the finds precludes a longer

interval, Arsinoe was founded farther to the west, and accordingly {danach) the

ruins north of the village represent Arsinoe, the necropolis of which worked back
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over that of Marion iu the reverse direction. Let us work back over Dr.

Herrmann's argument, (1) llie site north of the viUage is known by epigraphical

evidence to be Arsinoe. Dr. Herrmann's inference is as needless as it is illogical.

(2) To detect a gap of two or three generations in Cypriote pottery is ])eyond the

resources of present archaeological knowledge, and it is curious that Dr. Herrmann

notices (on p. 36) a total lack of the later red-figured Attic imported vases which

are so prominent in South Russia, of a date, that is to say, dangerously near the period

of the destruction of Marion. (3) Herr Ricliter's older settlement can be nothing

else than a group of house-foundations of poor construction, discovered at the

point specified not in a ' Trummerfeld ' but below the surface, else they might have

been taken for the remains of a modern Cypinote village denuded of its mud upper-

walls. They are fringed by Roman tombs and possibly represent a Roman suburb of

Arsinoe, the site of which, by the way, ought to extend considerably farther to the

east than it does on Herr Richter's map. (i) Dr. Herrmann does not realize that

his conjectural connexion of the two necropoleis skips nimbly over two valleys and

a ridge, a full half mile of ground, in which a tomb has never yet been discovered.

He is led to it by his misconception of the lie of the necropoleis, which is not east and

west, but north and south. (5) This misconception also accounts for his false infer-

ence from the numbers assigned to the tombs in the eastern necropolis; the excavation

here progressed from north [to south. (6) Dr, Herrmann does not tell us how he

dates the three classes of tombs. On p. 13 the chronological grouping according

to Anlage seems spoken of as something independent of grouping by lahalt. It

sounds a little odd that whereas the first class lasts into the fifth century, and the

second begins in the fourth the two run parallel for a time (p. 9, cf p. 26), but it

is perhaps enough to remark that tombs of the first class are found at Poli of all

periods down to an extremely late date. (7) It is twice stated, and on the express

authority of Herr Richter, that the tombs of class 1 lie without exception

{sdtnmtlich. p, 8, ausnahmslos, p. 11) in the eastern necropoleis, yet on p. 12 some,

although comparatively few, are admitted to occur in the western. Here again Dr.

Herrmann's exception is better than his rule, for the tombs of this class in the

western necropolis probably outnumber those of the other two classes put together.

(8) To overturn the last stone of Dr. Herrmann's elaborate construction, it suffices

to note that tombs containing black-figured vases of the sixth century, and red-

figured of the early part of the fifth, have been found not only in the eastern but

also in the western necropolis.

Lack of space forbids us to deal fully with Dr. Herrmann's in many respects

valuable account of the Find. It is unsatisfactory to observe that no adequate

explanation is given of how the * precise chronologically distinct groups,' into which

it is divided, are arrived at, but that each section begins with an appeal to the

history of Cyprus which is found to be mirrored in the contents of the tombs, a

procedure savouring of the a jyriori method so disastrously employed at the outset.

No sufficient appreciation is shown of the facts that tombs side by side are often

(so mixed are the sites) separated by centuries in date, that early tombs were some-

times used again in a late period, and that the work of robbers may introduce

confusion. The highly dangerous method of dating from the style of Cypriote

pottery and terra-cottas, which often preserve a seemingly primitive ciudeness from

first to last, is constantly employed. Dr. Herrmann proceeds uniformly by the

illustration of his chronological groups in particular tombs, and although many of

his instances carry with them their own coufirmation of his attribution, there are
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others with which the reader might quarrel, and obviously such statements as that

the black glazed ware with little impressed patterns begins in the sixth century,

that transparent glass is found in fourth century graves, and that Jlelleuistic

Koman tombs contain no imported djreek jjottery, need the conih'mation of detailed

evidence. On the other hand, the profusion and excellence of the pictorial illustra-

tion is deserving of all gratitude.

The above criticism, coming from superior local knowledge, may seera harsh

and unfair, and it is not to be denied that most of Dr. Herrmann's errors are due
rather to the difficulty of his subject and the lack of full and trustworthy inform-

ation, but it is absolutely necessai-y that the tangled thread of the history of

Cypriote civilization should be no longer and no further complicated by reckless

theorizing.

J. A. R. M.

Naukratis. Part IT. by Ernkst A. flAnnNEu, with Appendix by F. L. Griffith
(Sixth Memoir of the Egypt Exj)loration Fund). London, 1888. Pp. 92.

With 24 Plates,

Mr. Ernest Gardner, the author of this scholarly record of most carefully-con-

ducted excavations, proceeded to Naukratis at the end of 1885 in company with
Mr. Flinders Petrie. After some joint work, Mr. Gardner was left, from 5th
January 1886, in sole charge of the excavations ; and the nature of his work
including the important discovery of the temple of Aphrodite mentioned by
Athenaeus, may be gathered from the following summary of the various chapters

of A^aukratis, II.

—

Chap. II. The Cemetery. The site is marked by some low mounds to the

north of Naukratis. Only a portion of the cemetery, that dating fr-om the later

and least pi'osperous times of the city, has at present been exhumed. Most of the

graves discovered are not much earlier than the beginning of the Ptolemaic Period,

though some are of the fourth century B.C. There was an almost entire absence of

sepulchral stelae and tomb-chambers ; burials seem to have been prepared for

simply by making a new pit to receive the coffin. The terracotta coffins were

usually plain, but the wood coffins were decorated with pretty terra-cotta ornaments

(gorgoneia, griffins : PI. xvi.) of the fourth and third centuries b.c. In the graves

were found an iron comb, a rouge pot, strigils, alabastra, plain bronze mirrors and

one mirror case, bone-beads, shells, and numerous small lekythi, one (PI. xvi. 20)

with a polychrome design. In two or three graves terra-cotta statuettes were

found.

Chap, III. Temjde of the Dioscuri. Circ. B.C. 450. Built of unbaked mud-

brick, covered by a plaster coating. Fragments of stucco from the inner walls of

the cella are painted with decorative patterns in red and blue.

Chap. IV. Temple and Temenos of Aphrodite. The earliest temple of Aphro-
dite and the great altar that stood in front of its eastern door were founded upon
the hard mud underlying the town of Naukratis. The altar was made of mud-
brick walls filled inside with ashes, probably of the victims. Within the temenoa
were two wells. This first temple was probably built circ. B.c, 600. On its

destruction a new temple was erected on its walls (circ. B.C. 400), and a third temple

{circ. B.C. 300) afterwards rested upon the second temple.

Chap. V. Potteryfrom the Temenos of Aphrodite. Numerous vases were found,
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but all in fragments, which have been most carefully sorted and put together by

Mr. Gardner. A careful analysis of the different kinds of pottery found is here

given. A good deal is of local manufacture. Mr. Gardner points out that the

Greeks of Naukratis, judging from their vase-paintings, did not work solely under

Egyptian influence but were also influenced—through the Phoenicians—by Assyria,

The influence of Rhodes is also very great. Mr. Gardner assigns most of this

pottery to circ. B.C. 570. The pottery known as ' Cyrenaic ' was found, and is

quite distinct in style from the local Naukratite pottery. ' The pottery of Nau-

kratis does not so much represent a stage in [the] transition from Oriental to purely

Hellenic form,' but is rather ' the most perfect and complete development of the

decorative Oriental style.' (p. 53).

Chap. VI. Statuettes from tJie Teiiunos of Aphrodite. These, like the vases

from the same temenos, had been intentionally broken up. The Cypriote influence

is visible in them, and they are interesting as early examples of types afterwards

frequently repeated, e.g. male figures of the early ' Apollo ' or ' Athlete ' type, and

female figures holding some object (flower, animal &c.) in front of the breast.

Chap. VII. Temenos of Hera, Identified by vases inscribed with dedications.

Chap. VIII. Inscriptions. Mostly in the Ionic alphabet, and consist chiefly

of dedications on vases to Aphrodite (e.g. 6 Setva dveOrjKc t^ 'Ac^poStrj;). No. 778 is

a dedication to Aphrodite by Rhoecus, ' probably the famous early sculptor ' of

Samos. Eight of the inscriptions are perhaps Lesbian.

Chap. IX. Conclusion. Mr. Gardner shows that there was a Greek colony

at Naukratis founded before the time of Amasis, perhaps circ. b.c. 650. Mr.

Gardner further maintains, in opposition to Hirschfeld and Kirchhoff, that certain

inscriptions found at Naukratis by Petrie (JYaukratis, Part I. chap, vii.) are the

earliest representative specimens of the Ionic alphabet, dating from the seventh

century B.C. when the Greek alphabet was still a new and unfamiliar adaptation

from the Phoenician.

Appendix (by Mr. Griffith), 'Egyptological Notes from Naukratis.'

W. W.

Das Heroon von Gjolbaschi-Trysa. Benndorf and Niemann. Vienna,

1889.

This costly and elaborate work brings before us the reliefs and details of the

Heroon at Trysa, which have now for some years been one of the treasures of the

Museum of Vienna. The plates, 34 in number, are executed not by photography

but in line-engraving, a process not in favour with archaeologists now, but in this

case rendered advisable or necessary by the poor preservation of most of the reliefs.

The text is not complete, but contains only descriptions and discussions of some of

the reliefs, together with a short but interesting account of the travels of Schiinborn,

the discoverer of the tomb. Prof. Benndorf's archaeological account of the friezes

is at once learned and lucid. He begins with the royal groups of persons over the

gate without and with the dwarves who stand over the gate within ; ct propos

of the latter we have a full discussion of the history of the god Besa by J. Krall.

Next is discussed the very interesting scene of the slaughter of the Suitors by

Odysseus and Telemachus, and its close correspondence with the descriptions of

the Odyssey is clearly brought out. Then we have a detailed discussion of the

frieze representing a battle raging over a plain bounded by ships on one side and
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a beleaguered city on the other ; beyond the city is a conflict between Greeks and
Amazons, Prof. Benndurf is inclined to see in the whole a representation of the

great siege of Ilium, mainly inspired by the Aethiopis, in which the advent of the

Amazons as allies of the Trojans and the death of the Queen Benthesileia by the

hand of Achilles was narrated. The fate of Thersites was connected with that of

Penthesileia in legend, and Benndorf identifies with that ugliest of the Greeks a

bald-headed figure who appears on the relief near the ships. This whole explana-

tion must however be considered as uncertain. Benndorf says that he himself

hesitated long before accepting it, and it seems possible that he would not have

received it if he had allowed greater weight to the analogy of the well-known

Nereid monument in which the besieged city seems clearly to be in or near Lycia.

It may be only a local siege which is recorded at Trysa. For the explanation

of the numerous other scenes of these reliefs we must wait until the rest of the text

appears. In these days of hasty writing and cheap illustrations, books like that

under notice do good service in keeping up an ideal of archaeological

dissertation.

P. G.

Le Cabinet des Antiques a la Bibliotheque Nationale. Ernest

Babelon. Ser. 1,2, Paris, 1887-8.

This is an edition de luxe, in which the most remarkable of the art treasures of

the Bibliotheque at Paris are reproduced in plates executed by the most skilful

processes known in France, in heliogravures (some of which by a new process are

coloured), coloured lithographs and engravings. The text is by M. Babelon,

atttache of the museum. Among the works figured in the first two issues are the

great cameo of Tibei-ius (pi. 1), the archaic kylix of Arcesilas (pi. 12) and the

(so-called) Weber head (pi. 20) formerly supposed to belong to a pediment of the

Parthenon. We have but one fault to find, but that fault is serious. The order

of the representations is quite fortuitous, works ancient, mediaeval and modern
being mingled in dire confusion. This fact goes far io destroy the scientific value

of the work, and injures it even from the drawing-room-table point of view.

P. G.

Tier- und Pflanzenbilder auf Miinzen und Gemmen des klassischen
Altertums. F. Imhoof-Blumer and 0. Keller. Leipzig, 1889.

By collecting in twenty-six quarto plates, admirably executed in photography, all

important representations of animals and plants to be found on ancient coins and
gems, the compilers of this work have rendered excellent service. They have
thus made a sort of dictionary, which will greatly abridge the labours of many
investigators for the future, through the perfect ordering of a province of research.

Imhoof's work on the coins is characterized by his usual accuracy and com-
prehensiveness : the gems could scarcely be surveyed in the same methodical way

;

yet they seem to be successfully treated. The text contains only descriptions of

the 1362 itionumfents figured in the plates.

P. G.
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Die Hellenistischen Reliefbilder. Theodou Schreiber. Leipzig, 1889.

Ei'ste Lieferung.

This is the beginning of a most important work undertaken by Dr. Schreiber,

supported by the Saxon Ministerium des Ciiltus. Few chis.ses of monuments of

antiquity are less accessible than these reliefs, for which when published we have

to trust to drawings such as those of Zoega and Clarac : and yet they are of the

greatest importance, not only for the history of myths in antiquity, but also for

the study of the development of sci;lpture and painting in later Hellas. Tlie

present part includes no text, but contains ten excellent plates in heliogravure by

Dujardin of reliefs at Vienna and in the Palazzo Spada at Rome. Each plate i.s

accompanied by a sketch indicating which parts of the sculpture are restorations,

an admirable plan which cannot be too strongly recommended to future editors.

Dr. Schreibei-'s text, when it appears, must needs be of an interest quite unusual :

meantime we would commend this great work to the notice of archaeologists

and artists.

P. G.

Wiener Vorlegeblatter fur archaologische Uebungen. 1888. Otto

Benndorf. Vienna, 1889.

The great value of the Vienna Vorlegeh/dtter to teachers and students of ancient

vases and painting was proved by the rapidity with which the first edition was

disposed of : in fact, without them, it is impossible to study Greek va.ses except in

a museum or an extensive archaeological library. The second edition differs from

the first in various ways, each set is bound in a cover and can be purchased apart,

and the arrangement is altered. The present issue comprises outline drawings of

the principal works of the earlier black-figured potters down to Exekias (pis. 1-7),

including the wonderful Fran(jois vase of Florence ; Greek and Roman repre-

sentatives of marriage ceremonies (pis. 8, 9) ; and a collection of the proposed

restorations of the lliupersis painted at Delphi by Polygnotus (pis. 10— 12).

Some of these last were scarcely worthy of record or perpetuation.

Like all of the important German archaeological publications, this work is

carried out at the cost of a public body,— the Austrian Ministry of Cultus

and Education.
P. G.

P. Paris— la Sculpture Antique. Paris, 1888.

This is the first small hand-book which attempts to give in a concise and popular

form the results of recent excavation and research. Its illustrations are admirable,

many of them the best that have ever appeared on such a scale : but there are

one or two exceptions; fig. 53 gives hardly any notion of its original, and fig. 69

is wrongly restored. The text is mostly concerned with Greek art ; and in this

the earlier periods are the most fully treated. The development of types is

followed, but no attempt is made to mark distinctions, local or other, among archaic

works, even where this is possible. A clear and accurate statement of the

evidence of literature and of excavation would have been more valuable to the

elementary student than many of the generalities here included. But in spite of

all defects, the merits of the work will make it a great acquisition to all students

of sculpture. We understand that Miss Harrison will edit an English

translation.

E. A. G.
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Catalogue of the Greek Coins in the British Museum :— Corinth,
Colonies of Corinth, &c. I5y j;.\i{(r,AV V. Hkad, J).('.L., rii.D.

('(litiul l)y i;. S. I'ooM', Lli.l). J.ondoii, ISS'I. Svo.

A vali;aiuj: (;()iitril)iitiiin to t 111' liriii.sli iMusciim ( 'atnlo^nic, ^riving full scope for

Mr. Head's well-known iiiaslciy in draling with Innij imd uuit'oim series of coins,

such .IS those of J>oeotia, Attica and Kphcsus. The work is veiy fully illustrated

hy tl'.irty-nino autotype plates, and Air. ]lead has written a nl()^t interesting

Jntroduction (pp. xvi- Ixviii) which may here he, in pari, suunaari/.ed. The
diniculty of arranging the Corinthian coinage chronologically arises from the

uniformity of its type (Pegasos and the head of Pallas) throiigliout the lifth, fourth

and third centuries. Period I. B.C. G50—500. Corinth, as a great trading city,

doubtless began to coin early like Athens and Aegina, and its first coinage (obu.

Pegasus, rev. Aeginetan incuse) perhaps belongs to the time of Cypselus. This is

succeeded about the beginning of the sixth century by coins of flat fabric with the

Swa.stica pattern—found especially on vases of the same century— on the reverse.

The weight-standard of Corinth is the Euboic, but the stater (weight 135 grains)

is divided by three and not by two. It is noteworthy that the Aeginetan half-

stater or drachm of forty-eight grains was practically interchangeable with the

Corinthian third-stater or drachm of forty-tive grains. Period II. B.C. 500-431

The introduction of Pallas as a type takes place, to judge by style, about 500.

Period B.C. 431-400 is the period of early fine art. Period IV. b.c. 400-338.

Corinth is now the chief silver-coining state in Greece and her staters are abund-

ant. The female head—that of Aphrodite and perhaps of some other goddesses

—

on the drachms and half-drachms is treated with much variety. The staters bear

a .symbol, probably a magistrate's signet. Period Y. B.C. 400—243. Initials

begin to appear as well as symbols. As the symbol is often varied while the initial

remains constant, it may be inferred that ' the magistrate who signs his name is

the superior magistrate and that the symbol... stands for mint-officials of lower

rank who were replaced at frequent intervals.' The coins of this period are

catalogued alphabetically, but in tlie Inti-oduction (p. xxv. ff.) Mr. Head
proposes a chronological arrangement. In B.C. 243 Corinth was freed from
Macedonian rule by Aratus, and it then probably ceased to strike coins except those

of the Achaean Federal type. The bronze coinage of Corinth—like that of

Athens—begins about B.C. 400. Of Corinth as a Roman Colony, from B.C. 46 to

the time of Galba, there is a series of bronze coins bearing the name of Duoviri,

the chief annual magistrates of the place. These names have often been read

erroneously on badly-preserved coins, and some, even after Mr. Head's corrections,

remain doubtful. The position of the Duoviri is discus.sed, p. xxviii. if. The
exceptionally interesting Imperial Coinage of Corinth (cp. Imhoof and Gardner,

Numismatic Comvientary on Pausanias) ends in the time of Geta. The second part

of the Introduction deals with the money of the colonies of Corinth, and of those

localities that for commercial reasons adopted the Corinthian coin-types.

w. w.

The ' Horsemen ' of Tarentum. A. J. Evans. London, 1889.

Tills paper (of 242 pp. and 11 plates) is mostly a reprint from i\\e Xumis}natic

Chronicle. We briefly notice it, contrary to our custom in such cases, on account
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of its very great importance. The ' Horsemen ' are the well-known staters of

Tarentum, bearing a horseman as type. The abundant coinage of Tarentum has

never hitherto been classed in a satisfactory way. Mr. Evans has succeeded in so

interweaving it with the history of the city, and so closely fixing the dates of its

issues by the study of types, inscriptions, and the evidence of finds, that he has

produced what must be regarded as a grammar of Tarentine archaeology. It is

the first time, if we exclude Rome, that the numismatic history of an Italian city

has been thoroughly and scientifically worked out, but no doubt now other cities

will follow. From the general archaeological point of view, perhaps the most

important resvilts of the work are two. First we are now furnished with a series

of representations of the horse reaching in uninterrupted succession from the

Persian wars to the time of Hannibal, each specimen dated within narrow limits,

and hundreds of them of admirable design. Secondly, Mr. Evans maintains, and
appears to prove, that the great majority of the coins of Tarentum are signed by

the artists who made the dies for them : thus our list of Greek artists will be

greatly lengthened. P. G.

(1.) Griechische Geschichte bis zur Schlacht bei Chaironeia, von Dk.

Georg Busolt. 2 Teil.

(2.) Griechische Geschichte, von Adolph Holm. 2ter Band.

Those who are acqua,inted with the first instalment of Dr. Busolt's learned work

will welcome heartily this second part, in which they will find all the difficult

questions connected with the Persian Wars and the Athenian supremacy discussed

carefully and impartially in the light of all the most recent results of literary

criticism and of archaeological research.

To take one instance out of many that might illustrate the use Dr. Busolt

makes of archaeological discoveries : we may notice that a 2^'opos of the appeal

made by Arkesilaos of Cyrene to the Samians for help against Persia, he points to

the measure by which, in the middle of the fifth century, the Cyreneans aban-

boned the Euboic for the Rhodian standard of coinage, and facilitated thereby their

ti-ade relations with Samos. The use of archaeological material by Dr. Busolt is

of importance in the part of his history which treats of Sicilian affairs, and yet

more so in that which describes the subsequent relations of Athens with her allies

and tributaries. In the use of the literary sources Dr. Busolt has no sympathy

with any attempts to diminish the authority of Herodotus. He has not much

trust in statements which are supposed to coine from Ephoi-us, and does not

follow the chronology of Diodorus. Among the points as to which Busolt's

insif^ht or his caution leads him to diifer from other modern historians may be

remarked his opinion as to the settlement of Messeniansin Naupactus by Talmides

after his expedition round the Peloponnesus, which he regards as a pure fiction of

Epborus ; his refusal to allow the existence of vo/xo^vXaKcs as a part of the Athenian

constitution before the Macedonian supremacy ; and his defence of the character of

Aspasia, the wife of Pericles. Dr. Busolt has, we may remark, entirely rearranged

the chronological sequence of events for a great part of the Pentacontetia. It is

to be regretted that the arrangement of the work,—with digressions on sources

prefixed to each section and copious footnotes—is not such as to make reference

always easy.
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Dr. Holm's work was written after Busolt's, to whicli he often refers, and the

results of which, as to chronology and in the main as to the value of authorities,

he generally adopts. Yet the existence of Busolt's history by no means diminishes

the value of Holm's, which appeals to a larger public and has many merits peculiar

to itself. Learned without a touch of pedantry, imaginative without any capricious

fancy, Holm uses his archaeological knowledge to bring before his eyes and those of

his readers a vivid picture of the times he is describing, so that with him, a list

e.ff. of the allies and subjects of Athens becomes as full of character and colour as

the Homeric catalogue. Some of his sketches of character (as that of Cleomenes)

ai-e powerful and terse. His picture of life in Periclean Athens is as bright as his

sketch in the preceding volume of the pursuits of those who dwelt around the

palaces of Mycene and Tiryns. The social side of history is that in which be

most excels, but he also pays careful attention to the development of political

institutions, and makes some original and suggestive remarks as to the practical

working of some measures, such as the choice of archons by lot. (The scope

allowed for manipulation is not always considered). In his account of the

Athenian democracy, he lays especial stress on the heavy responsibility incurred

by the proposer of any change. He examines carefully the relations of Athens to

the cities of her empire in the light of the inscriptions and of coins, and shows the

great diversity that prevailed among those relations, and some of the curious

anomalies to be found, such as the extremely small amount of tribute paid by some
important cities. In spite of his admiration for the Athenian spirit and his

sympathy with the aims of Pericles, he points out the fact—so strangely slurred

over by Grote—of the inferiority of Athens to many other states as an abode of

freedom of thought and toleration of speculative originality. The narrative and
the disquisitions are fx-equently enlivened and enriched by apt illustrations from

modern history and politics, without ever making us feel that modern politics

or party prejudices are being imported into ancient history. We hope that this

book will soon be translated into English, as it would form an excellent text-book

for our universities and public schools.

Since the above notice was written, we have received the last portion of the

second volume of Holm's work, which brings us down to the restoration of the

Athenian democracy in 403. This part is certainly not inferior, either in careful

work, or in sustained interest, to any of the preceding. In treating of so well-

worn a subject as the state of culture in Athens during the latter portion of the

fifth century, our author throws fresh light upon it by distinguishing the streams

of influence from at least six different regions that met in Athens, some of which
found less free scope there than elsewhere. His use of widely scattered material,

both archaeological and literary, tends here to counteract the over centralizing

influence of writers to whom Athens is the culminating point of all that is worthy

in Greek life. Among the special points of interest in these chapters we would
note the tendency of Pericles to lonianism in habits and thought, the probable

collusion between Demosthenes and Cieon in the affair of Sphacteria, the com-

parative easiness of the terms finally imposed by Sparta on Athens, the reaction of

natural feeling against the artificiality of the newer 'culture, shown at the restora-

tion of the democracy, the attitude of the comic writers towards older and
newer developments of the national mind,—and the fallacy of taking, as Curtius

seems sometimes inclined to do, the aristocratic party in Athens as representing

H.S.—VOL. X. U
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liberal eJucutioii, tbo lUuiocratic as that of the rudo ami vulgar. J)r. lluliii

Obteems highly the value of Xeuophou as au authority, and does not regard him as

a partial wiLnebs against tlie deniocraey. In those parts where toiiographical

knowledge is of serviee, Ur. Holm's studies make his work more valuable. This

applies especially to the part that treats of Sicily.
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RULES

5»ocictr! for tbf l^romotion of MlcKcnit S^Uitiics.

I. The objects of this Society .shall be as follows :

—

1. To advance the study of Greek language, literature, and art, and

to illustrate the history of the Greek race in the ancient, Byzantine,

and Nco-Hellenic periods, by the publication of memoirs and unedited

documents or monuments in a Journal to be issued periodically.

II. To collect drawings, facsimiles, transcripts, plans, and photographs

of Greek inscriptions, MSS., works of art, ancient sites and remains, and

with this view to invite travellers to communicate to the Society notes

or sketches of archaeological and topographical interest.

III. To organise means by which members of the Society may have

increased facilities for visiting ancient sites and pursuing archaeological

researches in countries which, at any time, have been the sites of Hellenic

civilization.

2. The Society shall consist of a President, Vice-Presidents, a Council,

a Treasurer, one or more Secretaries, and Ordinary Members, All officers

of the Society shall be chosen from among its Members, and shall be

ex officio members of the Council.

3. The President shall preside at all General, Ordinary, or Special

Meetings of the Society, and of the Council or of any Committee at

which he is present. In case of the absence of the President, one of

the Vice-Presidents shall preside in his stead, and in the absence of

the Vice-Presidents the Treasurer. In the absence of the Treasurer

the Council or Committee shall appoint one of their Members to preside.

a



4- The funds and other property of the Society shall be administered

and ai)plied by the Council in such manner as they shall consider most

conducive to the objects of the Society : in the Council shall also be

vested the control of all publications issued by the Society, and the

general management of all its affairs and concerns. The number of the

Council shall not exceed fifty.

5. The Treasurer shall receive, on account of the Society, all

subscriptions, donations, or other moneys accruing to the funds thereof,

and shall make all payments ordered by the Council. All cheques shall

be signed by the Treasurer and countersigned by the Secretary.

6. In the absence of the Treasurer the Council may direct that

cheques may be signed by two members of Council and countersigned

by the Secretary.

7. The Council shall meet as often as the)' may deem necessary for

the despatch of business.

8. Due notice of every such Meeting shall be sent to each Member

of the Council, by a summons signed by the Secretary.

9. Three Members of the Council, provided not more than one of

the three present be a permanent officer of the Society, shall be a

quorum.

10. All questions before the Council shall be determined by a

majority of votes. The Chairman to have a casting vote.

11. The Council shall prepare an Annual Report, to be submitted

to the Annual Meeting of the Society.

12. The Secretary shall give notice in writing to each Member of

the Council of the ordinary days of meeting of the Council, and shall

have authority to summon a Special and Extraordinary Meeting of the

Council on a requisition signed by at least four Members of the Council.

13. Two Auditors, not being Members of the Council, shall be

elected b}' the Society in each year.

14. A General Meeting of the Society shall be held in London in

June of each year, when the Reports of the Council and of the Auditors

shall be read, the Council, Officers, and- Auditors for the ensuing year

elected, and an\- othei- business recommended bv the Council discussed
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and (Ictcriniiu-d. Mcctiiv^s of the Society for the readinjr of i)aper.s

may be lield at such limes as thi- Council ma)- (\x, due notice being

given to Members.

15. The President, Vice-1'rcsidents, Treasurer, Secretaries, and

Council shall be elected by the Mcmb-rs of the Society at the Annual

Meeting.

16. The President and Vice-Presidents shall be appointed for one

year, after which they shall be clic^ible for re-election at the Annual

Meeting.

17. One-third of the Council shall retire every year, but the Members

so retiring shall be eligible for re-election at the Annual Meeting.

18. The Treasurer and Secretaries shall hold their offices during the

pleasure of the Council.

19. The elections of the Officers, Council, and Auditors, at the

Annual Meeting, shall be by a majority of the votes of those present.

The Chairman of the Meeting shall have a casting vote. The mode in

which the vote shall be taken shall be determined by the President

and Council.

20. Every Member of the Society shall be summoned to the Annual

Meeting by notice issued at least one month before it is held.

21. All motions made at the Annual Meeting shall bs in writing

and .shall be signed by the mover and seconder. No motion shall be

submitted, unless notice of it has been given to the Secretary at least

three weeks before the Annual Meeting.

22. Upon any vacancy in the Presidency, occurring between the

Annual Elections, one of the Vice-Presidents shall be elected by the

Council to officiate as President until the next Annual Meeting.

23. All vacancies among the other Officers of the Society occurring

between the same dates shall in like manner be provisionally filled up

by the Council until the next Annual Meeting.

24. The names of all candidates wishing to become Members of the

Society shall be submitted to a Meeting of the Council, and at their

next Meeting the Council shall proceed to the election of candidates

so proposed : no such election to be valid unless the candidate receives

the votes of the majority of those present.

a 2



25- The Annual Subscription of Members shall be one guinea,

payable and due on the 1st of January each year ; this annual subscri[)tion

may be compounded for by a payment of ^15 15^-., entitling compounders

to be Members of the Society for life, without further payment.

26. The payment of the Annual Subscription, or of the Life

Composition, entitles each Member to receive a copy of the ordinary

publications of the Society.

27. When any Member of the Society shall be six months in arrear

of his Annual Subscription, the Secretary or Treasurer shall remind him

of the arrears due, and in case of non-payment thereof within six months

after date of such notice, such defaulting Member shall cease to be a

Member of the Society, unless the Council make an order to the contrary.

28. Members intending to leave the Society must send a formal

notice of resignation to the Secretary on or before January i ; otherwise

chey will be held liable for the subscription for the current year.

29. If at any time there may appear cause for the expulsion of a

Member of the Society, a Special Meeting of the Council shall be held

to consider the case, and if at such Meeting at least two-thirds of the

Members present shall concur in a resolution for the expulsion of such

Member of the Society, the President shall submit the same for con-

firmation at a General Meeting of the Society specially summoned for

this purpose, and if the decision of the Council be confirmed by a

majority at the General Meeting, notice shall be given to that effect to

the Member in question, who shall thereupon cease to be a Member of

the Society.

30. The Council shall have power to nominate British or Foreign

Honorary Members. The number of British Honorary Members shall

not exceed ten.

31. Ladies shall be eligible as Ordinary Members of the Society, and

when elected shall be entitled to the same privileges as other Ordinary

Members.

32. No change .shall be made in the Rules of the Society unless

at least a fortnight before the Annual Meeting specific notice be given

to every Member of the Society of the changes proposed.



RULES FOR THE USE OF THE LIBRARY,

I. That the Library be administered by the Library Coinmittce,
which shall be composed of not less than four members, two of whom shall

form a quorum.

IL That the custody and arrangement of the Library be in the hands
of the Librarian, subject to the control of the Committee, and in accordance
with Regulations drawn up by the said Committee and approved by the

Council.

in. That all books, periodicals, plans, photographs, &c., be received

by the Librarian or Secretary and reported to the Council at their next
meeting.

IV. That every book or periodical sent to the Society be at once
stamped with the Societ\''s name.

V. That all the Society's books be entered in a Catalogue to be kept
by the Librarian, and that in this Catalogue such books, &c. as are not to

be lent out be specified.

VI. That the Library be accessible to Members on all week days from

eleven A.M. to six P.M., when either the Librarian, or in his absence some
responsible person, shall be in attendance.

VII. That the Society's books (with exceptions hereinafter to be

specified) be lent to Members under the following conditions :—

(i) 1 hat the number of volumes lent at any one time to each

Member shall not exceed three.

(2) That the time during whfch such book or books may be kept

shall not exceed one month,

(3) That no books be sent beyond the limits of the United Kingdom.

VIII. That the manner in \\hich books are lent shall be as follows :

—

(i) That all requests for the loan of books be addressed to the

Librarian.

(2) That the Librarian shall record all such requests, and lend out

the books in the order of application.

(3) That in each case the name of the book and of the borrower be

inscribed, with the date, in a special register to be k<^pt by

the Librarian.



(4) Should a book not be returned within the i)criod specified, the

Librarian shall reclaim it.

(5) All expenses of carriage to and fro shall be borne by the

borrower.

IX. That no book falling under the following categories be lent out

under any circumstances :

—

(i) Unbound books.

(2) Detached plates, plans, photographs, and the like.

(3) Books considered too valuable for transmission.

X. That in the case of a book being kept beyond the stated time the

borrower be liable to a fine of one shilling for each additional week, and

if a book is lost the borrower be bound to replace it.

Tlie Library Coiiniiittee.

Prof. Percy Gardner;
Rev. H. a. Holden, LL.D.
Mr. Walter Leaf.
Mr. George Macmillan {Hon. Sec.).

Mr. Ernest Myers.
Rev. W. G. Rutherford, LL.D.
Mr. E. Maunde Thompson.
RiiV. W. Wayte {Hon. Librarian).

Assistant Librarian, MiSS Gales, to whom, at 22, Albemarle Street,

applications for books may be addressed.

SESSION 1890— 1891.

General Meetings will be held in the Rooms of the Royal Asiatic

Society, 22, Albemarle Street, London, W., for the reading of Papers and

for Discussion, at 5 r.M. on the following days :

—

1890.

Monday, October 20.

1891.

Monday, February 23.

Monday, April 13.

Monday, June 22 (Annual).

The Council will meet at 4.30 p.m. on each of the above days.
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The Library of Christchurch, Oxford.

The Library of I^xeter College, Oxford.

The Library of St. John's College, Oxford.

The Library of New College, Oxford
The Library of Queen's College, Oxford.

The Library of University College, Oxford.

The Union Society, Oxford.

The University Galleries, Oxford.

The Bibliotheque de I'Institut de France, Paris.

The Bibliotheque de I'Universite de France, Paris.

The Bibliotheque des Musees Nationaux, Paris.

The Bibliothdque Nationale de Paris, Paris.

The Ecolc Normale Superieur, Paris.

The Bryn Mawr College Library, Pennsylvania.

The Vassar Library, Pou_<:;hkeepsie, iV. Y.

The University, Prague (Dr. Wilhelm Klein).

The Archaeological .Seminary, Prague.

The Brown University, Provideftce, Rhode Ishvid, U.S.A.

The School Library, Rossall.

The School Reading Room, Rugby, care of Mr. A. J. Lawrence.

The St. Louis Mercantile Library, St. Louis, U.S.A.

The Archaeological Museum, The University, Strassburg {per Prof. Michaelis).

The Imperial University and National Library, Strassburg.

The Public Library, Melbourne, Victoria.

The Free Library, Sydney, New South Wales.

The Sachs Collegiate Institute, New York.

The University Library, Toronto.

The General Assembly Library, Wellin^tofi, N.Z.

The Library, Westminster School, S. W.

The Boys' Library, Eton College, Windsor.

The Public Library, Winterthur.

The Free Library, Worcester. Mass., U.S.A.

The Williams College Library, Williamstown, Mass., U.S.



LIST OF JOURNALS, &C., RECEIVEO IN EXCHANGL FOR THE
JOURNAL OF HELLENIC STUDIES.

The Transactions of the American School, Athens.

The Parnassos Philological Journal, Athens.

The Bulletin de Correspondance Helldnique (published by the French School at Athens).

The Publications of the Archaeological Society, Athens.

The Mittheilungen of the German Imperial Institute at Athens.

The Journal of the Historical and Ethnological Society of Greece, Athens.

Bursian's Jahresbericht fiir classische Alterthumswissenschaft.

The Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society.

The Jahrbuch of the German Imperial Archaeological Institute, Cornelintrasse No. 2,

II., Berlin.

The Revue Arch^ologique, Paris (per M. Georges Perrot, 45, rue d'Ulni).

The Numismatic Chronicle.

The Publications of the Evangelical School, Svtyrna.

The Revue des Etudes Grecques, Publication Trimestrielle de 1' Association pour

I'Encouragement des Etudes Grecques en France, Paris.

The Mittheilungen of the German Imperial Archaeological Institute, Rome.

The Melanges d'Histoire et d'Archdologie, published by the French School at Rome.

The Journal of the American Archaeological Institute, Boston, U.S.A.

The Publications of the Imperial Archaeological Commission, St. Petersburjr.

The Transactions of the Cambridge Philological Society, and the Journal of Philology.

The Proceedings of the Hellenic Philological Syllogos, Constantinople.

The American Journal of Archjeology (Dr. A. L. Frothmgham), 29, Cathedral Street,

Baltimore, U.S.A.

The Journal of the Royal Institute of British Architects, 9, Cofiduit Street, IV.

Mnemosyne {care of Mr. E. J. Brill), Leiden, Holland.



ADDENDA
OK

BOOKS, PERIODICALS, &c.
IN TIIK

LIBR/VRY OF THE SOCIETY FOR THE FROMOTJON
OF HELLENIC STUDIES.

JANUARY 1891.

Americau Journal of Archaeology. Vol, V. (1889) and Vol. VI. Nos, 1, 2 (1890).

8vo. Boston. 1889-90.

Archaeological Institute of Amei'ica. Eleventh Annual Report, 1889-90. 8vo.

Cambridge, Mass. 1890.

Papers of the. Classical Series III. No. 1.

Telegraphing among the Ancients. By Augustus C. Merriam. 8vo. Cambridge,

Mass. 1890.

Architects, Royal Institute of British

—

Journal of Proceedings. Vol. VI. and Vol. VII.—Parts 1-5. 4to.

London. 1889-90.

Transactions. Vol. VI. 4to. London. 1890.

Kalendar for 1890-91. 8vo. London. 1890.

Bulletin de Correspondance Hellenique. Vol. XIV. Parts 1-4. 8vo. Paris. 1890,

Bury (J, B.). History of the Later Roman Empire, 2 Vols. 8vo. London, 1889,

Cambridge Philological Society

—

Transactions, Vol, III. Part 3. 8vo. London. 1890.

Clarke (J. T.). Twenty-eight Photographs taken in Greece, Sicily, and Magna
Graecia. Mounted.

Covington (Rev. W.). Seventy four Photographs taken in Greece.

Ecole Fran^aise de Rome.—Melanges d'Archeologie et d'Histoire. Vols. I.-IX.

8vo. Paris and Rome. 1881-1889.

'E(f>7]fjLepU 'ApxaiokoyiKrj, 1889 and 1890, Part I. 4to. Athens*. 1899-90.

Frazer (J. G.). The Golden Bough : A Study in Comparative Religion. 2 Vols.

8vo. London. 1890.

Goodwin (VV. \V). Syntax of the Moods and Tenses of the Greek Verb. 8vo,

London. 1889.

Gregorovius (Ferdinand). Geschichte der Stadt Athen, 2 Vols. 8vo. Stutt-

gart. 1889.

Haigh (A. E.). The Attic Theatre. 8vo. London. 1889.

Herodotus, The History. Trans, by G. C. Macaulay. 2 Vols. Cr. 8vo. London.

1890.

Hogarth (D. G.). Devia Cypria.—An Archaeological Journey in Cyprus. Roy.

8vo. London. 1889.

Holm (Adolf). Gesch. Griechenlands. Vol. II. 5''" Jahrhunderts vor Christi.

p. 8vo. Berlin. 1889.



Ilolin (Adolf), Gesch. Grieciicnlamls. Vol. 111. -4un Jahrlumdci-t. p. 8vo.

r.cilin. 18D0.

Jahrbuch des K.iis. Deutschen Aivluiologisclien Instilats. Baud IV. Heft 3, 1

and Band V. Heft 1, 2, 3. 4to. Berlin. 1889 'JO.

Jabresbericlit liber die Fortschrilte der Clas.siscli^u Altertluimswissenschaft

Vol. XVII. Nos. 4, 5, 8-12, and Vol XV] 11. Nos. 1-7. 8vo. Berlin.

188'J-'J0.

Jourual of Hellouic Studies. Vols. X. and XI. Imp. 8vo. London. 1889-90.

Journal of Pliil()lo<;y. Nos. 30, 37. 8vo. London and Caniltridge. 1890.

Macuiillan (Malcolm) and L. Dyer. Photographs taken in Greece and (Cyprus,

Jan.-Junc, 1888. 152, mounted in 4to vol.

MahalTy (Uev. J. P.). The Greek World under Roman Sway from Polybius

to Plutarch. Or. 8vo. London. 1890.

History of Classical Greek Literature. Vol. II. The Prose Writers in

Two Parts. Cr. 8vo. London. 1890.

3Ielanges de I'Eeolo Fran^aise de Rome. Vols. L-IX. 8vo. Paris. 1881-1889.

Mittheilungen des Kaiserl. deutschen Archiiologischen Instituts. Athenische

Abth. Bd. 15. Heft 1, 2, 3.

Romische Abth. Bd. 5. Heft 2. Roy. 8vo. Athens and Rome.

1889-90.

Mnemosyne. Vol. XVIII. Svo. Lugd. Bat. 1890.

Numismatic Chronicle. 3rd Series. Vol, IX., Parts 3, 4, and Vol. X., Parts

1, 2, 3. Svo. London. 1890.

Parnassos. Vols. XL, XIL 8vo. Athens. 1887-9.

Pausanias. Mythology and Monuments of Ancient Athens, translated from the

Attica of P. . . by M. de G. Verrall, with an E^ssay and Commentary by

Jane Harrison, cr. 8vo. London. 1890.

Pindar. The Neniean Odes.—Ed. with Introduction and Commentary by J. B.

Bury. 8vo. London. 1890.

Ramsay (Prof. W. M.). Historical Geography of Asia ^Minor. {Roy. (Jcog. Soc.

Suppl. Papers. Vol. IV.) 8vo. London. 1890.

Recueil des Inscriptions Juridiques—Texte, Traduction, Comuientaire, par R.

Daresto, B. Haussoullier, et Th. Reinach. 1st fasc. Roy. 8vo. Paris. 1891.

Revue Arch^ologique. Vols. XIV., XV., and XVI., Parts 1-2. Svo. Paris.

1889-90.

Revue des Etudes Grecques. Vol. III. Parts 1-2. Svo. Paris. 1890.

Smith (R, Elsey). Eighty-five Photographs taken in Attica and the Peloponnesus

in 1888. Mounted, in box.

Sophocles. Facsimile of the Laurentian MS. with an Introduction by E. M. Thomp-

son and R, C. Jebb. Fol. London. (^Society for t/te Promotion of Hellenic

Studies.) 1885.

Sorel (G.). Le Proces de Socrate. p. 8vo, Paris. 1889.

Thucydides.—The Fourth Book of, a revision of the Text illustrating the princi-

pal causes of corruption in the MSS. of this author by W. G. Rutherford,

Svo. London. 1889,

Tozer (Rev, H. F.) The Islands of the Aegean, p. Svo. Oxford. 1890.

Xenophon.—Works of, trans, by H. G. Dakyns. Vol. I. Cr, Svo. London. 1890.



siLssioN or 1889—90.

The First General Meeting was held on October 2i.st, 1889, Mk.
Sidney Colvin, Vice-President, in the chair.

Mr. Cecil Smith read a paper on an archaic Greek lekythos, recently

presented to the British Museum by Mr. Malcolm Macmillan. It was,

the writer said, undoubtedly the most beautiful and important specimen

yet known of the so-called " proto-Corinthian " class of Greek vases.

The form of the body was that of the lekythos, but this body was sur-

mounted by the head of a lion, of which the open mouth formed the

spout. The modcllirig of this head was so spirited as to suggest that

the artist had studied it from the life ; on another proto-Corinthian vase in

Berlin was a realistic scene of a lion hunt ; and this reminded one of

the statement of Herodotus that in his day lions were still to be found

in Macedonia and Northern Greece,

—

{J.H.S. Vol. xi. p. 167.)

Mr. L. Dyer, who had been with Mr. Macmillan in Thebes when
the vase was bought in June, 1888, gave some account of the circumstances

of the purchase.

Mr. J. A. R, MuNRO gave an account of the recent excavations on the

site of Arsinoe, in Cyprus. After briefly sketching the history of the

excavation and topography of the site, he proceeded to deal with the

tombs, which are of three main types: (i) One or more chambers

opening independently on to a sloping, or perhaps sometimes perpen-

dicular, shaft
; (2) similar in all respects except that the sloping approach

is replaced by a flight of steps
; (3) of superior construction, with regular

chambers opening one out of another, and a distinct type of niche. The
first and second varieties seem scarcely to be kept apart, and form the

bulk of the tombs from the earliest down to a comparatively late date
;

the third type is confined to the latest period. The difficulty in fixing the

date of the various classes of antiquities was pointed out, and the contents

of the tombs were described under the heads of stel.x and inscriptions,

coarse or plain pottery, Cypriote fabrics, imported Greek .wares, terra-

cottas, jewellery, and glass, bronze, and miscellaneous objects. rartici:!ar



attention was given to the different kinds of Cypriote pottery, especially

the jugs with figurines or animal heads, and to the Greek figured vases.

The paper was illustrated by a representative collection of the products

of the excavations, impressions of inscriptions, and a plan of the site.

—

{J.H.S. Vol.xi.p. I.)

The Second General Meeting was held on February 24th, 1890,

Mr. S. Colvin, Vice-President, in the chair.

A paper was read by Mr. E. GARDNER " On Children in Greek Sculp-

ture of the Fourth Century." Mr. Gardner described and published a very

interesting fragment of a stele found at Lerna, and now in the museum at

Argos, which presents us with a portrait of a boy, whose name is given in

an accompanying inscription as Cephisodotus. This portrait so closely

resembled the head of a boy recently found at Paphos, and now in the

British Museum, that the two heads must, Mr. Gardner thought, belong

to the same age and school. Some archaeologists had attributed the

Paphos boy to the Ptolemaic age ; but as the date of the Cephisodotus

stele was certainly the fourth century, we must now^ allow it to be of the

time of the Praxitelean school. Mr. Gardner showed that in that time

children were not always conventionally rendered, but sometimes with an

approach to naturalism.---(/.//.5. Vol. xi. p. 100.)

Mr. a. J. Evans cited a gem signed by Phrygillus, with a child driving

a hoop, of about the age of Cephisodotus, and giving boyish proportions.

Mr. Farnell read parts of a paper " On Works ofthe Pergamene Style,"

in which he first gave an account of his researches among the miscella-

neous sculptures from Pergamon now in Berlin, whence, no less than from

the great altar, we should form our idea of Pergamene style ; and, secondly,

discussed a number of works in various museums whic'^ -hnw traces of

the influence of that style.

—

(J.H.S. Vol. xi. p. 181.)

The Third General Meeting was held on April 14th, 1890, The
Provost of Oriel College, Oxford, Vice-President, in the chair.

Mr. a. S. Murray read a paper on the Alkmene vase, formerly in

Castle Howard, but recently acquired by the British Museum. Mr. Murray

agreed in the main with Engelmann in interpreting the principal scene

as representing Alkmene taking refuge on an altar to escape the wrath of

Amphitryon on his return from the wars, Amphitryon and Antenor

setting fire to a pyre erected in front of the altar, and Zeus, in answer to

Alkmene's prayer, sending a violent storm to extinguish the fire, the rain



coming down from hydrix in the iiands of two figures, presumably Hyads.

But he considered the date of the vase to be at least a century later than

the time of Euripides, and on technical grounds he was inclined to refer

its production to Southern Italy.

—

[J.U.S. Vol. xi. p. 225.)

Miss Harrison, while accepting Mr. Murray's interpretation in the

main, expressed some doubt as to the identification of the Hyads. She
regarded the vase as a glorification of Alkmene, and a protest against

the prominence of the Amphitruon element in the myth, which element

she held to be of Theban, but certairrly of non-Argive origin.

Mr. Watkiss Lloyd added some words as to the myth in question, and

conjectured that there was an attempt on this vase, as in some early

Italian pictures, to represent in the same scene successive moments of time.

Mr. p. Newberry exhibited some funeral wreaths found by Mr.

Flinders Petrie in the course of his excavations at Hawara in the P'ayum,

and read a paper upon them, partly descriptive of their character and

composition, partly as illustrative of funeral customs among the Greeks.

The Annual Meeting was held on June 23rd, 1890, Sir C. Newton
Vice-President, in the chair.

Professor Jebb was elected President of the Society in place of the late

Bishop Lightfoot.

Messrs. J. B. Bury, A. E. Haigh, F. Haverfield, H. Babington Smith,

and R. Elsey Smith were appointed to fill vacancies on the Council.—The
former Vice-Presidents and other officers were re-elected.

The Hon. Secretary (Mr. G. Macmillan) read the following Report on

the part of the Council.

The Session now ended has been comparatively uneventful. In

pursuance of the policy indicated in last year's Report, the Council has

thought it wise this year also to refrain from extraordinary expenditure.

The result has been to show once more a substantial balance, which should

enable the Society to make in the ensuing Session occasional grants in aid

of exploration and excavation.

Before however referring in detail to the work done in the past Session,

the Council cannot omit to mention the loss sustained b}' the Society in

the death of its first President, the late Bishop of Durham. Although the

pressure of his official duties made it impossible for him to take any active

part in the administration of the Society (he was only on one occasion able

to preside at the Annual Meeting), the Bishop's interest in its operations was



keen and unceasing. That the Society itself was the gainer by having for

its President a man so universally honoured for his remarkable gifts of

scholarship, for his laborious and blameless life, cannot be doubted. On
the death of Bishop Lightfoot, Sir Charles Newton was appointed under

Rule 22 to act as President until the Annual Meeting. Members will be

aware, from the voting-pai:)ers which have been sent out, that the Council

have now nominated Professor Jebb to the vacant office. They look

confidently to the confirmation of this choice by to-day's ballot, and if this

anticipation is justified, they would congratulate the Society upon securing

for its President so distinguished a representative of Hellenism in England.

Passing reference is due also to two other eminent members whom the

Society has lost by death in the past year—Mr. Robert Browning, whose
intimate acquaintance with old Greek life and thought is abundantly shown
in his writings, and Mr. J. T. Wood, the untiring excavator, who restored to

light the great temple of Diana at Ephesus. It is to be regretted that the

lack of adequate funds prevented Mr. Wood from carrying out this

important work so completely as he would have desired.

Turning now to the work of the Session, the Journal of HelUnic

Studies naturally claims the first notice. Volume X., which was published

complete, is fully equal to its predecessors, both in text and illustrations.

Among the contents may be specially mentioned, in the department of

archaeology, the second part of Professor Ramsay's 'Study of Phrygian

Art
'

; Mr. Murray's paper on ' The Remains of an Archaic Temple
of Artemis at Ephesus,' with a partial restoration from the existing

fragments ; a paper by Dr. Six, of Amsterdam, presenting a new view of

the ' Composition of the Eastern Pediment of the Zeus Temple at

Olympia'; Mr. Hicks's account of 'Inscriptions found by Mr. Bent at

Casarea, Lydae, Patara and Mydae, in Asia Minor'; and Professor

Michaelis's paper, specially instructive to English students, upon the

Imperial German Arch;eological Institute. Papers on Vases were con-

tributed by Professor Gardner, Mr. Murray, and Miss Harrison, and Mr.

Tozer gave an account of the ' Greek-speaking Population of Southern

Italy.'

The promise held out in last year's Report of rendering accessible to

members copies of various series of photographs taken in Greece by
amateurs has this session been fulfilled. Catalogues have been issued of

photographs taken by the following members of the Society :—Messrs,

J. T. Clarke, W^ Covington, Louis Dyer and Malcolm Macmillan, Walter

Leaf, and R. Elsey Smith Complete sets of these photographs are on

view in the Library, and there is reason to believe that their circulation has

proved of real interest and value. It is hoped that in course of time other

collections may be turned to account in the same way. The Council

;ia' e the pleasure to announce that Mr. Stillman has kindly allowed

.nlargements to be made of some very beautiful photographs taken by him

n Sicily. These will shortly be issued by the Autotype Company at the
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same rate as the well-known series of Athenian photographs, together with

a selection from Mr. Leaf's Greek views, wliich he has placed at the

disposal of the Society in the same way. If these are well received it is

hoped that enlargements may also be produced of some of the best prints

in the other series referred to above, and possibly of some more of Mr,

Stillman's views of Athens, the negatives of which are in the hands of the

Society. This important part of the Society's work is engaging the

constant attention of a Special Committee appointed by the Council. It

has been arranged that the Autotype Co. shall pay to the Society a

royalty on all copies of the enlargements sold to the general public,

A small addition to the Society's income may therefore be looked for

from this source.

In last year's Report it was pointed out that during the present

Session the Council would have to consider the renewal of the annual

grant of ;^ioo to the British School at Athens. Originally the grant was

made for three years. It has been decided to renew it for one year onl)-,

not with any intention of withdrawing further support from the School,

but in order that the case may be considered on its merits year by year.

It will be a satisfaction to members to know that the Session now drawing

to a close has been the most successful that the School has yet held.

The number of students admitted has been greater than in any
previous year. Besides the work in Cyprus, which this year has been

devoted to the site of Salamis, the School has, by arrangement with the

Greek Government, undertaken important excavations on the site of

Megalopolis, and has already laid bare great part of the plan of the theatre,

which promises to throw much fresh light on the problem of theatre con-

struction in Greece. For both these projects further funds will be required

next season, and the Council will have to consider the question of making
special grants towards their execution. Two of the students, Messrs.

Schultz and Barnsley, have again been devoting much time and labour to

the neglected subject of Byzantine Architecture in Greece, with results

that are likely to be of the highest interest and value. Full particulars of

the work of the School will be presented before long to the Annual
Meeting of Subscribers, but enough has been said to show that in supporting

it so far the Society has been fulfilling an obvious duty.

As the accounts will show, comparatively little has been spent this

year upon the Library. The Council wish members to understand that

as no regular sum is set apart for the purchase of books, they do
not feel justified in spending much in this department unless it is shown
to be the wish of the Society at large. Suggestions for the purchase

of particular books will always be considered, and it is proposed to place

in the Library a book in which members can enter the names of works
which they think should be purchased. Not a few books come in now year

by year which are sent by publishers with a view to their being noticed in

\he Journal. To the list of periodicals received in exchange ior the Journal
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have recently been added the Melanges d'Histoirc ct (VArclu'ologie

published by the French School at Rome.

A request was lately made to the Council to present to the Library

of the University of Toronto the first eight volumes of the Journal, which

had been destroyed in the fire. The circumstances being quite exceptional

the Council felt justified in complying with the request.

The Treasurer's accounts show ordinary receipts during the year of

;^746 compared with ;^8io during the financial year 1888-9. The sub-

scriptions show a falling off of £\Z, and the receipts from Libraries

and for back volumes a decrease of £26. Excepting for a trifling

decrease of £G in respect of arrears, receipts from other sources were

stationary. The sum of ;!Cioo was paid to the bankers by Mr. James
V'ansittart under circumstances which seemed to imply that the donor did

not wish special publicity to be given to his donation. The Council have,

however, to express their appreciation of this very liberal and acceptable

addition to their funds. The advance made some years ago towards the cost

of reproducing the Laurentian MS. of Sophocles has this year been entirely

repaid, leaving to the credit of the undertaking some £\% with three

copies still on hand.

In the matter of ordinary expenditure, the increasing value of the

stock of Journals, and of the Library, has necessitated an increase of £%
in respect of its insurance, while the expenditure on the Library has been

limited to £2 for binding. Stationery and printing show a reduction of

£6. The cost of the Journal has been considerably less than usual,

being ;^397 as compared with ^^436 during the preceding financial

year, chiefly because it was published complete instead of in two parts, so

that the cost of carriage was reduced. It will be remembered that in

1888-9, the Journal expenditure was augmented by a sum of ;i^437 for

reprinting Volumes IV. and V. The total ordinary expenditure has there-

fore been £616 as against £6%6. The loan of ;^ioo borrowed from the

bankers in 1888-9 bas now been repaid, and the financial year, which began

with a balance at the bankers of £\2, closes with an effective balance in

favour of the Society of ;^i5o \(^s. This balance remains after making

allowance for the grant of ;;^ 100 to the School at Athens which, by an

oversight, was not paid until after the close of the financial year. There

are arrears amounting to ;^i65, of which £a^^ have been received since

May 31. The analysis of the annual receipts and expenditure since the

foundation of the Society is appended.

Since the last Annual Meeting 50 members have been elected.

On the other hand by death, resignation, or the removal from the list of

defaulters of many years' standing, the Society has lost exactly the same

number of members. The present total of members (including twenty

Honorary Members) is 672. To the subscribers five Libraries have been

added, bringing the total to ninety-three.

The least encouraging feature in this survey of the past Session is
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that for the first time there has been no increase in the number

of members. This has been partly due to tlie wholesale removal of some

dozen or more members who were hopelessly behindhand with their sub-

scriptions, and deaf to all appeals on the subject. But the ordinary

diminution by death or resignation has this year exceeded the average

of twenty-five given in last year's Report, while the supply of new can-

didates, though larger than last year, has only just sufficed to counteract

this inevitable loss. Such a state of things can hardly be regarded

as satisfactory. It is not enough for the Society to maintain its

ground. What all members must wish is to see it growing steadily

in numbers and influence, and thus year by year becoming better able

to carry out the various objects which it has in view. But while thus

once more inviting all members to use strenuous efforts in bringing

in new candidates for admission to the Society, the Council feel that

grateful acknowledgment is due to those gentlemen and ladies who have

already succeeded in adding, sometimes on a large scale, to the number

of members. In two cases of recent occurrence, as many as eight

candidates were proposed at once, on each occasion by members of Council

resident in Cambridge. Nor have similar efforts been wanting on the

part of some Oxford members. More than once large accessions have

resulted from archaeological lectures delivered in London by well-known

lady members. If such examples as these were more widely followed by

those whose ofifice it is to inspire and to instruct, if every member were

able even to make one proselyte a year, the resources of the Society would

soon be such as to enable the Council to aid substantially all well directed

efforts to extend, whether by research at home, or by exploration and

excavation abroad, the bounds of knowledge in every department of

Hellenic study.

On the motion of the CHAIRMAN, seconded by Mr. F. W. PeRCIVAT.,

the Report was unanimously adopted.

Mr, E. Gardner, Director of the British School at Athens, read parts

of a paper on " Recent Archaeology in Greece."

—

{J.H.S. Vol. xi. p. 210.)
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A comparison with the receipts and expenditure of previous years

is furnished by the following tables :

—

ANALYSIS OF ANNUAL RECEIPTS FOR THE YEARS ENDING:—

Siibscriptiom

Arrears

Life Compositions

Libraries and I'ack Vols. .

Dividends

Special Receipts

—

Mr. Ikiit ....
Sir C. Nicholson . .

Laurentian MS. . .

Loan from Bankers . . .

Donation—James Vansitt.art,

Esq

Balance from preceding ye.ir

June 1879
to 31 May,

1881.





EXCAVATIONS IN CYPRUS, 1889.

Second Season's Work.—Polis tes Chrysociiou.—Limniti.

[Plates III., IV., V.]

The following account of the excavations conducted by Mr. E. A. Gardner,

Mr. Tubbs, and myself in the spring of this year on behalf of the Cyprus

Exploration Fund does not pretend to exhaust all the results of the enter-

prise. Many questions are raised which are not answered, and more problems

are suggested than are solved. The reason is partly to be sought in the

necessity, in view of coming engagements, of rapidly completing the account

for publication. Time is lacking for prolonged search for parallels and colla-

tion of authorities, and the tardy arrival of the antiquities in this country,

together with their need of much cleaning and mending, has robbed us of

many opportunities for leisurely study of them. So far we may hope that

the deficiencies will -be speedily made good by supplementary elucidations

from more experienced archaeologists, or by our own exertions in the future.

But far more is the incompleteness due to the nature of the subject. Suffi-

cient evidence to support general conclusions is scarcely available, and the

sceptical distrust engendered by experience on the site has only grown with

further reflection and investigation. Here we can only look to the progress

of general and especially Cypriote archaeology. We are each of us solely

responsible for the sections we have respectively undertaken, but hope that

no irreconcilable views are expressed. The parts in this account are

distributed thus :

—

[

I. Preliminary Narrative.

II. The Tombs. !> J. A. R. Munro.
III. Contents of the Tombs.

IV. Inscriptions.
) tt a m

,. T . .\. H. A. TuB]5«.
V. Limniti. )

Oxford : Nov. 1889.
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I.

—

I'llKI.IMlNAKV XaKIIATIVK.

Tlio second season's work of exploration in Cyprus was .a legacy of the

first; both funds and site hail been already provi.lod. Mr. Hogarth, in his

narrative of last year's operations, has already told ^ how he definitely

concluded the agreement with Mr. J. W. Williamson, of which Mr. Gardner

had first broached the terms, securing to the Committee of the subscribers to

the Cyprus Exploration Fund certain rights and facilities to make excavations

at Polis tes Chrysochou. A word of explanation as to this agreement is here

called fur. The large ancient necropolis at Polis tes Chrysochou, or more

shortly and familiarly Poll, had been partially excavated during the season

1886-87 by a syndicate of Englisli residents in Cyprus, of Avhom Mr.

Williamson took the most active part. In proof of the success of the enter-

prise it is enough to refer to the objects acquired by the British and the

Berlin Museums, and to the general account of the find published by Dr.

Paul Herrmann under the title Das Grdherfcld von Marion!^ It was fully

intended to continue the excavation for another season on the untouched

portions of the site. There seemed indeed ample room for a second ec^ually

extensive campaign. Only half of Mr. Williamson's own vineyard, whence

came some of the best finds, had been explored, and he had bought the

owners' rights ^ on a number of other parcels of ground contiguous to those

already ransacked. P>ut meanwhile an edict went forth from the Govern-

ment of Cyprus prohibiting all excavations in the island save such as were

conducted by public and scientific bodies. Mr. Williamson was thus left in

possession of a number of rights of excavation which he was unable to

exercise, and it was these rights which he, in consideration of a percentage

of the value of the find, transferred to the Committee
,
of the Fund by the

agreement in question. He further agreed on the same terms to acquire at

any reasonable price the rights on such other pjlots as might seem desirable,

and in particular on the lands of the Poll Chiflik, which embrace the greater

part of the site of the ancient city of Arsinoe. The Committee had reason

to congratulate itself on the arrangement. At a very moderate cost a large

site of proved value was at once available, and the co-operation of Mr.

Williamson's local influence and experience might be trusted to secure all

that was most promising, while the excavators would be relieved of the

tedious and troublesome business of negotiation with the peasant and other

proprietors. From the tombs might be expected a rich harvest of the

products of the minor arts, and the Chiflik lands offered the pro.spect of

discoveries on the temple sites of statuary and inscriptions, and an oppor-

^ J. n. S. ix. pp. 151, 174. is said to have been found in a fragmentary con-

- Berlin, 1888, where references are given to dition. I do not know liow far the dcscrijitioii

the previous literature, and to the principal of it given me is accurate, but it niiglit be worth

objects in tlie museums. The abundant illus- while to track it down.

trations are an admiralde feature of the publica- ^ For an explanation of ' rights of excava-

tion. As regards the Pasiailes alabastron it lion ' v. /. //. S. ix. p. Kil note.

may be interesting to add that a similar vase
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tunity of testiiiLf the claim ot I'oli to represent not only Ai>iii()o but also

the more ancient Maiium.'

As ro<,^ar(ls funds, the cost of the first season's excavations had so far

fallen below the estimate that there remained a suriilus suHicicnt to carry on

work for a considerable time at tomb-digging, and on an inexpensive site, so

that it was unnecessary to harass the subscribers by a fresh appeal for

money.

Site and funds being ])rovided, there remained to find a competent ai\(l

experienced director. This proved to be no easy matter, for none of the last

year's excavators were available, and the suj^ply of English classical archaeo-

logists is still extremely limited. When, however, 1 left for Athens early in

November, a satisfactory appointment appeared to have been made, and I

was able to arrange to start from tlic Piraeus on January 2nd. But i)resently

came the news that unfortunate difficulties had arisen, which had re-opened

the whole question. Precious time was passing away, and the (committee

was at length compelled to request Mr. E. A. Gardner, Director of the British

School at Athens, again to undertake the task, which at considerable sacrifice

of his personal convenience and the interests of the School, he consented to

do. It was arranged that a short leave of absence should bo granted to Mr.

Gardner to enable him to start the excavation, which would then be left in

charge of Mr. H. A. Tubbs, of Pembroke College, Oxford, who was Craven

University Fellow, and myself, as students of the British School.

Tiiesc preliminary ditficulties over, matters moved more rapidly. Mr.

Gardner wrote at once to His Excellency the High Commissioner of Cyprus,

re(picsting permission to excavate at Polls tes Chrysochou. Leave was

^ So far as Arsiiioc is concornecl the case is

proved. Strabo, 683, places Arsinoo between

tlie Acanias and Soli : elra nphs eai /xera rhv

'AKOL/xavTa ir\ovs fis 'ApffivArjv Tr6Kiv koI rh toD

Aihs &\<ros- elra SiiAoi ir6\ii \i/x4va txovaaK.r.K.

The Stadiasnius Mails JIaj,'iii 309 is mow. pie-

cise : 'Airh 'AKa/^a»'Tos tx^" Sf^iav rrjv Kvirpov tls

'Ap<Tiv67)v 'rr\s Kvirpou aTaSioi <r6- ts6ki% iffrl-

AijueVa fx*' fpriM-'"^' X*'i""C*' ^opeov. of.

Ptoleniaeus V. 14. Tlie learned editor of the

(leographi Graeci Minores thinks the distance

70 stades is inaccurate, Init according to the

Government siirvey map Poli is, as tlie crow

Hies and as a ship would sail, almost exactly

nine miles from the jioint of the Aeamas. Tlio

evidence is (denchcd by the inscrii)tion 2781 in

Lc Has and Wadilington.

Tlie claim for Jlariiun is h'ss iiicsistililc, but

very strong. Tlic city was destroyed by Ttolemy

Lagi (Dioil. xix. 79). It .seems to have been

rcfoundcd as Arsinoo, jnobably by Ptolemy

riiiiadelphus ('/. Le lias and Waddington, 278-2),

for Steph. Tiyz. remarks : 'Apffivot]- f$S(ii.ir)

Kvirpov, 7} irporfpov Mopio;/ KcyofjiivTj. and :

Mapioi/, itJAis Kii-npov, rj fifTovofiaaOuffa 'Apco'iirj.

There were two or three cities of the name
Arsinoe in the i.shind, but tiiat near Poll best

suits Scylax 103, where Mariuui is named after

Soli and before Amathus. Moreover, the Stad.

Mixv. Magn. 233 reads as emended : "Ea-ri 5« airh

rwv Xf\i5oviwv [fir]] Moipiov Kol rb tjjs Kvirpov

aicpcurripiot', rhv 'AKUfiayra, iir' avaroXai too

i]\iov ovpiurara ^f(pvpcf> ffrdSioi, ,aai'- k. r. A. where

the ^IS. has Mapai Ka\ rh tijs Kunpias &Kpas inl

rhv 'AKafiapTU. The objection to the emcmla-

tion is that Marium was destroyed nearly three

centuries before the date to be assigned to the

source of this part of the Stadiasinii.s, but the

]iai;igraph 233 bears every mark of Iiaving bc-eii

in.serted by the comjuler from .-^omc otlier

authority. Again, the archaeological evidence

shows that there was a settlement here con-

siderably older than Arsinoe, and thorougliiy

bears out the character attrilmted to Maiium by

Scylax's epithet 'EWrjvis. Dr. Herrmann goes

farther, and attempts to identify a separate site

for the earlier and later foundations, but his

ingenious argument is ba.sed on untrustwortli}'

information and erroneous prGConceptions, v.

J. If. ,S'. X. pp. 281-2.

15 2
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promptly granted, and the answer reached Athens on January 2G. By the

next boat, on February 1, Mr. Gardner and I left the Ph-aeus, and landed at

Larnaca on the 6th, where we were hospitably received by Mr. C. D. Cobliam.

A day in Larnaca sufficed to look up the tools and order stores. Gregorios

Antoniou, the foreman of last year's work, who.se proverbial skill at tomb-

dio-rrincr and experience of our site during Mr. Williamson's excavations were

sure to be of great service to us, had been already engaged by letter from

Athens. He was now sent with the tools, &c., in a caique to Limassol, with

instructions to load them on mules and proceed with all despatch to meet us

at Poli. Mr. Gardner and I went up to Nicosia, and the next day was spent

in providing for the appointment of a Government overseer and in final

preparations.

On the morning of the 9th we bade farewell to civilization, as we turned

our mules on to the track towards Morphou. The night was passed in a farm-

stead at Karavostasi, and next morning, while the mules were being saddled,

we had a few moments' leisure to devote to the harbour of the neighbouring

ancient city of Soli.^ The line of the harbour seems clearly traceable in the

green bank which bounds a tract of low marshy land on three sides, the fourth

being separated from the sea only by the beach of shingle. At either project-

ing horn at the limits of the marsh appears in the water, and extending

underneath the shingle, what at first sight looks like a line of rocks, but which

we satisfied ourselves could be nothing else than the remains of the ancient

moles at the port's mouth.

From Karavostasi until after passing the promontory of Pomos, the rough

bridle-track runs, or rather crawls, through rugged picturesque country, now

skirting the cliffs along the shore, now mounting steeply inland, only to

descend with equal abruptness into the next valley. About two hours' ride

brought us to the Limniti valley, and we looked with interest, although at

some distance, on the reputed temple-site, as a possible field for future opera-

tions. It was already dusk by the time we reached the welcome shelter of

Mr, Williamson's house at Limni, within five miles of Poli. At Limni, in a

narrow valley among the hills, are extensive ancient copper mines. A company

was formed several years ago to take up the working of them afresh. The
enterprise was not successful, but we profited by it indirectly on more than

one occasion, in being able to get mining-lamps and tools of which we stood

in need, even in this the most rembte and least civilized corner of the

island.

A half-empty bouse in the village of Poli, into which we effected a

forcible entry in the owner's absence, inducing the inhabitants of the court-

yard slieds by bribery or eviction to seek quarters elsewhere, furnished

lodging and storage room ; and within two days we were settled there with

all our belongings. On the I3th the Commissioner of Pa})ho, Mr. H.

Thompson, with great promptitude rode over and assigned us our boundaries,

' Cf. Straljo, loc. cit. and Scylax 103: ktX Mar. Magn. 311 (licre flircie centuries latei- tliiin

ouTTj (.Soli) Kifxiua tx*i- x*'M*P"'<^*'' '^'^"^ Stad. Strabo) speaks of Soli as ir6\is aKifxevos.
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so that on the morning of" the 14tli, or within ihiittcn days of le;iving Athens,

we were able to begin digging.

We were disappointetl to liiul on onr airival that Mr. Williamson's

negotiation with the owners of the (Jhillik still hung lire. 'J'he fault was not

his, or the intelhgcut Turk's who acted as estate agent, and wcjuld have nuule

a handsome sum by the conclusion of the bargain, but tin; failure was mainly

owing to the number and dispersion of the owners. To bring sixteen pro-

prietors to an agreement, all of them absentees, and the more important

resident away in Constantinople, would be no easy task even in the West.

Perha{)s some light is also thrown on the motives, so to speak, of their delay,

by the fact that towards the end of the season Mr. Williamson was stjunded

as to his willingness to undertake the supervision of an excavation on the

ChiHik lands conducted by the Ottoman government. The agent at Poli

might, indeed, have been persuaded to conclude a contract with us on his

own responsibility, but it was practically certain that, were any valuable

discoveries made, the legality of the proceeding would be afterwards called

in question. So far therefore as the site of the city was concerned, there

was nothing to be done, and little to be hoped for. Our regret was not very

acute. The site is, on the surface of it, far from attractive—a wilderness of

loose stones, one or two fragments of late plastered walls, a massive marble

block or two marking the temple-site whence General di Cesnola is said to

have carried off a large inscription,^ and a mound of slag from the copper

mines thickly overgrown with asphodel; nowhere an indication of anything

earlier than the Ptolemaic period,^ and only in the hollows, I should think,

any considerable depth of earth. There remained the more tempting tracts

of tombs, and in particular, most coveted of all, the undisturbed half of the

vineyard. It was in the vineyard accordingly, which bears the auspicious

name of Evperrj, that on the morning of February 14 we began work.

Some idea of the topography of the district is necessary to the comprehen-

sion of the course of the excavations (see PI. III.). The broad sweeping curve

of the Bay of Chrysochou is the last indentation towards the west in the north

coast of Cyprus. It is flanked on either side by ranges of rugged hills, which

extend on the east to the promontory of Pomos, and on the west jut boldly

out in the lofty headland of the Acamas. Between the hills stretches what,

although broken by minor undulations, may be called a valley, several miles

in breadth. The central section of this valley is embraced between the Poli

' The General's operations at Poli sccin to around. Mr. Tulibs jilaccs the inscription in

have been of the slightest, V. Cj/prif.-;, pp. 22G-7. the earlj' part of the 6th century B f. , but I

He contrives, however, to set the village on the cannot rid myself of the impression—shared by

wrong bank of the rivt-r. I can find no mention otliers wlio liave seen the stone or a s(iueezo

of any inscription taken from the neiglibour- from it—that it is more probably of late Roman

hood. date. The circumstances of its discovery cer-

2 Wandering over the site on Feb. 13 1 tainly point in this direction, for the stone lay

picked up near a remnant of wall foundation loose on the surface among miscellaneous rub-

just south of the temple-site the inscribed frag- bish, which included a fragment of Roman

ment No. 18 below. There is plenty of the mosaic pavement and other congruous objects,

same red and white streaky-bacon stone lying
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river on the west aihl a lesser stream <listant rather over a mile to the oast.

Between tliesc? two streams lay tlic whole field of our operations. There were

indeed reported to l>c tombs across the river near the hamlet of Prodromi, but

us from all wc eould hear they were neither numerous nor valuable, there

was nothini^ to tcm])t us over to try them. Between the streams rise

gradually from the low land near the sea three fiat-topped ridges.^ Broken

here and there by narrow ga])s, they mount gently upwards, until they culmi-

nate a]>out two miles inland, the two western in the striking triangular hill

on the shoulder of which stands the ruined chaj)el of Hagia Varvara, the third

in a similar height farther to the east. On the westernmost of the three

ri<l«'cs, overlooking a bend of the river, and about three (juartei-s of a mile

from the Koa, lies the village of I'oli. To the north and extending eastward

from the river along tlu; roots of the rise is the site of the ancient city. It

set!ms to have stnitched inhmd into the shallow depressi<m which separates

the southernmost hoxises of the village from Kaparga, but the main lie of the

site is from west to east, and in this direction it is clearly marked nearly as

far as the end of tlie central ridge. A seemingly detached group of house

foundations A\as (liscovered in 1880-7, near the north-west corner of the vine-

yard. Herr llichtor is prepared to vouch- for their bearing 'an essentially

older character' than the (Ulris of Arsinoe, but from particular inquiries on

the pctint I learnt that they were of the very poorest construction, exactly

rescndiling the foundations of a modern Cypriote village, supposing the mud
Tipper walls had cmmbled away. We discovered precisely similar walls in the

opposite direction on sites C and D. So far as they can be said to have any

character at all, it appears to be of the very latest. Herr Richter seems here,

as elsewhere, to have allowed himself to be misled in the interests of a

preconceived theory.

The tombs lie in two divisions, on the eastern and on the western ridge :

the central rise, so far as present knowledge goes, contains not one. While it

is easy to explain why no tombs are to be found in the deeper looser soil of the

intervening- hollows, their absence on this ridge seems singular, and had our

ojKirations elsewhere been sufficiently productive to counterbalance the ex-

penditure, I should have liked to bring the matter to the test of actual

ex]>eriment. It was tin; eastern necropolis that had been the principal scene ^

and most valuable quarry of the former excavations, and within its limits, as

a reference to the ]>lan will show, lies the famous vinej^ard, distant a good

three quarters of a mile from Boli (Site V).

It was thouMit prudent to start witli a small number of hands, to be

aft.rwards increased should experience justify an addition. Digging was

.•K-cordin-dy bc^un with six men and six women, picked out from a crowd of

^ » V tlic actoiiimiiyiiii? ]il:iii. the fonncr as the more extrusive, ratlier rasLly

- /". Jhis ilnih'ifrld run Muriuii, ]>p. 7 in vi"w of his admission in the next senteme

,„,,] 12. tliat tlie limits of mnlluT had l»ceu reached.

^ Tlif figures nnoted liy Dr. Jliirmaiiii sliow Our fifO"<'-S added to the aliove, h\ave a halanee

2''.1 tf.nil»s opemd in the ca-it^-rn, to 180 in the of aliout 50 on tlie side of the \vtst<ru, but still

•wi->teni iiecrojtolis. He aceordingly sets down neither uecroi)olis is comidetely worked out.
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canduhitos. Clivgori was lull ol" conliilcuco, aii<l [(oiiiliiij; hciu and Lliciu lo

the s|x)ts, only a fuw yards olF, where this or that treasuie hail been i'uuiid,

eiuourai;(Ml iis to expect the like aj^airi

—

'^pvaucjiia iroXv xaXa, Kuvaa^ /x,e

laTopia^i, plenty, irerpwi fie ypiififiuTa KvirpifOTiKu, plenty, plenty.'

But St. Valentino was unprupitious ; nu tombs were ojiened that day,

and we returned homo, trying to condort our.selves with tho hoiK'. that the

graves lay <leep, that Gregori had not yet got into their disjiosition, and that

to fin<l with (litHculty was to find undisturbed. Some slight consolation came
witli the ti<lings tioni the village ca/d that there was in the stair ut" a neigh-

bouring house a new inscription, which proveil to be in Cypriote character

(No. lo, below), and was subsecpiently traced to a tcjmb halt' excavated by the

jirevious explorers, whence we afterwards extracted the companion inscrii)tion

(No. 14). The next day was equally unproductive, the only iliscovery being

a subterranean a([ueduct, at a ilej)th of about twenty feet from the suiface.

It measured some four feet in height by two in breadth. We explored it to

a consitlerable distance in either <lirection, until checked by shafts full of stones,

similar to that whereby we had entered. Our predecessors had also come
ujMjn it by another shaft lower down, and it seems to run towards the hou.ses

already mentioned at the north-west corner of the vineyard. The little niches

made ix;rha])s by the diggers to hold their lamps were still visible.

On the 10th we were joined by H. A. Tubbs, but he brought little or no

luck with him. One tomb was opened, but contained only three coarse jugs

and a small bronze vessel with lid. One or two holes whi«h looked promising

ended abruptly in solid rock. They were false casts either of tomb-makers or

tomb-breakers.

The vineyard had now bei n sufliciently probed to show that the ]>revious

excavatoi-s had, without knowing it, exactly reached the utmost limit of the

tombs. It was our only site in the eastern necropolis, and our experience of

it was enough to scare us away from that (piarter for some time to come.

Indeed the ground both to the north and south had been fairly covered by the

former diggings, and it was not until long afterwards that we discovered that

there still remained an untried site at a short interval on the southern side.

So, with the beginning of the new week, on February 18, our work was

transferred to the western ridge, south or south-east of tlie village. Gregori

was given a free hand among our sites, and selected a courtyard where the

aqueduct^ cro.sses the Chrysoch(ni road, a few minutes' walk from the end of

the main street of the village. From the remains of an ovt;n in the courtyanl

the site became known to us as ' the oven site.' In this courtyard, the smaller

yard of the next house, and a small waste ])atch across the branch roatl to the

east, work was carried on from the 18th to the 2(>th, and nineteen jiroduclive

tombs were opened. They were distinguished in our n-gister by Ilomau

capital letters, A to T, it being our intention to adopt a diiVi-rent notation for

each site to save double marking. But the system was sjK'edily abandoned

' Not, of couiise, the subterranean aqueduct wliicli comes from f'lirysoclinu.

al)ove referrc<l to, but tlie iM'!<l<ru watercourse
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in the interests of our foreman, wlio could read luunerals but not letters, and

the latter were afterwards reserved for sites, while the tombs were simply

numbered.

Although here again notable finds had been made by our predecessors

only a few yards off, the site ]iroved a disappointing one. The tombs were

poorly hewn, small, and shallow, the contents miscellaneous, but not for the

most part of high quality. Included were most of tlie staple cla.sses of objects,

potteiy in a great variety of styles native and imported, terra-cottas, glass,

cheap jewellery, mirrors, strigils, knives, alabastra, &c. The most interesting

finds were perhaps a small female terra-cotta head, of better type and work-

manship than the ordinary (A), two inscriptions in the Cypriote syllabary

{F and K, Nos. 1 and 2), the fragments of a Cypriote capital (i\"), a jug

and plate or basin of the very effective Cypriote variety with elaborate leaf

and other patterns in deep purple-brown on the ruddy natural ground of

the clay {S), a lecythus with a light-red band left round the black body,

and on it a degenerate cable pattern {S), and a pair of pretty glass cups (i/).

The best tomb of the site, S., had been rifled, and the fragments of the jug

and plate were found scattered broadcast through it, some emerging one

day, some another. Several other tombs had apparently been robbed. In

the shaft of one (Q) was found a Turkish copper coin, bearing the date 1255 of

the Mahommedan era (1838 A.i).). In the shaft of L had been constructed

what seemed a later sepulchral chamber, walled and floored with stone. F
was remarkable for its layers of skeletons, one above another, but neither the

occupants nor their paraphernalia bore traces of any violent disturbance apart

from that caused by the fall of the inscribed stone block found in the centre

of the chamber. With the possible exception of S, there seems nothing to

lead us to date any of these tombs,^ at least in the state in which we found

them, earlier than the end of the 4th century B.C. : the majority one would

naturally set down as Ptolemaic, some few even as Roman.

A curious incident enlivened our departure from this site, of which those

who busy themselves with primitive systems of kinship may make what they

please. It was our practice, when filling in our shafts, to allow the owner of

the site to rescue for his own use any blocks or slabs of stone from the doors

of tombs, &c., which proved to be without inscriptions. Now the owner of

the patch across the side road happened to be away, and two men appeared,

each claiming to be his nearest representative. Both brought up bodies of

supporters, and the dispute threatened to develope into a free fight. The

claimants were at last induced to submit to arbitration, and the controversy

then resolved itself into the question whether preference were to be given to

kinship traced to the owner's grandfather or grandmother.

^ Individual objects may of course be earlier, the tombs in wliich they were found. B, a

c.{/. the very incomplete Cypriote capital, found virgin tomb, and apparently Ptolemaic, pro-

in dispersed fragments in the .shaft of tomb N, duccd a cup and a lamp, with two symbols from

and much of the pottery might be of almost any the syllabary scratched upon it. Cypriote in-

date. I know no cogent reason for separating scriptions with fully-developed apices are, I

the two inscriptions from the other contents of believe, known.
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On February 25 Mr. Gardner left us, and on the 2(Uli we began work on

a slight rise, two or three hundred yards to the east of the oven site, known

as Kaparga (site K). It ft)rnis ]>art of unu branch of the western ridge,

which is here split into two by a shallow depression. Four days—February 2U

to March 1—sufiiced to exhaust the small plot, yielding seven tombs, over

which alone we had rights. The result was distinctly nKjre encouraging than

our finds hitherto, but as we subseiiuently returned to much more extensive

operations on this site, an account of it may be i'or the moment deferred.

One or two additions had already been made to the number of our work-

people. The tombs had proved less easy to find, to open, and to work, than

we had expected, nor were their contents as a rule such as made close and

continuous watching necessary. Fresh hands were therefore gradually put

on, until the limit of our available tools was even exceeded, and we had at

last to order picks of the village smith, buy spades of Mr. Williamson, and

send to Larnaca for more baskets. At no time, however, did the number of

hands employed exceed thirty men and twenty-four women, this being the

maximum over which we found we could, with our limited staff and the

necessity of often working on several sites at once, exercise efficiently the

supervision and control so important in tomb-digging. When, therefore, a

deputation of the notables of the village waited upon us with the request

that we should find work for ' the unemployed,' whom they represented as

sitting in abject misery about the Kai^evelov, there were perhaps further

reasons than a lack of tools for our inability to accede to their petition.

Sitting round the caf6 there were in fact plenty of unemployed persons to be

found, but they generally bore their leisure with a light heart. Poverty is

seldom hopeless under a Cypriote sky.

It may here be mentioned that the diggers are divided into spade-men

and knife-men. The spade-man is the unskilled labourer, who clears the

shaft and shovels the accumulated earth out of the tomb. Women are posted

at the top of the shaft to draw it up out of the way. The knife-man needs

some training and experience. He has to do the delicate work of extracting

the vases, &c., from the lower layers of soil. He often acquires extraordinary

lightness of hand, and is thoroughly to be depended upon to recognize the

objects on which he comes from the first corner that shows, and work accord-

ingly. In the slack season before harvest we paid our spade-men at the rate

of six copper piastres (eightpence) a day; the knife-men seven piastres to a

shilling ; and the women four piastres. We avoided all stripping and search-

ing of the men. No doubt we were to some extent robbed, but that was in

any case inevitable, and it is very doubtful whether the searching is worth the

irritation and lack of confidence entailed.

The men were generally glad to have us sitting down with them in the

tombs, and proud of exhibiting their skill, and the offer of a cigarette of

* English ' tobacco not a little facilitated the establishment of amicable

relations. But it is a sound practical rule not to send two ' pals ' to work

the same tomb, and where the find is valuable a stricter watch must be kept.

Trifling rewards for the more precious objects safely got out also stimulate
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zeal and ericouiaj,^^ lioncsty. It is obvious from what has boeu said that the

excavators are tied all day to their site, and rambling exjjloration becomes
almost imj>ossiblc.

Let us, then, return to our excavations. On February "11 we had already

labourers enough to begin rough work on the bill south of Kaparga. The hill

is a remarkable one. It is sejjarated from Kaparga by a break of the breadth

of a stone's throw, through Avhich runs the road to the east before mentioned,

but from Hagia Varvara by a considerable gap. Its east and south sides are

very steep ; the west is more accessible, an<l is skirted by the Chrysochou

road. On the very summit, on the verge, that is to say, of the southern blutf,

is a threshing-floor, formed partly of the bare rock, partly of foundations of

walls and squared stones. Here doubtless stood the chapel of Hagios Deme-
trios, whose name the hill bears, and here I picked up a fragment of marble

with Byzantine carving. The top is so bare that there can be little or nothing

remaining theie beyond what is visible to the eye. The ruins of the chapel,

or any earlier building that may have existed, are probably buried in the deep

soil at the foot of the slope. Hagios Demetrios was a site extensively worked

by the previous excavators ; theie remained to us only the upper part of its

sloping back, immediately north of the threshing-tioor. Again we came in

for what was little more than a gleaning after harvest. Tombs there were,

but they seemed to lie uniformly in a narrow fringe, two or three deep, along

the line of the former diggings. We opened twenty-four productively between

the 1st and 9th of March, and for its size the site was a fairly successful one.

Distinctly late tombs were rare. Upon one of them w^e came in an uncx})ected

fashion : a workman was engaged in clearing a tomb when the ground suddenly

gave way beneath him, and he found himself standing in a second grave at a

lower level ; the later diggers had run their work close under an earlier cavity.

So plentiful was the supply of the small black-glazed vessels with and without

impressed patterns, especially from the first line of tombs on the east side,

that this might be termed the black-glazed site par excellence. Many of these

vases, commonplace enough in themselves, <lerive interest from the letters,

now Greek, now Cypriote,^ scratched underneath them. Native fictile wares

rather retreated into the background, but the fragments of the very efl'ective

variety with purple-brown patterns on orange-red or ochre ground were com-
paratively numerous, and one fine specimen of the class was found practically

intact (Tomb 8). One grave, which contained the skeletons probably of a

man and his wife, one on each side of the door (Tomb 10), was rich in jewellery,

among which was an engraved scarab (Fig. 1), and a pair of silver-plated

bracelets, each finished off with two gilt rams' heads—a pretty piece of work
(PI. V. No. 1). Two tombs yielded well-preserved bronze objects. In the one

(22) was found also a fragment of the rim of a large red- figured crater, with

olive-leaf border and the crown of the head of a figure just showing, bound
with a white fillet or taenia—two other pieces of rim, which might almost

' To fiii<l liotli ill the sajne tomb is not bigrapliic, aj. OE and tc- (7), A I and ti'

uucominou. .Sonietiiiu's the inscription is (K. 45).
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have come from the same vase, turned uj) in anotlur sliuft ten yanls otV.

Tlie other tojnb (2), in which was a largi; broii/(! s|K'ar-h('a<l and an ch'i^ant

little ])r<>nz(' palmctte, was sown with small rragmi-nts of what proved to he

two red-ii_i,anvd vases, with white aiul gold additions, of the finest fourth

century style. One of them is figured on I'l. IV. The fragments, as

numerous as they are tiny, were to be h)und in every corner of the tomb,

and seemed to have no particular connection with tlie other contents,

so that we have jtrobably to recognize one more instance of the repeated use

of early tombs in a later jteriod. For a week or mon; half a dozen women
were kept sifting the soil constantly shovelled out to them, and keenly

competed for the half-])iastres wc promised for each bit nicovered. At the

end of that time the ])illar left to support the roof had become much
attenuated, and the tomb was no longer safe. We had thoughts of shoring

it up, but it settled the matter by collapsing, when the scanty chance of being

able to complete, or much add to, either of the vases did not seem ade<piate

to the large labour of clearing it again.

It was about this time that information was brought to us of what was

described as an ancient statue with an inscription, that had been found at

Androlikou, about an hour's ride into the hills to the west. Accordingly, one

Sunday afternoon, we rode over to inspect it. Tlie 'ancient statue' proved to

be a Byzantine saint, rudely engraved on a fragment of an unfluted column

of greyish blue marble, with a superscription. There was evidently an ancient

settlement at Androlikou, and tombs are occasionally discovered there. We
found that one had recently been opened, but it seems to have contained

nothing of any importance.

Hagios Deraetrios seeming to be practically exhausted, on March 9 afresh

cast was made on the other side of the oven site, in the bend of the aqueduct.

This site, marked A on the plan, is really a continuation of the oven site,

which in the general quality of the tombs it much resembled. The black-

glazed ware so prominent on Hagios Demetrios here occupied only a secondary

place, plain and Cypriote pottery forming the staple of the find. Although

the ordinary products were thus poor and probably late, the site indulged us

in occasional welcome surprises and curiosities. The first tomb yielded a

red-figured cotyle of careless late style with four figures, two on each side; the

workman unfortunately coming on it unawares smashed it with his pick. In

anotlier tomb hard by {A. 6) was found a sadly broken early red-figured

lecy thus, with a representation of a woman performing some sacred oflice at an

altar. With it were found a pair of archaic little terra-cotta statuettes. A
black-figured cylix from another quarter of the site (A. 15) displays the

minute figures on the outside of the rim in vogue towards the close of the

black-figured period. A Cypriote platter with a black-figure Sphinx in the

centre {A. 7), and the fragments of a large Cypriote jar bearing in the native

syllabary the painted inscription 6 Trat? Ka\6(i (A. 21, No. 1 of section on

vase inscriptions) are without a parallel among our finds. In one hole,

which seemed to have been a tomb {A. 10), perhaps lined or faced with

masonry, among a number of architectural fragments were found the in-
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scriptions No. 10 and No. 19, but the other contents were limited to a couple

of coarse jugs and a few chips of pottery. As a whole the site may be set

down as an early one taken up again and niucb used for burial in a

quite late age. It was divided among three proprietors with whom we

had considerable differences of opinion on the price to be paid for their

crops. Til us whereas both ends of the site were excavated between March

9 and 15, the middle was left until the 30th, and only finished on April 5.

There were opened in all twenty-seven productive tombs.

About the time when site A was started it began to become evident that

we were likely ere long to run short of sites. So on Sunday, March 10, we

took with us Gregori and Mr. Williamson's agent, who was frequently of

service to us from his knowledge of boundaries and * accidental ' finds, as they

were often perhaps euphemistically termed, and made a tour of inspection

round the plots over which we had rights. The result was alarming. There

proved to be but one small patch in reserve on which tombs were to be found,

and we had at once to consider what rights it would be desirable to acquire.

The considerable field offered for excavation by the hiU Kaparga, on which we

had already opened one or two interesting tombs, at once suggested itself, but

it also occurred to us that there might be yet undisturbed parts of the eastern

necropolis, and this idea, coinciding with a desire to investigate the half-

cleared tomb to which we had traced the inscription in the stair, led us

to extend our tour in that direction. The tomb was easily identified, half of

the fiprjfia from which the inscription had been taken remained exposed, and

groping in the interior of the chamber I discovered by aid of a match the

companion inscription which we subsequently dug out. We learnt that there

was a small corner of field just at this point (site M) which had not been

touched, the brilliant discoveries in the vineyard having drawn the excavators

off. There also seemed to be a row of tombs along the eastern edge of the

hollow at this point, but they lay under a fine crop of wheat, and the finds

hereabouts had been uniformly poor, so that we scarcely thought it worth

while to bargain for them—those on the opposite side, fringing Herr Richter's

' older settlement,' had proved to be Roman. We failed on this visit to

realize the existence of any virgin site on the southern side of the vineyard.

Mr. Williamson was away at Limassol, but I at once wrote to acquaint

him with the state of affairs, namely that our remaining sites could scarcely

outlast the week. Meanwhile site A was proceeded with so far as the crop

had been purchased, and on the afternoon of Thursday the 14th a start was

made on our last resource, part of site B on the map. The site lies at the

entrance to the village, between the south end of the main street and the

first cross street to the west. The part originally secured for us was that

farthest back from the main street, on each side of the parallel back street,

and consisted of a plot of corn on the slope of the ridge and a patch of nettles

on the top. The former proved to contain no tombs. There was little to

occupy us here, so negotiations were opened with the respectable blind Turk

who owned the greater part of the coveted Kaparga, and with one of our men
who had in conjunction with two partners planted his plot, the southernmost
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portion of site B, with potatoes, in wliich they professed an inordinate pride.

A compromise was also arrived at with the middle owner of site A, who was
allowed to secure his corn for cattle. Tlie partners in tlie potato crop could

not agree among themselves, and the Turk was also troubled with a partner

who owed him money, ami was unwilling to sell the wheat which afforded

him security were the debt not paid when due, before harvest. By Saturday

afternoon it was difficult to find work to occupy our people, and the spare

hands were sent off to the north beyond the church to the little site W, not

because we expected to find a tomb there, but because being practically upon
the edge of the ancient town they might chance to hit upon something.

They did hit upon a series of large squared blocks of stone, which looked like

the foundation of a wall (whence the IF), but to this we shall return

later.

By Monday the middle of site A, and in case of need the corner north of

the vineyard, were available, but the weather, which had once or twice before

compelled us to knock off work an hour or two before sunset, was so bad that

none save subterranean operations could be carried on, and in this line there

was still something left to do under the nettle-bed. Soon after raid-day Mr,

Williamson turned up with a contract for part of Kaparga in his pocket.

The Turk also was at last persuaded to sell, and although he wept for his

wheat as he pocketed the price, I do not think he lost anything by the bar-

gain. A large, but as it proved unproductive, site across the main street was

now speculated in (site C), a dung-bill adjoining the nettle-bed was acquired,

and eventually the potato syndicate came to terms. From scarcity we passed

in a few days to superfluity.

On March 19 we transferred our operations to Kaparga, but returned to

work on site B from March 29 to April 6. Since we have touched on the site

it may be as well to say here what there is to be said about it. The small

central courtyard garden still remained to be secured. It is owned by a poor

woman with husband and family, but as she firmly believed that her father

had buried a pot of gold in it, there was some difficulty in persuading her to

let us dig there. It was only after repeated assurances that we wanted not

gold but antiquities, and by pointing out to her the rare opportunity of

recovering the treasure through our means, that her reluctance was overcome.

If ever there was any gold buried in the yard, it still remains, but this little

plot yielded us one of our finest vases, the red-figured cotyle with a single

figure on each side, of the sparsely represented period of transition from stiff-

ness to freedom (B. 12). This vase was found in two separate groups of frag-

ments, but none of it is missing. With it was found a pretty well-executed

lamp shaped like a duck, red with the plumage etc. indicated in fine black

glaze drawn with firm delicate lines. Another tomb in this yard {B. 11)

produced among a multitude of other objects two white lecythi with black-

glazed patterns, the one an ivy branch, the other three finely drawn palmettes.

The site as a whole, although divided among several proprietors, was but a small

one, and only sixteen tombs were discovered. Yet the average quality of the

find was higher than usual. One tomb (B 4) was very prolific in all sorts of
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objects : auiung tliem was a rcMl-ligiiied (islcus witli Satyr and bull of very

fair style, indeed the best we found of the very numerous little vases of the

class, a pretty little gold earring with winged Eros, a signet ring of opatiue

white glass (tlie seal unfortunately missing), etc. The first object found on

the site was a notable one {B. 1), the upper part of a marble sepulchral stele

(Fig. 2) representing a bearded man wrai)])ed in his hlniation. The stone is

covered with scratched inscriptions, over which we long sat with gla.sses in

our eyes, with the result that after a hard morning's work we had not agreed

L
:«^

Fic. 2.

Upon the reading of the first word. Peihaps when tie marble is properly

cleaned and more powerful magnifiers are brought to bear on it we may be

able to make more of the inscription. Another Cypriote inscription {B. 12

No. 12) and a fragment of a second {B. 4 No. 11) were also turned out on

til is site.

During the last two or three days of March the neighbouring site C on

the other side of the street was tried, but without success. The earth proved
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to be (liM'p, and iiuar tlie siuihee were found walls of" j)Oor constriictiiMi, built

\oyrjB6v of unsquared stones, like the house foundations of a modern Cypriote

village.

To revert to Kaparga, it has been already related that a small eorner was

excavated between February 2f) and March 1 ; wo came back to the sit(! on

March 10, and continued to work there on a largc'r or smaller st-ale right on

until April 10. From first to last sixty-eight productive tombs were opened

and a very large quantity of objects of every description secured. The tombs

were of all tyf)OS and sizes, and included examples of the earliisst and latest

dates. Several produced interesting specimens of early black-figured pottery

(jST. 21, K. 33, JC 48), one virgin cliambcr (A". 48) yielding a particularly good

set. The red-figin-ed vases were mostly of ])oor style, but included some

pretty little ns/.r, and an early cylix with Gorgoneion in the centre (A". 4).

Two tombs produced one or two minute porcelain objects (A'. 1, Jv. 4), one a

variegated enamelled glass bottle (A'. 2), a fourth an elegant limestone capital

of slender form and carved in long narrow leaves (A". 29). Seven Cypriote

sepulchral inscriptions were found (Nos. 3 to 9), besides a great number of

black-glazed vessels with symbols scratched upon them. Curious, although

not beautiful, are two fragments of terra-cotta ])laques, from the side of the

couches of the common recundient figures, with figures in relief (Jv. 8,

AT. 63). The jewellery was mostly commonplace, but included a little gold

pendant in the form of a double Sphinx en face (K. 28, PI. V. No. 7),

two or three small square silver plates, probably from a bracelet, with two

embossed female busts on each (K. 67), and .a massive gold ring with signet

stone, unfortunately not engraved (A^. 30). The ring came from a tomb in a

•layer of shingly sand, which crops up in the site and gave us much trouble
;

Gregori was justly proud of having divined its existence. It was impossible

to prevent the sides from continually falling, and the knife-man who was sent

down when the sarcophagus at the bottom was reached refused to remain.

We then descfuuled ourselves and opened the sarcophagus, into Avhich H. A.

Tubbs crawled and secured the ring and a silver coin of Alexander the Great

(PI. V. No. 13), its only contents. Anotlier tomb (K. 50) excited our interest

from its extraordinary construction (a plan of it is given in the next section),

but it contained only fourteen bronze coins and two Roman lamps besides

broken glass and a chip or two of black-glazed ware.

Before the end of March we foresaw that unless some fresh important

site were acquired our excavation would be at an end by the middle of April.

Of sites that would be worth trying we could discover only two, for the

Chiflik negotiation had never advanced a step. First there was the field

lying along the eastern side of site A and separated from it only by the

aqueduct. It had been partially excavated already in 1886-7, was not very

extensive, and probably shared the general character of its neighbour. This

field was owned by our old acquaintance the blind Turk, and bore a flourishing

crop of wheat, for which he demanded a good price. We decided that its

excavation was hardly likely to repay the cost. The second site was that to

the south of the vineyard to which allusion has already been made. We
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missed it on our first tour, but heard of it afterwards and paid a special visit

to investigate its character. It is a field of considerable extent, separated

from the vineyard by a hollow in which excavations had been tried by our

predecessors with little or no success. The field is traversed by a slight

depression down the middle, on the east it gently rises on to a tract of unculti-

vated ground which we had already gone over without finding any clue to

lead us to suppose there were tombs—indeed the ground here seems to corre-

spond to the unproductive half of the vineyard, a reddish soil instead of the

more compact yellow formation. On the west our field rises to the top of an

undulation, on the other side of which lies another little dip. Over this farther

dip our predecessors had dug, and found one or tv/o valuable tombs containing

vases signed by Hermaeus and by Kachrylion. Mr. Williamson however did not

until he came to look at the site remember that any part hereabouts had been

left untried. We had on our first prospecting walked across the corner of the

excavated field and along the barren hollow on the north side on to the

barren rise to the east, thus missing the promising tract between, which was

covered with a rising crop of wheat. I was particularly pleased with the lie

of the site, which continues the line of the best part of the vineyard, but Mr.

Williamson shook his head over our chances of getting hold of it. The owner

is one of the richest Turks of the neighbourhood, a man difficult to deal with

and independent of considerations of profit, who had refused to sell to the

previous excavators. We resolved to try first for a concession to dig half-a-

dozen trial shafts to test the quality of the site, lest we should be let in for an

unprofitable bargain like site G only on a larger scale.

So much for prospects at Poli, but the extremely probable contingency of

failure to obtain what we wished had also to be faced. The season was •

drawing to a close, the corn was ripe for harvest in the central plain, and

once harvesting began we could only hope to retain our labourers by a con-

siderable increase in their pay. Easter too was at hand, and its festivities

would steal from us the best part of a week. I was pledged to sail from

Larnaca on April 20, and although H. A. Tubbs was willing to stay on a week

or two longer, he also was anxious to spend a short time at Athens before the

summer heat set an end to the session of the British School. We wanted a

site small enough to be excavated in two or three weeks, and if possible

within easy reach of Poli to facilitate transport and the business of packing up.

Naturally the temple site at Limniti occurred to us, of which I had heard

talk at Nicosia, and which Mr. Gardner had on our ride to Poli pointed out as

a possible field of work. I had conceived the idea that Limniti might repre-

sent the grove of Zeus mentioned by Strabo.^ Mr. Williamson, moreover,

possessed the excavating rights there, and was willing to extend his contract to

cover this site also. The site, which we understood to be a grove temple,

required identification, and offered the chance of a find of statuary and inscrip-

tions, while a number of terra-cottas were known to have come out of it.

^ Strabo, 683, quoted above, p. 3 note. The Ttibljs' excavation, v. Section Y. below.

notion is not borne out by the results of Mr.
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Nothing more suitable conid have suggested itself, and accordingly I wrote

for the necessary permission.

Meanwhile our work went on at the old sites. Kaparga in particular ran

into unexpected developments, and was the last to give o\it. But on April 5

we were able to start on the corner north of the vineyard, and about the same

time succeeded with great difficulty in extracting from the still reluctant

Turk an agreement to sink half-a-dozen shafts in his field, or rather to

work what tombs had fallen in and make the number up to the half-

dozen.

On site M our attention was of course turned first to the tomb con-

taining the inscription {M. 1). The fine limestone block on which it was

cut taxed the strength of our ropes to draw it out, and wore out our only

saw by the time the inscription was cut off. It was followed by three or

four dozen other slabs of smaller size, none of them inscribed, which were

gladly appropriated by the owner of the site. They had formed a

double row of fjbvrjfxaTa stretching into the tomb on either side. The tomb
had been robbed and contained little else but some remnants of jewellery

and a pair of bronze armlets terminating in snakes' heads. There was some

difficulty in finding any more tombs, but one was opened {M. 2) which

yielded, among other objects of late date, fragments of a fluted glass cup

with raised leaf pattern, and a slender glass tumbler bearing in relief the

word EY<t)POCYNH—'good cheer.' The apparent absence of tombs was

explained when we hit on a vast many-channbered cavern, which measured

from end to end sixty-nine feet {M. 3). Through one of the side niches

robbers had entered an earlier tomb at a slightly higher level, and thence

tunnelled on into another. The contents of these latter tombs were found

scattered all through the great central chamber, mixed with its coarse

pottery and Roman lamps. Among them were fragments of the red unglazed

ware with purple-brown patterns, and the top of a black-glazed askos with

a finely moulded head with shaggy hair and beard. The enterprising

tourist, should he ever penetrate to Poli, will not have the privilege of

visiting this palace of the dead, for in obedience to the law we were obliged

again to fill in the shaft.

On April 8 we started on the Turk's field, denominated site T. Our

shafts were thrown out in three pairs eastward from near the outcrop of

rock which marks the top of the undulation. Although most of the six

tombs proved to be rather poor, there was no mark of late date about them,

and one yielded a black-figured cylix with little rim-figures, and a large cylix,

also black-figured, with a band of figures round the outside, not very care-

fully but spiritedly and effectively drawn (I". 2).

April 1 0. Still no news of Limniti. The last tomb on Kaparga gave

out, and the last shaft on site T. Our jealous friend the Turk seemed inclined

to quarrel with what we had already done, and we were obliged to give him

a little over his stipulated price for having ventured an extra shaft in the out-

crop of rock, which did not affect his corn. He was in no mood for negotiation,

and it became evident that we could scarcely hope to acquire the rights at

H.s.—VOL. XI. c
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any rate that could be called 'reasonable,' at least so long as the crop reniainod

upon it. Yet were the permission for Limniti delayed over the week's end

we should have either to remain idle or to ' plunge ' on the site.

April 11.—Site M still working, the big tomb taking a long time to

clear. We tried round the vineyard hedge for tombs which had been missed,

and opened one or two without result other than the inscrii»tion (No. 3 in

the vase inscriptions) scratched on two fragments of black-glazed stam})ed

ware. Site JF was taken up again, and the supposed wall developed into a

remnant of foundation for some building, a mere remnant however, without

recognizable plan or interesting features. Speculative shafts were stmk where

the road crosses the roots of Kaparga, in the outlying patch of site C, and

on an unpromising plot near the church, which we named site D. Nothing

whatsoever came to light excejit on this last plot, and on it only the usual

poor foundation walls of houses.

Ajnil 12.—Nothing doing but filling in and tidying up. We walked up

to Chrysochou on the chance of finding an inscription to copy. We co\dd

hear of no antiquities at all, but there is an interesting remnant of mediaeval

building adapted for- modern use—a walled courtyard with decorated gate, etc.,

perhaps representing some ecclesiastical foundation.

Next mornmg came the long looked for permission, and a letter from

Mr. Thompson to say that he had been instructed to divide with us the Poli

antiquities and would come over next day for that purpose. Tlie Government

also required a formal notification tliat tlie excavations at Poli were ended

before the permission for the new site could be held vaUd. Our resolution was

quickly taken. We Y>i"t^ft'i'red not to spend time in bringing our friend the

Turk to terms. The site was, moreover, too big an undertaking for our

limited time and exhausted excheciuer, especially as H. A. Tubbs would now
be single-handed, a very serious drawback to tomb-work. The notification

was sent off. But I earnestly hope that the supporters of the Cyprus

Exploration Fund will not think that they have done with the island until

that site, so promising of Greek anticpiities and so interesting in view of tlie

problems raised by excavations at Poli hitherto, has been explored.

A'pril 14. —Mr. Thompson arrived, and the division was speedily and

amicably effected. We were granted a zaptieh to be put in charge of the

house and antiquities until the latter could be finally packed off. The follow-

ing day was busy with preparations for departure, and Poli was almost

denuded of mules and donkeys to carry us and our encumbrances, animate

and inanimate, to the new site. Such of our workpeople as Avere not going

off to the harvest, already in active progress, were for following us ai masse to

Limniti, but we foresaw difficulties with the natives there, not to speak of a

probable scarcity of provisions in the mountain valley, and contented ourselves

with two or three men of proved usefulness, assuring the rest we would send

for them if they were wanted.

And so on the morning of April 15 the cavalcade set out—but here we
leave Poli, and H. A. Tubbs must take up the narrative. It is, however, only

fitting that I should conclude by expressing the warmest thanks, firstly of the
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excavators and secondly of all inteivstcd in tlic work of the Fund, for the

kindness and ready assistance extended to us l)y all in the island with whom
we were brought into contact. A special debt of gratitude is due for the
cordial welcome and hospitality whicii wc received from His Exfellcncy the

High Commissioner, from Colonel Warren, (J.M.C, and J\Irs. Warren, Mr.
Justice Smith, Mr. Cobham of Larnaca, and Mr. Williamson; also to Mr. King
of Nicosia, and especially to Mr. Thompson of Papho, for that prompt and
courteous co-operation which so notably furthered our work.

J. A. R. M.

II.

—

The T()mj5s.

Note.— The Flans of Tomls to ilhidralc /his Section have hecn iweixired from
3I((iSHremeiits (ttid Draiviiijs hij II. A. 2'ahhs.

There wore opened during Iho course of the excavations 105 productive

tombs in all, distributed as follows :

—

Eastern Necropolis.—Vineyard 2

Site M S

Site T G

11

Western Necrojjolis.—Oven site .... 19

Kaparga 68

Hagios Demetrios . 24

Site A 27

Site B IC

154

But the total number of shafts sunk cannot have been much under 200.

In the above enumeration all tombs are reckoned as productive from which

anything was derived beyond J>roJccn pottery, etc., of the coarsest and commonest

varieties utterly dcv<jid of all interest and value.

The tombs were without exception subterranean. Some were 'earth-

tombs' pure and simple, many for instance on the oven site and site A. But

to the majority out; cannot properly apply that namc,^ and yet on the other

liand would hesitate to call them ' rock-tond)s,' for although they are not

formed in more compact surfac('-S(»il, but in the actual solid material of the

ridge, yet that material lacks the consistency and hardness which we usually

associate with the tcnn ' rock,' and can easily be worked with the pick and

knife or even spade. Tombs near the edge of a hill are tisually reached by

' As Dr. llcninann docs, op. cit. p. 8 ; cf. Cesnola, Cyprus, p. 226.

C 2
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tunnelling into the slope at the side, but as they have almost invariably been

robbed and lain open for years, we had little or nothing to do with them.

The rest are regularly got at by sinking a shaft from the surface. And here

it is to be noted that whereas many, indeed most, of the tombs were approached

by a sloping shaft, or as it is technically termed Bp6/j,o^, which descended

gradually from the surface, the object of the excavator on the other hand is

to arrive as quickly as possible at the door, which he accordingly reaches by

dropping a perpendicular shaft straight down at the end of the original decline.

It is not worth while except in the case of extraordinarily valuable tombs to dig

out the whole of the Spo'/io?, the length of which is consequently known only

in the very rarest instances, for a skilful and experienced foreman will scarcely

ever miss the right place for his shaft and sink it too high up in the Bp6fio<;,

not probably in five per cent, of the tombs. Two conclusions may be drawn

from these premises, firstly that it is extremely difficult to pronounce without

special investigation v/hether a tomb had a sloping Spofio^ or not, and secondly

that any conclusions as to the length of the Bp6fj,o<; in tombs of different types

or periods probably rest on the very slenderest evidence and are at least

altogether premature.

The tombs lay close together without any uniformity of arrangement or

of orientation. Tombs rich and poor, of the earliest and the latest date, indi-

vidual, conjugal, and family sepulchres, were constantly to be found side by

side. With one or two exceptions all were constructed on a single principle,

of which, however, three main varieties or developments must be distinguished,

dividing the tombs into three types.^ The main idea is that of an

underground chamber with a single door and an approach or shaft.

The first and far the commonest form which this idea takes is that repre-

sented in the annexed sketches :—The main characteristic is the shaft, which

usually seems to be a sloping Bp6fio<i, but in some cases was apparently perpen-

dicular. The difference does not seem in any way important : neither in type nor

in contents did we observe that the tombs with the one form of apjDroach differed

from those with the other. The 8p6fio<;, as has been said, is not as a rule

excavated, and its length is consequently very seldom known, but does not

seem to be significant. Dr. Herrmann has been led to sujDpose that early

Plan of Tomb K. 4. Section of Tomb K. 4.

^ Cf. Herrmann, op. cit. pp. 8-11.
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Plan of Tomb A'. 8.
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tombs arc marked by a long hp6fio<i, but wo fouiid examples {r.g. A. G, T. 2,

]i. 12) which cannot well have had one, and at least one comparatively late

tomb (A". S) which certainly had. One early tomb (A", 4) liiul, .so far as wo
could distinguish, no hpofioq at all, but a perpendicular shaft. The dej)th

from the surface to the bottom of the shaft varied very considerably, from

al)ont G to 18 feet, and the early tombs were by no means the deepest,

but again the point does not seem very important. Sometimes there was a

cavity or little miniature tomb in the wall of the shaft eitlur ojtiM)site to the

door or to one side. In none of the three types is the number of chambers

imjiortant: most tombs have only one, but two and three are not unconniion.

The chambers may be circular or rectangular or very irregular in shape. 'J'hey

may vary in size from spacious chambers to cavities only long enough to con-

tain a botly, and in character from a well-hewn vault to a rough earth-hole.

When the tomb is rectangular the door is usually in the middle of one end

wall. When there are three chambers one is generally oj)posite the Bp6fio<i

(supposing there is one) and one to each side, all opening into the Sp6fio<;. In

one tomb (J.) we found three chambers with one door to serve for all, but

usually each chamber had its own door. In most instances the door was

found in a vertical line with the wall of the shaft, but often the Bp6fio<i was

continued in a tunnel into the wall for some little di.stance farther. The door

w;is sometimes built up of small unwrought stones, sometimes formed of

several larger slabs. We did not find that this distinction corresponded to

any variation of type or date: J. and'7v'. 48 for instance, although extreme

instances of tojubs of dift'erent period.s, had very similar doors of the second

kind. The roof of the tombs was not vaidted, but only slightly curved,

although an arched appearance was often given by the contimial falling in of

the centre in large flakes.

The tombs of this first t3'pe were in a vast majority ; Dr. Herrmaim is

totally misled in confining them to the eastern necrojwlis and to the fifth and

]>reccding centuries. They form the main bulk of the tombs in the western

necropolis and extend in date j)erhnps even down to Roman times {e.g. A. 12).

The second type differs from the first only in the substitution of a flight

of steps for the Bp6/jLo<; or shaft.^ The number of steps varies of course with

the depth. The stair was, in all examples we found, carried down quite close

to the door, but here it must be remendsered that otherwise we should

scarcely have discovered it. Similarly this (jualification extends to the statement

that tombs of this type are not very common. We did not fin«l that any of

them were demonstrably early, and they certainly run down to a late date,

but I should doubt whether they are to be coiifinetl tn any particular period

as Dr. Herrmann suj)|H>ses. The variation from the first ty])e seems trifling

and, wliere tombs lie thick and a Bp6p.o<; could not conveniently be extended,

is a very obvious way out of a diflicidty.

What has been said i>f the minur variations in the tombs of the first type

seems to apply without modiiication to those of the second. Both ty])es

* Hcnnanii, <>}>. cU., Fig. 3, is a snlliiioiit illiistratiou.
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present no less variety in their internal arrangements. In the nmjority (tf

cases the bodies were simply laid upon the ground with or without a wooden
coffin. The coffins had of course mostly disapjiciircd, but remnants of th«.'m

occasionally surrounded the skeletons, and the bronze clamps and nails whiih

bound them were constantly to be found, sometimes still sticking in the wood.

The middle of the tomb was generally left clear, the skeletons lx;ing rang«;d

round against the walls. A very common arrangement was to place a corpse

along each side wall, tlic heads lying nearest the door.^ Sometimes shallow

niches were cut in the walls, a foot or two above the floor, to receive the bodies.

Sometimes a niised bank was left at the side of the tomb fur the same
purpose. Stone sarcophagi were sometimes found. For children they were

often hewn out of a single Idock, but those of larger size were uniforndy built

of slabs close against the wall of the tomb. In two tond)s at le;\st (S, M. \)

there was a street of sarcophagi, extending in a double row^ continuously from

end to end. There was no trace of sculptural or other adornment on any of

the sarcophagi which we found, but two shibs from tomb M. 1 bore inscriptions

(Nos. 13 and 14). The small sides or ends of the slabs were sometimes marked
with well and deeply cut alphabetical symbols, which, as they could not be

seen so long as the stones were in position, are hard t(j explain ; were they less

elaborately carved they might pass without question for masons' marks.

Symbols wdiich occinreil were F {I'C. 30), T, and r twice, at each end of the

same stone {ii), (these latter might equally well have belonged to the door),

and t {K. 31), on a stone with a large socket in one face which I am ratlier

inclined to connect with a ntdc of some sort.

As to the disposition of the objects found in the tombs there is little to

be said. The usual arrangement, so far as any could be traced, seemed to be

to group the pottery, etc., beside the corpse, chiefly at the head and feet and

within reach of the hands.^ It is remarkable that pottery was seldom to be

found actually within the sarcophagi,^ Just outside the door of one tomb

{K. 86), which was built of small unwrought stones, was ranged a row of

seven large amphorae.' It was outside the door also, in the shaft, that the

larger terracotta figures were usually found.

The third type of tombs is in marked contrast to the two others. The
tombs are as a rule, but not always, on a larger scale. The number of cham-

bers, as before, varies, but it is something new to find two or more chambers

opening, not each by a separate door, on to a common shaft, but one into

another. This arrangement may almost be held typical of these tombs, and in

particular a back chamber behind the main hall is almost always to be found.

It is not, however, meant that there may not also be chambers opening on to the

8p6fj,o<i—a good instance occurs in the great tomb M. 3, where there is also a

bed-niche just outside in the hpofiof. Secondly the tombs of this tyjxj are

characterized by a variety of niche never, so far as we discovered, exhibited by

either of the other types. Inst^iad of being long and shallow, forming a mere

1 Cf. Cesnola, Cyprus, p. 67. ^ Cf. Ibid. p. 270.

2 Cf. J. II. S. ix. p. 2G9.
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shelf in the wall, these niches are deep and narrow, designed to receive the

corpse at right angles to the wall instead of parallel to it. They were some-

times apparently closed by stone slabs. Thirdly the type is marked by great

regularity of plan and careful workmanship. The chambers are not of strag-

gling eccentric shape—we met with none that were not rectangular—the

doors are set carefully in the centre of the walls, and the niches are placed

more or less symmetrically opposite to one another on either side. Where
there are but two chambers, one behind the other, the back one seems usually

smaller and squarer, and the niches are confined to the front chamber. Very

few tombs of the other types can compete with these in excellence of execution,

the walls are straight and fairly smooth, the roof often carefully arched or

vaulted, and the angles generally sharp. In one case there was some attempt

at architectural adornment, a rough moulding cut in the soft rock ran along

the junction of vault and walls, and was carried over the top of the niches.

The hp6fio<i does not seem a characteristic feature : in the case of the tombs we
discovered it was so far as Ave could see the ordinary sloping one, but Dr.

Herrmann ^ gives a plan of a tomb apparently of this type approached by

steps. The annexed plans give a good idea of the type.

The tombs which we opened of this third type seemed all of them to be

of very late date. The contents of all were very uniform, and some of them
certainly belong to the Roman period. There is at least nothing to hint that

any of them are to be dated much, if at all, before the first century B.C. Dr.

Herrmann, although he dates the various classes of tombs higher than seems to

me probable, concurs with our judgment of the relative lateness of this type.

We did not light upon a sufficient number to give ground for a satisfactory

conclusion, but if it should prove to be a fact that these tombs do not appear

at Arsinoe until well on in the Ptolemaic period, the fact will be rather singu-

lar, for the type seems certainly older at Paphos (in the case for instance of the

airrfKaLov t^<? 'Vr)<yi,vri^ ^), and is well known in Phoenicia and elsewhere ^ at a

presumably earlier date, although the materials for fixing the chronology do

not seem much more adequate than in Cyprus. The tombs at Arsinoe may
of course have been used over again at a period long after their original

construction, but if so they must have been very cleanly swept and gar-

nished, for we nowhere found any earlier objects except where other tombs

had been robbed through them and the contents confused.

A few curious or eccentric tombs may be briefly noticed here. In

the shaft of one (X) a stone-built and paved chamber seemed to have

been constructed. Not much, however, was to be made of it as we found it.

K. 55 may also have been a later construction, at aU events it is

difficult to explain otherwise. We came upon a built sarcophagus in a

narrow hole. It had been robbed and yielded nothing of value, but

beneath the stone slabs which paved the floor beside it was another cavity

containing bones.

1 Op. cit., Fig. 4. Phoenicia, ch. 3. The steps to the Amrit tombs
2 Cf. J. E. S. ix p. 266. and others are noticeable.

^ Cf. Perrot and Chipicz, Hist, of Art in
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Pi,AN OF Tomb A'. 63.

Section of Tomb K. 63,

i^fLO*

Xeareu Face of roouwAY of Second Chamber of Tomb K. 63.
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Plan of Tomb M. 3.

Two cliildren's graves (K. 7, K. 2G) were mere shallow holes in which

lay a small sarcophagus scooped out of a single block of limestone. K. 53

deserves mention. It is a large tomb of irregular shape, but rather resem-

bling the great tomb in the Vineyard of which Dr. Herrmann gives a plan,^

and which still lies open. The tomb appeared to be a genuine Greek one of

not too late a date, judging from the fragments of pottery, but had been

used again in Roman times, and again subsequently rifled. It contained

confused heaps of broken vessels and sarcophagi. K. 50 was a puzzling

problem. The section will give some notion of it. The purpose of the walls is

obscure, they seem to have little or no reference to the tomb, which was poor

beyond description. The steps were of stone and their crevices were full

of grain. Was the tomb adapted from a grain store, or vice versa ? Did the

> 02). at. \K 9.
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<;r;iin merely woik its way down from the tield above ? Tlio walls were

tlimsily built of small utisnuai'ed stones and mud mortar.

Section of Tdmk A'. 50.

ExTKRioii Wall at Riuiit Anolks to the Sricrs, Tomb K. 50.

Several tombs contained architectural fragments, E and J pieces of

plain simple moulding, // and 19 stones with nu>uldings and traces of

colour. Possibly tliese fragments came from the doors of the tombs: the

sinkings in one of tlie stones with moulding are, however, hard to explain,

being apparently on the upper side. From A. 10 came a number of wrought
stones, among which were two inscriptions (Nos. 10 and 10), a limestone drum
resembling an altar, with mouldings above and below and a hole in the top

for affixment of something, a late Ionic pilaster capital, a fragujent of what
might have been a door-post with moulding round three sides, two blocks

with moulding on two sides, etc., all of limestone. The cavity in which
these members were found was sufficiently shapeless, but seemed from a little

pottery remaining there to have been a tomb. It may be doubted, however,

whether the architectural remains had any connection with the tomb, into

which they may have been thrown to get them out of the way. It is to be
noted that the Greek inscription was found in three dispersed pieces, and
half of the Cypriote is missing. Nothing could be constructed out of the

stones and fragments, but if they are to be assigned to the tomb, we may
suppose they belonged to an ornamented door and a fivijfia. The contents

were worthless and insignificant—two coarse jugs, a chip of Cypriote pottery,

and 01x6 or two little bits of black-glazed ware. Tlie drum remains a
mystery.

Tombs N and A. 20 were remarkable for their twisted subterranean

BpofjLo^, which turned at right angles before reaching the tomb.

Tomb N brings us to the interesting subject of sepulchral siclae. In the

shaft were found a few dispersed pieces of a limestone Cypriote capital of the

type figured in Cesnola's Cyprus, p. 117, Perrot and Chipiez, Hiskn-y of Art in

Phoenicia, E.T., vol. i. figs. 52, 53, 152. Mr. E. A. Gardner has made the
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annexed restoration (Fig. 3), to which I would only add that I believe myself,

from the breakage of the top, that there was some further ornament over the

segment of a circle between the two horns, a supposition rather confirmed by

the figs. 52 and 53 just quoted. (Cf. also P. and C. vol. ii. fig. 327.) The

tomb was extremely small and cramped, and the capital is very far from

complete. I do not think its connection with the tomb is at all probable, but

rather that it was thrown into the shaft from above.

Fig. 3.

Of a very different type is the elegant limestone capital from K. 29. It

is of slender form, and carved in long pointed leaves with a slight zigzag

Fig. 4.

pattern below. The accompanying figure (4) renders description unnecessary. I

am not aware of any very close parallel, but vertical twigs and zigzags form
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the decoration of the capital figured in Perrot and Chipiez, vol. i. fig. 5G,

although the form and arrangement is very different. No shaft was found to

throw any further light on the purpose of this capital, which has a socket

in the lower end, hut from K. 2 came an octagonal limestone pillar of very

inferior workmanship and perfectly plain except for a simple moulding round
the upper edge, which, as it also bears a socket in the top, may be supposed to

have supported some capital of a similar kind. K. 21) was probably a ritled

tomb. It contained aski of the usual inferior red-figured style, black-glazed

saucers with impressed patterns bearing symbols from the Greek and the

Cypriote alphabets, etc., and a very crude stone statuette of a seated fenrnle

figure. Possibly the large block from K. 31 bearing the symbol T may be
referred to some such stde as a base, for there is on it a large socket for the

insertion of another oblong block or the like. A lump of lead which had
evidently served to fuse a peg into a socket was found in the shaft oi K. 1.

From an unproductive shaft on site A came a small limestone anthemion
perhaps connected with some sort of side. All these little indications point

to sepulchral delaz of one sort or another. If we turn now to the inscribed

stones from the tombs we find that, with the exception of those from M. 1 and
A. 10, the little chip from B. 4, and the small trough from the unnamed tomb on
Kaparga, all ^ are long blocks of stone bearing the inscriptions not along them
but across, and within a few inches of one end. It is obvious that they were
intended to stand upright, and so cannot be supposed to have belonged to

doors or to /xvijfiara. Into the latter they could not be fitted, and their length

and narrowness preclude our thinking of the former, indeed the slabs that form

the door are usually laid lengthwise one above another. I am convinced that

these blocks can only have been sepulchral stelae or ct/jpi. They were more-

over most of them found well inside the tombs, a fact which puzzled me so

long as I went upon the door-panel theory. However surprising the erection

of a stele within the tomb may seem, and although we cannot pretend to have

found one actually standing, I think all the evidence tends to show that it was

the practice to erect such monuments, perhaps at the head of the corpse. It may
prove, then, that General di Gesnola's account ^ of the stelae standing at either

end of the sarcophagus at Athienou, for which even MM. Perrot and Chipiez,

who generally take the General at his word, seem to feel the want of some
confirmation or explanation, is less of a fancy construction than has sometimes

been suspected. His words a few pages before,^ 'From some of these tombs

I extracted various mortuary stelae with bas reliefs' etc., although vague, are

confirmatory so far as they go. The stelae with carved capitals and sculpture

are in this view only a more ornate form of the humbler inscribed blocks, or

vice versa^

But be this as it may, there is at least no doubt about two sepulchral stelae,

^ That from K and one of those from K. 58 ^ /jj^^ p io9.

are broken below, but aeera to have been the * Cf. the inscription on the block from B. 1 2,

same as the rest. where I believe iviaTaaa is to be read, cf.

2 Cypiis, p. 114. Deecke, Sammlung No. 71.
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or rather the upper part of them, of the faiiiillar Greek type with pediment and

side posts. These examples certainly were set up above ground. The one

was of limestone, small, and much damaged. There seemed, probably to have

been once an inscription along the architrave, but the letters were hopelessly

obliterated. There was no sculptural adornment, possibly the internal field

may have been })ainted. This monument came from a shallow hole which

contained also a broken Cypriote jug, and the Iragments of a cylix, with

band of palmette and lotus-bud pattern outside in black and purple with

incised lines [K. 46). The other stele, which is of marble, is from B. 1. It has

already been mentioned and is figured above. Representi.'d is a bearded man
almost life size, wrapped in his himation, who stands calndy looking before

him. The work seems rather slight and hasty than bad, and perhaps may
prove to be of earlier date than appears at first sight probable. On this point

we may hope for some enlightenment from the carelessly scratched inscriptions

when they are deciphered : a imori I should assign the stele to the third

century B.C. Whether the insignificant cavity in which it was found was

ever a tomb at all is extremely doubtful, the stele was at all events its only

content.

One more point must here be dealt with—the condition in which the

tombs Avere found. In one word, their condition was execrable. In the first

place the material in which they were excavated is ill suited to the preserva-

tion of their contents. It is the rarest thing possible to find a tomb that is

not choked to the depth of several feet. Nor is the best made of the material.

In all but the latest tombs the roof is almost flat. The consequence is that it

is continually falling in large heavy flakes, smashing the pottery and loading

everything with earth, from which it has to be laboriously extracted, coated,

as the case may be, with stiff clay, or hardened mud, or calcareous incrusta-

tions. But the immediate damage entailed by the choking of the tombs,

and the slow groping after any recognizable tests of their character, are less

mischievous than the confusion wrought by robbers, or worse still by the

repeated use of the tombs by later generations. To guarantee the virginity

of a tomb we found generally a most difficult matter. It does not follow

because the door is intact, which is seldom enough, that the tomb has not been

robbed, for the robbers often entered from above, or from the side, or by

tunnelling from another tomb. A good instance of the last method is

furnished by the two tombs robbed from the niche in the great tomb J/.3.

above mentioned. In another case {K. 20) we entered a newly-opened grave

and travelled through it into the next, whence our voices issuing from the

sepulchral darkness not a little terrified a workman who was just uncovering

the door. Neither, however, does an open portal necessarily mean a rifled

tomb, for the door has often collapsed. Nor, again, is it certain that the tomb
is in its original state, even if the door be closed and there is no other entrance

to be found, for tombs were not infrequently used over again in later times

{e.g. L. 22, K. 24, K. 53, &c.), and the door may certify only the integrity of

the after burial. Less important, but still enough to necessitate a certain

latitude in the assignment of dates, is the fact that a large proportion of the
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tombs woro intended to roooivo mon; tlian a sinj^de t^'fiK-mtion of a family,

in(l(;od a colossal t(jml) like M. 3 may well have served a whole elan for some

time. The state of the pottery is sometimes a useful test <»f the substantial

integrity of a tomb. If it is not mer<dy broken by falliiiL,' earth, but dispersed,

fragments of the same vase beitig scattered all al)Out tlie tomb (as in *S' and 2),

we may certainly recognize the work of the Tv/x/3a)pv)^o';, but it need not be

assumed that the really business-like robber indulged in this wantonness of

destruction. Much of the C/ypriote funeral jewellery may almost have been

repugnant to the finer artistic or commercial instincts of the gentlemanly tliief,

but no doubt, given a certain unity of style in the contents, a sure criterion of

a virgin tomb is the presence of olijects of the precious metals. Tombs 10,

K. 30, Sic, are thus guaranteed.

It is well to point out the difficulties in the way of scientific conclusions

from the contents of the tombs which follow from the circumstances of their

discovery, because they are particularly characteristic of Cypriote cemeteries,

and archaeologists working in libraries and museums are apt to overlook them,

and may in consequence occasionally arrive at results more curious than correct.

But of course too much must not be made of them. Whether or not a tomb
lias been rifled, mixture and confusion of contents must naturally be the ex-

ception and not the rule. Neither can tombs have often been used over again

at periods sufficiently near in time seriously to mislead the investigator. The
unfortunate thing is that it is just where confidence in the testimony of a tomb

becomes most important, in the case of novel and surprising combinations of

objects which provoke at once curiosity and suspicion, that the full force of the

doubt is»most acutely felt. In such cases only some occasional crucial test, or

the cumulative evidence of several tombs, can bring conviction. The diflficulty

is of course at its greatest on a site like ours, where the staple contents of the

tombs seem to vary little from age to age, where it is impossible to argue from

one tomb to its next neighbour, and where the type of construction affords

little or no additional clue.

In conclusion it may be remarked that, although we have spoken through-

out of our unhallowed depredations with the professional callousness of the

hardened digger, yet the sacred peace of the dead was as little disturbed as

the nature of our task permitted. They were robbed of their vessels and their

trinkets, but their bones were respected, and their resting-places closed again

for their tranquil possession. Jiequiescant in imcc.

J. A. R. M.

III.

—

Contents of the Tombs.i

We now come to the most important, but at the same time the most

difficult, part of our subject—the contents of the tombs, and here a word must

^ In writing tliis section I have here and there Smith, to all of whom I desire to record my
profited lij' suggestions or information from Jlr. thanks.

A. S. Murray, Mr. Cecil Smith, and Mr. A. H.
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be said on the method of treatment adopted. It might have been expected

that our account would proceed upon some chronological arrangement, such as

Dr. Herrmann has attempted, but the reasons against this method seem to me
for the present conclusive. In the first place it must be obvious from what has

been said about the tombs that (1) the sites are hopelessly mixed, tombs sepa-

rated by centuries in date constantly occurring side by side
; (2) the type of

a tomb affords little or no criterion of date; (3) it is extremely difficult to

guarantee the primitive integrity of the products, because the majority of

tombs contain several occupants, tombs were often used over again in later

periods, and robbers sometimes introduce confusion. These facts present

serious objections to satisfactory chronological classification, and when we add

(4) the most certain criteria of date, coins and Greek inscriptions, are extremely

scarce and not available in any but the least important instances
; (5) the

great mass of the find, consisting of coarse, Cypriote, and black-glazed pottery,

terracottas of native manufacture, plain jewellery, &c., hardly admits of precise

chronological division
; (6) the greater part of the imported figured ware is of

too slight and careless a style to be at all an accurate guide, especially at a

time when the evidence of style is at a discount, if not completely dis-

credited
; (7) until we know more of the places of manufacture of the various

classes of pottery, any arguments drawn from the history of Cyprus must be

received with great caution—when all these considerations are taken into

account, the chronological method is reduced to absurdity from lack of material

for forming a judgment on any doubtful point, and becomes liable to all those

arbitrary assumptions and misleading combinations which beset premature

efforts at classification by date. Yet certain references to chronology are

convenient and legitimate, if not inevitable. Individual objects and individual

tombs may be dated with something like accuracy, even where the limits of

the class remain elastic, and here and there a more or less general conclusion

ef eiKOTcov koL arj/ieiav may be stated for what it is worth. But such isolated

judgments are more appropriately inserted in connection with the particular

objects or classes of objects which naturally lead to them, or thrown into a

tentative gleaning of results after the whole has been described. Are we then

to go through the finds tomb by tomb, or even site by site ? This method has

its advantages to the student, but by separating objects of the same class loses

almost as much as it gains and involves many tedious repetitions and a dis-

tracting multiplicity of references. It seems better to classify the products of

the excavation under a few general heads, and affix references to the tombs in

which the various objects or classes of objects appear, so that those interested

in the study of them may work out their several combinations for themselves

—a treatment which, it is hoped, will prove at once comprehensive and

concise.

1. Stone 0^>jcds, Stelae, Inscriptions, and the Syllahary.—Statuary was

conspicuous by its absence, the only objects of the class being a small female

figure seated on a high-backed chair, and a fragment of a little relief of a

reclining figure, both exactly parallel to very common types of terracottas.

The former {K. 29) is of very crude and heavy style, and the head is lacking.
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She holds on her lap with her right hand a square box, her left hand is raised

towards her face. The ponderous drapery is inechanically executed, and the

figure is extremely clumsy. The fingers of the hand on the box are flat and
straight. Round the neck is a thick necklace of pointed pendants. The
material is a soft limestone. The relief (/?. 8) is aLso of limestone, and not

much better in style. The type is the ordinary reclining one of the ' funeral

feast.' Both ends are broken.

Parallel again to the terra-cottas are one or two little stone animals, cjj.

bird {F), lion {K. 34). Stone ointment bottles of the alabastron shape also

appeared {M, K. 54, A. 19.).

The stelae and capitals have already been described, and the inscriptions

will be dealt with in a separate section ( V.). The latter are from tombs F, K,

K. 5, K. 37, K. 45, K. 58, K. 68 (the unnamed tomb),^. 10, B. 4, B. 12, M. 1.

The only inscription in the Greek alphabet, probably of Roman imperial times,

is one of those from the dubious hole -^.10.

The following tables of tombs in which the Cypriote syllabary and Greek
alphabet respectively appear, whether on stone or on pottery, &c., may be

interesting as bearing on the history of Cypriote epigraphy. Possibly one or

two more instances may have to be added when the vases are all cleaned. In

one or two cases it is doubtful to which alphabet symbols are to be assigned.

Cypriote Syllabary.

Site V. tombs 2.

„ Oven „ B, F, K.

„ (H.D.) „ 7, 11, 12, 17, 19, 22.

K. „ 5, 9 ? , 11, 12, 19 ? , 24, 28, 29, 30, 31, 34. 37, 38, 44,

45, 51, 58, 59, C2, 6C, 08 (the unnamed tomb).

A. „ 1?, 2, 8, 10, 20, 21.

B. „ ,
3?,4, 5?,8, 9, 11,12.

.. M. „ 1.

Greek Al'pJidbet.

Site Oven tombs J.

'„ {H.D.) „ 1,7,8,10.17,19,21,22?

K. „ 11, 19 ? , 21, 24, 29, 33 ? , 35, 42. 45, 51, 53.

A. .., 1?, 8?, 10, 12.

B. „ 1,3?, 5?, 9?, 11, 12.

M. „ 2,3.

T. „ 2.

In tombs J. 21, K. 42, K. 53, M. 3 the Greek alphabet is represented only

on the stamped handles of amphorae, in ./f. 12 on a small Roman lamp with

T, and in M. 2 on a glass tumbler with embossed inscription.

Refinements of epigraphical style are not to be expected in scratchings

on pottery, but may be valuable as indications of date when they are present.

We note, therefore, an ornate e on a black-glazed saucer with impressed

patterns from Tomb 8, and H© on a plain one-handled saucer of tiic same

U.S.—VOL. XI. I)
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ware from K. 3'), where the punctuation of tlic 6 is significant, and seems to

point to the Hellenistic perioch

2. Coarse or rcrft.dly Plain TdttcrD amounted to about a tliird of the

total find. Few tombs were without several cxainples of various kinds.

Three main varieties may be distinguished

—

{(i') light-coloured, from yellow

to grey, perhaps the commonest of all; {it) red; and (r) brown. The last

seems sometimes produced by a wasli of colour, the other two depentl on the

nature of the clay and the baking. The red variety seemed to be most pro-

minent in the latest tombs, cjj. J, A. 12, &c. Coarse red pots in ])articular,

of round, full-bellied form, are a bad omen (i\^ A. 1), A. 1 2). So are the slender

little bottles of smooth red clay which arc narrow at each end and swell out

in the middle.^ These are conimoidy to be found in cbllections of Roman
anti(piities. They appeared in Tond^s 7i', 11, K. 32, K. 41, K. 42, 7v'. 44, K. 53,

21, 22, A. 12, and J/. 3. In Tomb E were also tliree vases of the same type,

but of a dark colour, with a narrow red and white line round. Roman lamps

were found in K. 50 (two), K. 53 (three), A. 12 (two, one bearing the letter T,

the other a couple of little birds' heads), A. 2G, and M. 3 (five, one with a cro.ss).

But of course red pottery is fre(pient enough in earlier tombs. Apart from

amphorae and large vessels, unglazed red saucers with one handle are common,

and neat Httle cotylae {S. 16, K. 19, K. 42, A. 21, B. 5, B. 11).

The shapes of the plain pottery are almost innumerable (Fig. 5) : jars and

jugs of every size and form, basins, bottles, saucers, plates, pots, lamps, &c., but

distinctly Greek shapes like the lecythus, hydria, or oenochoe are rare, and

seem as a rule to run rather late than early. The amphorae with inscribed

handles have already been enumerated, .some of the most legible read

—

Eu/cXetVou with caduceus {K. 53), eVt Teicrayopd Secrfiocpoptov (K. 53)

'HcfyaccTTCOivo^i with caduceus, and eVt TLvdoyeveco'i "TaKcvdcov (A". 53), eVi

'ApiaTO(f)dvov(; 'TuKivOcov {M. 3) ; one from B. 4 bore simply a cup (cantharus).

Some amphorae had very long necks and small bodies, others had long

bodies and no necks at all. A saucer was usually found on each amphora to

serve as a lid. Some doubtless contained wine, others probably oil. One or

two flat vessels held chicken bones, others egg-shells.'- A red cantharoid pot

with a lid {B. 4) contained a brown substance resembling coffee grounds.

Minute vessels, which might have come from a doll's house but can have

served no practical purpose, were not uncommon. The little lamps formed

sim{)ly by pincliing in the rim of a round saucer to a spout are to be found

in tond^s of all periods from the sixth century downwards, cj/. K. 4, K. 4S,

10, B. 11, E, N (in the two last they are red). Examples are published

{Salaiiiiiiia, 2nd ed., fig. 304 ; Jahrhach II., p. 88). But the commonest of

all vessels are the little jugs with one small handle, which are roughly cylin-

drical in shape but rather narrower above than below. They somehow came

to be known to us as ' bottle-jugs.' We must have found several hundred.

One is figured in the Jahrhach {loc. cit.). These little jugs seem to have

remained in use without the slightest modification of form for many centuries.

» Cf. J. U. S. ix. 1.. 269. - Cf. J. H. 6'. ix. p 270.
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Throughout the plain pottery, indeed, the fixity of type is remarkable. The

common large two-handled jars are precisely like those still in use. We made

good from our excavations the breakages of our water-carrier, and the ancient

vessels were scarcely distinguishable from the modern.

3. Cypriote Pottery in bulk of find ranks next to the coarse or plain.

Certain varieties were not found, such as the primitive ware, with incised

patterns on shiny red surface, or the vessels of strange eccentric shapes in light

clay with dark geometric patterns, or again the vases with human and animal

forms mixed with oriental ornaments, e.g. the sacred tree, as a main element

in the decoration. The different kinds which were found are, however, very

numerous, and no adequate account can here be given of them, especially as

in many cases the decoration can only be made out after cleaning.

The shapes are many—jars and jugs, large and small, slender and stout,

bowls, pots, cups, bottles, large shallow basins or plates, &c. The system of

decoration is fairly constant, its principal features are bands and circles, either

horizontal or vertical, and very often combined in concentric groups, hatchings,

zigzags, and sometimes floral patterns, twigs, &c., chiefly on the neck and

shoulder. The ground is usually, bat not absolutely always, matt, and the

patterns are laid on in a dark purple-brown pigment, often with white ad-

ditions, or sometimes in various bright colours, usually arranged in streaks,

intersecting lines, &c.

Certain leading varieties may be distinguished—(a) Light ground of the

natural clay, dark patterns helped out sometimes with red, but especially with

white. This is the style displayed on most of the largest vessels, the big two-

handled jars, &c., but also on smaller jugs and cups. The decoration is usually

confined to bands round the body of the vase and groups of concentric circles,

but other designs, geometrical and floral, not infrequently appear on the neck

and shoulder. I cannot quote examples of animal forms on any of the vases

we found, but possibly some may come to light, in any case they are not con-

spicuous elements in the ornament. It is worthy of notice that however early

this first variety may be, it was most prominent in what seemed comparatively

late tombs, such as K, L, N, P, &c.

(h) Strong red ground, usually laid on, dark patterns and white additions.

This style is especially affected for jugs of the middle size, with or without

plastic decoration, shallow basins, bowls, and the jugs with pinched spouts,

either round-bodied with slender tapering necks,^ or resembling the ' bottle-

jug ' type.2 Dr. Herrmann implies (page 16) that this variety is later than the

first. Tt may be so, but we found it in our earliest tombs, Avhere the vases

with light ground scarcely appear, e.g. K. 48, T, 2.

(c) Natural clay ground, usually light-reddish, ornamented with very

simple patterns in red or dark colour, chiefly bands and stripes. This style,

which was perhaps most frequently met with on site A, is but little removed

from the coarse pottery, and, although it looks primitive, is not above suspicion

of being a late degeneration. It appears mostly on small vessels, jugs, platters,

1 Cf. Henniaini, op. cit. fig. 17. - Cf Salaminia, pi. xix. 8.
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cups, &c. One jug from this site may here be mentioned wliich is Lard to

classify. Its form, with elegant lines and slightly tapering neck, and decora-

tion, with a clay wriggle down the handle and triangular divisions of cross-

hatching on the shoulder, looks distinctly early, but the other contents of the

tomb afford no satisfactory tests.

(<l) Ground warm, ruddy orange to ochre, patterns dark purplish brown

or black, sometimes on the lighter exatnplea approximating to violet or blue.

The ground is sometimes smooth and almost shiny. The style is compara-

tively late, so far as can be made out, perhaps flourishing most in the second

half of the fourth century. Tiiis, distinctly the most effective of all the

Cypriote varieties, seems almost confined to jugs with figurines of developed

type and the shallow basins so often found with them. Good examples

are those from S. 8 (Fig. 6), and M. 3, with which should be compared

Dr. Herrmann's Figs. 41, 42, and 46. The decoration is elaborate, and

consists of rays, cross-hatchings, maeanders, palmettes, &c., and floral designs,

e.g. olive-leaf and ivy, clearly showing the influence of the Greek red-figured

style. This variety appeared in Tombs S. 8, 9, 12, 22, K. 8, K. 53, M. 3, and

possibly in one or two others (L ?).

(c) Coarse pottery, roughly painted in bright bands and streaks, or

occasionally more elaborate patterns which, like the preceding variety, show

the influence of the Greek red-figured ware. Very frequent on the poorer

jugs with figurines and heads of oxen. Probably extends down almost to

Roman times. The favourite colours are red, yellow, and magenta.

(/) Coarse pottery with only plastic decoration.

A special feature characteristic of most of the larger jugs of all these

varieties is the * double-barrelled ' handle. Each member is usually decorated

with dark touches, giving the effect of the winding band seen on a barber's

pole.

The sixth century tomb, JC. 48, produced a fine Cypriote vase, to

which we found nothing at all parallel. The ground is strong red and the

decoration dark. The shape is roughly ovoid, the body being broadest about

a third or less of its height from the bottom. The neck is not slender, but

narrows gently upwards, and is divided into two sections. The lip is wide and

flat, with a well-marked rim. The decoration consists of bands within the lip,

round the neck and body, and a zigzag occupying the whole shoulder with a

group of little concentric circles between each pair of points above and below.

There are circular bands over and under the junction of the upper and lower

necks, and below the former band a series of triplets of little vertical strokes,

three dark and three white alternately. The other band, over the junction, is

touched up with white dots. The double handle bears at its point of union

with the neck a little disk, such as is very frequent on Cypriote jugs, and no

doubt derived from metal prototypes, as are the two bosses often seen on the

body beside the lower end of the handle. Our vase in quality and finish is

much above the average of Cypriote productions.

Another jug from a tomb {K. 23), from which came also a jug roughly

painted in red and yellow with an ox -head spout, may perhaps be classed
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under (<'). Tlic decoration, however, is umisuul. Jt coiLsists ol tlie rcmilar

]>:iiids and an ivy pattern, ])aiuted in a dark nddisli colour and brown on the

I'j^lit clay ground. A. 21 yielded some remarkable iVagments ot" a lar^e two-

handled jar of the (ji) variety. To one side ot the base of one of the handles

is the inscription in the Cypriote syllabary (No. 1 of section on vase inscri]*-

tions) o 7ra(t9) KaXof;, painted in the same daik jturplish colour as the rest of

the decoration. ()n tiie hotly of the vase, which is altogether ordinary in

character, appears a conventional bud. The inscrij»tion 6 7rai<; kuXo^ on a

commoTi unhgured vase of this kind is, I believe, (|uite a novel jdienomenon.

The jugs with plastically adorned sjiouts^ may be treateil as a class by

themselves, althougli according to their other decoration they fall under the

ordinary varieties above described. Jugs with unad<^ined spouts are occa-

sionally found among the Cypriote ware, and in the coarse 2>ottery are not

lare.

Two main types may be distinguished, the figurine- and pitchci-tyi)e, and

the ox-head type. The spout is always in front of the jug, on the shoulder.

It is given decorative form by being treated as an ox-head from the mouth of

vvhicli the li juid ilow.s, or as a little j)itcher from which a woman placed

beside it pours. The decorative idea seems to survive or overpower the

practical pnrpose, for the head or pitcher souietimes have no hole through

them. Botli types .seem to have arisen at an early date, })robably the sixth

century at least, but both seem to continue without essential modification

down to late Ptolemaic or lloman times, and I beheve that some of the most

])rimitive-looking examples may be found to be among the latest. The

phustic additions share in the decoration of the jug and are ]>ainted in

conformity Avith it ; when the jug is un])aiutcd so is the plastic adornment

also.

The ox-head tyjie is not absolutely restricted to heads of oxen, although

the heads of any other animal are quite excej)tional. We found one specimen

with a ram's head (IC oO), and two with what may be })ronounced goats'

heacls {A. 7, B. 7). The head degenerates on poor late examples (f .y. Q, K. O.'J)

into a mere triangle of clay.

The figurine and pitcher type ^ presents two main varieties :

—

(ji) woman sitting on the shoulder of the jug beside the pitcher, which

she usually holds with the right hand and sometimes sup|)orts also with the

left. Tliis attitude no doubt stands nearest to the original idea of the design,

but its met.;iphysical priority by no means guarantees its chronological in

every instance.

(/») woman no longer seated by her pitcher, but standing above it against

the neck of the jug. Her arm is often ])rolonged \n a helpless ludicruiis

fashion, that she may still keep hoM of the i>it(her in her new

position.

' Cf. a Tcry lull tnatiiiriit of llic class in Dr. cit. taf. 3, ami fit;--. 02, 34, ?<(\ to } 1 ; CVsiiDla,

lit iMiianij's work § IV. Ci/jrrus, j.l. xliii. <•/.
i>.

lUl ; A. CV.siiola, .Sala-

- T'jT illustrations r. fig. G ; Herrmann, cj^ minia, ligs. 2b4-5.
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The (liU'orence between the two varieties may Ik; as much one of

te'cliiii<iue as of date. The ligurines of the iirstare usually more or less crutlc-

loitkinuf, and e.xecuted iu what h:us in (iermany aptly been called 'snow-man's

t('clini(iue,' the clay hiiw^ pinched and shaj)ed chielly by the unaiiled finders,

and the heads alone, in the better or more developetl sjKicinjens, showin;.j any

decent workmansiiip. It is extremely probable that the heads were sh:i|>c<l

separately in a mouUl. Althou<;h many <'f these figures look extremely arehaie,

and may be so, yet others may be the products of a quite late age. None of

them exhibit aJiy freely devele])ed art, and obviou.sly no such thing is to be

Fig. 6.

expected in them. Such a method of manufacture would in any age produce

primitive-looking results, and the fact that no developed specimens came to

light seems to indicate that the potters were not, and never thought it their

business to become, modellei's. The figures of the second variety may be

brought forward as instances of free development, but the method by which

they were produced is very different and is well marked on our vase fig. 6.

The whole figure, not merely the head, is stamped with a mould. A lump of

clay, perhaps rudely shaped to the required form, is applied to the neck of tlie
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jug and receives the impression, or is perhaps first stamped and then put in

position. Tlie potter in the instance before us has not troubled to clear a\vay

the clay squeezed out at the edges, and the outlines and details of the figures,

as in so many of these stamped examples,^ lack clearness and precision. This

variety seems, if we may trust the testimony of tomb K. 4, to begin at least

as early as the middle of the fifth century. In some cases, but only so far as I

know on jugs of the {d) (e) and (/) styles, the woman is no longer single, but

beside her there appears a winged youth, whom we may call Eros or Thanatos

according to taste. We found two examples in which the figures are pre-

served, one from tomb 8 ^, the other (broken), from tomb 22. The latter is

of brown clay with violet patterns—an ugly combination.

The figurine and the ox-head type are sometimes combined, and we get

a woman holding not a pitcher but an ox-head {K. 18, K. 54 : cf Dr.

Herrmann's fig. 39).

Cypriote pottery (simple).^

Site Oven toinhs A, B, D, F, K, L, N, F, S, T.

H. D. „ 1, 8 ?, 9 ?, 10, 12 ?, 13, 22, 23.

K. „ 1, 2, 3. 7, 8, 11, 12, 13, 16, 19, 23,

27, 28, 29, 31, 35, 37, 39, 42a,

4C, 47, 48, 49, 51, 53 ?, 57, 59, 61,

62, 65, 67, 68 (the unnamed
tomb).

A. . „ 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 13, 15, 16, 17, 18,

20, 21, 27.

li. „ 2,4,5,7,8,11,12,14,16.

M. „ 3.

T. „ 1,2,3,6.

(Witli plastic decoration.)

Site Oven
H.D.
K.

A.

B.

M.

tombs B, C, E, F, L, M, N, Q, S.

1, 5, 8, 11, 13, 16, 22, 23, 24.

1, 2, 4, 5, 8, 13, 15, 17, 18, 19, 23,

26, 28, 31, 35, 37, 39, 42a, 43.

48, 49, 51, 54, 58, 59, 63,

65, 67.

1, 2, 4, 6, 7, 21, 24, 25.

2, 4, 7,8, 10,11,12, 15.

3.

^ Dr. Herrmann complains of this lack in the

case of one of the jugs figured on hb taf. 3 and

ascribes it wrongly (p. 59) to mde and superficial

modelling.

* One may observe how the wings arc utterly

ignored in laying on the coloured decoration.

' It is doubtful whether the tombs queried

ought not rather to be classed as containing only

jugs with figurines—fragments of the (rf) variety

were found in them which, when the fragments

are not from shallow basins, probably mean
jugs with figurines.
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4. Llack-figui-ai pottery.—In p<assing to the black-figureil pottery we turn

from local native fabrics to imported Greek wares. But there is one vessel to be

noticed which seems to stand betw«ien the two. It is a .small platter (fij^. 7)

found in tomb A. 7. The outside or bjvck is decorated with dark rings merging

into red on the natural clay ground. The inside is very remarkable ; the rim,

which is pierced with two small lioK s for susjxmsion, is piiiutod a light matt

red, with outer and inner border of purplish black, while the natural clay

ground of the centre is decorated with a black-figure sphinx, underneath

which is a goose. The face and breast of the sphinx arc painted white, her

FiQ. 7.

wings are curved upwards and iuAvards in the familiar oriental style, and have

a red centre with white border to it, the wing-feathers are roughly indicated

by incised lines which are also used sparingly on the rest of the figure. It is

a slender sphinx, thin in the ankles and abdomen. The goose between its

legs bends its neck and rests its beak on its breast. A white-bordered red

band crosses its wing. Neither the ground nor the rather poor black glaze

are favourable to clearness of outline and precision of detail, but even with

this allowance the execution is not very good. The general scheme of the

platter reminds one of the Rhodian TrivaKe<i, but the resemblance does not
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extend furtlier, ami the style and mttliod of inanufactuic aro very diliforent.

A slightly nearer ]>arallcl might Ik) found in the Naucratile j)ottery. But

probably we liave to recognize an attempt of a native potter to combine on a

Cyjaiote platte'r features <Ierived from, say, the Naucratite, and the Greek

ordinary black-iigured ware. The other contents of the tomb include several

Cypriote vessels and a saucer with very ])i)Mr black glaze, but give no further

clue.

The bhxck-figured vases are not numerous. We may begin with three

small high-stemmed cyli<es of tlie * Kleinmeister* style with little figures

outside the rim (K. 21, A. l.>, T. 2). Represented are (J\. 21) dog one side,

lion the other; (A. I'y) combat between Heracles (?) and lion, both sides;

(7'. 2) Centaur ]>otb sides. From T. 2 came also a large black-iigured cylix

with outside band of hgures, now in the Cyprus Museiiin. The drawing is

far from careful, but the decorative effect is good. No jjarticular action .seems

to be represented. Another black-figured vase which went to Nicosia is a

lecythus of the ordinary^ form with a representation of a chariot and four—no

more could he made out through the hard white incrustation which covered

the vase. The tend) (A". 12) contained, besides Cypriote and plain black-

glazed pottery, etc., a red-figured askos with carelessly drawn hare and goo.se

and a red-figured lecythus with a .sphinx of poor style.

yr. 2i j)roduced a few shattered fragments of a broad-shouldered lecythus,

with interlaced lotus bud pattern on the slioulder, and a representation of

running figures of very archaic style, as a])poars especially from the eyes,

ankles, and feet. The original connection of the vase with the other contents

of the tomb cannot be maintained. These were chiefly black-glazed vessels,

])liin, with little impressed patterns, or fluted, some bearing Cypriote, one

Greek, characters scratched ui>jn them; but also a couple of aski, the one of

careless, the other of fairly good red-figured technique.

Similar in shape and decoration of shoulder is a lecythus from J\. 38

which is complete from the neck downwards. It presents a scene of five

figures (v. fig. 8, a, li). In the centre a winged female being ])rances in rapid

flight to the right but turns her head back in exactly the 0]>])osite direction.

Next to her on the left stands a nude male figure facing her but gazing down-

Avards, who holds a sj)ear in his left hand. Behind him, al.so facing to the right but

looking straight in front of him, is another male figure clad in a chlamy.s, the

comer of which he holds up with his spear in the left hand. To the right of

the central figure and turning his back to her is a male figvire seated on .a

sttX)l, draped like the preceding and reproducing his attitude. The fifth

figure, who is also male, is nude and stands facing and looking down at the

seate<l figure. He holds a spear in his right hand. No oiie pays the least

attention to the winged being, whose excited action is in sharp contrast to

the apathy other comj»any. There can be little doubt that .she is intended to

be invisible to them, ami the artist has interposed her in the midst of what
we are meant to conceive of as a continuous group. The figures then on both

sides of the Seated man are <1ire<-ting their attention to him. We probably

have to understand that three warriors are about to arm thcjasclvcs and set
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out to ItaLllc. .iinl ;iriM)iily \vmtir)^f lor the fourth wlioiii ihoy arc ur^iiii,' to

l)cstir hiiMsclf. The wiiigj-d fi^njio then wouM bo some ilemoii of war, "M/xv,

Kifp, or the like, who tlits throiii,'h their iiiiilst and liiisUiis licfori; them to

the IVay. The execution tlirougliout is slight ami hiislv, but the v;ise is no

ri.;. N'.

: rf,!^.

v./..

t~^Ss^Mi\i}
Fic. Sh.

doubt of very eiirly (late. The Ki]p (to give bcr some definite name) is a

good instance of that lielpless mode of representation in archaic art wliicii sets

the figure in three distinct planes : lier bead is tunie<l in profile to the left, lier

bod}'^ is en finr, and her legs run to tlie right. Her right hand rests on bcr

waist, her left is m)lifted before ber. Tbe wbole action recalls a number of
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similar representations of the Gorgon. Her wings, like those of the sphinx

already described, are of the curved oriental type, but apparently with long

wing-feathers below, unless these dependencies are meant for sleeves. Her

face, arms, and feet are painted white. She wears her hair in a fringe.

Her eye is of an elongated almond shape ; the painter left a black space

for it, but his assistant who did the scratching has with brutal surgery

inserted it in the middle of her cheek. With similar carelessness he has

carried his wing-scratching over the arms. But if the 'prentice ha»d has

been careless of anatomy, he has paid particular attention to the lady's

costume. She wears a sort of Zouave jacket and a long gown with elaborate

border of spiral ornaments gathered at the waist by a girdle, alternate folds of

the drapery being relieved by purple colour. The profusion of incised lines gives

a certain richness to an otherwise rather lifeless figure. Of the warriors there

is little to be said. Their drapery also is enlivened by purple patches, their

hair falls heavy behind down to the neck, and they have not the almond eye

of the more delicate sex but a staring circular orb.

From the same tomb was derived a plain red vase of much the same

shape, but with two handles. It is unadorned save for three black-glazed

lines round the juncture of body and shoulder, on which latter is incised with

precise careful lines the monogram )^. Again the tomb seemed to have

been tampered with, for it contained a black-glazed ribbed cup with impressed

patterns, and a small lecythus of red-figured technique decorated with a

palniette, of the very latest style.

Fig. 9.

K. 48 is an important tomb. One chamber had been robbed, but just

outside the door were found, among fragments of Cypriote pottery and of a

crude little terra-cotta horseman, three pieces from the centre of a fine archaic

black-figured cylix (fig. 9). Represented is a bearded Dionysus seated on

a cross-legged stool, holding a large rhyton. In front of him survives a white
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arm, probably the remnant of a Maenad. Between is a row of dots similar to

those on the next vase.
, . •

,

r a 4i.«

The door of the other chamber was intact, and inside was found the

cyhx depicted in fig. 10. A cavalier, nude but for a white doth about his

loins reins in with both hands the impatience of his high-mettled horso.

Fk;. 10.

The latter is stoutly built above and slender in the legs, the hinder pair of

which are very curiously articulated to the body. He has the thick high

neck, bold front, and proud bearing, which the Greeks seem to have particu-

larly fancied, and is evidently intended to be a noble and spirited animal. In

front is a man who walks in the delicate archaic fashion on his toes. He
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holds in liis liglit li.iiid a while lill«t, ami raises his Kit, in front ot liini, but

looks roun<l ai>parently at the lionfs (»t the horse. A pi.uple-hordercd chlamys

is thrown loosely round his chest and twisted ovi'r his left arm, thtj ends

falling loose. The liair of both men and the ni:ine and tail of the horse are

coloured pur[)le. Inrise(l lines are s|>;iiingly used and not one is wasted.

The style is not liidshed but has a certain strength and vigour. The dots in

the tield ninhrneath, between the ligures, above the horde's and footman's

heads, and behiuil the rider, are not letters, but a sort of sur\ i\al of letters, to

which tlu; eye had bc.'Come aceiislomed. Doubtless the vase was intended to

celebrate an agonistic victory, the siiccessfnl coinpetilor in ;i horse-race

advances to receive his cr(twn.

There was a second llgureil cylix in the same eh uuber, l)ut the inside

surface has been destroyed an<l tin; desiun pi-rished. A l)lack-iigured Iccythiis,

however, hascomc off better and is but slightly ilaniai;e<l. It is of the same

.shape as that from K. 3J>, and bears a seen*,- of luur ligures on the body and

two snialha' figures on the shoulder. A hcdmete 1 warrior ai'nied with a spe'ar

runs to the left, the greater p:irt of his person being hidilen behind his large

round shii-ld. P>y a strange conceit tin; palnn-tte whii'h decorates the middle

of the shouMer of the vase is made to grow out of his helmet liki; a plume.

Facinf the warrior stand two draneil bearded iii-ures, and behind him is a

third. I'urple is used on the li»;lmet and palmt,'tte and on the drapery of the

figures. T^p on the shoulder stand, one on each side of the ]>almettc, two

very sinular drapeil figures, also app.irently bearded. The work is careless

find hasty throughout. If anything is repre'S('nted ]M'rhaps it is an athlete in

the pano[)ly race.

With lliesc vases were fnund a (y |irIote jug, the three-branched foot of

an iron cainlelabrum, three small black Iccythi with red shoulders (one of

them with alternate dots and dashes round tlu.' sh'ivddtjr), a bronze nurror, and

no less than sevcsn cylices decorateil outside with a band of palmettos and

lotus buds can-lessly })ainted in black atid purple-red with white dots. Similar

cylices wen' found in K. 4 (two), I\. 7, and K. 4(!, cups with nuich the same

pattern in l\. '1\ and K. 45, c^iices with black dut and ray pattern occupying

the whoh- <xternal field in K. 4 and .1. 20, a cylix with leaf and ray pattern

in A. 2, and an askos with black lines radiating fn^m a central boss

in K. 65.

Probably a late survival of the black-figured .style arc the slender lecythi

with black ])almettes, ivy branches, maeanders, etc., on white ground. Two
W('re found in tomb 1 and two in ]'>. \\} The former tomb yielded

also a large black-glaze<l cotyle with ivy pattern in pale creamy yellow.

Two more ])ieces of l)la(k-figured ware; must just be mentioned. Both

are of most degraded style, the one the body of a little lecythus with three

seated figures playing on musical instiuments (A'. 2), the other a fragment

with a Satyr (A^ 40).

Where our black-figured va>--es were manufactured, whether in Greece

' l'u.s>ilily :i].so Olio ill toiiili 7.
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Asia, or Africa, 1 must leave others to detennide. Tlicy none of tlicm imicli

answer to our ideas of Attic art, but tlie notion that careless and inferior work
co!dd not liavo been produced ])nth in an early period and in Athens h;is

probably alicady received its death-blow.

5. Jli'd-jlijiirnl pottrvti.— Aniont;' the rcd-fl<;nred vases lliree sl;ind out in

the front laidv of interest. The first is a h.'cythns of the usmmI straii^dit

typo, from A. (i. A femahj figure dr;\pe<l in loni; chiton ;ind himation

stands facinij to right at an altar, over which h(»r extended right hand liolds

two ivy shoots. In her left hand she carries a thyrsus, the coni; inclined back

behind iier. Jfer head is crowned with ivy, lier hair gathenid up behind, l)ut

a lock hangs down between lier (;ar and cheek. The altar is of a cf)nimon

tyjfo, with a c(;ntral drum between a ])r(»ad base and broad top uj»on wdiich

rests an obj(,'ct, perhaps a l)owl or cuj). The stylo, whieli is strong and
severe although not of any extiaordinary excellence, seems to indicate the

latter part of the sixth century. The eye is (piitc incorrectly drawn for a

])rofde view. The under garment is distinguished by markings in brown
not black. The vase was found in a shattered condition and is much
damaged. As to the scene, tlic tliyrsvis and ivy sulliciently define it as a

sacrifice to Dionysus.

The second vase is a cotylc from B. 12. On the one side a female

figure, clad in a long robe with BittXoU, stands to front with bcjth feet

foreshortened. Ifer hf't hand i.s extonde<l and bears a long flaming toich, the

end of which rests on the ground. Her hair is closely bound by what looks

like a metal diadem. On the other side stands a male figure (to right)

muflled in his upper garment, under which show the s{)angled skirts and
embroidered border of a long tmiic. His right hand is enveloped in his

drapery, his left is advanced and holds a thyrsus, his hair is bound in a j)lain

S(piare head-band. Behind him is an altar. The two sides of tlie vase are

inscribed with tin; words KaXo<; and KdXoe respectively : if the latter is not a

slip of the brush, it possibly stands for kuXo^ el. Tlie cotyle, although found in

several pieces not all lying in one spot, is com})lete. Tiie surface about tlie

upper part of the male figure is much daTnage<l, but the other side is in good

condition. The style is mature, and seems to belong to the rather sparsely

represented j)eriod of the final transition from stiffness to complete freedom.

In the slight awkwanbH.'ss of the attitu<le of the female figure, in her fore-

shortened feet, and in a not unpleasing touch of severity in her air, we
recognize traces of the elder style, but the figure is none the less a most

graceful and chaiiiiing one. In i\\o persons rc;2)resented we may see the god

and goddess of a (Jhthonian character so often coupled together in ancient

art, to whom are loosely given the various names Dionysus, lacchus, etc.,

and Kore, Hecate, Artemis, and the like.

The third of these three vases is tlie incomplete lecythus from tomb 2

(PI, IV.), the laborious search for which has alreaily bc'en described. The vase-

is a stemless lecythus of tlK' fourth century tyi>c, with white and geld. In

shape, teclmi(iue, and style, it very closely retiembles the lecythus found in

Mr. Williamson's excava.lions with a rejiresentation of Oedij)us slaying tho
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Sphinx.^ The scene seems to be the Judgment of Paris, who sits upon a

rock and leans upon a tree, resting his left hand upon a club. He wears the

Phrygian cap. Opposite him is Aphrodite seated with Eros clinging behind

her shoulder; behind whom are two figures, perhaps Pallas, unarmed, also

seated and proffering an olive shoot, and behind her, laying her hands over

her shoulders, Hera, her hair bound with a diadem. Whether the figure on

the left of Paris is the local nymph, or the seductive Helen conjured up by

Aphrodite, I will not take upon me to decide. But our plate may safely be

left to tell its own tale ; all who see it must feel what a beautiful and delicate

piece of work the vase must have been.

The other examples of red-figured technique may be briefly dealt with.

B. 12, besides the cotyle above described, gave us a pretty lamp, shaped like a

duck, now in the Cyprus Museum. On the red ground the plumage, beak,

eyes, and other details are drawn with firm, delicate lines, in good black glaze.

The shape is not uncommon, and may be paralleled, e.g. by an early lamp from

Camirus in the British Museum, and another of late style with figures in relief

on the sides, or a little lamp with black cross lines and white dots, in the

Ashmolean Museum, Oxford, but I am not aware of any other example in the

best red-figure manner. In the same tomb also was a black-glazed cotyle,

with two painted red lines round it, a sort of inversion of the technique

on the vase from K. 33, with black-glazed lines. Similarly treated are

a small lecythus from K. 19, and a round-bellied jug with short neck from

X. 21.

In K. 4 was found a cylix, probably early, with the familiar Gorgoneion in

the centre with staring eyes and tongue out. Tomb 10 produced a small

lecythus with a Maenad holding a thyrsus, of fairly good style, and a little

aryballoid lecythus with goose from K. I is not without merit. Lecythi of

inferior style came from JC. 12 (Sphinx), B. 3 (man and basket), and B. 9

(Sphinx). Still more degraded is the style of a cotyle from A. 1 with two

male figures on each side.

To be classed with the later red-figured vases are a lecythus with

palmette {K. 33), a cylix wdth palmettes from the handles {K. 36), and a

cup {B) with black and white decoration on red ground, including a broad

band of upright white twigs alternating with vertical black spaces, and a

narrower zone of white olive leaf and berry pattern.^ With these may be put

a small lecythus from tomb S, with a sort of cable pattern in black on a band

left red, and several little lecythi of the late style with black cross lines and

white dots, which is to be seen in most collections ^ (C. 14, 16, A. 7 (two)).

Quite a special feature of the find is the abundance of little aski and

lamps, which as most of them are red-figured, had better be treated of here

all together. There are a number of varieties, but little distinction of style.

^ Published /. H. S. viii. pi. Ixxxi. underneath it, the same which appear on the

2 Perhaps of Italian manufacture ; of. half-a- lamp with moulded lion's head spout from the

dozen precisely similar cups in the Naples Mu- same tomb, mentioned below.

seum. It is to be noted that the cup bears two ^ One is figured, Cuinptc Rendu, 1863, pi. ii. 1.

symbols from the Cyx)riote syllabary scratched cf. p. 145.
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Probably the majority of those found belong to the fourth and third centuries.

Very similar little vessels were found in considerable numbers in South Russia

and in the Cyrenaica. The usual decoration of the figured aski is an animal

to each side of the handle. The style is usually careless and poor, but some few

examples show a better type of work, e.g. those with a Satyr on one side who
seems to be imitating the animal on the other e.g. K. 24 (goat), K. 51 (bull),

B. 4 (bull).^ An askos from 8 is larger than the general run, and has a

raised central boss and two female heads on each side, the pairs facing one

another. There is a similar specimen in the British Museum from the

Cyrenaica, and an askos with two female heads of kindred type in the

Ashmolean museum. Some few of the red-figured vessels of this class combine

the stirrup handle with a tubular circular body {K. 65, A. 20). The deep

shape, usually with a tube through the middle perhaps for fixing on the peg
of a stand or bracket, appears in K. 24 (red fig.) and A.1\, B.% (plain black).

Some aski are not figured but bear patterns of the red -figure style, palmettes

&c. Many are plain black, a few have moulded black heads occupying the

whole top (1 (negro) A. 2 (Gorgoneion) M. 3 (Silenus) ), one has the form

of a knuckle-bone^ {K. 11). The distinction between aski and lamps is

probably arbitrary, but is convenient to indicate a difference of form. The
latter usually have an opening in the centre besides the spout, and the handle

is not a stirrup but a small ring-handle at the side. The decoration is in

general much the same, but one or two lamps may be specially mentioned

—

lamp from B with three red figure beasts badly drawn, one of them must be

a lion, for his head, which is moulded, forms the spout—pretty lamp with

olive leaf pattern K. 35—black lamp covered with little impressed

patterns, K. 20.

The following list will give some idea of the important place which these

little vases occupy among our red-figured finds :

—

Aski

—

red-figured.—Oven site. L, S. Hag. Bern. 5, 6 (two), 7, 8, 10, 19

(two), 22. Site K. 12, 19 (two), 20, 24 (two, one deep), 28, 29 (three), 34, 40,

45, 51, 53, 58, 59, 65 (circular). Site A. 8, 20 (circular). Site B. 4 (two), 8

(two), 9, 11. Site M. 3.

Patterned. 5, K. G5, B. 8.

Black (plain). S. 2, 10, K. 2, K. 9, K. 14, K. 44 (two), AT. 51, A. 21

(deep), B. 3 (two), B. 4, B. 8 (deep).

{With moulded heads.) 1, A. 2, M. 3.

Knuckle-hone. A'. 11.

Lamps, red-figured. B.

Patterned. D, 17, K. 35, A. 8.

Black, open with handle behind B. 12, M. 3, with impressed patterns

K. 20, black-glazed Roman shape K. 53, B. 0.

6. Black-glazed pottery.—Formed the staple of the imported Greek fictile

wares, and was found in extraordinary quantity. The shapes represented are

1 Cf. -vvath bull, Brit. Mus. E. 491. Comptc Rendu. One from the Gyicnaica, Brit.

- Not uncommon ; one is' figured in the Mus.

U.S.—VOL. XI. E
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very iiuiiiciuus, Liit [jrobably tlirct- ([uailci'.s ot lli'j tul;il iminljLr ol vases wen;

saucers with or without a handle and cyhccs with or witiiuut a stem. Lccythi

also \vere found, as usual, of the aryballoid t'onn, ami the cantharus, cotyle,

and askos appeared not infretiuently. There were ju<^s, cups, bowls, lamps,

and platters of vaiious types. The pyxis (10; and amjihoriscus (/A 4j were

confine<l to single' instances, the latter was cova-reil with littl<' impressed

patterns, iialmet tcs, &c. One little jug was distinguished by an abnornially

lii'di handle [A. S^i, another with spout and ring-handle to the side had no

neck (JC 47). The tiny vessels like ointment [lots without a lid were i'airly

conunon, one of them had a stem (A'. :^1). The saucers and Hatter vessels

often derive interest from the symlxils (ucjw iVom the Cyjaiote syllabary, now

from the Greek alphabet), which are so often found scratched undi'rneath

them, but these will be noticed in another section.

These black-glazed vases are either ])lain or bear little impressed patterns,

palmettes, circles, strokes, &c., stamped on the elay. The staniping was

apparently as a rule done sepanitely for each nu-'uiber in the decoration ; each

palmetto was singly impressed, and so on, for the arrangenuait is often care-

less and irregular, llibbed or liuted vessels were comparatively rare {S, K. 24,

K. 33 (stanqn-d), K. 3-') (stamped), K. 42, A. 20).

Occasionally parts of the vase, e.g. the centre of a cylix or saucer, or a

zone on the outside, were not black but red-glazed. We found no instance of

impressed patterns on this red and black variety.

Here and there we came upon a saucer red-glazed all over {cjj. 10,

K. G2), an<l sometimes stamped. There is no difference from the black

ware except in colour, and that may be due merely to a difference in

the firing.

The plain and stamped varieties of the black-glazed ware are about

equally common, and both extend dow^n, I should say, well into Ptolemaic

times, perhaps as far as the Roman period. The former appears con-

stantly in our earliest tombs, and tlie latter in three of tliem, K. 4, K. 24, and

K. 33. Of these K. 24 and K. 33 are very strongly suspected of a mixture of

contents of different dates, the black-figured vases found in them w^ere all

more or less broken, and accompanied by red-figured ware to which one

would naturally assign the fourth century as the earliest possible date. ^On

the other hand the presumption is that iif. 4 is a fairly early tomb, of the first

half of the fifth or even of the sixth century. In it was found a black- glazed

two-handled cup with several rings of carelessly impressed patterns. It is

probable therefore that the stamped variety may be as early in its origin as

the plain, but a single instance is but a slender foundation for the inference,

and at least the impressed patterns do not seem to have become very common
before the fourth century. Dr. Herrmann,^ vouches for them in sixth century

tombs but does not state his evidence, which w'ould doubtless have given

desirable confirmation to K. 4.

The appended catalogue of the tombs in which black-glazed vessels were

'
I..

30.
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('(Mind will give sonic iii:Hl(M|U;il(' idc.-i of tln' ;i1)IimiI:iiic(.' of lliis ware in tli(j

J'oli iictropolois.

JJl;uk-gl;i/,('(l pottery (j>/aiii).

Oven, sit,: IJ, JJ, B, F, L, N, J\ S.

IIwj. l)cm. 1, 2, ;i, .'), 0, 7, N, !», J(t, II, 12, I.S, 14, 17, 1!),

20, 23.

/Si/« K. 1, 2, 0, 11, 12, 1:J. U, ir,, 10, 21, 24, 20, 27, 2s,

21), :?8, 35, SS, 40, 42, 42r^ 44, 4."),' 47,' 4.s',

40, 51, 52, 55, 57, 50, GO, 02, 05, 00, 07.

„ A. ], 2,0, s, 20, 21, 23, 27.

„ 11 3, 4, 5, S, 0, 11. 12.

„ J/. 3.

„ T. 5.

Htami^cd.

Own site. B, F, II, 0, S.

Hay. Dan. 1, 3, 0, 7, S, 0, 10, 11, 10, 17, 10.

SitcK. 4, 11, 10, 20, 24, 20, 33, 34, 35 40, 44, 4.5, 40,

02, Go.

„ A. 2, S, 20, 21.

„ ]i. 3, 4, .5, 8, 0,11.

„ 71/. 3.

„ V. 2.

Black and red-glazed vessels.

Oven site. B, L, P. Hag. Bern. 7, 10. Site K. 4, 10, 13, 24, Go. A. s,

/;. 4, B. 8, M. 3, T. 2, T. 3.

7. Tcrra-coitas} Numerous, but many of them very much broken. It

miglit be expected that the terra-cottas would throw some liglit on tlie chron-

ology of the tombs, but they seem on the contrary rather to need than to

supply dates. There as little style about most of them, and some that look

among the earlie.st are found in combination Avith others of the finest and
most facile execution {e.g. in tomb 1). The best of the heads is a female

head of good severe type and far above the average in style (tomb A).

Inferior to this, but still above the average arc the fragments of a larger

female head from 0, and the head and shoulders of a female figure from 22.

The latter has fluffy hair bound with a thick head-band, and pendent earrings,

sharp beaky nose, and pronounced features. The type and style are not good,

but the workmanship is fairly careful. The head bears a general resemblance

to one figured on Dr. Herrmann's Tafel 2. It is probably to be assigned to the

Ptolemaic period.

The terra-cottas fall naturally under a few types. {a) Very crude little

ligures of a kind well known in C^yprus (cf. for instance Cesnola's C//2rnis,

pp. 150 and 104 the horseman, or Sniaminia, fig. 247, 240-50, although the

decoration is not j'aralh-l). These are sometimes horsemen, S(jmetinies male,

sometimes female figures. They are occasionally painted, r.g. those from 15 (a

' (Jf. IhiniKinn, ")'. cil., csp. § III.

V. 2
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bright crimson red). Tiiese crude little images are rarely fouud actually

within the tombs, but more often in the shaft. They appeared in 10, 11, 15,

K. 1, K. 3, K. 48, K. 52.

{h) Small female statuettes, holding the right hand at the right breast, and

the left by the side catching their drapery. The right Imnd probably always

held a flower, although it is not often plastically indicated with any distinct-

nes.s. Sometimes coloured. A pair from A. 6, found with the archaic red-

figured lecythus, are interesting, for there can be no doubt about their

genuinely archaic character. The drapery is exactly parallel to that of some

of the early statues in the Acropolis Museum at Athens, The type seems to

be a verj' stable one. {B. 1 (five), 5, 7, K. 4-, A". 17, A. 6 (two, one with

traces of red), B. 3, and perhaps another instance or two).

(c) Small standing female figures without particular action. Tlie greater

number average only a few inches in height, but a few are rather larger, €.(/.

one from tomb C, which including the base but without the head measured

seventeen inches. These statuettes were very numerous. A fine thoroughly early-

looking example of the kind is the figurine from B. 14, now in the Cyprus

Museum. The details, which are elaborate and carefully executed, are painted

in red yellow and black. The other contents of the tomb were poor and in-

significant. Many of the standing figures are almost columnar, straight, tall

in proportion to their breadth, and rounded behind. Others are flatter and

approximate to reliefs. The latter, I believe, were often produced by stamping

in a mould, the want of precision in the outlines and details of )nany of them

seems to confirm the notion.

Standing female figures were found in Oven site. C. Site K. 1, 15, 24,

28, 29, 35, 38, 56. Hag. Bern. IG, 20, 22, 24. A. 4. B. 5, B. 14. M. 3. T. 1.

Some of the less distinct may really belong to the preceding type. The

statuette from T. 1 (headless) is painted pink and white in a manner which

no less than its style recalls some of the TanagTa figurines.

(c?) Squatting figures of free style, both male and female. 1, 4, K. 42«,

B. 3, B. 4.

[e) Little animals, usually terra-cotta but occasionally of soft lime-

stone. Boar orjjig F. 13 (two). Bird F (stone), J, S, K. 15, K. 23, K. 29,

K. 42a, 1 (cock and dove). Dog H. 4. Calf(?) K. 1. Lion K. 34 (stone), 4.

Tortoise 4, 13, 17, K. 42a. Uncertain K. 35 (stone), M. 3.

(/) Larger terra-cotta figures, found usually outside the tombs in the

shaft or Bp6fjLo<i.^ There are two types (1) male figures reclining on a couch,

the left elbow propped on cushions. The idea is obviously that of the

so-called ' funeral feast.' In one or two instances (e.g. one from IC 8), there

seems to have been a female figure at the foot of the bed.^ Two terra-cotta

2)laqucs were found with figures in relief, whicli probably came from the side

of such beds

—

K. 8, six figures extant, and K. 63, one and a half. The scene

does not explain itself, one of the figures on the relief from K. 8 is up a tree.

^ C/. Hcmiiann, p. 44. • fairly good style in the licilge of the vineyard,

- I picked up a somewhat similar fragment of no doubt a relic of tlie former e.xcavatious.
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The style is extremely bad. This relief is in the C'y[)rus Museum. (2)

Figures usually female, but in one or two cases apparently male, seated,

often on a high-backed chair. (A very tine instance figured Herrmann taf.

1.) In one instance (A". 23) a male figure holds in his left hand an animal,

and in his right a round-boilied vase, if the latter really fits on in this

position.

These large figures, which, when complete must have measured from 15

to 18 inches in height or length, were very common. They seem to have

been formed by the aid of a mould, the several parts being made separately

and then combined ; many were found resolved into disjeeia memhra, and

the divisions seemed not to be true breaks. Not in one single instance did

we find a figure with its head on, or any liead that would fit on. But it is

natural to connect with the class the larger terra-cotta heads which were

found in considerable numbers. The male heads are almost always bearded,

althougli tlie beard is only very lightly indicated on e.g. the coloured head

from A. 9. Most of them are crowned with a wreath of pointed leaves.

A painted head of exactly the same type, which came from a Roman tomb

near Trebizond, has been shown to me in the British Museum by Mr. Cecil

Smith. None of the heads we found can well be placed earlier than the

middle of the Ptolemaic age and the style of most of them is discreditable to

any period, but Dr. Herrmann (taf. 2) gives an illustration of one which is of

a better type. The female heads make a better impression, probably only

because the potter has left them just as they came from the mould, having

no beard or wreath to tempt him to meddle with them. Many wear the

edge of their mantle carried up over the back of the head.

The style of the reclining and seated figures is as poor as that of the

heads, the drapery is lifeless and heavy, and the folds are rather laid upon it

than produced by it. Yet it would be rash in view of the usual quality of

Cypriote work, and the character of some of the tombs outside which some of

these figures, or rather fragments, were found, to assert that they were not

made in a time when far better things might be expected even of the

furnishing undertaker.

Fig^ires. Oven site. J, C, E, F, H, L, M, N, 0,R. Hag. Dem. 5, G, 22 ?,

24. Site K. 1, 8, 17, 23, 36, 40, 47, 58, 63. Site A. 5, 9, 12, 14, 16, 25,

B. 4, :b. 5.

Heads (bearded). J, K, L, Q, K. 5, K. 42, K. G3 ?, 17, A. 9,

A. 12, A. 25.

Heads (female). Q, K. 23, K. 41, A. 5, A. 9, A. 12, A. 14, A. 16,

A. 25, B. 5.

The above are all of the larger size, but small reclining figures were

sometimes found, e.g. in 1 and K. 43 (two), andswaZ/ seated female figures, c,^.

in N, K. 4, K. 34, 1, 3, 8, 9, 14. Sometimes these latter hold babies (1,

K. 34), and in one instance (1) two figures are seated together. There

remain a number of heads which might belong to any small figures, or

possibly one or two of them to figurines from vases. That from A has

already been noticed, perhaps one from 24 deserves passing mention. It is a
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little male heail willi an eniotioual expression, that remiuds one of the later

scliools of sculi)ture. The head is perhaps of the second century. Trunkless

heads cauie from A, C, U, M. 5, 22, 24, 7^. 17, IC 19, A:25, K. 'Mi, K. 03, A. (>

and perhaps some other tomhs.

8. JcwcUcri/.—Plentiful enougli, hut most of it very cheap stuff. That

from tomb 10 was however of hij^h (quality. It included :

—

{a) A bronze gilt ring with dark green scarab, engraved with an

Assyrian-like king sitting over a spliinx (perhaps the side of his chair),

opiM>site to a candehihruni, over which is a flaming cone (Fig. 1), round

Fk;. 1.

the edge a cable border. A little plain scarab was found in B. o, on a bronze

ring which had perhaps been silver-plated, and a rude scarabaeoid in T. 4,

Avith .scnitchings crudely representing a face.

(U) A pair of bronze silver-plated braceh'ts, the ends terminating in

gilt rams' lieads (PI. V. 1). Tiic work is fine, the fleece, the crinkling of the

horns, the lines about the eyes and nose, &c., are carefully and effectively

rendered. The eyes, one of which is intact, were filled with a white composi-

tion and painted with a brown iris and black pupil. The design is a familiar

one (cf. a bracelet with lions' beads Cesnola's Ci/prus ih 311, and a similar

pair from Kertch in the Ashmolean Museum, &c.).

(c) Three gold pendants from a necklace, delicately finished witli

granulated patterns (PI. V. 5). The shape is the ordinary amphora-like one,

a similar pendant, but with only a line of granules at the top and bottom of

the neck, was found in K. 14, and another in B. 4, (Cf. Herrmann, fig. 11.

Salaviinia, figs. 11, 15, &c.) Three little clay pendants shaped like vases

were found in K. 3G.^

{d) Several bronze gilt spirals ending in lions' lieatls (PI. V^ 3). Cf.

Cyprus, p. 310, and pi. xxviii.).

(c) A pair of bronze armlets with traces of silver plating ending in snakes'

heads. Similar arndets came from ]i. 9, and M. 1 (cf. Stilamiaia, fig. 70 : the

traces of linen noticed by Major di Cesnola arc paralleled by similar traces on

our armlets from B. 9j.

(/) A small gold ling found in the soil thrown out of the tomb ; it bears

in relief the device of a lightly draped standing female figure, perhaps

Aphrodite

' Cf. ScUaminia, figs. 207-8-9.
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Tlio liiim'i- riims fiDiii tlie tonib.s liavi' several iiutcwortliy Icatiires. Msiny

of" tlieui are so small tliat scarcely u ciiiitl coiiM wear tlieiii, they were probably

made on purpose fur sepulebral use. One, however, a bron/.e signet ring fr«»n)

tornb Ji, remains to this day on the bone of the fingor that once wore it. The
materials for rings seem to have been gohl, silver, bronze (sometimes gilt or

silver plated), iron, and ghuss. IJesides those already mi'ntione(l with scarabs,

only one ring w;us found set with a stoiu-—the ring from the sarcophagus in

K. 30, discovered with a silver coin of Alexandi;r the (heat, now in tlu;

Cyprus ]\[uscum. It is a small but very massive gold ring, witli a large semi-

transparent red stone, unf<irtunately not engrave«l. Small gold rings like that

from 10 were found also in 19 (engraved nude figure holdin<r wreath and

taenia, very poor style, PI. V. 9), 22 (bee and two birds {'.) in relief), and

A. 20 (engraved winged figure, 1*1. V. 10). A metal (•.»llet almost invariably

occupied the place of a stone and was usually engraved, but only in tlie csan'

of the gold rings is it j>ossible to make out the device without s|)eeial cleaning.

Silver finger rings were <liscovered in N, AM), A'. 1 1, A'. 'l'.\, K. -H*, K. (}."), //. .'{,

7A 4, 7>. 12. Bronze in B and A. 17. Iron in L, A', A'. 4'), A'. ().'), and A. 2i»

(perhaps silver iilatetl). Kings, but rather for the suspension of ornament.-.

&c., than for the finger, of silver and bronze gilt in 10, K. 20, K. 28, A". .*>.*i,

A. 17, A. 20, //. 4, li. 11. ]'>. 4 produced an opacjue white glass signet

ring, the seal unfortunately had fallen out. Sindlar glass lings are figured

in tSalfd/iiniii figs. 01 and 175. A little oval of opa(pie white glass was found

in tomb S.

Spirals were among the commonest articles of the precious metils (PI.

V. 3). The following list includes one or two of bronze, but the majority are

silver and some bronze gilt. Perhaps some of the very small ones are ratbei

to be regarded as links, such as seem to have formed chains in i?, Z, and A'. 1.

Spirals. C. 8, 10, K. 4, K. 12, K. 10, K. 20, K. 28, K. 44, A'. 00, K. 64, K. (;7,

A. 18, A. 20, A. 21, B. 4, B. 9, B, 11, B. 12, M. 1.

Under the head of bracelets we may add to those already noticed two

and a half silver bracelets from B, fairly broad and solid with raised lines

round them, and what is probably a small silver bangle terminating

in a snake's head, from B. 12. Very thin silver fragments perhaps from

similar ornaments were found in B. 11 and K. 4. Certain little .scpiare plates

of silver, tw^o from B. 12, and three from K. 67, are interesting. They seem

to bear each two embossed female busts, and strung together like the

larger silver plates of the girdle published by Dr. Dumnder (Juhrhuch II.)

might have formed a bracelet or the like. Until they are cleaned it is

impossible to speak of their style, but they generally recall the little plates

published by Major di Cesnola, Salaininia, pi. ii. 15, D, and by Dr. Furtwangler,

Arch. Zcit. taf. 7^ Nos. 2—7, and taf. 9, Nos. 11, 12.

To the pendants must be added a very thin little gold embossed double-

sphinx from K. 28 (PI. V. 7), a couple of silver pendants with beads from A'.

41, and several crescent-shaped silver objects, perhaps from a necklace. A". 4.

For the last cf. Salaniinia, pi. ii. 15, E. Dr. Dumnder suggests that these

crescent-shaped objects may have held scarabs, but if so, it is rather singidar
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that several should be found together. A little glass pendant from K. 22 is

shaped like a grotesque head. The face is yellow, the hair and eyes blue, the

top-knot over the foreliead forms a loop for suspension, and there are ringlets

to each side of the face. In the Ashmolean Museum are several such heads

from Sakkara and elsewhere, two of them exactly resembling ours, cf.

Salaminia, figs. 200 to 203, especially 202.

One or two little light-blue porcelain ornaments may be noticed here—

a

minute seated figure of an animal-headed divinity, and a bead on a bronze

wire {K. 1), a pair of ' sacred eyes ' {K. 4), and a fluted bead {A. 12). Beads

were very common, they were either of gold plain or ribbed, and often with a

clay core, coloured glass, or clay coloured or gilded. Sixteen gold beads weie

found in tomb 0, fifty-three of gilt clay in K. 32.

Earrings of thin gold came from F (with beads upon it), H, K. 41, and

B. 4. The one from K. 41 (PI. V. 6) is finished off with a dolphin's head, a very

common type of design, cf. for example Salaminia, the plate of earrings facing

p. 39, Cypnis, pi. i. and p. 310, Compte Rendu 1865, pi. iii. 38. That from B. 4 is

a circlet with a little winged Eros in front, also not uncommon, cf. Salaminia

fig. 39, Compie Rendu 1876, pi. iii. 40, 41. The silver earrings {K. 4, A. 6,

A. 21, B. 9, B. 11, B. 12) were most of them of the familiar form like a wool-

sack with a wire from the one corner.

Tomb B yielded a silver clasp-hook shaped like a snake in the position

of a flattened fl (PI. V. 12), K. 41, a silver fibula set with a pearl. A little

silver object like a diminutive sword, from the latter tomb, remains a

mystery (PI. V. 2). Two mouthpieces, the one silver {B. 9) (PI. V. 11), the

other of thin beaten gold {K. 63) (PI. V. 8) are interesting. They are shaped

to fit over the lips, and have a little hole at each corner for a thread to

tie them on. Similar mouthpieces have apparently been found upon the lips

qf Egyptian mummies.^ Dr. Herrmann, who does not seem aware that they

were previously known, figures one (fig. 19), and Major di Cesnola two (fig. 8,

and pi. ii. 10).

Mouthpieces of a different sort are the silver objects like candlestick

tops, several of which were found in B. 9 and ^.11. They are perhaps

intended to fit round the lip of the alabaster ointment bottles, so often

found, which are without the wide rim characteristic of the little vessels.

A little thin gold etui (PI. V. 4), with raised patterns and lid, appeared in

tomb h? It contained nothing but sand. Gold leaf seemed to be a distinctive

mark of late tombs. It appeared usually in the form of diamond-shaped

leaves,' perhaps from the actual prototypes of the wreaths worn by the bearded

terra-cotta heads. Gold leaf was found in K. 22, K. 41, K. 53, K. 63, 21,

A. 12.

9. Glass.—Enamelled glass alabastron-shaped bottles were found in K. 2,

K. 32, and B. 12. The fragments from K. 32 appear to be of very inferior

' Salaminia, p. 24. ^ Cf. the Xylino tombs at Kuklia, J. II. S. ix.

* A larger one of bronze is fignred in Sala- p. 269. Salaminia, figs. 232-3.

minia, fig. 69.
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quality. The. bottle from K. 2 is of the ordinary type in blue and white wavy

lines, that from B. 12 is wlute with purple lines, very similar to one in the

British Museum from Camirua. I do not think that the account given of

the method of producing the zigzag patterns given by Major di Cesnola and

MM. Perrot and Chipiez is correct. It seems to me that lines of glass of the

second colour must have been wound round the vase in circles or spirals, and

pressed in by hot rolling. A pointed instrument would then be drawn

alternately up and down the still viscous surface, much as a brush or comb is

drawn through the floating colours which are to be applied to the variegated

paper inside the binding of books, drawing the colours into crescents or

zigzags. A final polishing would turn the vessel out finished as we
see it.

Little blue and white glass buttons were found in H. and M. 2, the

former with a little bit of bronze wire through it. Similar buttons of bone

turned up in K. 20, K. 23 (nine), A. 5, A. 7, A. 8. They can hardly be

whorls, as they are generally called. An apparently genuine whorl, however,

was found in M. 2, made of polished stone.

Two pretty glass cups came from tomb //, one of them of a fine amber
colour. Ruby-coloured glass fragments were found in E. A. 12 yielded a

cup with ribs laid on outside, M. 2 the fragments of another with flutings and

leaf patterns (vine ?), and a glass tumbler bearing in raised letters the word

EY0POCYNH, 'Good cheer,' cf. Salaminia, fig. 195, p. 173, koI €v(f)patvov,

Kara-^alpe koX €v<ppatvov on glass mugs.

Fragments of glass with concentric circles painted upon them in yellow

were found in tomb 21. Ordinary transparent glass bottles, &c., appeared in

U, H, K. 32, K. 41, K. 50, 20, A. 3, A. 12, M. 2.

10. Bronze and iron.—Bronze mirrors and strigils, and iron strigils and

knives, were staple products of the tombs, and seemed to persist without

variation from the earliest to the latest. None of the mirrors were found to

be engraved. A curious combination is seen in a bronze strigil with an iron

handle {K. 11). The knives were of the common type with pointed ends and

a slight forward curve in the upper part of the blade. Many were found with

remnants of wooden handles adhering to them.

A double-headed iron axe was found in B. 13, fragments of iron swords

in 2, 21, and A. 2, of iron spear-heads in 2, 8, 18, and 22. In 2 was also a

large bronze spear-head, a ringed bronze tube with a rim (perhaps part of a

handle of some sort), and a small bronze palmette ornament of good work-

manship and well preserved. Bronze platters came from 22 and B. 4 (two),

bronze lamps with pinched spouts, like those noticed among the coarse

pottery, from 22 (two) and A". 59, and bronze bowls or remnants of them from

V. 1, B, 22, and K. 1. They seem usually to have had swing handles over

the top. Little bronze rods a few inches long thickened at one or both ends

were very common, one {K. 32) had an oar-shaped blade, to which parallels

may be seen in most collections, cf. Cyprus, pi. v., and Salaminia, pi.

iv., H.
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1 1. Alisce/lancoif.s

:

—

•

Ahihastcr hotths were fouml in great numbers, most of tliem were of" the

canonical, but one or two of tlie amphora shape. Cheap stone vessels of the

alabastron form turned up here and there {M, K. 54, A. ID), amj one example
of clay {A. 0).

Cains were extremely scarce, and in bad condition ; K. 30, silver,

Alexander the Groat; M. 3, small silver, and A. VI, small copper, probably

very late ; K. 50, fourteen copper coins, ranging apparently from Trajan to

Constantine.

Potlcrjf, a couple of eccentric vases; the one (A'. 2) a fragmentary cylix

exactly analogous to the black glazed ware with impressed patterns, not

black, however, but chocolate brown and white; the otlier a three-handled

brownish-red glazed pot, somewhat of the form of the vase figured Salaminia,

fig. 280, with lid, and patterns added in cream colour. Hound the body a

sort of creeper design has been marked with a blunt tool before glazing The
tomb from which this vase was taken {A. 22) contained besides only two

coarse jugs.

S/iil/s were occasionally met witli ; they no doubt served the poorer

Arsinoeans in place of saucer-lamps, &c. The instances are Jf, J, K. 32,

K. 41, K. 62.

Filially, it may be of interest, in view of the ])iominen(e of the horse on

sepulchral reliefs, to mention that horses' teeth Avere found in several of tlu;

tombs, a fact so easily explained Avithout recourse to mythology or anthropo-

logy, that I should not recommend it as the basis of an argument, and here

state only for what it is worth.

When we look back over the course of the excavations and review their

])roducts, the feeling is inevitable that all the hopes that were entertained of

them have not been fulfilled. The reasons are not far to seek. In the first

]>lace exaggerated notions were current at home of the average quality of tlie

tombs. It was not realized on what a large scale the excavators of 188G-7
had worked to produce their results, a scale admirably adapted to getting the

best intrinsic value out of the site, but fatal to scientific accuracy. Taking-

only the number of tombs they thought worth recording, it will be found that

they bear to ours the proportion of 8 to 3. Secondly, there were the difficulties

at the outset. The failure of the first appointment of a director entailed

consequences beyond the immediate loss of a month. The starting of the

excavation was hurried, and its duration curtailed, for H. A. Tubbs and I,

never expecting to be more than auxiliaries, had other arrangements to call

us away at the beginning of the summer. The Chiflik negotiation was fruit-

less, the sites secured in advance were generally poor, and the barrenness of

the eastern half of the vineyard was particularly disastrous, for it diverted us

for a long time from the Eastern Necropolis, and fatally delayed the discovery

of the promising site there.

But whatever unfulfilled hopes may have been cherished, it would be
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ubsvml ti) uutli-nalc the v:ilui; ol' the results uctuully :il liiincil. A lari;^

iiuuiber of Jiuti(iuitios of very various cluiractor have bcon brought to lij^lit,

and secured to eniieh our nuiseiinis .in Knj^laiid and in (y'yprus, and althoUi,di

they iucludo no signed vases by iho famous masters, many ot them are ol

very high ([Uality and importance.

Scarcely less valuable are the recorded facts of the excavation. They

have already proved serviceable in furnishing a prompt refutation of certain

erroneous theories abcjut the site, which seeminl likely to gain credence and

authority, and they may be of assistiince to future investigators. Lastly,

although they do not stand forth as clearly as may be wished, some conclusions

of wider application do aj>pear probable. I can conceive that it might ])e

plausi])ly argued that we have to do with a Necroimlis thoroughly worked

over in the Ptolemaic period, that the great mass of the lind, and the tond)S

as we found them with few exceptions, are to be connected with Arsinoc, and

represent the jjroducts of, say, the third century J5C. The suggestion has

actually been thrown out by Dr. J)umnder {JahrJ/nch, ii., p. 1G«S), and

beginning our work as we did among the later and inferior tombs, and

noticing' the strikinu' general uniformity aiaou!-' the contents of all as we went,

on, we naturally, although unconsciously, formed some similar theory. Further

experience, however, tended to modify our first hypotheses, and having striven

to avoid stating any but fairly obvious conclusions in the ab(n'e account, 1

may now give the general view to which I have been led, and now provisionally

liold. Certain tombs may be distinguished as oarly, dating, that is, from the

sixth and fifth centuries, certain others as late, from the second century down-

wards, but the great majority are of the central period between these two,

ranging from the close of the fifth to the first decades of the second century.

Within this pei'iod occurred the gap between the destruction of Marium and

the foundation of Arsinoe, but it is hopeless to attempt to distinguish among

the tombs those to be assigned to the one or the other. Many tombs indeed

might almost be dated 150 years to either side of the year 400 B.C., according

to fancy. The staple contents of the tombs preserve the same charactei'

unaffected by the lapse of centuries almost from first to last. Some classes of

objects seem to extend down to a much later date than is gencially recognized,

most of the native Cypriote potteries, for instance, and terra-cottas, also the

black glazed wares and red-figured vases. It cannot be too strongly insisted

upon, that in the present state of Cypriote archaeology, to date the native

fabrics solely by the criteria of style is to beg one of the principal (piestions

at issue. On the other hand, some products seem to appear at earlier ]»eriods

than might a 2>''^i'9ri have been expected, such as the black glazed ware with

impressed patterns, and the inferior black- and red-figured vases. Like con-

flicting forces which produce an equilibrium, these two opposite impressions

resulting from the evidence tend to the conclusion that all the periods are

much alike, and by reducing style to a dead level of uniformity, and removin-

the landmarks of chronology, bring the mind of the investigator to the verge ol

desperation. We can only hope that future excavations under conditions

more favourable to the attainment of trustworthy results will throw light on
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the problems that have been raised, and in particular wish all success to the

forthcoming exploration of Salamis.

Nil desperandum Teucro duce et auspice Teucr<

Cras ingens itcrabimus aequor.

J. A. R. M.

Inscriptions from Poll

The inscriptions found at Poli were almost without exception in the

Cypriote character and of sepulchral import : numbers of graffiti were however

also discovered on the vases. I will deal first with the inscriptions proper,

arranging them practically in the order of their finding.

1.—Sandstone block, complete, except that a chip is broken away on the

left :—has been used probably as panel of tomb-door. Found in F. Dimen-

sions—10^ in. wide X 5| thick: letters f - 1^ in. high,^ in fair condition.

At present in British Museum.

2m ra ' me " no ' to ' se
'

e ' mi '

Ylapfi€vovTo<; rjfu.

The form of mi' compares with that of the same sign. No. 14 inf. The

third sign is certainly vw : though Deecke,^ No. 1, following Pierides, reads

an almost identical character in an inscription from Chytri as mi' ; to whose

canonic form it bears no clearly demonstrable relation. I should prefer to read

me' in Deecke's inscription ; the form mi for the enclitic being only known
in a second Chytri inscription,^ and there probably a stone-cutter's blunder.

For the shape taken by the symbol, cf the alphabetic table on p. 73, especially

instances among the graffiti.^

^ As Cypriote inscriptions are very seldom satisfaction the proofs of the cuts : so far as I

regular, while many of the characters have can judge from the copies in my note-liook tliey

'tails,' the measurements given are the limits have however been carefully prepared.

—

Salamis,

of variation of size. AVherever there is no in- March, 1890.]

dication to the contrary each inscription is to be ^ In Collitz, Sammlungd. gricch. Dial.-Insch.

understood as complete, and the limits of the Ileftl. This, as the standard tract on Cypriote,

stone are accordinf;ly not drawn on the cut. is referred to here and subsequently simply as

[I may add here that of two sets of facsimile 'Deecke.'

copies I had made, one has been unfortunately '^ In Transactions Soc. Bibl. Arch. v. pi. A 3.

mislaid, the other not returned from the printer. * The right - hand sections of the double

I have therefore not been able to correct to my columns contain the forms given by the graffiti.
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Tomb F consists of three oliambers [/a, Fh, Fc], and it is possible that

Fa is of rather later date than the other two : none of them however can well

be assigned to an earlier period than the first century of the existence of

Arsinoe. The stone was found lying in the middle of the floor, face down-

wards, having fallen in apparently from a tomb above, and had dispersed the

bones of a skeleton in its fall. The number of burials in Fa was remarkable :

at least three distinct layers of bodies could be traced.

2.—Limestone block, door panel: 2 ft. 3^ in. x 1 ft. 1^ X 2 in. Tomb
K. Letters § in., very shallow, poorly cut, and badly preserved. They have

been picked out with bright red colour. Inscription enclosed by parallel

lines. Surface much damaged : stone otherwise complete. At present in

British Museum.

' na • .sYf se ' c ' 2'>c ' sc ta ' sc ' to ' i ' '^.
.

rel ' ol ' c ' 1

'

The characters in the first line, with the exception of the first six, are

indistinct, and the reading given is not quite certain, although it is the result

of repeated study both of the stone and of squeezes. The last sign of the first

row may have been a * pe/ judging from the manner in which the surface of

the stone has gone, but no mark of the chisel is left. IL 2 seems to have

been ^, of which sign there is just a trace. I read therefore

'Ovdffus iirea-Taae r<fi \f^€pe<p\.

The second name is without authority:—for ^Ovdea<; cf. Deecke 30,

where a father and son are called respectively 'Ovda-a<i and "Ovaao^, an

instance of the poverty of Cypriote nomenclature. If there was no sign I. 12

at all, I should read in place of the second name v(p (utcG). The second line

had no more than two signs : the marks at what would otherwise be II. 3 do

not, I believe, indicate a letter.

For the form here taken by the sepulchral inscription—a form as yet, in

Cyprus, confined to Poli— cf. Deecke, Phil Woch., 1886, p. 1290, No. II.

Another inscription found at Poli in the earlier excavations [1886] gives the

Attic form iirea-Trjo-e : the inscription is in Greek and was probably set up by

a foreigner.^ This dedicatory formula is comparatively late, and agrees with

the character of tomb K, which is certainly not older than Ptolemaic times,"'^

^ The name of the dedicator ' Tychon ' sug- tomb too belongs to an Arsinoite necropolis,

gests a foreign origin ; it is not Cypriote. The In general where an approximate date is, in this

tomb [Ncki\ i. 67] is apparently of the 4th section, assigned to a tomb, the evidence is that

century. of the contents taken in conjunction with the

^ The main evidence for a date is supplied by position and circumstances of the grave,

a bearded terra-cotta head of poor style : the
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and may very well beluug to the .second century li.c. A similar formula is

however to be read on another stone found this year [inf. No. 13], which may

with certainty be assigned fo the fifth century.

3.—Limestone block : from door of tomb : 3 ft. 6 in. x 1 ft. 11 x G in.

[approx.]. Letters 1 - If in. Stone much defaced, but complete. Now in

Nicosia.

^ :7^

1. 'jii '{
' lo ' pa ' i ' sc 1 ' e ' mi ' ?

2. ? • to sc
'

I. 8 is probably • tc * but may be o '
: //. 1 is doubtful ; after //. 3 there

is a mark, apparently tooled, in the stone, but there does not seem to have

been a character.

^iXoTrah rjfil [®r](re]FQ)<;.

The father's name is very doubtful. ©T^crey? as a name in common use

is known,^ but the reading is not satisfactory. Philopais as an ovo/jua Kvpcov

has sufficient analogy. For the less usual nominative in the formula, cf inter

alia Phil. Woch. 1886, pp. 1290 foil., No. iii., or Deecke, 93. The omission

of the article before the father's name is unusual.^

This stone was so rough that the inscription was not at first discovered
;

the tomb from which it came cannot accordingly be determined with certainty

but was in all probability K. 5. The date of K. o is difficult to fix.

4. Block of soft biscuit limestone : 2 ft. 6 in. x 9 in. x 7| in, Letters

| —
I in. : poorly cut and in bad condition. Tomb A". 37. At present in

British Museum.

^•^t Kf ^ f>

c ' lo ' Uc ' 1 ' to ' ' ta ' 1 ' vo 1

The fourth character may be nc or ra' : it might also be ti' or w. The

first has perhaps more resemblance to zw than e' ; the eighth space retains no

mark of a tool, and there may have been none originally. There is a pit in

^ It is found e.g. Et Mag. 145, 53 as the name intended to indicate on the one liand the con-

of a Korinthian historian, and occurs also in dition of the .stnne ; on the otlior, the faintness

several otlier jdaces, r. I'ape-Benseler, s.v. or strength of tooling in the characters as they

- The shading in the cuts of the inscriptions at present exist.

will, I trust, ex})laiu its own meaning. It is
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the stone at the point large enough to destroy all trace of a synibul had any
existed, ir there is no character between ta- and vo', the latter, which might
also be read sv, will give the local adjective.^

'E(\)\(UTai} Tw 'nha . . J'o.

'VXK(dra'^ is only known as an attributive- (cf. title of Athena at Curinth).
I should compare the c lo' scratched on a vase found in 1886 (v. Hermann,
Orahcrfeld v. 3fario7i,

x>.
31—32: Sayco proposes to read the graffito "EWw,

not regarding it as an abbreviated form). The second name is probably non-
Greek in origin and may be compared %vith the 'flSea? of Jos. X. viii. C.

J. A. R. Munro s\iggests 'EWoSd/ico which reads nKjrc satisfactorily, were the
fourth symbol only more certain

; as the stone stands it can scarcely be \i/.

K. 37 is a Cypriote tomb, probably of the third century B.C.

5.—Limestone upright : 4 ft. 7 in. x 1 ft. 6 in. x 1 ft. I in. Letters
;,' - 1] in. (iood condition, though the stone has suffered just at the bcginnin«f
of the inseiij)tion. Tomb A', l-"). Now in Nicosia.

tf?tm «

PT
pi • lo • pa ' 'CO • so ' e ' mi ' la se o ' na • si • to • j^n

'

i ' to ' sc
'

<I>tXo0a5&)<? ^/J,l rd<; 'OvaalXw iraihoq.

The interpunctuation at ?)/*<. is placed half an inch above the character

mi-. The form of the sign vo- with its rounded head, and tail curving to

left, is that usually found in the northern and western parts of Cyprus.

For 'OvdaiXa cf. the doctor in Deecke 60 : the name is also to be read

scratched on a vase from Poli {Journal of Excavations, i. 23, 1886), and
perhaps the first half of it on two other vases obtained this year (tombs 10, 11),

and one, found in 1886, now in the United Services Club at Limassol. The
daughter's name is hitherto unknown, but is formed in the ordinary Greek
manner : it may be compared also with that in no. 3 sup. K. 45 is a tomb
which has been twice used and at different periods. The later burial which

' If vo- cf. perhaps FCirus of Stepli. Byz. appellatives can be represented in Cypriote by
p. 319 ed. West ; a distiict near Soli. If si- a single character.

is preferred—the change dt-pends npon the sig- s Attributives [i>eMirt»ic?0 of deities were used

iiificance assigned to a stroke at the tail of the as proper names in Greece, but only, I bidievc,

letter (see facsimile) — jiossibly 2i[5a)>'iou], in compounded foirn.

thniigli it is doubtful whether other than insuhir
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our inscriptiou probably records, may belong to the second half of the fourth

century B.C.

6.—Limestone block, broken below : 2 ft. 8^ in. x 1 ft. Cf in. x 6o- in.

Letters f — 1 in., above them a line. Points of interpunctuation. Inscription

has been inlaid with bronze, portions of which remain. At present in British

Museum. K. 58.

he ' re ' ' to ' sc ' to ' ki ' li ' ha ' vo ' se ' to ' a ' ri
'

si ' to ' mc ' te ' ' se ' e ' mi '

Yipe6{y)T0<i Tco Ti,(\)\cKdFo<i tco ^A.ptarofirjZeo'i r)ijX.

This inscription is important for its alphabetic forms. The characters

re ' ha ' ri ' si' and me • are in shape closely akin to those found in inscrip-

tions from Dali, Golgoi, Soli. It is not to be supposed that a reconstruction

of local alphabets is possible from the inscriptions found in the several districts
;

nor must it be too readily assumed that distinct local alphabets of a recognized

type existed, a view to which Deecke's syllabic table gives perhaps too much

prominence. There are several variations which may be called local : a still

greater number may rather be considered due to individual idiosyncrasy.

The forms in this inscription denoting ri' si' and me' deserve to be especially

noted.

Vi\XiKd<i, a Phoenician name, would seem to have been fairly plentiful

in Cyprus (cf. Deecke, nos. 29, 120; Phil Woch. 1886, pp. 1290, foil., IL ; a

graffito from tomb K. 29 has hi' li' which may be read with some probability

rt(X.)Xi[/cafo9], possibly also the hi' of another graffito may be the first syllable

of the same name). It is probable that, so far as present evidence goes, among

less than fifty names of inhabitants of that Marion which Scylax calls 'EWr)vi<;,

at least three distinct persons called Gillikas are to be recognized.

In K. 58 two inscriptions, this and the following one, were found. They

have no discoverable relation to one another, so that the tomb must be

assumed to have been used twice and by different families. This practice was

frequent at Marion and Arsinoe. Other instances, among inscriptions,

are afforded by nos. 8— inf., and by nos. II. b and III. Phil. Woch.

1886, p. 1290. So far as the contents of K. 58 are concerned, the tomb is

probably of the latter half of the fourth century.

7.—Rough limestone : 1 ft. 9 in. x 7| in. x 4 in. Letters poorly formed,

I
— 1| in. : they have been inlaid with silver. Tomb K. 58. Now in

Nicosia.
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ti ma l:o ' ra '

to ka ' he ' o ' se
'

Tlic clmractcr Jco' is unusual in shape and of very small dimensions. IF. 2

may perhaps be read si' if there was a second cross-bar to the tail of the sign.

For similar forms of si- see Deccke's tabic under 'Golgoi' and 'Coins': a
related variety is found also at Old and New Papho.

Tifiayopd

TW ?

Cypriote inscriptions give all three forms of the genitive in -a? nouns

:

-aFo<;, -av, and -a. The second proper name in this inscription is not clear.

The only Greek form resembling it that I have come across is the comic

Kayxa<i (from Kayx^i^^). Two alternatives remain, to look for a local appel-

lative in the last four symbols, or to treat the name (Ka/ceo?, Va<y€w<i) as

non-Greek. In the latter case I should compare Tdya, Tdyac and Tdyof,
(liferent forms ^ of the name of a Lycian town, which may contain a Semitic

root. If the former alternative be preferred a connection may be supposed

—

reading sr for Irf—with S/7709, l.iyya, 'Zcyyvd, or better with Xtyelov in the

Troad, one form of whose local adjective is "^cyev*;}

Now liyeiov was destroyed soon after the fall of the Persian Empire by
the Ilians, to whom in Strabo's time the whole district belonged.^ If line two

of the present inscription is read tw Xiyew^i, Timagoras would then appear

as a refugee from the destroyed ^lyeiov, and the date could be fixed to within

a few years.

8.—A socket stone of limestone, 11 in. x 9f x 8| (the socket measures

7| X 7i X 2^ in.). Letters If — 2§ in. roughly formed : inscription on one

end of stone. From which tomb the stone came is not quite certain, the

inscription having been only subsequently detected. Now in Nicosia.

a ' ri ' si ' ta ' se

'Ap/cTTa?.

' See Scyl. Pcvip. 100. Dioscor. 5. 146. gt'iierilly corrected into Si^fieuy.

Hierod. p. 683, Tayala ir6\is. ^ Strabo, xiii. jip 595 and GOO.

- Dion. Ilnl. i. 72. 2 :—The form has been

H.S.—VOL. XI.
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The naiue was a common one among Greek women. The Ariste liere

recorded may have been the wife of the Timokrotes in no. inf., though the

fact that the two stones were found in the same tomb does not prove, at

PoH, that the persons they commemorate were closely connected. For 'Apian]

cf. Phil. Woch. 188G, p. 1290, no. 1. Deecke there suggests 'AptaraL, but his

note (on his inscription, no. VI.) is confused. Probably the two, I. and VI.,

should be closely connected ; in I. read 'Apia-TOKvirpM 7rai8i (ea-Taae), and

make the 'ApiaroKvirpa of No. VI. wife of Aristos and mother of Aristokypros.

This avoids the unw^arranted change of "Apio-ro? into Aplcrra. Assuming a

connection between the two inscriptions it may be noted that the tcmibs from

which they were obtained are in different necropoleis (I. 106, and 11. 9lJ) : a

counterpart of the practice which associates members of different families in

the same tomb,

9.—Limestone block, 3 ft. 6 in. x 11 in. x 11 in. (approximate). Letters

f — l|in. : graving large but coarse. Tomb identical with that from which

no. 8 was obtained. At present in British Museum.

' na si ' ke '
'i

' te ' o

to • zo ' va ' so ' *

'OpaaLKpiTeo{<i)

Tw ZoFaaco

I. 5 must be re and with this the marks left on the stone suit. II. 2 is

ZO' thouerh the stroke is less curved than usual.

For -Kperr)(; as the Cypriote e([uivaleut of -KpdTi]<i cf. Deecke 71 and

148 : Phil. Woch. 1886, pp. 1290 foil., Nos. IL and VII. p. 1643, No. XXL;
for 'OvaaiKpir7]<; as a Cypriote name cf. a late Greek inscri2:»tion from Larnaca

(Col. Ceccaldi in Pev. Arch, xxvii. pp. 69 foil., no. 13, where the lotiic form

of the name is given).

For the father's name cf. zo' va' on a small black tray from ^1^.44, and a

similar graffito on a saucer of brown-glazed ware found in 1886 (Journal of

Excavations, 1886, II. 60). Professor Sayce found the name Zof7;9 in three

instances at Abydos (Proceedings Soc. Bill. Arch. 1884, pp. 209 and following,

nos. 9 and 10). A Greek form Zwcra? is also known {C.I.G. 950 and 8665).

10. Limestone slab, 1 ft. O.V in. x 1 ft. 3 in. X 6| in. : broken to right

and below. Letters 1—1^ in., cleaidy and deeply cut between parallels,

and square in form so as to give the ap[)earance of having been stamped in a

soft material, which had then been hardened. At present in Britisli

Museum.
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to • s(( ' ma • c • mi "

(toO SeZi/ov) TO (Tuixa i)[i\

The full roniiula fur a sc'ixilcliral inscription is not usual in Oypnis: I

do not know another instance. (Jrilin;irily the elliptical yiniitive is used

alone.

This stone was found totretlier -with tlic Greek inscription {inf. no. 19)

in a liol(! numbered A.\i), whicli, tliouf,di it contained some fraj^nnents of

oidinnry toinl) furniture, seemed to liave been in the main a shapeless lumber-

hole. IJeside the inscriptions there were unearthed among a great number of

l)uilding-stones some architectural members—a moulded slab, an altar (?j &c.

—of Roman stylo. Had ^.10 been certainly a tomb there would have been

some evidence for carrying the use of the Cypriote syllabary down even to

the first century A.D.^ {v. inf. on the Greek inscrij)tion). It is quite possible

that A.XO was first a tomb, secondly a re-used tomb, and lastly a refuse-hole^

for odds and ends of stone which for one reason or another it was requisite

to clear off the surface of the ground. The earliest burial cannot have been,

I think, earlier than the third century B.C.

11.—Fragment of fine-grained limestone, broken on all sides except at

the top : approximately 3 in. square so far as the original surface remains.

Letters 2 — 1 in. Tondj i>.4. At present in British Museum.

fi^W

. . . . VO ' sc ' to
'

'VifioK\e]Fo<i TW (Set^'09)

The tomb from which this fragment was obtained belongs, I think, to the

first half of the fourth century.

12.—Rough .sandstone upright: 4 ft. Gin. x 1ft. Sin. x 7 in. Letters

Ijin. - 2in. : roughly and unevenly cut, but pointed with red. Surface

badly worn. Tomb />'. 12. Now in Nicosia.

1 If this could be cstaMished it would be an at Tliebes. Cf. inf. ' Inscriiitioiis on vases,'

iiiipoitant result. Deecke's latest iusciiptions no. 1, note.

are, be thiid^s, of tlu^ age of Alexander : Sayce - The tomb, if it existed, was quite shallow,

[Proc. liih. Arch. 1884, \^\\ 209 foil.] eonies to some 4 or .'5 feet deep at the most. It probably

a similar conelusiou from an exanunalion of the fell in, and the bole thus made was found useful

grallili al Abydos, compared witli (heir scareity as a receptacle for waste-stones.

F *>
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1. ku ' po ' TO • mc 1 ' to ' 1
'

2. to ' i ' pa ' ti ' ri ' e ' 1 ' se ' ia ' sa

1. 4 is carelessly formed, but was probably intended for me '. I. 6 in its

present state is merely a hole in the stone : but there was probably a sign

originally, and that sign ti ' At II. 7 the stone has been both cut and coloured,

but I feel by no means sure that there is anything more than a stone-cutter's

blunder. The marks of the chisel are here peculiarly shallow, and the

character, besides being of an unknown form, is strangely cramped in. A not

very dissimilarly shaped symbol was found by Prof. Sayce at Abydos.^ In the

Poli inscription—if the marks are intentional—there can be, at most, two

alternatives, pe ' and ne '. The resemblance of the marks is greatest to pe •,

the continuation of the tail to the right being probably accidental. If liow-

ever it be assumed that the central stroke was originally carried down below

the cross-lines, we must read ne ',^ and in that case Deecke's No. 7 should be

corrected. He there writes ko, fiev earaaav, introducing a form of the enclitic

unknown in Cypriote : it would be neater, as J. A. R. Munro first suggested

to me, to write ku fi ivearaa-av, though I think the use of iviaTrjfit is some-

what wanting in force. On the whole it seems preferable to render the Poli

inscription as

KvirpofieSovTi

Tft) irarpX 6\ire X\(rra(7a.

The name Kypromedon is new; but compounds with Kvirpo- are common.

The formula here resembles that of No. 2, though the use of the first person is

strange, and, so far as I know, unexampled in Cyprus. Tomb -S. 12 may with

certainty be assigned to the middle of the fifth century.

13,— Bar of fine limestone, surfaces dressed with a toothed-chisel : broken

away at right-hand end and cracked through middle. Has served as one side

of a built sarcophagus [/xvTjfia], and is a companion stone to No. 14 itif.

Dimensions, in present condition, 3 ft. 3^ in. x 1 ft. 8 in. x 7 in. Letters

1| in., neatly cut in an easy, flowing style. Obtained from tomb 31. 2 by the

villagers after the excavations of 1886-7. Now in the stairway of a house in

Poli.

^ Prof. Sayce very kindly communicated to very pro'oaljle, as it requires the name recorded

me a copy of the graflTito in wliich the character to be read Mclcrmos.

occurs. The graflBto itself is published by him in ^ In Prof. Sayce's graffito the character in

Proc. Sec. Bibl. Arch. 1884, pp. 209 foil., no. 7. question has certainly no tail. If it is to be

He read the sign ka', which is certainly wrong
; considered a nc the name will be Mcncrmos.

Deecke suggested Ic which is possible, but not
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' na ' sa • Jco ' ra • n ' to ' sa • ta ' sa • ko ra ' u ' to ' ti ' pc ' tc • ra' 1

^Ovaaayopav tw XToa-ayopau rat Auf>0€pa[u ' ij/x-i]. The 15th symbol
may perhaps have been intended for fo '

: there is a sort of dot against the

tail of the letter which is otherwise straight, Anf>0€pa<; is hardly satisfactory

as a name :
^ but I hesitate to read rtoBi Urepd [for IlTepa? see Pape-Beusclcr

s.v.]. If the 15th sign were a fo • it would be just possible to interpret

to vo ' as Tov [cf. Deecke 68. 3, where o ' vo ' ka ' re • ti • is read ov yap tl] :

but to introduce two forms of the genitive of the article in one line is hardly

permissible, and the form tov is not known in Cypriote inscriptions.*

The angular form ofpe ' is not usual, but is found at New Paphos. For the

character of the script in general see under next inscription, where also the

question of a date is considered.

14.—Fellow-stone to preceding, but complete. Has formed the side of

a fivfjfjM. Dimensions 5 ft. 6| in. x 1 ft. 8 in. x 6^ in. Letters If in., neatly

engraved in one line, not as in the cut divided : interpunctuations. Tomb
21. 1. At present in British Museum.

T ^-"r y-r y.t )-< "^f

"no ,'H t" A >^ T :!K: -rr 2. AV *

ti ' mo ' va ' n^. ' sa ' se ' ta ' se ' o 'na' sa' ko ' ra ' w ku' na' i'

ko ' se ' e ' mi .

Ti/jLoFava[(r](ra<; ra^ 'Ovaae^opav yvpaiKO^ rjfii.

The script in 13 and 14 is peculiai*. Cypriote epigraphic style is rather

to be regarded as individual than local : and these two inscriptions preserve

the handwriting of a man who had formed for himself a very distinct manner.

The letters are generally, where possible, curved—notice aspecially se ' ra .

and u ', and in a less degree sa ' ka ' and ti '
: and though the style itself is

contained and simple, these two inscriptions afford the best example of what

might be done with the Cypriote characters in the way of an ornate epigraphy.

It is important to bear in view the style of engraving here illustrated, as it

throws much light on the question how far the study of Cypriote epigraphy

can be reduced to a science.

^ It may perhaps be supjiorted by names like as due to Grc«k influence. The family of

MaKXiai, Ov\las. Onasagoras may Lave been immigrant into

.
^ Its introduction would hare to be regarded Marion.
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The Timoanassa and Onasagorasof tliis and the prccedinL; inscription arc

wife and husband. They were buried side by side, each in a /xinffia, and flie

same tond) contained a number of other fivi'^fiara of a similar kincL It, is

])ossible that tlie family of Onasagoras n»ay be; capalih; of rtcotisl ruction Avith

tlic l)elp of two inscriptions obtixined in 1<S<S6 {Phil. Wvch. I.e. Nos. 117' ami V.).

The family tree may then ])e drawn out tlius:

DiphtlicrasCO

Stasaj^oKis

I

Oiiasiigoi-as = Timoanassa

TiiiiaiiJios Tiiiiagoras [Tychoii (';]

The (jlreek inscription {Phil. Woch. I.e. ll.h) was found in a tend) which seems

from the character of its contents to be of the fourth ceidury : I'teras (or

Diphtheras) will then have lived about 450 B.C. This will re(piir(! for tlui

tondj of Onasagoras and Timoanassa a date not later than 350 i'..c. The
objects actually found in it are hardly sufficient either by their number or

their character to confirm or refute this attribution.^ If the genealogy is

sound, it affords an excellent example of Cypriote nomenclature, an<l contains

the elements of those names which were most in favour in the island. Timo-

anassa is new: Onasagoras occurs on a vase found in 1.S86 (Phi/. Woch. LSSO,

pp. 1611 foil., No. XVIII.), and on the bronze in Peecke's y^((in)n/unf/, No. 60.

15.—Limestone block: incomplete* cut away to right. It lies upside

down in the wall of the house where No. 13 is also to be seen. Letters I in.

3?i

1 tc ' ro ' sc
'

2. c ' mi '

['ApidTOKvirpaft Ta?-!

<t>tXo/cy7r/)!i) 0vyajTepo<i

TJfH

But it is not certain that the surface of the stone has been re-dressed :

and, if not, tc ' ro ' sc must hcr/iii the inscription.

IC.—Large rounded block of chioni in a street in Poli. Surface almost

' The tombs in the immediate neif^hbomliood Koman : two, however, wliiith were entered from

of 3t. 1 are mostly of a late jieiiod, very often AI. 3 [sec plan] were probably of the 4th century.
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cntirclx j;<»nc. Two sockot-holcs have bocn cut in tlio bluck at i\ later datr

for some purpose. Letters large : but scarcely any remain.

/'

7^^ ^T

s<»ckct

tu f

"^ ' SC
'

? • .Vfc • f.

? i
• na •

The transliteration here given is to be read from right to left, as it repro-

duces the actual condition of the stone.

17.—Sandstone block lying on its side in a house-wall in Poli : bnjkeii

away at either end. Letters 1 .' in., in bad condition.

I

'^=r ^roi^

A ^ "M^

na
2 '

ti

ho

mo

{'OJi/actTt'tifo [tw]

\OvaaaY(o[pav\

The faint marks in the second line give practically no indication of distinct

characters. Only the A is clearly tooled. If I am right in restoring 'Ova-

aa'y6pav,'Ova<TiTi/j,o<i might be regarded as another son in the family recorded

under No. 14. The name Onasitimos would be especially a])propriate to a

son of Onasairoras and Timoanassa and a brother of Timagorasand Timandros.

Deecke (No. 2G) has an Ona.sitimos from Drimu, a village not far distant

from Poli.

Further details of the preceding in.scriptions are best given in the fac-

similes accompanying them. The syllabary as found at Poli appears on a

table p. 7o} The inscriptions on vases are dealt with later. Here it nee<l

only be added that, as appears from the preceding pages, the (.Cypriote

character was during the fourth century in practically universal use for monu-

' It would have bcei: interesting to complete in the riglit-hand .si-ctioiis of the two columns

—

the table of forms in vogue hy embodying tho-2 1 was able to niak(! use of :» part of the 18bG

given Ity the inscriptions found in 1886. In the Journal, thanks to tiic courtesy of tlie authori-

aljthabet obtained from the gratliti—illustrated ties at lierliu.
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mental records : we did not find a single Greek sepulchral inscription in any

but the latest period, and the former excavations produced only one, which

may perhaps be of the fourth century, but, as it retains an Ionic form, may
have been set up by a foreigner. It follows further from the results obtained

this season that the Cypriote syllabary remained in use during the earlier

part of the Ptolemaic period. It is scarcely, indeed, to be supposed that the

destruction of Marion by Ptolemy Lagides caused the immediate substitution

of Greek characters for the native Cypriote. Though Greek would be used in

official documents, yet the tenure of the Ptolemies over Cyprus was at first too

incomplete and too often interrupted to bring about the universal adoption of

the Greek alphabet in the affairs of daily life. Religious feeling would cause

the Cypriote syllabary to retain its place on sepulchral monuments even

longer than might otherwise have happened. The finds of this year also

emphasize the fact that the Cypriote syllabary must not too liastily be

parcelled out into local alphabets. The political condition of Cyprus rendered

a monumental style of epigraphy impossible : but the forms of the characters

themselves share the responsibility. As Cjrpriote inscriptions are examined

one after another the conviction is inevitable that the epigraphy of Cyprus is

more like manuscript than monumental style, rising in its highest form to the

level of art, and sinking on the other hand to the vulgarest scribble. It

becomes an almost impossible task to date a letter from its shape.

The great majority of the inscriptions found seem to belong to the

fourth centnry—a circumstance which deserves some attention. Taken as

a whole, the necropoleis of Poli point to the conclusion that the fourth

century was a most flourishing period in the existence of Marion. It seems

sometimes to be assumed that the blockade of Marion by Kimon had resulted

in the destruction of the town ; and Dr. Oberhummer for example speaks

of Arsinoe as ' built on the site of Marion, destroyed by Kimon.' ^ But it

was in the fourth century that the town achieved independence under its

king Stasioikos, previous to whom there is no separate coinage known.^

The evidence from the coinage, though incomplete, agrees with that of

the tombs.

One other point perhaps may be noted here, though it is not connected

directly with epigraphy. The stones which bear the inscriptions have been,

probably without exception, architectural members. Sometimes they have

served to form one side of a fjwiifia,^ or built sarcophagus ; sometimes they

are the panels or uprights of a door ; sometimes the sockets in which those

uprights rested. The actual tomb is sealed with the name of the dead. The

grave is the possession for ever of the departed.

^ Sitz.-ber. d. Kyi. hay. Akad. d. Wixs. as tending to support the view that Marion did

Hist.-phil. Classe. 5 Mai, 1888, p. 320. stand on the northern and not the southern

2 Six does indeed assign an earlier series of coast. Kimon 's simultaneous attack on Kition

coins to Marion, but on very insuflBcient grounds. and Marion, though seeming to be adverse to

See the section on Marion in Head, Jlist. Num. the hypothesis, really goes to confirm it.

I came across a small silver coin of Stasioikos, ' This is the name used l)y the men, and it is

at Xeroboono, near Limniti ; an interesting find convenient to retain it as a specialised term.
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To tlio Cypriote inscriptions I sulyoin tlioso in Greek cliaractcr wliieli

were found during tliis seiuson at Poli.

IS.—A IVaLjnicnt of bacon-streaked stone picked up by Messis. Cardiier

and Munro in a ju-eliniinary tour of tbe ancient site. Lengtli lO! in., width

2^—3.T in. At iHcsent in Biitish Museum.

TAS PjeEPS

The alphabet is Doric, resembling llhodian, of about 01. ")0,^ but the

form <l>€pae(f)aTTa is Attic (v. Plato, C'jat. 4U4, with Heindorf's note ad. I. and

Spanheim ad Arist. Han. G83). There was a (^epcre<^aTT€Lov at Athens, yet

the name ^l^€pae(f>aaaa has somehow a foreign ring about it, and to find it

domiciled at Marion early in the sixth century is interesting. The cult

of Pirsephone has at Ie;ist two distinct forms; either the myth depicts the

goddess of nature, or it exhibits the consort of Hades—a fierce semi-savage

power of the underworld. But it is a different and popular aspect of the

goddess with whii h the name Phersepliassa is associated.

The fragment, with its four letters of an inscription, was found in a field

wliich is strewn with scattered pieces of chioui and limestone. Several

fragments of stone very similar to that bearing the inscription were turned

over, but a protracted search failed to discover any other piece engraved with

the remainder of the sentence. Some two or three hundred yards away from

the find-spot is tlie supposed temple-site, which is not necessarily to be

connected with Strabo's Ato? d\(To<;.

10.—Limestone block, 9^ x G^ x 7^ in. Found broken into three

pieces, which however fit exactly, so that the stone is complete except for

some trifling chii)s which have been lost. The surface is much worn, and is

rounded as though the stone had been exposed to the action of water; the

aqueduct stream runs within a few feet of the hole -4.10 in which the

inscription was lying. Now in Nicosia.

Tpu<f)a)v ^(priaTe -x^aipe.

The formida is of very common occurrence in later stelae. The present

inscription is of the first century, and may perhaps be more precisely assigned

to about 50—CO a.d.

20.—In iornorance of Dr. Obcrhuramer's article in the Munich Siiz-

unffsberichtc^ a careful copy was made, with a view to publication, of the

Ptolemaic inscription so badly reproduced in Lebas and Waddington's Voyage

* Since I wrote tlius 1 find that J. A. R. text so far .-us to make it li.ss categoric : at the

Miiiiro ha.s submitted a squeeze of this inscrip- same time I cannot fiml that an alternative

tion to a conclave of O.xford arcliaeoloj^ists, and reading w;us {)ropo.?ed. The place in whicli the

that their verdict is in favour of a Iloman origin fragment was found tells neither way.

for tlio stone. In deference to their authority - Sitzher. d. kgl. bay. Ak. d. H'iut;. 5 Mai,

I wish to modify the opinion expressed in the 1888, p. 320.
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Archcologiquc, Tom. III., No. 2782. Having sinci! bi^cn able to roiul Dr.

Oberlmminer's notice, I find little of value to juKl to his reiulering. One or

two letters which on the stone an; not quite complete are given as y)erl('ct

in his copy ; but ;xs they are certain in any c:ise the trilling inacciiraiy is ol"

no moment. In line 3 the space after -p'^^^ovtrro^ is sutticient to make it

doubtful whether any ([ualifying phrase Kara. 'Apcrivoyv ttoXiv followed ; the

genitive of line 5 [tmv de<ov <j)]i\a8eX(f)0)v probably depended on tepcw? in

agreement with %Tr]aayopov} ['r]i/Aa)i;a/cT[o9] in G is a second magistrate,

and the real purport of the inscription probably begins with ov y^polyov] in

the last line now remaining.

21.—Fragment of marble, picked from under the door-sill of a house in

Poli. The fragment seems to have once formed part of a stele—the cornice

of which remains on the reverse—an<l then to have been redressed to receive

the present inscrii^tion at a much later date.

"}* ^\vrea\Tlov\ ^v'^i'f\.

I am indebted to Professor Hicks for the interpretation of the mono-

grammatic signs. The inscription is Christian, of uncertain date. For the

formula cf C.I.G. 8806, 09, 77, and numerous other instances in that section

of the Gorinis. That the engraver should have taken the trouble to abbre-

viate €V')(fi—for the inscription stands complete as he left it—seems strange.

Perhaps we should rather read

—

'Ai'TecTTto? ev-^apKnoiv aveOriKel] [cf. G.I.G. 8873, 4, 5, «tc.]

I add: 22.—Fragment of upper part of puteal (sandstone) which I

picked up on the site of Soli. Now in British Museum.

CAl]0 • CAESARI • D • /[\VG . F .]

AS0LIORVN[|

The inscription seems to belong to the period of Caius Caesar's mission

to the East, 13—14 A.D.

Inscriptions on Vases.

There remain the inscribed vases, which both in 1886 and 1880 have

been found in such numbers at Poli. The inscriptions are in the form of

graffiti scratched, with scarcely an exception, on the bottom of the vase
;

occasionally the letters are deeply and boldly cut. Graffiti of this sort are,

in Poli, nearly confined '^ to a distinct class of pottery—the plain-glazed black

^ For the title and office see the Kosetta Stone - Beside the black-ware they arc found not

{C. I. O. ad init.] seldom on redfigiucd as.koi.
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ware, stamped and unstamped, which Athens produced during tlic fourth

century especially. In addition to the graffiti there were found also

fragments^ of a large Cypriote diota, on one of which -.vas a painted

inscrijjtion—an uncommon feature in ware of this kind. To it the place

of honour may be assigned.

1.—On a portion of a large dicta ; inscription on shoulder near junction

of handle. Tomb A. 21.

IX^^j.
o ' pa ' Jca ' lo ' se.

The form here assumed by tlic character.? o '^ pa ' and lo' is to be noted.

sc also has the appearance of being reversed, and might suggest that the

signs should be read from left to right. Reversed symbols however are

sometimes used when the inscription runs from right to left, and the vase

before us is probably an instance in point. The phrase here may be read

* o 7ra (t?) KaX6<i
'—according to the paiderastic formula which has tried the

patience of every student of Greek vases. There is however no indication of

a break between jya' and Jca', and the omission of p^ may cause some surprise

in so carefully formed an inscription. If o Trat? kuXo^ be the right interpre-

tation, the appearance of that formula on a Cypriote jar of the purely geometric

style (concentric rings) made in the fourth century B.C. (probably at Paphos)

is a fact both interesting and important for the study of ancient vases. It

is however possible to render the same characters in a different manner, and

find in the inscription the signature of the potter, or perhaps of the owner

for whom the jar was intended. We may read then : 'HTra' fcaXo^; {icrni/

6 afi<f)op€v<i).^ This interpretation has in its favour the position and firm

* The vase has now beeu restored in the IJrit. Col. CcccalJi, Mo-ns. dc Ckypre, p. 75, tliough

Mus., but some of the fragments do not quite Deecke gives no reference to Ceccaldi. M. A.

certainly belong to the diota. Dumont, in a letter appended to Ceccaldi's quite

" The 0* is Paphian, and indeed the inscription vague remarks, thinks the plaque represents a

as a whole might be so termed. The x -shape sacrifice to Apollo, a dance in his honour, and

of lo' is important: Deecke when he drew up the subsequent banquet of the fliaffirai, who had

his table was not prepared to admit this variety. dedicated the stone. In that case what intcr-

2^(1' is one of the most constant types in the pretation is to be put on the two Cypriote

syllabary, but it does vaiy at Papho {iJit. al.). characters o-joa* ? It is not altogether impos-

Its form on the vase is hitherto unexampled. sible that they may stand for 'Oira(o;'i), a title

^ Deecke, no. 82, has another but doubtful under which Apollo was worshipped in Cyprus,

instance of "f^iraj used as a proper name in In last year's excavations a cult of Apollo Opaon

Cyi)rus. He would read the two symbols 0" pa*, was discovered by Mr. Hogarth at Amargetti

on a certain relief discovered by Cc.snola, as the [v. J. H. S. 1888 : report on Amargetti]. Mr.

genitive of the name 'Xliroj. The relief is a Hogarth there expresses the opinion that Apollo

curious one : Gen. Ccsnola speaks of it as a Opaon was a purely local divinity, and that

'tablet representing a religious ceremony'; his second appellative Melanthius conceals the

Dr. Hall says : ' upon the stone is carved a long ancient name of Amargetti. If Aiiollo Oj aon

procession of people. The idea of the sculpture was only the deity of a small village it would

it is hard to trace further.'— 1 i)resumc this probably be a Uiibtake to look for his name on a

relief is identical with that figured roughly in votive tablet from Golgoi. There are however
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character of the inscription, and does not require the assumption of lost

signs. Opas, however, though vouclied for by Suidas, is not a well-known
name. Clearly also even a third alternative is conceivable : "n7ra[<i] Ka\6<t. I

prefer therefore to leave the final reading undetermined, while regarding the

second intea'pretation ("flTra- KaX6<;) as on the whole the most probable.

2.—Scratched in on the bottom of a small saucer, which has been glazed

of a brown-red, and is stamped with the customary pattern. Tomb JC G2.

a ' 2>o ' lo ni '

and a numeral sign (?).

The graffito is to be read from left to right, a change from the ordinary

Cypriote custom due to the growing influence of Greek writing. The form for

ni • varies somewhat from the carionic type, and o • is again, as in the precedinf'

inscription, written after the manner of Paphos.

^K'Tro\X\\(i)vl(o

vai (monogram).

two inscri])tions to this god which were found

near the Salt Lake at Larnaca. So at any rate

Ceccaldi states \Rev. Arch, xxvii. pp. 86-88,

Larnaca. nos 2 and 3]. They are obviously

identical with the two inscriptions in Gen.

Cesnola, Cyprus (Appendix nos. 3 and 4),

where they are characteristically ascribed to

Palae-paphos. Mr. Hogarth not having seen

Ceccaldi's paper naturally assumed that the

General had merely substituted Palae-paphos for

Amargetti ; but the evidence of Ceccaldi, who
was frequently in Cyprus at the time when
Cesnola was busy excavating, and often visited

the diggings, speaks strongly for Larnaca as the

find-spot. Gen. Cesnola's inability to command
a wayward imagination would bo restrained in

the presence of an eye-witness.

If then Apollo Opaon was worshipped at
Larnaca, he becomes at once a divinity of
greater importance. Though he may have been
merely a rustic power at Amargetti, at Kition he
seems from the inscriptions to have been a true

god of healing {Opaon therefore). If Golgoi
may be added as a home of this cult, Opaon
Mclanthios will become one of the distinct

Cypriote types of the god.

The relief is imi)ortant also in another respect
;

it carries the use of the Cypriote syllabary down
to the 1st century B.C. Dumont dntes the work
from the 2nd century ; l)ut if any reliance can
be placed on the sketch in Ceccaldi, this date is

considerably too high [and cf. cut Cesnola,

Cy2)rus, p. 149].
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What the rcinaiuing sign intends is difficult to determine. Read from right

to left as a monogram it is ov (o • vc '), which would be a curious addendum

to the iiaircU of the val, with which Apollonius affirms liis ownership. The

symbol may however have been rather intended as a mark of number,^ or even

as a dealer's memorandum. That it should have been intended to represent

a closed syllable, an alternative, which, if Deecke's discovery is sound, must

always be kept in sight, is here scarcely possible, as the character contains no

leading sign. The use of monogrammatic writing, as in the val, is interesting

as it goes to confirm the hypothesis of symbols fur closed syllables, and also

to explain how such symbols arose. Ancjther graffito found this season has

similarly Ona[silos] written in monogram, and a third, discovered in 18(SG,

may be read "n7ra[9]'^ STaY(TLJa\ both names being rendered by compounded

signs. Herrmann, in his UrtVxn'fihl von Jlfariioi, has given an instance of a

monogram in Greek characters ; but his interprctati(ju [W = IJaTpi-] cannot

be correct, as the monogram in qu(!stion really moves up an ascending scale

of ^4*, /R, •#. Other monograms of Greek letters are fi/ , f.

3.—On a fragment [bottom] of a large saucer-tray, black-glazed, with

stamped pattern. Tomb V. 2.

-"tir'

ti ri • ' H ' ja ' '^. ' 1

.

The third character is doubtful, but was probably intended for o' ; the

fifth must hoja' as li' precedes ; the sixth may have been to', the additional

strokes being merely adventitious. What further sign there was beyond to'

can be matter of conjecture only. It may be possible therefore to read

ApioXLj'a Tohi, connecting the name with Spto<;.

4.—I may add here an inscription cut on a fine hydria which is adorned

with a sort of scroll filled with sea-horses in white on brown. The vase was

formerly in the possession of C. Christian, Plsq., of Limassol. I have only a

copy of the inscription, and not an impression :

' If as a number, I woulil refer to a whole - For''niTas,v. sup. under 1 and n. . If this

series of signs, whicli seems to start from a be the right reading of tlie monogram here it

simple form, such as V. 'iu'lj by the addition of will.sui)port the niading in 1 ; but the monogram
single strokes, to be thence raised in power. niiy be intended only for tlie familiar 'Oi/a—

,

i] was in Deecke's table .set down as a prcsump- an illegitimate stroke having been accidentally

tive numeral sign, and it will be .seen that the introduced.—The two graffiti referred to arc

series illustrated at the bottom of the table prac- fiom tombs 11, and II. 78 (188G) respectively,

tically passes through ^.
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e g :? 0) ^

tl • mo ' Ic • // ' si
'

TifxoKXy'i.

The iiiscii))ti()ii is iiitcicstiii^^f us affordinj^r an iiistmicc of .sr, instead of w,
if the cliaiactcr is riglitly read, vised as the final consonant ; and also as being

one of the rare cases where a (vypiiotc artist l»as signed liis work,^

As a rule grafiiti on vases do not preserve complete words or names.

Those found this season proved no exception. Their value consequently is

diminished, and tlie service they may render to archaeology is scarcely moie
than to furnish forth an al])hahetic tahlc,^ such as is drawn up on p. 7li.

One little series however is of greater interest, though in the present state of

Cypriote epigrajjliy its imjjortance does not rank high. There are a few

graffiti which are bilingual. On a red-figured askos from KAo the first

syllable of the name Ai[oyevrj<;] is written both in Cypriote and Greek : on
a black-glazed saucer-tray from 17 is scratched zo ' vie • in Cypriote and z

^

in Greek. Of two similar saucer-trays from 7 one boars the legend OE the

other te' ; while on still another we may read in Paphian character o* and in

the corresponding Greek OS, or perhaps better 'OX[v/x7rLo<;]. Similarly amon<'-

the graffiti found in ISSG K is written over against the Cypriote Kv, or, in

another case, against Ku.

The frequency with which graffiti are found at Poli on the inifigured

black ware and the red-figured askoi, when contrasted with their comparative

scarcity on similar pottery unearthed elsewhere, requires some explanation.

As these scratches arc in the great majority of cases written in Cypriote, it is

clear that they arc not, as Dceckc suj)posed, potters' marks—for the ware is

foreign and imported—unless indeed it is argued that because they are

potters' marks the ware must be a native manufacture. In general the

graffito seems to give the name of the owner, either in full or abbreviated
;

but Herrmann is certainly wrong in supposing that it has always this meaning
and this only. Such a series as that mentioned by Deecke {Phil, Woch., 1886,

p. 1643, foil.) probably preserves the name of the dealer, not the potter; and

the number of vases inscribed o' or o' ncc seems almost excessive in spite of

the frc(juency with which Cypriote names begin with these syllables. Thus
also when a' is graved in small character, and some other sign in larger, tlio

former may represent the dealer, the latter the owner. Often again the

legend \'^ appears, and is probably to be interpreted Ti[/i?7] 1 [obol] •*
; while

a fragment from a black-glazed saucer-tray has in the Cypriote script ine, and

^ The letters aie carefully cut, ami have been ^ TIic I is closed at one end, hut this is pro-

burnt in. Tlic signature is ou tlie slionlder of haldy accidental. For an altirnative view see

the vase. Cf. no. 1 aupra. later.

- Graffiti as a rule would not be of iiincli use for "* For graffiti indicating prices on Greek vases

determining epigraphic forms ; but in Cypriote v. R. Sdicine, Comm. in him. Moiinn.i., who Iiow-

tlicie is not that decided severance between the ever does not introduce mudi fresh material.

monumental and cursive styles, v. tiiip. p. 73.
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so determines the use to which this class of vase was put,^ Another small

saucer-tray from tomb 8 is thus inscribed :

/ ^^

Terra is a strange word to find on a piece of fourth century pottery ; it

is not even a word of very certain meaning. Eustathius^—whom every one

follows perforce—makes it 'a respectful address of a younger to an older

man,' and the Et. Mag. adds a derivation from arra. Is then the inscription

on the vase to be understood as * Father from S. ' ? Vases of this kind were

certainly given as presents.^ There is nothing to indicate that TETTA is an

abbreviation.* On the contrary the neatness and precision of the letters

suo-o-est that the writer said all he wished to say. Other trays have (f)i\co, or

simply (f)L,^ and these should be rather compared with (f)L\ia^ of the Berlin

vases than read as (piXo- the first half of a compound name. They must then

be classed with the TETTA graffito and have reference to the interchange of

gifts. Yet other vases have numeral symbols or the ubiquitous cross, which,

thouo-h it may be read lo', has probably nothing to do with the Cypriote

script. In several cases new characters are presented, and these will be

found collected on p. 73.^ It is most important that such signs should be no

longer overlooked. Graffiti are often uninviting in appearance, but they

contain much evidence that cannot be got elsewhere. Deecke has lately

discovered the existence in Cypriote of symbols for closed syllables. Mr.

1 This fragment is from tomb (S. On a similar arc compiled from the graffiti: signs indicated

saucer- tray from A. 2 are the characters 2>?» ^^ brackets are only known from the Journal

kc ra' i.a. »c€'pa> fi form of the imiierative known of the 1886 excavations, and as the Journal,

in comedy. However, in this instance these though complete, is by no means scientific,

may be merely the first part of a name K^pajnuv and has in several instances palpably confused

(Xen. Mem. ii. 7. 3). an inscription, too great value must not be

The 'saucer tray' seems to have taken the set upon its evidence for varieties of form. I

place of the cylix ; at any rate the latter is have however, wherever possible, verified these

generally absent where the former is found. forms from the fragments and vases purchased

2 ad II. iv. 412. by the Berlin Antiquarium at the Paris sale.

3 To go no further, cf. nos. 2866, 69, 73, 75, In the table will be found a suggested new form

in the Berlin Antiquarium, which have the for hf. This rests on a graffito which ap-

painted inscription <pi\ias. parently is to be read tu' no' ; cf, the name
* If it were an abbreviation it could only Tvuvwi^Sas Vint Sol. I i. \. Two vases from J5. 11

represent T€TTa(po), and apart from the un- have the signs )r X" ''^"'^ ^^ ^ respectively,

likeliness of finding a numeral written and not The two groups have obviously the same meaning,

symbolized, TtTrapa as a purely Attic form The typical symbol for tu- is formed from that

would scarcely be used in Doric Marion. for to' by addition of an apex, generally applied

^ pi' lo' on a saucer-tray from /3 [K. 2], an to the second horizontal bar of p. If the

askosfrom II. 60 [1886 :—the Jbttrvia/ has (by a present grafliti are to be read as I suggests

mistake) ^ -f ] :

—

<t>i on two trays from 1, and a something like a principle in the variations of

third from 17. pi' lo' 1 take to be the Cypriote secondary symbols in Cypriote makes its

genitive. appearance.

" The right-hand halves of the two columns
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Petrie's finds have sliowa that something like the Cypriote syllabary was
known in Egypt as early, in his opinion, as 1250 B.C., if not at even a more
remote date still. When then we have, as in popular scribblings on vases

or stone, a means of enlarging our knowledge of the syllabary in its

entirety, the help is hardly to be declined. And in fact among the giaffiti

obtained this year I have been able to match at least three unknown signs,

or forms of signs, occurring among the fragments brought home by Mr.

Petrie.i

It has been already remarked how in monumental inscriptions the native

syllabary holds its own to the entire exclusion of Greek characters. The
graffiti allow us to enter into the every-day life of the period ; and among
them accordingly a considerable percentage are Greek. In many cases the

graffiti from one tomb will be some in the one some in the other script. It is

rare to come across a case where only Greek letters are used. There must
have been a contest in the fourth century between national sentiment and

the aspirations after a higher, and Hellenic, culture. In the rise of Stasioikos

it may be well to see the triumph of the national Cypriote faction. So far as

the evidence from epigraphy goes, it might, I think, be said that the island

syllabary is more universal at Marion in the later half-century of its existence

than in the fifty years just preceding that epoch. The two distinctly

Hellenizing tombs which were opened this season may both be placed before,

rather than after, 350 B.C.

Cyiiriote Names supplied by the Poll l7iscri2')tions.

[Agcdikos ^*''^

[Andron ?]*

Apollonios*

[Aristagoras]

Ariste

[Aristias]*

[Aristoanax]

[Aristokypra]

Aristomedes

[Aristos]

Diptheras ?

Driolias ??*

Gillikas

Keramon ??

Kreon

Kypromedon

[Nika]

[Nikandros]

[Onaios]

Onasagoras

Onasas

Onasikretes

Onasilos

[Onasithem is ?]

^ Thus y^ is found both at Poll ami Kahun.

The ornate form of te- y^" at Poli may be repre-

sented by Mr. Petrie's ^ ; and the fj of a vase

from 17 may be connected rather with one of the

signs on Mr. Petrie's one continuous inscription

than with Greek Z [see however sup. p. 73].

A curious compound ^, occurring on a vase

obtained at Poli in 1886, compares with ^ in

H.S.—VOL. XI.

Mr. Petrie's collection. It is not possible

here to dwell at length on these coincidences,

especially as it is understood Prof. Sayce is at

work on a paper dealing with the results of tlie

Egyptian finds in their relation to the Cypriote

problem.

2 Brackets indicate ' found in 1886'
; asterisk

' occurs on vase only.

'

G
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OnasitiiiHjs

Opas?

Pannenon
[Philnooras]

[iMiilokrctcs]

Pliilon ?*

Piiil(»pais

Pliilophao

[Piiytngdias]

[Prytilia]

[Psutis]

[Solon ?]*

Stasagoras

[Stasaiuhos]

['riiciui.st(»ky[»ia]

Timagoras

[Timandros]

Tiinoauassa

[Timokretcs]

[Tiinokypro.s]

[Tiinos]

Try[»hon

[Tyclioii]

Tynnoiidas*

Zoasos

II. A. T.

Excavations at Limniti.

Further work at Poll being impossible owing to the failure of nego-

tiations for the Cliiflik xanJ other lands, it was resolved to devote the

remainder of the season to a spot in the Limniti valley, which hatl already

in the previous year been surveyed by Mr. Hogarth on behalf of the

Exploration Fund, Illicit digging here by the villagers was known to have

produced a considerable number of terra-cottas—in some cases of colossal

size—and statuettes of limestone, several of which passed, through the hands

of Mr. E. Constiintiiiides of Nicosia, into the possession of the Berlin Museum.

Dr. Oberhummer also had visited Limniti in 1887, and had then been shown

many fragments of interest, while there was a further report that the villagers

had found ' the arm of a large bronze statue.' ^ Ther^ seemed accordingly

good reason to expect some interesting finds which, though they might fail

to satisfy the fastidious taste of those who will have nothing but what is

pure Greek, would yet be of real value in archaeological research.

In t^trictness there is no place in Cyprus called Limniti, although the

Government survey does dignify with this name the single house in the

valley which served as a shelter during the progress of the excavations. It

is however convenient to adopt the name to indicate the valley near the site

of our work, and I use Limniti accordingly in this sense, not— in its proper

attribution—of the river. Passing eastward along the northern coast from

Poli, the broad bay of Chrysochou is followed by the yet finer curve of

Morphou bay, almost at the head of wViich the Limniti river, spreading out

after the confinement of its upper course, issues into the sea. The coast-

line makes here a long gentle sweep, falling back from the headland of Askas,

whose outlying spur, the Petra tou Limniti, is a landmark for miles, and

^ I nidilc inquiry for and jiurcliascd this arm coverttl, ami the fraj^tnent itself Ih quite probably

on luY arrival. It iirovcd to be some 3 in. long, not from Limniti at all. No reliance ean be

the forearm of a statuette of Cypriote-Greek placed on the tales of tlie villagcr.s, at any rato

workniiinshiji. No furtlier portions were dis- in the Limniti district.
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running out ngain at Androi^'ynon, a littlu bcyoml wliicli tlio roadstead of

Karavostiisi, tlie harbour of Soli, begins. Prettier country, fresher air, or

more complete seclusion than is to be found at Limniti the traveller could

not desire; unless however he is prepared to live entirely on goat's milk he

Limniti and Neigiibouhuood.

may run some risk of starvation. Close down to the shore, almost in fact the

first cultivated land, is the plot known to the villagers as Mersineri, the

temple-site to which the efforts of tlie excavators were to be directed. It lies

at the foot of a hill some 500 feet in height, while fifty yards away on the

left, as one looks up the valley, is the river-bed, here some 200 to 250 feet

G 2
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wide, thickly overgrown with ladanum, tamarisk, and other shrubs, the

refuge of innumerable lizards and a few snakes. The roaxi to Soli and Lefka

crosses the river almost within a stone's cast of Mersineri, Lefka itself being

some two hours' ride distant. The nearest villages however are Loutro

and Xer6bouno, a mile and a half of rough hill-climbing, where a poverty-

stricken population has skilfully hidden itself to escape the notice of Turkish

requisitioners. Formerly the villages stood down on the low ground to the

right of the river,^ sheltered by the rugged rocks of Lymbi ; for here alone

is there room for a hamlet, the valley itself being scarcely more than a broad

torrent-bed with a delta-shaped tract of alluvial land near the sea. Two
miles inland the hills close in, shutting out the upper course of the river

from view.

The district about Limniti has many ancient remains. Beside Mersineri

and the neighbouring Ai Demetri, whither the sanctity of the ancient

Cypriote shrine was transferred by the Christians, there is a similar sacred

spot, ' Ai Nicola,' half a mile or so away on the opposite bank of the river.

On this latter site I found a fragment of a Cypriote inscription^, some

portions of statuary and innumerable broken tiles, which induced me after

closing the work at Mersineri to sink some probing shafts here also. These

brought to light close under the surface the drum of a Roman column, a slab

of the architrave, two stelae, quite plain except that on the base of one were

cut the letters E F, and several feet of a modern wall.^ To the left, sea-

ward, of Ai Nic61a there are several tombs of a very poor class, almost

without exception rifled by the villagers, who found little to reward their

pains. The tombs lie in the first rising ground at the foot of Lymbi, a hill

which has been used in ancient times as a quarry. In a dip alongside the

road to Lefka are three columnar blocks of stone, apparently unfinished work

which had simply been rolled down the slope and left. Two of them bore

inscribed letters, probably meaningless, although on one it seemed the word

MAXIM(us) had once stood. The age of the cutting could scarcely be

determined, as the stone had long been exposed to the weather. Still

further along the Soli Lefka road, just beyond the highest point of the

ascent, rises on the left the sheer bluff of Vouni, where there are remains of

walls built on the levelled rock. The hill-crest is flat, and towards its centre

is a fine old well, which, though only some six feet in diameter at the mouth,

opens out at a depth of a yard or two into a spacious chamber, shaped like

a diving-bell, fifteen feet from wall to wall, and cut entirely in the rock.

The present depth is about twenty-four feet ; originally it must have been far

greater, for the owner of the land has used the well as a convenient receptacle

^ So the inhabitants state themselves. There rights for Mersineri. By an arrangement with

is little or no trace of buildings, which however the owner of Ai Nicola I was enabled to test

need cause no surprise, as a few years suffice to the character of the site, and found that to clear

turn a deserted house into the mud of which it it would have required more time and money

was originally made. than were at my command. It is more than

^ Only a single letter ^ was preserved ; it doubtful whether the site would repay the ex-

had formed the end of a line. pense of clearing.

' The Fund had only secured the owner's
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for the numerous stones which interfered with liis cultivation of tlio soil, so

that I found notln'ng more in it of interest than the rotting hones of ;i stray

ram. On the liill were many fragments of pottery of various kinds, and the

hand, holding a dove, from a statuette of Cy'ypriote style ; while from a villager

was obtained a terra-cotta figure with the type of face^ which clearly maiks

the influence of I'hoeiiician art. On the seaward shjpe of the hill are other

openings in the ground, either wells or grain-pits, all more or less encum-

bered ; and half-way down the owner of the land had got together a ' pocket'

of various fragments, in the hope of striking a hurative bargain for land

which had never contained a single antique. Vague stories of other sites

were to hand, but the suspicious fear of the villagei's being at least equal to

their cupidity, guides were not easily procured, nor when they were obtained

liad they anything worth note to show.

DESCRIPTION OF PLAN.

yl.—Trench, 99' long, 2' 9" - 4' broad, 1' G" to G' G" deep.

7;.—Trench, 121' long, 2' .5" - 3' G" broad, 1' G" to 7" deep.

C.—Trench, 9' long, 3' broad, 4' deep.

[Head of C subsefjuently carried round to IJ with a view to

strike wall
]

i>.—Trench, IS' long x 2' 9" to 7' G" broad x 4' G" deep.

By—A short shaft, 5' deep, sunk to ascertain character of ground : working

subecquently continued underground as indicated by shading and a

junction effected with a similar prolongation of trench E.

E, F.—Two trendies subsequently united. From rock-wall at head of E
(underground) to other end of trench 31', width variable, depth 4'

to 6' G'. F, 2.5' long.

6'.—Trench, 33' long, width variable, about 4', depth 3' G" to 4' G".

//:—Trench, 21' long, width variable, about 4', depth 3' G" to 4' G".

7/j.—Short shaft— 4' G" deep—to ascertain continuance of rock-wall.

J.—At first trench, afterwards digging was carrie<l up to the natural rock of

the hill slope. Space excavated 61' long x IG" broa<l x 4' — 5' G"

deep.

K.—Shaft and tixnch to strike, if existing, the continuation of rock- wall.

32' X 13' X 4' G".

X.—Probing trench, 49' X 4' to :^' x 1' to 2" deep,

il/.—Probing trench, 9' x 3' X 2"

F.—Shaft to lay bare angle of wall.

a, h, c.—Three probing shafts.

Z.—Cutting for draining purposes.

^S\^i. Wall of loose unworked stone : where it runs along base of hill only

a working of the natural rock filled in here and there with stone.

^ The type cxliiMfccl for example in a great spread over the whole Slcilitcrraiuan, from S^ria

iininber of o^jotts from Kamciros and found to Sardinia.
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Tlu! (lark portions represent parts actually laid hare: the |)lain

<l()uhle line indicating the practically certjiin course of the wall as

it once existed. H(»th in /' and / tlui wall hreaks ofV abruptly, and

no evidence w:\s atiorded by further di,u!^in<; of its return. Yet the

villa<^ers make vaj^ue assertions of its occurrence in the ground

crossed by our trendies (r, /and L.

'5~~^r-^^~^- 1'he presence of water is indicated only where found by actual

digging or sounding. But it is abundantly clear from the level of tlu;

ground and the look, taste and consistency of the soil that the whole

tract below the hill-slo[)e is at a uniforni level saturated with water,

whose probable presence is indicated by a line in distinct cluvracter.

XXX.—Chief find spots.

To return, however, to Limniti itself. The more precise nature of the

site Mersineri, as well as of the excavations, will be readily seen from the

accompanying plans; a detailed description is therefore unnecessary. One

circumstance caused no little trouble. Drainage from the neighbouring

slopes of Askas, and underground springs, turned the soil into a swamp tvv<»

spades' depth from the surface ; even where the land began to rise water

filled the trenches as soon as the same level was reached, here some five feet

down.^ The ground moreover had been greatly disturbed ; not only had it

long been under cultivation, but the villagers had dug ov(,'r the site, leaving

confusion behind them. There can be no doubt that the shrine suffered

greatly in anti(juity: not a statue at Limniti has been found complete, or

even nearly so,'^ but the numerous heads arc less injured than might have

been expected.^ In one spot was a refuse heap of rude idols i)acked so

tightly together that the workmen could not get their knives in between

them.*

Actual digging began on Tuesday, April 23rd, after a delay due to the

Easter festival and the difficulty of getting the crops on the site cut. Two
lonsr trenches, A and B, were first run from the fountain across the one half

of Philactes' field to the slope of the hill, and from their result it was clear

that what was to be found at Mersineri would lie to the north. Subsefjuent

digging proved that the anti([uities all clustered closely under the hill,

^ Attempts to drain ofT the water produced no statues: bodily members as avaOrifjiaTa are not

appicciablc result : tbc fall into tlie stream from necessarily, tbouf^h certainly in most cases,

the fountain is too slight, aiul bad the exca- rounded and fuiisbed olf so as to be complete in

vating trenches at this jioint I)een dug anything themselves. At Limniti however not one of the

like the proper depth they would have received fragments but showed a broken edge. It is

the whole of the water from this very consider- singular that scarcely anything remains of the

able spring (see jdan). torsos : the loss of those in terracotta may
- Some of the smaller objects were more for- perhaps be exiilainable.

innate, though few even of them are left entire. •* Thanks to the wet loam in which tiny have

The numerous fragments of arms, legs and feet been imbedded,

need not all have originally formed part of * Head of trench H [sec i)lan].
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following the line of its base ; in fact, no wall conld have been placed near

the fountain if the land was at much the same level in 400 B.C. as to-da}'.

In the course of our four-and-a-half days' work it became certain that

' the temple ' at Mersineri had been one of those grove-shrines so frequent

in Cyprus and peculiar to Phoenician ritual ^—the parish church of a simple

aixricultural folk. The whole enclosure was of humble dimensions, in general

shape roughly resembling the outline of an egg placed lengthwise. Portions

of the ancient wall were laid bare and are marked on the plan ; the masonry

consists merely of unworked round stones of differing sizes held together by

a mud mortar. The entrance to the enclosure no doubt lay on the east side

not far from the fountain ; opposite, and nearer the liill-slope, was the main

altar,- before which the ceremony of incense-burning^ probably took place.

All along the hill-wall from D, round to the corner at the end of trench /,

were ranged the dedicatory gifts, statues, and statuettes ;
* but where certain

colossal figures stood is less clear, possibly not far from the entrance and near

the altar.^ Rudely made figures representing players on various kinds of

instruments,^ fruits and animals in terra-cotta, may be taken as the offerings

of those who were too poor to provide themselves with the costly dress

suited'^ to the musical services with which the god was honoured, or to

present before his shrine fresh every festival the fruits and flowers whose

tithe was fitly given to the power that had made them spring up, bloom,

and ripen. Wealthier devotees perpetuated their sacrifices by dedicating

animals in stone or bronze
;
just as they endeavoured to keep their memory

green in the mind of their god by confronting him with statues of themselves

dressed in the robes of ceremony. Probably at stated intervals a iravwxi'i was

celebrated, at which the grove was lighted up by the lamps carried by priests

and people ; but other features in the ritual of the Limniti temple can

hardly be learnt from the antiquities found on its site.

^ The difference is curious aud rather instruc- 'the temple of Golgoi.' They bear, he says,

tive : while the Thoeiiician grove was a 'high 'traces of fire' : in those I recovered there were

place,' the Cypriote shrine was regularly down none,

in the valley. For the practices. Ex. xxx. 1-10, Levit. v. 1-6.

2 I came across no indication of the altar itself, * The 'images,' which in the O. T. are so

although a chance coincidence produced some often mentioned in connection with the 'groves

animal vertebrae [sheep and ox] from a spot near and high places,' need not be understood always

by. It was probably of rough stones, or even of the god worshipped, but rather as represent-

of earth only : as generally with a ritual bor- ing his worshippers, and correaponding to the

rowed from the Phoenicians [cf.e.jf. Gen. xxii. 9, numerous figures of men found in Cypriote

Ex. XX. 24 and 25, Judges vi. 25, 1 Kings xviii. rt^xtvi). Cf. Isai. xxvii. 9.

30 in fact O.T. passiml. * There are two heads in Berlin, and I found

3 Two Si/yuiaTTipia were found—one in D, not one or two fragments from similar colossi in

far from which near D the altar, as I suppose, D and F. Large-sized statues of terra-cotta

stood ; the other in /. (It should be mentioned were sometimes given the requisite strength by

that the trenches are lettered consecutively in a rough core of stone-baked clay.

the order in which they were begun.) Other and * The instruments represented are the donble

similar objects, intended probably for the same flute, cymbals, tambourine,

use, were turned up in F and on the surface. ^ For the dress of the professional musician

Cesnola, Atlas, Ixvi. 434 aud 433, illustrates cf Hdt. i. 24. 6. It is as a god of music that

two ' altar-shaped offerings ' of stone from the full dress is projier to Aiiollo.
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Of the objects of more general interest— a suminarized list is given

below ^—a few deserve especial mention. As it was mainly with the hope

of securing valuable bronzes that the Fund decided to carry out excavations

at Limniti, it may be as well to deal first with such anticjuitics in that metal

as were discovered. Of considerable interest is a small statuette 4f in. high

(Fig. 9) inclusive of sullage-pieces and plume, which fortunately was recovered

Fig. 9.

entire. It represents a warrior figure, unarmed save for a plumed Cypriote

helmet from under which a heavy wig of hair falls on to the neck ; the left arm

* In stone: Statuettes.—The body treated in

the lazy, flat style habitual in Cyprus, the heads

rendered with more care, and showing the

gradual adoption and final supremacy of Greek

art-teaching. The stone statuettes are generally

female, whereas those in tena-cotta are male.

Miscellaneous : lamps, Bvfuariipia, animals,

cone, clay-mill stone.

In terra cotta

:

Stiitues above life-size . — Only fnigraeuts

found.

Statues life-size.—Heads and fragments.

Statues small.—Heads and fragments.

In one case only was part of the torso

discovered.

Masks; generally life-size.

Figurines :

[a] Cypriote in style and conception.

[b] Greek : probably imported.

[c] Rude aya\nara of native fabric.

[d] Rough genre figures of mnsicians,

having reference to the ritual ; also

mounted figures.

[e] Horned centaur. Several were found

in the previous digging by the vil-

lagers, and are now in Berlin.

Miscellaneous : Fruits, flowers, animals
;
part

of chariot ; Bufitariiptov ; object somewhat re-

sembling a strigil ; discs (weights, cf. similar

objects in Berlin, 6082, 6743-4, 6789, 8162,

which however are stamped with names or

moulded with figures. See also previous note)
;

lamps ; fragment of black-glazed stamped and

fluted i>ottery.

In metal : iron, head of dart ; nails.

bronze, three statuettes [two im-

perfect] ; animals ; coin : leaves

of bay ; nails ; fragments.

In addition I need only mention a blue paste

scarabaeoid, with device of a lion and goat (?).
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with closed fist is brought across the chest, the right hangs quietly against the

hip ; tlic left log is slightly .advanced. The figure is nearly nude, its only

dress being a girdle arrange<l about its loins in a manner not very dissimilar

to tliat represented ' in Perrot and Chipiez's Jlistoi'ij of Ancient. Art

(' Phoenicia,' vol. ii., figs. 27, 28, Eng. Trans.). One end of the girdle hangs

down in front, the other behind, resting on the left thigh. Nose and ears

are extravagant in their proportions,^ but as regards the ear the extravagance

may be intentional, the artist having in view an ear-covering such as is so

frequent on Cypriote figures.^ The rendering of the body is <|uite flat at the

back, and hardly less so in front. Nothing is given but a bare scheme of the

human figure, and no attempt is made to express the musculature or round-

ness of life. Altogether the bronze has a decidedly primitive air, which is

not diminished by its stiff pose and the sullage-pieces still left on the feet.

That the work is archaic is not however a necessary inference, and in fact

the little figure belongs at the earliest to the latter half of the fifth century

B.C.* The attribution of the statuette is not certain, but it may with con-

* rcrrot tnkes these figures to illustrate an earlier

style of Phoi'iiician dress, aftei-wanls oxcliangeil

for a lonsj aba. Instead however of claiming

the girdle of the Linuiiti statuette as the

peculiar property of riiociiii-ia or Cypru.s, it

may more justly he looked upon as an appro-

priate 'active service' costume. The girdle is

genenlly so recognized in the East. In the

O. T. it is continually mentioned, and always

in connection with some form of exertion [cf.

C..7. 1 Sam. xviii. 4, 1 Kings ii. 5, 2 Kings i. 8,

Isa. viii. 9, xxii. 21, Exod. xii. 11, Job xii. 18,

and indeed 0. T. ^*rt.%m. The use of the

metaphor, 'a girdle about the loins,' speaks

even more plainly. The handling of the bronze

in the statuette seems to indicate a Icatlier

girdle (for which cf. e.g. Matth. ii. 4, 2 Kings

i. 8) ; but the workmanship is not .sndiciently

good to make this certain.

- Cf. the Maracli bronze illustrated, * Pcnot

and Chipiez' II. fig. 43 (K. T.).

' That the statuette is male raises no objec-

tion. The ear-tire is generally a.ssociated with

fcni.alc heads ; but for the opposite practice sec

e.g. C«snola, Alhia, pi. xxiii. 55, and cf. al.so a

rude holmeled &yaKfia from Limniti now in

IJi-rlin [AntiiiUiirium, 2nil Cypnis ca.se], and its

counteq>art, a terracotta head of ordinary size,

also in llcrlin [ifnil.].

The ear-oniament is generally accompanied by

a profusion of jewellery—gorget necklaces and

stomai'hers ; in at hast one case the nosering is

added [IJcrlin Antiq. 1st f'yprus ca.se, no. 55 ;

from Dali]. An ear-tire was therefore ])art of

religious full dress. Sudi ailornnieiit natundly

suggests a cult of Ajdiroditc ; aud in fact a

statuette from Papho shows a female figure

carrying, besides these ornaments, a dove

[Berlin, ib. no. 64]. It is not necessary to call

the statuette an Aphrodite ; it may bo only a

nioi-tal woman wearing the sacred costume of

the goddess she worships [cf. Cesnola, AfJn.t,

pi. X. 12, wrongly described as an Aphrodite].

In the Brit. Mus. is an Astarte-like figure from

Kameiros, with similar ear-tire [1st Vase R.

Table-ca.se Ii], and the ornament is not infre-

quent at Kameiros, which was under the same

Phoenician influence as Cyprus. In two, among
the several, examples found this season at Lim-

niti, the ear is closely covered by a sort of muslin

cap, theu drawn together and goffered. Ordi-

narily the ornament takes the form of a tassel

split lengthwise ; wlien Greek style obtains the

upper hand it gradually disappenrs, but is repre-

sented for long by a large disc turned full to the

front [apparently the sculi)tor intends a rosette].

The interest of the practice consists in the

light it throws on the extent to which Cyprus

was, in daily life and manners, ori(>ntal.

* In Cyprus especially the rule obtains that

the primitive is not per consequence old. A
bronze like that in Perrot, Phoenicia, vol. II.

fig. 1, is not to be accepted olf-hand as an

example of early Phoenician work, Perrot re-

marks :
' to the feet [of the statuette], which

arc bare, still hang the sullage-pieces, which may
be taken as evidence of the extreme age of the

bronze.' But such 'evidence' is extremely

doubtful : the sullage-jiieces were not left on

because the maker did not understand the use

of a file, any more; than in the Limniti fignrine
;

nor is there anything iu Ferret's bronze to con-
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sidcrable probability^ be called an Ajudlo Amyklaios (Rcscf-Mikal). Tlcsof-

Mikal was at once a deity of war and of nature, afwociatinj; liiinself also with

an orgiastic ^vorsllip ; in Cyprus be is f<)un<l in company with Astarte-

Aphrodite, enjoying a coninion shrine.

The flat and lazy, rather than helpless, workmanship of this statuette of

Apollo 2 explains itself when the political condition of (Cyprus is taken into

account. All through the fifth century the; island was but little in contact

with Greek art. The attempts of Athens, victorious as they were in apj)ear-

ance, brought no solid or lasting advantage to the cause of Hellenic culture,

and Cyprus remained wholly in the power of Persia. Accordingly the perio<l

of development in Greek art finds little or no reflection in the island : having

been to some extent cognizant with the archaic school tin; Cypriotes do not

again encounter Greek plastic till, from 400 H.c. onwards, it is presented to

them as a method already perfected. It is this fact among others which goes

to explain the superficiality of Cypriote art in its imitation of Greece. On the

other hand the training imparted by Phoenicia was almost forgotten. The
introduction by compiering powers, first of Egyptian then of Assyro-Persian

art, had effectually disturbed the course of such development as Cy[>riotc

plastic might otherwise have followed. Taught by his first master to imitate,

the Cypriote artist improved upon the lesson and turned courtier. In a bronze

like this from Limniti an ohler technique survives, which, having for the

moment freed itself from the adventitious elements of foreign styles, has still

failed to attain self-sufficience.

The two other statuettes from Limniti arc quite distinct in manner of

rendering, a difference they largely owe to the unique method of their fabrica-

tion. Wliile the Resef-Mikal figure is solid-cast, these are produced by a

process resembling that en cire perdue.^ The clay core at Limniti seems liow-

ever to be made of a somewhat ferruginous earth, a circumstance which calls

to mind the iron centres found in some bronzes from Assyria, as also in an

nect it with Phoenician <irt heyond the fact that confinnation is iidded hclow. In a jKK>r dLstrii t

it comes from Latakiycli, where a considerable like Limniti the use of solid-cast bronze is sig-

trade is done in ' Alexandrian ' goods. nificaut ; there is no question of ulvnl art.

It would be an advantage if the term Several little bronzes superficially resembling

'primitive' were never used in archaeology this from Limniti are in the Lang collection, and
without the addition of a date. Nothing can are catalogued as 'kings.' They are however

be more misleading than simply to describe obvious imitations of the Egyptian 'Pharoah'

an object as 'primitive': such a description tyi>o. A similar figure in stone, Ccsn. Alias,

is generally an intentional ambiguity. The pi. xlviii. 286.

'primitive,' 'Mycenaean, and earliest Cypriote * ' See illustration.

pottery ' is manufactured still in the island, ' For the proce.ss rn cire perdue v. liischoff

and may be had any day in the bazaar at Das Kup/cr und seine Leijirumjcn, p. 204. It

Nicosia ; it is not intended for the archaco- is not much used now. At Limniti this method
logical market, but Ls simply the ware in must have been still somewhat rude, the core

common use. ' Primitive ' vases with geometric being but roughly-shaped and the wax scarcely

devices, especially the concentric rings, are moulded at all. The result is that the figures

plentiful down to Roman times [and so Colonna have a general, ea.sy roundness which leaves

Ceccaldi rightly states, 3/o'rt5. a7i/. (Zc67(,v;>rc, &c. much to be desired in point of accnracy and

p. 279] ; the best examples come from 4th cen- truth ; but the artist can at least claim that

tury and Ptolemaic tombs. this mo<lcof casting was 'all his own invention.'

^ For details cf. preceding description ; some
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early Etruscan statuette from Lessa ou the Volturno, now in the British

Museum. The latter figure has split under the pressure of its core, and the

same fate has overtaken the objects from Limniti, among which must be

reckoned beside the statuettes several animals of various kinds.^ Neither of

the statuettes is well preserved ; in one the head, right shoulder, arm, and foot

are wanting ; in the other, though the head remains, it is so encrusted and
so deformed by pressure, internal or external, that the value of the work is

gone.2 Both figures are quite nude, except that in the one there is a strange,

Fig. 10.

nearly conical, mass on the front of the abdomen, possibly intended for the

phallus, but also possibly marking that peculiar ' bathing-drawer ' costume

which occurs sometimes on Cypriote statues.^

A detailed description is not necessary of the heads in terra-cotta and

^ All of rough workmanship and conven-

tional ; the legs arc mere stumps. The Berlin

Antiquarium also has one such animal and part

of a second. The subjects are a sheep, an ox (?),

adog(?).

'^ The foiTiier is at present in thp British

Museum ; the latter at Nicosia.

^ Exanii)les may be seen in Cesnola, Alias,

pi. XXV.
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limestone ; they belong to the class nf wliich every Cypriote TCfievof; furnishes

indeed numerous examples but few data as to their meaning. At Limniti

three varieties may be distinguished. There are, first, male heads, both bearded

and youthful, wearing a helmet,^ sometimes higher, sometimes lower, and in

style distinctly Cypriote (Fig. 10) ; secondly, there are female heads, which

again subdivide into two classes, the one of a Semitic and masculine type, the

other Hellenized and apparently later in date. As the male heads reproduce

in large the prevalent type of the rude dyaXfiaTa, so too at least the first class

of female heads have a peculiar djaXfia corresponding to them. They wear

a high stephane ; on their neck rest two long locks of hair, or, as they ought

more probably to be described, two ornamental pendents ; and one head at

least has, sprouting from her left temple,^ an unmistakable horn (Fig. 11). In this

subdivision must be included also some heads which show already the influence

of Greek style, but are yet a long way removed from the other, and thoroughly

Fig. 11.

Hellenized, family. These latter generally wear a wreath, in most cases of

oleander or olive, the sculptor endeavouring to represent in stone or clay what

when actually worn was a metal stephane, composed of a band of leaves

' This trait is obviously a reproduction of the

type of the ayaKnara.
^ On the right temple the clay has been broken

away, but there was evidently a horn there also

originally. On another head there would seem

to be some remnant of this feature : the appear-

ance presented by the terra-cotta is just as though

the horn had been broken and were hanging down
from under the stephane l)y the skin only. This

makes me somewhat doubtful whether the horn

may not be simjily a part of the head-gear, ren-

dered by the artist in an abbreviated fashion
;

otherwise there must clearly be here an instance

of the ' horned Astartc,' appearing however not

in her own person but in that of her worshipper

and imitatress.

This class of figures may help to explain why
at Limniti centaurs appear with horns, longhair

falling on the neck, and outstretched arms so

curved as to suggest a crescent.

Some of the female heads of this type have

either a Klrrapis or helmet.

The three classes of heads and the types of

aydxixara will be best understood by the accom-

panying illustrations.
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affi'ontis, and finished off below with a row of ruuiulcd ])()ints restin^jon a frisettc

of hair, which crowns the furehead after a formal i'ashi(.)n of cuiffiire (Fig. I'l)}

Fig. 12.

^ A fashion hieratic rather than archaistic in

purpose, if a disiinetion can be drawn. It is

useful to compare the ' Artemisia' and the head

known as ' Ai)hrodite ' from the Mausoleum,

where there may be a similarity of thought. For

shajje of wreath v. Cesn., Alhia, pi. Ixxv.

The meaning of these Cy[)riote statuettes is

by no means as yet comj)letely explained. Two
or three points are certain : tliere is always a

more or less strong suggestion of portraiture :

consequently there is not at any temple a single

fixed type, such as might, though in a humble

sense, be treated as ideal and divine. On the

other hand, there is a certain element of con-

tinuity in the dilTereut groups, sujjplied by a

fixed scheme of dress and ornament. With these

data to svork upon the theory that kings and

priests were represented in these statues was

early put forward—a tlieory accepted apparently

by the late Dr. Birch {Proc. Soc. Bill. Arch.

1883, May 1st, p. 121]. Ermann thinks tlie

theory has been too hastily adopted, and believes

that the statues being ex-votos are tliereforn

necessarily deities. ' Surely a closer inspection

would render it almost a certainty that the two

long series of bearded heads, one heluicted, the

other crowned with a wreath, ought to represent

the two forms of Apollo mentioned above

\^kfivKXaios and 'TAottjs. Ermann, 'On the

Origin of the Cypriote Syllabary,' Proc. Soc.

Bill. Arch. 1883, pp. 113 and foil.]. Ermann's

view rests on a quite unsound hyiiothesis ; but

neither is the alternative theory altogether .satis-

factory. The Limniti heads afford some heli)to

a third and, I think, preferable explanation.

If they represented kings, these could only be

the kings of Soli, and there are far too many
statues for the number of reigning kings during

the i)eriod {v. 27?/;-rt)daringwhichtlus sanctuary

was open. A similar objection, though with less
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As these lieads in most cases are strongly under the inllueiice of Dieek style/

so those of the opposite sex are almost purely Cypri.>te. It is interesting to

observe how Urcek furms and mannerisms are used as a sort of ti>p-dressiiig

for the distinct social type of the people of Cyprus; and superficial as the

union may be, it is handled sometimes with no inconsiderable skill, Many
writers still, to all appearance, assume that it was only IMiuenicia who com-

bined and fused foreign schools of art to form a style of her own, and have, in

consc(pience, when dealing for example with Cypriote pottery, made this

assumption their sole fiindamcntum divisionis for the workmanshi]) of the two

peoples. Cyprus quite as much as Phoenicia borrows her art; the difference

between them lies in the spiiit of the borrowing, and the elements in their

style which the respective nations regard as permanent. In Cyprus tiie

clement of permanence is found in the racial type, which, whatever the

surface style may be—Assyrian, Egyptian, or Greek—forms always the back-

ground. The Cypriote artist did not invent portraiture, but he is always

gro})ing after its principles.

Another very distinct class among the antiquities from Limniti comprises

female figures moulded to a strikingly hieratic pose. One hand is fijlded

across the breast and holds a flower,'^ the other placed by the side sometimes

grasps the drapery. All made of terra-cotta and small in size, the.se objects

are peculiar in that the back is left quite flat, while the figure as a whole is

often decidedly convex. There is no mistaking the obvious resemblance to a

sarcophagus-lid with its recumbent figure in relief; the moulding only of iiead,

arms and feet, the butt against which the latter rest, the stiff ' laid-out ' pose,

the flower, the very type of face distinct from that of neighbouring work in

the round, mark a very close analogy to the series of Phoenician sarcophagi,

whatever the date to which the latter should be assigned.^ These terra-cottas

force, applies to the theory wliich makes them ^ The torso, where preserved, is on the coii-

priests ; moreover the presence of helmeteil trary quite free from this influence,

heads is here a little awkward. The statues arc ^ Sometimes the flower is absent, but the

certainly ex-votos ; but instead of being images type is not, in strictness, complete without it.

of the god they are those of his worshippers, ^ Terra-cottas of this class are frequent also

whether king, priest, noble, or merchant. By in other localities. [Cesn., Atlax, pi. xxvi.

.an idea very prevalent in at any rate the Hebrew nos. 66, 67, 69, where the flower is clearly a

section of the Semitic stock, the devotee honours lotus, showing both the origin and the meaning

the deity by conforming to his likeness [cf. also of the figures. Nos. 68, 70 on the same plate

Plato's well-known doctrine, Ecp. x.\ The should be contrasted; they are in the round,

Cypriote statues represent the worshipper under and have a dilferent purpose.] ^here are also

the aspect of one who in assuming some of the male figures belonging to the same tyjie [Alias,

attributes of his god i)ays him the highest id. 11.]. 'A stele of calcareous stone, with

honour he can. In one instance in Berlin figure in relief [Atlas, pi. xiv.], is also to bo

[Antiq. 2nd C'yi>rus case] a helmeted head from compared ; it so far varies from the canonic type

a statue is an almost exact reproduction of an that the left foot is slightly raised, a freer mutif

&ya\fi.a which has been a little more fully ren- perhaps due to the necessity of placing the stele

dercd than usual. Contrary to the oi>inion just upright.

expressed, this comi>arisou might seem to re- At Limniti there were also cxami)les of the

quire the attribution of both statue and HyaKfia Greek method of handling the theme. The figure

to the same deity. But the statue cannot be becomes quite free, almost ne<jUgi, and the butt

separated from its fellows; nor can its indi- of the sarcoiihagus-lid ajqtears as a true pedestal.

vidualism of rendering be overlooked. This class was by no means infreijueut in the
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bring us once more within the wide sphere of ideas belonging to tlie ritual of

the dead, a ritual which, according to Milchhofer, came to Greece from Lykia,

but in reality, so far as it was not of native growth, found its way to both Lykia
and Greece from the same source in the East, where an immortality of the

soul was a popular rather than a mystic or philosophical doctrine. But why
figures having so undisguised reference to the grave should be placed as

avaOij/jLara in a temple is not self-evident ; their proper place is in a tomb,
where indeed they are frequently found.^

Fit;. 13.

Lastly, the aydX/xaTa deserve a moment's notice. These are rudely

fashioned figures—almost without exception male—dressed in a long robe

whose ends are brought crosswise over the breast,^ and wearing high helmets,

tombs at Poll ; it is represented also by a

number of terra-cottas from Kameiros [Brit.

Mus. T.-C. R"]. Those found in Cyprus are

very possibly imported, at least specimens from
Limniti and Poli have come from a single mould.
The Kameiros figures show the sense in which
the type was understood in Greece. They are

reproductions, with omission merely of one or

two attributes of a scheme which, in Greece,

can only be assigned to Persephone. Similarly

the Cypriote variety is almost a copy of the

figure of Aphrodite, as used for the body of

an alabastos [several vases of this kind from
Kameiros are in the Brit. Mus.]. The dead

clothe themselves with the character of the

goddess with whom they are associated [cf. sup.

p. 41, n. 3].

^ Were it critically possible it would be

natural to follow the hint sujjplied by several

terra-cottas from Cyprus which are caricatures,

and suppose that this type, in a temple, has a

satiric meaning. For such figures cf. Cesn.,

Atlas, pi. xxiv. 57-59, two of which are given

also by Perrot, Phoenicia, II, figs. 137 and 138.

Cf. also examples in the Lang Collection.

^ So apparently the lines of p»iut, appearing

on the better-shaped specimens, are to be inter-

preted [De dea Syria, 35 ; for the beard ibiil.].
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shaped like an exaggerated KiTTapi<;, which in some instances have bosses

upon them. The face is bearded, the nose large : on the neck there is indica-

tion of a gorget : from the waist down the body is simply a roughly roimded

column, at times extravagantly long, and against it the arms are closely

pressed. One or two dyaXfiara of the female sex were also found, of a

slightly less rude type, having outstretched arms, and for head-tire a sort of

stephane (Fig. 13). In Berlin also are two figures^ with the now familiar

motif of a nude woman pressing her breasts.

That these dydX/xaTa are rightly so named, and do in fact represent

divinities, is beyond question : the inevitable comparison with the numerous

statues of a Cypriote re/Aci/o?, which, as most archaeologists are agreed, do not

reproduce a divine ideal, brings out into relief the prevailing character of

religion in Cyprus. ' Deity ' among the Hellenes was an apotheosis of

national culture, and therefore, if the contradiction may be allowed, human

:

among the Cypriotes it belonged, as an idea, to the infinite, a mysticism not

comprehensible by men and therefore incapable of realization by art.^ The

Greek attempted a portrait of his divinity in black and white, the Cypriote

symbolized the godhead. As a consequence the sensuous enervated Cypriote

was still religious, the Greek was not. There are three stages in religion as

we pass from Syria to Greece : Judaism was, in essence, free from, to use its

own term, idolatry : Phoenicia employed symbolism, to express however

rather locality than idea : Cyprus halts a little between two opinions, and

allows pure symbolism to acquire an anthropomorphic bias.^

It remains to speak of the attribution of the re/xei/o? at Limniti and the

date of the antiquities found there. Some archaeologists have thought that

at Limniti was the Ato9 aXcro9 of which Strabo speaks : I have even seen it

suggested that Limniti was Strabo's Limenia and ' the harbour of Soli ' (! !).

The first identification is unsatisfactory, the second all but impossible :
^ at

^ One of them however cannot with certainty Kijxiva ix°v<^'*' virtpKeirai 5e 4v tt) fifffoyala

be ascribed to Limniti : style, clay, and type of (i.e. inland from Soli) Ai/xffio n6Kts- dd' if

head rather suggest the neighbouring Vouni. Kpofip-vov S/cpa k.t.X.

The objects in Berlin have been obtained from {a) The Greek makes it clear that Arsinoe

Messrs. Constantinides and Richter of Nicosia, and the A«6y &\(ros are to be closely joined :

who in turn had purchaseil from the villagers. otherwise the article is otiose, there being no

It is the statements of the latter which are famous 'grove of Zeus' along the Northern

the only ground for designating the tind coast. Strabo goes by stages, and Limniti, were

spot. it mentioned, would be included in the Soli

2 De dea Syria § 35. district.

3 Some of the Ionic towns, Ephesus e.g., {b) A grove of Zeus is not antecedently

show the extent to which Greek religion could probable in a purely Cypriote and perhaps

assimilate itself to the Oriental. In Cyprus, somewhat rude district. [At the present time

Orientalism tries to assume a Greek dress. it is the most barbarous in the island.] As
* Strabo says : eiff 6 'A/ca/uos ia-rl nfTo. nd<pov against this however stands the fact that Soli

elra nphs eo) /usra rhv 'A/co^octo ttKovs fis was a centre of Greek influence. ' So however,

'Apffiv6riv Koi rh tov Aihs &\(Tos- elro 2<^A.oj ir<$A»s and probably to a gi-eater degree, was Marion

H.S.—VOL. XI. H
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best Liinniti was a small and iniimportaut sluinc, fivqiK-iitiMl [)nil);il)ly by no

one but the rustic population of a tiny though fertile valky, and by tiie casual

traveller journeying by the coast-road from Suli to the -west, or sailors putting

in for water before making the long and trou])lesome run to Carpas. There

was no 7roA.i<? in the Limniti valley in Strabo's time : at most a small village

may have stood there : and tlie god worshipped was a form of the Cypriote

Apollo,—Apollo Amyklaios, as he may best be called.^ There was also a god-

dess associated with Apollo at Limniti, and if so siie is not Artemis but

Aphrodite, who as Astarte is tlie appropriate companion- of llesef-^Iikal,

sharin»T with him a common office, to lead the Semites on their wanderings,

and to watch over the increase of the people both by war and colonization

and by the processes of reproductive nature. Aphrodite cannot however have

played an important part at Limniti : reference to her wcjrship in the objects

found there is not frequent.^

With regard to the date of the antiquities there are several indications

of value. Terra-cottas of Greek style were unearthed which cannot be earlier

than 350—300 B.C. : fragments of Attic pottery, black-glazed, with stamped

patterns or fluted, belong to the same date : and a jiortion of a marble tablet

(Arsinoe), 'EWriuis as Scylax calls it [Pcrip.

103].

(c) There exists a yet unexplored temple-site

at Poli.

{(i) The antiquities found at Limniti have no

discoverable relation to Zeus, but are closely

connected with Apollo in bis Cj-priote form.

The helmeted ayaXtxara can only rc[)resent

Apollo : helmeted heads, like those here dedi-

cated by worshippers, have been found in other

Tefievrj of Apollo. Other evidence is afforded

by details already described.

As to Limniti being Limenia, the writer who

suggests this view can never have read Strabo
;

and when he makes it the 'harbour of Soli'

he shows an eijual ignorance of the topography

of the Soli district, and the practical conditions

of commerce.
^ For Apollo Amyklaios and his wailike cha-

racter cf. Pans. IlL 10.8: 19. 2: I'hit. dc

Pylh. Or. 402 A : the helmeted Apollo on coins

of Kalymna ; Ross hise. Lied. 282 : Bull. C'orr.

Hell. 1879. 322, compared with llesych s.v.

ayptrriv, &c. : — See generally Preller, ' Gr.

3/)/</<.'cd.Piobert, p. 274. Apollo 'Amyklaios'

is simjily Ajtollo 'Mikal' ; the adoption of the

title being helped by a popular etymology.

But Resef-Mikal had another side : he became

identified with ' Adonis,' the ' gi-eatest of the

gods' and patron of Hyblos [Strabo XVI. ii. 18,

p. 755] the father of agriculture, and the

same person as Sanelioniathon's 'Aypovripos or

'Ayp6Tris [Sanch. p. 20 ed. Orelli : for Adonis in

this character cf. Aug. de Civ. Dei vii. 21].

Apollo-Amyklaios was also a nature-god : and

hence his association with Ilyakinthos. A
Cypriote festival corresjwndedto the Ilyakinthia

and had the same nu>,aning [cf. the Apollo

IMageirios of Pyla : C'eccaldi Mons. de C'hyprc,

kc. p. 199, Pyla Inscr. No. 1]. Li Greece

Apollo, as the god of agriculture and cattle-

rearing, is given the name of Nomioa [his

functions as Karneios and Amyklaios are similar

in many points] : in Cyprus this side of his

character is probablj' reprcscTited by the Apollo

Opaon Melanthios of Amargetti and Kition.

- The connection between Apollo an<l Aphro-

dite is expressed also in the [lerson of Kinyras,

the favorite- of Apollo and his rival in skill on

the harp, but also high-priest and darling of

Aphrodite. Kinyras is kinnor, ' the hai-p.'

Apollo and Aiihrodite are joined together, e.g.

at Golgos.

' Beside the ayd\fxaTa alread}' mentioned I

found a cone-shaped olijeet of stone, conceivably

a copy of the sacred emblem [similar shaped

cones are in Donaldson Airh. JVum. XXX.
from a bronze coin of the British Museum

;

ibid vi., pediment of the Artemision at Ephcsos.

In the Pa[)ho temple the cone has a different

form, ibid xxxi.] : a fragment of a statuette

holding a hare [for the hare as sacred to Aphro-

(lite cf. Philo Her. Erot. and for the reason Hdt.

III. 108. 3] : a horned centaur [several others

are in Berlin] and tin; hand of a statue holding

a dove.
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with flic iniitilatcil inscription _ ^r '^ ''^'^'' "^ ^^''"^ pcrioil.' Thus the h)\vcr

limit, ni.iy \)r. Ii\cil with ciinii>;ir,itivc ccrLaiiity at liOO 1J.«'. 'J'hu hij^hcr limit

is a little imuo diHicult, to (htciniint' : but as tcirra-cottas were I'uund in which

tiiii style i)f the sixth century is still a living tradition, ami as there is a con-

siderable lunnber of ol)jects sbowing no trace ot" perfected (Jrec^k art, while on

the other hand neither Assyria nor Egypt has left its inipn^ss npon tiie»n, we

may safely posit 450 i;.c. as the date beyond which the agti of fli(3 finds cannot

ascend. Possibly even 4")() iw. is too high a limit. The anti(juilies found on

the site will then all fall well within this period of a century and a half, from

4.')l)—.S(>() h.c: and tlu^ attribution of this date best exjdains the ])e(Mdiarities

of tlu'ir several styles. An apparent urcliaisni is thus accounted for: freed

from servility to the art of a conqueror's court, the Cypriote lacked a

stimulus, nnd with his accustomed shjth fell back, when they were not for-

gotten, on the lessons of an older training. As yet Hellenic culture was a

S(.'aled book. And it is just here that so much of the interest of tluj Limniti

statues lies that we can in them trace the march of the Ureek style from its

first victory to its ultimate triumph.

H. A. Tubus.

' I'dssiMy \vi' may ri'sldic • 'J'lii; dati; j,'iv(ii is tliat iissigiuil it liy .Mr.

GEO AnPOZTPEPTH^E AYTO Y Hiiks, to whom 1 snlnniitcd :i sijiicczf. Astlic

OVr ATPOZOEOAOTHZ
fraf^iiKiiit was obtiiincd from the surface hy a

viil.if^i T, and as no fiiithir portions were found,

TniAnOAAnNIAMYKAAini '"»' :i"y l'l=i'c ^vh.•le it might have l)een set up,

PYVHM '*'* connection with the slirinc is not cpiito

certain.

n 2
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TWO FOURTH CENTURY CHILDREN'S HEADS.

It is commonly supposed that the treatment of children in the finest

period of Greek sculpture is a subject that can be very lightly dismissed.

Children, it is said, are not represented in Greek art before Hellenistic

times—not represented, that is to say, with any truth to nature or re-

production of the characteristics of childhood. Of course it is never

denied that young children appear in statues or reliefs of the fifth or

fourth centuries ; but when they so appear, they are said to be treated care-

lessly, conventionally, with no regard to their proper forms or proportions, but

just as men on a smaller scale. This assertion is on the whole a correct one.

Of careless treatment the infant Dionysus carried by the Hermes of Praxiteles

is an example ; the child is regarded merely as an accessory, and the execution

is in marked contrast to the extreme finish and delicacy of work which we see

in the Hermes himself. Even where there is no such contrast in the execu-

tion, a conventional treatment may often be seen, as in the case of children on

grave-monuments and elsewhere. Nor are one or two children in sculptural

groups belonging in origin to the fourth century to be regarded as exceptions

(for instance, the infant Plutus carried by the Eirene of Cephisodotus) ; for

these only survive in later copies, and in them the child is modified to suit the

requirements of a later period, when children had been studied with as much
care as had been spent upon the mature figure by the sculptor of the original

group.

So much may be admitted to be true—in almost all known instances

where children appear in the fourth century sculpture, they are not treated

with truth to nature. But to go farther, and to assert that in the fourth

century no children were so treated and therefore that a head of a child

treated with truth to nature cannot be of fourth century work, is to make an

induction from insufficient instances. In such a case, considerations of style

and circumstances must be allowed to outweigh a mere presumption.

These considerations led me in 1888 to ascribe to the fourth century the

head of a boy which we discovered in our excavations at Paphos in Cyprus,

and published in this Journal (1888, pi. x.), nor do I imagine that my view

would have been disputed, but for the preconceived opinion just mentioned,

that so natural a representation of a child's head could not belong to the
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Stela of CErnisoDOTus.
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fourth century.i I am now able; to publisli, for comparison, another child's

licad which shows a treatment as true to nature as tliat of tlie Paphos head,

and even less conventional.^ And in this case we are, fortunately, not left

merely to indications of style, Avliich may always be disputed ; but there is an

inscription, in fourth century characters, cut upon the stela to M'hich it belongs;

and so in this case we may be ijuite certain that the head is earlier than tiic

]Iellenistic period. The common Jissertion that a child rendered with truth to

nature cannot be earlier than tlie Hellenistic period is thus proved to be false
;

and if one such child exists, it cannot be impossible that there should be

others. Moreover, there is enough resemblance between the two heads here

considered to justify us in believing that they belong to the same period.

Let us then examine the two heads in detail, and see what we can learn from

them as to a class of representations hitherto not supposed to exist—life-like

st;itues of children of the fourth century.

For more than thirty years the chief ornament of the little collection of

anti(iuities from Argos and its neighbourhood has been the stela of Cejjhiso-

dotus. So long ago as 1855 it was noticed by Bursian as a tomb relief ' von

vortrefflicher Arbeit,' and Dr. Milchhofer describes it as 'sehr lieblich.' But

beyond these general expressions of praise, I do not know that it has yet

received any description or study ; and though all visitors to Argos have

admired the smiling boy's head, unique in its kind, it yet remains unpublished

in the cases of a local museum.^ We arc now enabled by the kind permission

of M. rJabbadias to publish here a reproduction of the work (from a photo-

graph taken by myself) ; it is of especial interest because of its resemblance

to the boy's head from Paphos, already mentioneil. These two heads, from

their resemblance to one another and their difference from all other repre-

sentations of a similar subject with which I am acquainted, deserve a detailed

study and comparison. Before we pass on to the details, I may simply call

attention to the general resemblance in character and expression which cannot,

I think, fail to strike any one at first glance. In confirmation I may add

that this resemblance has not been noticed only by myself, but that three or

four different friends have quite independently, on seeing the photograph of

the boy from Paphos, remarked its resemblance to the head they had pre-

viously seen at Argos, or else have told me on returning from Argos that tiiey

had seen there a head just like the one we had found at Paphos. Thus it can

hardly be denied that a resemblance exists, though on a careful examination

the differences between the two also force themselves strongly ujion one's

notice.

' I iii;i\ :i(l(l tliut Dr. AVuMstcin and Profi-ssor a panilk-l the gem of l'liry<^illu.s of late fiftli

Kiiit\v:iiij^l.;r <xi>r«s.s.<l tluir o]iiiiion that the century work published in the Jnhiliich d. d.

licad froiii Paphos l)(lo)ii,'ed to the fourth cen- Inat. 1888, p. 197, 1*1. 8, 4. lUit though the

luiy ImIoic sciiiig niy mw evidence from the forms of the body arc boyish, the head tihiie is,

.s>< !a of rephisodotus. as Professor Fartwiingler ol)SLrves, of a more
- Dr. I'mickner tells me there is anotlurheid developed tyi>c.

of similar style on a fourth centuiy stehi at ^ I am glad to learn from M. Cabltiidias that

<'oustanlinople. Mr. A- Ihur Evans suggests as lie h"?pes soon to transport it (o AOifiis.
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The history of the Puphos head, wliich is now iu the Jiritish Musouni,
li.LS aheatly iHon recorded. It was found in the excavations of the Cyprus
Kxploratiuu Fund upon the site of the temple of Aphrodite at old Paphos, iu

a hole beneath the Roman mosaic j)avement of the grwit south stoa.^ Other
objects were found with it, which were almost without excei)tion of fourth

century origin ; but, under the circumstances, this did not seem quite conclu-

sive evidence as to date. An examination of the head itself, however, led me
to believe it also to Ih) of later fourth century style, and probably of Attic

work—it certainly is not Cypriote.

It is not easy to ascert^iin with equal certainty the history of the stela now in

the Argos Museum. The label now upon it, visible in our illustration, reads as

follows : Aepvrjf, 503. Atopov Sjj/jlov l^avirXtov. Hence it seems a fair infer-

ence that there is a record or tradition of its being found at Lerna, Those
who saw the stela before this label was attached give varying accounts. Thus
Bursian, who saw it in the gymnasium at Nauplia in lcS55, describes it as
' aus Argos.' The collection w;is transferred later on (1878) to the basement
of the town-hall (Arjfiap)(^etov) at Argos, where it still remains; this may
explain the statement of Dr. Milchhofer* that it is ' aus Nauplia.' As it

is certain that several things in the collection thus made at Nauplia and
transferred to Argos did come from Lerna, we shall probably be justified in

assuming the present label to be correct. Among the other antiquities which
have belonged to the collections at Nauplia and Argos, the best known is the

head from Lerna now in the National Museum at Athens.^ This has been by
some taken for the head of the statue of Demeter Prosymna ; but others, as

Furtwiingler, regard it as rather resembling a head from a grave monument.
It certainly seems to resemble far more the heads upon the rmmerous Attic

stelae in the National Museum at Athens than the heads from statues amono-

wljich it is placed. And anotlier grave stela from Lerna may remove the

somewhat fanciful objection raised by Prof. Furtwiingler, that one would not

expect from the descrijition of Lerna in Pausanias to find any funeral monu-
ments there.

The stela of Cephisodotus is of a very common fourth century form. It is

surrounded by an architectural frame, representing two antae bearing a
pediment. In the middle of the pediment is a rosette. The whole stela is

sixteen inches broad, the height of the head is about six inches. Along the

architrave runs the inscription KH<t>l?0AOTO^ in fourth century characters.

The head, which occupies the right half of the preserved iK>rtion of the field,

faces to the left ; it is broken ofi' at the neck. The boy was probably repre-

sented as standing, and playing with some pet animal which occupied the

lower part of the field on the left. Thus the remarkable laughing expression

will iind the most natural explanation. The relief Ls so high that it is possible

to obtain a view of the head almost full-face, by looking at the stela from the

left (see photograph). Thus it is possible to see the relief in various aspects.

1 Sec J. H. S. 1888, p. 218. » MiOlieil. d. d. Inst. At/ien. 1883, p. 195,
- MiUhcil. d. d. Imt. Alhcn. 1879. p. 154. Tl. X.
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almost as if it were a statue in the round : and thus too our two photographs

may easily be compared with the two views of the head from Paphos given in

this Journal (1888, pi. x.). Of course allowance must be made in any such

comparison for the differences in technique between sculpture in the round

and relief; after allowing for these, I think enough resemblance will be left

to outweigh the difference between the two.

This difference cannot be denied : indeed, though at first glance the

resemblance is striking, after a detailed examination one is almost inclined to

think that the resemblance was only superficial and the difference essential

;

but after all the result of their first impression must be allowed some weight,

especially when it is borne out by more general considerations such as the

similarity in subject and treatment.

Cephisodotus is represented as a boy a little younger than the boy

from Paphos, that is to say, of six or eight years, if the other is eight or ten.

This would seem to follow from the difference in the proportions of the head

in the two cases. In the Paphos boy the proportions of the three measure-

ments, the top of forehead to the nose, the nose itself, and the nose to the

chin, is 8 : 6 : 7 ; in the case of Cephisodotus the same proportion is 7 : 5 : 5
;

or, to put the same fact in another and perhaps a clearer way, the proportion

of the portion of the head above the line of the brow to the portion below it

is in the Paphos boy 12 : 13, in Cephisodotus 12 : 11.* Now it is a well-known

fact that in a new-born child the part above the brow is greater than the part

below, while in a fully developed man the part below exceeds the part above.

It appears, however, that the change from the one to the other proportion is

not a gradual one, spread over all the years of boyhood. According to Froriep

{Anatomic fur Kunsthr, p. 93), the two parts become equal at the end of

the second year, and remain so during the whole period of childhood. Only

in the fourteenth year does the lower part begin to preponderate, the propor-

tion then being 11 : 12 (in a full-grown man it is 11 : 13). Thus the pro-

portion seems to remain constant between the ages of two and fourteen, and

in the case of two boys who are between those ages but not very near to either

limit, one would not now expect to see a preponderance of the upper or

lower part of the head according to younger or older state of development. It

is not, however, certain that the circumstances of development in Greece were

identical with those upon which modern statistics are based ; nor is it likely

that anthropometric study had taught the artist in the fourth century those

facts that he now may learn from any hand-book. The study of proportion

had of course already been carried to great precision by such artists as

Polyclitus and Euphranor ; but this, so far as we know, concerned only the

proportions of the mature figure, and there is no reason to suppose that a

similar study was given to the process and stages of development

in childhood. We know, indeed, that even the forms and proportions of

children were not accurately represented in early times, but were merely

1 In the Dionysus of Praxiteles the lower proof how little attention the artist gave to this

part is if anything larger than the upper—a part of the group,

strange inversion for so young a child, and a
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deduced with some modifications from tliose of the mature fitjure. So
important a cliaractcristic as the greater size of the upper part of tlie liead in

an infant would be sure to strike an artist who in this matter worked
from observation, without the help of statistics or theories of proportion

;

from this observation, and from his knowledge that the lower part was the
greater .in a man, he would very naturally draw the inference that the pro-
portion gradually changed through all the stages of development ; and thus
we may safely infer the age of the boy he intended to represent from the pro-

portion of the part of the head above the brow to that below it, even
though students of anthropometry may tell us that such an inference would
not be a safe one in reality for judging the age of a child.

It is almost a commonplace among writers on Greek Art that sculptors

of the best period did not render the forms of children with truth to nature,

but represented them ' like smaller men.' A natural representation of their

rounded forms and infantile proportions seems to have been first attempted in

Hellenistic times, and may be seen in the numerous genre statues of children

that begin to appear in the third century, and among which the boy with a
goose of Boethus is the best known. The two heads with which we are
now concerned have little or nothing in common with this class of ^-mre repre-
sentations. It is very unfortunate that we have not in either case any part of

the body left, but from the treatment of the face, and more especially from
that of the neck, it is easy to see what the body must have been like ; it is

impossible to imagine these heads set upon fat chubby bodies like those
of the children in Hellenistic art ; and if the amount of neck that remains in

the case of our two boys be contrasted with the neck or rather absence of
neck in works like the boy with the goose of Boethus or the little silver

statuette of a similar subject in the British Museum (published in this

JouttmI 1885, p. 1), the contrast is obvious. Yet Cephisodotus, at least, is

not to be considered as much older than either of these boys. Thus we are
brought back again to the question—How are we to explain the resemblance
between the head from Paphos and that of Cephisodotus, and their contrast

to all other representations of children that have come down to us from
Greek art ?

The answer is, I think, simple enough ; these two heads represent, for us,

the way in which a Greek artist of the fourth century represented a younc^

boy ; while almost all other representations of children belong to a later

period, when young children were a common subject for artistic representa-

tion, and when consequently the proportions and characteristics of young
children must have formed a regular part of the elementary teaching of an
artist. In the fourth century, on the other hand, though boys of fourteen or

fifteen were often represented, especially as Eros or similar divinities, young
children were but rarely chosen as a subject—hardly ever indeed, from the
artist's choice. In the Hermes and Dionysus of Praxiteles, for instance, the

child is treated as an accessory ; and on grave stelae, if a young boy
appears, he is usually in a subordinate position, and no very great care is ex-

pended upon his representation. With our two heads the case is quite
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diffi'iciit. Tlie artist lius evidently m.-ulc a faithful attempt to render tlic

forms and projiortions (»f a child of a certain aye ; and it is very inter(;st-

ing to notice liow far his own ol)servati»Mi litis enabled him to render

triithlully a subject which in his day was usually treated in a CDnvontioiia!

maimer.

Of the projiortion of the two heads we have already s]token, and of the

attempt wliich is evident in them to render the change which takes place

between infancy and maturity. In all the features wc can also clearly see a

wish to represent the forms of a young boy, so far as was possible to the

artist, working from observation and not from training ; this comes out more

conspicuously in the head of Cephisodotus, when compared with the maturer

f<Mms of the Paplios boy. The forehead of Cephisodotus is unformed and

the skull beneath seems not yet joined ; his eyes are wide open, and have not

yet any concentration or dehnition of glance ; they thus may be contrasted

Avith the half-shut eyes and dreamy expression of tlie Paphos boy ; his nose,

though unfortunately broken, seems to have been shapeless and undeveloped
;

and the chin also is more fhibby and shows less the form of the bone beneath.

But it is in the rendering of the mouth and cheeks, and in the expression

thereby produced, that we see most clearly both the resemblance and the

contrast between the two heads. There is a smile in both cases ; but in

Cephisodotus the muscles and the flesh hang loose and lack definition ; while

in the Paphos boy, though the working of the marble is exquisitely soft, the

forms are clear and the muscles appear almost consciously set. The ear, strangely

enough, is in the case of Cephisodotus like that of a grown man—almost the

sole instance of conventional treatment in the head. The hair in both cases

is short—a remarkable coincidence ; for short hair in so young children is

rarely to be seen in Greek art ; but the treatment is ditFerent in the two

cases, though in both the hair lies flat along the head. In Cephisodotus it is

treated freely in wavy lines, in a style which cannot be later than the fourth

century, wlule in the Paphos boy it is divided into a set of short curved

locks.^

It is however by the expression and by the general impression produced

by the two heads that they are distinguished both from other works and from

(!ach other. The wish to render the lively expression of childhood with a life-

like truth to nature has led in both cases to a smile—in Cephisodotus purely

unconventional, and imitated directly from the artist's observation of nature

;

in the Paphos boy more conventional, but still based upon observation, though

modified by the artist's training in other tyj^es. The result is in the one case

an innocent and unconscious expression, but perhaps exaggerated in the

upward curve of the lips; in the other case a half-conscious set smile. It

is cuiious that these are two varieties of expression that also mark the tran-

sitional perioil from archaic to the finest art; and though our two heads are

^ Dr. Waltlsltiu luis i(!in;nkcd to iiu; that, iiistic age, that on tin; top and back of tlic liciul

whiii' tliu ticatiiieiit above the f«r<;lu:i(l shows shows a roiij^h .iiid skctcliy hloikiii;,' out smli

Ihc < liaractiT sii-ii Sfniirti.iiis al the cud of lh<! as is only scun in fourth ccntuiy work.

foiirlli cntiuv and ll:e lnu'iniiiii" of ihi- lli llu-
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more than a century later, yet wo must remeiubcir tliat eliildreii are still

unfamiliar suhjects in sculpture and thatconse<iuently we may in them expect
to see characteristics sucli as mark the period of successful experiment. Jt i.s

much to be re<,'retted that when children came to be favourite subjects for

representation in Hellenistic art, the type was develo|>ed along a dit!erent

lints and consequently that these two fourth century heads remain isolated

and without succession.

A final (question cannot be avoided. Are we to believe that there is any
artistic connexion, of school or otherwise, between these two heads from

Lerna anil from Paphos ? In discussing the style ol the Paphos boy in this

Journal (ISiS.S, p. 219), I expressed the opinion which I still believe to be
correct, that it shows the rharacteristics of the Attic school of marble sculpture,

such as they were in the late part of the fourth century, after the days of

Praxiteles. If we are then to believe there is any connexion between the two,

it must be by means of Attic influence. Nor is such influence at Lerna very

impiobable. On the other hand, it is hard to detect in the hand of Cephiso-

tlotus any resemblance to the Argive style, such as we might naturally have

expected. One is tempted to (juote the name as Attic, from its artistic

associations; but there was an Argive as well as an Attic Cephisus, and so a

child might as well bear the name Cephisodotus in the one as the other

district. But other traces of Attic influence are known at Lerna. For
instance, the head now in the Central Museum, and by some identified as

Denieter Prosymna, resembles, as has already been said, many of the heads

upon Attic stelae ; and thus it, as well as the head of Cephisodotus, may
belong to a stela of Attic type. And, again, if we include the whole Aro-ive

region, Prof. Furtwiingler is un<[uestionably right in recognizing Attic influ-

ence in some fragmentary figures with floating drapery from the Heraeum,
which also resemble those from Epidaurus. However this may be, we have

enough examples of Attic influence even near the centres of Peloponnesian art

in the fourth century for one more instance not to suq>riKC us. And so we
may ascribe to the Attic school of the fourth century what is common to the

boys from Paphos and from Lerna, while the difference in their age and in

the i:itention of the arti.st, as well as local circumstances, will amply sufhceto

ex[)laiu the differences between the two. We must remember also that on

the grave stela we may expect a portrait, though hardly with individual treat-

ment at such a period; while the Paphos boy is likely to be an ideal figure,

perhaps Eios, and the more conventional treatment is in favour of such

a view.

We have, then, gained a new episode to add to our history of art in the

fourth century. We knew already that in the time of Praxiteles boys of

fourteen or fifteen were often represented. This is an age at which the pro-

})ortions of maturity are alreatly approached, so that no new canon or study is

required, while the softness of youth still gives the utmost scope to the delicate

treatment of marble fur wiiich the Attic school of this period was most

famous. We also knew that during and after the Hellenistic period young
chihheu were fre(picntly represented especially in ycurc groujjs and in decora-
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tion reliefs like those on sarcophagi,^ and that in these the short figures and

chuhby proportions of children were truthfully represented and in later times

even exaggerated. But it is new to us to find young children in Greek art

neither conventionally assimilated to fully-grown men, only smaller in size,

nor with the roundness of infancy such as we are used to see in later 'Cupids,'

but showing a treatment different from either of these. In the two examples

which we have been considering the artist has endeavoured to render the

expression and character of childhood without departing altogether from the

sculptural traditions and dignity of monumental art ; thus we see a type pro-

duced which is worthy of the fourth century, and which adds one more to the

varied attainments of the sculptors of the period.

E. A. Gardner.
British School of Archaeology, Athens.

' See, for instance, tlie sarcojiliagi from Patras and Sparta, Baumeister, Denkmdlcr, pp.

1552—3.
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CERAMUS (Kepafiof) AND ITS INSCRIPTIONS.

Mr. W. R, Paton, who is very well acquainted with the Gulf of Co3,

has been good enough to send me some impressions and copies which he

recently made of inscriptions at Keramo, the site of the ancient Ceramus, So
few are the documents hitherto published from this town, that I readily

consented to edit these copies for the Jotir7ial, the more so because I had
been led to study the history of Caria somewhat minutely in connexion with

another town of this region, lasos.^ It happens also that one of the very few

instances where Ceramus is named, even in inscriptions, is in a decree of

Ephesus, discovered by Mr. Wood and now in the British Museum, which I

have recently prepared for the press.^ We shall have occasion to refer to

it presently.

Before proceeding to examine the inscriptions, I am glad to transcribe

an account of the neighbourhood of Ceramus which I begged Mr. Paton to

draw up, knowing well how interesting such particulars are to less-travelled

students of Greek antiquities.

' Ceramus is situated on the N. shore of the Gulf of Cos. The site has

been described by Lieut. Smith (Newton, ITalicarnassus etc. vol. ii. p. G27).

The physical features of the north and south shores of the iiuier Gulf of Cos
are widely different. The south shore is formed by the peninsula which

separates this gulf from the Lycian Sea. Here, fiom Port Giova in the

innermost recess of the gulf, to the Dorian Isthmus, extends a chain of

wonderful harbours, which, as the country is unproductive and uninhabited,

tempt chance visitors from harbourless Greek islands to be sceptical as to the

wisdom of Providence, On the south side of this same peninsula there lies

the famous harbour of Marmarice, which has the honour of occasionally

sheltering our fleets, and of being, in consequence, connected with Smyrna by
telegraph. The sterility of this region is (it is a comfort to think) no new
thing. There are singularly few traces of what may be called, for this

unrecorded land, prehistoric inhabitants. The only Hellenic, or quasi-Hellenic

town, of any importance was Cedreae, and this was on an island near the

coast.' Callipolis (now called Gelepol by the Turks) was situated in an

1 See my paper on lasos in an earlier number by the earlier editor.

of the Hellenic Journal, viii. (1887) p. 85
;

' The island is called by the Greeks tii)a\ ttjj

compare ihid. ix. (1888) p. 338. nai'07i'aj and by the Turks Seiroglou : the town
'^ Published by Wood, ^^)At'.s(w, 'Inscriptions was identified as the ancient Kt^ptal by MM.

from the City and Suburbs,' No. 16. It will Dichl and Cousin by means of an inscription

form No. ccccxlvii. in the forthcoming Part iii. found there [BtUletin de Con: Hell. x. 1886, p.

of the Greek T'nscri2)lions in the British Museum. 426).

The name [K]epaju(oi was not recognized or read
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exceptionally ierlile little valley, but I found nothing there which spoke of a

past. At Seyout, the next harbour to the W., is a well preserved fortress,

probably dating from the period of Ilhodiau dominion. There is another

smaller fortress of the .same period on the toj) of the Altin Sivrisi ((lolden

Peak), a mountain 1500 feet high between Seyout and Marmarice. I am sure

that there can be nothing else very remarkable in the neighbourhood, because

I was everywhere coun.selled to ascend this Altin Sivrisi where there were

marble statues and inscriptions galoi-e. I eventually did so with the greatest

difficulty on a very hot day, and when in rags and tatters I reached the

summit, I suggested to my guide, a celebrated hunter of the district,^ that he

had not chosen the least trying route. It was only then I discovered that

this was his first ascent, and I concluded that all these desirable things

were to be found at the top of the Altin Sivri.si for the same reason that so

many even more desirable things are to be found in other ^ilaces—because no

one had ever been there.'

'At present the only interesting, if not valuable, product of this district

is the styrax-tree {styrn.c ojjicinale), wdiich grows in great abundance in the

beds of streams. It resembles the plane-tree, but seemingly nev^er attains a

great size. The fragrant sap, used by the Turks as incense, stinks in the

nostrils of orthodox oriental Christians.'

' Tlie northern shore of the Gulf is formed by wdiat seem to be a range of

lofty mountains, closely fringed by the sea. It is only wdien we climb them

that we find that they are but the edges of a great plateau, that we are really

in Asia, and that the Mediterranean with its odour of the West is, like

ourselves, an intruder here. No great river penetrates this plateau to

discharge itself into the Gulf of Cos. The water from tlie upland plains, such

as that of Moughla, finds its escape underground. Near Ceramus, west of the

old town, and at the head of the gulf near the ancient Idyma,'^ abundant

brackish springs issue from the foot of the mountains and find their shortest

road to the sea. At Idyma this phenomenon is very remarkable. A series

of such springs extending about two miles from E. to W. unite to form a river

so deep, that it is possible to ascend it for a considerable distance in a boat.

These springs are all of them, like those of Ceramus, slightly salt; but the

Avater is drinkable, and watercress and celery thrive in tliem and form an

excellent salad. The superfluous water of winter does not find room to escape

by these underground channels, and in some places torrents have cut their way
through the plateau.'

' It is to the largest of these streams that the plain of Ceramus owes, I

suppose, its origin. The river-bed was quite dry when I was there in

October ; but I was told that its valley, whicii is of considerable breadth, is

thirty or forty miles in length. Its sources must be in the high mountains

near Eski-Hissar (Stratonicea). This is the longest valley which descends

^ I siiljs(;([iifutly saw him aiiiiiliihiti: a par- Diclil ami (,'(>u.>siii, on llic strength of an iiiscrip-

tiiilgc wliile it was ch'inkinff: 1 ate tin; fragments tion fmind tliere {Bulletin de Corr. Hell. x.

of tliis bird, ami am grateful to liini. p. 429) : Judeich sjjeaks more doubtfully

- Jdentitird with tin- modern Giova liy MM. {MUlhciluixjrii, xii. p. 338, note).
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to the gulf of Cos on the nortli, and tlio ])]ain of Comnms is tlic largest y)lain

on the northern shore. There is no harhour, and boats cannot anchor liere

witli a high westerly sea. But tlio bay of Akbuk, wliich could easily be

reached Avitli a westerly wind, alVords sufticient protection. The plain has

great capabilities of cultivation. At present it is, to a large extent, rough

pasture-land. The climate must always have been bad ; the heat in summer,
owing to the high overhanging mountains on the N. which exclude the

North-wind and reduplicate the sun, is very oppressive. The Turkish Agas,

to whom the land belongs, reside in a village on the hills ; the inhabitants of

tiic modern village of Keramo are their shepherds and labourers. This vil-

lage occupies a small portion of the site of the ancient town. It is situated on

the edge of the mountain and just to the E. of the opening of the river-

valley. The ruins wliich n(jw exist are very extensive, and are chiefly (jf the

late Roman and Byzantine periods. Ceramus was the seat of a Bishop, and

one of the most notable ruins is that of a very large church: most of the

inscriptions come from here. The only existing Hellenic remains of impor-

tance are the city-walls, remarkable as having a polygonal substructure of

limestone and superimposed rectangidar blocks of pudding-stone (see Lieut,

Smith's Report, p. G2.S). Water was brought to the town by an aqueduct

Avhich runs along the E. side of the river-valley and (so I was told) comes

from far. The arches wliich span side-valleys are in several places well pre-

served, and this acpieduct was the pleasantost companion I had when I left

Ceramus and went up the valley for a few miles, before turning eastward on

my road to Moughla.^ Coins of (Jeramus are extremely rare ; and I have never

met wdth them in the market. I only procured three bronze autonomous coins

on the spot. One has a magistrate's name Aewv, a common name also at

Stratonicea : on another I think I read '\epo'yevr](;'

If we are inclined to wonder why the Greeks founded a settlement in so

unpromising a spot, w^e should bear in mind the great fertility of the land :

no doubt diligent husbandry here, as in other regions of the ancient world,

not only brought a rich return to the cultivator, but also diminished the

unhealthiness of the climate, Lieut. Smith ^ says :
' The valley is covered with

impenetrable thickets, and is very unhealthy. The ground, when it is

cultivated, is very fertile ; but I saw large crops of ripe grain standing uncut

for want of labourers.' It is to be observed, however, that the towns along

even the north shore of this gulf were few and far between, and these w^ere of

no great consequence. Strabo's words are (xiv. G56) : elra fxera ^s^vihov

K€pafio<i Kol Yidpyacra iroXi^vca virep OaXdaarj^;. Et^' 'AXiKapvacr6<i k.t.X."^

In other words, Ceramus was a second-rate town, not to be compared with its

distinguished neighbours Halicarnassus and Cnidus. Yet it appears to have

been the most important town within the Gulf of Cos, to which it gave its name

^ Alnicfnote of tliis journey from C'craiiins Giova is ri<,'litly iilciitificd with Myiiia : ste

to Mou^lila will Ijc fouml printed in tlie noto 5 ante. The words of Straho would had

(Jhiifdod llcvmv of 1888, p. 32S. one to seek for Bargasa befwcen Ceramus and

2 Newton's HaJicnrnassux, &c,, ii. p. fiSl. Halicarnassus. Pliny's geography of lliis region

*
'I'lii' site of I'.argasa is still unlcmiwn, if fv. 30) seems confused ;ni<l fnilly.
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6 KepafieiKo^ /coXtto? from early times, as we learn from Herodotus i. 174

{iovaij<; re Trdarj^ Trj<i KviBia<i TrXrjv 6\iyrj(; Trepippoov ra fiev yap avTr]<; Trpo?

^oprjv avejJLov 6 Kepap.€iKh<i koXtto^ airepyei K.rX.)} But the surest measure

of its importance may be obtained from the tribute-lists of the Athenian

Confederacy. These reveal that while Cnidus was assessed at 3 talents

which were afterwards raised to 5 talents, and Halicarnassus (not yet re-

founded by Mausolus) at 1§ talents, the assessment of Ceramus was 1^ talents.

It thus stands distinctly above Cedreae, whose tribute was | talent, and Idyma

which seems to have paid § talent. See Bockh-Friinkel, Staatsh. ii. pp. 3G2,

452; Kohler, Urkundcn und UntersucMingen, pp. 183 foil.

Very little is known of the history of Ceramus. Of written record

there is absolutely nothing. A few fragmentary inscriptions and a very few

coins, none earlier than the second century B.C., afford a glimmer of light

which only makes the darkness visible.^ For the illustration, therefore,

of the following inscriptions we have no help but to fall back upon the

general history of Caria, the various vicissitudes of which the town of

Ceramus inevitably shared. This chequered history I have already traced

with sufficient care in a previous number of the Journal? None of the

inscriptions from Ceramus appear to be earlier than the defeat of Antiochus

at Magnesia B.C. 190, upon which the Roman senate handed over Lycia and

Caria to the government of Rhodes. The Rhodians had long enjoyed

possession of the strip of territory on the opposite mainland—the Rhodian

Peraea : and this new assignment was but an extension of the influence they

already enjoyed in Caria. It lasted, however, only twenty years. At the

close of the war with Perseus, B.C. 168, the senate, being bent on humbling

Rhodes, deprived her of those possessions on the mainland which had been

assigned her in B.C. 189. Caria was declared to be free. We are to under-

stand this declaration as applying not to the towns of the Peraea to which

Rhodes had a prescriptive title, but to her dominion over the rest of Caria

and Lycia, which rested only upon the decree of the senate.* Accordingly

Caria in general and her cities enjoyed a brief period of autonomy for the next

thirty-five years until the whole of Caria, and therefore Ceramus along with

it, was merged in the Roman Province of Asia, B.C. 133.

It is to this period of autonomy, B.C. 168—133, that we may in all

probability assign the earlier of the extant coins of Ceramus,^ as well as the

first of Mr Paton's inscriptions. Nos. 2 and 3 belong likev/ise to about the

second century B.C., but their subject is religious, and they contain nothing to

determine their date more closely. The same may be said of another

^ In Xen. Hist. i. 4, 8 : K(pafi.iKhv k6\itov, Avk'iovs e\ev6fpovs tlvai jrdvTas, oaovi irpoffiveifie

ibid. ii. 1 § 15 : Kepdneiov K6\irov, if the texts 'PoSi'ots /uera rhv 'AvTiox^Khi/ 7r6Xffj.oi/. Ihid.

are right. xxxi. 7 : oAA.' taws, f(pri, ravra f^fv txfi \6yov
* See Head, Historia Numorum, p, 522. nai yap iSwKaO' vfxfls avTo. t<^ S-q/xcfi k.t.\.

' lu connexion with lasos ; Hellenic Journal, ' There arc only eight coins of Ceramos in

viii. (1887), j). 85. the Britisli Museum ; so rare are they. Only
* Polyb. XXX. 5 : Kara 5e rhv avrhv xp^^ov V four contain magistrates' names.

ouy.fATjTOT e|f/3aA« S6yiJ.a Si6ti Set Kiipas Kal
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document which relates to the religious observances of Ceramus. It is a list

of deputies (decopoi) sent from Ceramus to take part in the festival of the Cabiri

at Samothrace, and was discovered by Prof. Conze in that island (lieise aufdcn

Inseln dcs Tkrakischen Meeres, p. 70) ; it runs thus :

—

'EttI ^acn\e(o<i UvOicovo^; tov [Seivo';

K.€pafj,irjT(ov decopoi,

Mucrrat eucreySet?.

'l€pOK\T]<i Ar]p,7]TpiOV TOV Mo
5 ^ApicrTOfiivTj'i ^Api(TTOfiivov<i

Ka]0' vodeaiav Be Acopodeov.

I incline to assign this list to the third century B.C. rather than the second.

Two inscriptions copied by Captain Spratt at Keramo to be mentioned

presently, and an inscription from Stratonicea published in the Bidlctin (ix.

1885, p. 437), form the only other materials available for the illustration of

the history of the town or to elucidate these new inscriptions which we will

now proceed to examine.

One word as to the gentile adjective of this town. The name of the

town is Kepaytio?, and is so given not only by Strabo I.e., Pausanias (vi. 13 § 2 :

eV Kepdfxov t^? iv rf) Kapia), and other writers, but also once in the Attic

tribute-lists {C.I.A. i. 229 : where the editors restore Ke/3]ayu.[o]<f). The

gentile adjective in the tribute-lists is usually Kepdfiiot, but also in two

places Kepafjirj<i (Bockh-Frankel, Staatsh. ii. p. 4.52). In Wood's Ephesian

inscription the form is Kepdfxiot, but Steph. Byz, s.v. Atyivai gives K.epafiirjTr]'^,

as also Strabo, xiv. 660. This also occurs in Conze's Samothracian list, and on

the coins (Head, Hist. Num. p. 522, who gives also from the coins KEPAMIEQN
and KEPAMIHnOAITHC 1).

1.

' Bluish stone, found at Keramo.' From Mr. Paton's copy and a good

impression. The marble is evidently incomplete at the top and the bottom :

it is somewhat injured on the right edge, and a very little on the left. The

readings are quite certain. Height (as measured by impression), 16| in.
;

width 2 ft. 6 in.

KEPAMI noAITHC of the other coin is also a magis-
1 [I suspect that ^^^ {mounei, Supp.

trate's name, see No. 11 post, and we should

KEPAMI , KEPAMIH
No. 207) should be read ^^^^ I the read^^^|^^l_ A\.R. 1.]

H.S.—VOL. XI.
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A few words first in respect of the readings. Line 1 : AAO I give from

Paton's copy : I cannot read them on the impression. Line 2 : I'jSvTradel is

probable, but the letters are omitted in Paton's copy, and the impression

suggests them but faintly. Line 3 : with ovTe KaKoiradiav v^op(ii^evo<i

compare iraaav [av]a[cr')(]6fJievoi, KaKoiradiav, said of foreign dicasts in C.I.G.

ii. Addenda, No. 256I&. line 29. Lines 6—7: PPOHPOY are perfectly plain.

We should expect rol^ ivrv'y)(^avov(Tiv tmv iroXiTcov virep S)v (sc. TrpayfiaTcop)

TrpoTjpelro 7rpoa^(j)ep6^evo<i (fiiXoaTopyctx;. Line 8 : avdracn^ is a word that

smacks of Polybius, 'intensity,' 'violence'; ireplcrraac';, in line 11, belongs

to the same age. Lines 11—12 [ja vTr]\avTr]6evTa is a rather unusual form,

but it is almost certainly right.

We have here part of a decree of Ceramus according honours to a citizen

of the town in return for signal services. The heading is lost, and with it the

name of this benefactor ; lost also is the conclusion which specified the honours

he was to receive. The portion which remains is occupied with a recital of

the man's career, four different occasions being mentioned in which he had

rendered conspicuous service. The document therefore belongs to a class of

decrees which became common in the third and later centuries B.C., a typical

example being the Athenian decree in honour of Phaedrus and his son

of the same name, C.I.A. ii. 381 (date about B.C. 272 ; see my Maniuil,

No. 167).

I place the decree shortly after B.C. 168, when the cities of Caria were

liberated from Rhodian control. The sudden grant of autonomy seems to

have involved Ceramus in a conflict of factions. The rival parties, oligarchical

and democratic, which had been kept in check by the rule of Rhodes, were

now free to struggle for the mastery in the town, and as the man honoured

in this decree evidently took the democratic side, we may infer that the

victory ultimately rested with the popular party (see "especially lines 5,

9,10).

§ 1 : lines 1—4. This may refer to the troublous times immediately

succeeding the defeat of Antiochus at Magnesia, B.C. 190, when Manlius and

the Commission of Ten were sent to Asia and in 189 handed over Caria to the

dominion of Rhodes.

§ 2 : lines 4—7. A second chapter in his career is described. He had

displayed activity as a public man and as a democratic leader (to5 irkrjOeL line

5) 'in the days of the league,' ev tc5 t^? avvirdkLTeia^ XP^^V- What is the

league, and what is the time referred to ?

We need not hesitate to identify this crvvrroXneia with the League of

Carian townships which met yearly at the temple of Zei)? Xpv(raop€v<i near

Stratonicea. It is thus described by Strabo (xiv, p. 660), and his words have

an especial bearing upon the status of Ceramus : '^rparoviKeia B' ia-Tt

KUToiKia ^laKeBovcov CKoa-fi'^drj Be koI avrr) Kara(rK€vaL<i iroXvTekecnv vtto

t5)v jSaa-tXicov. ia-rl B' iv rfj ^wpa rdv ^TpaTovtKecov Bvo lepd, iv fiev Aayivoa^

^ Laina {Adyiva) 'is situated about two hours north by west from Eski Hissar (Stratonicea)'

writes Sir C. Newton, Halicarnassus, &c., p. 554.
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TO Tp)<i 'E/caTr/9 iiTK^avearaTOv Travy^yvpea fi€ydXa(; avvayov kut eviavrov,

€yyv<i 8e t/}? TroXeox? to tov Xpucraoptcov Ato<f koivov airavruiv K.apo)v, el<; o

avviaau 6vovt€<; re Kal ^ovXevaofievoc trepl rwv kocvwv KaXeirai S^ to

a-va-TTffia avToJv \pvaaopi(ov, crvv€aTr)KO<; €k KOifitov ol he TrXet'crra? irap-

€')(Ofievoi KOifia<i 'irpoe-)(ovat, ttj yjn'jcfxii, Kadajrep KepaficTjTac- kuI XTpaTovcKei<; Se

TOV avaTt]fiaTo<i fieTeyovaiv ovk ovTCf tov KapiKov yevov^;, aXS! otc Kto/jLa<;

eleven TOV ^^pvaaopiKov <TvaTi]/j,aTo<i. We must not indeed assume that the

circumstances of this Chrysaorian League were in all points the same at the

beginning of the second century B.C. as in the latter part of the first century

when Strabo described it. But the main conditions remained unchanged.

Ever since the first planting of the Doric colonies along the coast, the Carian

natives had found themselves thrust out of the way ; they retired into the

interior of the country establishing themselves in fortresses among the hills,

or dwelling in Ktofiai, townships. These Ktofiac are frequently mentioned in

connexion with Carian history ; they are grouped into cantons which found

their respective centres in one or other of the old native sanctuaries (see

Newton, I.e. p. 14). It was inevitable that, as the Hellenic cities became more
numerous and powerful, the Carian townships and cantons became mere
dependencies of the greater cities, precisely as Strabo points out (I.e.) in the

case of Stratonicea. Strabo indeed speaks as if the ^pvaaopcKov crvaTr]fia

was ia his day the only confederation in Caria : and this no doubt was
practically the case, since Sulla rewarded Stratonicea with exceptional

privileges for its loyalty to Rome in the Mithridatic War.^ But Herodotus

knows nothing of this league of Chrysaoris (see St. Byz. s.v.) ; he speaks only

of Mylasa as a national and religious centre (i. 171) : airoheiKvixTt, hk iv

^vXdaoLat Ato? Kapiov Ipov dp-^atov, tov Mucrot(Tf ^ev Kal AvSolai fieTecrTi,

ft)9 Kaaiyv7]Toi(Ti eovat Tolcrt Kapac.. . .tovtoictl fiev Bt) fieTecrTr oaoi he, i6vT€<;

dWov e0veo<i, ofioyXaxrcroi Totcri K-apcrl eyevovTO, tovtolotl he ov fieTa. Only

sixty stadia from Mylasa, and connected with it by a sacred way, was

Labranda, with another aboriginal shrine of Zeus Stratios,^ which is also

noticed by Herodotus (v. 119): K.apo3v ol hia(f)vy6vTe^ KUTeiXijOrjaav 6<?

Ad^pavha, €<? A609 2,TpaTLov Ipov fieya re Kal aycov dXcro(; TrXaTavia-Ttov. fxovvoL

he Tb)v rjfiel'i thfiev Kdpe? elat ot Ad "XTpaTco) 6vaLa<i dvdyovai. We must

conclude therefore that in early days Mylasa was the chief religious and

national centre of the native Carians, and that the sanctuary and gathering at

Chrysaoris, if they existed (as is likely), were merely local and possessed no

political significance. But when Hecatomnus, the father of Mausolus, trans-

ferred his seat of government from Mylasa to Halicamassus, the influence of

Mylasa suffered a partial eclipse, which was made more complete by the

founding of Stratonicea by the Syrian king and the especial favour shown to it

by the Romans under Sulla. Not that Mylasa ever ceased to be an important

town. It stood at the junction of several great roads and throve under Roman
rule : its ancient sanctuaries still commanded the veneration of Caria. The

^ See the important Senatiosconsultum in- * Newton, I.e. pp. 33, 615.

scribed at Lagina {Bulletin, 1885, ix. p. 437).
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symbol of Zeus Labrandcus was tlie double axe, which appears not only on

the coins of Mausolus and liis ilynasty, but also of a number of Carian towns
;

and the adoption of this symbol was an acknowledgment of a connexion with

Mylasa and Labranda. But without doubt in the second and first centuries

li.C. Mylasa had a serious rival in Stratonicea, and in the time of Strabo the

league of Kcofiai which met at Chrysaorium near Stratonicea was the only

Carian league of any political importance.

And now to return to our inscription. At the time of this decree the

League of the Chrysaorium {avviroXtTeia), which had for some time been a rival

of the League of Labranda, had been disbanded ; it is spoken of as a thing of

the past {iv toJ tj}? awiroXnel.a'i yjtovM, line 4). What had dissolved it ?

No more probable course could be found than the freedom granted to Caria

in 168. 'Freedom' in Greece too surely meant disintegration, and the

breaking up of ties which kept the cities together. I imagine that under the

Rhodian rule the cantons of Carian K(i>fiaL had met at the respective centre

of each league, the Chrysaorium, Labranda, and others perhaps as well.

Stratonicea was tlie especial property of Rhodes, and paid a heavy tribute to

the sovereign island ^ ; we may be sure therefore that Stratonicea would be

safeguarded by the Rhodians in full authority over the Kcofiai pertaining to

its territory. At a later date (B.C. 81, see the Sullan Senatusconsultum already

quoted) Stratonicea claimed even Ceramus as one of its KMfiai. But we arc

not sure that the claim was granted ; if it was, the subjection of Ceramus was

not of long duration. In Strabo's time, and for centuries after, it was no

inconsiderable member of the Carian league of cities. Under the Rhodian

dominion (B.C. 189—1G8) Ceramus and its associated Kw^iai formed one of the

cantons of the Chrysaorian avarrjfia or avviroXneia, although much inferior

in influence to Stratonicea. During this period the citizen honoured by this

decree had done good service as a political leader of democratic sympathies

(lines 5—7).

§ 3 : lines 7—18. A third stage of the benefactor's career began with

the granting of freedom to Caria and the break-up of the League. The
' community ' (TroXcTevfia) of Ceramus was at once involved in confusion, the

democratic and oligarchic party confronting each other. Our hero took more

openly the part of a popular leader (line 8), and in the political revolution that

ensued he shared the danger and the victory of the democrats (lines 10—11).

The exiled aristocrats would probably look towards Rome for help ; it was

equally natural, now that Rhodes was out of favour with Rome, that the

democrats should wish to strengthen themselves by an understanding with

Rhodes (line 14). But seeing that Rhodes had lately been ousted by Rome
from Caria, it was a delicate task to ask the Rhodians to accede to an alliance

which might seem to humble her pride and also to expose her to the

suspicion of Rome. This task however our hero undertook, and achieved

(lines 15—10). The relations of Ceramus with Rhodes are further illustrated

by the Ephesian decree discovered by Wood {I.e.) ; it begins thus :

—

^ Polylnus, xxxi. 7.
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^i\(av Aiovvaiof; 'Ic/3o/c\r)<f M€Vt7r7ro[?

K^epdfitoi SiaTpi^ovTc; ev 'PoSfi) iTa<Ta\y

evpoiau Kal 'jQ}eiav irape-^^^o/xevoi Bia-

TeKoixTCv KaX koivjj tc5 Bi]p,fp Kal IBia

Tot? ivTvy^dvovat TWfi ttoXitmu k<iI

OT^av avToii^ €KaaTO<i irapaKoXy'—

then follows a grant of citizcnsliip. The four men of Ceramus wore probably

merchants residing at Rhmles.

The word TroXirevpa (lines 7—8) is important : it exactly describes the

canton of Ceramus, as desciibed in the passage of Strabo just quoted ; a

community which was not identical with the ttoA,*?, but was made up of the

7roXt<? and its associated Kwfiai. Hence in line 18 we read of ol KaTo^Kovvret

TtjV TToXlV Kal TTjV ')(OipaV.

§ 4: lines 18 foil. He had also acted as ambassador to Heraclea :

whether Heraclea ad Latmum or Heraclea Salbacc, is doubtful, as both were

Carian towns (Head, Hist. Num. p. 500, and p. 527). I find in this a con-

firmation of what was said above. The freedom of Caria had meant

disintegration : the Curian towns are quarrelling with each other.

' Block of blue marble, which has been cut by the owner to make it

into a roller. From a site near the sea, about four miles west of Keramos
;

there are considerable ruins of Byzantine structures, into which ancient

marbles have been built.'

IrtlVI /\| I

HPAKAEITOSAPIZTEOY
YPEPAYTOYKAITOYYIOY
APIZTEOYAEKATHN

'H/saJt 'AAc[/3]ai[a]t

'H/3a/c\etT09 'Apicrreov

virep avTov Kal tov vlov

^Apiariov BeKUTrjp.

It is doubtful whether dKpaio<: or dKTalo<; was the epithet originally

inscribed ; see Lexicons s.w. I supply "Hpa from Euripides Mcdat, 137U,

as suiting tlie space, but as a mere conjecture.

3.

Inscribed upon one block of blue marble ; height 57 cms., width 93 cms.

Mr. Paton writes :
' Whether these two inscriptions, a and b, are on two sides
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of the same stone, or on one side and separated by a space, I cannot

remember ; but I think, if the former, 1 should have noted it.'

(a)

AlAOYTAhC
NTOZHSKYPIOZAPA
TOYAEONTOSTHNE
AAPTEMOYNAPISTO

5 OEOIZ

"HBeia M.riTpo<f)dvov, K]aTa dvyarpo-

iroiav 8e Apa/coji'TO?, ^? Kvpio<; Apd-

KOiv Apa/coi'TO?] rov AiovTo<;, ttjv e-

avTr]<i Ovyarep^a 'Aprefiovv ^AptcrTo-

5 KpaTov] 6eol<;.

(I')

HAEIAMHTP0<t)AN0YKATAOYrA////////n0IAN

AEAPAKONTOSHZKYPIOSAPAKHNAPAKONTOZ
TOYAEONTOZTONEAYrHZANAPAAPIZTOKPA
THNAPAKONTOZAPETHZENEKENKAIEYNOI

5 AZTHZEIZEAYTHN OEOIZ

"USeia M.T]rpo(f>dvov, Kara 0vya[Tpo^7roiav

Se A^puKOVTO^;, ^9 Kvpio<; ApaKcov i^paKovro^

rov Aeovro<i, rov eavrrj<i avhpa ApicrroKpd-

rrjv ApdKovro<i dperrj<; evcKev kol evvoi-

5 a? ri]<i et9 kavrrjv 6eoi<i.

Apparently from the base of two statues erected by Hedeia to her

daughter and her husband respectively. The date is about 200 B.C. The

word OvyarpoTToua is worth noting : it occurs in an inscription from Cos

(Bulletin de Corr. Hell. vi. p. 2G5), and in another from Heraclea Salbace in

Caria {ibid. ix. p. 331) ; in the latter the form is debased to OvyarpoTroia, as

in the document before us. On the Kvpio<;, or tutor, whose permission is

necessary before Hedeia can expend money upon the erection of these

statues, see Reinach, Traits d'Epigrapliie Grecque, p. 112.

4.

' A marble base : height 66 cms. ; width 88 cms. ; no apices.'

EYANAPON0EMIZTOKAEOYZ
ZTE<t)ANH<t)OPHZANTAOAAEA

<t)OZ0EMIZTOKAHZ0EMIZTO
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KAEOYZEYNOIASENEKAKAI
5 (DIAOSTOPriAZTHSEISEATON

GEOIZ

^uapBpov SefiiaroKXeovi

aTe<pavr)(f)Op'^(ravTa 6 tt8e\-

kXiovi; e.vvoia^ evcKa xal

5 (f>i\oaTopyia<i rij^ 649 karov

OeoL^.

The name Thcmistocles occurs again in No. 5. and also as a magistrate's

name upon the coins of Ceramus. The form karov is a mark of the Augustan

age ; note also evcKa and not t'veKev.

5.

' White marble : height 98 cms. ; width 64 cms.'

TYXHIArAOI-ll

EIPHNAIONAPAKONTOMENOYZ
TONrENOMENONIEPOZKonON
HnATPISKAGAAIETAiEATOOEl

5 PHNAIOZEKnPOAOMATOSTHZ
nPnTI-IZElKOZAETlAZHZEMI
zenzENZTPATi-irnNnAiAioz
rAAYkinnOZArPOYOYKATEAl
nENTI-inOAElENTHOAOZZIAI

10 KAAOYMENOYE^nATPOYKA
TATHNKPIZINTOYAilOAOrn
TATOYAOnZTOYAYPAIOAOTO
ZTPATHrOYNTOZnAIAnPnTC
AEONTOZYIOYAIA0EMIZTO

15 KAEOYZAZIAPXOYKAIXIAIAPXoY
EPrEniZTATHZANTOZTHZANA
ZTAZEHZTOYANAPIANTOZ
APIZTOKPATOYZTOYAEONNATO
MENEZTPATOYTOYKAIAHMHT

20 OYTOYEIPHNAPXOYANAZTA0EN
TOZTOYANAPIANTOZZTPATH
rOYNTOZTOBOEOMNHZTOY
TOYMEAANTAAnOAAaNIAO
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Eilfyijvaiov ApaKovTOfiivov<i

Tov y€v6fj,€vov lepoaKoirov

7) iraTpi'i, KaOa hiera^aro o Ki-

5 prjvalo'i €K irpoBofiaTO'i t^9

irptoTT}^ elKO<Ta€Tia<i ^9 ifii-

aOtocrep aTpartjycjv II. AiAto?

T\avKnnro<; aypov ov kutcXi-

irev TJj TToXei ev ttj 'OXoaaiSi

1 KaXovfievov "E^tw 'Aypov Ka-

ra TTjv Kplaiv rov a^ioXoyo}-

ruTov Xoyiarov Avp. Ato8oTo[i»,

OTpaTTfyOVVTO^ II. At A,. IIptUTO-

XeovTo<{ vlov At\. Q^efJLCaTo-

15 xXeovii acriap-)(ov KaX '^iXitip^ov,

epyeirLaTaTrjaavTO'i t^<> ava-

fTTiKTeaxi TOV avSptdpTOff

'ApiaTOKpdTov<i TOV AeovvaTo^v

^evearpcLTOV tov koI A'r}firjT[pi-

20 ov TOV elprjvdp-^ov, dvaaTaOev-

T09 TOV dvhpidvTO^ (TTpaTrf-

yovvTo^i TO y3 ^eop,vrj(TTOV

TOV MeXa»/Ta 'A7roW<wi't2o[u.

A statue is erected (lines 17, 21) by the city (line 4) to one Irenaeus

(line 2), who had left by will a certain estate to the city called 'O e^&> 'Ayp6<i

(line 10). This land was accordingly let by the aTpaTrjy6<i of the city (lines

7 foil.) on a twenty years' lease, the lessee paying down a consideration for

the lease at the outset {-TrpoBofui, line 5). Out of this payment the cost of

the statue is defrayed in accordance with the testament of Irenaeus (line 4).

It appears that this apphcation of a public bequest, even though directed by

the testator, could not be made without obtaining the sanction of the XoyiaTrj'i

(line 12) or curator, for whose functions the reader is referred to Marquardt,

Bom. Alt. iv. p 488. The word Kplcri.^ however may imply that the will had

been disputed, perhaps by the relatives of the deceased, and the curator had

upheld the bequest made to the city. The word irpoSo/na seems to be

unknown.
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' Black slab of marble, broken at left and at top; height 70 cms., width

75 cms. Letters very broad : all the lines are complete on the right.'

lo/ lAKAIArOPANO

VirPAMMATEYZANTAKAl

EMNnZKAIkHAEMONlKnZ
NONAEKATAZKEYAS0HNAI

5 "ONBAAANEIONKAIAONTAEIZ

VZKEYHNAYTOYAPrYPIAKAinA

NZYNTEAEinSINXAPIZAMENON

'XnZAPrYPIATIMHOENTA

ZYnOTHZBOYAHZKAITOYAH

10 viEnZTAIZTEIMAIZKAITOAEYTE

TYMNAZIAPXHZANTAMETATOY

OEOAnPOYKAIinNKOMBjQNAY
TPATOYKAIIEPnNOZHBOYAHKAl

NOIAZKAITIMHZENEKENTHZEIZAY

15 KEYAZANTEZKAIANAZTAZANTEZ

NAPlANTAKAITHNElKONAnAPEAYTOY

aavT^a Kol a<yopavo-

fnjcravra K\al jpafifiUTevcravTa kul

iroirjad/xe^vov Se KaTao-Kevacrdrjvai

5 . . . . ov ^aXavelov kuI BovTa et?

TT]V KaT^acTKevrjv avTOV apyvpia koI ird-

\lv ei<i rr)\v crvvTeXeiwcnv )(apiadfi€vov

/ie7aXo'»|ru]^&)9 dp-yvpLa, Tifi-qdevra

TToWa/ci]? viro t??9 ^ov\i)<i koI tov Stj-

10 fiov Tai<i] fieyia-raifi T€ifial<; Kal to Bevre-

pov crvv\'yvp.vaaiap-)(ri(TavTa fiera tov

VLov] (deo8(opov KoX T(ov KOMBIiN 8^-

olv . . . cr^TpdTOV Kal '\e.pu)vo<i, rj ^ovXr] koI

6 Bfjfio<; €v]voca^ koI Tifirj^ eveKev T7]<i e/? av-

15 TOV KaTaa]K€vdaavT€<i Kal dva(TT(ri)aavTe<i

TOV d^vBpidvTU Kal Trjv CLKova Trap' eavTov.

Statue in honour of a wealthy and munificent citizen, dating apparently

from the first century A.D. In line 12 KOMBflN is unintelligible; we
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might conjecture yafi^pMv. The last line also is obscure both in sense and
in grammar. Does it mean that the senate and people in erecting this

statue {(ivhpidvTa) to his honour have taken the opportunity of placing with
it also a portrait-bust or statuette (eUova) presented by the nmn himself

(irap' eavTov) ? We are aware that dvhpiuvre<i erected at this period to

express the gratitude of impoverished towns were not always likenesses of

their benefactors, but merely old honorary statues with a new inscription (see

Dio Chrysostom, Rhodiaca Oraiio, No. 31).

8.

' On an architrave of blue marble, partly buried ; height 40 cms. Height

of letters 4.2 cms.'

'ISTOKPATOYZHAPXIEPEIAKAIZTE())ANH(|)OPOIAPX

'H telva 'A]pia-TOKpdTov<i rj dp'^iipeia Koi <TTe(f>ap7]<f>6po<i 'Apx
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10.

' Two portions of one arcliitrave ; height of letters 7.") cms. The
measurements of («) are not given; (b) measures in lengtli 195 cms., in

height 38 cms.'

(a)

HCAntMOV

CTOYABPONElKHEPMO<t)ANTOYAn<t)

(a) . (b)

. . . . rj<; 'A7r(f)iov cttov 'AjSpovetKr] 'KpfjLO(f)dvTOV 'Aircf) ....

The name EPMO0A . • . occurs as the name of a magistrate on one of

the coins tif Ceramus ; see also No. 6 ante.

By way of appendix I repeat here the five inscriptions of Ceramus
which were copied by Captain Spratt and published by Professor Babington

{Transactions of the Royal Society of Lit. vol. x.).

11.

'On a column in a plain below the city, apparently the site of a temple.'

I'ublislied in cursive only, which I reproduce.

Toi/ OeocjiiXeaTaTov

l^alaapa Taiov ^dXevra

'OcTTiWiavbv AIe<T[cr]tof

l^ovivrov ILvae^i], Eu-

5 '^^XV' Se/Sacrrof, viov

TOV KVpiOV rjflMV avTo-

Kpdropo^ K.ai(Tapo^

Taiov Mecrcrtoi' KofcVrou

Tpaiavov AeKcov, Fjuae^ovf,

10 1LvTvxov<i, Se^aaTov,

Tj K.€pafiir}T6i)V TToXt?

M. Ay. B. UoXeiTT) ^ To3

dp'^uiTpw irpwrw dp-

15 ^OVTt TO /3.

The editor remarks that this inscription cstablislics the fact, hitherto

doubtful, that Hostilianus was the son of Decius, The document belongs to
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the year A.D. 251. Babington niisunderstood the last three lines. They
read thus : M(a/5/c&)) Av(p7]\c(i)) BidXevrt) UoXeirr] (IloXecTov) tm ap-^idrpui

7rpooTq> ap'x^opTt rb yS, i.e. ' when M. Aur. Valens Polites, the archiatrus, was

TT. a. for the second time.' The dative is equivalent to the Latin ablative,

and /3 in line 13 merely implies that Polites bore his father's name (see on

C.l.G. 2455, &c.). For the title irpwro'i dp-)^cov see the Index to C.I.G. The
name Polites is noteworthy : perhaps the only man of Ceramus known to

fame was an athlete Polites, who won both the long and the short race at

Olympia on the same day (Pausan. vi. 13, § 2).

12.

' On another upright column : the last three lines. All the upper part

is so obliterated as to be unintelligible ; but the column appears to have been

inscribed four or five feet further up.' Given in cursive only.

^eKovvto'i (?)

\ye\pevTia

. . . VOV KOI iTTCTpOTTOV 'ATTTTiavOV (?) KXdpoV

13.

* At a well in midst of ruins of city, and near a very beautiful doorway,

apparently the entrance of a temple.'

'AvTCOveivm ^e/3[acrT&)].

14.

' In wall of a small modern house in midst of ruins of ancient city.'

TeKvoL<i au . . .

fjL(p.

15.

' In the same house. Perhaps a part of the same ancient monument as

the preceding.'

'AypiTTTra kuI lov\ia<: (in three lines, two garlands below).

E. L. Hicks.
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THE rROCESSP]S OF GREEK SCULPTURE, AS SHOWN BY SOME
UNFINISHED STATUES IN ATHENS.^

There are several unfinished statues now in the National Museum at

Atliens which seem not to have attracted as yet the attention they deserve.

Whatever be the reason which has led the ancient sculptor to leave them

unfinished, they are full of instruction to the modern student. In them we
almost seem to see the artist at his work, and to be admitted to his studio.

Even if they were given up because of a flaw or a mistake, that very mistake

may teach us more as to the methods of the artist than many a completed

statue. Fortunately, also, these unfinished statues in Athens illustrate various

periods, from the archaic to one which is certainly later than the finest ; and

thus we are able to see what changes, if any, took place in the technique of

sculpture during this interval, and, above all, we are not forced to generalize

as to Greek sculpture from isolated examples of only one place or period.

I.

—

Archaic.

Our first example (Fig. 1)^ is a statue about f of life size, which was seen by

Ross {Inselrcise, I. p. 41) lying just below the quarries at Naxos, where he saw

also the well-known colossal unfinished statue. There can therefore be little

doubt as to the place where it was made ; it was evidently never finished

,

perhaps because the sculptor saw his proportions would not come right, and so

remained where it was, until it was transported to the National Museum at

Athens. It happens most fortiinately that this statue is—or was going to be

—a typical example of the first period of Greek sculpture. It clearly repre-

sents what is commonly called the archaic ' Apollo ' type, a nude male figure,

standing up stiffly, with the left leg advanced and with both arms pinned

down to the sides. It was also intended to have long hair. There is no

necessity to discuss here this well-kno'wn type or its various meanings and

applications, whether to represent a god or a man. All we are now concerned

^ For several suggestions in this paper, seums and examined most of the unfinished

especially on t)ie subject of practical sculpture works described in this paper,

and technique, I am indebted to Mr. W. Gos- ^ j })a,ve to thank Dr. Walter Leaf for the

combe John, gold medallist (scul])tLire) of the photographs reproduced in this cut and the next.

Royal Academy, with whom I vihite 1 the mu-

H.S.—VOL. XI. K
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Fig. 1.
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with is to notice the manner in which the artist sets to work, when he intends

to make a statue of tliis type.

The statue is nearly perfect in ])reservation, only the legs from above the

knees being lost. Though the treatment of the knees and feet might have

faither exemphfied the sculptor's methods, I think enough is left for us to be

able to see clearly what those metliods were.

The first thing that we notice is the extreme flatness of the surface at

front, back and sides, so far as the original outline is left. In the back

this is clearest ; taken vertically, there is a marked curve ; but a rule held

horizontally against the bock at any height would touch every point in

the whole breadth from shoulder to shoulder or side to side. In front

we see almost the same thing. At the sides there is a similar flat

surAice of the breadth of the arm ; but the outline of the arm has been cut

in parallel to the back and front planes from the side, and parallel to the

side planes from the front, so that almost rectangular pieces are cut out.

The result may best be realized, if one imagines the statue cut through hori-

zontally at almost any height; the section resulting will be contained by
lines parallel to the back and front of the statue, and others at right angles to

them, parallel to the sides. In fact at most parts of the body the

section will present a rectangular parallelogram, with a smaller rectangle

attached at each side for the arms. The corners are not of course left quite

sharp, but they are not rounded off enough to obscure the rectangular shape.

Now when one considers the freeness of the outlines of the figure taken verti-

cally—that is to say, viewed from the front or side—and compares it with the

two sets of straight lines at right angles to one another taken in horizontal

section—that is, viewed from above or below—the conclusion is obvious. The
outline of the figure from the front or side must be drawn freely ; the horizon-

tal section at any point is dependent for its outline on two parallel systems of

lines at right angles to one another. That is to say, the process followed in

making the statue is precisely that followed by a beginner in sculpture now

—

or at any time—when he has to set to work on a rectangular block of marble

and to hew a statue out of it. First he draws the outline of the statue in full

face and in profile on the front and the side of the block. Then he carries

these outlines straight throagh, working from the front parallel to the sides,

and from the side parallel to the original front plane. When this process is

completed, the statue, from front or side, has the required outline ; but in

horizontal section it is at any point perfectly rectangulai-. When the arms

and legs have then been similarly outlined, and cut in to the required depth,

and the face a little shaped, the result is a statue in precisely the condition in

which we see the Naxian statue now before us.

There can then be hardly a doubt as to the process which produced this

unfinished statue. But how far can we apply generally to early sculpture the

results we have attained in a single example ? An examination of a few well-

known and typical archaic statues will enable us to answer this question.

It has often been observed that many archaic statues are square in

shape—that is, in horizontal section. This squareness has often been

K 2
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attributed to wood-technique or other influences—in part at least errone-

ously, as we shall now see. It is not however universal in archaic statues
;

it would be rash to generalize without examining a very large number of

instances, but I think it will be found to be especially characteristic of the

Ionic and Island schools. Thus we find that the horizontal section would be

almost rectangular in the Branchidae figures, in the figure dedicated by

Nicandra to Artemis at Delos, in the winged figure by Archermos from Delos,

in the ' Apollo \ of Thera, and in that class among the female statues found

on the Acropolis at Athens which I was disposed, for other reasons, to regard

as the common or Ionic type Atticized.^

It seems more than a coincidence that squareness of shape belongs to

just those scKools and works which are traditionally connected with the first

beginnings of marble sculpture. On the other hand we notice a round

horizontal section, especially at the height of the waist, in the Hera of Samos ^

at the Louvre, and in the early Apollo figures from Boeotia, that of Orcho-

menos and those from the temple of Apollo Ptous.^ In this connection it is

worth observing that the treatment of the face in the Apollo Ptous resembles

strongly that seen in the Acropolis statue (Musecs d'Athdnes, PI. ix.), which

differs from all the rest, and resembles in drapejy the Hera of Samos.* But

without following farther, for the present, an indication which might lead to

interesting results, we may at least notice that the squareness of shape which

we see in our unfinished statue is also to be observed, with the corners a little

more rounded off, in a large number of statues even after finishing ; and

especially among statues of the Ionic type, to which our Naxian figure must

also belong. And so we may infer that they all were made by the same

process which we see going on in the unfinished statue ; that is to say that

the front and side outlines were first drawn on the front and side of the block,

and then cut straight through parallel to the side and front lines, details

being added and corners rounded off afterwards, but the general squareness of

shape being preserved.

This squareness, as we have already noticed, has been by some attributed

to the influence of wood-technique.^ That the influence of wood-technique is

to be seen in some early sculpture, few probably will be prepared to deny ; but

that influence has been on the one hand exaggerated, on the other sought

for in a wrong direction. Without some such process as that we have just

inferred, there is no reason why a square section should be produced at the

waist or the narrowest part of a statue, because the original block of marble

or wood from which it was cut was square ;^ but by such a process of parallel

* B and I) and fig. 1, in my imper in this s We are, I think, induem'.ed iu this matter

Journal, 1887, p. 163 ; PI. x. in Les Musics by our conventional use of the word 'wooden'

(VAthines ; 'Ec^. 'Apx- 1887, PI. ix. to mean 'stiff and square.' I do not think this

2 See Bull. Corr. Hell. 1880, Pi. xiii-xiv. In meaning will bear careful analysis from the

separating Samos from the Ionic type, we may point of view of style.

quote that the Hera thure was made by Smilis " I do not of course deny that the natural

the pupil of Daedalus. cleavage of wood according to the grain tends to

^ Ball. Corr. Hell. 1886, I'l. iv. ; cf. J. H. produce flat surfaces. But the squareness of a

S. 1887, p. 188, fig. 6. stone statue need not be derived from imitation

* See ./. 77. .V. 1837, p. 187—189. of a wooden model, as is often supposed.
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cutting the square sliapc would be transferred even to the narrowest parts.

Again, the squareness of the original block is an unjustified presumption. A
block of marble cut from a quarry is usually rectangular. But a piece of wood,

a Bok6<;, is not rectangular, but round in its original shape. We think usually

of a beam as square, and hence has ari.sen this misapprehension that has led

to numerous mistakes and misstatements. That the Greeks did not so think

of it is shown by the following story about Agesilaus, recorded by Plutarch :

^

'When Agesilaus saw in Asia a house roofed with square beams, he asked

the owner if trees grew square in those parts. The answer was " no, they

grow round." " I suppose then," said he, " if they grew .square, you would cut

them round." We notice here, first, that Agesilaus had to go to Asia to see

square beams ; the story would fall very flat if the SokoI he was used to at

home were not left in their natural round shape—and the same sbape would

probably belong to the hoKava which were the primitive symbol of the Dioscuri

at Sparta. In the next place we see that he regarded a round log, a portion

of the trunk or branch of a tree, as the ordinary shape of a rough piece of

wood. Such must always be the notion of those who cut down their wood

and use it on the spot : it is only because all the wood we use is impoited or

brought from a distance, already cut in the form used in modern building, &c.,

that we think of a block of wood as square. With this modern notion disap-

pears the principal reason for associating squareness of shape with the influence

of wood-technique, but on the other hand roundness of horizontal section does

suggest the form of the trunk of a tree; and it is this roundness, not square-

ness, that should perhaps be associated with wood-technique. In this context

it may be worth while to observe that the most typical example we noticed

of roundness of shape was the Hera from Samos. And we know that at

Samos it was Smilis, the wood-carver and pupil of Daedalus, who substituted

a statue for the primitive wooden symbol.^

There are two other misapprehensions that have, I think, led to an

exaggeration of the influence of wood-technique. One is as to the meaning
of the word ^oavov, another as to the more general question of the develop-

ment of sculpture from primitive temple-images.

As to the first question, it is to be noted that ^oavov, though generally

assumed to mean a wooden statue, cannot be proved to have any so exclusive

signification. Thus Xenophon (Anab. v. 3, 12) says to ^oavov eoixev eo?

KvrrapiaaLvov ')(pvaw ovtc tc3 iv 'Fi(f)€(T(p, and Euripides speaks (To'o. 1074) of

')(pvaia>v ^odvwv rvnot. Again, Strabo (ix. 39G) calls the colossal marble

statue of Nemesis at Rhamnus a ^oavov. The fact is that the verb ^ew is

^ Apophth. Lac. Ages. Oeoffifievos 8e inl rfjs must have had its natural round shape : in the

^Affias o'lKlav TfTpayuvois «ipo(/)a>ytteV7;i' 5o/co7s, r)pw- next line is compared the kIccv (ftyj. k'iov', at

TTjffe rhv KeKT-qfifvov ei reTpdywva trap' avrols Bentley's suggestion) of Athena at Lindas.

<pv(rai |uAo- <l>afi.(vov 5e oH, aA\o ffrpoyyvKa, ri Since writing the above, I have seen M. Lechat's

oiv, eliTfv, (I r^TpaycDva fjv, ffrpoyyvKa irehure ; interesting paper in the Jiulletin dc Corr. Hell.

^ It is true that Callimachus calls this a (ravis, 1890. He traces the influence of metal work in

but we have no reason to suppose that he knew tlie Samian type ; but the roundness of shape

more than we do about its shape. And ho seems due to tlie plating of a log witli metal, as

contradicts himself by calling it &^oos. If so, it in the case of the Apollo at Amyclae.
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properly applicable to stone (cf. ^eaTos \i0o^) or wood, and the noun ^oavov

is used for any statue, eitlier of tliese materials or of metal. We cannot there-

fore, whenever we hear of a primitive ^oavov, infer that it was of wood, but

we must be guided by other indications, if there are any, as to its material

;

and if there are none, we must be content to remain ignorant on the point.

The second misapprehension I refer to is concerned with the de-

velopment of sculpture from the rude symbols of deities in temples. These

symbols were of course often of wood, and some have supposed tliat Greek

sculpture was developed from gradual improvement of these. I do not believe

this to have been the case, to any considerable extent. Of course, as sculpture

and the appreciation of form developed, the temple-image had to follow the

development, in order not to appear totally inadequate or even ludicrous.

But it followed, it did not lead, and even in the times of the highest art many
rude symbols of primitive worship survived as the centre of religious cere-

monies. The true development of Greek sculpture came in another way.

The earliest attempts at anything worthy of the name of a statue arc to be

seen in the nude male and draped female figures which have been found on all

early Greek sites ; these were usually dedications representing either the

deity or the worshipper ; but they were not objects of worship, nor was their

model the sacred symbol in the temple. What in them is conventional, and

not taken from a direct observation of nature, is probably to be traced to the

statuettes of Phoenician import and of types borrowed from Egyptian or

Oriental art, which are also found upon almost all sites of early Greek

habitation.

We have been led to some distance from our original subject by this

attempt to reduce to its due place the influence of the primitive temjile statue

and of wood-technique upon early Greek sculpture. We may now, however,

see that these influences are inadequate to explain the squareness of form for

which the true explanation is, I think, now before us. Before we leave this

early statue, a word or two should be added as to the tools used in its cutting.

There is no sign of any tool but a rather sharp punch, driven probably with a

hammer.^ Of the marks of this instrument we shall see other examples in

other unfinished statues, and to these we must now pass on.

Note.—Since I \\Tote the above, my attention has been called by Dr.

Welters to the marks of the .saw in the deep folds of the drapery of the female

figure from Delos in the National Museum at Athens (22 in the catalogue).

This is a typical specimen of Ionic art, and shows most remarkably the s(]uare

shape above noticed. Such a shape would be very easily produced by follow-

ing the drawn outlines with a saw, parallel first to tlie side and then to the

front of the block, and this process may have been the one used in the case

of some of these square statues.

Or perhaps a jjointcd hammer.
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ir.

—

Various Stages of Work i no.

Our second example of unfinished statues belongs to a very different

period (Fig. 2). It is one of a group of unfinished statues wiiich comes from

Rheneia, most of which seem to be of fourth century work, and some of them
intended to be erected over graves. It is not my intention here to consider the

style or the subject of the statue, which do not concern our present di.scu.ssion
;

all we have to notice on these points is that the statue probably belongs to

Greek sculpture of the finest period of execution, and so may teach us some-

thing as to the methods of the artists of that period in carving a statue out of

a block of marble.

In the first place we notice three small di ill-holes over the brow, just in

the middle of the statue horizontally, made in a rough piece of marble evi-

dently left for the purpose, and intended to be worked off when the statue was
finished (this appears clearly in the illustration). At the bottom are two
corresponding drill-holes, one in a square hole let in between the feet, and

another outside the left foot. These holes must have served for the adjustment

of a rod or a line, fixed vertically down the front plane of the block along the

middle of the body, to serve as a guide to the sculptor. That it was so used

is quite clear from the line down the body just behind it, which does not cor-

respond to the curve of the muscles, but does bound two different stages in

the finishing of the work. These different stages can be very easily distin-

guished even in our engraving ; in the statue itself they are clearer still. I

will number them for convenience of reference.

( 1) The rough rectangular block of marble is still left at the back across

the whole breadth of the statue up to the shoulders ; it is also left at the back

of the head and neck to serve as a support.

(2) From the feet to the middle of the shin the marble has been roughly

worked off in large chips by the use of chisel or punch and a mallet. The
shape of the limbs is only very roughly discernible.

(3) From the middle of the shin up to the junction of body and legs.

The work here is similar but carried deeper, so that the form of the limbs

shows more clearly. The instrument used is a smaller and sharper punch and

its marks are sharper and closer together ; the surface thus reached is ^ inch

to an inch deeper than 2.

(4) Upon the upper part of process 3, as a preparation for the advance

to 5, the marble is being worked off by a number of irregular round holes,

about ^ to I inch deep, and one inch or more in diameter at the top. These

are scooped out, so to speak, with some rounded instrument ; but that instru-

ment is not a drill nor anything resembling a drill—rather a curved chisel or

gouge. At first sight some might be disposed to think that these holes served

as puntelli taken from a finished clay or plaster model, to attain a measured

depth upon the surface of the statue ; but the instrument used is not one

suited to this purpose ; the drill which made the holes we have already noticed

would have done this work with more accuracy and less labour. And besides.
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Fig. 2.
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why should measured puntelli bu used at tliis {loiut only in the various pro-

cesses which we see to have been used in making the statue ? A careful

examination of these peculiar round holes shows that they are simply used as

a convenient method of removing the bulk of the layer that hiis to come off

between processes 3 and o. It is probably used now, and not before, because

the sculptor is now approaching his final surface, and therefore is anxious to

see more clearly what he is doing as he goes on, and to be (luite sure what
depth his next process will attain.

(5) This next process is visible upon the middle of the body and the left

half of the front of the abdomen, where it is divided from state 4 by the

vertical line we have already noticed down the front of the statue. The whole

surface is worked away about ^ inch deeper than 3, with the same punch but

sharper and more carefully used. In this state an approximation to the general

forms of the body is reached, but no details of muscles &c. are yet to be

distinjruished.

Punch Square Chisel Round Chisel Claw Chisel

Fig. 3.—Forms of Tools.

(6) We now come to the part nearest approaching completion ; this

covers the upper part of the chest and arms (so far as these are worked out of

the original block), the neck and the head, and the drapery. In the folds of

the drapery the running drill is used ; the rest of the surface is worked over

in all directions by the parallel tooth-marks of a fine claw-chisel. Thus a

depth of about ^ inch below 5 has been worked away, and about as much is

still left, in which all fine detail and play of surface is still to be rendered.

How this was to be done is not clear in this statue, though others in a more
advanced stage may help us in this matter. These we shall afterwards con-

sider. At present it remains for us to sum up what we have learnt from the

unfinished statue before us.

In the first place we notice that it is quite free-cut ; there is no sign of

any appliance to guide the hand or eye of the sculptor, except perhaps a

vertical rod or line fixed down the front of the block. Of the existence of a

finished clay or plaster model, from which points were taken by a mechanical

process to help its exact reproduction in marble, there is not the slightest
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indication. This fact is of great importance. There is no doubt that in

Roman times, and possibly occasionally earlier, puntelli from a finished model

or 'proplasma' were used just as they are in modern times; traces of such a

proceeding have been found in later statues. But it seems most probable that

this practice was one of the mechanical improvements introduced in the school

of Lysippus and especially by his brother Lysistratus.^ At any rate it certainly

was not universal, nor probably even common, in good Greek times, to judge

from many extant unfinished statues. Whether a clay model was used at all

is a different question. But we must remember that the artist who sold his

proplasmata at high prices was Arcesilaus, who was at Rome in the first cen-

tury B.C., and that the man who spoke of ' plastice ' as * mater statuariae ' was

Pasiteles, an artist of the same period. If such practices or opinions had

been held by earlier and more famous artists, it is hardly probable that they

would only be quoted about sculptors of Roman period. We cannot of course

deny that a Greek artist of the best period may very probably have helped

himself in designing by sketches in clay ; but if he intended to make his

statue by the method we see here in process, it is hard to see why he should

ever have taken the trouble to make a full-size clay model or to finish it in

detail, at least when he intended to execute his statue in marble. We may
then at once dismiss the thought that any mechanical copying of a prepared

model is to be seen in our statue. The artist is cutting it quite freely out of

the block, knowing of course what he wants to do, but not having before him

any finished embodiment or reproduction of the work of art he has in his

mind. The rod fixed down the middle of the block in front is an additional

proof of the freedom with which he works. So far is he from having any

measured points fixed in the block, that he requires this line to help his eye

and hand in duly proportioning the two sides and limbs, and in keeping the

centre of gravity of the statue in its true position. The different stages by

which he worked lower to his imaginary ' statue within the block ' are all to

be clearly seen. He first works away layer after layer with some simple cutting

tools, a mallet and punch in all probability ; it is not impossible a pointed

hammer may have been used for the rougher work. When he has approached

the final surface of the statue in this way, bit by bit (for he does not finish

each process through before beginning another), he gouges away a depth of

about half an inch, honey-combing the marble with round holes till he sees the

surface below at intervals : then he returns to his mallet and punch, and works

down near to his final surface. As he gets quite close to this, he takes to a

finer instrument, the claw-chisel, and works it very freely in all directions over

the rough punch marks, till he produces a surface prepared for the final finish

of muscles and details. He also takes up a drill, for the first time since he

fixed his rod down the front, and now uses it to draw and cut in the folds of

the drapery, which he also chisels roughly into shape. At this point his work

is interrupted—fortunatc^ly for us, since we are thus enabled almost to see the

various processes upon which he was employed.

' Tliere is no direct aathority for this supposition, but the use of finished clay models seems

to imply pointing of some sort from them.
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III,

—

Final PiiocKssivs.

For the processes wliicli foUowcul the Inst state wo noticed in the liist

statue, we may next turn to two others, an nnlinished seated statue of a woman,

and the upper part of another, both also from Illieneia. Tlie first of these n
fully draped and the hii;h-set girdle seems to point to tlie Hellenistic period.

But it is possible that the three statues from Jlluiueia may all come from tlie

same studio. Here the whole of the statue is worked over with a claw-

chisel—but one with shorter teeth is used, producing a smoother surface. It

has been worked across and across the face in all directions. Here also the

final surface has nowhere been reached, and there is no sign of pointing from

a model. The process is obviously the same as that we have before noticed
;

the statue is gradually approached by cutting layer after layer from the block,

finer tools being used as the final surface is approached. In the other statue,

of which the bust only nsmains and the head is covered with a veil—or, to

speak more accurately, has a fold of the himation drawn over it—we see a new

and finer process, the last chisel but one coming into play. Marks of the claw

chisel, which, as we have seen, comes next after the punch, are to be seen all

over the drapery and hair, but upon the face a different instrument has been

used which gives the peculiarly soft appearance, like that of roughly modelled

clay, that we see in this statue. This instrument is a chisel with a curved edge,

which cuts away the surface in shallow rounded grooves ; we shall see its marks

in another instance. It is an excellent tool to use immediately before the final

cutting with a square-edged chisel; for it cuts into the surface gradually, and

does not bite in and chip at the corners. But it is not of course adapted for

final use, since it must always however carefully used leave a series of minute

ridges with shallow curved grooves between them, such as we may see in this

face. These ridges must then be worked away, and the final surface given by

a square chisel : afterwards nothing is left but polishing with rough soft stone.

The statue was probably intended to be set upon a fourth century grave stela
;

the beauty of the tj'pe is already perceptible, as it were through the thin veil

of marble that has yet to be removed.^

The marks of a chisel with slightly curved edge are also to be seen upon

a torso preserved in the National Museum (Fig. 4). It is of free style, and has

long hair descending upon the shoulders—probably a Dionysus or Apollo type.

Here the arms and legs are left with the punch marks still visible, in a con-

dition corresponding to state 5 of the unfinished statue in various stages. But

a chiselled groove is run down the front of the legs, as if to find the surface

below. Upon the front of the body the surface is chiselled down by a suc-

cession of parallel grooves, running horizontally across. Then the punch

marks are worked away, and only the slight ridges between the grooves remain

to be worked off before the statue approaches completion. In some places the

^ This bust is numbered 186 in the National Museum. It is reproduced in Lebas and

Waddington, PI. 89. 2.
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muscles are only drawn in outline, a cliaractcristic far more marked in our

next two examples.

The first of these is a small statue in the National Museum, which is in

a very interesting state (Fig. 5). At first glance the stiffness of the lines might

lead one to suppose it to be of archaic period, but the free treatment of the

drapery (which is nearly, if not quite, finished) shows that it cannot be so

early. The statue has been finished as far as the claw-chisel stage, but has

^f^^rmr^ ^ *^-^?^-'^- ;.ri¥;5wp.*-v'>r >.•?'}!»»«v^ - wwww^.

Figs. 4, 5.

been left with the whole surface nearly flat and showing little detail of model-

ling. On this surface the artist has drawn and cut in the outlines of the

muscles, doubtless with the intention of working them in to their proper relief

and modelling ; then the hard and definite outlines we now sec would naturally

disappear, and the various elevations and depressions would pass imperceptibly

into one another.
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Our last example is the upper part of an unfinished statue which now
stands in the middle of the entrance hall of the Acropolis Museum (Fig. C).

It is fortunate that we are able thus to end, as we began, with a statue of

which it is easy to recognize the type and periotl. We have here a reproduction

of the subject represented by two or three extant statues, the best known that

in the Louvre commonly called Jason. A young man, with one foot supported

upon a rock, bends over to tie his sandal with both hands; at the same time

he turns his head as if to listen ; the subject is doubtless rightly explained as

Fig. 6.

a Hermes, binding on his sandals for flight, while he still turns to hear the

last commands of his master Zeus. The type has also been rightly identified

as belonging to the Lysippean School, and to that branch of it which excelled

in the rendering of anatomy and in the accurate representation of muscles and

sinews. It is therefore most interesting to observe the method in which the

rendering of the muscles in this statue is prepared. The upper part of the

face is almost finished, and in the front of the body a smooth surface is already

produced, though at the back the rough punch marks remain. Into this
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surface the oiitliues of the muscles are cut with a curved chisel in broad

shallow grooves, which coutiuue even into the rough working at the back. At

the side under the arm this treatment is most remarkable, and one distinctly

sees portrayed by the grooved outlines the complicated interlacing of muscles

so carefully mdicated in the anatomical athletic style. When the modelling

has been worked out in accordance with the lines thus indicated the play of

surface will be what we should expect in a statue of this type. It is very

interesting to notice the difference between these complicated lines and the

simply drawn outlines of the muscles in the other statue which is thus

prepared. But though we have a distinctly Lysippean type, it is to be noticed

that the work is still done quite freely on the statue itself. If the work were

a more or less mechanical reproduction of a model in clay or plaster, there

would be no need of outlining the muscles at this stage, to guide the artist

in the next process of his work.

We must of course use some caution in making universal application of

the results we have gained from an examination of these few unfinished

statues of Greek period. But we find them to confirm one another to a re-

markable degree ; and I know of no other unfinished statue of Greek period

which shows any indications against the truth of the conclusions we have

arrived at for Greek sculpture in general.^ If they are accurate, they will help

us to realize the freedom with which Greek sculptors worked their marble
;

and this freedom and facility of hand perhaps contributed in no small degree

to the excellence of their sculpture.

E. A. Gardner.

^ I have noticed drill marks, probably the Olympieum, and published by M. Koumanoudes

remains of pointing from a finished model, on in the 'E(p-qfj.fp\s Apxa^oXoyiK-n for 1888, Pi. 1
;

the forehead and chest of one statue in Athens. it is probably of Hellenistic or Koman period,

This is the Dionysiac group found near the from its sulyect.
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Tpane^cli AND Koafxci IN THE FRIEZE OF THE PARTHENON.

The discovery two years ago of the small terra-cotta here figured, found

in a grave in the outer Kerameikos of Athens, seems to me of some interest,

especially because of its bearing upon one of the figures from the central slab

of the frieze of the Parthenon. This possible relation to the scene there depicted

appears to me so manifest that it requires but a few words of comment. The
figure is here given in its actual dimensions (Fig., p. 144) and is a terra-cotta

wiiich, judging from its style, probably belongs to the first half of the fifth century

B.C. Tlicre are traces of archaic conventionality, and yet, in the head as well

as in the folding of the drapery, there is a freedom which points towards the

greater art of tlie fifth century. It is very likely that the subject repre-

sented is the same as in one of the figures carrying what was supposed to be a

chair (though it has been doubted) in the slab containing the priestess of

Athene with her two female attendants. This terra-cntfca is thus of some

value in fixing the action of one of these attendants. The object carried on

her head may be a small table, but it certainly seems more probable that it

is a chair with a cushion.

Miss Jane Harrison in a recent note in the Classical Review^ quotes from

my essay on the Art of Pheidias a passage referring to the discussion as to the

interpretation of the scene depicted on the central slab of the Eastern frieze,'

in which I adikice ' a vase-painting of Exekias as evidence that the scenes de-

picted on this slab are not typical of any sacred religious function, but belong

to the sphere of every-day life.' Though in the passage referred to by her I

must have laid myself open to misunderstanding, her interpretation of my
meaning, as T shall be able to show, does certainly not convey the drift of the

essay in question. But I do not regret this misunderstanding, inasmuch as it

has enabled Miss Harrison to point out a connection that may exist between

Harpocration's explanation of the word Tpaire^o(f)6po<i and the possible interpre-

tation of one of these female attendants on the priestess in the Parthenon frieze.

Miss Harrison thus proposes to call the two attendants Tpaire^co and Kofr/xtw.

For, according to Istros (arwl his authority is confirmed by a thiid century in-

scription in which there is undoubted mention of lepeta and rpd-rre^a) there

were functionaries in the sacred ritual to whom these names were jjiven.^

' Cldimical licviciv. III. p. 378, Oct. 1889.

2 Essays on the Art of Pheidias, Essay vii. p. 213.

3 C. /. A. ii, 374.
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Mr. W. Watkiss Lloyd ia the next number of the C/assiml Bevicw, p.

423, confirms Miss Harrison and adds the testimony of K. O. Midler, who

strengthens the authority of Harpocration by Hesychius s.v. Tpaire^mv [Meur-

sius Att. Led. 187 proposes T/aa-Tre^w], who defined this by lepeid r^?

\\.dt']vricnv.

Now I think it (piite possible that the two attendants on the priestess in

the Parthenon frieze may have had these definite names to indicate their office

or function ; and this only confirms what I say on p. 241 of the essay referred

to. ' I can thoroughly sympathize with the reluctance whicli many must feel

to give up, first, an interpretation long fixed by custom, secondly, one so full of
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beautiful associations, and thirdly to resign such a meaning for one seemingly

so trivial. It does seem a great stej) downwards from the dedication of the

sacred peplos of Athene, the culminating act of the Panathenaic procession,

to the scene of a priest divesting himself of his outer garment. Yet we must

not forget that what to our minds appears trivial was not so to the minds of

the Greeks, simpler and less sophisticated—especially in matters connected

with dress or nudity. Furthermore we must bear in mind that every act con-

nected with the worship, the rites and ceremonies of the gods, was possessed

of a solemnity and importance which raised it far above the corresponding

prosaic action of daily life.'

The chief aim of the essay in question was to show that the central scene

of the Parthenon frieze did probably not represent the dedication of the peplos
;

but in all likelihood rendered the scene of preparation for the sacrifice of the

hecatombs depicted in tlie frieze as part of the procession. And I quoted the

vase of Exekias, and another vase published by Panofka,^ to show that the scenes

represented in the frieze were similarly represented in scenes of daily life ; but

of course the preparations of the priest and priestess in the Panathenaic pro-

cession received a more ritualistic significance and importance from their

association with the religious function. What I maintain is that the cloak

held by the boy is not likely to be the one peplos of Athene, and that the

objects carried on the heads of the attendant maidens do not represent the

culminating objects of interest in the religious ceremony ; but that both mark

the preparation on the part of priest and priestess for a still more import-

ant function. And if the two female attendants are Koafico and Tpave^ca,

their names will merely indicate the function which they had in this

preparation. It seems to me possible, nay even probable, that the two female

attendants in the frieze of the Parthenon held these offices ; and it appears to

me likely that the terra-cotta here published, found in a grave, commemorates

the fact that the occupant of the grave once had the distinction of holding

this sacred office.

I may here add in short, what will require a fuller treatment on some

future occasion, that the numerous marble archaic statues of maidens and

women found within the last four years in the excavations on the Acropolis

may not represent any deity, but may be statues of such priestesses or officials

placed on the Acropolis by the women themselves or their relations in honour

of the goddess and in commemoration of their own sacred office. I will here

merely single out one argument in support of this view, namely, that Kimon

was not likely to have thrown these statues in as materials for filling up the

ground after the Persian devastation if they had been sacred statues of the

goddess ; for it is an error to believe that these statues had been carefully

hidden away in one place : they were, in fact, carelessly thrown in as

materials for filling.

Charles Waldstein.

1 AjumU d. hific. 1845, p. 60. Tl. D. Fig. 3.

H.S.—VOL. XI.
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A STELE COMMEMORATING A VICTORY IN A BOAT-RACE.

When working last Spring in the Central Museum at Athens, my
attention was arrested by a sculptured tablet having apparent reference to

the Greek boat-races of which I have already treated in two papers in this

Journal} This relief admits unfortunately of but partial explanation, but

nevertheless, as it stands almost alone ^ in its kind, I propose to publish it

without waiting for more light on the subject.

The size of the whole stele is forty-one by twenty-six inches. All the

middle part of it is blank : probably an inscription had been painted there

which has now entirely disappeared. Had it survived, it would have explained

the reliefs sculptured above and below it : as things are, we must explain these

reliefs as best we can with the help of analogies. It is evident that they

refer to a victory won in the boat-races at Athens
;
perhaps in one of those

races of Ephebi at the festivals of Diisoteria, Aianteia, or Munychia which

are spoken of in the Ephebic inscriptions.^

At the head of the stele stand, side by side, three male figures, all

apparently young, though the condition of the marble does not allow us to be

quite sure on this point (Fig. 1). In the midst is a man wrapped in a himation,

evidently a citizen of wealth and consideration : we can scarcely be mistaken

in supposing him to be one who has undertaken the XeiTovpyca of paying

and feeding the boat's crew which has proved victorious. It must be a

representative of this boat's crew who stands on the right clad in a chlamys,

and places a wreath on the head of the central figure. Perhaps he may be

the Ke\evarri<;, the steersman and captain of the crew. On the left stands an

unmistakable athlete, naked but for a small garment hanging from his

shoulder over his left arm ; with his right hand he places a wreath on his

own head, while in his left hand is a palm. He also clearly represents the

victorious crew, but he must be one of those whose thews and muscles have

won the prize, probably the stroke oar of the boat. The gradation in drapery

of the three figures tells its own tale : the man of wealth is fully clad, the

captain wears the knightly chlamys, the athlete stands all but naked. The

Ke\.evoTrj<i crowns the benefactor, implying that success is due to his generosity,

the oarsman crowns himself because it is by his efforts and those of his

colleagues that victory has been won.

1 Vol. ii. 90 and 315.

^ The well-kHowu trireme-relief of the Acropolis of Athens is also probably part of a stele.

* See vol. ii. 316, and the references there given.
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We next turn to the relief at the bottom of the stele (Fig. 2). A boat is

figured going to the left, a pointed beak in front, and a curved aplustre at the

stern. In it are seated eight men, all apparently naked. The one next the

prow holds over his left shoulder a palm branch, his right hand is advanced and

seems to hold a wreath. Then come seven oarsmen, though there is no vestige

of oars. Finally we have at the end of the boat a rudder of simple form.

But the strange thing is that these men all look one way. They seem to bo

all rowers, and the steersman, whom in a small boat wc should expect also

to be the /ceXeuo-r/;?, is absent. Perhaps the rudder, by a sort of short hand,

represents him. This would in fact be by no means inconsistent with Greek

usage. If, as is probable, the K€\€vaT)]<i appears in the relief above, that may

be a reason why he should not appear beneath also. It is true that the

Ke\€V(rTyj<; in ancient ships frequently stood or sat in the bows : he occupies

this position in Egyptian war-ships,^ and in the relief published by Pozzo ^

representing a Greek ship of war. But if he occupied this position he could

not steer the vessel, and it seems very unlikely that a small boat would carry

two passengers, one to give the time and the other to steer.^

Supposing then that our representation is of the oarsmen only, it is in

many ways interesting. The very number, eight, however little we can press

it, appeals to modern English oarsmen. And Dr. Warre of Eton has kindly

called my attention to two curious points. First, the men are seated exactly

in the position of rest, doing no part of a stroke, but as if sitting for their

portraits. Secondly, in size they seem clearly to diminish from the midst

towards the bows, like the oarsmen in our eights.

I fear that modern oarsmen will look with some contempt on the heavy

outlines of the craft. They must however remember two facts in extenuation

of its clumsiness. First that the boat-races were rowed in the open sea along

the Attic coast or towards Salamis. And the storms in that sea, though not

lasting, are sudden and violent ; to venture out in a light boat would be very

dangerous. On that rocky coast landing-places are few ; there is no shelving

shore for a boat to turn to in a sudden squall. And secondly boat-races in

Greece were, at least in origin, intended as a preparation for war, and the

boats used in them were probably part of the national fleet. Possibly rowing

matches in such boats might be as good a training for muscles and wind as

contests in our racing-eights.

It may perhaps be considered that the athlete in the upper relief should

be called how rather than stroke, since he bears a palm like that carried by

bow in the lower relief. But this is unlikely. It seems unlikely that bow

would have more honour than stroke. But of course when a boat is in action

bow can carry a palm far more readily than stroke who has the time to set.

We know but little of this particular class of liturgiae. Possibly they

may have been included in the duties of the gymnasiarch, so extensive in later

^ Duemichen, Flotte einer cigyplischcn K6- meistei's Denkmdlcr, p. 1629.

nigin. ^ As an instance in which the same man acts

2 This relief has disappeared. It is figured in as stueisman and as KiK^vcrTtis sec the ship of

the Archdol. Zcitung, 1874, pi. 7 ; and Dan- Ody.ssoiis on a red-figured vase, M.d.I. I. 8.
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Athens. Perhaps in sonic cases the equipment of a boat to compete in the

local races might be part of the duty of a triorarch. Tlie law cited by

Demosthenes in the Jk ('orona (p. 202) states tbat the maximum which shall

be demanded of the very wealthiest class of trierarchs shall be the equipment

and maintenance of three ships and a boat, tax; Tpitav ifkoioov koI virt^perLKov

T) XetTovpyca earw. Perhaps this vTrrjperiKov nn'ght contend in the races, and

if so the credit it won would naturally devolve on the trierarch responsible for

it. But another passage, in a speech of Ly.sias, seems to show that the

furnishing of a ship for the races was a liturgia quite separate from the

trierarchy. The orator is giving a list of the public services of the wealthy

Apollodorus, and mentions among these ^ first a trierarchy lasting seven

years, and costing six talents, and then, after its expiry, a victory with a

trireme in the races, at a cost of fifteen minae, veviKtjKa Be Tpujpei fiev

dfiiW(Ofi€vos eirl %ovvlu), uvaKmaa^ irevreKalheKa fiva^.

With races of triremes our monument can scarcely have any connection.

But it may well have reference to a victory in a race of virt^peTiKci, tender-

boats used in the navy. One of these is mentioned by Demosthenes ^ as

coming with despatches from Thasos to Methone. Thucydides^ speaks of

boats, XeTTTo, -ifKola, as accompanying a Peloponnesian fleet : and we read in

an Attic inscription of dKarot, Sijfioaiai which seem to have been small

undecked vessels. But no sea-goiug boats in Greece would have so small a

complement of rowers as eight : and it is likely that in the case of our monu-

ment the number of rowers is merely conventional, so that Ave are not

justified in supposing that the Greeks ever had racing eight-oared

boats.

The date of our relief is not easy to fix without the help of an inscrip-

tion. The rudeness of the work and the decay of the surface deprive us

even of the evidence of style. It dates probably from the Roman age, but

does not seem to be very late in that age : possibly it may even date from

the later Hellenistic period.

Percy Gardner.

* Apologia, xxi. 5. Cf. Bocckli, Public Dnnosthnus, c. 20.

Economy of Athens (Enj,'. iniiis.) ii. 213. ' ii. 83.

2 Adv. PolijcUw,
J..

1220. Cf. riutarcli.
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NOTKS IN IMIKYfJFA rAUOIlKrS AND LYCAONIA.

Tin: I'ldlowinj,' p:»;^e.s contain the meagre results of a hasty jimriuy tVoin

the bonleis of Galatia to (ho Cilioian coast, uii<lortakeu in July, 1S87, by

Mr. If. A. Brown and myself, after parting at Bty-keiii with Prof W. M.
Raniisay. who wished to return direct to Smyrna. Our ohjcct was to reach

Cilicia Trachcia by way of Phrygia Paroreus, and the Mi-las valley, pursuing

in the former district a new route ami esjiecially selecting tin; unmapped and

un<l€scrib<d hill-|tath from Ilghin to Konia. From Konia wc were to have

turned westward to Beysheher, and thence struck ovci- Taurus. But only

the first part of this programme was carried out at all, owing to the indispo-

sition of my companion, which became so seri«>us by the time that we reached

Konia that all idea of further exploration had to be abandoned, and we mad(>

direct for the sea. In another respect also the journey was not entirely

satisfactory. I now know better than I knew then that an arclueologist,

who would discover mu* h in Anatolia, must travel with a certain train of

pack-animals and attendants: the Englishman who, proud of his power of

endurance, di.scards all superfluities and travels with what he can carry on

his own horse excites no admiration but much contempt in the minds of the

villagers. " This is a |K)or man," say they, and he is shown only just as

much of what he wishes to see as will silence his importunity. We ha«l

made the initial mistake of travelling too " light," taking neither tents nor

beds, nor cooking utensils, nor indee«l anything but the contents of our own
saddle-bags, and depending entirely on the favour of the villagers both for

lodging and food ; and in con-secjuence, while we suffered a good deal of

unnecessary hanlship, we saw less than might have been di.scovcre*! by

explorers more magnificently equipped.

Partly on this account, and partly because cerlain points in the inscrip-

tions which we found were obscure, I delayed the publication of any account

of the journey in the hope that either Mr. Ramsay or myself might be able

to revisit the district in 1888 or 1889, and peihaps find something of greater

value ; but as that was found to be impo.ssible, and as it is very doubtful

whether we shall be in that part of Anatolia in 1890, I have decided to

publish our results.

They consist, first, of thirty-one inscriptions, three of which are partly in

the late Phrygian dialect ; but as none have any topographical value, and the

majority are epitaphs of the most commonplace order, I have relegated them

all to the end of the paj)er. Secondly, I made a route map from Boluwodun
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(Polybotus) to Konia, published herewith, which has some geographical value,

as the Paroreus has only been once indifferently surveyed, and of the hill-road

from Ilghin to Konia no map at all is, I believe, in existence. Thirdly, I

collected a few notes atid observations which may be stated first as in some

degree explanatory of the map.

We left Afiom Kara Hissar on July .*Jrd, and rode to Fellelii, a large

village, five hours distant, lying a little to the left of the direct track to

Boluwodun, I copied again two inscriptions built into a bridge, one and

a quarter hours from our starting-point, and read previously by Prof.

W. M. Ramsay {Athcn. Miiihcil., 1882, p. 130, and J.HX, 1SS7, p. 493), but

my copies merely confirm his. In Fellelii we found four inscriptions (Nos.

1, 2, 4, 5), two partly in late Phrygian, but saw no other remains. Tiience to

Boluwodun is four hours' journey over a grassy plain.

From Boluwodun (Polybotus) I began my map, following at first tiie

modern road which here crosses the valley at right angles the sooner to strike

the post-road from Kutuya and Afiom Kara Hissar to Konia at Tchai.

But a more direct track leaves Boluwodun on the east, and keeps close under

the Emir Dagh on the same side of the valley; and skirting the marshes

of the Eber G61, crosses a low spur, and passes along the firm northern

shore of the Aksheher Gol. At the north-eastern corner it falls into a

road from the Plains, and proceeds round the Lake to the town of Aksheher

(Philomelium). We struck into this track on the third day after leaving

Boluwodun, when, attracted by a mendacious report of a " written stone

"

at Utchkuyu, ^ve recrossed the valley from Saklii. At the corner of the

Aksheher Gol we saw by the roadside considerable traces of foundations,

apparently those of an isolated villa; and, in a little modern cemetery hard

by, an inscribed stele (No, 8).

The plain between the Aksheher and Eber Lakes is at all times very

marshy and to a great extent under water in winter, a fact which accounts

for the circuit made by this northern track to Aksheher. The ordinary road,

however, passes to the west of the Eber Lake, being carried for some distance

along paved causeways, elevated above the marsh,^ and joins the great

post-road just east of Tchai.

Tchai has been generally identified with Xenophon's Caystri PeJium

;

Mr. Ramsay would also place at or near it, Ipsus, which declined iu import-

ance during the Roman period in comparison with the lower town of Julia
"'^

(Saklii), with which it appears to have shared a bishop.^ That the battle of

Ipsus at any rate took place higher up the valley than Saklii appears probable

on all grounds. Diodorus (xx. 109 foil.) has furnished us with a sufficient

account of the preliminary operations in the autumn of 302 to make it fairly

clear where the different kings wintered before the decisive struggle.

Lysimachus was not far from Heraclea Pontica ;
Seleucus was in Cappadocia

;

^ Cp. the description given by the archdeacon "^ Plinyi ^S. v. 29.

Paul of his journey with the Patriarch Macarius ' Lucian of Ipsus signs at Chalcetlon iu

from Sakla to ' Belaidon ' {Travels of Mamrius, 451 a.d.

tr. for the Orient. Trans. Committee, p. 8).
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Antigonus somewliere in Western Phrygia, probably near Synnada, whither

he had retired after the escaj)e of Lysiinachus from Dnryhiuum. Tlie natural

point of convergence is the western end of Paroreus, and a great battle in

which elephants, chariots, and cavalry played a large part, n)ust have been
fought where tlie plain is both level and dry. Below Saklii the overflow of

the two lakes renders the whole centre of the valley marsliy; but west of

the Eber Gol stretches a great grassy expanse, admirably suited to niilitary

purposes. Out of it, close to Tchai, rise two large tuuiuli, apparently

unopened, which it is tempting to refer to the battle : but others are to be

seen at intervals both up and down the valley.

At the foot of the Sultan Dagh lie a succession of prosperous villages,

all possessed of perennial streams and fine orchards of apricots, figs, and
pomegranates, becoming more and more luxuriant as Akslieher is ncared.

Yassian, with its "Fount of Midas," is quite a paradise atnong Anatolian

settlements. But the opposite side of the valley shows a marked contrast

;

here are only a few tchifliks, and two or three new Turcman and Yuruk
villages. Water is very scarce, and trees non-existent. The Sultan Dagh
falls to a line of low hills which bound the Great Plains, and partake of the

bareness and sterility of the latter. But, knowing that this side of Paroreus

was untrodden ground, we crossed the valley on July Gth, paid a fruitless

visit to tjtchkuyu, a Turcman village among the foot-hills, and then returned

to the Lake and visited the unimportant ruins, mentioned above, at its north-

western corner. Thence we followed the track along tlie northern shore,

noticing many caves in the line of low cliffs, at the foot of which wc were

proceeding, and lay (but did not sleep) supperless and waterless at Yuruk-
keui. In a Turcman village— Korashlii—we found next day some inscribed

stelae (Nos. 9, 10), but nothing to fix its ancient name,^ nor did we see or hear

of anything of importance before rejoining the post-road at Ilghin (Tyriaeum)

by way of Tchaoushji, whose crops seemed to have suffered from the drought
in a far less degree than any other village which we visited that summer.

Ilghin is a straggling town lying along the post-road, possessed of three

fine mosques, two khans, and the ruins of some fine baths and a khan of the

Seljuk period. Built into walls and scattered about in the cemeteries are

many stelae of the Byzantine period, while the door-posts of the principal

mosque are made of fragments of an inscribed cornice, bearing mutilated

Christian inscriptions and medallions of St. Basil and St. Nicholas. All that

I copied are published at the end of this paper (Nos, 11-16), but they add
nothing to our knowledge of Tyriaeum.

From this point the post road to Konia, via Yorgan Ladik (Laodicea

Combusta), diverges from the direct hill-path. The latter was traversed by
the late Colonel J. D, H. Stewart, when resident in Konia, but his map and
description are no longer in existence. We therefore chose it, and left Ilghin

on July 9th, crossed the semicircular plain where Cyrus held his review

^ Bardaiitta, where Bardas Pliokas was eucamped in 971 (Leo Diac. p. 120), might be
near here.
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(Anah. i. 2, 14), and stnick into the hills at a point two hours distant, near

a water-mill on the right and a new Tcherkess village on the left. Three-

quarters of" an hour previously we had passed the rich village ot" Sardu-keui,

destitute of antiquities. An hour's climb brought us to an undidating

plateau, bounded on the right by a higli mountain chain, a continuation of

the Sultan Dagh, and on the left declining gradually to the Great Plains

which stretched away as far as the eye could see. Under the mountains on

the right we could see another path, coming from the direction of Aksheher,

converging towards our own, but not joining it until it reached Kunderaz.

Tliis is no doubt the old route from Thymbrium to Iconium, via Caballa

(VV^M.R., Jfist. of the Gcog. of Asia Minor, p. 140). Two hours brought us to

Osmanjik, where * ruins' were reported, but proved to consist of some boulders

rolled down from the hill-side ; but, staying there the night, we found several

stelae, though of no interest (No.s. 17-20). In one and a half hours next

morning we reached Kunderaz, the last village before the pass over the

nioimtain-chain, notice<l the day before on the right. In the grave-yard were

three stelae (Nos. 21-23), and in a little cemetery twenty minutes farther on

towards the pass, on the left of the track, others had been utilized, including

one with the usual Phrygian formula (Nos. 3 and 24-27).^ There must,

therefore, have been some large village in Roman time.-? upon this well-

watered plateau, but I could hear of no ruins nor of any site.

From this point as far as Konia antiquarian interest ceases, but the

grandeur of the scenery through which the track lies atones for its absence.

After climbing the steep northern slope through dense forest and crossing the

watersh(;d, it descends in a southerly direction a gorge which gradually narrows

until there is only room for the path and stream. About an hour and a half

from the liead of the pass the path turns sharply to the left, and, climbing the

side of the gorge, continues for two and a half hours more south-east over stony

uplands, broken by deep water-courses, now dry. On the right stretches a wild

waste of mountains towards Pisidia, and before the traveller rise several peaks

which mark the edge of the plateau towards the Great Plains. Passing a

well, the first water for many miles, the road now enters a gradually-deepening

gorge, and reaches in three-quarters of an hour the largo village of Tat-keui.

Hence to Konia by Sirle is a matter of three hours, making the whole time

from Ilgliin by the hill path fifteen hours or (approximately) fifty-two and a

half miles. On first seeing Konia from the hills above, the traveller is struck

at once by its open and weak position, lying as it does out on the plain, and

undefended by any natural citadel ; and equally by its apparent size. On
approaching he will soon see that modern Iconium very meagrely fills out its

ancient framework : large tracts inside the broken walls are iminhabited and

left to otfal and the dogs that eat it, and it is long before he reaches the

really living part of the city. But it is still a place of great importance, and

* I brought away readings of five : ot" tliree to reach Konia, and were still five hours from

other stelae I found it impossible to make any- Tat-keui. Every stele in this cemetery was

thing in the time at my iliHjwsal, for, my com- much weathered, and I doubt if more will ever

pauion being very unwell, we were most anxious be read.
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likely to increase if the Ottoman Railway penetrates east of Dincir, and it

will perhaps lose its present character as the most exclusively Mahometan of

all 'rurkish towns. Of early Iconium very little intlee<l seems to remain,

ami that little is hidden away in houses and courtyards, as is invariably the

case in cities whose <^reatness has been continuous to our own day, e.g.,

Smyrna and Constantinople.

As has been already stated, Mr. Brown's ill-health now made it impera-

tive to give up further exploration and make for the sea by the (piickest

route. This, we were assured, was the new road constructed by Said I'acha

via, Karaman to Selefke, and we therefore sold our horses and procured an

araha, or native springlcss cart, which is at once a quicker method of convey-

ance, and one more suited to an invalid. In this we left Koiiia on July 14th,

having experienced much kindness from Mr. Keun, agent of thu Ottoman

Bank, and M. Ouise, of Smyrna.

For about seven hours we traversed the plain, stopping oidy at midday

at the village of Tehoumra, and so far our vehicle ran comparatively easily on

the sandy soil by the side of the new highway, of which we were presently U)

have ample experience, when unwillingly compolK'd to take to it upon Taurus.

An hour more over low hills brought us to a devrent, or watch-house, where

was a late sei)ulchral stele (No. 28), and two hours and a quarter away

from the line of the main road to our night-quarters at Karkh\n, whore I

was shown three rude stelae of the uninteresting ty[>e, common in Southern

Lycaonia (Nos. 29-31). Next day we rejoined the road at Ka-ssaba, passing

some ruins and sarcophagi near the village of Ma.sallah. The mediaeval

walls of Kassaba (the ' Pyrgos ' reached by Barbarossa, May 2i), on his march

to Selefke. V. Ramsay, Hist. Geog. A. M. p. 340), made of flat stones without

mortar, are still almost entire, and there is a fine arabesque bath; but, except

on bazaar day, it might be a city of the dead. Above it towers a splendid

peak, called variously the Masallah or Hadji Baba Dagh, which had been

in sight since leaving Konia, and would continue to be a conspicuous object for

two days more. Some miles away to the north-east was an equally high, but

more massive mountain—the Kara Dagh. Three hours later we were in

Karaman, or Laranda, in these days a rapidly-declining town. The castle

which guards the approach from Konia is in almost perfect preservation, built

in the same manner as the walls of Kassaba. In the street below stands

incomparably the most beautiful Seljuk relic that I have seen—a mere

wreck of elaborate arabesque tracery and harmoniously blended marbles. It

is now a school, but must have been a more than usually palatial khan ; and

it may be added to those splendid buildings at Konia, Sultan Khan (as Mr.

Ramsay has told me), and elsewhere, which, like the Lusignan ruins in Cyprus,

far outshine any remains of Graeco-Roman civilization. I could find almost

no traces of the latter class in Karaman. A single rude stele is built into the

castle wall, together with some fragments of Byzantine carving, but I heard of

nothing more.

South and east of the town rise the first slopes of Taurus, of which the

Masallah and Kara Daghs are mighty buttresses ; and over the chain has
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been made a new waggon road, leading directly from Karaman to Selefke,

and toucliing no human habitation between these points, except the hamlet

of Maglira. It followed apparently the line of no ancient highway (see

Ramsay, Hisi. Geog. of Asia Minor, p. 362), avoiding as it does both

Diocaesarea and Olba, and had probably not been traversed from end to

end by any western travellers before ourselves, Colonel Stewart having

followed it only to Maghra. Thus it happens that the great ruins which lie

on the opposite side of a canon between Maghra and Selefke (in sight six

hours from the former), and which are probably those of Olba, had never been

observed. Our times for the road agree fairly well with those of Colonel

Stewart, viz. seventeen and a quarter hours from Karaman to Maghra, a

distance stated by him at fifty and a half miles. True that we were travel-

ling in an araha, and made fairly fast time for the twenty-one miles from the

summit (G,100 feet), down to Maghra (4,500 feet), but this was quite counter-

balanced by the long climb of twenty- nine miles from Karaman.

The road is finely engineered but badly constructed in many parts, and

much of it was not yet metalled when we traversed it ; and the horrors of a

springless arala, bounding over the boulders which form the foundation of

the track, can be better imagined than described. Water is very scarce ; a

fountain, two hours out of Karaman, and another, of not much volume, five

hours further still, being all the sources that we found or heard of between

Karaman and Maglira ; and this scarcity, coupled with the absence of human
habitation or shade for a distance of nearly fifty miles, must militate against

the success of the road. Indeed, we were assured that it was not much used,

the other routes by the Cilician Gates to Mersina, or by Karaman and Ermenek

to Selefke, being preferred as means of communication between Konia and

the sea.

For three hours from Karaman the road climbs steeply until the traveller

reaches the edge of a great plateau, shelving upwards as far as the eye can

reach, and naked as the Sahara. A line of low summits rises from it on his

left, and in clefts here and there a scanty vegetation survives. After passing

the second fountuin the rocky hideousness of the landscape increases, and

nothing relieves the dreary waste of crag upon crag, no one point standing

out above another on the horizon. The Taurus at this point (as may be seen

from Cyprus) is a vast level-crested ridge, falling to the sea in a succession of

parallel shelves, and pleasing the eye by no variety of outline.

After this desert the beautiful upland valley, in which lies Maghra (a

mere roadside station), is singularly attractive, and from thence to Selefke the

road lies through thick forest and gorges of marvellous beauty. In these

southern canons hemmed in by perpendicular crags, at whose base stretches

on either hand a dense belt of forest, a vegetation of almost tropical luxuriance

is nourished by the refraction of the heat from the walls and the mists which

rise nightly from the Cilician plain.

Maghra has been visited by Mr. Sterrett, and he has published the only

inscriptions to be found there. We were told by a ragged Greek (who

possessed a tattered copy of Strabo) that a ruined city, containing an amphi-
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theatre, existed five liours away, to tlic left of the road we should travel next

day ; but he assured us (as did the kkanji) that Mr. Sterrett had visited it.

My companion's condition had not been improved by the jolting of the last

two days, and we therefore determined not to turn out of our way to find it,

as that would also make it impo.ssible to reach Selefke in a day; and we were

told that we should be obliged to abandon the araha. We accordingly passed

the point from which the only track led to the ruins, and drove on for three

hours, when, on emerging from the pine forest into the last shelf above the

plain, we saw, across a deep canon on whose western brink runs the road,

the city clearly marked against the skyline. So striking was this sudden

effect, that, anxious as we wcae to reach Selefke, still three hours distant, we

debated with our arahaji the possibility of descending into the canon, but he

knew of no path, nor could we see one, and we proceeded reluctantly on

our way.^

The last slopes above the Selefke plain arc strewn with ruins, and the

cliffs are honeycombed with tombs. Some are cut out of the rock, others

built up with columned facades—cither Doric tetrastyle, or similar to a

small temple in antis. They are in many cases inscribed, and a systematic

exploration of the dense undergrowth would reveal great numbers of un-

published texts ; but many hours, if not days, would be required, and the

fast-declining sun warned us to hurry on, and reserve this site, like the

former, for a future journey, unsatisfactory as it was to leave so much undone.

The tombs must be those of Seleucians, and the other ruins represent an

outlying dependency, perhaps a summer residence of the wealthier inhabitants

of the city below.

From Selefke, on the right bank of the Calycadnus, which even in July

rushes with great speed and a large volume of water through the arches of

the fine bridge, we drove in rather less than two hours to Akliman, its

miserable port, built on the edge of a marsh, fever-stricken and mosquito-

ridden ; and thence embarked in a coasting steamer, two days later, for

Smyrna.

Inscriptions in the late Phrygian Dialect.—I place first three inscriptions

in the still obscure dialect which appears to have been spoken in the eastern

portion of Phrygia and in Lycaonia up to the fifth or sixth centuries

1 So far as Professor Ramsay or I have been But I feel fairly confident that, if we succeed

able to ascertain, no one has ever seen or visited in visiting it this summer, we shall be the first

these ruins ; certainly not Mr. Sterrett, wlio, as to do so, and shall find that it is the long-lost

a matter of fact, never traversed this part of tlic Olba. [Since this note has been in type I see

road at all : but of that 1 was ignorant at the in the Athenaeum of April 5, p. 443, tliat Mr.

time. It is just possible that the site is that Theodore Bent has found either this city or a

called Kannideli by M. Langlois, who travelled fort in its territory, and the dedication to Zeus

in 1853 {Voyages dans la CHide, pp. 220-7 ; cp. Olbius, which he mentions, proves the general

Le Bas and Waddington, Voyage Arch, tome iii. situation of Olba to be where we guessed : but,

p. 365) ; but his ratlier scanty indications as to if Mr. Bent's ' fort ' is only twenty stadia inland

the locality of Kannideli, which he reached fro'u from Corycus, it is probably neither Olba itself

Lamas, do not accord well with this position : nor the city alluded to in the text above, which

he identified Kannideli with Neapolis of Isauria. appeared to me to lie quite six or seven miles

In any case his notes require supjilementing. back from the coast.]
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A.D., and which is doubtless the ' speech of Lycaouia,' in which the men ot

Lystra spoke of Paul and Barnabas (Acts xiv. 11). For a 'Corpus' of these

strange texts I must refer the reader to Prof, W. M. Ramsay's ' Late Phrygian

Inscriptions,' in Kiihn's Zcitsclirift far ver(jl. SpracJiforsehungcn, 1887. In the

face of the great variety of formulae and words evidently employed, and of

the fact tliat two or three of the known inscriptions are entirely couched in

this dialect, it seems impossible to longer maintain the theory that only an

imprecatory formula was so expressed, the better to please the ancestral

divinities. It is more probable that here, as in the Maeander valley about

Dionysopolis at the same period, Greek was the language only of the best

educated Phrygians, and that it was recognised that, while a Greek epitaph

was more distinguished, it was very necessary to add in the popular dialect

warnings and imprecations to those of the vulgar who might indulge in

tomb-rifling.

The second of these inscriptions I publish as I copied it, with very little

attempt to fill its lacunae or interpret it.

The first two come from Fellelu, a village among the foot-hills of the

Emir Dairh, five hours' ride from Afiom Kara Hissar, and four from Bolu-

wodun, a couple of miles to the left of the main road between these towns.

Prof. W. M. Ramsay has published similar texts from Prymnessus, four and a

half hours distant from Fellelu. Tlie third was found in a little roadside

cemetery on the left of the hill-track which leads from Ilghin to Konia, at

twenty minutes' distance from the village of Kunderaz, and just at the foot

of the steep pass which leads to Tat-keui. Several other stelae in ordinary

Greek had been utilized there as tomb-stones, and, with others, found in the

graveyard of Kunderaz itself, are published in this paper.

1. Fellelii : ou a door-tomb, broken top and right, and now built into a

courtyard wall.

////////in

/ //DCNICeM OYNKNOY//A

ANeiKAKOYNAAAAKeTAlNIA////

'1]09 VL (TeflOVV Kvov\^fi-

avet KUKOvv aBSuKer aivia [eTireriKfievo'i eiTov ?

The inscription appeared to be irregularly distributed upon the stone.

The space between M and o in line 2 is filled by an erasure. This text

adds nothing to our knowledge, the formula being that most commonly
employed.

2. Fellelu : on a door-tomb of which three panels remain ; in the upper

two are female figures, and in the lower one a wheatsheaf. The stone is half

buried in packed earth, upside down, and thus the first lines and much of the
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right -liaiul portion cannot bo seen. The Phrygian part of the lettering is

smaller and more crowded.

AYTOCKA////

KAI////PONOY . re////

XAPINIOCNICeMON/7//

. AICATPA . . . TH

MeAtocKe . e . CMeKONNOvKeiCNio . . . . ?

AinAPTHC

['O Belva Tov Beipo<; dveaTrjae]

avTO<; Kci\l I'j Seiva y yvvij avrov ^o)i'T€<;

Kal [(f)]povov[i>]Te[<i too Selvi t(o re/cvoi fiv)jij,ij<i

•yapiv. 'I09 VL aefiov [Kvovfiavei kukuvv uBBaKer alv-

i\aL ? aa [ fe-

/ieX(W9 Ke [S]f[o]9 yue kovvov k€ l<i vc

ai 7rapTr)<i

The word alvuu appears also as alvioi, and once as alvifi (in Ramsay
No. 25, which depends on Hamilton's copy only). Sa is found in No. 21,

and probably in my third text, and is the definite article. To the word rpa-

which follows there is no known parallel. I thought that I could read ||N

after the A, but the marble was worn almost smooth at this point. Ze/xe\w?

(usually ^efieXo), but with the final sigma in Ramsay, No. 25 ?) kc Seo? is a

common formula, but the signification to be given to kovvov and to the final

words I leave to philologists to determine. It is much to be desired that

some one should visit Fellelu, prevail on the obdurate owner of this stone (or

rather his wife) to allow its excavation, and should re-read it.

3. Road-side cemetery, a mile beyond Kunderaz : on a stele which has

been much worn by exposure.

AMM.C0NIOC 'Afj,fMa)vio<i

riATPOKAeOC UaTpoK\eo<;

AneAeveePOC aTreXevOepos^

AAe^ANAPW 'A\e^dvSp(p

K A I A 1 r e N I A

I

/cat Aioyevi'Bi.

KAII eiAeiAAl Kal (M)ei\€uiBi

TeKNOICMNH T€Kvoi<i fxv/;-

WCXAPINKAICA ixii<; xapLV Kalta-

TeiPHTYNAI reipT] ryvvai-

KIZCOCHIOC Ki^^arf. 'I09

CATICK cro, rif K[vovfiav€i

KAKOYNMAKCTA kukovv fiuKera

TeTIKMENOCA TeriKfievo^ (\-

TIAAeiTOC TiaS etT09 ?
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The Phrygian portion ot this presents some unusual features : the

omission of vi is not rare, but the insertion of rtf between aa and (presumal)ly)

its substantive is hard to exi^lain. Madera must be identical in origin with

tlie fieKari and /xavKari found previously, and should be a verb ; I was quite

certain that the first letter was not A A, wliich suggests itself as the beginning

of dBuKer, nor shouhl we expect to find a final a to that word. The next

word seems to be the simple form always found hitherto as eriTeTiKfievo^

:

but as irifieKari has also been found, it is quite possible that the eVt is an

independent word, and not a compounded particle. As to the final letter of

etVo? I had no doubt, but a Y is rather to be expected ; and likewise I saw

no Z at the end of the penultimate line, and read driaB, not d{(r)TiaB.

4. Fellelii : on a small marble altar-stele built into a flight of steps.

The top is much broken and the base is covered in. The letters of the last

lines are crowded.

////////A////////w////loY////Al//////// [iTTl TV, rod Belvc] av[dv-

nATeiAC AICXINH//// irarela'i Alax^vr^b

iniAi/imi//\-//i/ojii////i/\\\nii

TTATTATOYKAIXAITOY Uaird rov koI Kairov

YnePTHCTaJNK////T////C//// vnep rrj^ tmi> /c[pa]T[i]o-[T-

CONAYTOKPATOPCON wv AvTOKparopo^v

AICONIOY AIAMO alcovLov Sia/JLO-

NHCKAI NeiKHC vr)^ Kat v<e>Ur)^

//A\Hx)U/lll///lKA\nOl/l 'c]al twv . . . koX 7ro[\tT-

//IKAI wji' Ka\ . . .

It is not easy to find a suitable short word to supply in line : if the

restoration of the next words is correct, reXiov 'the magistrates' might serve.

But, as it is, I have thought it best not to supply anything : whoever succeeds

in dislodging the stone from its present position will doubtless read the

concluding lines without difficulty.

5. Fellelii : a door-tomb very rudely engraved, and built into a wall :

complete.

THCAMMIAC . A .
Tf;<? 'A/z/im? [/c]a[t

. . NTEKNCONAYTHC tm]v t6kvo)v avrr^'i.

C. Tchayul : rudely engraved on a small stone stele ; the letters

(|uitc clear.

AHMHTPIOC Ar}/j(,7]Tpio<i

CYrNHMNH tvyv7]fivr]l

AeineiAPHI AeiJlerapfj

eYXHN ei^X"!^-
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The dedication is as badly spelt as carved. Zeus Petaraeus is known
also from an inscription found by Professor W. M, Ramsay in 1883, and
published in the Journal of Hdlcnir Stadiis, 1887, ' Cities and Bishoj)rics of

Phrygia/ p. 501. Petara was a village in the territory of Orcistus (Ramsay,
Hist. Gcug. A. M., p. 236) situated at the modern Baghlije. This little stele,

only about a foot square, may have been conveyed thus far on the road to

Konia by some travelling merchant who entertained an exaggerated idea of

its value. It was brought to me loose.

7. Saklii : below a fragment of marble pediment, displaying three

horsemen meeting three others ; behind on the right two unmounted figures

:

broken at both ends. The execution is poor and the lettering late.

IICACYNIOICEniZEZ H^NOICeEOICAG AN ATOICl

.... eTifi^yjaa avv {r)ol<i i7ri^€^r]/j,evoi<; 6eol^ udavuroL^ ....

The space between Z and H is filled by an erasure. The strange word

i7n^e^r]fiivoi<i nmst be a perfect participial form from eVt^a&j, and signify

' the immortal gods who have lived for ever,' a loose use, possible in Phrygia.

8. In a little graveyard at the north-western corner of the Aksheher

Lake, and an hour and a quarter from Utchkuyu ; a small stele,

MAPKOCKAIPH Map/co? kuI P77-

reiNAIAIAOPe rydva IhU Ope-

niHMNHMHC irr fj fMVTjfii]^

XAPIN X«pt^-

9. Korashlii : on a door-tomb, now in the courtyard of a house.

MANHZTWIAICOnATPI Mcivr]^ rw iBi(p irarpl

AnnAeNeKeMNHMHC 'A-n-Tra eVe/ce fivij/xri^.

For the name "A7r7ra<? cp. W. M. Ramsay's article ' Laodicea Combusta

and Sinethandos,' inscr. Nos. 24, 64, and 98 {Athcn. Mittk. xiii.). Many of

the less usual names in the following inscriptions may be paralleled from that

article, which affords a long list of late Lycaonian appellatives.

10. Korashlii : left half of a stele built into a wall.

A Y PA P M Au/3. 'Apfi{evLo<i ? kuI

no NTT CON lioviTUiv^La toU

TEKNCA reKp{oi)<; A[ia ? kui 'A-

n I A M N H 'rrta /xvt][fir]<; -^a-

P I

N

9^v.

U.S.—VOL. XI. M
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11. Tloliiii rryriiieuni) : a sarcophagus in the courtyard of the Khan,

broken ou the U'it.

//V/NGAKATA "l\]i'Oa kutu-

////Anonpi ^'f^<l <''^" '^p'-

IPICiJNKe fiiK\t]pL-(oi'- hi

CHCeN drtJo-T/yrrtz'

YIOCAY "^^^^ ^] '^'^''^ "^'

HCM TfJ^ M«'/'|»/s fjL-

APIN+ J^vV'/s- xV'P^^ +•

12. In the riglit-hand wall of tlie stiiiki'U way k'adiiiijj to the iloor of tlie

priucipal mosque : very rudely cut, and biokcn at the ])ottoni.

P H r 6 1 N A V^jyelva /^ijTtjp 'TSki) 1 [ {(i7r)a

MHTHPYA yXvKUTuTO) v[iu)] nv)jfn)[^ X'^'^P''^'-

iwnATArAY
KYTATCOY
MNMH

13. Coi»ied by lamplight from the roof of a species of cell on the left-

hand side of the niosciue-door : in large well-cut characters.

(t)0YAI0CKAeiC/,7/ ^ov\{l3)Lo<i K\e<(<i>) Evai(3io^

eYCeeiOCIAlOY ('T)5i'ov AvprjXU BeoSuryj nj

AYPHAIAOeO yXvKVTtLTi] fiov av/u/3io) kul

AOTHTHTAYK kavTM ^wv fiv)j/J-y^ X'f'P'-^-

YTATHMOYCYM
BIOJKAieAYTO)

ZWNMNHMH
C+APIN

KXetco for KX6&> is also found C.I.G. 2G10 and G39G.

14. In the wall over the cell door.

MAPK<S c^MEN Map/co? Mei>(e)

MAX<ZYAOY /ia;^o<9>u Aou-

AATYNAIKI ha 'ywaLK.l

MNHMHZXAPIN iJ.in'ifii-i^ x''^pi v.

I have corrected thus on Professor W. M. IJamsay's suggestion, as AovBa
is a well-known Lyaconian name, and ]>rothetic i or v occurs frequently in
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sucli iii.s(ri|)1ioiis, lliouoli <.cii('r;illy before duublo consonants. Still tlio Z lir

at (lie (lid of Wevi^ixa-^o seemed ([uite certain when I coined the inscription.

IT). Ill tli(> wall of the precinct of the nios(iUe in well-cut characters,

AYPOPeCTINA Avp(7i\ia) 'OpeaTeiua

OYrAThPlEOJMOC Ovy/mjp (Iv>w9
KeOYlO// /CMOY Ke o u((o> /mov

MAPKeAOC MdpKe\o<i

ANECTHZA avecrTtjcra-

^E N T (jJ~ A Y K Y fieu t^ jXvkv-

TA^'MOYANAPI TciTfp fMov dvSpl

KAaAIMAXCO KaXXcfjLuxffi

MVHNHIXAPIN fiv^]p.riq X'^P^^-

16, In the large cemetery south-cast of tlie town: above the lettcrinf^

a horse pmsued by a doi;-, and above tliat again four full-length figures, two
adults and two children, rudely carved.

eYreNIAMANO Evyevia Mavoaa civSpl

CAANAPIMNHMHI fxv7J/j.7]<; X'lP'-^ '^^^ eavrf] ^coaa.

XAPlNKAieAY
THZCOCA

'^lavoaov is read in C.J.G. .'}9<S9, h. Names from the root Mar are

common in this district, cp. 'Mavta in No. 22; Mdvri<i in 10 and 24; and

^\dva in the latter also. See W.M.R., ' Laodicea Combusta/ &c., ^w.S's/w.

17. Osnianjik : well cut on a stele, broken left top and bottom, and now

built into tin; wall of the nioscpie-precinct.

COYCOYK 'tovaov K\aX

M A N I A H rV Mavla rj 7i^[iy7;

AYTOYCOY avTovXov-

C O Y i: K N OJ (70V rUvot

\W M I C X A /jiVijM'i X'^-

p 1 1\| K A I r A '^ piv K(al kav~

Toi<i ^Mcnv)

IS. Osnianjik : cut in very shallow letters on a marble block, much

chipped.

,/ :n: K CI N UN Avp. ?] K(H'wr

PEC P. 'Tr]peaft[v-

EPCIC 7 r]epo'i \d

NECTh//// reo-T7;[o--

M 2
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ATDYr/
YTATDY
YYEIDY
\Y//rYIIN

MHCXA
N

a Tov jXlyK-

VTcirov [/Lt-

o\v vecov [/ce

€/jb]av{To)v {f^)v-

19. In the wall of a house, broken at the top.

IMANAAAE "I/ia/; AaSeo? ITaTra aZek^w ^ivq^irj'i

GCnAHAA
AEA(j)c^NNH

MHCXAPIN

X^pt-v.

20. In the wall of a house : above the inscription a relief representing

a sittino- lion, a female standing, and a sheaf; the lettering much worn.

MANHCMeNOITOY
MANIATYNAIKIMNH
MHCXAPIN^

Mai/77? M.evonov M.avta yvvaiKt

21. Kunderaz: in the village graveyard; a stele intentionally defaced

and very difficult to decipher.

zeNiKocKe
MAKeACONHP
OrONieCTHCA
M////NHnAT////An

HTCOMNH^CX API

oyovi^KOv) earrjcra-

(v) M[d]vr] 7rar[pV\ 7ro[i-

Xenicus and Macedon erect a tomb to the memory of their stepfather

;

he is called TrotT^ro?, as opposed to yovw irari^p. The correction irpoyoviKov

is Professor Ramsay's : 'irp6yov{o)i is just conceivable. The sons' names sound

strange in Lycaonia, and have probably resulted from the father and mother

becoming hellenised.

22. Ibid : a stele bearing above the inscription a female figure half

length, with hands clasped in the attitude of prayer; on her left is a basket,

on her right a loom.

TATACBAMHTPI
MNHMHCXAPIN

lara? Ua firjrpt

fiv7]/jL'>]<i x^^piv.

Ba is from the feminine form of Ba9 (see Pape s.v.), cp. Ta? so frequent

in Lycaonian inscriptions (see ' Laodicea Combusta/ Nos. 47, 57, &c.).
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23. Ibid : carefully cut.

AYPACKAHTT Avp(ri\io<i) 'AaKXr)Trid8r)<i lUrptopiou

lAAHCneTP yvvcKt Avp{rfKia) Matra koL

OJNIOYrYNe eavTM ^wv avetn-qae fxvijfiTjq

KIAYPMACA ev€K€v.

KAieAYTGJZ
CJNANeCTH
CGMNHMHCe
NeK€N<^

24. Ibid : below the inscription two full-length figures.

AYPHAIA//// AvprjXia [^Xa]ovia ^(wo-]a MeiXdSi

OY I A Z ////A M E I

A

dvBpi fipi]fjLi]<! X'^P''^-

AAIANAPIMNHM
HCXAPIN

25. Ibid : broken at the top, rudely cut.

OYTH Xova\ov rfi <rv(fi)^co{v) UavXa

CYBIOCHAY tee MrjvoSoopov tov t€kvov fiov

AAKeMHNO dvea-TTjaa fivT^fxr]^ X"'P''^-

AOJPOYTOYTe
KNOYMOY
ANeCTHCA
MNHMHCXA

PIN

Badly cut and badly spelt : avfi^lov, MrjvoBcopov, &c., are all intended

for datives ; cp. No. 18, supra, and note in Ramsay, Hist. Gcog. A. M. p. 408,

pointing out that this confusion begins in the third century A.D., and is very

common in the fourth in Pisrdia and Phrygia.

26. Ibid.

ANOriTHCOYAAe 'Ai/ottt?;? OvaXepia VcoaiSi

P I A P CO C I A I M I^M H fivrjfjLr)<} x"'P''^
^"''^ M"^ KaXa><;

CXAPINOTIMOIKA a(e) t ScaKovrjaev.

AWCAIAIAKONHCeN

'Ai^otttt;? under the form "Ai/ottto? appears in C.I.G. 5860, &, as a name

;

Poxrt?, like ^ioy€vl<i in No. 30, appears not to be found elsewhere, but new
forms are to be expected in a remote valley of Lycaonia, and many forms

{e.g. Zr)v<avls!) may be compared from ' Laodicea Combusta.'
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27. Udd., in tlio cemetery.

A0M6TIAC AofxeTia Sovaov rui av^p] fiinjfirjt;

OYCOYTOl) [x]"V*'' ''^'' ^avTT] ^oxra.

ANAPIMN
HMHC////A

PINKAieAY

THZCxJCA

28. On a block of grey limestone .serving for a seat in front of a watch-

liouse on the liigli road between Tchoumra and Kassaba.

e . eKOCMH !e2AAeA(t)HNAY

TOY

o Seiva] €K6a/j,i][<Te rrjv Belva rijjv i^aheX(f)t]i/ av-

ToD.

29. Kliarkban : on a large basaltic block near the Oda.

AOYKMI0RAC Aovk(io<;) Mt'^pa?

eKOCMeiCCNTON iKoafieca-ev rhv

YONAYTOYTIAYA v{l)ov av^ov"liav\-

OHlllllllil!lA\!l!i ov

Ti'ouXo? is a river name on coins of Prostanna Pisidiae, as Professor

Ramsay pointed out to me ; and so the name may st.;ind, {YV)av\ov Avould

be an obvious emendation,

SO. Ihid. in the mosque-wall, much defaced.

////leCTOJieKOCN IIIHill (N)eaT(o(p) ? €K6a-fi[^]a-€

TATANTHN/Z/Y/'VAII//// Tcirav r^v [7]y[i/]at[A:a.

There was another tablet also in the mosrjue-wall.but at n L;r<;it elevation,

u})side down, and almost wholly defaced ; and I could mak(.' nothing of it

from below, even "svith a glass.

31. On a block lying in front of a hon.=:e in ihe village, an<l worn almost

smooth by long use as a seat.

,' eMlCtOllKAl PlAeKOC [(-^'\€^ll(Tw(v) Km [\p\ina cK6a-

MHC NiAPAIANTHN iJLi^a{n\v \\p{p)inv rip'

MHTePAAYT fiijTepa avT[o)i'].

T). ('•. llocAinii.
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A PROTOKORINTIIIAN LEKYTHOS TN THE ]UIITISI1 MUSEUM.

The Httl(! vase of uhicli a culoun^d illustration is given on Plates I. and II.

has already been laitl In-furc the Society with a brief notice in the last number

of the Jmiiiial, p. 253 : before that publication appeared, it had already been the

subject of articles in the Cht^^siail llrviem and tlie Tiims, so that most people

are already aware of the melancholy interest which attaches itself to it. It

was presented to the IJritish Museum by ]\Ir. Malcolm Macmillan in the

spring of 1880, shortly before he started on the expc.'dition which had so

mysterious a termination. It was felt that the surpassing charm of this little

Greek masterpiece was well worthy of any pains that could be bestowed on

its reproduction ; and it is to the generosity of Mr. Macmillan's family thit

the Society owes the excellent facsimile which accompanies this paper.^

In spite of its diminutive proportions— it is only .008 metre in height

—

this little lekythos will certainly henceforth rank among the mirahilia of our

national collection. Its claims to distinction are b;ised, not only upon

its intrinsic merit as a chef d'ocuwe of art, but also on the fact that, belonging

to a highly interesting class of Greek painted pottery, it is beyond all doubt

the most beautiful and important specimen of that class which has yet come
down to us.

The material is a finely levigated clay of consistent texture and

creamy yellow colour, such as we know was used in anti(|uity at any rate in

the Corinthian potteries. On this ground the decoration is laid for the most

part in a colour wliich varies, according to the thickness of the wash, from

blackish brown to reddish brown : this is relieved by touches of purple here

and there, and the details as well as the outlines of every figure are picked

out with delicate incised lines. There is one peculiarity of techni(|ue about

this vase which, so far as I know, is only found on this class of w^are, and at

present has only been noted upon one other example of it. In the main

band of figures the flesh colour is indicated by a greyish black wOiich in the

original is quite distinguishable from the main wash : the only other example

of this technique at present known is the little rrotokorinthian lekythos in

Berlin,''^ which is only second to our vase in point of ilelicacy and refined

^ The loproductiou issued in the preccdiiif; ccs.sfully tin- iiiodelling of the lion's hcud, b}'

nnnihcr of the Joirrnal w;is too small to give an wliicli the vase is .surinouiited.

adecjuate impression of the style and coloniing. - Berlin Vaac Cat., No. 230.

The present plate moreover renders more sue-
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execution. Both are marvellous illustrations of that largeness of style, carried

out even in the minutest limit of size, which is one of tlio subtleties that

critics of all times have associated with the best works of Greek art. The

Greek gem and coin engravers of the best periods have this power in a

remarkable degree ; so that under their hands the effect of grandeur in

composition is attained without any apparent effort. It would not be fair to

expect, nor is it even desirable always, that such work^ should come out

successfully under the test of actual mechanical enlargement, when this

impression is aimed at : but it is interesting to see from the illustration that

in the case before us even this test has been appUed with a satisfactory

result.

Figs. 1 and 2 give photographic views of the vase in its actual size ; the

remaining figs, represent details of the decoration, fig. 3 giving the pattern on

the handle, fig. 4 that of the shoulder, 5 and 6 the bands which run around

the body. All these were traced by Mr. Anderson and enlarged by

photography to double their natural size. Fig. 7 represents, also double its

natural size, the decoration under the foot, a rosette of eight petals which are

coloured alternately purple and black.

Figs. 1 and 2. The form of the body of the vase corresponds with that

which was the favourite shape among the Protokorinthian potters, and which

was called lekythos, as we are told in the inscription on the vase of Tataie,

also in the British Museum. A great number of Protokorinthian lekythi of

this form and of almost universally the same size are known, but none, so far

as I am aware, has the head and neck modelled otherwise than in the

ordinary style, i.e. with a broad horizontal lip and vertical handle attached to

it. Our vase has the body surmounted by the head of a lion, of which the

open mouth forms the spout : the modelling of this head (which seems

certainly to be freehand, and not cast in a mould) is wonderfully spirited and

lifelike : as a rule in Greek art of a later period the finest lions' heads have a

certain conventionality of treatment, brought about no doubt partly from the

fact of their tectonic handling in architecture, and also because the artists

had probably never seen an actual lion. This head reminds one much more

of the animals on the Assyrian friezes of Kouyundjik, the artists of which had

no doubt the advantage of study from the life. For a lifelike treatment of

this animal in Greek art one must go to the Mykenaean sword with the lion

hunt, or later on to the Uttle Protokorinthian lekythos of the Temple collection

in the Museum, which must have been about contemporary with our vase : on

the Temple vase we have two lions attacking a bull, and the herdsmen

advancing to the rescue with spears and arrows : a realistic scene which can

hardly have been developed entirely out of the imagination of the artist.

In publishing the Temple vase, Furtwaengler {Arch. Zeitung, 41, p. 160) called

att3ntion to the statement of Herodotos that even in the days in which he

wrote lions were still to be found in Macedonia and Northern Greece : but as

they died out, the hunt of the Kalydonian boar was substituted for that of

the lion as a type in Greek art.

Our lion's head is drawn to the life : the softer skin around the lips, the
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distended nostril, and the muscles around tlio muzzle arc all indicatx^d with

an almost Cliincse exactness : the effect of snarling is adniirahly conveyed in

the puckered up lines of the nose, and in the ears, which instead of standing

erect are laid flat back against the neck. The shaggy mane could not well

have been modelled without interfering with the handle of the vase, and the

artist has shown a wise reserve in merely suggesting the coarse locks of liair

by outlines of colour: this scheme prepares one well for the conventional body

of the vase and forms a happy medium between it and the realistic head of

the lion. The teeth are left in the natural colour of the clay
;
purple is used

for the interior of the lips, the protruding tongue, the forepart of the

nose, the pupils of the eyes, and for the exterior surface of the ears. The

main portions of the head are separated from one another by bands of

hatched lines : and the whole surface between the coarse hair of the mane

and the muzzle is stippled with minute brown dots indicating the finer hair.

The skill wliich the artist has shown in the fashioning of this head

proves that he was modeller no less than painter. This need not surprise us

when we recollect the close connection that is everywhere found to have

existed between the early schools of sculpture and of painting. Tliis was

especially the case at Korinth and Sikyon, as we see from the legends which

surround the Daedalidaei; the legendary inventor of painting was according

to one account the daughter of a potter of Sikyon working at Korinth, and

on the Korinthian painted votive pinakes^ we have the arts of the potter, the

painter, the sculptor, and possibly also the bronze-worker, all represented, as

if these had been bound up, as it were, in one art-community.

The representation of the lion in Greek art seems most naturally to

suggest Mesopotamia : the idea suggests itself of the lion hunts on the friezes

of Kouyundjik, of the groups of a king stabbing a lion in Persian sculpture,

and so by way of the Phrygian monuments to the lion gate of Mykenae and

the Mykenaean swords. At the same time it must be remembered that the

technique of the swords is only paralleled as yet in Egypt, and that the lion

was a favourite subject in Egyptian sculpture. In this connection it is worth

recalling the little Egyptian draughtsmen surmounted by lions' heads carved

in ivory, which are much about the size, though they have nothing like the

spirit, of the head of our vase.

The idea of surmounting a vase with the head of an animal or the upper

part of a human figure was one which came into Greek art from the East.

In Egypt of course this custom had obtained from a very early period for

sepulchral purposes : the mummified cat or bull was deposited in wrappings

of which the lower part conveyed no idea of the body of the animal preserved

in them, but the upper part was modelled and coloured to represent the head

of the animal. To a people accustomed to burning the bodies of their dead

the idea naturally transferred itself to the vessels intended for holding the

ashes : and so we find the early Etruscan cinerary urns often surmounted by

^ Sec Klein in Arch.-Einrj. Mitthcil. vol. xi. 205,

- ArUike Dcnkmdler, i. pU. 7 and 8.
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a head wliicli is more or less a jwrtrait of tlie personage wliose remains tlicy

contain. An intermediate stage is tliat of the alabjistra, tlie long cylindrical

vases of alabaster which were impjrted into Greece and Italy in early times

as we know from Egyj)t; and of which the upper part is frequently carved in

the human form. The anthropomori)hic, and if I may borrow a word, the

zoomorpbic form, once fixed in Hellenic pottery, recurs with more or less

frecjuency through all its stages of development : it had come in originally

with tlic pottery of the Hissarlik type : it is scarcely found amongst the types

of Mykenae ^ and Dipylon ; but now in this Protokorinthian style it is coming

in again ; and in the class of Korinthian aryballi which follows the Proto-

korinthian in point of date, it is exceedingly prevalent: these aryballi are in

the form of helmeted heads, lions, deer, Gorgon's heads, human figures : but

there again the Egyptian influence is manifested in the Egyptising forms

which recur in these shapes, such as the god Bes, and also in the fact that

vases of this class, frequently found in Greek tombs, are matle in a faience

which is purely Egyptian or Graeco-Eg}'ptian.

I may note here that a terracotta vase of the form before us can never

have been intended for practical use. The original intention of the lekythos

form was of course that of holding ointment or oil, for the extnvction of which

a perfectly clear channel was essential. The Greek potters were above all

things practical, and no Greek would have put so impracticable a neck on a vase

if it had really been intended for such a purpose. Our lekythos was made
expressly for dedication in the temple or the tomb, and it is in keeping with

the Greek idea of piety towards the dead that this and so many other painted

vases received the wealth of ornament which so humble a material as terracotta

seems otherwise hardly to desei"ve.

There is in the British Museum a jug from Santorin which was published

in the Mon. Ined. IX. 5, fig. 1, and which illustrates the form of our vase,

inasmuch as it has the neck and sjwut modelled in the form of the head of a

Gryphon : the Gryphon is of course a specially Oriental conception, and is of

frecj^uont occurrence in the Korinthian vases : it occurs also on a little Proto-

krjrinthian lekythos from Kamiros which now stands under the same glass

shade with the Macmillan and Temple vases. Now this Gryphon-headed jug

is of a class which has most relation to the Phalcron class: that is to say,

with a technique and design which in the main are Geometric, it shows

decidedly the influence of new ideas : it may be that the vase belongs to an

island fabric where the painters, accustomed to work in the Geometric style,

were beginning to be influenced, if not by Protokorinthian pottery, at any rate

by the same ideas as the Protokorinthian artists : the wide area over which

tombs with Protokorinthian pottery are found shows how favourite this class

was in antiquity and consequently argues fur its having exercis(>d an extensive

influence. In the 'Phaleron ' style there is a great deal in the character of

the ornament which connects that class with the Protokorinthian : to take

' See the liiill's hcail in gold and silver, 328, and tlie veiy siiiiil.ir vase of tcna-coltn,

SiLlicniann, Mvcfna; pp. 210, 217, ii,i,'^^. 327, Hellenic Jounuil, vol. viii. pi. 83, W'^. !».
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only two examples, if we compare the Phaleron vase published in Bochlau's

article on that ware,* fig. 8, we see a procession of four houn<ls to the right,

headed by a hare which runs up hill, an obvious parallel to one of the scenes

on the lekythos before us : while a still more striking parallel is found in a

Protokorinthian lekythos recently acquired by the Berlin Museum {Arch.

Jahrh. 1888 p. 247), in which the hare is drawn in the same peculiar attitude

without the line underneath, which in the case of the Phaleron scene gives

the explanation. And the same hare is found on one of the very early

Korinthian pinakes now in Berlin (Ant. Denkm. i. pi. 7, fig. 27). In all these

cases the same kind of pothook ornament occurs. Fig. 14 in Boehlau's article

is a Phaleron jug of which the main field of decoration is filled with a lion's

head in character not unlike the moulded head of the vase before us, and it

would be easy to multiply instances which show the close connection between

the Protokorinthian and Phaleron classes.

I will first give a brief description of the painted decorations of the

vase, and reserve for a treneral statement the few remarks which these

suggest.

Fig. 3 represents the handle of the vase : the broad handle of the

ordinary lekythos cannot here as usual be carried into the lip : it is therefore

made to terminate between the ears with a raised semicircular edge which

suggests at once the crest of the lion's mane and also gives the artist the cue

for the decoration : the space is atlmirably adapted for the Gorgon's head,

which at the same time gives the necessary finish to the handle which would

otherwise seem to terminate somewhat abruptly here. The Gorgoneion is of

the usual archaic type^, with the protruding tongue and interior of the mouth

coloured purple : as a survival of the slightly earlier method of drawing the

head, it is here treated in outline. From this point downwards the handle is

moulded as if to represent metal, with raised edges and a raised rib running

down the centre : this is covered with a triple plait pattern running

vertically, which is separated however from the Gorgoneion by a horizontal

piece of double plait pattern of even smaller dimensions : each of these plaits

is enclosed within a three line border : the triple plait is brown, the double

plait purple.

Not the minutest portion of the vase is to be left without decoration, and

so the entire edge of this handle, wdiich is about 2 millimeters tliick, is

decorated with a countless number of zigzags like the four-limbed sigma, a

pattern which is favourite throughout the Protokorinthian class.

Fig. 4 gives the decoration of the neck, an extremely elaborate and

beautiful palmetto ornament, in which the purple colour has been employed

as much as the black with an excellent effect of clearness. The ground space

is decorated here and there with minute pothooks, crosses, and Maltese

crosses.^ Both of these last are survivals from the range of Mykenae ornament.

' Arch. Jahrb. 1887, p. 33. and on a Kamiros piuax, Rayct, Ccraiaiquc,

- See Roscher's Lexicon, s.v. Gorgon, p. 1713. p. 47, fig. 27.

3 See Arch. Jahrb. 1886, p. 134, fig. 2948 ;
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I may remark by the way that, just as we have in tliese Protokorinthian

lekythi of the seventh century B.C. the prototypes of the white Athenian

lekythi of the fifth and fourth centuries, so in this elaborate palmetto orna-

m(!nt on the shoulder we have the tradition which is kept up in the beautiful

anthemion on the shoulder of the Athenian vases : the elements of the later

development are absolutely to be recognized here—a curious instance of the

conservatism of art traditions.

Fig. 5 represents the main band of decoration, a frieze "02 m. wide.

Although this frieze is at its broadest part only 11^ cm. (4.^ in.) long, it con-

tains no less than eighteen warriors in combat. The scene has no natural

beginning or ending ; it divides itself best at the place where it is divided in

our illustration, there being a small space left empty between the figures whicli

stand on the extreme right and left of the band as there given : the compo-

sition is so arranged that the centre of interest comes nearly beneath the front

view of the lion's face. All the warriors are armed with low crested helmets,

circular shields, greaves and spears : six out of their number are kneeling, and

in this position are speared in the neck by the opponents behind them, so that

the blood spurts out over the shields of the kneeling figures : all the figures

with one exception are turned to the left, and the scene is possibly thus

intended to suggest the surprise of an ambuscade by an enemy coming from

behind : the kneeling warriors certainly have the appearance of being taken

unawares. Each of the shields has a different device, beautifully drawn : they

run from left to right as follows : bird flying, swan, mask of bull, four quarters

with flying bird in each, mask of bull, Gryphon's head, bird flying, head of

bull, hen, cock, Catherine wheel, ram's head. Gryphon (?) with open jaws and

wings spread,^ swan, bird flying, mask of bull, owl, bird flying. It is curious

that each of the attacking warriors is armed with two spears, while the at-

tacked, with a single exception, have only one. Purple is used for the crests

of the helmets, for the greaves, details of the shield devices, and the blood.

The second frieze (exactly '01 m wide) represents a horse-race. Six

horses gallop at full speed to the left, ridden by boys who ply the goad freely.

Beneath one of the horses is seated a swan, beneath another a crouching

figure ; whether this last is intended for a human figure or an ape it is

difficult to say. If the former, it may be inserted as representing a spectator,

which would correspond with the attitude of the right arm: diminutive

spectators are found in similar scenes of early Corinthian ware (Inghirami

Vasi Fitt. CCCVII., Salzmann, Nicropole, PL II. : and see also the urchins in

various attitudes crouching under the grand stand in the Cometo wall-

painting, of which a copy is in the British Museum) : and the habit of putting

in animals or other figures to fill space in a scene of this kind is a regular

practice of the early Korinthian artist. In the Salzmann vase a small figure

using a hoe is drawn under the horse, which takes part in the show. If on

the other hand, as is more probable, it is an ape, it recalls the little vases in

1 Cf. the tyjics of rinii)ing or flying Gryphon in Egyptian and Mykenaean art, Boschcr's

Lexicon, s.v. Gryps, p. 1745.
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the form of a stjuatting ape which arc of frequent occurrence among the Ko-

rinthian aryballi, and is only another added to tlie list of the many new animals

which the artists of this cycle are learning to represent. The horses have

enormous bits, and the manes and tails coloured purple : the manes are further

indicated in the Korinthian manner by a series of wavy lines incised on

the purple.

The third frieze, perhaps the most surprising of all, is only four milli-

metres wide, and yet the artist has not only put eight figures in it, but has

been able to bestow on them all the spirit and elaborate finish which he has

displayed throughout the wider spaces : nearly all the figures have the outlines

engraved around the paint. Behind a net, represented by a triskeles of

spirals, crouch a huntsman and his dog ; the huntsman swings over his head

bis knotted stick ready to strike the hare which two hounds are chasing into

the net on the left. On the right is a fox or jackal (?) which has just been

caught by the foremost of two other hounds.

Below this scene is a band of alternate purple and black vertical rays

and then two brown lines surrounding the foot. Each of the friezes is bounded

by a triple row of the thinnest brown lines.

This little vase was acquired by Mr. Macmillan at Thebes and no doubt

has come from one of those early Tlieban tombs which lie to the west of the

town on both sides of the old road to Lebadea : they have been opened at

haphazard from time to time during the years 1886—8 : and while regretting

that a scientific excavation has not been made of this site, we may con-

gratulate ourselves on the fact that by far the most beautiful object among

their contents has come to us. A series of Protokorinthian lekythi from

these tombs were obtained in 1887 by the Berlin Museum; one of them (Arch.

Jahrh. 1888 p. 247) closely recalls the style of ours, and might be the work of

the same artist.

The question as to the origin of these vases is a very difficult one :
the

term Protokorinthian was invented for the class by Furtwaengler,^ as a pro-

visional title, not because it is proved that the vases were made at Korinth,

but because the class is ,in general older than the Korinthian ware and is

closely bound up with it by numerous transitional stages. Helbig "'' saw in

them an early stage of Chalkidian, and more recently Diimmler ^ has adduced

further reason for attributing them to Chalkis. I am inclined to think that

Furtwaengler is right : in any case we know very little at present of the early

Chalkidian art : and there are certainly very strong points of connection with

the early art of Korinth. I will briefly indicate a few points in which our

vase affords evidence either way.

The early bronze work of the Korinthians was celebrated in antiquity

:

and Furtwaengler has endeavoured to show that the style of these gaily

coloured friezes is due to a survival of the influence of inlaid work in various

metals which v/e see on the Mykenaean swords. I have remarked on the

^ Bronzefunde aus Olympia, pp. 46, 51 ; and Annali, 1877, p. 406.

cf. Arch. Zeit. 41, p. 154. ' Arch. Jahrbuch, 1887, p. 18;

" Italikcr in dcr Pocbcne, pp. 84 foil.
;
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metallic character of the handle of our vase, Avhich terminates at the top in

very much the same way as the handle of the bronze vases of all Greek

times : the pattern with which it is covered is moreover the same as that which

Loeschcke so happily illustrated from the description of Homeric shield, 11. 18,

479, vepl B'avTvya ^dWe cfjaeivrjv, TpiirXaKa, fjLapfiaphjv
—

' around it he set

a threefold border, bright and dazzling.' The careful use of engraved lines

for outlines and details throughout is another hint in the same direction.

The subjects represented are all such as may be paralleled from early

Corinthian art and from early metal work. Loeschcke has traced the history

of the hare hunt to beaten metal through the shield of Hesiod : we may find

further parallels in Hesiod to our vase, e.g. the frieze of warriors. Scut. Her.

237 :—

oi S' vTrep avreoiv

dvhpe<i i/iapvdcrdrjv, 7ro\€fir]ia Tevye e-^ovTe<i,

Tol fi€v OTTO cr(})eT€py<; TroXto? acfyerepcov re toki](Ov

Xoiyov d[ivvovTe<i, rol he irpaOeeiv /ie/iawre?.

the frieze of horse-racing, ibid. I. 305

—

irdp 8' avTol<i LTnrrje^; e^ov irovov, dfi(f)l S' de6XoL<i

hfjpLv e')(^ov Kal yuo'y(Qov,

and (1. 314) around the whole ran the Ocean, with many swans swimming on

the surface of the water.

For both the combats and the horse-racing we may quote Pausanias'

description of the chest of Kypselos, V. 18, 6, o-TpaTicoriKo, Be eVt rpirr) X^P'?'

TTJ^ \dpvaKo<i' TO fiev iroXv elaiv iv avTol<i ol Tre^ot, TrcTroirjvTai Be Kal eirl

avvcopiB(ov iinrei'i. As to the horse-racing, Krause tells us that it was not

introduced at Olympia until the 33rd 01. (648), and that the growth of this

sport in the sacred games went pari passu with the use of horse in war.

In any case, the races of boys on horseback are rare ; where they do occur, it

is usually on the early vases of Korinthian manufacture, such as the ' Amphi-

araus ' vase in Berlin {Mon. Ined. X, pll. 4—5).^ The form of net on our vase

is strongly suggestive of metal representation. It is curious that the

Oikopheles vase (Burlington Fine Arts Cat. pi. Ij, which is certainly an early

Attic work strongly under the influence of Korinthian models, gives a form of

net which is a combination of the type here shown and of another Korinthian

form (that given in Loeschcke's Dreifussvase, Arch. Zeit. 1881 pi. 4).

* Berlin Cat. of Vases, No. 1655 ; cf. also Arch. Jahrb. 1887, p. 277 raises the question as

ifti'rf (early Attic), No. 1712; ^n/iaZj 1855, Tav. to whether the vase-painters originally had in

20. The representation of KeXrjTlCofTes pueri view the association of the rider with the art-

was popuLar among the early bronze workers of type of the dead person as a horseman. "Where

the Korinthian-Sikyonian school (Overbsek, however as here the type is distinctly agonistic,

Schriftq. Nos. 406, 456) ; and on one of the it seems much more natural to connect it with

painted Korinthian pinakes {Ant. Denkm. i. pi. the notion of funeral games, as in the Am-
8, fig. 20) a sculptor is shown modelling the jjhiaraus vase also.

group of a boy on horseback. Loeschcke in
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In short, it seems extremely probable that our designs have been ins]')ire(l

by some metal work of early Greek workniansiiii), and that tliis was probably

Korinthian.

The main result of the above remarks is to show that this vase seems to

offer traces which are most nearly allied to early Korinthian metal work.

Unfortunately, we know as yet very little of the pottery of Korinth previous

to the time when this can be identified by inscriptions painted on the vases.

The art of Mykenae seems to have become merged at its last stage into that

of the Geometric invaders, whoever these were. But the Argive preeminence

in art descended as an heritage to the great art-centres of Korinth anil

Sikyon. We should therefore expect to find traces of Geometric style in early

Korinthian pottery ; but this is at present not forthcoming. We have in the

tomb of Menekrates from the Korinthian Coreyra (most of the contents of

which are in the British Museum), among a quantity of fairly developed

Korinthian pottery, one oinochoe which is Dipylon in form, technique, and

ornament. This would seem to be an importa,tion. What we now want is

to find vases of Korinthian technique with Geometric decoration ; but as

yet I only know of one such definite instance. This is an oinochoe in the

British Museum of a form which is rare in pottery, but which occurs again in

late Roman glass. It has a conical body, a long cylindrical neck, and trefoil

lip, from which a long broad handle descends to the body. (B.M. Cat. of

Vases, form no. cxviii). This vase is described in the British Museum Cata-

logue no. 392, and is figured in Birch's Pottery (1873) p. 186 fig. 127, and

thence in Dennis' Cities and Cemetei^ics of Etruria (1878 edition) vol. I.

p. cxxvi. fig. 80. The Gamedes oinochoe ( Wiener Vorlcgchl. 1888, pi. I. fig. 2)

appears to be an adaptation of the same form.

At the time when it was catalogued and drawn, it was entirely covered

with a misleading restoration in modern paint ; the Avhole of this has now been

cleaned away, and the animals and rosettes, which were a modern addition,

have entirely disappeared. On the neck is a frieze of the usual Geometric

waterbirds among dots, the handle is decorated with one long wavy snake ^

with seven ' swastikas' beside it, and the remainder of the decoration consists

of bands of horizontal lines and of diaper pattern.

Since this vase is undoubtedly of Korinthian fabric, I would suggest that

this really represents the true type of Korinthian Geometric pottery : it will

correspond with the specimens which Diimmler published in Arvli. Jahrh.

1887 pi. 2. and possibly with a series of vases in the British Museum, whicli

are only different from the usual Dipylon in that the clay resembles that of

Korinth, and is sometimes covered with a whitish slip. Probably the

Geometric style never held long sway in Korinth '-, and hence the comparative

rarity of such specimens as this. If we may, as I believe, attribute the

Protokorinthian class to Korinth, and if we consider the early date of the

^ Cf. the Dipylon Oinochoe from Khodes in - The Koiiutlii.in f,'ol(l hand witli reliefs (.-//-c//.

Jrch. Jahrb. 1886, p. 135, which has the same Zcit. vol. 42, pi. S) gives us fiirUier evidence of

snake moulded on the handle. the Geometric system at Korinth.
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class, we can understand that the old Geometric style, with its constrained

types of form and decoration, sooa gave place to the freer methods of the

new class.

That the Protokorinthian ware was manufactured at a very early date

has been abundantly proved ; Diimmler has shown {loc. cit.) that it was con-

temporary with at least a late stage of Mykenaean art ; and we have seen that

in this ware certain Mykenaean elements still survive. Helbig says that in the

tombs of Latium they follow immediately upon the hut urns and the primitive

Italian ware. Henceforward, they are found more widespread than any other

class throughout the tombs of Greece and Italy. At Thebes we find the most

advanced specimens, such as our vase and the specimen figured in Arch. Jahrh.

1888, p. 247, in company with a local fabric which is still decorated in the

Geometric principle ; and at Athens their importation may very likely have

given the impetus which resulted in the creation of the Phaleron type.

Towards the end of the seventh century the supply seems to fail;

probably because of the introduction (from Egypt ?) of the new type of

aryballos, which from this time takes a prominent place among Koriuthian

fabrics as well. It is therefore not strange to find that at Naukratis there

has been discovered no example of Protokorinthian ware, although specimens

have been found there of Korinthian aryballi and other Korinthian ware.

At Naukratis the earliest pottery dates from the end of the seventh century

;

and most of the fabrics known to have been in vogue at that date are found

represented there ; including a good deal of what we knovv', from the inscrip-

tions painted on them, to be of Korinthian origin. If the Protokorinthian

pottery had been as popular in the market at the end of the seventh century

as it was half a century earlier, it is probable that some of it would have

found its way to Naukratis. I think then that we may fairly presume that

by the end of the seventh century the Protokorinthian fabric was dying out.

The introduction of the incised line evidently gave facility for the

development of a new style, that of miniature drawing, which had been

impossible earlier, when details had to be indicated by leaving portions

unpainted or in outline. The desire for such miniature work had been seen

in the early Protokorinthian vases {e.g. Annali 1877 Tav. CD.) with friezes in

silhouette : and such vases as ours (largely exported, as their varied

provenance shows) would doubtless have reached Athens early in the sixth

century and prepare the way for such works as the Francois vase and the

figuras omnis imitari ausum of Pliny. It is a period of inventions, and the

growing desire is felt for a nearer approach to realistic treatment ; Pliny says

Eumarus of Athens first distinguished in colour the figures of men and

women
;

yes, but already in this Protokorinthian ware, in the wares of

Melos and the white-faced ware of Naukratis, in the Euphorbos plate, and

the Caere paintings on terracotta, we have the same thing ; that is to say, a

local colour is given to the flesh of the men, while that of the women is left

in outline. When painting began upon a red clay it became necessary to

adopt white for the flesh of women : and it is curious to note that at an

advanced stage of the Naukratite white-faced ware, an additional white
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upon wliitc is ust'd for woiiieii and S]>hinxes. Probably these vases inaik a

stage conteniporaiy with the ])ainting.s on red ehiy imported into Naukratis,

and the Naukratite painters were simply imitating what they saw on these

imported pieces.

The class of ware which bears most analogy to the Protokorinthian,

both in the obvious connection with Korinthian metal work and also in the

choice and treatment of subject, is the class of stamped red ware plates, which

Loeschcke has referred, I think rightly, to a Korinthian original inspiration

(Arch. Zeit. 31), p. 40 foil.). Loeschcke remarks that the combat of Lapiths and

Centaurs on Hesiod's Shield of Herakles is described in terms which point

to a general meUc of the opposing forces, 1. 178 :

iv 8' Tfv uafiivrj Aamddoiv ai,^/jLr]TdQ)v

KevTavpoi 8' krepwOev ivavrlot r)<yipe6ovTO.

Now in early Chalcidian and Rhodian vases, he says, scenes of combat
are almost universally split up into pairs of opposing combatants : and this

practice is adopted in the Francois vase. On the red ware relief vases on the

other hand, and on the early Korinthian vases^, the impression aimed at is

that of two groups opposing each other in closed ranks, a va-fxivrj in the

Hesiodic sense : and such is clearly the intention of our fig. 5.

Again, it is noticeable that neither the frieze of warriors on our vase, nor

the frieze of horse-racing-, have a definite beginning or ending : that is to s;iy,

they would be peculiarly appropriate for the decoration of a concentric

circular band such as those on the red ware, on a metal shield, or tlie interior

of a metal cup. The hare hunt of our vase is clearly an elongation of the

usual form with huntsman, net, hare, and hounds : a scheme which Loeschcke

has shown (loc. cit.) is directly traceable to the Phoenician bronze cups. One
bronze cup found at Nimrud has on the innermost circle running hare?, on

the outermost, running dogs ; on another such vase we have the hound and

hare alternately. On a Kyrenian cup from Naukratis in the British Museum
(as yet unpublished) we have the early scheme of the Greek type ; the band

which runs round the interior of this cup is occupied with three figures only,

two dogs and a hare : neither huntsman nor net appears. Puchstein (Arch.

Zeit. 1881, p. 227) has already pointed out that the ornament and composition

of the Kyrenian and Rhodian vases are imitated from a metal industry, which

had its nearest relation in the Cypriot-Phoenician workshops.

By ' Rhodian ' he here means the circular pinakes with paintings on a

whitish slip, of which several have come from Rhodian ' tombs,' but many
more from Naukratis : I am inclined to think that this was not a Rhodian

^ See e.g. a Korinthian oinochoe of * Oriental' a metal bowl from Dali has a frieze of hoys on

style in the British Museum. horseback with whips, and birds flying beside

^ Cf. the similar frieze stamped from a cylinder them in the field (Pcrrot et Chipiez, iii. p. 779,

on the vase in Mus. Greg. ii. 99, fig. 6 ; beneath fig. 548).

the horses are represented plants and lotos buds,

H.S.—VOL. XI. N
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fabric, but imported ; ior these reasons
;
(i) from Jiiliotti's Diary of Exrarations

in Jlhorhs it appears that tbe [tinakes are iiivaiiably foiiii*! there in tombs

which contain .t,da.>s an<l ])orcolain obji'cts, ami no other I'onn of vases exct-pt

bucehero (rolleihara warej ;
(ii) the (jue iiis( i iptimi wliicli we have; on a

' Khoilian ' pinax (the Eiiphorbos i)late) is in an aljihabet which is certainly

other than Rhodian
;

(iii) we have in the Ihitish Museum a scries of pinakes

from Rhodes wliich are (juite easily distinguishable as local imitations of this

very fabric.^ Whether it came originally to ]lhodes and Asia Minor from

Naukratis, or not, is another (piestion ; certaiiily a great deal of exactly

similar ware was found at Naukratis : aiul it is worth noting that here the

arrangement of the design in concentric circles is particularly frequent (e.g.

Naukratis II. xi. 2). We have in the British Museum the fragment of one

such Naukratitc pinax which is here given in order to illustrate this concen-

tric arrangement, and also because it is the only parallel instance I can fiiul

of the peculiar treatment of the horse's bit in our fig. G.

Fig. 1.

To resume then, it would seem that both the pinakes, the fabrics of

Naukratis and Daphnae, and the fabric of Kyrene share in common with the

Protokorinthian w'are certain relations to the metal bowls of PlK)enician

origin. The strong b()dies, the feeling for naturalistic treatment, the flowing

blood,- the human legged centaurs, the stippled surface, the filling in of the

field with individual animals, the preference for representations of genre and

heroic scenes— these are common to all. I may hero add tvvo points suggested

by our vase : lirst the swan swimming, in the horse-racing scene fig. G: an

^ Amongst the pottery found in Itlicdian

tombs previous to the time of Attic importa-

tions almost all tlic known fabrics are repre-

sented by coiresponding local imitations. I am
inclined to think that there was no independent

l>ainted ware made in tlie island (excc])t i)erhaps

tliu ' Fikellura ' wnre) which was not tlms imi-

tated ; as a rule these local imitations were

executed only in two colours (blackish brown on

reddish clay) and without imdsing.

- llesiod. Scut. llcr. 173.

/COTCt Se <T<^I K^Ko.lv'iiV

alfi a7r6,\fi/3er' fpa^'.
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dhvious |iarallcl to llcsiud Sr///. //rr. I. ;>hi'; ami, iIiiuul;1i it, t<» tlie

l*liooniciaii-(!y]>iinii Itowl (Cosnola Stern .')(>, 4: <)i), 4). Sccoiully, tlic ii\)0 in

otir H_^^ G (the jnoi^fiiutlious character (jf the hcail ami tht; characteristic

attitude soeni t> inaik it as such hero) : we liave the early Korinthiau aryhalli

in form ot a si|uatliiiL; ape: it occurs on the Kyreno Arkesilaos vase, and

fre(jucntly on the J\^y[)tian hook oi' liie dead, and ]iossihly from E^'ypt it came

into Phoenician mclal work as \vv. see it in Perrot and (.'hipiez iii. ]>. T-')!', fi.u-

543.- Similar points of resemhlance might no douht be multiplied; J will

oidy add two which here occur to me. In Perrot and Chipiez iii. }>. 7')!>, fig.

543 wc have, in the central .scene on a Phoenician bowl, the figure of a man
chained to a column by his arm.s wiiich are tied behiml his back ; in tin-

Kyrenc vase (Bauineister JJcnhiidlrr, p. 1411) this identical figure is used for

Prometheus ; and again in the Attic amphora ' a colonnette ' in Berlin (Oof:

no, 1722) which, a.s the form show.s, is borrowed from a Korinthian original;

lastly, in the Amathous metal cup (Perrot and Chipie/ iii. p. 775, fig. 547),

we have a naturalistic scene of warriors very similar to that on the Macmillan

vase; they carry shields with devices (one such devici; being the '(.•atherine

wheel ' of our vase); and these shields are represented, as here, without the

bioad rim which is usual in Ohalcidian and later Korinthian representation.s.

The direct connection of the Protokorinthian fabric with the mixed

Egypto-Assyrian art which we associate with Phoenicia is admirably illus-

trated in the accomj>anying wooilcut.

Vu:.

This is a Piotokorinthinn Ickythos of exactly the same form as that

givt'ii in yifcli. Ziil. 41, ]). Kil, except tliat it wants most of tlie lip and the

ui)2)er part (jf the handle : it was lately in a private collection in England.

Its ])resent height is .045 niefie. ( )ii the )icck is a frieze conn)osetl of the

upper ])art of a winged fimiii' repeali d five times, and the wing and foreU'g of

what seems t(» l»e intended foi' a winged (juadrujKtl. On the body is ;i (piaint

rcprcscntalioi) of ihe saere<| tree lid wren two eagles f?) which look over their

' 11,-i.i.i, >-.'^/. ;/./•. Mh.

nvKVui aifinnxoroA ij.i'fa\ i'/TTvof. d'i pa n irnWoi

-' A similar fij^iire occnr-s on an early coin nl'

•.iii< itaiii (A'-ia Minor?) locality, see jXiiiiiiii-

„,'/:. '7(, •'.,//./,, 1!>'.>0, ],1. ii. S.

N 2
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backs towards it : on the left, the upper part of a winged figure with an

Egyptian headdress, and a bird ; on the right part of a similar figure. Below,

a band of rays. On the handle has been a net pattern very similar to that

which is frequent upon the ware of Kyrene (e.g. Arch. Zeit. 1881, Taf. 10, 3).

Each of the figures has the outlines and details engraved, but so far as I can

see there is no trace of the use of purple.

The analogy of this vase to the ware of Kyrene is obvious at first sight

;

and yet there is no question but that it belongs to the Protokorinthian class.

Here we have, so far as I know, the first instance in Greek pottery where the

elements appear directly inspired by Phoenician metal work. Tlie sacred

tree ^ points to Assyria ; the pairs of lieraldic birds to the tectonic sculptures

of Asia Minor; while the two winged figures in the main frieze show decided

Egyptian influence.^ At the same time, the whole design is treated in a

manner as though copied without understanding ; so much so, that in the

upper band we have a wing and foreleg of an animal (cf. the horse in fig. 1

on p. 178), but no head.

Studniczka {Kyrene, pp. 7—8) has shown that the material of Kyrenian

paintings may be traced through Thera to Argos, and remarks the close

connection which may be established between the art of Kyrene and

"

Korinthian-Sikyonian art. The same connection is obvious for the early

art of Naukratis and the situla vases of Daphnae. To sum up then, we have

the following result :

—

(i) The Protokorinthian ware, following shortly after Mykenae, is closely

connected with the old Greek Korinthian metal industry and so influenced

by the Cypriot-Phoenician metal bowls.^

(ii) The fabrics of Naukratis, Kyrene, and Daphnae were subject to this

Cypriot-Phoenician influence at, a later date, probably in two ways : directly,

through communication with the neighbouring island of Cyprus : indirectly,

through Korinthian importations, as the types of myths there represented

show us.

Cecil Smith.

1 The same tree occurs in another Proto- Akropolis at Kamiros, together with the fol-

korinthian lekythos (in tlie British Museum), lowing objects (marked C 10 and C 12) :

from Kamiros in Rhodes ; but in that case it is ' various porcelain statuettes and fragments ; a

of much more developed and complicated form. bronze camel kneeling, with a man on its back :

^ Cf. the figures of the Boreades in the Kyrene Arcliaic terra-cotta statuette ; an iron spear and

cup, Naukratis, part i. pi. viii. undulated blade ; fragments of stone statuettes

3 Accordimg to 'RilwttVs, Diary ofExcavations and animals; a sea-sliell covered with incised

in Rhodes, two Protokorinthian lekythi were ornaments, Egyptian style.'

found ' between the walls D and E ' of the
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VARIOUS WORKS IN THE PERGAMENP] STYLE.

The chief object of this paper is to record and classify the various

monuments which on the ground of subject-matter or style may claim to be

connected with Pergamene work. It may be well also to notice by way of

introduction what we can gather from ancient testimony.

Of most of the existing works that I shall mention I have had personal

knowledge, and where I have had to rely merely on published representations

of them, I can only bring them forward for the purpose of suggesting to those

who have direct acquaintance with them to consider them from this point of

view. The theory which I wish to work out—a theory already suggested by
others—is that certain fields of Greco-Roman and late Roman art have

received a deep and abiding impress from Pergamon, That this should be
a priori probable does not need elaborate proof; Rome was the heir of the

Pergamene kingdom, and had always friendly intimacy with it, and we hear

of many Pergamene works being transferred to Rome by Nero {Dio Chrys.

644 B) : between certain Roman and certain Pergamene myths there was
a close analogy,^ which coloured the artistic representation of them : the

struggle of the Pergamene kingdom with the Gauls, or—to speak perhaps

more correctly—with Antiochus Hierax supported by Gallic mercenaries,^

was the most recent counterpart to the struggle of Rome with the barbarians :

it was the Pergamene school—as Professor Brunn was the first to demonstrate

—who idealized and fixed for artistic representation the type of the northern

barbarian and really created historic sculpture,^ and I think that it can be

shown that their rendering of this tjrpe became conventionalized and remained

traditional throughout many centuries.

But the preliminary question which it is essential to answer is whether

it is allowable to speak of a Pergamene style at all. For unless works done at

Pergamon or in connection with Pergamon showed certain specific points of

resemblance between themselves and a certain distinctiveness, we might

^ E.g. the exposure of the twins and Telephos, ^ isolated works, such as the Nubian head

—

the infants suckled by the wolf : compare the a bronze work from Cyrene—published by
legend in Plutarch (Romulus ch. 2) that Aeneas Rayet, Moji. de Vart Antique 2. No. 58, showing

married Roma, a daughter of Telephos. powerful realistic treatment of the barbaric

^ Vide Kbhler, Die Grwidung des Konigs- type, are perhaps earlier tlian the Pergamene

reicy^^ PergfaTWOTi .* Urlichs, who combats many of school: but theirs is the earliest systematic

his arguments in his Pcrgamenische Inschriften, work in tliis field which could make a new
yet admits the main part of his theoiy. epoch in sculpture.
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affiliate Grcco-Ruinan art in general to Hellenistic art in general, but no part

at all of the former to Pergamenc art as a species of the latter.

Is there then a Perganiene school whose work may be regarded as a

sj)ecies in this sense ?

Urlichs ^ inrplicitly negatives the supposition, simply because the inscrip-

tions prove thiit artists of many different nationalities worked at Pcrgamon,

Athenian, Sicyonian, Boeotian and Rhodian sculptors having combined to

embellish the Attalid capital ; but when he wrote he had not seen the

fragments at Berlin. This on the whole appears to be also Dr. Conze's view,'-

who speaks of Pergamene art as a sort of 8iaXe«To? koluij, an eclectic art,

<ratherin<r touether the various characteristics of the older schools. And this

is partly true, but not the whole truth.

In spite of all this eclecticism, the works that are known to have come

from Pergamon and its vicinity display on the whole certain common qualities

and features which have not appeared at all or not in equal degree of develop-

ment in earlier works. These qualities one may either praise or blame, but

it is not the object of this paper to dwell on questions that concern the

philosophy of art. I have tried to express in former papers in this Jmiriud

some of the common and essential characteristics of this sculpture, and I will

try briefly to record these here, chiefly so fjir as concerns the rendering of the

forms. But one ought first to notice the cpxestion from which of the two

periods of the Pergamene work are these to be gathered, from the older period

of Attains I. or the younger of Eumenes II, Professor Brunn finds in the

Neapolitan statuettes, which have descended to us from the Attalid dedication

at Athens, traces of the workmanship of the earlier and more creative

generation. On the other hand Dr. Conze maintains that the starting-point

of our criticism must always be the chef d'ceuvre of the younger generation,

the Pergamene altar; and the reasons are strong for adopting his view. The

objects that in the last few years have been drawn from the soil of Pergamon

are originals of first-hand value, uncorrupted by the hand of the renovator :

fhe Neapolitan works are very poor copies, almost characterless, and only by

a very jwobable hypothesis can be connected with the Attalid originals; and

i)i any case through this comparative lack of character they fail to give

us a standard for measuring the later efi'ect and influence of this local

style.^

^ Pcrgamcnischc livfchriftcn, p. 27. period. Tlio prostrate jjiaiit siig-^csts a fjood

- C'dfHiti/rn Gchhitc A»:eu)cn, 1S82. ori;?iiial, but the work isdull.iiiil cold. Neitlur

=* y[.\{(i\ncLch in the Bullrf ill dr t'''i->:JIi:Utii. in foe nor attitude is tlit-rc inucli power r,f

'Janv. 1889) and Dr. Milchbofer in Die . xjiression, and the trcatm.-nt of the muscles,

Jn/rcuot'j ths Promelhcux give a more favour- th- Iiair, and th.- wild-bea^t^ iVll. shows littli'

aide estimate of the Neapolitan works, both mark.-d styl or • rergamcnian ' < lianiuter.

inaintaining tliit they cannot l)e copies of the Still more siij'.rli.Mal and dull is the reinhr-

<;reco-Iioman a^e. They may certainly be in? of the Am.i7.in : though the ilrapery shows

copies wrought in Asia Minor, >>ut after a soin.- skill au<l djli'acy. The faee has the higli

careful study I failed to detect in them any oval contour common in Alexandrine sruljitinv.

excellence of style or exeerition that might but none of th' -i"(ili' iiiaiks of that tv] !

prevent us assigning tliem to the Greco-Uoman wliii h app'ai- • ! tlic frie/e. 'I'Ik- fii.''ni- d lln'
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The chief forms of what may be called the Pergamene countenance are

as follows. The contour is a rather high oval, the height being proportionately

greater than tlu; breadth ; the cirii>liasis is laid on the flesh rather than on

the bone-structure ; the forehead is rather high and marked with a strong

protuberance of flesh, the space between the eyes is great and the depth of

the eye-sockets is strikingly great ; the over-hanging eyebrows are realistically

rendered and are often drawn up in the middle of their curve ; the Hesh at

the outer corner of the eyes freijuently is swollen, and the centre of the eyeball

itself often protrudes. The lips are full and short and half-parted, and the

upper one is usually arched and the centre of it pouts forward. The throat

appears as a columnar support of the head, the under surface of the cheek

springing as it were from the throat in low relief. The hair is rendered in a

wild and confused mass.

The prevailing expression of the face—which these forms evidently assist

—is one of physical pathos ^ or sensuous vehemence, a wild and undisciplined

expression, barbaric or gigantcs<[ue.

The principle that governs the treatment of the head appears also in

the rendering of the torso and the limbs : the effect desired and attained is

that of temporary rather than permanent life and form. The bone-structure

cannot of course be altogether concealed, but the eye is rather arrested by
the swelling courses of flesh which are massed together to produce the barbaric

or gigantic type. And both in the Pergamene face and torso there is a manner
of handling the forms by which they appear liquid or fluent : that is, they

seem to lack fixedness and to melt away one into another. Another way in

which this interest in the momentary life and in the superficial aspect of the

body is manifested is the naturalistic representation of such details as the hair

on the breast and in the arm-pits, the drops of blood flowing from a wound,

the Avrinkles of the skin, the swollen veins. And the same love of mere
detail is shown in the exact expression of the different textures of

drapery.

Lastly, as regards the composition, we detect in the larger frieze and

still more clearly in the smaller the tendency to crowd the figures together

and to overload the action, whereby risk is incurred of losing plastic

distinctness.

It might be supposed that the formal and spiritual qualities of this

(lyiug Persian displays mote oliviously still the considering the data afforded by the monumcnt.s

cold formalism of the later copyist's hand : from the .soil of Pergamon.

there is a moderate expression of pain in the ^ Perhaps by such a term we may distinguish

face, and some violence in the attitude, but ' Pergamcnian ' expression from the expression

otherwise little that speaks of any school. The in a work of Scopa.s, a mental or spiritual pathos

dying Gaul of Naples has far more character —such for instance as the epigrammatist found

and gives some proof of the Pergamene power in in the unknown iyaKfta M7;5«faj (Anthology, ix.

historic sculpture ; but if the earlier Greco- 593).

Roman period could not produce such imitative o'Iktov dfwv ko) Kvaffay (T-nrvfj-oy tvOto^ avT\p

works as these, it had fallen very low. The ixapnaptp iyKarifu^t, ^la^ofxivriv 5" v-nh rixvr)^

' Attalid ' figures at Venice are of far higher AoiVeTjf M^Sciac 3\»/i ifjLvricrev dvi'tjj.

value, but even these we can best estimate after
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sculpture as thus summarized are only found in the representation of the

giants on the fiieze, and are reserved for this theme or for the barbaric type,

to which they are appropriate. If this were true, it would still be desirable

to see if this style appeared in the Greco-Roman work that dealt with the

same subject. But it is interesting to note that this reservation was not made
by tliose who Avorked at Pergamon : that, though it is the giant-head of the

youthful type that is the completest example of what I have called the

Pergamene countenance, yet some of the essential traces appear in tlie faces

of the divinities, and also in the human faces of the smaller frieze : nor is it

only in the giant-body that the violent treatment of the muscles is seen. It

has been made a complaint about the figure of Zeus in the frieze that the

torso is too gigantesque. Also the excited and over-vehement expression is

given to the faces not only of the giants but of some of the divinities as well.

In spite rif the fact therefore that many of the best traditions of the older

sculpture were maintained at Pergamon, we have here a peculiar type of

forms and a mode of expression becoming fixed and conventional.

Again, the qualities of this style appear throughout the whole of this

colossal frieze in greater or lesser degree of impressiveness. The sculptors

are from many nations, but there is unity in their work ; and though of course

there are great differences of skill in the execution of different slabs, yet no

one has yet succeeded in assigning this series to the Attic and that to the

Rhodian workshop. For instance, the figure which for no particular reason

has been called Orion shows—as I have before pointed out—a drier and more

restrained style than most of the others, and a more prominent marking of

the bone-structure of the head. But we cannot claim this slab for the

austerer style, independent of Asiatic voluptuousness ; for in the face and

form of the giant that lies at his feet the marks of the ' Pergamene ' style are

most conspicuous. Many special points of difference might be discovered

between the series of slabs on which Hekate and the kindred divinities are

represented, and that on which Araphitrite and the sea-divinities appear in

combat. Not only is the execution inferior in the latter, but there are fewer

specific marks of the school in the rendering of the torso and the face.

But there is no new principle of composition, no different theory of

formal treatment in this group, so that we might speak of a separate and

independent style.

And—as I have incidentally noticed before and will soon show by

illustration—the heads of the smaller frieze show on the whole the same

characteristics as those on the larger, only that the dominant expression is

less intense and their contour is rounder and softer, and the marking of the

bone-structure of the skull which may be discerned on two heads of the larger

frieze cannot be discovered on this.

The result of this brief and general statement will be this—that as a

certain spirit and style appear throughout the mass of sculpture discovered

on the site of Pergamon, and as no earlier work of sculpture displays the same

style so conspicuously or so consistently, and as this has become a mannerism

at Pergamon being used irrespective of theme, it is natural and scientific to
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speak of a Pergamene style or epoch : ami tlie Perganieiie is a species of the

Hellenistic work.

We may admit that there was no Pergamono ' school '—that is a body of

native sculptors showing in their work the impress of local character and
influence. But those who worked at this place worked ilr consilii scntcntia,

with some unity of method and theory, and what they achieved was important

e!iough to serve as a standard.

To trace the prior influences that explain this style and to collect the

elements in the older sculpture from which it is built up, lies beyond the

scope of this ]>aper. But in passing I may illustrate the theory that I

advanced before of an affinity between the style of Scopas and Pergamene
work. Certain .striking traits in the Pergamene type of countenance ajtpear

in the Tegean heads from the temple of Athene A lea: these are the-pro-

tuberance over the forehead, the great breadth between the eyes, the very

deep eye-sockets, and the protruding centre of the eyeball. I was strongly

impressed with the resemblance between the head of the giant who is attacked

by the goddess with the my.sterious jar and the youthful helmed head from
Tegea ; and one of the larger heads from Pergamon in the magazine of the

Berlin Museum shows the same expression of mouth and the same roundness
of forms as some of the separate female heads in the British Museum found
at the Mausoleum. That Scopas' style had great vogue in Asia Minor is in

accord with the account of his life and sphere of work.^

Before enumerating those monuments for which there is only internal

evidence of connection with the Pergamene school, I will briefly record those

of which the ' provenance ' from Pergamon is certain, and which are of value in

illustrating the special style.

Besides the great frieze, there are the slabs of the smaller frieze which
probably ran round the interior of the altar, most of which are still in the
magazine of the Berlin Museum. The subject-matter of these has been
successfully and skilfully explained by Professor C. Robert in the numbers
of the years 1887 and 1888 of the Jahrhuch des Arckdolojischcn Institnts, but
without much reference to the details of the style. I am only concerned
here with shortly illustrating the affinity which I have already affirmed to

exist between the sculpture of the smaller and that of the greater frieze.

In the representation of Telephos with the infant Orestes and the youno-

Electra,- the face of Electra shows some of the marks of the type described,

and the torso of Telephos the characteristic handling.

The group of Heracles and the infant Telephos^ suckled by the wolf is

very interesting on account of the connection which it has with repre-

sentations which will be noticed later of the Greco-Roman period. It

concerns the present point because the forms display the Pergamene style

^ On a Bithynian coin of Lysimachus (in the •^ Sketched in Die Ergehnisse der Ausgratnin-
British Museum, soon to be published in the gen zu Pcnjnmon, p. 66.

series of Bithynian Kings) is a head of HerAcles ' Overbeck, Geschichtc d. Grirrh. Plm(ik\
with many of the essential traits of the Perga- vol. ii. fig. 1,33^7.

mene type of countenance.
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very markedly. The rendering of the abdomen and of the swelHng courses

of muscles above the hip recall the sculpture of the gigantomachy ; the pose

of the arm across the breast, by which the biceps and psctinal muscles are

joined, is probably chosen partly because this sculpture is fond of dealing

with colossal masses of flesh. Though the motive is very different, the pose

is the same in the representation of the giant who is sinking down beneath

Zeus. In the battle-piece, the scene sketched in Professor Robert's paper,^

we are in various ways reminded of the larger frieze ; the dead man falling

head-downwards is a familiar motive ; tiiere is the same profuse detail of

slaughter here as there—the same realistic rendering of the blood rushing

from the wound, and the structure of the foi'ehead and the eyes and the

rendering of the hair are the same. Another scene of combat,^ in wliich a

naked warrior is falling with blood dripping from his side, and the helmed

head of another is seen prostrate on the ground beneath, produces a very

similar efifect as the last.

On three unconnected slabs of the smaller frieze we notice strikingly

similar types of heads : namely, on one where a bride is standing before

the statue of Athene Polias ^ and a bearded man is by her side ; another *

where a kingly figure with his guards is hurrying along as though at some

sudden news ; a third ^ where another bearded man is raising a laurel-bough

towards a statue of Apollo. In all three the male countenance has most of

the same forms and the same peculiar expression as we find in so many heads

of the larger frieze—the deep-set eyes and the great breadth between them,

the protruding forehead, the fleshy cheek-bones, and that expression restless

and unfixed which is difficult to describe. Now, according to Robert's

most probable explanations, the personality is different in each case,

and we cannot say that in each case it is the head of Telephos who appears

in three different scenes. In fact we are here presented with a fixed form,

which the Pergamene sculptor uses without much consideration of personality

or ethos. It appears again in a free head which is exhibited in the Museum
near to one of these slabs, and which is supposed to be a head of Poseidon.

The last point of resemblance between the larger and the smaller frieze

which need be noticed here is the careful exactness with which both in one

and in the other such accessories are rendered as the texture of the drapery,

the feathers of the helmet's plumes.

It may then be concluded that the smaller monument, though carved

perhaps by different hands, belongs immediately to the same school

of work.

On the other hand, it is markedly distinguished, as Overbeck has well

pointed out, by the picturesqueness of its relief style. The picturesque

element had not indeetl been wanting in the frieze-work of the gigantomachy

;

but the handling of the surface of the relief was there entirely in accord Avith

the old plastic tradition : the background is the same for all the figures, and

' Jakrhiich dcs Arch. Inst. 1887, p. 256. ^ Jnhrhuch ,lcs Arch. Inst. 1888, \\ 45, PI. I.

- Robert, Jnhrh. d. Arch. lust. 1888, p.
» Ihlil. p. 87, Q.

f«l, T.
.

5 ji;,i p 57^ p.
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all are on the same plane. But in the Telophos slabs there is often an ideal

background, perhaps a natural scene, and figures are on a higher and lower

scale, and the groups are massed together in ditt'erent layers. This arrange-

ment, as well as the j)lastic framework })y which the scenes are divided,

betrays the influence of painting on sculpture— an inlluence beginning to

be dominant in the Alexandrine period—and probably gives us the clue for

explaining the picturcs([ue character of lloman relief work. If this theory

be true, a general method of com[)osition will have been borrowed lor Rome
from Pergamon.

Besides the Telephos frieze, there are many other fragments of sculpture

brought from Pergamon, most of them lying at present in the magazine of

the Berlin Museum. But it is not possible to find much of the local

characteristic style in all of them, and it would be unreasonable to expect

such uniformity ; for Pergamon was a storehouse of works of art gathered

from all parts of Greece, and the first Attains took his share of the spoils of

Corinth. Thus such works as the Athena Nike, the helmed head and head-

less statue of Pallas in the Pheidian style,^ and many of the larger mutilated

figures not yet exhibited may have no real connection with the site on which

they were found, and do not weaken the theory derived from other works of

a specific Pergamene style.

To those of this latter class that have already been examined may be

added the following :

—

(a) The remains of a seated male figure, lacking the head and arms, the

left leg and most of the right : on his back was a mantle, a fold of which

appears on his right thigh, and on his neck are traces of long hair. The
right arm was brought across the breast, as if it were resting on some support

at this side, and the whole body is inclined in this direction. The most

consjiicuous mark of its style is the very soft treatment of the surface and of

the large fleshy masses ; the breasts are very swollen and almost feminine,

and this fact, together with the pose and the whole rendering, suggests a

statue of Dionysos. If this is the right name, we have then four repre-

sentations of the god from the site of Pergamon—this seated figure, the slabs

from the larger and a smaller frieze found on the same site representing

Dionysos yiyavroXeTtj^;, and the slab from the Telephos frieze on which the

god has been discovered moving hastily to the left, the three last having very

much in common with each other and with the local style. Now we know
that there was a worship and a temple of Dionysos at Pergamon, and we can

gather its importance from more than one source.^ It is not improbable that

among the mentioned fragments of sculpture survives a reproduction of the

temple statue, which may more naturally be supposed to bo that of a seated

or peaceful figure ; but other examples may be quoted of a temple divinity

represented in active or dramatic pose, and it is not impossible that the

figure on the reliefs preserves something of the forms of the temple statue.

1 Vide Hellenic Journal, 1886, p. 271, ' The Book XLI. 61 : letter from Ptolemy to the Per-

Works of Pergamon and theii- Influence.' gamenians, C'.l.G. 3537.

^ Vide the oracle in C'.l.G. 3538 : Dio Cassius,
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Unfortunately, the coinage of Pergamon does not supply us with any clue

;

but a coin of the Cilician Seleucia shows us the figure of Dionysos closely

resembling that on the Pergamene frieze-slabs.'

(Ji) The cast of a large statue of Hermaphrodite, placed in the Assyrian

room, the original of which was found about the south-east of the altar, and

is now at Constantinople. The right arm is missing, and the left shoulder

has been restored with plaster. At present the work has attracted notice only

on the (ground of an obvious resemblance in the arrangement of its drapery to

the Venus of Milo—a resemblance which may be only accidental, and which

contributes nothing to the solution of any question concerning the latter ; but

it deserves serious attention on other grounds, and chiefly because it is the only

Greek statue which has survived of this semi-oriental figure. The Herma-

phrodite of the Louvre and that of Florence are only Greco-Roman copies, and

still later and inferior to these in execution is the St. Petersburg statue. The

Pero-amene work far excels these in execution, for the surface is softly and

warmly wrought, and in moral conception, for the combination of male and

female forms is given without any particularly sensual effect. The face is

hif^h, and springs in low relief from the throat; the flesh is strongly

emphasized, but the cheek-bones are also marked. The features are close,

so to speak, and rather flattened, the chin being short and drawn up as it

were to the mouth ; the lips are full and rather pouting. There is nothing

oric^inal in the pose, as the body inclines rather languidly towards the left, the

left arm resting on the trunk of a tree. The only other work of the same

subject that it recalls in the disposition of the drapery and partly in its

attitude is the Hermaphrodite of the Villa Pamphili.2

It would be interesting to know if there was any afl&nity between the

statue from Pergamon and the 'uobilis Hermaphroditus* of Polycles. The

question is of course fore-judged if we assume that the copies of the sleeping

Hermaphrodite, the statues in the Louvre and Florence and St. Petersburg,

preserve the type and form of the original which Pliny praises ; but this is

only an archaeological conjecture. At any rate, the Polycles whose work

upon this theme was most notable cannot have been the sculptor of 01. CIL,

but either the second Polycles of the middle of the third century or the latest

of this name belonging to the Attic * revival.' ^ And it is not improbable,

from the internal evidence of Pliny's text, that it is the sculptor of this latest

period to whom he refers.* In this case the Hermaphrodite of Polycles might

be almost contemporary in origin with that which has been brought from

Perc^amon and which will always remain of importance for a certain

simplicity and freshness it possesses, and its comparative purity of expression

and form.

(c) A statue of a tall male figure, standing at ease, his weight being

1 Mionnet, voL iii. p. 601 : Cilicia, No. 298. sculptare, and afterwards the works that illns-

- Clarac. PI. 667, No. 1548, A. Irate these epochs. If the Polycles he mentions

* Fide C. Robert, Ilenncs, xix. p. 307. is not the latest sculptor of that name, then he

* In the first part of sec. 19, Book XXXIV., has left the latest period without any monument

Pliny enumerates the various epochs of bronze- to illustrate it.
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thrown on his left leg, and iiis left hand gathering up his garment, which
leaves bare his breast and right shoulder; most of his right arm is missing,

but it seems to have been lifted and supported perhaps on a staff. The face

is rather full and covered with a short beanl ; the hair is somewhat raised

above the forehead, which is prominently marked and barred. Although the

expression of the face is not very definite, the statue is very probably an

Asclepios ; for the position of the arms, the arrangement of the drapery and

the treatment of the hair accord with a representation of tlie god that appears

on certain Pergaraene coins.^ If the figure is really an Asclepios, it is then

the earliest instance yet discovered among Pergamene monuments of a tyj)e

of the god of which the origin is doubtful, and which is probably quite distinct

from the well-known work of Phyromachus.

(d) Somewhat different in form from the last is a small figure in terra-

cotta exhibited in the Anti([uarium at Berlin, an undoubted Asclepios and of

Pergamene ' provenance.' The god is once more erect, and the himation

covers the lower part of the body and the left shoulder in the same fashion,

but his right hand is resting on his hip, and in his left is the serpent-rod. In

these respects it is a replica of the statue from Cyrene published in the

Hellenic Journal (IV., p. 47) ; but the terra-cotta figure is bearded, and a

youthful Asclepios is a type that has not yet been found at Pergamon, although

we might believe that it was not unfamiliar to the native imagination, since

in the vision of Aristides the god wore some of the forms of Apollo.-

(e) The two satyrs from Pergamon, published by Dr. Furtwangler,^ the

one a perfectly preserved bronze figure, the other a statue of Parian marble
wanting the head and arms. The meaning and probable genealogy of these

works have been fully discussed by the above-mentioned writer; it is

only necessary to note here that the rendering of the anatomy shows in

each case the manner peculiar to the school, namely, the powerful articulation

of the flesh, and that the execution of the panther's fell and of the nebris

reminds us of the skill so notable on the frieze in the handling of different

materials. Whether the bronze figure with its plebeian and bucolic type of

head supplies us with another criterion for bringing certain works—hitherto

isolated—under the Pergamene species, may be afterwards considered. It

may appear thas this type is not especially Pergamene. But the figures

prove at least that we may attribute to this school an affection for strained

and complicated movement and pose-—'a rhythm distortum et elaboratum '

—

that descends to them from Myron.

(/) The torso and lower body of a Triton, one of the figures that stood

on the acroterion of the altar. I have already mentioned that most of these

appear to be free reproductions of the divinities of the larger frieze, and their

movements suggest the same action. It is quite possible that this statue of

the Triton has the same dramatic meaning, for his right arm was evidently

^ Fide Warwick Wroth, ' Asclepios on the -' a/xa niv 'AaKK-fiirios, ifia Sf 'Air6\\wv.

Coins of Pergamon,' Num. Chron. Ser. Ill, Aristid. Up. \oy. $., Dindorf, i. 469.

vol. ii. p. 22, PI. II. 8. 3 Vicrzigstes Programm zum Wirickelmanns-

feste 1880.
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raised on high as though brandishing a weapon, and his left hand holds a

shell. There may be an allusion here to the old tradition according to which

Triton served as trumpeter in the gigantomachy. The torso is treated so as

to sutrgest the liquid element to which the personage belongs, and that the

Perf^amene sculpture acliieved something in the representation of the beings

of the sea the Triton of the Vatican—to be considered later—gives us fair

reason to believe. It is evident that the skill which this sculpture possesses

in softly rendering the surfaces of the flesh would stand it in stead when

liandling this theme.

{ff) Tlie female head well known through photographs and casts, which

might be more conveniently considered in connection with the ' Venus of

Milo.'

(A) I have referred above to fragments of a smaller relief-work, containing

figures about fourteen inches in height, which has been brought to Berlin from

Pergamon, and which is of some interest because it also represents a giganto-

machy and copies certain groups of the larger altar. For instance, we see

the figure of Dionysos showing the same treatment, the same half-feminine

forms, and the same posture as the Dionysos of the larger frieze ; the face is

well preserved, and of the same type as the other heads of Dionysos which

I have examined. Of much ruder work are two other reliefs, perhaps

belonging to a consecutive frieze, but probably of later origin than that just

mentioned, representing Zeus and Athene in the battle. The god is striding

forward with violent action, with his left foot on a prostrate giant of human
form ; brandishing the thunderbolt in his right hand, with his left he has

caught a serpent-footed giant by the hair (though the hand is missing, the

interpretation is hardly doubtful). Zeus bears no aegis, and the resemblance

of the scene to the greater frieze is not very close. The rendering of the

forms shows the later exaggeration of the Pergamene style, and there is no

fineness of surface. Athene with the aegis is hurrying to the left ; only the

right half of her body and no part of the neck and shoulders is preserved.

The figure somewhat resembles the bronze of Athene with the giant

published in the Hellenic Journal, Vol. IV., p. 91.

{i) Of much greater importance is a free statue of Zeus about six feet in

height, which I have slightly referred to in a former paper—one of that series

of statues which were probably carved simultaneously with the frieze-work

of the great altar, and which probably stood above it between the pillars of

the colonnade. No doubt this also is Zeus TiyavTo\€Tr]<i, for the posture

and drapery are very similar to those of the Zeus on the frieze. And the

differences arise mostly from the inevitable differences between a relief-figure

in a group and a single free statue ; that is, tlie action is less dramatic and

violent. The head of this Zeus is only slightly inclined to the right, and the

action is more directly to hi.s front; there is no back-swing of the body, but

he is striding forwards with right foot advanced and right arm uplifted.

There is a certain dignity also and reserve in the motive of the left arm
which merely supports the drapery, and the muscles are not so violently

rendered nor the veins so swollen. If this is copied from the frieze-figure

—
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of wind, I am <Ioul,tful-it is a very i„tc.|l,,,.c„t copy, a„,l takes an importantplace in our scanty series of Zeus-statues „f a Greek period (Fi.. I)
"^

site ^f% ""'
V'''' "^ ''"'P""'" ''""" ="" ^""""^ ."oul,ls:f„u„,| „„ tl,e

site of Tergamon for statuettes an.l relief., „l,icl, arc exhibitej in the Berlin

Apollo, Bacchus, Aphr„,l„o, but it is hard to discern in then, any features

I'm. 1.

specially characteristic uf Perganicne work except in the Hermes, whose
torehcad and chest recalls something of the style.

There are also in the Antiquarium a number of small terra-cottas from
lergamon, but few of them give any clear illustration of the native manner
and the aggregate of them do not serve to corroborate Pliny's ^ remark con-

' NJ/. 35, ICO
: ' 111 Asiii l'ery:mio7i iftinct Jiobilitiiti'iii luijus aitis.'
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cerninof the fame of Pergamene pottery. Two of them deserve mention here :

one a female head (No. 6702), showing the unmistakable marks of the typo

;

another a torso, that might be that of Eros or Bacchus, in many ways

resembling the fragmentary statue described above, especially in the soft

handling of the large masses of flesh on the breast and abdomen. And here

also a chlamys is seen, passing round tlie left shoulder and appearing on the

right hip.

So far as T am aware no museum, except the Berlin and the British, the

University Galleries at Oxford, and the museum at Constantinople, possesses

any monument of marble, bronze, or terra-cotta that is known to have come

from the site or immediate vicinity of Pergamon. And all that we have is the

colossal torso from Elaea—the port of Pergamon—winch has not yet been

published. It is probably a fragment of a statue of the seated Heracles. The

characteristic style is very noticeable in the soft and lax rendering of the

forms, and the deep depressions that throw strong shadows over the large

masses of flesh, in the treatment of the lower part of the torso, and in the

swollen veins.

The only other marble work that may with certainty be added to this list

is a male head from the smaller frieze, in private possession at Dresden, of

which I have no personal knowledge, but which is briefly mentioned in the

Archdologische Zeitung of 1884 (p. 63).

The coinage of Pergamon contributes much to our knowledge of the

local cults, and occasionally illustrates a local myth, but exhibits very little of

the peculiar style in question. Nor should we expect to find much of it on

this class of monuments ; but an Alexander's head in the lion's skin on a coin

probably of the period of Eumenes 11.,^ and a Pergamene coin of the time

of Septimius Severus, showing Heracles with the hind of Cerynea, recall the

familiar style in the rendering of the forehead and eyes.

A few fragments—not long discovered and not yet published, so far as I

am aware—from the Stoa of Attains II. at Athens may perhaps be reckoned

among the monuments that come from the site or territory of Pergamon.

Whether the king employed his own sculptors or Athenians for the decoration

of his monument might be an open question ; but the style of these fragments

makes for the former supposition.

(a) A female head inclined to one side, with a veil falling over the back

part. It has the peculiar highly-wrought expression which the sculptors of

this school loved to give ; and it shows their characteristic treatment of forms

—

the long oval contour, the deep eye-sockets, the forehead protruding in the

centre, the short firm mouth. W^e might name it a head of Dcmeter.

(h) Another female head of colossal size, very similar in forms and

expression, with half-open mouth, a highly-arched upper lip, and the same

treatment of the forehead.

(c) A barbarian head, probably a Gaul's, displaying the characteristic

Pergamene rendering of this type in the high cheek-bones, the hair and eye-

' linhoof-Blunier, Die Mun~en cler Dynastic von Pergamon, Taf. 3, No. 19.
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brows ; but there is more realism of detail in this than (for instance) in the

head of the Dying Gaul of the Capitoline.

Before beginning the review of the monumental evidence that proves the

diffusion of Pergamene style tinoughout other localities, there are some
literary notices that are valuable to collect.

Among the arts cultivated with the greatest success in the later Greek

and the Greco-Roman period was that of mosaic ; and it is probable that

Rome was to some extent indebted to Pergamon for the introduction and

expansion of this art. ' Celeberrimus fuit in hoc genere Sosus qui Pergami

stravit quern vocant asaroton oecon
'

;
^ it is likely that he belonged to the

earlier Attalid period, and it is possible that he was one of those who wrougiit

the mosaics for the magnificent ship of Hiero II. of Syracuse (about 232 B.C.),

which is one of the earliest recorded and certain instances of mosaic-work

used for private luxury.^ Now it is shortly after the date at which the

Pergamenian kingdom was ceded to Rome (b.c. 133) that this art became
popular in the latter city ; and that this is more than a mere coincidence

seems indicated by the name that is commonly applied in later literature to

the mosaic-pavement—asarotum and asarotici lapilli—a general term, derived

from the Pergamene work. The theory could be better established if one

could discover in Roman mosaic sure traces of the Pergamene style ; and the

attempt would be adventurous, as no mosaic has been found on the excavated

site or in the vicinity of Pergamon, and it would be hazardous to seek in so

different an art for the same style that appears in the sculpture ; but a few

clues of connection may be gathered, chiefly from the representation in

mosaic of Alexander's battle.

In his Campcmische Wandmalcrci ^ Helbig has thrown out the suggestion

that this work is derived from an original—probably a painting—that belongs

to the same epoch and tendency as the Attalid historic sculptures. We may
note that the same principle is observed here as there in the rendering of the

barbaric type, and some of the same features reappear, and the real type is

given without excessive naturalism. Now it cannot be said that any and

every achievement in historic art in the Hellenistic era immediately falls to

the credit of the Pergamene school, for Gyrene or Alexandria may claim to

have done work of the same kind and power in regard to the African

nationalities. But it is much more probable that the type of the Persian

race was originally a theme of Asia Minor art rather than of Greco-Libyan or

Greco-Egyptian. And the mosaic in question is not without evidence in

support of this. There is a certain resemblance—that must not however be

too much insisted upon—between the figure of the Persian who is transfixed

by the spear of Alexander, and that of the young giant who is falling before

Athene on the altar-frieze. His face and the faces of some of the other

Persians show something of that character and that expression in eyes and

^ Pliny, J\^. 77. 36, 184. tion of temple - pavements ; vide Letronne,
" The art of mo.saic had been employed per- Lcttrcs d'un Antiquairc, pp. 313-315.

haps as early as the fifth century for the decora- ^ P. 4 4.

H.S.—VOL. XI. O
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forehead that mark the gigantesque type ; and the reflection of the prostrate

Persian's countenance in his own shield recalls to our mind a similar trait in

Sosus' mosaic, the reflection of the bird's head in the water. I am aware that

these indications are of rather slight force ; but they combine with more

general considerations of probability to connect the mosaic with the historic

work of the later epoch rather than with the picture of the Egyptian Helena

to which ^ Ovcrbeck would refer it. The violent dramatic spirit, the highly-

wrought pathos, the masterful characterization of the Persian race, are features

in the work that arc difficult to reconcile with the belief that the original

was painted by a woman in Egypt soon after the middle of the fourth

century B.C.

The popularity of the work of Sosus is proved also by the existing

imitations; the birds drinking from the cup on the Herculaneum mosaic are

a reproduction of part of his subject, but it throws no light on any special

character of style. As has been already said, it is scarcely fruitful to try to

find any main stream of Pergamene influence in Roman mosaic-work; but

here and there in certain themes a certain affinity may be observed.

The literary record concerning Pergamene art, that is next in importance

to the record of the Attalid dedications at Athens, is a series of epigrams

describing the representations in relief on the pillars of the temple that was

raised at Cyzicus by Attalus II. and Eumenes II. in honour of their mother

Apollonis. According to the transcriber of the epigrams they were actually

inscribed on the pillars themselves—e<? ra arvkoinvaKLa i'yiypavro, irepi-

€^ovra uva'y\v(f)ov'i 'L(jropla<i? That the verses and the art were contem-

poraneous in their origin cannot be believed, as the irregularities of the metre

point to a very late period
;
perhaps their inscription is only imaginary, and

they are the work of a late Byzantine. But there can be no doubt that they

describe actual monuments, the decoration of the temple-pillars at Cyzicus

—

and record some of the productions of the artists who worked for Attalus and
Eumenes. Many of the subjects can be illustrated, and some have a special

interest for Pergamene legend, and may very probably be the work of the

sculptors who carved the smaller Pergamene frieze. The first ^ in the series

is a representation of Bacchus leading Semele to Olympos with Hermes
preceding, and an escort of Satyrs and Sileni with torches. The text is too

vague t(j tell us much about the composition, but we may conjecture a
youthful Dionysos standing in the chariot by the side of Semele in the centre

of the scene.

The words rav ddeov YlevOevfi v^piv afi€i^6fi€vo<i can refer to nothing
that was there in the scene, unless we suppose a combination of two separate

myths on the same slab ; and the evidence of other monuments cannot help
us towards any reconstruction of it, for with the exception of one broken vase
we have no representation of the ascent of Semele. The chief interest of the

Pmiipcii, p. 425. vol. ii. p. 139 ; they have scarcely received any
- The e|.ixraiiis\vere first noticed by Viscouti, archaeological criticism.

Lfcrizioui Onrhr, Triopcc, p. 102: fori textual » Vide Anth. Pn.J. ill. 1.

criticism vide Jacob's Kccrcitationcs Crilicac,
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record is that it gives us another exaiii])k' of the (igurc of Dioiiysos as a theme
of Pergamenc sculpture; and I liave aheady noted witli wliat peculiar ex-

pression and forms the type of tlu^ god was handled by the men of this scliool,

to whom chiefly, we may believe, the later modifieations of the type are due.

But it is doubtful whether (here is aiiv Greco-Ronian seulptuie dealiu'' with

this subject in which we can <lelinitely trace the effect of their work. The
head of Pacehus in Leyden, published in the ]\riin. ihlV Tnd., ii. 41, and (!<!-

scribed ])y Furtwiingler ^ as being 'd'une expressioji puissante et animee, d'un

grand elan et em]>reinte Cm ce j)atbetique un pen rude (pii caracterise les

sculi)tures de Pergaine,' aj)peared to nie, on personnl ol)seivation of it, scai'cely

to have the value thus ascribed to it, and to show little afhnity in its forms to

Pergamene style.

The choice of this subject for the decoration of the Cyzicene tem])le need
not have been suggested by the local worship of Dionysos at Pergamon, but
by the desire to illustrate the affection between son and mother—the idea

expressed in nearly all these reliefs.^

The second representation is that which stands in the closest connection

with the local legend : the recognition of Telephos by his mother Auge, the

incident that is recorded by Hyginus, and perhaps was found in the Mvcroi of

Sophocles. The Cyziccne relief has a particular interest, because its subject

is closely connected with that of one of the smaller frieze-slabs that have been

brought from Pergamon, on which in spite of its mutilation, we can discover

the form of Telephos^ and the serpent that miraculously intervenes between
the son and the mother to prevent the intended matricide. On a vase of the

later archaic period we see Telephos fully armed and pursuing Auge who is

hastily retreating {Arch. Zrit. 18.53, Taf. GO). But neither of these repre-

sentations can give us an exact clue to that on the t(>mple of Apollonis ; for

both these are dnimatic and violent, but the words of the epigrammatist

evidently describe a peaceful situation, the moment of the discovery, and the

purpose of Telephos to lead his motiicr back to his native land ; and such a

scene accords well with the whole of this scries of mythic subjects. But it is

very rarely* found among surviving monuments, and it may take rank by the

side of the smaller frieze as illustration of the original Avork done by the

Attalid .sculptors in the ficM of Pergamene myths.

Many of these Cyzicenc representations are so to speak aira^ Xeyoficva,

far-fetched themes of which existing Avorks supply us Avith no illustration, nnd

which are chosen merely as mythic or historic records of filial piety. It is only

necessary here to mention those that have some discoverable relation Avith

known monuments, and S()nie importance for the history of Pergnmeiio

sculpture. Great interest attaches to the sixth and the fourteenth rcinv-

sentation, the former being the slaughter of Python, the latter the death of

1 Collect. Hfihuuroff, vi. 23. ^ Vide iikcic\\ 'u\ Jahrh. d. dcul. hu-^t. 1^>>7,

-' But till- prcsi-ncc of tin- Sili-ui in ll:r sol-iiu ji. 2\'>, W'^. ('.

may I'l' ai! allusion t'l till- l>i(iiiy.-i;ir soriity tliat * Tin' mcaniii;^ of the n'licf in Dri'Kkl' .sliy

(.'xistf-'l at lVrj,'ainuii "f Bui'/cJaoi ;inil ScjA^j/oj. ll.ill (^licliaelis, lnri'iif .V'//7>/'v\ 'T''lc|'li"«

/'//' iiiM ri]«timi, \"I. \ii. ). !'"• •if //•/,<(.•••'. ;iiiil An^c,' is very ilniilitfiil.

<) -J.
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Tityos at the hands of Apollo and Artemis. From the heading and the text

of each epigram we can partially reconstruct the scenes. In the first Leto is

flying before Python, and Apollo and Artemis are shooting

—

airo aK07rctj<i

Ae\(f)(ov. We must suppose that the rocky terrain was indicated, and from

the words ov Oi^aet rpiirov evOeov we may conjecture that the tripod was

actually seen near the god, as it is in the representations of Apollo Pythoc-

tonos on the coins of Rhegium. What is unusual in the Cyzicene rendering

of the myth is the presence of Artemis in the first place ; for apart from this

instance she is not, as far as I am aware, found in this scene, except in those

rare and different vase-representations which show Leto fleeing from Python

and holding the twin children in her arras ; secondly, the presence of Leto

herself interpreting the myth as an illustration of filial piety.

Apollo is avenging Leto for Python's pursuit of her at the time of his

birth ; only thus will this scene express the idea of the whole series. But

this is the rarer and probably not the original view of the myth, and in support

of it we can only quote the legend of Hj'ginus, the vase-representation

mentioned above, and the Homeric hymn to Apollo as it appears in the

fanciful reconstruction of O. Gruppe.^

The fourteenth epigram describes a very similar subject, and the figures

of Artemis, Apollo, and Leto appear again. The form of the dying Tityos

may have been lying at the feet of Apollo, and thus the group would have

closely resembled that in the Pergamene frieze of Apollo and the fallen giant

of human shape, as in a former paper it has been noticed how the Pergamene

Apollo resembles the slayer of Tityos as he appears on a red-figured vase.^

While in the earlier vase-representations, for instance on an archaic Corinthian

vase in the Louvre, Tityos though usually wounded is often still erect and

retreating, the sculptor of the Cyzicene slab has followed what was probably

a prevalent mode of treating this theme. We gather from the epigramma-

tist's words that the giant was streaming with blood from his wounds, and we
have here an indication of that love of sensational realism which is seen so

frequently in works of this school.

From the Pergamene and Cyzicene monuments, then, we have evidence

that the type of Apollo was familiar in Pergamene sculpture, as we know also

that he enjoyed special worship both at Cyzicus and Pergamon.^ We may
also suppose, as the sculptors were dealing with closely cognate themes,

namely, the slaying of the giants, of Pytho, and of Tityos, and as the action of

the god is on the whole the same in each, that the pose and form of Apollo

was very similar in all these representations. And we may enlarge the group

of works connected with the Belvidere statue by including in it these

representations on the Cyzicene temple.

The seventh epigram describing the representation of the fate of Dirce

is of great importance, as it is the only sure proof we have that Pergamene

' Die Griechiscken KuUc und Myflicn, }>. ^ ^hiruKXwv 6 KaW'iTfKvos, Aiist. Up.Xoy. 0.,

530. Diiul. IGO ; Ilfkataeus, Frarj. Miiller, 202.

^ HcUenic Journal, 1885, p. 127.
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sculpture dealt with this theme. For the Famese group by itself is in-

sufficient evidence, its authenticity being so corrupted by excessive restoration

that, though we may find a general resemblance to Pergamene manner and

spirit in its picturesque character, in its dramatic violence, and in its expression

of the pithos of merely physical suffering, yet we cannot find in it the surer

formal marks of affinity. And the inscriptions found at Pcrgamon, at first

supposed to show that one of the sculptors of the Farncse group was employed
for the decoration of the Pergamene altar, are now admitted by Dr. Conze to

be doubtful. But the epigram proves that the main motives of the Cyzicene

representation were the same as those of the monument in Naples.

076 Kal CK Tavpoio KadaTTTere BiirXaKU creipi^v,

0(f>pa Se/xa? (rvprj rfjaSe Kara ^v\6')(^ov.

Roth brothers are engaged in tying Dirce by a double cord to the bull,

and the body is to be dragged along a bushy ground—a picturesque trait

found in the Famese group and similar to some in the reliefs of the smaller

Pergamene altar-frieze. And it seems probable that Antio])e also was present

and that Dirce was making appeal to her ; at least this is grammatically the

most Latural interpretation of the words

Ni)v iKen^ avTT) Xiacrer oSvpofievrf.

Whether the Famese group or the Cyzicene relief was the earlier is hard

to say, but the epigram justifies us in bringing the former into near relation

to Pergamene sculpture. It may be that the myth was first handled by

painting, as it seems a theme more appropriate to that art ; but we have no

proof of any representation earlier than the Pergamene, and there is nothing

to hinder us supposing that it was in this school that the subject first received

artistic treatment. We find the same scene on a relief from Volterra and on

two Pompeian frescoes :
^ on the former and on one of the frescoes we find

something of the Pergamene style in the expression and rendering of the

face.

The eleventh epigram describes the myth of Polydectes and Perseus, who
is turning him to stone with the Gorgon's head. The verse implies that the

sculpture was able to express the petrefaction of the limbs : how this was

possible for an art that had obtained complete mastery in the handling of the

surface may be gathered from that frieze-slab of the great altar, on which a

youthful giant with stiffened limbs is sinking down before the aegis of

Zeus.

The evidence of the epigram supports the supposition that among the

existing representations of Medusa we may find traces of the Pergamene

hand. Certainly in the range of its expression and some of its forms,

the Ludovisi head shows affinity with the work of this school, as has

» Arch. Zeit. 1852, Taf. 47, 48. Zahu, iii, 91.
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been pointed out by Trendelenburg,^ who compares it with the head of the

youthful giant in the first slab of the Pergamene frieze (A) ; but here it is

the still living energy of rage and hatred that is expressed in the contorted

features, while in the Medusa the bitterness of pain and hate is shadowed

indeed in the lips and drawn eyelids, but there is an approach in the features

to £i-ozen insensibility, and the expression is not so violent but profounder.

In both works, however, we see the strong expression of a pathos that is more

physical than mental, and this is a marked though perhaps not a ' peculiar

'

property of Pergamenian sculpture. As regards the forms of the Ludoviai

head, the long wavy hair, the large eye-sockets, the arched lip recall the

well-known characteristics of this style, but the face has not the usual contour

nor the usual lines and depressions.

Fig. 2.

There is another head of Medusa, a terra-cotta mask from Tarentum

(Fig. 2), published in the Gazette ArcMologiquc, 1883, PI. 3, which the writer there

classes among works of this school. The head is in private possession ; but

so far as one may judge from the reproduction, the view about its origin or

affinity is correct. The wrinkled forehead, the breadth of face, the distance

between the eyes, the form of the mouth and of the aiched upper lip, vividly

remind us of some of the younger giants' countenances. Again, the Medusa

' ])ii I ! Kidiiliiiiiiidii.''
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head from Stabiac shows the same spirit of workmanship, and some of the

forms are the same.^

But it would be rash to conclude with certainty from the above evidence

that this t3rpe of Medusa—with its romantic expression, with the strained

pathos of its forms—was the achievement of the Pergamene school. It may
be tliat an older generation discovered a mode of expression for the agony of

death, and that this became a traditional mode for rendering the dying piission

of a Laocoon, a Medusa, or a youthful giant. Only there are no monuments
that prove this type to be older than the earlier Pergamene era ; and there

was no other school in the Alexandrine period that possessed such mental

aptitude, so to speak, for the fullest representation of physical horror. At
least the works that have been compared help us to conceive how the Medusa
appeared on the Cyzicene relief.

The historic incident represented in the relief described in Epigram 17

—

the sons carrying their parents on their backs to save them from an eruption

of Etna—is not without interest, in that the story recalls the myth of Aeneas
and Anchises ; and this representation may be compared with the Greco-

Roman representation of Anchises on the shoulders of Aeneas. A late and
much defaced statue in Cologne of a warrior armed with helmet, sword, and
cuirass, and bearing on his left arm a man who holds some oblong object on
his lap may represent an Aeneas with his father. The latter's head is missing,

but the warrior's face shows something of the Pergamenian type in the deep-

set eyes and the lines about the brow and lips.

The last epigram of this series has this unique interest, that it gives us

the earliest instance of the rendering of a Roman myth by Greek art. The
scene on the slab was the deliverance of their mother by the twins Romulus
and Remus; and we might almost believe from the words of the epigram

that the suckling of the twins by the wolf was represented on the same relief

by that sort of ' contaminatio ' of incidents which sometimes appears in the

later sarcophagi. That Pergamene sculpture was the first to treat of Roman
legend is not not only a proof of the political friendship of the two states,

but also assists the belief in the strong influence of Pergamene art in the

Roman period.

And it may be more than a mere coincidence that the earliest known
monument that illustrates certain scenes from the Virgilian epic, the Roman
Columbarium, published in Mon. del Inst. X., Tav. 60, shows many points of

connection with Pergamene work. Some of these have been noticed by

Professor Robert in the Jahrhuch des Deutschen Instituts^^ who compares the

building of Alba Longa, as represented on the Columbarium, with the

building of the city on one of the slabs of the Telephos frieze. We may
notice also the resemblance between the recumbent figure of the river-god,

in the scene on the Roman work showing the exposure of the twins, with the

deity in the Pergamene representation of the deliverance of Prometheus, the

pose and drapery being the same in both ; also between the female figure

—

1 Zahn, i. 58. » 1888, p. 95.
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probably a nymph—seated on a rock and a person of like form and in like

pose on the Telcphos frieze. We find also certain motives that were favoured

by the sculptors of Pergamon in their representations of combat appearing in

the battle of the Trojans and Kutulians on the Columbarium; such as the

fallen warrior with his head on his arras and his hair streaming to the earth,

and the warrior planting his foot on the body of another prostrate combatant

and dragging his spear from the wound.

These arc the most important contributions that this series of epigrams

offers to our list of genuine Pergamene works, A detailed analysis of the text

might further reveal the occurrence on the Cyzicene reliefs of certain 'com-

mon-places' of Pergamene art; for instance, in the third scene, where Phoenix

was being blinded by his father

—

rfye S' t'f ocfiOaXfjuoix; Xa/xirdBa iraiBoXeTiv—
the blazing torch thrust into the face recalls more than one passage in the

Pergamene gigantomachy. To show the action of fire on flesh implies a

facility—acquired late by Greek sculpture—to produce picturesque effects

;

and I do not remember to have seen this motive in any Greek monument of

plastic art earlier than the Pergamene period.

Among the literary records of works at Pergamon we need only notice for

the present purpose those which we may believe to refer to works that were

actually produced by the sculptors or painters who worked in this style. It

is not always easy to say whether the record has this value, or merely

describes something that had been brought to Pergamon by the zeal of the

royal collectors. For instance, do the words of Pausanias—-y/ao^at iv IJep-

yd/x(p TO, IloXv^€vr]<; TraOjjfiaTa e^ovaat (10. 25. 10)—describe pictures

brought there by Attalos or Eumenes, or fresco-paintings on the wall of

some public building there ? The latter is perhaps more probable, as he

is speaking of a connected series of paintings. In this case we have a record

of Pergamenian art, and obviously the subject is of that pathetic nature that

would attract an artist of this school ; but as far as I know there is no

existing monument of the Polyxena legend that at all betrays the influence

of this style.

Among tiie sculptors employed by Attains II. was Epigonos, whose name

is preserved by a Pergamene inscription, and who no doubt is the same as

the sculptor mentioned by Pliny, 34. 88 :
' Epigonos praecessit in tubicine et

matri interfectae infante miserabiliter blandienti.' It has been suggested

with some probability that the ' tubicen ' is a GuUic warrior with the curved

trumpet ; and the second work also may have represented a slain Gallic or

barbarian woman with her mourning child : both subjects belonging then to

the sphere of historic sculpture, and the latter offering opportunity for the

expression of the highest pathos. The connection of the Ludovisi head

called Medusa with Pergamene art can hardly be doubted ; and if, as is now

often believed, it is no Medusa head at all,^ we might interpret it as the head

of a barbarian woman sinking to the ground in death. And it might be

^ Friederichs-Wolters's Bausteine. But Professor Bmnn, in a recent paper, has ably and

convincingly defended the old view.
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a copy from tlio Greek period of the "mater interfecta" of Epigonos. A very

similar subject was found in a painting of Aristides, the contemporary of

Alexander ('oj)pido capto ad niatris niorientis ex volnere mammam adreiiens,'

Pliny, 35. 9>S), which may have inspired the work of Epigonos. There was at

least one painting of Aristides in IVrgamon. H<;ing a great master in the

ex})ression of patlios, for whose works Attains I. appears to have been very

zealous, he may have exercised on Pergauiene painting the same sort of

influence as was exercised l)y Scopas on its sculpture.

We have abundant ancient testimony to prove that many cities of

northern and central Asia JVlinor were subject to the Pergamene dynasty or

exposed to its influence,^ and in many cases it can also be proved that the

artistic style of Pergamon was diffused where the dynasty acciuired political

power. An instance of the wide radiation of this influence is the giant's

head from Trebizond, published by this Journal in 188G. The connection of

Pergamon with Cyzicus is shown not only by the epigrams in the Anthology,

but also by the records concerning Stratonicus and Phyromachus ; the former

a native of Cyzicus and one of the plures artifices (qui) fecere Attali et

Eumenis adversus Gallos proelia,^ the latter being one of the same group of

sculptors, and famous for his Asclepius that stood in the Nikephoriou of

Eumenes II. and was carried off by Prusias of Bithynia, and for his Priapus

that he wrought for Cyzicus.-^ We perhaps obtain some impression of this

statue from the later coins of Lampsacus with the representation of Priapus

leaning on a thyrsos and offering a libation over an altar-flame. We might

believe then that among monuments found on the site of Cyzicus we could

discover Pergamenian tendencies of style ; but our stock of these is very

scanty : and I can only mention ihe coin-type of certain Cyzicene staters, on

which appears a figure of a lion-hearted man with wings resembling closely

the giant on the Pergamene frieze with whom a young god is wrestling ; and

a bas-relief from Cyzicus, now in Constantinople, representing a battle of the

Greeks and Gauls, one of the Gal he heads closely resembling in type the

chieftain's head in the centre of the front of the sarcophagus of Amendola,

which latter work undoubtedly shows the Pergamene influence.*

Itaea, the port of Pergamon, and Attalia founded by Attains 11.,^ pro-

bably contained monuments that belonged to this class. I have already

mentioned the torso in the British Museum from the first of these places, and

on one of the coins of Itaea we see a native myth in the representation of

Auge being rescued by fishermen from her chest—a very pictorial subject

that might be derived from a Pergamene painting.** A coin type of Attalia

is a running Artemis with two torches—possibly a type of Pergamene religious

sculpture.

At Tralles and at Parion .there were monuments of Pergamene work : at

' Vide especially Livy, xxxviii. ch. 39. TeCfe 5« *vp6fiaxos.

- Pliny, xxxiii. 154, and xxxiv. 84. Anth. ii. 120, 9 : Plaimil. iv. 239.

^ "PkvOfT '\va^ay6pris /ue rhv ovk tirl iroaal * Vide Reiuach, Jievue Arcfi^ol. 1889, p. 320.

nplri-nov ^ Slrabo, 667.

fv xOovl 5' a/j.((>orep(f> yovvari KfKKifievov. ^ MUtheil. d. deiUsch. In-nt. 1885, p. 21.
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the former a palace of Attalus II., built ami a<lorned by artists in his employ;

at the latter a large altar, erected by Hermocreon, a sculptor who worked for

Eumenes IF., and Parion seems to have been generally favoured by the

dynasty. Wo hoar of their political connection with Smyrna and Phokaea/

but we have no monuments, so far as I am aware, that illustrate this. The

head of Bacchus, reported to have come from Smyrna,^ is indeed ascribed by

Furtwiingler to the Pergamene class, being, as he writes, ' d'unc expression

pui.s.santc et anim('c, d'un grand elan et cmpreinte de cc pathetique un peu

rude qui caractcrise les sculptures de Pergame
;

' but on observation of the

original I was imablc to detect any close affinity with this style. The

expression is excited but superficial, and neither the expression nor forms of

the face nor treatment of the hair serve to remind us at all vividly of any

Pergamene head.

Of the close connection between Pergamon and Ephesus there is much

ancient evidence,"* and that a certain community of style prevailed in the

work of the two cities is probable enough. It is true that we can gather

little that is positive from any monument of sculpture ; for the Borghese

warrior in the Louvre who appears to be defending himself from the attack

of some horseman, and the statue at Athens found in Delos which M. Reinach

compares with it,* do not show the distinct peculiaiities of this school, though

there is a certain affinity to Pergamene work in the mode of representing the

action ; it is a mere conjecture therefore to say that they are derived from the

Athenian group of Attains' dedication, and that they are statues of Greeks

defending themselves from Amazons. But in the terra-cottas from Ephesus

we occasionally find traces of the style of tliis school ; for instance, in the

small Ephesian terra-cotta in Berlin, a youthful satyr's head in the same

po3c and of the same expression as the head of the ' dying Alexander
;

' and

in another small terra-cotta from the same site, also in the Berlin Auti-

quarium (marked No. 7597, h), a female head with ivy-leaves, perhaps

Ariadne, in features and expression something like the well-known Perga-

mene female-head.

We have two monuments of the Greco-Roman period, one from

Aphrodisias in Caria and one from Telmessos in Lycia,^ that have a direct or

indirect connection with the Pergamene ; both are relief-representations of the

Gigantomachy, and in the figure of Zeus and some of the giants' forms on

the former, and in the pose of Zeus and Apollo on the latter relief, we are

reminded of some of the sculpture of the large altar."^ It is unfortunate that

we do not know the ' provenance ' of any of that large group of statues in

Naples, Venice, the Louvre, and elsewhere, representing barbarians, Amazons,

and giants, and derived in some way from Pergamene originals. If M.

' Polybias, v. 77. * Telmessos is among the places mentioned by

- Publishcil in the Afon. del. Inst. ii. 41, and Livy as ceded to Eumenes II. by the Romans

by F"urtw;inglcr in C'ollrclion Sahmiroff, vi. 23. for his help in the war against Antiochns. Livy,

3 Livy, xxxviiL 39, and Strabo, C41. mviiL 39.

* Bull. (Ic Carrey. Hell. 1889 (Janvier), « Vide Overhcck, Atlas zur Kunst Mythalogie,

Plate XI. Bd. I. Taf. v. ; of. Mon. del. Inst. 111. xv.
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Reinach's theory that they are copies from Asia Minor of works at Per^a-

inon or Athens could be pr(»ved, they would afford the most strikinji^ instance

of the wide diffusion of Pergamene influence throughout Asia Minor. We
might suppose also that it spread to some of the adjacent islands, but at

present archaeology luis offered no proof of this. Naturally the island which

stood in the closest rclaticm to the Attalid capital as a centre of art was

Rhodes, but the question how this relation should be expressed may be

reserved, as it raises the whole question concerning the Laocoon.

In tracing this influence throughout later art it might be well to follow

first the clue afforded by certain themes which Pergamene art had made
especially its own. That which was most strictly proper to this locality was

the myth of Telephos. Originating in Arcadia, it received there no expression ^

in art except at the hands of Scopas, who carved on the temple of Tegea that

part of the myth which possessed the greatest Hellenic interest, the battle

between the Greeks and Mysians. But elsewhere in Greece there were

representations of certain details of the legend. The healing of Telephos,

owing doubtless to the influence of the Attic drama, had become a theme of

fourth century art, as Professor Robert has pointed out,^ and we may conclude

from Pliny's^ statement that this subject was treated by other schools of Greek

painting besides the Pergamene. We cannot therefore refer off'-hand to some

work of this school as the archetype of each of the later representations of

the various parts of the Telephos legend, but only when the style of such

monuments points in this direction.

This is especially the case with those monuments of the Greco-Roman
period which represent the discovery of Telephos, who is sucking the roe

while Heracles is looking on.* The most striking of these is the Pompeian
picture ;

^ the figure of Heracles agrees with that in the similar representation

of the smaller Pergamene frieze ; and the expression of the face is proper to

this school ; and certain details also suggest that this is a copy of a Pergamene
original—the fringe on the drapery of the goddess, who probably personifies

the mountain Parthenion, and the type of the lion who stands behind

Heracles.

We may compare with the Pompeian picture the same representation

showing marks of the same style on the terracotta relief belonging to the

Berlin Antiquarium, in which the arrangement of some of the figures and

the pose of Heracles, who is holding up his club before him and touching his

^ In Tegea tbere was also a temple and a understanding,

statue of Auge, (Trovofia^ofiivi) Avyif iy y6yturtt> '•* Bild und Lied, p. 35.

(Paus. viii. 48, 5) ; this probably has no refer- ^ Pliny, xxxiv. 45.

ence to the myth of Telephos' birth, but the * I have suggested in ITell. Joum. 1886, that

pose fv yovaaiy and the evidence from ancient in all probability this group is an original in-

Spartan sculpture—a representation of a kneel- ventiou of the Pergamene school ; there is only

ing woman between two divinities of child- negative evidence for this belief, and even this

birth, published Mitth. d. dcutseh. InslUuts, is not complete as long as we do not know the

1885—suggest that the worship aud the statae date of the representation of Telephos and the

at Tegea refer to Eileithyia, and the name Pan- goat seen by Pausanias at Helicon : ix. 31, 2.

sanias gives us may be due to a popular mis- ° Vide Zahn, iii.
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chin with liishand, nio different, but which shows the type of features common

to works of this class. In the representation on the Cameo of Commodus in

the Bcrhn Museum, where the same scene appears, the attitude of Heracles is

again somewhat different, as he stands with boil) hands held down in a less

meditative posture.

A later moment of the same drama is marked by the representation in

the Louvre of the infant Telephos in the arms of Heracles : a work that may

he a good Roman copy of a Pergamene original. The face of the hero is of

the saine type here and in the Pompeian picture; and the bodily forms recall

those of the Glyconian statue.

We can scarcely doubt that this latter, the colossal Farnese Heracles, is a

work wrought under the influence of the same style ; but the view that it

jiresents a type that was originally devised for the group of Heracles and

Telephos can no longer be maintained. For in the earliest example of it—

a

fine tetradrachm,! of Alexander, the hero stands alone : and in the wall relief

found at Alyzia,^ of nearly -the same age, the solitary figure of Heracles is

seen in nearly the same attitude. We cannot describe this type as that

of Heracles gazing on his son, or of Heracles with the apples of the

Hesperides, for it is only in a very few of the later intances ^ that the hand

which is behind his back contains the fruit, but simply as one type of the

resting Heracles. This then was borrowed for the theme of Telephos by the

Pergamene school, who boiTowed so much, and was modified so far that the

right arm was brought across the chest ; from what ancient work or from what

older sculptor they derived it we cannot determine. For of the different

reasons that have been brought forward for assigning it to Lysippus, none is of

any scientific value ; and the Famese statue, in its exaggeration of the merely

physical force, in its ' mountains of gross flesh,' in the realism of its details such

as the treatment of the veins and eyelids, is very far from the style of

Lysippus as we know it from record or from monument, but shows in the body

at least a later development or degeneracy from the Pergamene style. The

liead is not distinctly Pergamene but its forms may be traced back to the

latter part of the fourth century.* In fact only one representation by this

school of the Heracles countenance has been preserved, namely in the relief

of Prometheus and the vulture at Berlin ; and as the face of Heracles is here

youthful, it does not show any very close affinity to the Farnese type.

In later representations of the giants we find, as we might expect to find,

that the influence of Pergamene style has been considerable.

We must of course remember in this connection the dying giant at Naples,

but for reasons above given it cannot be regarded as a striking achievement of

1 Numismatic Chronicle, 3, Ser. III. Taf. I. 5. apples are of quite different type ; e.g. Clarac,

' Heuzey, Mont Olympe et Acamanie, PI. XI. Mtisde de Sculpt. PI. 787, 1969, 1971.

3 In nearlyall the instances the hand with * As Helbig {Annali delV Instituto, 1868, p.

tlie apijlcs is modern ; a {renuinc example is the 336) has shown by comparing it with the head

coin of Philii)popolis stnick in the reign of Ca- of Heracles in the Museum of Bale, which he

racalla (Muller-Wieseler, Denk. d. cu K. I. supposes to be of good Greek period, but which

No. 155). On the other hand nearly all the seemed to me rather to be excellent work of the

antique representations of Heracles with the early Roman period.
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this school. Of far greater iinportanco and in far nearer relation to thi.s art

is the head of the dying Alexander at Florence which I have before compared

in detail with some of the heads of the frieze ; and we may even say the same

of the little fragment from Trebizond in the British Museum whicli was pub-

lished in the Hellenic Journal, year 188G. A fragment in the Central

Museum of Athens may be mentioned here because in my opinion it belongs

to a representation in relief of a gigantomachy in a style closely resembling

the Pergamene, though the marble is different from that found so abundantly

on the site of Pergamon, It has been described and photographed in the

Mitthcilnngen des deutschen Inf<tituts} and my observation of the original con-

firmed the impression which the photograph gives, that it is a monument of

the Greek period. It is a naked male torso with traces of a large curl of hair

on the shoulder (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3.

The pose is violent and the body distended as of one giving back from

a blow and desperately defending himself, for the right arm is uplifted and

he seems falling forward to the right ; or we might imagine that the right arm
was brought back over the head and we might interpret the whole posture by

means of the very similar figure in the Pergamene frieze of the youthful giant

overthrown by Athene. As the limbs are thus at full stretch we do not see

that massing together of the muscles which is so noticeable in many figures of

the larger Pergamene frieze, but the muscles are large and rendered with

1 Year 1880.
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much softness, and these soft surfaces, the dramatic and patliotic posture, the

rendering of the diaphragm and of the strained cohminar throat, the hint of

the flowing masses of hair, are reasons that speak strongly in favour of the

above interpretation.

It is needless here to enumerate those later monuments of the Giganto-

machy published in Overbeck's Jtlas zur Knmt-Ifytholor/ie that sliow nearly

or remotely the influence of Pergamene work ; many of these have already

been mentioned in these papers, and in some cases the illustrations in

Overbeck are evidence sufficient. A very important monument oi this class

which has strangely remained hitherto without much notice is a statuette about

3 feet G inches in height belonging to the Museum of Carlsruhe^ {¥ig. 4). The

pose of the figure is not unlike that of the Athenian torso. It probably repre-

sents a human-limbed giant who has fallen on his knees in the flght, while

his antagonist—a divinity who must have been attacking him from his left

—was dragging back his head until it touched his shoulder : botli the

giant's arms are missing, but the left must have been outstretched in the

attempt to press back his antagonist, and the right was probably raised towards

the giant's head. The marble seems to be Italian and the work to belong

to the early Roman period. The motive is the very commonest in the

wide range of the representations of this myth, often used but not invented

by the Pergamene school. The torso and the face, much of which seems

to have been polished by the action of water, show the imitation

and the exaggeration of the Pergamene manner: the lips wliich are so

notable a feature of the type in question are here half covered with the

beard, but the mouth is wide open ; the eye-sockets are very deep and seem to

have been hollowed out by a borer ; the centre of the forehead is corrugated
;

the wild hair is tossed about in thick clusters ; the nmscle-surfaces of the

torso are large and swollen. The work is said to have been found in the year

1883 in the ruins of a Roman villa near another statue which belongs also to

this style. The Carlsruhe fragment is all the more interesting—unless the

interpretation here given is wrong—because it and the group in Wilton

House of Heracles and the giant are the only instances as yet discovered

of the treatment of this myth by free sculpture.

To the early Roman, perhaps the Republican, period belongs the frag-

ment in Naples, published in the Arcliacologiachc Zcitung by Lange, 1883 }'.

82, and no doubt correctly interpreted by him as the fragment of a giant who

is serving as an architectural support. The figure is also partly dramatic, as

the pose of the head and the expression of the features show that he is

cowering beneath the thunderbolt. The Pergamene style appears unmistak-

ably in the treatment of the hair, the eye, and the mouth. The giant's figure

serving as an architectural support is found in early Greek and in late Roman

art : among such monuments may be mentioned one—so far as I know un-

^ Photographed and briefly noticed by Lan- bound ; he compares other representations of

ciani in the Bull, dclla Commiss. Archacol. I'romt^thcua, r.g. MiUiu, UaU. Myth., V]. XVIW.,

Comunalc di lioma, xii. year 1884, p. 213-214, but the Carlsruhe f'raj^iiicnt proves that tlie legs

who suggests that it rcpii-sents a rroiiiethcus weic posed ditlerLiitly.



Fig. 4.
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published—in the museum at Trier, an architectural fragment with several

figures of giants, of little importance except as showing in the features and

treatment of the muscles the distant influence of the work of the Attalid

group of sculptors.

Other later works dealing with the same theme may be mentioned to

show the long survival of the earlier style. The Igel monument, erected by a

noble Roman family of Trier, still stands on the left bank of the Moselle some

six miles above the city, scarcely impaired by the changes of seventeen centuries.

It preserves many figures of the old mythology and religion, and on the north

side, up the face of one of the Corinthian columns, is a figure in relief that is

derived from the artistic tradition of the Gigantomachy, a young giant half-

sinking to the ground with his arm over his head in an attitude that recalls the

figure in the corner of the relief on the staircase of the great Pergamene

altar.

Perhaps the most interesting monument of sculpture that has survived on

German soil from the late Roman period is the mysterious monument found

at Merten near Metz and now preserved in the Museum of the latter city. It

has been published and described in the Rcvitc ArcMologiqne} but the

evidence which could precisely fix the date and historical reference

has yet to be discovered. It is mentioned here on account merely of the

curious group which crowns the edifice, a cavalier in the cuirass of a Roman
soldier striking down a half-human serpent-legged giant who holds a stone

in his right hand while extending his left arm obliquely behind him. It is

rough stonemason's work but not without spirit ; the material is red sandstone
;

the face of the giant is very savage and shows an exaggeration of that tradi-

tional type of features that we are tracing. It is well known that the Giganto-

machy like the battles of the Amazons was the symbol of the struggle

between civilization and barbarism, and it would not surprise us to find in the

neighbourhood of Metz a representation of the combat of the gods and the^

giants, or a historic representation of the contest between Roman and barbarian.

But the sculptor of the Merten monument has confused the symbol with the

thing symbolized : a Roman soldier striking down a giant is an unique and

rather ludicrous motive.

So far as I am aware these are all the works existing in Europe that

deal with this theme and preserve something of the manner of the Pergamene

school of sculpture. But in cognate subjects, such as the combats of Bacchus

with the Indians, we might expect to find reminiscences of this style : and we
certainly seem to find them—so far as can be judged from a sketch—in the

representation of a sarcophagus in the cathedral of Cortona.^ The interpreta-

tion of the figures has been matter of difficulty, but probably the view of

Kliigmann^ is correct, that it is a scene of combat between Bacchus with his

following and the Indians. ]3ut if it was not for the fact that tlie enemies of

the god appear to be issuing or retreating through the gateway of a city, and

1 Fide the year 1879, PI. II. XXX.
- Tublislifd in tlie ^Irrh. Z,;i. isir,, PI. -^ A,di. Zril. \ms^, y. 'i\.
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that one of tliciii wears ' aiiaxyridi's ' wc mi^'ht naturally suppasc that tlu;

youthful warriors with thoir wild hair, their excited mobile features, were not

Indians but ^dants, as is also suggested by their fighting with stones. It is

not only their features hut their action and forms that remind us of Perga-

inene work. The young Indian who throws himself in the way of Dionysos'

chariot and threatens the Centaurs wlio are drawing it might be compared
with the opponent of Artemis on tlie frieze of the great altar. We have

here monumental evidence of the annlogy that is sometimes expressed in

literature between the Indian campaign of Bacchus and the Gigantomachy.

So far the traces of the Pergamene style have been noted in monuments

that are known to have had some connection with Pergamon or that dealt with

subjects that had been appropriated by its school. I shall afterwards try to

show that the same style has touched the representation of subjects that had

not necessarily this local connection : and that from its wide application we
can ascribe to it a deep influence upon the later days of classic art.

L. R. Farnell.

U.S.—VOL. XJ.
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A.RCHAEOLOGY IN GREECE, 1889—90.

After the remarkable harvest of the last few seasons, some lull in the activity of

explorers and the startling succession of new discoveries was to be expected. So

far as the number and variety of resiilts is concerned, it must be acknowledged

that this season cannot compare with its predecessors ; but a year which has

yielded two so splendid acquisitions as the gold cups of Baphion, and the statues by

Damophon from Lycosura cannot be said to yield to any in interest. Such

discoveries as these are enough to show that we have as yet no reason to believe

that the treasures buried in Greek soil are approaching exhaustion ; the complete

clearing of one site, such as the Acropolis of Athens, only frees energy that can

as easily find an outlet elsewhere.

As was to be expected from last year's report, there is but little new to record

from the Acropolis. The loose blocks, drums of columns, &c., have been reduced

to an order that goes far to destroy the picturesque appearance of the mass of

ruins. It is difficult to say what advantage can be gained by arranging every-

thing in straight rows, but protests have proved useless. The tower of the

minaret and the later casing of the west door of the Parthenon still remain,

difficulties having arisen to prevent their projected removal. Few discoveries have

resulted from this arrfingement of the various blocks lying about. Some inscrip-

tions will be found duly recorded by Dr. Lolling in the Deltion ; and the lower

portion of the well known colossal owl has been discovered and pieced on : the

bird is now almost complete. Along the north side of the Parthenon, and at a

short distance from it, has been found a row of five holes cut in the solid rock.

Their position seems to show that they are later than the construction of the

Parthenon ; and if so it is hard to see any cause for their being made until

mediaeval times : similar holes elsewhere, e.g. at Paphos, were certainly not ancient,

and were probably cut in comparatively recent times to serve as receptacles for

grain or water.

Inside the north chamber of the Propylaea, commonly known as the

' Pinacotheca,' the soil has been explored down to the rock, and some portions

of the cornice of an early building, apparently circular,^ have been found built into

its foundations. The ground has also been turned over down to the rock on both

sides of the piece of ' Pelasgic ' wall inside the ' Beule ' gate, but without very

important results. The work of demolishing all later walls and houses round the

entrance of the Acropolis has also been completed, and the sculptures from the

Asclepiaeum, formerly stoi'ed in one of these, have been removed to one of the still

^ This statement, as well as niaiiy others I express my ohlipjation throughout, without luot-

take from the official AcXt/ov. To it I wish to ing it in every instance.
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closed rooms of tho National Museum. The projected restoration of the south

wing of the Proj)ylaea lias not been attempted ; but at the two corners of the

Propylaea facing the great staircase it has been discovered that there once stood

the statues of horsemen which were seen and described by Pausanias, wlio doubted
whether they were tho sons of Xenoj)hon or not. Portions of the inscribed bases

and pedestals of these statues have been found, and it has been possible to restore

tlie pedestal at the south corner, at the angle between the groat staircase and the

little steps leading down from the platform of the temjtle of Wingless Victory.

The inscription is of suflicient interest to be quoted at length :

—

Oi Ittttt/s utto T(Ji)v TroXefXLwv, iinrap^^ovv-

T(OV AaKiOaifXOVLOl', EcVOC^COVTO?, llpOVULTTOV

AvKLOs iTroirj(T€v 'EXivOepevs Mvpwvos.

It is inscribed on the two opposite sides of the best preserved pedestal ; the

lettering is almost identical, but there are slight variations ; and each reads a

different way up. Both also are inconsistent in their characters, which appear to

be an imitation or copy of an inscription of the middle of the fifth century. Dr.
Lolling has given in tlie AtXriov an exhaustive discussion of all these difficulties.

It is at least clear that the original dedication and inscription must have been

earlier than the building of the Propylaea ; and that two restorations must have
taken place, one probably when the Propylaea were built, and one later. In
Roman times a yet farther vicissitude awaited this statue of a horseman ; an
inscription on the same pedestal in honour of Germanicus seems to show that it

was adapted as a monument of his Olympian chariot victory in a.d. 17. Pausanias'

story about the sons of Xenophon may perhaps result from a misunderstanding

of a hurried note of the names in the inscription. The occuirence of the name
Lycius as artist is of importance both for his chronology and that of his father

Myron.

Before passing from Athens to the rest of Greece, I must record the progress

made in the arrangement of museums and in the protection of the ancient sites.

The Acropolis can now be studied with the help of Mr. Kawerau's plan,^ which

gives provisionally, and on a small scale, the results of the excavations which he

has superintended. The large museum on the Acropolis has been definitely

arranged for the present ; and though much still remains to be done with the

fragments of statues, buildings, and vases, future changes will probably only affect

matters of detail. Small popular guides to the Acropolis and the Museum have
been officially published ; but a scientific catalogue is still anxiously awaited. A
great change for the better has been effected in the i-egion of the Dipylon gate

and the ancient cemetery near it, where several of the most beautiful grave-reliefs

still remain in situ. The whole space containing these antiquities has been

surrounded by an iron railing, and they are thus protected properly and made
accessible to study. The bank of earth containing formerly the main gas-pipe has

also been removed, and thus the most confusing topography is made a little easier

to follow.

The National Museum is now the chief centre of activity in Athens. As

Tlii.s liad lint yot ajipcfurd wlun Mr. l^fny List year, tliough it was piililishcd licforc

Schultz prepared Lis plan lor tlii.s JounuiJ in Mr. Scluiltz's appeared.

r 2
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some coufusiou seems to exist us to its name, last year's stutemrnt may be here

repeated. It was formerly known as the Central (KcvrpiKov) Museum, being thus

opposed to the local collections {iirapxtaKo.) . The name Central sometimes survives,

but has no longer an official existence, having been superseded by the title National

(iBviKov) Museum. Now that the Acropolis Museum is for the present reduced

to order, Mr. Kabbadias and Mr. Stais are energetically re-arranging the National

Museum, which is now almost out of the hands of the builders. Not only is the

complete quadrangle and its central bar completed, but smaller corridors have been

erected at the sides of all the older galleries : thus ample room is gained for the

ever increasing acquisitions of the Museum. It is hardly worth while to record

differences of arrangement, especially as the present order may not be the final

one. But a word of protest may be raised against making the undoubtedly

authentic Scopaic heads from Tegea yield the place of honour in the fourtli century

room to the very doubtful ' Eubuleus ' head from Eleusis. Surely few who have

seen the Hermes of Praxiteles at Olympia can accept the theory that attributes

this to the same hand
;
yet apart from such a theory the head has no right to its

place. The most important of the acquisitions of the National Museum last year

consist of all the principal bronzes from Olympia, including the famous boxer's

head and the archaic Zeus. The reason given for this change is that the damp
climate of Olympia was affecting the preservation of the bronzes ; but all will be

glad to hear that, for whatever reason, they are now more accessible to students.

Two rooms of terra-cottas and bronzes have been arranged, and are accessible by

special permission, though not yet thrown open to the public. The fine collection

of terracottas from Tanagra and elsewhere has been increased by the acquisition

of a collection from Asia Minor, which affords a veiy interesting contrast. Among
the vases the most conspicuous ai"e those from Erotria found last year. The

lecythi with Homeric scenes are especially interesting. One represents Circe

;

another Odysseus and the Sirens. The last is most interesting from its resemblance

both in drawing and technicpie to the Cyreuaic vases, and seems to afford another

link connecting the Attic white-slip vases with those of Cyrene and Naukratis.

Two lecythi with the inscription At^tXos KaA.os may help in fixing the date of this

class of vases, which must of course follow the red-figured vases to an earlier

period than that formerly assigned to it. Another interesting acquisition is a

small marble disc, with a seated man painted on it and the inscription, fivrjfxa rdS'

Alvea cro(f)ia^ larpov dpiaTov. As Ml". Dragatsis has suggested, this is probably a

portrait of Aeneas, the uncle of the great Hippocrates of Cos, and himself also a

distinguished physician. It may have served as a sign or ornament in a doctor's

or chemist's shop, much in the same way as the bust of Hippocrates is still used

by chemists. In any case it is of great importance as a painted portrait of the

fifth century ; the preservation is tolerable, though of course the colours are much
faded.

In Attica, outside Athens, some early tombs have been opened. Trials were
made first at Belanideza, near Spata, on the site whei-e the stelae of Aristion and
Lyseas were once found ; and then at the large tumulus near Bourba. This last

proves to be a mass of tombs of various periods. In the earliest there are traces

of the burning of the corpse in the grave itself, numerous fiagments of the wood
i-emaiuing ; an air-shaft seems to hav^ been constructed to facilitate this process.

Over the tombs was erected a structure like a sarcophagus of unbaked brick. It

is stated that fragments of ' Mycenae ' pottery were fouiid in a tomb of a higher
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level (linn this ati'l coiise(|ncntly later. An .'iceount of this discovery hy Mr. Slais,

with plans by Mr. Kawerau, is proraised.

Undoubtedly the greatest pre-historic discovery since those of Dr. Schliemann

at Mycenae is the tomb excavated by Mr. T.sounta.s at Baphion, near Sparta. It

is unnecessary to dwell upon this in detail, since Mr. Tsountas has already

published a description of the tomb and its contents, together with excellent

draw^ings of all the .articles discovered, in the 'E(f)r]fj.epl<: 'ApxaioXaytKr] for 1889.

Especial attention may be called to the fact that it seems to have been an

undisturbed tomb of the bee-hive typo, now generally recognised as belonging to

the later period of the ' Mycenae ' civilisation ; and that the discoveries are such

as to confirm this view. In the tomb it.self distinct traces of the use of lime-

mortar are said to have been found. The gold cups with the bulls and men speak

for themselves. Artistically thoy are far beyond anything previously discovered

of this kind; but they still remain a complete puzzle, and noaflinity to any known
.art can be seen in them. The collection of 'island-gems' is a splendid one, giving finer

or clearer examples of the most intere.sting types ; and the axe with two holes in its

blade may well resemble those through which Odysseus shot his arrow.^ This -s the

first example discovered upon Greek soil, though similar ones have been found

before in Syria.^ But a glance at plates 7—10 of the 'Efftrifxepi^ will do more

than pages of description to show the nature and importance of Mr. Tsountas'

discovery. The excavations were made at the expense of the Greek Arcliaeologicai

Society,

The most important discoveries at Lycosura are due to the suggestion of

Mr. Cabbadias, who in July 1889 advised excavations there with a view to

discovering the temple of Despoena and other remains of the ancient town ; the

work was in charge of Mr. Leonardos. Fragments of colossal statues which were

discovered belong beyond a doubt to the group made by Damophon of Messene,

and described by Pausanias ; and thus we have another original work by a sculptor

of the fourth century. The fragments recovered have been brought to Athens,

and some of them are already exhibited in the National Museum. It seems

doubtful whether they will sufiice for a complete re-construction of the group, but

three of the four heads survive. The four figures were Demcter and Despoena

seated, and Artemis and Anytus standing behind them ; the missing head seems

to be that of Demeter, for one larger and two smaller heads remain, one of the

latter being that of a bearded man, the other two of youthful female type. They
all show a very di.stinct individuality of stylo. The most peculiar feature is the

mouth, which has very full lips and is at the same time compressed sideways into

a very narrow space, thus giving a peculiar expression. The hair also, especially

in the male head, has the rough and matted character which belongs usually to

post-Lysippean works. But vmtil the publication of adequate reproductions of

these heads, which we may hope for shortly fi'om Mr. Cabbadias, it is not of much
use to discuss their style ; all that can be here indicated is their importance. In

them and also in the drapery we may also see indications of the practice of another

technique than that proper to marble ; and this is probably to be attributed to

Damophon's preference for acrolithic statues, which were, as has been well

pointed out by Overbeck and others, the cheaper substitute of his day for the

^ See Dr. Wane's suggestion in this Journal, - So Mr. Grevillc Chester informs nio.

1884, p. 213.
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great chryselej)hantine works of the fifth century. Thus in two of the heads the

eyes wore inserted in some other material ; and the drapery has upon it most

elahoiate designs in low relief which are, at least in one case, spread over the

whole surface of the garment. These remind us much more of the designs on the

golden drapery of the Olympian Zeus than of marble work ; they represent various

forms of men, women, and beasts, and especially of monsters.

Other excavations have been undertaken by the Greek Government in the

island of Aegidia or Anticythera, half-way between Cythera and Crete. Here Mr.

Stais discovered the basis of a statue and also a temple belonging to Apollo

Aegileus; he also discovered Greek fortifications and other remains. At Sparta

Mr, Castromenos has excavated the Menelaion, and also reports that a mosaic has

been found with portraits of Sappho and Alcibiades, and other subjecfis identified

by inscriptions.

For the Greek Archaeological Society Mr. Philios has made excavations in the

neigh lK)urhood of Megara, and has especially investigated the topography of the

road along the Scironian rocks. Among other things he thinks he has discovered

the temenos of Zeus Aphesios.

The French School has continued its operations at Thespiae, where various

trials have been made near the ancient town as well as in the Valley of the Muses,

near the temples and theatre I referred to last year. At Tegea also some topo-

graphical investigations have been made, and parts of the ancient wall of the town

have been discovered, as well as a few inscriptions. The same school has also now

begun excavations at Episcopi near Damala on the site of the ancient town of

Troezen, and has worked in conjunction with Mr. Carapanos on the site of the

ancient town at Corfu.

The German School has not been able to undertake much excavation this year,

as Dr. Dorpfield has been employed in helping with the excavations of the German

Institute at Rome in Southern Italy, and also in working with Dr. Schliemann in

the Troad.

The American School has continued its excavations at Plataea, Dr. Waldstein

and all the students of the School sharing in the work. They have made a plan of

the district, with the especial view of elucidating the account of the battle of

Plataea, and have discovered another portion of the Edict of Diocletian, in Greek

this time ; last year they found a portion of the preamble in Latin. The excava-

tions do not seem to have identified with certainty any of the temples or other

buildings of the ancient town.

This year the British School also has taken its share in the work of excavation

in Greece. In Cyprus Mr. Munro and Mr. Tubbs have been excavating at

Salamis for the Cyprus Exploration Fund ; but the members of the School in

Greece have also been able to undertake work upon a large scale at Megalopolis.

A full report of this work will appear elsewhere. Excavations were first begun

on the north side of the river Helisson, on the site of the ancient agora, and a

great part of a long stoa along its north side (stoa Philippeios ?) was discovered,

as well as some foundations near the river to the south-east, befoi'e Avork was

inten-uptcd by difficulties as to compensation for the crops. The excavations were

then transferred to the theatre ; and it was found that the stage was in very fair

preservation, and had not, like so many, been tampered with in Roman times.

The lowest rows of seats are also perfect, and conta.in inscriptions. The stage is

different from others, such as that at Epidaurus, and is of Qsi)ecial interest since its
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foundations, with doors, seem to be at a higher level tlian we find in oth(;r cases,

and to have steps in front heading down towards the orchestra. It is pre-

mature to say more of this at present, but the theatre can hardly fail, when cleartid,

to be among the most imjKjrtant yet investigated in Creece. At the Ijiu-k of tlu;

stage is a s<niare portico, and two altars have been found in the neighbourliood
;

one of them is of considerable size (36 ft. X 6 ft. 3) and is ornamented with trigly[)hs
;

it may be the altar of Heracles or of Ares mentioned by Pausanias. A tumulus on

the north of the river, and to the east of the town has been opened ; it is probably

that described by Pausanias as the tomb of Aristodemus. It was full of toinl)s of

various periods, mostly late ; some gold ornaments were found in a cylindrical

marble urn ; but they are not of early date. The work is under the supervision

of Mr. Loring, Mr. Richards, and Mr. Woodhouse, with Mr. Castromenos as

Government Ephor.

In Byzantine matters not much has been done by the Government. Daphne

remains as it was last year, but that the scaffolding has been removed from the

dome. Meanwhile another Italian artist is expected. St. Luke also remains in

its deplorable condition. The Greek Society of Christian Archaeology has done

something in Athens, and its collection of antiquities has now been ofjencd.

Excavations have also been made in the church of SL Andreas under the direction of

Mr. Lambakis. Mr. Schultz and Mr. Barnsley have made good progress with

their drawings of the Byzantine churches of Greece, and intend also to proceed to

Mt. Athos during the summer, where similar work is much needed.

E. A. G.

P.S.—The controversy as to the statue on the Acropolis associated by Dr.

Studniczka with the basis inscribed with the name of Antenor has already attained

considerable dimensions ; but its importance is very great, not only because of the

particular statue concerned, but also as affecting the very principles of archaeo-

logical evidence. The last contribution is that of Dr. Heberdey, in the M'dlheil-

tingen of the German Institute at Athens for 1890. I am glad to have been able

to discuss the question before the statue itself with Dr. Welters, Dr. Heberdey,

and othei"s, and so to appreciate and understand their view of the matter. It is

fair to Dr. Heberdey to add that his paper, being dated Mai-ch 1890, must have

been written before this discussion took place, though it has only just appeared.

It will be best to repeat first, as briefly as possible, the arguments already

adduced. Dr. Studniczka, supported also by Dr. Welters, gave the following

grounds for the connexion of statue and base ; correspondence in (1) size, (2) shape,

(3) depth of plinth, (4) size of clamp-hole, (5) position of clamp-hole.

To this I answered in this Journal (1889. p. 278) that 1, 3, and 4 were of very

little weight as evidence ; that 2 could not be pressed, as the plinth was broken

away on all sides, and so its original shape was only a matter of inference ; and

that 5, the only apparently valid argument, was erroneous in point of fact, for it

is impossible to mount the statue on the basis so that the two clamp-holes corre-

spond in position.

Dr. Heberdey acknowledges the accuracy of my statement and measurements

as to point 5 ; and so Dr. Studniczka's main argument at once collapses ; this was

also acknowledged by Dr. Wolters and all others piesent at the discussion of the

question. I did not however state that the connexion of statue and basis was
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impossible, as I miglit have done, supposing the holes to be made for the insertion

of an iron clamp to hold the basis to a statue and the statue to a basis ; but merely

asserted that trustworthy evidence for the connexion was entirely lacking.

Dr. Heberdey next propounds a theory that the two holes have no connexion

Avhatever with one another ; the lower one is, he says, merely a channel, enlarged

at the top, for poui-ing down lead to fix securely the top of the basis to the pillar

on which it rests : as to the upper hole, in the plinth of the statue, he suggests

that the large cavity above the hole in the basis was filled with lead, that a pro-

jecting pin was let into this lead, and that on to this pin the statue was lowered,

the hole in its plinth serving to guide the workmen in this proces*^. I do not wish

here to discuss the probability of the latter part of this theory ; it does not appear

convincing, and the nearest analogy Dr. Heberdey can quote is the pegs in the

centre of the drums of the Parthenon columns, which do not seem very similar in

purpose. But I would point out that Dr. Heberdey completely rejects any attempt

to connect the holes in plinth and basis, and calls any argument based on such a

connexion worthless. Thus, he says, my chief argument disappears ; he should

rather have said that Studniczka's chief argument disappears, and so my refutation

of it is superfluous.

Returning to the evidence for the connexion of statue and basLs, Dr. Heberdey

can only assert that accoiding to his theory it is not impossible to bring the hole

in the plinth above the wide cavity over the smaller hole in the basis ; thus it is

not impossible that the two may belong, but as much may be said of any statue

and basis about the same size.

Aj'guments 4 and 5 have therefore entirely disappeared ; 1 and 3 are, as I

before pointed out, quite worthless as evidence. Nothing is left then but 2, the

correspondence in shape between the socket in the basis and the outline of the plinth
;

how much this evidence is worth may be seen by a glance at Dr. Heberdey's illustra-

tion (p. 127 art. cit.). The outline of the plinth is preserved only in a very small

portion ; and nowhere does it either approach the edge or follow the curve of the

socket in the basis, while in all other connected plinths and sockets the fit is exact.

But one question will decide the matter. Can any one assert that, apart fi-om

argument 5 (as to position of clamp-holes). Dr. Studniczka's theory woiild ever have
met with general acceptance 1 I doubt whether, without this argument, he would
ever have thought the theory worthy of publication ; but certainly neither he nor

others would have thought of making it a foundation for long and important dis-

cussions of Attic art. Now this, the only valid argument, has entirely disappeared,

as is acknowledged by all who have investigated the matter. Yet instead of at

once relegating the theory based upon it to the numerous class of probable but

lanproved hypotheses, useless as a basis for scientific work, attempts are made to

letain the theory after the evidence upon which it is based has been rejected, and
to prop it up by other arguments or theories which would never have sufliced to

gain it acceptance in the first instance. It is not too much to say that such a

practice is subversive of all scientific work in archaeology ; and the importance of

the results in this case is so great that a really strong protest is necessary. When
so valuable and interesting a paper as that of Dr. Graf in the same number of the

Mittfieilungen ^ takes its start from an unproved hypothesis like this, the loss to

' J)r. GhiFs paper was written, I beUeve, before my first disproof of Studuiczka's theory.
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iirchiieology is too gi-eat to be ikv^scU over. It is tlieicfore to l)o hoped tliat archae-
ologists will not continue to accept a theory aft(u- they have rejected the evidence on
which it is based

; and that they will, without any preconceived notion, begin anew
the weighing of the evidence for the connexion of the statue with the basis of
Antenor. All that is now left of that evidence cannot, I think, suffice to convince
any unprejudiced judge of more than a possibility, or at most a probability, of this
connexion. And on a mere probability, in so important a matter, no farther ar<,ni-

uients or theories ought to be founded.

E. A. G.
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Mythology and Monuments of Ancient Athens. Jane E. Harrison and

Margaret de (J. Veuuall.

It is no exaggeration to say that this book is tlie most important archaeological

publication that has appeared in England for some time past. It is eminently a

practical work : the writers knew exactly what they wished to do and have done

it. Miss Harrison expresses •l)er aim in the Preface as being to illustrate and

unravel the Attic mythology, and with that end in view to take Pausanias as her

guide, commenting on all relevant remains of (Jreek art, as well as the monuments

of Athens, and including for the sake of completeness a few monuments that have

no mythological significauce. Thus the book is not merely an essay on Greek

mythology and an admirable pattern of the way in which myths should be treated,

but also a scholarly guide-book. Mrs. Verrall has translated the portion of

Pausanias' Attika which deals with Athens, omitting historical digressions, and

the translation divided into portions is pretixed to each chapter. It is as a rule

faithful, but is not (juite free from mistakes.

The introductory essay is an admirable i)iece of work, suggestive and inspiring.

Miss Harrison lias made the subject of vase-painting peculiarly her own, so that

she knows—what no one can know without study—exactly how they are to be

used. It is very rarely therefore that she presses their evidence too far: she does

not endeavour to reconstruct out of them lost poems, but insists that they give

glimpses into the i)opular accepted mythology of their period. The aetiological

method which slic has pursued is very sound, and gives many quite convincing

results. Thus in dealing with the birth of Erichthouios, she shows how the story

of the opening of the chest is invented to explain the ritual of the Arrephoroi, and

in many instiinces, how genealogies may have been framed with an object in view

to appropriate a foreign hero, or to clear up an unmeaning ritual observance. 1 he

theory that myths danced in pantomime influenced lepreseutations is equally novel

and attractive. From her treatment of Triptolemos as the grain-giver (p. 1. for

which she might liave compared Pans. viii. 4, 1), of Theseus (p. xcviii.), of the

st(jry of Diony.sos antl the pirates (p. 250), one derives much instruction. The

unsatisfactorincss of much hypotliesis is most strongly felt in the story of Erigone

and the Aiora festival. Tlie va.se (fig. G) might as well have been omitted; -aki)

is obviously koXi), and why is the picture ' to be taken as a charming and vivid

representation of what must have gone on at the Aiora ' ? The Kodros-vase is
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jidinittcil to be of doubtful interpretation : but ono must [)roteKt against any even

hypothetical construction of mythology out of its miscellaneous jussortment of

names. The interior of the llieron kylix (p. ci.), is the only case in which wo
hold Miss Harrison is absolutely wrong in her interpretation. The text is very

complete and systematic; : all possible authorities including scholiasts and inscrip-

tions have been brought together. There is a jn-ofusion of illustrations, which

will give some idea of the extant remains to those who have not visited Athens.

It seems ungi-acious to complain, but the small scale of several of the reproductions

from photographs renders tliem worthless. Those e.y. on pp. 78, 94, 300, and 49

1

arc U!-e!ess even to those who have seen the spots : and often the illustrations will

only serve to supplement a defective memory. Still if the book can—as we hope

it will—serve as an inducement to many to visit Greece, its usefulness will be proved

in a very practical way. The latest literature, the newest theories, the final

evidence of excavations have all been laid under contribution, and the reader may
feel sure that what he reads represents the present level of scientific opinion,

though the scope of the book does not allow discussion of the early sculpture

discovered on the Acropolis. Miss Harrison is well ac(iiiainted with the latest

writings of Loeschcke, llobert, von Wilamowitz, and others : but the pecvdiar value

of her work is that it embodies the views—often as yet unpublished—of that master

of topographical study, and coryphaeus of architectural archaeology. Dr. Dorpfeld.

To those who have not had the privilege of hearing his eloijuent expositions on

classic sites, it is something to have a summary of them in her iKvgcs, particularly

with respect to the Theatre, when we are all impatiently awaiting his publication.

Meanwhile it would be obviously unfair to him to express a final opinion on an

exjjosition of his views, which though authorized by him is not his own. Of his

unique generosity it would be impertinence to say a word of praise. We notice

that Miss Harrison differs from him only on the quostion of the old Athena

temple. Her fresh attempt to make Pausanias see and describe it is no more

successful than his. If Dr. Durpfeld had limited himself to the jjosition that it

was re-built after the Persian Wars, instead of descending to the expedient of a

lacuna in Pausanias, he would have received a more favourable hearing. Miss

Harrison, not willing entirely to desert her high authority, divides into two

what is usually supposed to be a description of one building, the Erechtheion :

but does not succeed in bolstering up a bad theory. In the discussion of the

East pediment of the Parthenon, her predilection for vases has surely led her

astray into the extraordinary idea that the art of Pheidias could represent a

doll-Athena rising out of the head of Zeus. The restoration of this pediment is

an unprofitable and insoluble problem, but this idea at least one must deprecate.

Nor does it seem a happy suggestion, that one of the river-gods in the West
pediment is the sewer Eiidanus! The most modern views on Enneakrounos,

the ' Theseion,' the Agora, and the Theatre are expounded with lucidity and force,

and though surprising to tlose who have not followed the latest researches will,

except perhaps in the case of the Theatre, be conclusive. Many minor matters

have been cleared up by her industry. Those who have tried to use guide-

books for archaeological purposes know how soon even Baedeker and Joanne

fail, much more Murray, and will be duly grateful for her explanation of the

Asklepieion, the choragic monument of Thrasyllus and the Dipylon, to take a few

typical cases. The book is so nearly complete, that one may note a few points,

where the second edition might be enlarged. The Tower of the Winds and the
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construction abutting on it might have been touched on more fully : the question

of the road through the Propylaea, how it went and whether the chariots asccndi^d,

is not treated : the myth of Talos (i. 24, 4 ; i. 26, 4), might have been illustnittjd

from vase-paintings : the insciiption of ' the stJitue^ of the horsemen ' might well

be added and commented on : and one would have been glad of more discussion of

the CiU'ly palace remains and 'Pelasgian' construction on the N. side of the

Acropolis.

Enough has been said to show the excellence of this work. Miss Harrison's

style is lively and vivacious to the last degree, and her power of lucid exposition

makes her pages {)leasant readijig. As a help to the archaeologist it will be

stimulating, and as a propaedeutic for all who would visit Athens quite

indispensable.

G. C. Pt.

Schliemann's Ausgrabungen in Troja, Tiryns, Mykena, Orchomenos,
Ithaka, im Lichte der heutigen "Wissenschaft dargestellt. Carl

ScnUCHHARDT.

Tnis work is not, as the title might lead one to expect, a scientific criticism of Dr.

Schliemann's excavations. It is confessedly popular, but popular in the best sense,

being accurate without any sacrifice of interest. The author is well qualified for

tlie task, for he spent rather over two years at work in Greece, chiefly at Mycenae,

and besides this he enjoys the friendship of both Dr. Schliemann and Dr. Diirpfeld,

and is well acquainted with their latest views.

The book opens with a short life of Dr. Schliemann, much on the lines of hi.<?

autobiography in 'Tiryns.'

Then follows an account of the ' Troja ' remains, in which the identification

of the second city with the Homeric Ilios is accepted without reservation. A
special chapter is devoted to the demolition of Captain Botticher's latest brochure.

The excavations at Tiryns receive, comparatively speaking, less attention, and

no attempt is made to connect them in any way with the Homeric poems.

The Mycenae antiquities, on the other hand, are treated of very fully, and in

fact take up more than two-thirds of the book. Not only is SchKemann's work

described, but that of M. Tsuntas is well summarized, and an excellent map of

the Acropolis of Mycenae as it stands after his excavations added.

In the better known, earlier excavations Dr. Schuchhardt has arranged his

material with some skill, and has laudably kept the articles found in the various

graves quite distinct from one another. He has besides added some twenty-three

new sketches of his own of objects hitherto unpublished.

All that is problematic and polemical is to be found in the List chapter, where

the position in History of the Heroic Age is considered. A strong protest is made

against the theories of Kohler, Studniczka, and Diimmler that the Carians were

the people to whom the * Mycenaean ' civilization belonged. The claims of the

Homeric Achaeans to the position are stated with much force, and a sketch of the

extent and nature of the civilization given. The earliest and latest dates, as fixed

by the scarabaei and other Egyptian monuments found, are assumed to be 1500-

1000 B.C. In conclusion, the theory is propounded that the Trojan war, which

occurred in this period, was an expedition of the 'Mycenaean' Achaeans to

punish Asiatic pirates who had raided the Peloponnese, but that the epos describing
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it was not written, or rather C(jllecto<l, until after the JJoriau invasion luiJ swejjt

the * Mycenaean ' civilization away.

It will be seen from this short account that even to those who possess the

larger works on Troja, Tiryns and Mycenae, Dr. Schuchhardt's book will be of

value, not only as bringing thein u}) to date, but also in showing the connecting

links betw(^ou the several discoveries. To those who have no access to the

originals there is no need to recommend the work, for in it they will find the pick

of their illustrations and maps, and that too in a handy form and at a low price.

W. C. F. A.

Kyrene, eine altgriechische Gottin. Fuanz Studniczka.

This book has grown out of a paper road in 1887 before the Archaeologische

Gesellschaft at Berlin, by Professor Studniczka.

The starting-point of the treatise is the Cyrenaic vase found by Mr. Petrie at

Naucratis (Naukratis I. plates 8, 9), To prove that it was not made at that town,

but in Gyrene, the whole class of vases to which it belongs is examined in a most

masterly way.

A double connection with Sparta on the one one hand and Egypt on the

other is traced in their technique and subject-matter, as well as the inscriptions.

Two new points deserve special mention. On one of the vases a throne is

represented on which the legs of the back are carved as the hind, not as the fore,

legs of an animal. Dr. Studniczka shows that the only Greek instances of this

are in early Spartan bas-reliefs, though it is very common in Egyptian monuments.

Still more striking is the identification of the seated figure of Zeus (generally

called Prometheus) on another cup with the Zeus Avkulos on Ai'cadian coins, for

Herodotus tells us of a Aios AvKaiov o^^os at Cyrene. As to the vase from

Naucratis, the interpretation already given by Mr. E. A. Gardner in this Journal

is fully worked out. The Nymph holding branches of silphion and apple, who
stands in the centre, is the Hesperid, Cyrene, the mother of Aristaeus, the first

planter of silphion. The puzzling winged figures who fly on both sides of her are

explained as Harpies, or wind deities, in accordance with the passage which Dr.

Max Meyer has discovered in Philodemus (p. 43 ed. Gompertz), where the Harpies

and Hesperides are spoken of as being identical. The whole picture then becomes

an allegory of the Winds who favour the growth of the silphion and apples which

the Hesperid nymph, Cyrene, protects.

An unpublished fragment of a relief in the treasury of the Cyrenaeans is next

considered. It represents the torso of a female figure, who is wrestling with the

lion. A comparison with a i-elief and a statuette from Cyrene in the British

Museum shows that this is the goddess Cyrene. The figure seems to have been

•part of a pedimental relief, to which also a fragment of a cock found with it

probably belongs. Even this cock serves Professor Studniczka's purpose, for he is

able to show that it has a curious row of feathers down its back which are othei'-

wise only seen on cocks of Cyrenaic vase-paintings. He then examines the myth
of Cyrene as told by Pindar and later writers ; how the Thessalian huntress was
seen by Apollo stiangling a lion, and borne by him to Cyiene, where she became

the mother of the great nature-god, Aristaeus.

The problem how a Thessalian nymph came to bo the patron deity of a Dorian
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city leads to .an examination of the legends which tell of the founding of Tliera

and Cyrene and the genealogies connected with them. Their discussion occupies

more than half the book, and so complicated is the argument that it is impossible

to criticise or even epitomize it ott'-hand. The net result however is, that the

population of Thera before the invasion of the Spartan Aegidae were not

Phoenicians, but Minyae from Thossaly. They had come by way of Boeotia,

where they were known as Cadmeans, a name which is not, as is generally

assumed, Phoenician, but Greek. These Minyae revolted under lUttos against

the Dorian supremacy of the Aegidae, but failed in their attempt, went into exile,

and founded Cyrene. This startling theory is accompanied by matiy remarks by

the way, which are not less novel. Thus we learn, for instance, that Pindar did

not belong to the family of Aegidae, and that the oracles concerning Cyrene

quoted by Herodotus (which are shown to be forgeries by their traces of the

Dorian dialect) are excerpts from an epic collection made by Battos, and attributed

to Mopsus.

The nymph Cyrene, who thus came from Thessaly to Libya with the Minyae

by way of Thera, is no mere personification of their city, and cannot accordingly

derive her name either from it or from the hill Kvprj near it. It is rather the

other way about, as is shown by the fact that the name is found in other parts of

Greece.

The true derivation, Dr. Studniczka finds in the fact that Cyrene was a double

of Artemis, Thera being her hunting-ground, just as the K6f)r]<; Orfpa near

Lebadea was. Her father, Hypseus, too, must be the same as the great mountain-

god, known elsewhere as "YTraros or "Yi/zto-Tos. She had as sisters the nymphs of

the Arcadians, Kallisto and Themisto, who, like her, belonged to the old Cadmean-

Minyan mythology. The connection with Artemis suggests that the name is

derived from the root of Kvpios and Kvpoo), and that it is in this character that she

is represented as Trorvta Orjpwv, under the form of the ' Persian,' or * Asiatic

Artemis.' This type of a winged goddess strangling lions or other animals is not

Oriental, but genuinely Greek, and was used not for Cyrene alone but for other

goddesses, such as Medusa and Nemesis. As applied to Cyrene, it is best seen in

a painting on a fragment of a ' Melian ' vase, which probably comes from Thera,

(Furtwangler, Berl. Vasensamml. Nr. 301).

Owing to the influence of the Epos, Cyrene was reduced to the rank of a

heroine, and it is only in connection with the city she presided over that her

former greatness was remembered. Even there her son Aristaeus was more

popular. Pindar, however, speaks of her as ^^puo-o^poj/os (I'yt/i. 4. 2G0), and from

this Professor Studniczka infers that she had a temple as Polias, in which her

seated statue formed the centre of the local city cult.

This temple he recognizes on the map given by Smith and Porcher on the hill

where he believes Battos founded his city. However this may be, he admits that

in historical times the chief feast of the city was the 'AprefxtTta, for even in Cyrene

Artemis soon supplanted har ancient rival.

Two appendices are added to the work—one on Phalanthns, the founder of

Tarentum, by the author ; the other on Hector, by Dr. Diimralei". In this latter,

the grave of Hector, which Pausanias saw near Thebes, is taken as the text for the

contention that the older lays, from wliich his exploits were borrowed by the

Homeric rhapsodists, came from Boeotia. To explain the journey of the lays to

Aeolia, a theory based on the Ion is propounded, that the island of Chios was
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st^iilod by colonists from Euboca and Jioeoliu, who drove out tlie aboriginal

(Jarians. As we know that the Carians worshipped Hector, this makes the chain

complete. W. C, ¥. A.

Die Neu Attischen Reliefs. Fkikdkicii IIausek.

This is a very useful work, and sheds light on one of the most dillicult (jucstions

in regard to ancient monuments, namely the exact nature, purpose, and date of

archaistic sculptures. Mr, llauser's method is exhaustive. He gives a detailed

description of the known reliefs of the neo-Attic school, beginning with those

which bear the signatures of Salpion, of Sosibius, and of Pontius, and proceeding

to the consideration of other reliefs which bear the same character as these. He
iinds the most general character of these reliefs not in their affectation of the

style of any one period, for the style varies greatly, but in the paratactic principle

of their composition. Their producers seem to have had by them in stock the

schemes of figures taken from reliefs of various ages, and to have combined these

figures into new compositions without regard to unity or consistency. Of these

schemes many are due in the author's opinion to the invention of the toreutic

workers, more particularly to Calamis. Nor do the changes introduced by the

copyists of later ages in types originated by great masters appear to be more than

slight and superficial. * Im Archaistischen mehr echt Altes steckt, als man
gewohnlich annimmt.' The main arguments on which this view is based are the

occurrence in the same composition of figures belonging to various periods and

schools of art, and the recurrence in reliefs representing quite distinct subjects of

figures identical in design, and bearing no satisfactory relation to the groups into

which they are introduced.
.
Useful sketches of fifty of these recurring schemata

are engraved in the plates, Among the earliest of archaistic reliefs, Mr. Hauser

places those of the Corinthian puteal discussed by Prof. Miehaelis in this Journal

(1885, p. 48, PI. LVI., LVII.), which lie regards as not really dating from early

limes, but rather from the fourth century B.C. In the course of the work

Mr. Hauser has occasion to discuss a great number of ancient monuments, and to

glance at a multitude of archaeological problems : his remarks show great care as

well as boldness, and will be very welcome to those to whom the discrimination

of archaistic from archaic work is an attractive subject.

P. G.

Die Antiken Sarkophagreliefs. C. Robert. Vol. TI. Mythologische Cyklen,

We have at length a volume of the great Corpus of ancient sarcophagi under-

taken many years ago by the German Archaeological Institute, and executed with

vast labour by F. Matz and C. Robert. The second volume, comprising the

reliefs of sarcophagi with mythological subjects comes out first, and it is doubtless

the most important of all. The whole work is to be finished in seven volumes.

Probably it is only those who do some work on a Berlin Corpus who have any

idea of the enormous expenditure of time and pains which they involve ; and the

savants who undertake them, with no hope of reward, dosovvo the gratitude of the

learned world. We cannot presume in a few lines to estimate the merit of the

work before us : but we cannot refrain from expressing disappointment in one

respect, that the illustrations arc not more frccpicntly produced by photography
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(sometimes it is impossible), and that they are upon so smill a scale. It still

remains the fact that there are no representations of sarcophagi, except those in

the Vienna Vorlegebldtter which can be used in class-teaching; for which reason

the testimony of these valuable monuments is generally undervalued. In this

Corpus the sarcophagi could have been figured on a much larger scale at a cost by

no means proportionately greater ; and it seems a great pity that the chance was

lost. Considering the cost of the work, some £11 for this one volume, we feel

this defect to be serious. Otherwise the book is a monuraemt of labour and

ability. P- ^

The Attic Theatre. A. E. Haigii.

AxTHOUGH all English classical students are supposed to know something of the

Attic stage, there has been hitherto no work to which they could be referred,

except Donaldson's, which is out of date. The recent work of Albert MUller on

Buhnerudterthiimer, and Dorpfeld's excavations in Greece have paved the way for

a sound and scientific investigation of the ancient theatre, and these qualities

strongly mark Mr. Itaigh's book, which is a credit to English scholarship, learned,

sound, and full of common-sense. Mr. Haigh treats alike of the history of the

Attic drama, of the mode of production of plays, and of the antiquities of the

theatre. On many vexed questions, such as the admission of women to the

performances, the style of acting and the like, he propounds definite views, which

it will not be easy to overturn. He does not admit the theory recently advocated

by Durpfeld of the non-existence of a stage in the theatres of the fifth century,

views based upon the supposed testimony of existing theatres in Athens, Epidaurus,

the Piraeus and elsewhere, and accepted by Kawerau in his article Theatergebdude

in Baumeister's Denkmdler. Of course until Durpfeld publishes all the grounds

of his views they cannot be finally set aside, but Mr. Haigh makes out a very

stron» case against them. The book contains many illustrations ; but none which

are without authority. It is no small boon to be rid of the misleading engravings

which have deformed some previous works,
P. G.



THE ALKMENE VASE FORMERLY IN CASTLE HOWARD.

[Platks YI., Yll.]

It has often been a matter of regret that a Oreek vase of much
importance as to subject and unique in being the work of a particular painter

named Python was inaccessible except by a visit to Castle Howard in

Yorkshire. That, I am glad to say, is no longer necessar3^ The vase has

become the property of the British Museum. But there remains a difficulty

of another kind. The vase had been published in 1837 by the French section

of the Institute in Kome,^ but so rare has that publication become that very

few English students have ever seen it. We propose now to remedy that

matter by a re-publication of the vase (Plates VI. and YII.).

The characters in the principal scene are Alkmene, Amphitryon,

Antenor, Zeus, Eos, and two Hyades. Except these latter, each figure has its

name attached to it. But, though the names are plain enough, the inter-

pretation of the scene has been a subject of controversy. Originally the scene

was described as the * Apotheosis of Alkmene,' against which there was at

least this objection that in the legend Alkmene had survived Amphitryon,

and could not therefore in her apotheosis be assisted by him, as that

explanation of the vase would imply. In 1872 the question was re-opened

by Engelmann ^ in connexion with another vase, now also in the British

Museum, on which the same subject occurs in an abbreviated form.

Engelmann argued that the meaning must be this : Amphitryon has come

back from the wars, and, being enraged at the reception given him by his

wife, has determined to take vengeance on her, whereupon she has fled for

refuge to an altar followed by him and his friend Antenor. Instead of

dragging her from the altar they proceed to sacrifice her on it, building up a

pyre of wood in front and fetching torches to light it. Alkmene in this

extremity very naturally appeals to Zeus, who comes to her aid, hurling liis

thunderbolts and sending a tempest of rain to put out the fire. On some

points of detail Engelmann is wrong, but on the whole this explanation of

his seems to me right.

^ Kouvellcs Annalcs dc I'lastitut, 1837, pi. 10. ^ Annali dell' Inst. Arch. 1872, \\ 5.

U.S.—VOL. XI. Q
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lu the centre of the picture we have Alkmene seated in great distress

appeahng with upstretched arm to Zeus who is partially visible in the upper

part of the scene. Amphitryon and Antenor are about to liglit with torches

the pyre which they have heaped in front of her. Zeus has hurled his

thunderbolts at them, but apparently these thunderbolts, though they have

fallen close to Amphitryon and Antenor, are only meant as accessories to

indicate the thunder and lightning which accompanied the tempest of rain,

that being the chief feature in the response of Zeus to Alkmene's pleading.

The tempest is represented partly by a rainbow enclosing a black space

thickly dotted with drops of rain and partly by two Hyades above the

rainbow who pour down streams of water from a hydria. The presence of

Eos (Anc) marks the time of the incident as early morning. A similar

figure occurs in the upper field of a vase with Cadmos at the fountain.^ There

she holds a mirror, and possibly on our vase it has been a minor also.

It may be mentioned here that Alkmene is described by Engelmann

as seated on a pyre ornamented with a frieze, and by Klein as seated on a

sarcophagus : but neither is right. She has fled to an altar for refuge and

is seated on it. Among Greek altars this shape is not uncommon, nor is the

ornamentation by means of triglyphs unusual. The altar of Jujiiter Milichius

in Pompei is ornamented exactly in this way by a band of triglyphs along

the top,^ The rest of the altar would be hid behind the pyre.

In support of this interpretation of the scene there appears to be no

direct evidence in the legends of Alkmene handed down to us. The story

told by Hygiuus makes Amphitryon go no farther in his anger than refuse

to stay with Alkmene any more. There is no word of positive vengeance.

So also in the Am2)hitryo of Plautus the injured husband abstains from

violence. It will be remembered, however, that in Plautus the climax is

reached by Alkmene appealing to Zeus, who answers her by sending a terrific

storm of thunder and ligfhtnins;, amid which she gives birth to Herakles and

Iphikles : Strepitus, crepitus, sonitus, tonitrus ; ut suhito, ut propere, ut valide

tmiuit, It is that storm no doubt which we have on our vase. But Plautus

seems to have known another version of the storm. In the beginning of the

Budens, as Engelmann has pointed out, he calls a violent storm an * Alcmena

of Euripides,' and the inference is that a violent storm had been a principal

feature in the lost drama of Alkmene by Euripides, Among the fragments

of that drama that have survived, there is a line - which I think may be

assigned to a dialogue between Amphitryon and Antenor at the moment
represented on our vase. One or other of them might very well have asked,

' Where did you get that torch of pine ?

'

TTodev hi 7revKi]<; iravbv e^evpe<; Xa/Selv ;

• Millin, Gal. Mythol. II. pi. 98. had fled to an altar for refuge.

2 Overbeck, Pompei, 3rd ed. p. 90. lirunii, ^ Nauck, Trag. Grace. Frag. p. 308 : the line

Gr. Kiinslhr, ii. p. 731, observes that the scat is is quoted by Pollux, 10, 117 to show iTav6s =
like an altar but supposes it to be placed above Xa/xnds.

the I'yre, and therefore misses the point that she
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It is not unusual to find on painted vases illustrations of the dramas of

Euripides. They have been conveniently collected in a memoir by Dr. Julius

Vogel.i Euripides was in fact the favourite poet of the vase i)ainteis, and

that was not strange considering his love for ctfective incident. But in this

instance it has struck me as curious that he should have chosen for his

Alkmcne a scene so much resembling the end of the TrachiriUie of Sophocles,

where Herakles commands that he be carried up Mount Oeta and then placed

on a pyre of oak and wild olive which is then to be lit with a torch (v. 1193)

—

Kal 'irevKivi]'^ Xa^ovra \afnrdBo<; ai\a<;

Trpfjaai.

When this was done, and when the pyre was lit, says Apollodorus (2, 7,

7, G), a cloud with thunder carried up Hoiakles to the heavens; and this is

illustrated on a vase,- where we see him ascending in a quadriga driven by
Victory above a pyre on which lies a human trunk. One might say of him,
' he came in a storm and went in a storm,' and if that view of his life was
current in antifjuity we could understand the impulse of Euripides to do for

the birth of Herakles what Sophocles had done for his death. In the

Trachiniae (v. 1087) Herakles implores Zeus to send a thunderbolt and put

an end to his pain. Later on (v. 1139) he speaks of the manner of his death

having been foretold, and recognizes the prophecy in the poisoned chiton of

^ Scenen Euripid. Tragodicn in Gricch. Vascngemiildcn.

2 Gerhard, Ant. Bildivcrkc, pi. 31.

Q 2
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Nessos. We may suppose that it had also been {bretold him that liis body

would be burnt on a pyre before he was yet dead, though of course to reveal

that in so many words would mar the climax of the drama. He reveals it in

his commands to make the pyre. At all events the new vase tells us very

plainly that, just as the death of Herakles was attended by sacrifice fire and

storm, followed by a new life among the gods, so also his birth in this

world had been attended by circumstances of that same nature.

So far I have spoken of the vase as an illustration of the Alkmcne of

Euripides, just such a scene as the painter may have observed on the stage

when that drama was acted. But it should here be explained that the vase

is about a century later than the time of Euripides, and that the production

of the great tragedies on the Athenian stage had ceased long ago. Either

then our vase is a direct copy from some old, contemporary illustration of

the drama, which is not altogether improbable, or it is a new and fresh

realization of a scene witnessed during a revival of the drama elsewhere than

in Athens. There is much that points to the latter view. In shape and method

of execution the vase belongs to a large class, found mainly in Southern Italy,

on which it is common to see grotesque representations derived from the

comic stage, as it existed in Tarentum and Lower Italy in the third century

B.C. The farces (0Xua/ce?) that were then in vogue had for one of their aims

to parody the old tragic dramas that were then being revived and were com-

manding attention in Lower Italy. There is a very large number ^ of vases

from Italy illustrating these farces, and they are curiously consistent in their

shape and method of execution. As I have said, our new vase lias much in

common with them in these respects. But it seems earlier a little than

any of them. It has preserved more of the traditions of the grand age. It is

in no sense the illustratioD of a farce, and yet there is something quaint in

the figure and action of Amphitryon, doggedly bent on setting fire to the

wood in spite of thunderbolts and storm. By giving him this importance in

the scene an almost comic element is thrown into the play, and this is the

impression which is made on me also by the famous vase of Assteas, a vase

which is always spoken of along with our new one. We can hardly look

without a smile on the Assteas vase with its picture of Herakles in his mad-
ness setting fire to his furniture and proceeding to throw his child on the

flames, so quaintly is the scene presented to us. and yet how tragic is the

whole ! Similarly on a large vase of ours with Lycurgos slaying his children

the scene is tragic, but the aspect of Lycurgos and of several others of the

characters is extremely quaint. Much the same may be said of another

Museum vase representing Dolon, Odysseus and Diomedes. There also the

incident was tragic enough ; nor is it intentionally given on the vase in a

comic manner. Yet the effect is certainly odd. Klein ^ describes it as some-

thing like a ballet scene with three solo-dancers, but he uses this comparison

merely to express his sense of the quaintness of the scene, not at all to

describe the intention of the painter. No less curious is the apparent large-

^ Heydemann, Jahrbuch 18S6, p. 260. ^ Euphro,no% 2nd cd. p. 141.
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iiess of style iu the drawing of the figures on these vasts, especiiiUy on the

Dolou vase. It has a tendeney to reach a cuUnination in the heails of the

figures, wiiich arc much exaggerated iu size and iu expression. I can only

suggest as a possible explanation of this phenomenon that the actual revival

of the old Athenian tragedies whicii took place in Southern Italy in the third

century B.C. had been itself attended by marked elements of exaggeration,

that actors had sought for new interpretations of the old characters and

incitlents while at the same time striving to retain the lofty manner and large

style of the old plays, and that the effect of the whole was something like an

approach to caricature, whicli tiie clever wits of the day would soon perceive.

At all events the clever wits of the day did make huge fun of these revivals,

whether for the reasons I have suggested or not, and it is equally a fact that a

number of clever vase painters followed closely in the wake of the wits. In one

of the vases of this class in the British Museum we see a parody of a scene from

adramaof ^//i:;/te?t«. It is coarse in every sense, but in one technical matter it

affords a comparison with our new Alkmene vase. I refer to the use of a

peculiar red colour with white spots painted on it such as you see on the dresses

of the Hyades. So far as I know, that precise colour is unusual on vases.

Tliere is something like it in the archaic black figure vases, but with this

ditierence, that the white spots on them are not painted on above the red

colour, though much ingenuity is occasionally shown to make them look so.

They are placed close beside the red, and were fired in the same firing with

it, whereas on our new vase the white spots involved an extra firing, and

therefore betray a more complicated, more advanced method. I do not say

expressly that we have here a revival of an archaic process, though it is a fact

that in a very large series of late vases from Southern Italy—the class known
as Apulian vases—there is a very obvious return to the archaic spirit in some

points of detail, such as in the employment of rosettes on the vacant spaces

of the design. In no sense is this a deliberate imitation of the strictly archaic

use of rosettes, and yet it betrays an evident return of the archaic spirit iu

some measure. Then again it is to be remembered that among late vases

there is another considerable series which imitates the very archaic vases of

the geometric style. The imitation, though far from exact, yet reproduces the

general colour and form of these very archaic vases in such a way as to give

at first sight an impression of great antiquity.

I have mentioned these points of detail because they seem to lend some

support to the view that the revival of the old Attic tragedies in southern Italy

in the third century B.C. had been attended with a forced revival of the old

artistic spirit also, and that this forced spirit is reflected in the gioup of vases

to which the new one belongs and in which the Dolon and Asstcas vases arc

the most conspicuous examples. These vases seem to me in their quaint way

to reflect the honest but infatuated effort of the time to revive the old

tragedies, just as the great mass of vases from the same localities but a little

later in date reflect the grotesque farces which drove the revived tragedies out

of the field.

The painter of the vase signs himself llvOcov eypacjie, reminding us by his
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use of the imperfect instead of the aoiist eypayjre of a vigorous controversy.

Pliny ^ liad extolled the ancient artists of the grand time for their modesty in

employing the imperfect tense to show that their work was incomplete. He
professes to have only known two or three who did otherwise. But we have

now a very large number of artists' signatures, and they do not bear out the

statement of Pliny. There is no such regularity as he implies. On the other

hand, among the archaic signatures of sculptors there is certainly a consider-

able love for the imperfect, and this appears to have been revived among the

late sculptors in Rome, who imitated the archaic manner. So that for our

present purpose we may also claim the signature on our vase as an affectation,

rightly or wrongly, of an old Greek manner.

On the reverse the subject is Dionysos advancing between the Maenads.

In the upper field and half hid among hills arc Pan and a Satyr with a figure

between them which used to be called Scmele,^ but may be Ariadne. Pan

has both hands raised in astonishment. His face resembles a Satyric mask.

His goat's legs are partly visible.

It remains only to add that in the matter of colouring the vase was found

to be a good deal restored, not so as to alter the facts, but yet to the extent of

disfiguring the drawing in some respects. These restorations have been

removed, and the new illustration shows the vase without them. The two

vases held by the Hyades had been turned into two very ugly amphorae.

They are now seen to be hydriae, as they ought to be. The thunderbolts also

were badly restored. One handle of the vase has been broken in antiquity,

and repaired with lead in a curious and interesting manner.

A. S. Murray.

' Pliny, N.H. Pracf. 26. See Rrimu, Rhcin. Jahn, Vascn dcr Pinakothck, p. ex. and Klein,

Mils. N.F. viii. p. 234 ; Problcvw in drr Euphronios, 2nd ed. p. 51.

Vascnmalcrci p. 4 and Gr. Kiinsllcr ii. p. 650 :
- Biunn, Gr. Kiinsllcr ii. p. 732.
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RECKNT DISCOVERIES IN EASTERN CJLKUA.

[Platk VIII.]

Hearing of extensive and unidentified ruins on the banks of the river

Jeihan (the ancient Pyramus) at a spot now called Bodrouui to the east of

the Cilician plain, just as the river enters the plain from the gorges of the

Anti-Taurus, we determined to visit the site. The result of our explorations,

made in the early montlis of this year, are as follows.

Our route took us past the rock of Anazarba and Kars Bazaar, at whicii

places we decided to spend a few days, and though the spots have both been

previously described we were able to add a few points to the information

concerning them, both epigraphical and topographical.

Anazarba.—Caesarea penes Anazarbum, as Ptolemy calls it, was second

only in importance to Tarsus of the cities of Cilicia during the days of

imperial Rome, and was the metropolis of the eastern portion of the great

plain. The town was built at the foot of a long rocky mountain, rising like

an island out of the plain for the extent of three miles and attaining an

altitude of 2,000 feet. The walls as they at present stand are of .Armenian

and Saracenic construction, enclosing a parallelogram, one side of which is

protected by the mountain ; but they contain many portions of Roman work,

notably the great southern gate formed by a triumphal arch erected in the time

of Justinian, when that emperor restored the town after it had been ruined by

an earthquake. These walls, still almost intact, were surrounded by a moat

and a second outer wall roughly put together out of the deh'is of the old

Roman walls ; amongst this debris we found three inscriptions (Nos. 0, 8, and

11), and a column about thirty yards outside this wall was inscribed with

No. 12.

Inside the walls the remains of the town are so ruinous that they afford

very little hope of identifying any sites or reconstructing a plan of the town

;

but from some fallen columns 1 imagine a long colonnade ran through the

centre of the town from Justinian's gate, similar to that at Pompeio])olis ; this

indeed was a favourite mode of decoration in the Cilician towns. The flat

space inside the walls is now used as winter quarters by a tribe of some sixty

Afshars, who inhabit a few huts constructed out of the reeds which grow in

the neighbouring marshes ; in these huts we lived during the three days of

our stay at Anazarba. The spot is terribly unhealthy during the summer

heats and entirely deserted then. There are the stately ruins of two
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aqueducts which brought water from the mountains to the town across the

plain, and the ruins of several buildings of no special interest outside the

walls ; but a close examination of the mountain itself yielded a few satisfactory

results.

To the south of the mountain is a stadium three quarters of a mile long

with rows of scats still discernible cut in the rock. To the front of the

stadium ran a colonnade of Corinthian columns; at the back the long straight

rock of the mountain had been chiselled to form a promenade, and the wall

behind had apparently been decorated with inscriptions and honorary tablets

which have long since disappeared. Above this wall is a vast sea of rock-cut

tombs and sarcophagi with inscriptions (nearly all obliterated) of late Roman
and of early Christian date, of which No. 10 is a specimen.

At the north end of the stadium is a cleft in the rock a few yards wide,

almost separating the southern from the main portion of the mountain, with

a path through it leading over to the eastern side. In this deep cleft are

several rock-inscriptions, almost entirely obliterated, with the exception of

No. 7 : this is cut in a circle under a cross, and points to the cleft having been

used in Christian times as a refuge in times of peril.

Proceeding northwards we find traces of several public buildings—the

theatre cut in the rock, several fallen columns, tombs and bas-reliefs, one of

which latter, though much effaced, is worthy of note. It has five figures

upon it, four of them nude athletes ; to the left one man holds up another by

the left leg whilst he walks on his hands, and the right leg hangs loosely

down ; to the right are two nude boys, and in the centre stands a figure robed

in a toga, holding a chaplet in his right hand and a palm-branch in the other.

Against this relief is a small altar cut in the rock with a half-moon over it

:

above is a tomb with a long but obliterated inscription.

Rock-cut steps lead behind the theatre to the acropolis on the summit oi

the mountain. To the right and left of this ascent are numerous rock-cut

ornamentations, including several stelae, a large vase, altars, &c. The ruins

at the summit are all of Armenian date, and a small church has a long

Armenian inscription round it (see V. Langlois, Voyage daiis la Cilicie).

From the summit a clear idea of the strategical importance of Anazarba can

be obtained, the isolated mountain-rock being protected on two sides by rivers

which unite a little to the south, namely, the Pyramus and the stream now
called the Sombaz.

Proceeding along the line of mountain to the north of the town we came
across two points of interest. About 200 yards from the walls by an

exceedingly difficult ascent of about eighty feet a large arched cave is reached,

high up on the walls of which is inscription No. 4. It was impossible to get

near enough to take a squeeze, but by standing on a projecting rock with the

aid of glasses I copied it as it here stands.

Half a mile further north, approached by a gentle slope, is a cave-tomb

;

above it is a long inscription presumably in verse, carefully obliterated with

a chisel ; above this again is a relief in two portions with legend No. 5. On
the right relief the three Erinyes are represented ; Teisiphone is seen with a
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snake ia her hand, AUecto has an axe over lier shoulder, hut what, Mcgaira

carried it was iinpossihle to make out. On the rehef to the left are also three

figures; Crocos seated on a chair, Papes standing, and a woman standing to

the right, whose name is obliterateil.

Kars Bazaar.—Kars Bazaar is a cluster of villages about four hours'

ride from Anazarba, at the foot of the mountains; the river Savroon flows

just below it. It has a considerable amount of aucient remains, but no traces

whatsoever of walls. Here stands an early Christian monastery surrounded

by a wall and cells; the church in the centre has been converted into a

mosque, but neither outside nor inside could wo find any inscriptions. Three

stelae with inscriptions have been used as supports for the balcony of the

school ; two are given by Davis in his Asiatic Turkey. The third is No, 3,

and is interesting as giving us the same names as No. 5, from the cave at

Anazarba. From a cottage wall we got No. 2.

Used as the floor of a reed cottage we found an exceedingly fine

tessellated pavement, on which after we had had it washed we found the

Christian dedication No, 1. The letters occupied a space of about two square

yards, and the pattern surrounding them is very elaborate in tesserae of

black, red and white, with a border. Many other tessellated pavements are

scattered about in the streets and houses of Kars Bazaar ; but though the

place was of considerable importance and had its guild of fullers, yet we
could find no inscriptions by which to identify its name

;
possibly it may have

been the site of villas and summer residences for the inhabitants of Anazarba.

Flaviopolis, the first stage on the northern road, must be either here or at

Sis, as both towns are on a river. It is difficult to decide, for the coins of

Flaviopolis represent it as situated on a stream (Head, Hist. Num., p. H03).

After a close examination of Sis, I could find no trace of anything earlier

than Armenian remains; hence I am inclined to place Flaviopolis at Kars

Bazaar.

Proceeding along the edge of the plain to the south-east we reached the

banks of the Pyramus in about three hours after leaving Kars Bazaar, at a

spot called Hemita Kaleh. Here a spur of the mountains comes right down
to the river, leaving just room for a small village of reed huts inhabited by

Afshars. Along here passed the ancient road eastwards, which eventually

crossed over into Syria by the Amanides pylae, a few miles behind the modern

village of Osmanieh. This valuable strategical point was protected by a

castle on the summit of the spur; the castle is of mediaeval date, though

bearing ample evidence of being built on a structure of earlier time. There

are considerable traces of ancient workmanship along the edge of the

mountains, rock-cut tombs, sarcophagi, &c. These we glanced at as we went

along, and after a two hours' ride along the road between the Pyramus a)id

the mountain, our ultimate destination was reached, namely, the vast ruins

now known as Bodroum,

About half a mile from the ruins we found a tribe of Afshars encamped

in reed huts, with their flocks, on the first slopes of the mountains.

Amongst these we took up our abode during our stay at Budroum, and
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hired workmen to assi.st us in turning over stones with a view to the

identification of tlto site.

BoDROUM. I'lit! ruins of Bodroum are situated on rising ground about

tliree quarters of a niik; from the Pyiamus, the intervening sj>ace being

thickly covered with remains of heroa and other buildings. The line of the

ancient walls is not very easy to follow, being mostly in ruins and overgrown

with grass and brushwood : but the accompanying rough plan gives an

approximate idea of the town, whilst the map of the district is compiled

from two sketch maps made by Major Bennett from his own survey an<l

material supplied by Professor Ramsay, who has kindly placed them at my
disposal. Froni a distance the most conspicuous object is the acropolis. It

is built on a spur of the mountains, similar to that at Hcmita Kaleh, which

penetrates into what was the centre of the town : it is crowned by a mediaeval

fortress constructed out of the ancient ruins with many jaeces of carving let

into it, altars with bulls' heads and garlands, architraves, «&;c. Behind the

acropolis is a cutting in tlie rock, forty feet deep, separ;iting it from the spur

and with an ancient road passing through it, joining the eastern and western

portions of the town. Along the spur ran the aqueduct, cut in the rock,

which supplied the town with water from the neighbouring hills; and there

are traces of large reservoirs for the storage of water within the precincts of

the walls.

Of the ancient remains in the town the most conspicuous are those of

the long colonnade, with a double row of columns ; it started from the

southern gateway and is still traceable for a distance of 320 yards, termin-

ating at the back of the theatre. The columns are of a red and blue

conglomerate and closely resemble, though less ornate, the- columns of the long

colonnade at Pompeiopolis. They have Corinthian capitals and Ionic bases
;

the diameter of the shafts is 2 ft. 8 in., the height 20^ feet. The space for

the road between the two rows is 35 ft., and the columns are at regular

intervals of 8 ft. About half-way up the eastern side was a gateway and, as

far as it was possible to calculate, each row had about seventy-eight columns,

only thirty of which (including both rows) are left standing, and very few of

these in perfect condition. The colonnade was erected on a wide platform

with a gentle ascent, passing at the foot of the acropolis and flanked by fine

public buildings ; so that the effect, before the town was reduced to ruins,

must have been exceedingly striking. One peculiar architectural feature was

noticeable about some of the columns on the higher elevation, a feature which

we also noticed in the colonnades of Pompeiopolis and Olba, A narrow drum

w^as let in to the centre of the shafts with a stone bracket made in the same

block, presumably to carry a statue M'ith an inscription beneath. This same

feature is noticeable also in the long colonnade at Palmyra leading to the

temple of the Sun, and would appear to liave been a fashionable feature

in the Roman architecture of Eastern Asia Minor.

The theatre is large, mur-h larger than that of Anazarba ; but it is a later

one, and built, not cut in the rock. The length of the proscenium is si.xty-two

feet, but it was too ruined tu obtain measurements of the rows of seats and
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(liazomatn. An Afsliar family inhabit it, witli their flocks; s<» the place is

naturally buried with refuse.

For some time we were unable to come across any ins(Ti[»tions to guitlc

us as to the name of this ancient city ; hut after a systematic search and the;

turning over of likely stones we succeeded in collecting fifteen in all, which

enabled us to identify it beyond a doubt, and collect several interesting facts

concerning its history. The nomads who live in the neighbourhoo«l of the

ruins during the winter and spring mouths have a burial-ground a little

distance up the hill-side to the west of the city ; they have placed over the

graves, generally upsidr down, inscribed stones from the ruins, and with the

same material they have constructed two threshing-lloors just above the

theatre. From these two sources we obtained the largest number of inscrip-

tions, namely, Nos. 14, ].^ 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 27 and 28, which put us in

possession of the facts that tlie town was anciently called Hieropolis, an<I that

it was a seat of the worship of Artemis Perasia. Close to the colonnade in

the centre of the town are the foundations of a large building, j>resumably

the hieron and temenos of a temple. Within these precincts we dug up a

stele with inscription No. 16 upon it, and the natural conclusion is that this

ruin is the site of the temple of Artemis Perasia, from the revenue of which

an honorary stele was erected to the legate M. Domitius Valerianus.

In the upper part of the town, on the spur of mountains, arc several

rock-cut tombs and foundations of public buildings, which unfortunately

yielded no epigraphical results. But down in the valley below we were more

fortunate in our researches. In the ruins of a Christian church we found

inscriptions Nos. 28 and 26, and by the side of some columns, which may
possibly have been the agora, we found inscription No. 25 on one long slab.

A little further up the valley are the ruins of thermae, and, beyond this point,

walls of sustention to prevent the soil of the mountains from being washed

down into the town.

The apparently conflicting evidence of Strabo as to the site of Hieropolis-

Oasiabala as being in (-appjulocia has been ably discussed by Mr. Hicks in

his note to No. 14. I will only tuld here that in the Frankfort edition of Ptolemy

a note is affixed in the margin to tlie name Custabala, 'Penisia prius dicta.' ^

And assuming that Strabo is right and that aCastabala existed in Cappadocia

near Tyana and Cybistra, the additional apjiellative of HieroiKjlis, which

Strabo does not give, may have been added to distinguish the one on the

Pyramus from the other, and to indicate that it was the original seat of the

worship of Artemis Perasia. Assuming this to be the case, the extraordinary

point is that Strabo, who is so accurate in all his details concerning the

geography of Asia Minoi-, should omit so important a place as Hieropolis-

Castabala on the Pyramus.

J. Theodore Bknt.

rublishcd 1605 by Geranlus Memitor ami rt'liub Moiit;iiius.
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INSCRIPTIONS FROM EASTERN CILICIA.

Inscriptions from Kaks-Bazaar.

Kars-Bazaar is about four hours from Boudroum ; in its situation it

agrees with Flaviopolis, standing on a branch of the river Pyramus, at the

foot of the mountains. Unfortunately none of the inscriptions reveal the

name of the site.

1.

' A very handsome tessellated pavement in a cottage, with an elaborate

pattern, in the centre of which is the following legend.' Copied by

Mr. Bent,

YnePCWTHPlACTGYeY
TeAoYCCYNepnoYTGaN
rNA<t)€a)NTHNMeTPIAN

HMOL)NTAYTHNKAPnO<J>0

5 PiANAexGYAecno
TAnAPATOJNAXPIOJNC
GYAoYAwNnAPexco
NA(j)eCINAMAPTICON

TAICHMeiePAlCtYXAlC
10 KAlKAXHNAnoAoriAN^

'Tirep ao)Tr)pia<; rov ev~

T€\ov<; crvvepyiov tcov

<yva<f)€0)v TTjv fierpiav

rj/.i6i)v ravTrjv Kapiro^O'

5 piav he-)(ov ^ecnro--

ra irapa twv a'^itov a^

ov SovXcov, irape-yjco-

V a<f)€aiv dfiapTioJv

Tat? ^fJb€T€pai(; >^v^al<;

10 Koi Kakrjv diroXoyiav.

Probably from the floor of an early church. Dedicated by the guild of

fullers. It is interesting to see these trade-guilds, so common under the

Empire in Asia Minor, passing unchanged into the Christian Church. For

avvipyiov = a-vvepyaa-ta, see C.I.G. 4346 and Addenda, p. 1163 (from Side).

The phrase d^peloi SovXoi is from St. Luke xvii. 10 (cp. St. Matt. xxv. 30),
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and frequently occurs in the old Greek liturgies. For kuXtjv aTroXoyiav

compare Lihtrgy of Condantinople (Hammond's Liturgies, p. 1(15) : KoXr^v

uTToXoyiav ttjv eVi tov <f>o^€pov ^7JfiaTo<i tov \piaTov. Our inscription does

not look later than tlie third century.

'Small round stel6 at Kars-Bnzaar.' Copy by Mr. Bent.

ATAOHTYXH

eniOYMHTOC
nePCiTGjnATPi

MNHMHCXAPIN

Jlepai is the dative of ITe/?creu9.

Wepcrl TftJ iraTpl

3.

'Three round stelae have been placed to support the columns of the

present school at Kars-Bazaar. Two of these were copied by Mr. Davis, and
published in his Asiatic Tnrhey (1879), p. 125. The third, which is somewhat
obliterated, is as follows.' Copy by Mr. Bent.

PHrEINATHOYT
KAIAZKAHniAAHS
THTYNAIKI

5 MNHMHS
XAPIN

'Vriyelvo<;

'Pr/yeiva rfj Ovy[aTpl

Kot 'A.aKX.rjTTLdhri'i

rfj yvvaiKX

5 fjiv'>]fi7]<;

Xaptv-

The two inscriptions copied by Mr. Davis may be restored as follows ; he

notes that in (a) ' the name Commodus has been carved in place of another

name erased.'

(a)

'Ayad
fj rv^V'

AvTOKpdropi K.ai(Tapi

"^e^aa-TO)

'lovXcavo'i 'A<TK\t]'mdBov

y. TOV Arj/irfTpiov, iepev^

TOV AvTOKpdTOpO<i.

[T]i. K\. 'ASato<j

\K<\> apelvTf

TTj yvvaiKi, koX

rio7rt(\)tai'09

TTi dB€\(f>fj, Kal

AofieT<T>ia -f} fi{r))Tr]p

fivri^rj<i x{d)pLv.
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Inscriptions from Ana'/aiu'.a.

4.

'High up ill an almost inaccessible cave in a mountain behind Anazarba,

with the aid of field-glasses I read the following inscription.' Copy by

Mr. Bent.

\

/

AllKAIHPAirAMHAIAlKAl

APEieeoicnoAioYXoic

PHreiNAACKAHniAAOY
cKHnTPOct)OPOYSAiePAYnep

THCnOA€WC . . KAITHC

BOYAHC eni lepeojc oecoN

ATPeCON CeiTOYTAYPICKOY
eiGYCBOP (?)

/

\

Au Kal'Wpa lyafjbijfkla kuI

"Apec Beol*i •jto\.lov-)(^ol^

'Fr]'y€tva WaKkr^indhov

(TKrj7rTpo(f)opovaa iepa virep

5 T^9 TToXecoif [re] Kal t>^s'

ySouX?}?, eVl Upe(Mi<i ('decov

^Ayperov Seirov TavpiaKov

€Tov<i ^op.

Dedication by Regina, a priestess, on behalf of the city and boule of

Anazarba, to the gods of the city. We may infer that Regina belonged to

the same family which is referred to in No. 8. Mr. Bent is not sure of the

numeral letters BOP, but they appear correct. The coins of Anazarba (Head,

Hist. Ntim. p. 598) show that two eras were employed, one commencing

B.C. 19, the second A.D. 20. Our inscription accordingly dates cither from

A.D. 153 or A.D. 192. I prefer the earlier date both because of the iota

cuhcnptum (line 1) and the inconsistent use of EC, ZC.

Hardly any inscriptions from Anazarba are known : a few fragments

are published by Le Bas-Waddington (Nos. 1513—1518). This document

informs us of the ^ovXrj, names the chief deities of the city, and speaks of

the worship of the deol 'Ayp€l<; (on whom see Hellenic Journal, x. 1889,

pp. 55—57). Whether their priest was the usual eponymus of the city, or is

only named here because the document is a dedication, we do not know.

I douljt the name '^eiTa.
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'Inscription and ])as-ieliuf uvor a r<>t;k-cut tomb in tin; same mountain :

copied, with sundry mistakes, by Davis in his Asiatic Ti(rl:cy, j). 150.'

Copy by Mr. Bent. Imperfectly given, from a copy by Langlois, by Le Bas-

Waddington, Vot/ar/c Arclu'nl. No. 1518. Mr. Davis gives an indifferent

woodcut of the wiiolc relief.
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IOYAIAA0HNAII
riOYAIOYGYAAENTIinANAPl
KAIEAYTHTHNEnANHOHKHN
KAirAIOZIOYAIOSSEKOYNAOZ

5 EAYiaTHNAPKTlKHN

'louXt'a 'A6t]val<;

T. 'lovXi(q)) OvdXevTi t&) dvBpl

Kttl eavrfi rr]v eTrdvco 6t]Kr)v,

Kol Fato? 'louXto? ^eKOvvho<i

5 iavTM rrjv dpKTiKrjv.

Tjjv dpKTLKrjv, the recess to the north.

7.

' Curious liarrow gorge or cave to the S. of town (Anazarba) : it contains

several obliterated inscriptions, but only one, late Byzantine, is readable.'

Copy by Mr. Bent.

oeeocHMn
NKATA4)YrH
KAIAYNAMIC

'O 0609 r]p,o}v KaTa(f)V'yT] koI Bvvafj,t<i.

Psalm xlv. 1 (LXX.).

8.

' Stone built into city wall, Anazarba : the ends of the lines are all

obliterated.' Copy by Mr, Bent.

AYTOKPATOPAKAIIAPA0
TPATANOYnAPGlKOYYI
0eOYN€POYAYinNON
TPIANONAAPIANON

5 BAZTONAPXIEPEAMEnS
AHMAPXIKHZE20YZIA
riKOZTONAYTOKPAT
TOAEYTEPONYnAT
TOTPITONnnTON

10 rETHNTHZOlKOYMI
ZYNTEXNIAAINOYPrr
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AvTOKpdropa Kaiaapa 6[€0v

'rpa(i)avov \lap6LKov vi^oi/,

Oeov ^epova vloivov,

Tp(ayiavbv 'Ahpiavov [i.e-

5 ^acrrov, dp-^iepea /u,t7tcr[T0j^,

hiiiJiap-^iK?]<i e^ov<jLa\ 9 to

ecKoaroi', avTOKpdT[opa

TO hevTcpov, V7raT[uv

TO TpcTov, 7r{aT€pa) 7r{aTpi8o<;), tov [eue/o-

10 yeTrjv T^}? olKov/j,e[vr}<i

(7VVTe')(yia XivovpfySily.

Dedication to Hadrian in the year A.D. 130. Hadrian's third consulate

was in 119; liis twentieth tribunitian power in 136.

9.

' Small round stele : Anazarb;i.' Copy by Mr. Bent.

EYHPE
nUKAl
KAAPOZ
MNHMHZ

;) XAPIN

EvTrpeTrP) K(X). (?) K\apo<; /jiv/]/j,r)<i %apff.

10.

' From stone sarcophagus : Anazarba.' Copy by Mr. Bent.

KAIM€T€MeO
CANANOIZH
THNCOPONAO)
CHTOJcj^lCkOJAHNA

5 PlAAlCXeiAlA

9 uu dvot^]i

T)jv aopov 80)-

cn] (str'j T(p cf:,ifjKii) hi]vd-

pLa Cta^ecXia.

TI.S.—VOL ^'I.
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11.

' From a stone in wall : Anazarba.' Copied by Mr. Bent.

APOY . . . . KAISAPA Apov[a-ov] Kaiaapa

TIBEPIOY .... STOYYI Ti^epcov [t€^a](TToO vl-

ON AZTOYYI 01/, [deov Xe^]aaTov vi-

nNONEAENOZI AZ (ov6v,"E\€vo<; Baa[i,-

5 AEnZ<})IAOnATOPOS o Xiaxi ^iXoTrdropo^

A(n)EAEY0EPOS dTreXevOepo^i.

Dedication in honour of Drusus junior, son of the Emperor Tiberius, by

Helenus, a freedraan of Philopatorj King of Cilicia.

Drusus died in A.D. 23 (Tac. Ann. iv. 8—11). Philopator died in a.d.

17 (TsiC.Ann. ii. 42), having (apparently) succeeded his father Tarcondimotus,

wlio was killed at the battle of Actium, B.C. 31 (Head, Hist. Num. p. 618).

The very rare mention of these petty kings of Cilicia invests this inscription

with considerable interest.

12.

' Column of temple with dedication,' Copy by Mr. Bent.

AYTOKPATOPiKAIZAPI

Inscriptions from Pompeiopolis.

13.

' Found at Pompeiopolis ; now in the churchyard of Greek church at

Mersina.' Copy by Mr. Bent. It has been printed by M. Kontoleon, Mit-

theilungen des d. arch. Inst. xii. p. 258.

AEYKiniKAIZAPIZEBAZTOY
KAinATPOZTHZnATPIAOZ
YiniGEOYYinNOINEnNHrE
MONIEYEPrETHEKnPOrONnN

5 noMnHionoAiinN
OAHMOZ

AevKLO) K.acaapi, "^e/SacrTov

Kal irarpo^ Tr]<; 7raTpi8o<i

viw, Oeov vl(i>v\^o)\l, vewv rj'ye-

fjbovt, evepyerr} e'/c irpoyovcov,

5 HofiTrrjiOTToXiTCov
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Dedication by the people of Pompeiopolis to Lucius Caesar, brother of

Caius Caesar, son of Julia and Agrippa.

Lucius was born B.C. 17, and died August 20, A.l). 2. The title of

princqjs juventutis was apparently granted him by Augustus when, on January
1, A.D. 2, he assumed the ti»ga virilis at the age of 14 : see Moinnisen, Jies

gestae Divi Aug. ch. xiv. pp. 52 foil. Our inscripti(;n therefore belongs to the

first eight months of A.D. 2.

Another dedication from Pompeiopolis, in honour of Pompey, is pub-
lished by M. Doublet, Bull, dc Corr. Hell. xii. p. 427, following the text of

M. Koutoleon, Mittheilungen, xii. p. 258. Mr. Bent's M8S. certify that the

copy is accurate with the exception of KAIEAEY0EPAZ omitted before

KAIAYTONOMOY.

Inscriptions from Boudroum (Hieropolis-Castabala).

14.

' Stone built into Yourouk's threshing-floor.' Copy and squeeze by

Mr. Bent.

OAHMOSOIEPOnOAIinH 'O Sjy/xo? o 'lepoTroXirwv

AEINnNAAPISTAPXOY Aetvcova 'Apia-rdpxov

ANAPAATAGON avSpa dyadbv

rETENHMENON ryeyevrjfiivov.

Letters of good time, perhaps first century B.C. This document and

those which follow abundantly prove the site to be that of a city called

Hieropolis. The further mention of ^eo? Ilepacrta in Nos. 16 and 17 may
justify us in identifying this Hieropolis with the Hieropolis-Castabala spoken

of by Strabo (xii, 537) : iv Tot9 }^aaTafiaKoi<i eVrt to t^9 Uepaa-ca^i lepov,

OTTOV (jiaal TO,'} l€p€ta<i yvfMvol^ T0t9 ttoctI 8t' dv6paKid<i ^aSi^eiv diraOei^'

KavravOa he rtves rrjv avTrjv dpvXovaiv la-ropiav ttjv nepl toO Opicrrov koX

r^9 Taf/aoTToXou, TVepaaiav K€K\rja6ac (f}d<TKOVT€<i Sid to irepaOev KOfiKrdfjvai,.

That Castabala and Hieropolis were names of the same Cilician town is well

known to numismatists (Head, Hist. Num. p. 603). All therefore might seem

to be clear, and yet the site and identification of this town present difficulties

which cannot even now be fully removed.

The fullest discussion of the question, up to the time of Mr. Bent's

discoveries, is that by Imhoof-Blumer, Die MiXnzcn von Hierwpolis-Kastabala

und ilher die g€ograj)hisc?ie Lage der verschiedenen Kastabala (in the Zeitschrift

fur Numismaiik, x. 1883, p. 267). His article has the merit of placing before

the reader a complete digest of all the evidence available, whether ancient or

modern. He begins by describing all the known coins of the city, which

form a fairly continuous series from the reign of Antiochus Epiphanes (B.C.

175—1G4) to the Emperor Valerian (a.d. 253—260). He observes truly

n 2
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that on tlie coins tlie town is commonly called Hicr(»j)olis-Castal)a]a

(lePOnOAITOiJNKACTABAAeaJN) or liicnopolis tt/jo? tw ITupa/iw, whereas

in ancient writers the local name Castabala is universal. The evidence of

inscriijtions was not of course forthcoming when he wrote his paper.

He next cites all the passages in ancient literature which mention the

town. They are neither numerous nor very clear. The only passages which

really concern us are from Strabo, Ptolemy, and Curtius. They are so

important that I will repeat them here.

(a) Strabo, xii. 534—5 (after sjicaking of the ten aTparrjytai or districts

of Cappadocia) : irpocreyeveTo 6' varepov irapa 'PwfjLaitov e/c T^<f KtXi/cta? toI^

irpo 'ApyeXdov koI evBefcuTt} arparr^yia, t) irepl V.aaTu^aXd re kuI Kv/Siarpa

/ievpi Ti]<i 'AvTiTTVLTpov Tov XrjaTov Ae'p/5?79, tc5 Be Wp^eXdo) Kol i) rpa'^eia

Trepl 'KXatovaaap IxlXikiu koX ircicra i] ra TreipuTijpta crvaTJjaafxevr].

(h) Strabo, xii. 537 : to. Be Yvava iiri/cetrai yatfia-L Sep.LpdfjicBo<i Teret-

'^icrpevrp KaXo}<i. ov iroXv B' aTrwOev ravT7}<i (i.e. Tyana) ea-rl rd re Kacrra-

fSaXa KoX TO, Yi.v^LcTTpa oiv iv Tot9 K.a<TTaf3dXoi^ earl to t)]s ITepao-tai?

'ApTefii,Bo<i Upov (then follows the j)assage quotcid above about tbe priestesses)

.... KOfMiadrjvac. iv fiev Si] rfj TvaviTiBc (npaTr^iyia twv Xe-y^Oeicrcov BeKa

earl TroXicrfxa ra Tvava (Ta9 8' eTriKTy'jTOV^ ov avvapiOfib) ravTai^, to,

Haard^aXa koI to, Y^v^iarpa Koi ra iv rf/ rpa-^eta K/A,</ct'a), k.tX.

(c) Ptolemy, v. 8, § 7 : Castabala is nanictl as an inland town, coining in

the enumeration after Tarsus, Adana, Anuzarba, and Mopsuestia, and hcforc

Nicopolis, Epipbaneia, and the Amanian gates.

{(l) Curtius, iii. 17 (of tbe march of Alexander througb Cilicia) : igitur

edito spectaculo ludicro ca-stristpie metis ct Pyramo amne ponte juncto, ad

urbem Mallon porvenit : inde alteiis castris ad oppidum Castabulnm. Ibi

Parmenio regi occurrit, quern praemiserat ad exi)lorandum iter saltu.s, per

quern ad urbem Isson nomine penetranduni evnt . . . I.sson deinde rex

copias admovit.

Lastly, after reciting the confused ;iiid cMiddsing .statements of modem
geographers on the subject, Imhoof-Blumer proceeds to sum up. He finds

no less tban four different cities presented t(j us as bearing the name of

Hieroioolis-Castabala : and he very reasonably asks whether it is not possible

to simplify the matter and to recognize two or more of these cities as the

same.

In tlie first place he dismisses the Castabala or Castabolum of Curtius

('/; from consideration, as being ([uite a different city and too ftxr to the S.E.

to be near the site we are seeking. This opinion is very questionable. The

city discovered by Mr. Bent (Hieropolis) may possibly be the city which

Alexander reached in a day's march from M alius, having sent Parmenio

thither beforehand to explore the passes which hid over the Amanus down to

Issus. He himself marched up the valley of the Pyramus to Castabala,

ready to cross the mountain from thence and descend upon the i)lain.

Next, the way in which Ptolemy (t) speaks of Castabala entirely agrees

with the site of Mr. Bent's Hieropolis.

The difllculty comes in with Strabo, who in both the passages cited (n, ^)
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speaks ul' (!yl)istr!i and Hieiopolis as Ijuing U(iirl,l„Mn- t(nviis, aiul say.s of both
in (b) that they are near Tyana {ov iroXu a-Trwihv). Now Tyanu has been
generally identified with Hissar, and Cybi.stm with Kregli, wliich lies a little

to the S.W. of Hissar, and slightly to the E. of the lake Ak Oiil. In other
words, unless we entirely \ipset the established gtography of these regions,

we must understand Strabo to place Hieropolis-Oastjibala west of the 'J aiirus

As however the coins compel us to seek the site of Hieropolis-Castabala

7r/309 TftJ YlvpajMw, we may incline to the opinion that there were two cities of

the same name, and that Strabo's account refers to the one on the W. of the

Taurus, and that the coins belong to tin! one to the E. There were two cities

of Comana, alike in name and in their peculiar worshij), reputed to have
been introduced by Orc-^tes; one of these was in Pontus and the other in

Cappadocia, and to Straoo we owe our information respecting both of them.
There may e(iually well have been two cities of Ciustabala. Here however
another difficulty arises. Strabo specially says (in I>) that the Castabala near

Tyana and Cybistra contained a peculiar worship of Artemis Perasia. It is

a singular fact that two of Mr. Bent's inscriptions (Nos. IG and 17) refer to

6t:o<i JJepaaia. It seems impossible to avoid the inference that the city of

Hieropolis discovered by Mr. Bent is not only the Hieropoli.s-Castabala Trpo?

Tc5 Hf/3a/i&) which issued the coins, but also the Castabala referred to by
Strabo. That is to say, Strabo appears in the same breath to place Castabala,

with Tyana and Cybistra, west of the Taurus, and also to describe it in terms
which identify it with the newly-discovered city east of the mountain.

I see no means at present of explaining this difficulty. One resource

would be to accuse Strabo of some confusion. This is a violent hypothesis,

and I entertain so profound a respect for Strabo's judgment and for his

mastery of the geography of Asia Minor, that I am unwilling to adopt this

explanation.

In default of any fresh discoveries which may relieve us of the diflficultv

and clear the reputation of Strabo, I prefer to suppose either that his ex-

pression 01) TToXv aTTfoBev is capable of a wider interpretation, or that there

were two cities of the name, and with the same characteristic worship, as in

the case of Comana.

15.

' Stone from Yourouk's burial-ground.' Copy and squeeze by Mr. Bent,

who notes that the stone probably came from the theatre.

OAHMOZOIEPOnOAITnN
NOYMEPIONAOYZIONNOYME
PlOYYIONKOPNHAIANnMENT/
NONEnAPXONTEXNEUnNEYZE

5 BHKAKDIAOTEIMONnPOZTHNAOh
KAITAANA0HI lATA
[OYAnOTO . HMO . . . 0|
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Letters rather larger than in No. 14, and of somewhat similar type.

The letters bracketed in line 7 are Irora Mr. Bent's copy : I cannot read them

on the squeeze, which has failed in this part.

'O Bfjfiof; 6 'lepoTroXtTftJi/

^ov/j,ipiov Aovcnov ^ovfie-

piov viov K.opi'i]Xia ^cofievTa-

vov, eirap-^^ov Te-^fyenSiv, evcre-

5 ^rj Kal (fiiXoTeifjLOv Trpo? rrjv ^A6rj-

vav ?] Kol TO, avaOrjixara ....
. . . . ov cLTrb ro[v B]i]fio[u ....

'E'Trapxo'; re-)(y€Lro)v = fracfectus fahrum, concerning whose office and

status see Marquardt, Horn. Alt. v. p. 516.

IG.

Statue-base 'dug up near the long colonnade.' Copy and squeeze by

Mr. Bent.

M- A0MITI0N0YAA€PIAN
nP€CB CCB ANTICTPATOl
KTiCTHNKAieYepreih
THCnOAeOJCHBOYAH

5 KAIOAHMOCAnOTWN
THCoeovnePAciAC^

nPOCOAOJN
AIAnPYTAN€GJNTOJN
nePiK I ({)OYAOYioNon

10 niANONIOYAIANON
M AYP ACKAhiniAAOY
xCKAHniAAOYKPICnC
TOYiePOMNHMONOC

M. ^oybirLov Ova\€ptav[ov,

7rpeafi{evTr]v) Se^^aaTov) dvTi(TTpd(Trjyov), top

KTi<TTrjv Kal evepyeTTj^v

T7)f; 7ro'Xe6i)9, V ^ovKtj

5 Kal 6 St]/jlo<; aTro rcov

rrj<i Oeov Tl€pa<Tia<i

TrpocroBcov'

Bid irpvrdvewv Twv
Trepl K. I. ^ovXoviov 'Ott-

10 iTLavov 'YovKiavov

M. Au/3. ^A(TK\r)7ndBov [tov

'A]<rK\r)7ridBov K.pia7ro[v

TOV iepop,vrjfj,ovo<i.
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Lines 10 foil. : Julianus is the son of M. Aur. Asclepiades, son of Ascle-

piades Crispus the hierornnenion.

The document is important for two reasons. First it gives the name of

a new legate of Cilicia, M. Domitius Valerianus. A Valerianus is named by

Liebenam {Forschungen, p. 180) as legate of Galatia 'about A.D. 197.' He
may perhaps be the man.

Secondly, line 6 illustrates the statement of Strabo that at Hieropolis

Castabala there was a worship of Artemis Perasia (xii. 537) : iv toU
K.a(TTa^d\oi<; icrrl to t^9 Ilepacrta? 'ApT€fii8o<; Upov, ottov (f)aal Ta<i iep€ia<;

yvfipoif; Tot9 TTOcrl St' dv0paKLd<; fiaBi^eiv d7ra6ei<;- KuvravOa 8e TLV€<i tt}v

avrrjv OpvXovaiv iaroplav tt}v irepl tov 'Opia-rov xal t^? TaupoTroXov,

Uepacriav KeKXijcrffat <f)d(TKovT€<; Bid to Tripadev KOfiiaOyjvat. Compare
No. 14.

17.

'A small ornate column in Yourouk's burial-ground, of red and blue

conglomerate.' Copy and squeeze by Mr. Bent.

GCAnePACIA
n M6CCI0CP0Y o

OYnc*'

©ea Hepaaia

Ho. Meo-o-to? 'Poi)[0]o[9 ?

6 VTTO ....

On the epithet Uepaaia see Nos. 14, 16.

18.

* Broken stone in threshing - floor : presumably from neighbouring

theatre.' Copy and squeeze by Mr. Bent. Incomplete at left edge only.

AIOTENOYZTON
lAlKOSTOYKTISTOY
JYKAIZAPOSYIOYKAI

lONAYTOYTEIMHZXAPIN
5 SKATAnAIAOnOMANAE

ANAPIANTAZSYNTHBAZI
YnOTO AIOTENOYZAIAGHKHN

'O Brjfio^ 6 'lepoTToXcTMV TOV Seiva] Atoy€POV<i tov

8cK0<i TOV KTI<TT0V

TTJ^ TToXety? jou Kai'cra^o? viov, Kai

TOV Beiva .... TOV vYiov avTov, Teifxri<i p^a/3tv

6 'O Beiva TOV Beivo<i . . .]<», kutu naiSoTrouav Be

TOV Becvoi; .... rot'?] dvBptdvTa<i aw tt} jBacn,

KUTa Tr]v yeypa/jLfxevTjv] viro to[v] Aioyivov<: BiadtjKrjv.
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The restorations are merely conjectural, and I can suggest nothing

satisfactory in line 3. In line 5 we have a curious variation of the usual

phrase <f>va-€i Be rod Beivo<;.

10.

' Stel6 in Yourouk's burial-gi-ounJ.' Copy and squeeze by Mr, Bent.

KAO^THBOYAHeAoz Ka0a t?j /3ovXf} e8of[ez/.

Ne^NAKlNETAYPoY xt / ^iSiccova Kiveravpov
TONreNOM€NONAP rhv yevSfievov dp-

XiePeAT^NCeBACT ^,,p^^ ^^^ te^acrrS^v

5 KAIAHMIOYPrON 5 ^a\ hrjp.tovpyov

€YreNei AAhMHTPIOY E^YeWm Av^rjrpcov

TONreNOMGNONAY rov yev6/Juevov av-

T HC A N A P A M N HWC r^? dpSpa, mfi^^
X A P I

N

-^dpiv.

Line 2 : the name Kiv€Tavpo(;, which is all but certain, is new.

Line 5 : we are informed of the title of one of the magistrates, Btjfiiovp-

709. The title occurs in an impublished inscription copied by Professor

llamsay recently in Western Cilicia. Also at Perga {C.I.C. 4342, 4342/^^)^

Side {ib. 4347), near Termessus {ih. 4367^), and at lotape {ih. 4411, 4413,

4415). It was therefore common in these regions.

20.

' Circular piece of stone, apparently from theatre.' Mr. Bent's copy

only : no squeeze taken.

. . . PIOYKAINenNOSYiaN
AIOAHP ....

.... plov Kol ^e(ovo<i vicov . . . AioBcop ....

21.

' Circular stone
;
probably from theatre.' Copy and squeeze by Mr. Bent.

OAHMOZ
TYNAIhAAE KPONI AHN MHNO(t)IAOY

0(t)IAOYZn ANAPAArAGONrENOMENON
BinZAZAN TEIMHZ XAPIN

['O BfjfMo<i] O Bf]fio<;

rijv Belva tov Seti/09] yvvaiKa Be l^povlBrjv ^lrjvo(f)cXov

K-poviBov TOV yh]v]o(f>i'Xov (TO}- dvBpa dyadov yevop-evov,

<f)p6vco<; Kal Koafiloi<i] ^LOxxaaaV. TCifii)^ )^dpiv.
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22.

' Small cukiniii or statue-base in Yourouk's burial-grounil.' Copy and
S(|ucoze by Mr. Bent.

oAl-IMOC 'O hfjfio^

NEIKoAaON-A- NecKoXaop (NeiKoXdov)

TONKAlAOYKi top xal Aovki-

A NON avop.

Line 2 : for A in this sense see MM. Cousin and Diehl in Bulletin dc

Cm-r. Hell. xiv. (1890), p. 105. Line 4 : the superfluous dots are a blunder of

the engraver.

23.

' Stone dug up in one of the Christian Churches.' Copy and squeeze by
Mr. Bent.

ONHSIKAEAAIOAHPOY
EnnNKAlKHMnAIAZTHINEAl
IAMBnN^OIHTHNKAiAO^^i^
ErKnMlASTlKnNZYNrPAct)EA

5 NOMIKONENTOIZAPIZTOIZ

Olc|)IAOITONnPOSTATHN

TEIMHS ENEKA

'OvrjcriKXea AioBcopov

eirSip Koi Kcojj,Q)Sia<i t^? pea^

lafijSwp iroLrirrjp koX Xoycop

iyKcofiiacTTiKoov crvvypa(f>€a,

5 poficKop €p T0t9 dpca-roa-

ol <f)iXoi TOP TrpocrTaTrjp

TeifjLrjf; eve/ca.

Oncsicles was a composer of epic verse, and of iambics in the manner of

the New Comedy ; he was also a writer of panegyrics, and an eminent lawyer

{pofiiK6<i = juris consultus).

24.

' Stone from the other Christian Church : in large letters.' Mr. Bent's

copy only,

nOMOHIAN r,oL ...

HPOJONTEKNO . . .

\lop.irrilap\r] ?] nocr[etSa)i/ . ... to

Tjpmop TeKPo[i<; ....
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20.

Small round stel6.' Mr. Bent's copy only.

AOYKlOCMeiNIOC

KAAYAIANOC
YKlOYMeiNI©
nPOKAOY
•AnoJNroNe

MhH^HCXAPIN

[rov Belva]

AovKiof M.€ivio<;

KXavBiavo'i

Ao]vKiov Mecviov

UpoKkov

/j,VT)/jirj<i '^apiv.

27.

' Stele dug up near Yourouk's burial-ground.' Impression only made by

Mr. Bent, which I have deciphered with much labour.

. . . CIVS •
T

.
F

• CL • DEXTER • AVGVS
VS • BELLICIVS • SoLLERS • METILI\ e .

VS • RVTILIANVS XVIR STLIT

DIS • TRIE . MIL . LEG • III • AVG
5 VP • VII • VIR • EPVLON • SODALIS • . . .

DR . TRIE • PLEBIS • PRAETOR • FIDEI • CO

G . nil • SCYTHICAE • LEG AVG • PR • PR • PRO

CILICIAE

. . . cius T(iti) f(ilius), Cl(audia), Dexter Augus[tanus Alpinjus Bellicius

Sollers Metilius us Rutilianus, decemvir stlit[ibus judicanjdis,

trib(unus) mil(itum) leg(ionis) III Aug[ustae, septemvir

epulon(um), sodalis . . ., [quaestjor, trib(unus) plebis, praetor fidei co[m]-

(missarius), [leg](atus) [l6]g(ionis) IIII Scythicae, leg(atus) Aug(u8ti) pr(o)

pr(aetore) pro[vinciae] Ciliciae.

A Rutilianus, legate of Cilicia, is known ; see Liebenam, p. 416, who

quotes from the Cod. Just. ix. 43, § 1 : Rutiliano legato Ciliciae rescripsit

Antoninus Pius (i.e. between A.D, 138—161).. Among his many names he

has some in common with the polyonymous consul of A.D. 169, Q. Pompeius
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Q. f. Senecio . . . Augustanus Alpinus Bellicius Sollers . . . Rutilianus . . . Sosius

Priscus, from whom I have supplied [Alpinjus in line 2. They are, of course,

different men. The first two letters of line 5 are very doubtful, and I

therefore abstain from a conjectural restoration. It will be observed that

here, and in No. 15 also, the priesthoods occupy their chronological place in

the cursus honorum.

Immediately underneath the Latin inscription is the following, in late

Greek characters :

—

EAHNAIHNEITAPTEMII
EAAlM0NnYP4)0P0N

UnCOTHNCEBOMECQEK
nNEITECYnPINQI-IBHIIAA

5 QYEECEirEPAlPEINAI-ICOKOY

PACMHTEPA4)EPEEct)0NHCKAY
QlKAII-irEMONHATEONCOJONTE

(t)YAACCEI<AIKAEINI-INYnAT0N

nEMtONEEEITAAIHNAEYKloCEII-ITI-l

10 TOAECOIBPETACOYETAPOIOAEE
TPOYKAITOYTOYCOKTCOEACOKE
TYnOYC

ElVe '^^eX.rjvaitjv etr' "Apr€fjLL[v
\
ecre ale, halfiov,

7rvp(f>6pov [iv rpi]\68(p F^i/ cr€/36/j,€a6' 'F,K[dT')]v,
\

TTvel re av, irpiv & rj^rjq Xa[fi7rpol^^
\
Oveeaai yepaipeiu

Arjo) Kov[pore]\pa<; firjrepa ^epcrecftovrji;,

k\v\Oi, Kol •fjye/jLOprja reov au)6v re
j
(pvXaaae

KaX Kkeivrfv vTrarov
\
irifM^jrov e? JLlTaXirjv.

AevKiof; €ly]Tr][p^
\
ToBe crol /3peTa<; ov krdpoLO

Ae^lrpof Koi tovtov<; oktq) ehcoKe
j
ryTrou?.

An invocation and dedication to Artemis (Euploia) by Leucius, a

physician, who prays the goddess to give the governor a safe passage home
to Italy. The governor for whom he prays appears to be the legatus of the

foregoing Latin inscription: his name is given as Dexter (lines 10—11). If

so, we may not identify Leucius with the famous physician of Tarsus, who lived

not later than the first century A.D. See Smith's Did. of Biog. s.v. Lucius.

We may translate as follows :
' Whether we adore thee as Luna, or Diana,

or whether, O goddess, as Earth-Hecate bearing thy torch at the cross-

ways, O breathe thou, and ere men honour with the bright offerings of

youth Deo the mother of young Proserpine, hearken and keep safe thy

governor, and waft him home for his consulship to famous Italy. Lucius the

physician gave thee this image of his comrade Dexter, and these eight

sculptures.'
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I take /S/jeVa? to be a statue of the legate, and the tvttol to be masks
or medallions sculptured on the base. Tlie note of time in irpiv d' ij^rj^,

K.T.X., is so poetically given by the learned composer as to be obscure. I take
It to mean ' before the time of the Eleusinian mysteries,' wliich took place
m September, i.e. before the autumnal equinox, when storms were rife. The
legate of Cilicia would quit his province on the last day of July (Marquardt,
Rorii. Alt. iv. p. :VJj).

2.S.

Q ROSCIO SEX F QVI COELIO POI

EIOFALCONIDEC'EMVIROSTLI

SIVDICANDIS TRIB MIL LEG X • F

VAESTORI TRIJ] PLEB PR INTER CIV

5 PEREGRINOS LEG • AVG • LEG V MACED
G AVG PR PR • PROVIN LYCIAEETPAM
YLIAELEG AVG LEG X FRET • ET • LEG PR PR
OVINCIAEIVDAEAECONSVLARIS

XV VIRO • SACRIS • FACIVNDIS CVRATOR
10 VIAE TRAIANAE LEG AVG PR PR PllOV

MOES lNF.nOMneiON(|)AAI<ONA

AYAOCAABEPIOCKAMEPINOCKAI
• AABEPIOC KAMEPINOC- YIOC AYTOY
EKATONTAPXHC AEr e MAKEAONIkHC

15 TON lAlON (t)IAONI<AieYEPrETHN CKTOY
lAlOY-T€IMHCeNei<eN

Q. Roscio Sex(ti) f(ilio), Qui(rina), Coelio Po[mp]eio Falconi, decemviro

stli[tibu]s iudicandis, trib(uno) mil('tum) leg(ionis) X F[ret](ensis), [qjuaestori,

trib(uno) pleb(is), pr(aetori) inter civ[es et] peregrines, leg(ato) Aug(usti)

leg(ionis) V Maced(onicae), [le]g(ato) Aug(usti) pr(o) pr(aetore) provin(ciae)

Lyciae et Pam[ph]yliae, leg(ato) Aug(usti) leg(ionis) X Fret(ensis), et leg(ato)

pr(o) pr(aetore) [prjovinciao ludaeae consularis, XV viro sacris faciundis,

curator[i] viae Traianae, leg(ato) Aug(usti) pr(o) pr(aetore) prov(inciae)

Moes(iae) inf(erioris).

—

Tloixirelov ^dXKova Av\o<i Aa/3€pio<; "Kafxeplvo^ koI .

Aa/3e/9t09 K.a/x,€ptvo<; vio<; avrov eKaTovrdp')(ri<i Xe'yiewvos:) e MaKe8oviK7]<;,

TOP iSiov (f)iXov KOL evepyeTrjv €k rov Ihlov Tei/j-ri^; eveKev.

Q. Roscius Sex. f. Pompeius Falco is well known ; see Waddington,

Fastes, p. 202; Liebenam, pp. 94, 24'3, 261, 279; WoMqm, Dc Pulaestina et

Arabia Provinciis Romanis (Berlin, 1885), p. 39. Falco was legate of Lycia

and Pamphylia, A.D. 105, 106; of Judaea, A.D. 107—110; of Maesia Inferior,

A.D. 117; of Britain, A.D. 121?

—

124; and was proconsul of Asia about

A.D. 128. His cursus honorum is very fully given in our inscription, and all

in chronological order, including his priesthoods. As however the last

preferment here recorded is the legation of Moesia Inferior, it follows that
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the monument is not later than a.d. 120, and not earlier than 117. It is set

up by A. Laberius Camerinus, who had served under Falco in the tenth legion

when Falco was legate of Judaea. Camerinus had probably settled in Syria

or Cilicia. In line 8 the word consvlaris is quite certain, and is noteworthy.

From the destruction of Jerusalem onwards Judaea remained a separate

province, distinct from Syria, and in charge of a praetorian or sometimes a

consular legate. Our inscription indicates that Falco, although not yet

consul, was in charge of what was virtually a consular appointment.

Such an arrangement would indeed be exceptional, but yet not without

parallel; see Ephemeris Epigr. v. p. 386, No. 696, where Mommsen remarks:
' Priscus cum quaestorius Jegioni cuidam Syriacae praeesset, deficiente forte

provinciae legato consulari pro legato considari ipsam provinciam administravit.'

It has been suggested by Rohden (/. c. p. 31) that the change from praetorian

to consular legates for Judaea took place in consequence of the addition of

a second legion (Legio VI Ferrata) to the province. Hitherto only the Legio

X Fretensis was stationed there, and the legate of the legion was, hy a well-

known rule the legate of the province (see line 7). Our inscription does not

mention Falco's consulate, nor is he called a consular. It is clear that he was

a praetorian legate. But, if so, why is his province called ' consularis ' ? The
question perhaps is connected with the sending of the Legio VI Ferrata to

Judaea. The date and occasion of this addition to the forces in the province

are alike unknown. Rohden (/. c.) suggests either the Jewish outbreak of

A.D. 117, or the war of Hadrian, A.D. 131—133. But is it not conceivable

that even earlier than either of these dates, and during the legation of Falco,

the additional legion was sent to Judaea to meet some sudden emergency ?

If so, the province would become virtually ' consularis,' though in charge of a

praetorian legate. I am aware that such a conjecture is highly hazardous.

Yet it seems worth while to mention, in this connexion, that possibly Hege-
sippus (fl. A.D. 150—190), who (as cited by Eusebius, H. JE. iii. 32) terms

Atticus, the legate of a.d. 107, virariKoq, may not after all be guilty of a

mere anachronism, as is commonly assumed, but may have had some historical

justification for the phrase.

E. L,. Hicks.
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THE COLLECTION OF ANCIENT MARBLES AT LEEDS.

[Plate XIIL]

The collection of antiquities which forms the subject of this paper was

presented in the year 1863—4 to the Museum of the Leeds Philo-

sophical Society by the Rev. John Gott, D.D., then Vicar of Leeds and now
Dean of Worcester, He tells me that it came into his hands in the following

way. Mr. Benjamin Gott, elder brother of the Dean's father, made a tour in

Greece about the year 1815, in the company of an intimate friend, Mr.

Rawson. They visited Smyrna, and returned through the islands to Athens,

purchasing, in the course of their travels, a number of ancient marbles. Mr.

Benjamin Gott died of fever at the Piraeus, and was buried at Athens in the

Theseium. Many years afterwards, when an English cemetery was opened

at Athens, his body, with two others, was removed from the temple to this

more fitting resting-place.

Upon Mr. B. Gott's death, the marbles passed into the possession of his

fellow-traveller Mr. Rawson, in whose house at Halifax they remained for

years. Here six of the inscriptions were copied and sent to Bockh for

insertion in the Corpus Inscriptionum Graccarum which he was then

preparing.^ Mr. Rawson died in 1845 or early in 1846. One of his

executors was his brother, Mr. S. Rawson, by whom the marbles were sold to

Mr, William Gott. From him they passed te his son, the Rev. Dr. Gott, who
presented them (with a few exceptions to be presently mentioned) to the

Museum at Leeds, where they now remain.

Mr. Rawson's collection at Halifax consisted partly of marbles which he

and his fellow-traveller had acquired during their tour, and partly of later

purchases—among the latter were certain antiquities of which his brother

wrote (in a letter dated Halifax, 18th May, 1846): 'it was always

understood that my brother had got them, as a great favour, from West-

macott, who had himself collected them in Italy.' These pieces from Italy

comprised :

—

1 See C.I.G. 2265 (' Lapis, iu Delo eflossus, missis') ; 2284 ; 2312; 2323 ; Acid. 8646; 937 b.

est nunc in oppido Halifax Britanniae in donio The first volume of tlie Corpus ajijicaied in

Rawsoui ; misit Rosins ex schedis ab amico 1843.
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1. A statuette of a goat, in white iiuublc

2. A cinerary urn with an inscription :

—

DM
L CLO DIO
P O L Y T I M ()

I'ATllONO • OPTIMO

U- MF- PEIJSK'VS

\AB

In the C.I.L. vi. 1576-4 there is described an ' unia marniorea in hortis

palatii Glienicke prope Potsdam,' with an identical inscription, only omitting

the last two lines. Is the Glienicke urn a forgery ?

3. A small sarcophagus, inscribed as follows {=C.LL. vi. 12010) :

—

M ANTONI • IVLLI ;

PATRIS L • RVFIONIS
i

4. A similar sarcophagus, inscribed as follows :
—

D VITELLIE • ARTEMIsIk • M
PCS V IT • C S A L L I V H F I R

M I N V S C O N 1 V f! I 1! :\i

These four marbles from Italy were retained by Dr. Gott when he

presented the rest of the collection to the Leeds Museum : they are now at

the Deanery, Worcester. Besides these, the Dean retains in his own

possession the following antiquities whicli formed part of Mr. Rawson's

Greek collection :

—

5, A marble head, inscribed 0eO<t)PACTOC : the liead only is antique,

the neck and shoulders (including therefore the inscription) are a restoration.

Of this piece Mr. E,awson in the letter above ([uoted declares :
' I do not at

all know where purchased— I cannot find any account of it.'

G. A pair of Corinthian columns, exactly alike, about 12 feet high; the

capitals and bases are of white marble, the shafts being of a material which

some call ' green jasper,' and which in a letter of Mr. Rawson's is called

' Verd antique.' These columns (Mr. Rawson wrote) ' were purchased at

Smyrna from a Greek convent : the papas said they had come from

Ephesus.'

The rest of the collection, which comprises some very interesting objects,

was (as already stated) })resented by Dr. Gott to tlie ^luseum at Leeds.
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Jlere it has been very niucli loi-;4()tU-u. Jf escaiH-d iU^^ notice of I'lof.

Michaelis, when he was i)ix'])aring his work on \\\g Ancient Marbles in England
(1882) : and thouo;h Prof. Marsliall, of the Yorksliire College, pubhshed a

tract in 1871) at Leeds, Ohsn- inliana on rcrtdin (Ircelc Jusnytfions in the

Museum of the Leeds Philosophical and Literary Society, he omits two of the

inscriptions, and of the rest he gives a not very accurate text and exphmaticjns

merely general. The (irst person who called my attention to tlie.se marbles
was the late Bishop Wordsworth of Lincoln, whose interest in (^reek studies

never declined with his declining years.

My object in this pajier is two-fold. First, I wish to give a trustworthy

text of the inscriptions, and to bring them into connexion with the more
recent additions to archaeological knowledge, especially through the French
excavations at Delos. Secondly, I wish to give a descriptive catalogue of the

whole of this little collection, so far as may suffice to make it known to

archaeological scholars. And here I have been greatly lielped by the

kindness of Professor Conze of Berlin. Li 1880 I had the pleasure of calling

liis attention to the funeral stelae at Leeds, with a view to the Vienna Corpva
of sepulchral reliefs. In return, he has immensely added to the value of this

paper by allowing me to embody in it the memoranda of his own examination
of t.he Leeds Marbles, besides furnishing me with illustrations prepared under
his own supervision. Professor ( 'unze's notes n\o, signed [( !].

.M.\i;i;i,K .\i;iAi;.

Circular altar of white marble, oi iiamented all louiid with ox-heads,

fillets and festoons. It has been completely but roughly liollowed out,

and employed as a puteal or crown of a well : seven or eight deep grooves

have been worn by the rope in the rim of the marble, which itself is worn
smooth by long use. One side is now broken. Height, 1 ft. ^\ in, ; original

diameter, 1 ft. 101 in. Apparently unpublished, except by Marshall, No. III.

oiAroPANoMoi
KAAAAISXPOZ
MolPATENoY
AloNYZloZ
AHMEoY
ZnXAPMoZ
SinXAPMoy
a4)PoAITEI

TIMoYXni

Ot ayopavofJiot

K.dWai(T)(^po<i

^loipayivov,

AlOlWfTLOf;

Xo)^apfxo<!

^o))^apfxov,

\(j>pnhlT€L

Tl/XOV^O).

Jl.S.—vol.. Xl.
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Dedication by the board of agoranomi to Aphrodite Timuchos. The

marble is certainly from Delos, where we know the ayopavofioi were three in

number : see the Delian building-contract at Oxford, C.I.G. 2260 A lines 28,

29, B lines 7, 8, more correctly restored by Fabricius, Hermes, 1882, p. 6

(compare HomoUe, Zes ^rc^ms de I'intendance sacr^e a DMos, p. 118, who

fixes its date as B.C. 297): 'Ayopavo/xoi TXavKo<i %t\av 'Efifiivr]<i

TifiodefiiSo^, (^dvo'i AioSoTov. Also a somewhat later dedication 'Epfiet koL

'AcfypoSiTrj by the dyopavofMoi of Delos, three in number, and their K\r]po)To<f

ypafifiarevf, Bulletin de Corr. Hell. x. 1886, p. 33.

The date of our dedication, to judge by the lettering, is not earlier and

not much later than 200 B.C. The use of El for HI ('A^pogtVet) was so

common during three and a half centuries B.C. (Meisterhans, Grammatik, p.

30), and so many examples occur in the Delian documents, that this feature

does not help us to fix the date. The worship of Aphrodite finds frequent

mention at Delos : see Homolle, Comj)tcs des HUroj^es, p. 43, lines 128, 131

;

p, 48, line 181 (in all of which passages the spelling is 'Kj>pohlr€L) ;
compare

p. 142: ' Aphrodite etait une des plus antiques divinit^s d^liennes; Th^see

passait pour avoir apporte de Crete son image et fonde son temple.' The

Aphrodision stood within the temenos of Apollo (see Reinach, Bulletin de

Corr. Hell, vii. 1883, p. 333 note).

Tifiov-xp^ as an epithet of Aphrodite is new. Demeas is a Delian name

{ibid. iv. 1880, p. 212; Comptes des Hi^roi^es, p. 28), and '^(o-^apfia is found

at Paros {C.I.G. 2399, 2408).

Inscribed Wall-Stone.

Wall-stone of white marble ; height, 2 ft. 8.V in. ; width, 2 ft. 3|- in.

The slab is in perfect preservation, excepting a slight injury of the

surface at the upper right-hand corner. C.I.G. 2323, 'ex Delo fragmentum'

;

Marshall, No. V.

A.

rOAOZZAN

B.

toyze////

4)01 N I E N//

TOYZEAYTO
KAIOMONO

Two dedications, perhaps independent of each other, but of similar date,

are here inscribed upon the same wall-stone, which may have been part of a

large base supporting statues. The first part of A is missing; it was
engraved on another stone to the left. The right-hand portion of B occupied

a wall-stone to the right. The date is indicated by ToXoaaav in A, whom
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we may identify with the well-known second sun of Miissinissa, who was
his fatlier's envoy at Rome B.C. 172 and 171 (Livy xlii. 2'.i, 24: Legati

Carthaginienses eo tempore Roniae eiant, et Gukissa filius Massinissae...

interrogari Gulussain phicuit, quid ail ea responderet etc. ; H-id. xhii. H).

Upon the death of Massinissa, Gukissa received a sliare of his father's

sovereignty (Appian, Zi/._?/rff, 106); he was a firm friend of Rome, and was

present at tlie taking of Carthage B.C. 14G (Polyb. xxxix. 1, 2), but both lie

and his brother Mastanabal were cut otf early by sickness, leaving Micipsa in

sole possession of the throne (Sallust, Jin/. 5). A son of his named Massiva is

mentioned by Sallust {ibvf. .'>5).

We know of three statues at Delos in honour of Massinissa the father

{Bulletin dc Can: Hell. ii. p. 400, iii. 409, xi. p. 255) ; and in the accounts

of the Delian lepoTroioi mention is made of a crown sent to him from Delos

{Com.jites dcs Hieropes, pp. 10, 11), and of gifts of corn sent by him {ibid. pp.

14, 15). We need not wonder that his son Gulussa should be honoured also

at Delos, both he and the. Dclians being loyal retainers of Rome. We may
restore somewhat thus :

—

A.

O SP)fx,o<i ^aaiXea] VoXoaatw

[OeoU]

J'-

ToV<i €

fl^olvi^ N
Tou? €avTo[v evepyerci'i (f)iXta>i

Ka\ 6/i(j/'o[t'as" eveKU.

Inscribed Statue-bask.

A solid rectangular statue-base of white marble ; 2 ft. ^h in. high ; 1 ft.

11 ill. wide ; 1 ft. 7.^ in. from front to back. (J.LG. 22H4; Marshall, No. II.

AMVNTANAYSlIMAXOYKN.Alc
A^POALSIOZAMYNTOYSOAEY-
^YEPrEtlASEHEKENTHSEEEAVTc
ATTOAAaNI APTEMIAI AHTOI
Lower doion on the same face, in smaller letters:—

H ^'AlSTi-aNMVP/^ No sAGKHAloIl=:rroiHl
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'Afivvrav Avaifid'^ov }^viBio[v

'A(f>pohiaLO<i ^AfjfUVTOv %o\€v[<i

ev€py€aia<; €veK€v r^? et? eauTo[i/

'ATToWoyvL 'Apre/ttSt AtjtoI.

'll<^ai(TTi(ov Mu/3<wi/09 'AOrjvaiof; iiroiet.

Dedication to Apollo, Artemis and Leto of a statue in honour of Amyntas

of Cnidus,

The name Amyntas occurs on Cnidian amphora-handles (eVi ^Afivvra), see

Franz in C.I.G. iii. p. xiv. The style of the letters points to the first century

B.C., and with this date all the other indications agree. In particular, the age

of the artist Hephaestion is fixed with tolerable certainty. His signature

appears on several other Delian statues : C.I.G. 2293 (a dedication to Sarapis,

Isis, Anubis, Harpocrates) ; Bulletin de Cwr. Hell. iv. 1880, p. 220, p. 221
;

ihid. xi. 1887, p. 256 ; and others. A daughter of his, AcoStapav 'H<f)ac<TTco)vo<?

'AOijvaiov Ovyarepa, is named in another Delian dedication (iJjid. vi. 1882, p.

321). All these are evidently of the Roman period, and probably belong to

the first century B.C., before the Mithridatic War, B.C. 88 : Homolle, ibid. viii.

1884, p. 136. This form of dedication (to Apollo, Artemis, Leto) is of frequent

occurrence at Delos: compare ibid. p. 137; C.I.G. 2280, 2282, 2285, etc.

Inscribed Stele.

Stele of white marble let into the wall of the Museum : entire at

bottom and right-hand : broken at the top and on left. Height, 2 ft. 8 in.

;

width, 1 ft. If in, C.I.G. 2265 (where the copyist has omitted line 5 besides

other inaccuracies) ; Marshall, No. I.

APANAZI^NA(j)E
_AIKAZMENo|EIZINo|
^IZIAI/vTAIZEKT^N

5 ilHAAlKHMAT-nNTAlSnoAE
CETIAIKHNKATATHZnoAEi^ZTHZ
ISnAPIrLNMHAVnoTHZNAZI r\N

-NMHAEO(j)EIAHMAMHAEri<AHM/
HoENMHAIAI-tlJEIMHoENIKATA

10 ^ToYErKAHMAMHoENEKT^NnPc
nPoZAYTAZErKAHMATrvNHA
('ZENJoEPETPlE-n-N^ IKAZTHPI

HNnAPl^NToYEnniMloYJoYF
rPA(t)HITHNAEoYZlANT^IAi
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15 loYZToAErEPAZJoYBooZEIi
:>noTEPAAANT/xNnoAE/^NHIA

ilAETHlSYAAYSEIAnoTEIZAJrvTi
MENnoAIZnAPABHITAAANTAEIKoZl
lAI^THZTAAANTAnENTEAIKHIN/

20 XAYZINrErENHMENHNEKT^NEHA
MnTHZAnioNJcZToYinni/^NoIMI
T^MMETAAPXEBIOY^ZEPETPIEIZ
E/xSToYA|oNYZoY(t)IAoKPlToYToY

NoZrLZAE^APlo|E^APXoNToZoo^
25 ozn YNTHPI^NoZJoYZAEnPo

iroYZToYZEPETPIEJ^NEIZTETAA
^IZANATPAtAlTHNAETHNZYAAYZ
ZTEIA l^ct)PAriZAMENoYZTHIA
AIAEI<AIToYZEI'HKooYZEKATE

30 INZYAAYZIN

The inscription belongs without doubt to about 200 B.C. Its subject is

briefly described by Bockh :
' litigabant Parii et Naxii : res delata ad Eretrienses

ut TToXiv €KK\r}Top, quoruui hoc decretum est.' The court of Eretrian dikasts

probably sat at Delos (see §§ 8—9), where the marble was found, a copy

having been inscribed at Delos as an inviolable and neutral city. Repre-

sentatives of the two contending cities were also present, ijriJKooi (lines 29, 2 :

see Hesych. s.v. iiraKoor ol fidprvpe^. Ka\ oi eTna-Koirovvre^ to.^ BiKa(rTiKa<;

yjn]<f)ov<i, and compare ib. s.v. iirrJKooi,).^ Whatever may have been the

subject of the complaints, Pares appears to have been the aggrieved

party, and to have proved her case against Naxos, the Naxians being con-

demned in a fine payable to Pares (see § 7) : the Parians are to expend some
portion of this sum in sacrificing an ox to the Naxian god. The earlier

paragraphs of the settlement {avWv(Ti<i) are lost : what remains may be

restored as follows.

§ 1. The settlement is ivow finally made (lines 1-4) :

—

KaOdtrep Toi<i 'Eiperpiecov BiKacrT]ai<i e[8n-

^€v Kal Tol'i eTnjKooi^; T019 Trapa Tlapimv kuI 7r]apa Na^iwv dxfye-

(rTa\fi€Poi<; irepl oiv irpo^ tov<; No^t'ou? B^eStKatrficvot ilaiv ol

Tldpioi-]

§ 2. All further action hctween iiidividuals barred, in respect 0/ anythinff

that arises mit of tJie disputes now settled between the two cities (lines 4-G) :

—

* The term tiraKoos is found in a similar sense in Laconia : Roberts, hUrodticlion to Greek

Epigraphy, p. 267.
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•') TrpoTepov ycyevi]fievcov iyK\r}fidTco\v 77 ahiKiifiuTwv Tal<i iroKe-

§ 3. All action lurrcd as against Naxos Jiy Paros (linos (5-7) :

—

fiijBe/xiav Se eivai firj^KeTi BiKrju Kara Trj<i TrdXew? t?}<»

§ 4. All action harrcd as af/ainst Paros hy Xaxus (lines 7-<S) :

—

TToXect)? Kara t>}<> ilapLfo^v

sj 5. Xo claim 0/ individuals against cillur city alhnnd Hincs <S-l()j ;

—

p.'qhe 6<f)€c\y]/jia /j.r)B' eyKXtjfia

fjbtjBe dBtKr]/xa elvai pL\rjd€V /jLtjB' IhcwTet firjdevX Kara

10 rwv TToXeoiv^

§ G. Nor claim against any individual hy cither city (Hues 10-12) :

—

pbrjhe Kar tStJwTou cyKXtjfia fi,r)dev e« tojv irpo-

repov yeyevqp.iv<i)v avrui] 7rpo<i avTa<i iyK\r}fuiT<av fj d\hi-

K7]/J,dT(OV^

^ 7. 21ic court recommends the Parians to sacrifice an ox to Dionysos the

god of Naxos (lines 12-lG) :

—

eVt Se iKe\.e\v(7ev to ' iLpeTpieoiv BiKacrTt'jpi^ov

Ovaai ^ovv ttjv ttoXlv t]/;^ Ylapitov toi) iirnifiiov tov ([ttl-

yeypap,[xevov iv rfjhe tj}] ypacpfj, rrjv 8e Overlav tcG At[o-

15 vva(p r(p ^a^uo dyeiv Ylap^lov<;, to Se yepa<i tov ^oo<; ei\yaL

§ 8. Penalties for the breach of this settlement on the i^art of city or

individual (lines 16-17):

—

OTToripa 8' di> tcov iroXecov rj iS[ici)-

T?7? evavTiov tl ttoitj TrjJiBe ttj avXXvacL (iTroTeiadTto tI-

pLYjpLa TO!) dew Tw ArjXio)' idv] fiev 7r6Xt<; irapa^fj, ToXavTa eiKoac

aTTOTivea-Oo) Sikt), idv 8e] l8cci)TT)<i rdXavra Trevre Bikt]-

§ 9. The date of the settlement in Eretrian, Naxian, and Parian

reckoning (lines 10-25) :
—

" rivya

20 Kvpiau k-yaxTiv Ti']vhe ttjv avX^Xvaiv yeyevrjfjievrjv e/c twi/ eVa-

KTCov et? ArjXov BcKaaTcov tiTro TreJ/ZTrrr;? dinovTOf; tov 'VirirLOivo^ f^iv)'

vo<i iwl Tcov . . . dp-^ovTwv] TcofJL ixeTo, 'Ap^e/Siov d)<i ^Ep€Tpi€i<;
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ayov(TCV, &)? be Kd^coi eVt tepjt'wv tov Aiopvctuv ^IhXoKpiTou tou

25 . . . TOV Beivof; ttj<; Set 1/09 /it/i'jo? llXvvTrjpicoi/of:'

§ 10. The Hretrians to keep an ojjiciul copi/ of thi>> selltc/n cut, and to

forward scaled copies to the cities concerned (lines '17^-'l'^) :

—

T01/9 he irpo-

aTuraf (?) Kai tou? CTTpaT7)yyov<; tov*; 'V^perpttoyv eiV re ra h\rj-

fMocria <ypdfifiara irap eai'rjots' dva-ypd-^at, ri'jvhe rrjv aoWvcr-
IV, Kul Taif TTokeaiv avTiji/ d7ro](TTei\[a]i cr(f)payiaa^evov<i ttj h[i)-

/xoai'a (r(f)pa'yl8i-]

§ IL 7'he rcprcHcntativr^ frmn Paros and Naxos arc to convey to their

rcapcctive cities the copy of tlii. settleinent (lines '2^-fin.)

:

—

KOfilcr^aL he koX tov<; eTrrjKoovi; eKare-

30 ptov TMv TToXewv TTjvhe t](^Ji/ avXKvaLv.

What remains of the marble is in good condition, and I have made out

much that was previously misread or omitted. The letters given in the

uncial text are certain. My restorations are true to the sense, it" not always

to the wording of the original ; only the restoration of § 1 is merely

conjectural.

A few details call for remark. Line 9 : iStforet, like 'A^poStret in No. 1,

is a spelling common enough between 400 and 50 B.C. Line 14 : Dionysos

was the patron-god of Naxos ; his symbols (the cantharos, ivy-leaves, etc.)

appear upon the Naxian coins (Head, Hist. Num. p. 416), and the eponymus

of the city was the priest of Dionysos (line 23 : \iirl /ep]e&)9 tov Aiovvaov,

and similarly in a later dedication published Bulletin dc Corr. Hell. ii. 1878,

p. 587 : eVt eiepea tov Aiovuaov k.t.X.). Line 15 : TEPAZ is quite certain :

TO yepa<t is the priest's portion (see vol. ix. of this Journal, 1888, p. 320),

which was specified in the last commencement of line IG. Line 18 : I attach

little weight to the restoration I have suggested. Line 20 : 1 borrow

eira^KTbiv hiKa<TTOiv\ from Bockh. Line 21 : hardly anything is known of the

Eretrian calendar (Bischoff, Lcipz. Studien, vii. p. 402). Line 22 : Bockh

suggests eVt irpvTavecdv vcrhi gratiti ; but in a list of names from Erctria

published in the 'E(}>rj^epU ^Kp^aLoX., Trep. 3, 1887, pp. 79 foil, we find ['EttI]

'Ap€T(ovo<; dp^ovT[o]<;. I therefore restore dp^ovTcov, but still doubtfully, as

it hardly fills the space. Line 24 : the remains of Y can be traced at the end

of the line, and the name is perhaps the same which is written 0OYPI . . .

on a coin of Paros quoted by Head, Hist. Num. p. 418. Line 25 : the

recovery of the name TiXwT-qptoivof; , misread by Bockh's transcriber, adds one

more to our scanty list of Parian months (Bischoff, I.e. p. 394). Line 28 : it

was usual for a public award or agreement to be communicated to the cities

concerned by means of a scaled copy. Thus the Milesian award between

the Lacedaemonians and Messeuians (my Manual, No. 200, line 30 : t?/7
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icpicnv . . . ihwKafiev Tol<; 7rpecr/5eL'[T]at<>, oVft)? htaKOfxiaoiatv avTTj/j, 7rp6<t

v/xd<i icr(f)paytafi€[vrji>] rrj [^rifi\o(TLa (r(f)payc8i). So in the directions given by

King Antigonus respecting the amalgamation of Lebedos and Teos {Manual,

No. 149 § 8), a sealed copy of the laws of Cos is to be procured : Tov<i he

aTro(TTa\evTa<;i\7r\a\^va^epeLv rov<i v6^/jbov<; iacfypayiafievovf; ttj Kfjjtui/ a-(f)paylBi.

Compare also CJ.(/. 2152 h, Add. line L5 ; 2332 Jin.; 2347 c, fin.; 2557 A,

line 5; 3053 B; 3137 il Jin.

The reader who wishes to study the interesting class of documents

to which our inscription belongs—those relating to the settlement of disputes

between cities by the intervention of an eKK\r)ro<i TroXt? and the employment
of alien dikasts—is referred to the careful essay of E. Sonne, Dc arhitriscxtcrnis,

qnos Gracci adJiihuo'unt ad lites ct intcstinas et percgrinas componendas

quaestioncs cpiyraphicae (Gottingen, 1888) ; see especially pp. 12, 49, It is

useless to conjecture what was the occasion of the quarrel between Naxos and

Faros : I have fancied it may have been a dispute about the rights of fishing

in the neighbouring seas. We have to confess ourselves deplorably ignorant

of the history of most of the Greek cities and islands. Whatever the cause,

the misunderstanding appears to have been temporary only : the heavy fines

threatened in case of any breach of the settlement, and the care taken to

shut the dcor against all further litigation, indicate a fixed resolve to put an

end to the strife. Indeed two islands so near as these could not afford to

disagree. I cannot forbear quoting the picturesque words of E. Curtius in

Naxos, ein Vortra>j, pp. G—7 (Berlin, 184G) concerning 'die schonste Gruppe

'

of the Cyclades, ' those twin isles of Naxos and Paros, so nearly united in one,

that they have been grouped together under a single name as Paronaxia. As
the stately, slender outlines of Paros appear in view, they seem to betoken

from afar the precious treasures of her hills. A world of temples and of

sculptures liave issued forth from her bosom, and to this day her subteiTanean

quarries glisten in the torch-light like the halls and corridors of a fairy palace.

Paros is also provided with springs and spacious harbours. But in size and

in strength she yields to her neighbour Naxos. Rounded off on all sides,

with no deep inlets or bays, Naxos rises in massive bulk from the sea, and
lifts her broad summit proudly above the other Cyclades.' After a glowing

sketch of the fertility of Naxos, its cornfields, orchards, gardens and vineyards,

he adds :
' An island so prominent in size, in strength and fertility, could not

fail to achieve a position of historical precedence among the neighbouring

islands; in fact, we find that whenever the Cyclades were free to develop their

own destinies, uncontrolled by alien influence, Naxos takes her place as the

loader and fpieen of tlie group.'

SkI'ULCHI.'AL Stei-k.

Sepidchral stele of white marble : height, 0, 78 m. or 2 ft. 5 in.; width

below, above the plintli, 0, 40 m. or 1 ft. 2.! in. ; above, below the pediment,

0, 34 m. or 1 ft. 1 in. In good preservation on the wliole, but in many
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parts imuli worn, especially the insciiption, wliich some iiKjdern harul has

endeavoured to trace with re<l colour, thereby making it the less legible.

The stel6 was let into a base by means of a plug. It is surmounted by

a plain pediment with an akroU'rion. The main surface of the stel6 is

bordered on either side by a column,and the two colunms support a circular arch.

Within the space thus enclosed is a group worked in rather high relief,

comprising three figures. On the left a male figure is seated on a rock

facing to right: he extends his ligh' hand to another male figure in full

face, who stands in front of him. Both are wearing chiton and himation.

Behind the stamling figure stands a female figure, also wearing an upper and

under garment, facing to left. Underneath the relief a portion of the field is

left intact, to receive the inscription [C.].

Published by Bockh. a/.6?. Addenda, 8G4 ; Kumanudes, No. 1942 ; C.I.A.

iii. 2550 (both after Bcickh).

ATPHN
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G.

Marble Altau.

Circular marble altar, 2 ft. 11 in. high; diameter, 2 ft. 2| iu. Its upper

surface is hollowed out to a depth of 8 in., and the circumference is adorned

with ox-heads, fillets and festoons of fruit and corn, on which birds are

alighting and pecking. C.I.G. 2312 (' Ara Deli effossa';.

EIYmE. 1^ 2L, toy
©EC dE:t<ioy

Ev/J,e[v]ov<; tou

%eo^evov.

Similar altars, evidently of a monumental kind, are given by Biickh,

C.I.G. 2310, 2311. In the lemma of 2310 he cites the remark of Tournefort,

that altars of this character are of common occurrence in Delos. He adds :

' Aras has esse sepulcrales clare docet n. 2311. Sed quum in Delo nemincm
sepeliri fas fuerit, patet memoriae causa defunctis has aras dicatas esse non in

loco, ubi corpus humatum erat. Noli vero arbitrari aram in monumentum
sepulcrale versam esse ; hoc enim nefas fuit, nee titulus est tam recens, ut

antiquiori arae possit posthac insculptus videri.' This altar probably comes

from Rheneia. The lettering points to the first century B.C. Sepulchral

altars, of exactly tlie same style, are found elsewhere, e.g. in Cos {C.I.G.

2516), and frequently in Rhodes {C.I.G. 2531—2551), where one is described

as being hollowed out at the top like the one before us {ibid. 2543, 'ara

superne mortarii in formam excavata ').

Theoxenos is a Delian name : C.I.G. 2266 A, line 30 ; HomoUe, Comities

dcs Hieropes, pp. 33, 36 ; Lcs Archives de I'intendancc sacrec, p. 121.

7.

Sepulchbal Stele.

Stele of white marble. Present height, 1, 08 m. or 3 ft. 7 in. ; width

below, 0, 40 m. or 1 ft, 4 in.; width above, under the aJcroterion, 0, 38 m.

or 1 ft. 3 in. Broken at the foot, but otherwise in excellent preservation ; the

painting however, which once adorned it, has vanished without leaving a

trace behind. The marble stands in a very bad light. The accompanying

sketch is from a photograph kindly forwarded by the Curator of the Leeds

Museum, Mr. Edgar R. Waite. The stele is surmounted by an elaborate

aJcroterion of three palmettes. The fascia and cymatium immediately beneath

it arc phiin ; clearly they were meant to be painted. On the front of the
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stele, which is without any raised margin at the sides, is seen an amphora in

low relief, and of very fiat and plain appearance. But it is evident that the

details of the amphora were originally filled in by painting— in particular the

handles, and a group of at least two figures on the body of the vase. This

group, of which not a trace survives, is sufficiently attested by the names
which were engraved in a single line above it. The group evidently consisted

of a male figure, seated, facing to right (Demochares), and another male

figure standing before him to the right, facing to left (Hegelochus), and

perhaps taking Demochares by the hand. The head of the standing figure

interrupted the letters of his name Heg—elochus). The painting must

therefore have been completed, or at least sketched in, before the inscription

was engraved. For the disposition of writing and representation compare

e.g. the stele of Xeno-timos and Xenophilos (Sybel, 238) figured in Le Bas-

Reinach, Voyage Arch. Mon. Fig. PI. 85, i, or that of Kydrokles and his son

(Sybel 227) figured I.e. PI. 80, The stel6 and its decoration are distinctively

Attic and belong to the fourth century B.C. The inscription has been pub-

lished by Bockh, C.I.G. 937 h ; Kumanudes (after Bockh), 27G0 ;
Marshall,

No. TV. [C],

AHMOXAPHtHr HAOXOt

A7j/jL0'^(ipr](i' 'l{yy]\o')(^o<;.
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The mistaken orthography ' Hyi]Xo-)(o<i is not without parallel, though at

a somewhat earlier date (see Kohler, Mittheilungcn des arch. I)id. in Athcn, x.

1885, pp. 363 foil.). This marble is interesting both as a fine example of this

class of Attic sepulchral reliefs (it rather resembles the stele published ihiiL

xii. 1887, Taf. ix.), and also as having been originally painted, P'or painted

stelae see Hid. x. 1885, Taf. xiii. ; iv. 1879, Taf. i.— ii. ; v. 1880, Taf. vi.

;

and Bullitin dc Corr. Hdl. viii. 1884, p. 459, PI. xiv.

Slpulchhal Stelk (Plate XIll.).

Stele of white marble : existing height 0, 87 m. or 2 ft. 11 in.
;
greatest

width 0, 81 or 1 ft., narrowing upwards about 0, 01. The upper part of the

akroterion is broken, and the whole of the surface has undergone defacement

by the weather, until the details of the ornamentation can no longer be re-

covered. The original marble is let into the wall in a dark corner of the

Museum. By permission of the Council of the Leeds Philosophical and
Literary Society a cast of the stele was made and forwarded to Berlin, through

the kind help of Mr. Waite, the Curator. From this cast was taken the

accompanying plate.

The stele was let into a base by means of a plug, which yet remains : the

name of the deceased may possibly have been inscribed upon the base, now
lost. Of the ornamentation of the akroterion all that can now be recognised

are the general outlines of a volute and some faint traces of its detail.

The whole surface of the stele is occupied by a sculptured relief. On either

side is a narrow border, and a somewhat broader band below. In relief upon
a slightly-sunk background appears a female figure, standing to right, the left

foot being advanced. She is draped in a long chiton with a diplcidon ; on the

back of her head some kind of veil or other garment seems visible. Whether
the right hand grasped this garment, or was merely raised by way of gesture,

it is difficult to decide. With her left hand she gathers up the diploidon into

a fold upon her bosom.

So far as the forms of the sculpture can be traced, they point to a work
not perhaps of Attic origin, but of the fifth century B.C., somewhat after the

style of the Bologna stele {Antike Dcnhmdlcr dcs Institutes, i. Taf. 33, i.). [C]

9.

Two Marble Doors.

Two sculptured blocks of whitfe marble : one (a) about 0, 80 m. or 2 ft.

8 in. high in its present condition, the other (b) 0, 70 or 2 ft. 5 in. high and

0, 51 or 1 ft. 8 in. wide in its present condition ; thickness from 0, 21 to 0, 15

or 5 in. to 7 in. The surface of the back, so far as could be observed, is
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undressed. Both marbles arc apparently injured somewliat at their upper

edge, and certainly so below : h has aLso its left edge injured. The accom-

panying illustration is from photographs forwarded to Berlin through the

kindness of Mr. Edgar R. Waite. It will be noticed that h had to be pho-

tographed in a somewhat foreshortened view.

We recognize here representations in marble of the upper portion of two

leaves of a folding entrance door, including all details—the bronze nails, and

the gorgoneion as the emblema on the panel, a belongs to the left door, for

I

on its light edge is seen the central fillet which overlapped tlie meeting of

the doors. We are at once reminded of the marble representation of a door

in the tomb of Amyntas at Telmessos (Texier, Asie Minenre, iii. PI. 169
;

^enndori und ^iemaxMi, licisen in ZyJcien unci Karien, Taf. xvii.). There is

little doubt that these Leeds marbles also came from a tomb of similar

character, and belong to the Hellenistic period. The gorgoneion as the

ornament of a door panel is common enough (Bijtticher, Tcchtonik^ ii. pp.

508 ff.). [C]
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lU.

Ionic Capital.

An Ionic capital of white marble ; measuring in wiJtli, from the outer

circumference of volute to volute, about 0, 77 or 2 ft. 6 in. ; from front to

back, about 0, 50 or 2 ft. 1 in.

Coarse in execution, of Hellenistic time [C]

n.

Head of Medusa.

A head of white marble : height of the face, about 0, 13. By supplying

a modern neck, this head has been converted into a bust ; the nose, the

mouth and right cheek are also restorations. The head shows further marks

of injury on the left side.

There can be no doubt as to the identification. The eyes are fast closed

and the hair, though it has neither snakes nor wings, falls snake-liko over

the face. A hand clutches the head by the l)air. In this head and hand wo

may recognise the remains of a statue of Perseus holding the head of Medusa
;

compare the group in the Fricdrichs- IVoltcrs Berliner Gipmhgiissc, No. 1550.

It is a work of the Roman period [C]

12.

Latin Inscription.

Two plain panels cut on one slab of marble, evidently from a tomb ; in

excellent preservation. C.I.L. vi, 23160a (' originis fortasse urbanac '), from

a not quite accurate copy.
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TUK EGYPTIAN BASES OF (illKKK HISTORY.

[Plati: XI v.]

Seven years ago nothing was known in Egypt which couM be attributed

to a Greek origin before the Alexandrine times ; the early notices on the

monuments, which seemed to refer to the peoples of the Mediterranean, stood

alone, and their relation to what was known on Greek soil appeared vague

and unreal. But now the main light on the chronology of the civilizations of

the Aegean comes from Egypt ; and it is Egyptian sources that must be

thanked by classical scholars for revealing the real standing of the antiquities

of Greece. Without the foreign colonies on the Nile, they would still be

groping in speechless remains, which might cover either a century or a

thousand years, for aught that could be determined in Greek excavations.

Egypt has done for the pre-historic ages the same great office of conservator

which she has performed for the historic period. To Egypt we are indebted

for the manuscripts, the paintings, and the textiles of the Greek and Roman
times ; from Egypt have just come the fragments of Plato and Euripides

which show the original text, and the letters and private papers which tell of

the daily life of the Greeks dwelling there.

I propose here to sketch briefly the main results which have been attained

by the recent excavations, in their bearing on the history of the Aegean peoples.

The first step was the discovery of Naukratis, a site which I found teeming

with fragments of Greek vases of the archaic and later periods. The main

prosperity of the town was about 550 B.C. ; and the temple sites of Aphrodite

yielded a great variety of vases as early as that, while the temenos of

Apollo contained many which were made before 600 B.c, Here we learned

the source of the Naukratite style, which was already known elsewhere,

but not yet identified with any place. The source of the numerous mock-

Egyptian scarabs and amulets so commonly found at Rhodes was also found

here—even the very factory was discovered with the moulds with similar

scarabs lying about : and the kings' names used here show that this class

of products was made about 580 B.C. The inscriptions on the pottery

have yielded what Mr. Ernest Gardner considers—apparently on firm grounds

—to be the oldest Ionic inscriptions, as well as some in the Korinthian,

Melian, and Lesbian alphabets. The great number of these dedications

—

about 500 before the Persian age—gives them the more importance, since
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mere accidental variations can be rejected. Tiie details of this work were so

thoroughly published in the two volumes on ' Naukratis,' ^ that we need only

allude to it here.

The next step was the clearing of the Greek camp at Daphnae. Here

a great fort had been built by Psammetikhos about 665 B.C. for his Greek

mercenaries to guard the Syrian frontier—probably the twin to the great

fort at Naukratis guarding the Libyan frontier. This settlement was ruined

in 565 B.C. by Amasis, when he granted sole privileges of trade to Naukratis.

Thus its remains are limited to just a century, and the greater part of the

painted pottery is still more closely limited to 505—565 B.C. by other details.

This thirty years exactly covers the dates for five similar varieties of pottery,

which I found and dated quite independently at Naukratis. So that we may

1 Naukratis, Tart I. 1884-5, by W. ]SI. krati!<. Part II., by E. A. Gardner and F. LI.

Flinders Petrie, with chapters by 0. Smith, Qx\&W\; Sixth Memoir of the Eyijpt Exploration

E. A. Gardner, and B. V. Head ; Third Memoir Fund, 1888,

<if the Egypt Exploration Fund, 1886. A an-
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coiilidently lix the stages of the various kinds of pottery fuuud at Daphuae as

close as a single generation. We often found, both at Naukratis and
Dajjhnae, that iron tools of different forms to those of the Egyptians were
commonly used ; these show the types of implements invented by the Greeks.

The gold work and abundance of small weights at Daphnae point U) this

place as the source of much of the Greek jewellery influenced by Egyptian

designs : just as Naukratis Wcis the home of the Graeco-Egyptian scarabs.

The various points of local interest in these sites I do not refer to, as my
object now is to note the remains illustrating the history of antiquities in

Greece. The full details of Daphnae appeared in Tunis, ii.^

Another discovery not far from here is connected with the Karian

mercenaries. On a stela copied by Texier at Konieh a warrior is represented

holding a double-pointed—or forked —spear. This very peculiar weapon
seems therefore to have belonged to the south of Asia Minor. At the

cemetery of Nebesheh I found a class of graves belonging to foreign merce-

naries. They dated apparently from about 65U to 500 B.C., by their relation

to neighbouring Egyptian burials. In these graves were foreign pottery, the

globular form of pilgrim bottles with concentric circles ; and spear-heads both

with edges and of the forked form. The bodies also lay nearly all with the

heads east, and without any sepulchral figures, whereas the Egyptian bodies

lay nearly all with the heads west, and usually had an abundance of

figures. We can hardly doubt that we have here the graves of the Karian

mercenaries of Psammetikhos.

We see then that back to GoO B.C. we have secured a firm footing for

Greek pottery at Naukratis and Daphnae. In what follows I should first

state that I give the Egyptian chronology as indicated by the Sirius festival,

which is far the most certain result, but is the lowest yet adopted ; any other

sources would lead to dates a century or two more remote.

The next step we obtain is from the pottery in a tomb at Kahun near

the mouth of the Fayum. This tomb belongs to about 1100 B.C., or within

fifty years of that, either way. It contained some dozens of bodies, and a

great quantity of pottery, Egyptian, Phoenician, Cypriote, and Aegean. This

latter term I use to avoid the historical question of the race which produced

this early pottery, and the local question as to whether it belongs to the

Peloponnessos, the islands, or the Asiatic coast. The principal vase of

importance is here figured (PI. XIV. fig. 1). It is of a fine light-brown paste,

with red iron-glaze pattern. The form and the design are evidently from the

same factory as the two octopus vases, which also came from Egypt—one in

the Abbott collection at New York, the other found at Erment and now in

the British Museum. This style of vase, with the beginning of natural designs,

may then be assigned to about 1100 B.C. The whole contents of this tomb

are together in the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford, and will be published in

' Illahun!

^ Tanin, Part II. Nebesheh (Am) and De- LI. Griffith. Fourth Memoir of the Eyyjd Ex-

feiineh (Tahpanhes). By W. M. Flinders ploraiion Fund, 1888.

I'etrie, with chapters by A. S. Murray and F.

U.S.—VOL. XI. T
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Tlie next style to consider is tliat of tlio false-necked vases, otherwise

called hilgelkanncn, or ' pseud -amphorae.' I will not attempt to limit what

their range may be in Cyprus or elsewhere ; here we can only notice what is

the Egyptian evidence. The most degraded of all were those found by Mr.

Griffith at Tell el Yahudiyeh, of about 1050 B.C. (Ramessu VI.). These have

no ornament, are roughly formed in a debased and clumsy way, of the plain

red pottery of the country. The next stage is a neatly made example of

native pottery, unornamented but much modified from the original shape,

I found this at Gurob, dated to about 1150 r,.c. (Seti II.). This is now in the

Ashmolean. The next form is an extra large size of fine paste, but not of the

Aegean quality, with traces of red painting : fairly well formed, but not

normal. This I found at Gurob dated to about 1200 B.C. (Ramessu II.). Now
in the Ashmolean. Before that, about 1350 B.C. (Tutankhamen), I found

perfectly formed examples of the true pale-brown paste, and iron-glaze lines

with discs surrounded by a circle of dots as the only ornament. These are of

the wide shallow type, elegantly shaped, and mark the highest stage of this

form (PI. XIV, fig. 2, in my possession). The earliest of all are of a deep,

globular form, of which several were found dated to about 1400 B.C. (Amen-
hotcp III,), with broad iron-glaze bands, and no other ornament, painted on a

base of Aegean paste (PI. XIV, fig. 3, in the British Museum), These are

in the Ashmolean and British Museum, The details of these remains will be

stated in ' Illahun.'

We have then carried back a chain of examples in sequence, showing

that the earliest geometrical pottery of Mykenae begins about 1400 B.C. and is

succeeded by the beginning of natural designs about 1100 B.C. It mny be

asked how we come to find such a series in Egypt. These are part of the

products of that great wave of Graeco-Libyan conquest which swept almost

over Egypt time after time. Under Shishak the Libyans finally entered into

power in Egypt, the outcome of their invasions which had been previously

repelled by Rames.^u III. (1100 B.C.), by Merenptah (1100 B.C.), and by
Amenhotep (about 1600 B.C.), At the mouth of the Fayum they were firmly
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cstablisheil, and Aegean pottery is found there, along with customs of funeral

sacrifice of property by fire. Another historical tine is found in that settle-

ment by the supposed cloak pins, which are found in one class of Cypriote

tombs. These arc ribbed metal pins with an eye in the middle of the length
;

and the best explanation of their use is that they served as a fastening to a

garment, piissed through the hole like a swivel at the end of a watch-guard

(PI. XIV. fig. 4). These I have found in both gold and bronze ; the brief

history of the town dates them to about 1400—1200 n.C, and hence we reach

a date for the tombs in Cyprus where they are found. Another interesting

relic of these same Graeco -Libyan invasions was found at Abusir, in the

middle of the Delta, and is in my possession. So far as the lower part of the

figure is concerned it is exactly copied from the Greek island figures in marble,

the treatment being quite unlikely in pottery, but imitating the rounded mass

and shallow grooving of the stone. The head shows however the Libyan lock

of hair, the sign of that race. To the xiith century B.C. we must then ap-

proximately date this figure, and with it the marble figures found in the

Greek islands.

So far we have dealt with facts which are now hardly controvertible, as

to the well-fixed age of these vases. But we have pushed the dim period

back, and must reckon with it in much earlier times. The civilization of

Mykenae was no sudden apparition ; it must have had centuries of prepara-

tion ; and we now turn to what came before its time. In the ruins of a town
of the Xllth dynasty, about 2500 B.C., at the mouth of the Fayum, there are

many varieties of foreign pottery, altogether different to any known in the

times through which we have previously gone back to—1400 B.C. The fact

that these styles are almost all unknown hitherto ; that they are mostly ruder

than the pottery after 1400 B.C., that they are constantly assoniated with

Egyptian pottery older than 2000 B.C., and that they are found in rubbish-

T 2
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heaps which have never been disturbed since probably 2500 B.C., are all strong

evidences of their great age.

At first the fine, hard, thin, light-brown paste, of Aegean origin, with iron-

crlaze bands, might seem to point to a much later time ; any one who knows

Greek pottery at once recognizes it as familiar. But the form of the most

complete pieces of this show a type hitherto quite unknown. It has no lip,

and no ornament about the mouth ; simply a round hole is cut in the pottery,

without any further design (PL XIV. fig. 5, in the British Museum). The

only parallels to this which I know are a vase with similar mouth, found in

rubbish-heaps of 2500 B.C. (PI. XIV. fig. 6, in the British Museum), of the

same form as a vase found inside the pyramid of that age ; and also the earliest

Amorite pottery in Palestine, some before 1500 B.C. The form therefore

shows that we must not claim a late origin for this vase, but rather take back

the date of the fine Aegean paste and iron glaze to the time indicated by the

circumstances of the finding. Another piece which at first sight might look

much later is a black spiral on a white ground (PI. XIV. fig. 7, in the British

Museum). But the mass of the pottery below the black iron glazing is of a

curiously coarse kind, unlike any Greek pottery known, and it has a line of

soft, powdery, bright-red colour on it, also imlike the known colours. This

same soft red, and also soft yellow and white, is seen on a strange piece of

black pottery with lines, and the Aegean pattern of discs surrounded by dots

(PI, XIV. fig. 8, in the British Museum). Nothing like this is known within

the range of Greek pottery, yet it is wholly un-Egyptian, and the pattern

shows its Aegean connection. Other pieces indicate rather an Italian origin.

The impressed pattern is like some early Italian, rather than anything else

(PI. XIV. fig. 10,- in the British Museum). And the incised black ware is

exactly paralleled by some of the Italian hucchero in its colour, its form, its

Vandykes, and its spot-pricking (Pi. XIV. fig. 9, in the British Museum). Yet

this pottery is only known in Egypt before 2000 B.C. M, Naville found it at

Khatanah in very deep burials with scarabs of that age ; and now it is found

often in a town of the same period.

To what does this evidence tend ? So far as we can venture to form a

working hypothesis, we are led to carry back the Graeco-Libyan league to

account for it. The whole of the early civilization of the Peloponnessos,

commonly now known as the ' Mykenae period,' is a branch of the civilization

of the bronze age in Europe, with but little contact with the East. Gaul,

Hungary, Ita^y, Greece, and Libya all enjoyed a simultaneous civilization

Avhich brought these countries far more into contact with one another than

with the Asiatic lands which played so great a part in the later-Greek culture.

The fruit of this civilization, and its power, is seen in the vigorous wars

which it made on Egypt, attacking and at last subduing the strongest and

most homogeneous monarchy of ancient times. If this were the case in the

second millennium B.C. as the Egyptian inscriptions show us, and if at that

time the luxurious and beautiful objects found at Mykenae and Tiryns were

being made, w!iat wonder is it if this culture were already rising a thousand

years earlier? The Egyptians were in contact with the northern people of the
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Meditcninoan as early as 2800 ]^.(^., and the evidence of the wei"hts and

measures found in the town of 2500 n.C. shows that the inhabitants Avere

mainly foreigners. This points to another possibility (sugtrested to mc by

Prof. Poole) that as in Manctho the XVIth dynasty is named as of ' Hellenic

Shepherd kings' (on which editors in their wisdom have made conjectural

emendations) there may be some truth in this strange passage. Why may
not a similar Mediterranean invasion have poured into Egypt in 2000 H.C. as

it did in 1200, 1100 and 1000 ? jluo Libyo-Greek league may have been

already strong enough to pour in a horde on the country already beaten down
by the Hyksos invasion. And the co-operation (accidental or planned) of the

Hittite and the western invasions under the Ramessides, may have had an

earlier parallel with t ; Syrian Hyksos, and the Westerns before that.

Whatever our conjectures in this dim period may be, we have to deal with the

rise of the Libyo-Greek civilization, and the league to which it led.

The general results of my excavations from the Greek point of view then

are : (1) That we have dated the Greek pottery to within a generation as far

as COO B.C. (2) That we have dated it to within a century as far back as

1400 B.C. (3) That we have tangible remains of the Greek or Libyo-Akhaian

invasions of Egypt as far as this period. And (4) that we have pushed back

the hazy and speculative region to before 2000 B.C., and shown some reasons

for looking to a rise of European civilization before 2500 B.C. Egypt may yet

have surprises in store for us.

W. M. Flinders Petrie.
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THE MAKING OF PANDORA.

[Platks XL, XII.]

The sculptured drum of the later Temple of Artemis at Ephcsos, exca-

vated by Mr. Wood, and now in the British Museum, is a familiar piece of

sculpture.^ Its interpretation however is still doubtful.

The best known view is that of Robert,^ who connects tlie sculpture with

the story of Alcestis, though not exactly with the story as told by Euripides.

According to Robert's view Alcestis stands in Hades, about to depart. Hades

and Persephone have given their sanction, Hermes Psychopompos escorts her.

Death beckons to her to go, and Heracles stands on the left of the group, as a

spectator. Robert's interpretation is attractive and poetical, but there are

considerable difficulties, some of which are pressed against him by Benndorf

in presenting his own view. The story does not correspond with the literary

versions ; the representation of Death as a beardless youth seems improbable,

though not without parallel on the vases ; the action of Persephone, holding

up a necklace, which can hardly be neglected, is left unexplained.

Benndorf,^ having shown the difficulties in Robert's theory, proposes one

of his own, and calls the scene the Judgment of Paris. The suggestion is

striking, but hardly convincing. According to Benndorf, the groups are Hera
decking herself with a necklace, in the presence of Zeus; Aphrodite draping

herself, accompanied by Eros ; Hermes bringing the goddesses to Paris, and

Paris standing on the left The difficulties here are that the subject seems an

unlikely one ; that its treatment departs widely from the estabhshed scheme

;

that the dark and gloomy look of the Eros, and the upthrown head and

opened mouth of Hermes are unexplained. To this extent only I am in

agreement with Benndorf, that in the seated figure I see Zeus, and in the

winged figure I see Eros.

As no convincing interpretation has been brought forward, it appears

that on any fresh suggestion the case must be heard de novo. The view I

wish to advance in this paper is that the subject of the column may be the

making and sending forth of Pandora, as told by Hesiod.

Pandora's story is told twice by Hesiod—once in the Thcogony, and once

1 Arch. Zeit. 1873, Pis. 65, 66 ; Wood, figure had been previously identified with the

Ei}hc»iis, fronti.si>iecc
;
published also by Robert Thanatos of the Alcestis by a writer in the

ami Iknndorf in works cited below. Saturday Itcvicio, 1873, No. 898, p. ^A.
' Robert, TJiuiudos. 39th JFliichluiann '^ Hull. dcllaComui. Arch. Cmiuiiuilcdilloiaa,

rruyramm, 1879. The winged and sword-girt 1886, p. 54.
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more fully in the /r^r/.w aiul Duif-i. Zous had liiddL-n the riro I'roiii man-
kind, and Piomcthous stole it, liidden in his reed, Zeus in his wrath devised

a sehenie of vengeance. He bade Hei)haestos make a fair maiden, and bade

Athene to teach her weaving and the other gods to give each a gift. Wlien
the gods had endowed Pandora, tlien Zeus bade Hermes take her to Epimc-
theus, and Epimetlieus received her, contrary to the counsel of Prometheus.

In scul])ture, the Birth of Pandtaa is known to have been represented by

Pheidias on the base of the Parthenon.* Of the suggestions of this comjio-

sition preserved to us I will speak later.

In extant works of art the story of Pandora appears but seldom. I

believe that only three vases are known which certaiidy contain this subject.^

It happens curiously that all three are in the British Museum. The three

vases are :

—

(1) The Bale cup.^ This is a kylix with the interior scene polychrome on

a white ground. A doll-like Pandora, named by the inscription [AJnesidora,

stands between Athene and Hephaestos. Athene appears to be dnping the

figure, and Hephaestos is adjusting the diadem on her head.

(2) A fragment of a rhytou, excavated at Paphos by the Cyprus Explo-

ration Fund, and already published in the Jmvnud of Hellenic Studies.* In

that fragment parts of five figures are preserved from the knees downwards.

Apparently Pandora stood stiffly to the front, between Hephaestos and

Athene, who, I believe, was not leaning on her spear, as stated in the text,

but probably had her spear resting against her shoulder, while her hands

held out a wreath.

(3) A red-figured crater from Altemura, which is hitherto unpublished,

and which I take this opportunity of publishing.'' On each side of the vase

are two tiers of figures. On the upper row of the obverse of the vase (PI. XL)
is the story of Pandora. Pandora stands stifi3y, holding branches in her

hands. Athene stretches out her wreath. Zeus, who is attended by Iris, is

seated on the left with thunderbolt and sceptre. The remaining gods the

vase-painter has dra^s'n in typical attitudes, but without any special reference

to their gifts. Poseidon and Hera stand, Hermes is represented as the run-

ning messenger. Ares as the warrior on the march.

Id the lower tier we have a comic dance of four actors, in part Panes, in

part Satyrs, accompanied by a citharist.

On the reverse of the vase (PI. XII.), the upper tier of figures represents

a graceful pantouiimic dance of six girls, to the accompaniiiient of a citharist,

and in the presence of a choregos.

Below we have a game of real Satyrs, if tlie exjjrc.ssiou is admissible to

distinguish them from the actors. Four Satyrs are playing, two riding on the

shoulders of two others. A Maenad and a boy Satyr, who has been driving

^ Pans. J. xxiv. 7 ; I'liny Jf.X, XXXVi. v. Gcihaid, Fcslycdankcn an U'iiukclinann, pi. 1 ;

19. Hiss Ilariisoii, Mijtholoijy uitd Monumcnta of
^ For doubtful vases, cf. Ix;iiomiaTit aud Ancicut Athnix, p. 450.

De AViUc, Elite I. \\ 166, aii.l plak liii.
'' Vol. \x. p. '221.

» Bi.Mus. No. D. ("2 from the Bale collection; ^ Xo. V. 113. lkij,'lit 1 ft. 7', iu
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his hoop, are watcliing. An older Satyr, wlio seems to be taking a less active

part in the game, holds out a ball, while the mounted Satyrs appear to be

holding out their hands in order to catch it. I have not found any game that

exactly corresponds to the scene represented, but the game of ej)hedrisinos, as

described by Pollux (ix. 119), combines the riding and the play with a ball

:

' In ephedrismos they set up a stone at a distance and aim at it with balls

or stones. He who fails to knock it over carries him who has succeeded until,

with his eyes covered, he reaches the stone, which is called Biopo<;.'

Having ascertained the typical scheme in w^hich the story of Pandora is

depicted so far as our scanty materials allow, we may return once more to the

/'

Ephesian drum, and examine how far it agrees with the scheme and with

Hesiod. In discussing the different figures I follow the order of Hesiod's tale.

Zeus as is fitting, is seated, probably at the end of the group. His body
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is lost from tlio middle upwards. That we have here one of the principal

gods can hardly be doubted, whatever may be the subject of the relief; and

the position of this figure closely corresponds to the Zeus of the P.andora vase

(PI. XL). Hephaestos, to whom Zeus entrusted the making of Pandora, has

finished his work, and he stands on the extreme left of the extant portion of

the relief. In previous publications of the column only the left arm and

drapery of a male figure are shown. But I believe that there is a portion of the

original surface further to the left, slsowinga part of a.stick. The whole figure,

so far as it can be recovered, appears to be that of a man, nude except for a

mantle, standing with a stick as a support under the right arm, and with the

left hand resting on the thigh. In his way of leaning on a stick he may be

compared with the supposed Hephaestos of the East Frieze of the Parthenon.

In the middle of t; e scene stands Pandora. Naturally the sculptor has

not copied the strange doll-like figures of the vase-painters. His Pandora

stands stiffly turned to the front, and in the lower part of the drapery there is

a formality which suggests the typical figure of the vases. But in the upper

part of the figure there is life, and she is seen putting her mantle about her

with both hands, as for a journey. It has been objected that Pandora is going

away without her gifts, but this would have been less marked if the head

was preserved, turning towards Hermes, and it may fairly be argued that the

sculptor has combined two moments in his endeavour to tell the whole

story.

The remaining figures are gods, bestowing their gifts and preparing to

lead Pandora to Epimetheus. Athene is not seen here, as on the three vases.

We must suppose that she stood next to Hephaestos where the marble is

broken away, A goddess stands near Zeus, holding out a necklace or, it

may be, a diadem in her two hands. We are told by Hesiod

afi(f>l Be 01 ')(apire<i xe OeaX KaX norvia JJecOo)

{W(y)'ks and Days, 1. 73.)

If we follow Hesiod, we should call this figure Peitho. But the way in which

she stands close beside the knees of Zeus suggests that the gift of Peitho has

been transferred to Hera, who in the vase merely stands watching. The

necklace thus gains the significance which in Robert's theory it lacks. It

must be noted that the decking of Pandora with a necklace, a wreath or a

diadem is prominent in all forms of the myth, for a reason which I discuss

'below. In the Theogony (1. 578) Hephaestos gives a marvellous diadem

wrought by himself, and in the Bale cup he puts his hand to the diadem of

Pandora. In the Tlieogony also (in a suspected passage, 1. 576) Athene puts

wreaths of fresh grass on the head of Pandora. On the crater and, I conjec-

ture, on the rhyton Athene holds out a wreath. In the Works and Days (1. G5),

while the Graces and Peitho gave necklaces, the Seasons crowned the woman
with spring flowers.

The two figures that remain are Eros and Hermes, standing one on each
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side of raiulura. Apliroditc is not present. Tlie sculj)tor lias eliosen to put

the gift in place of tlie giver. Zeus had ordcreil

)(apLV u/ji(f)i,^eai Kecf^aXfj '^pvcrhjv 'A(f>poSiT7]v

Koi irodov dpyaXiop koI yvio^opov^ /leXehcova^

(JKm'Z-* and Bays, I. G5),

and Pandora i.s therefore accompanied by Love viewed in his dark and

grievous aspects. His look is gloomy, he is girt with a swurd,^ and makes a

beckoning gesture to Pandora.

The beautiful figure of Hermes, as I would interpret it, is meant to

suggest both his special gifts to Pandora, and his office as messenger,

Hermes, by command of Zeus, gave lying and deceit, but also he gave speech

and called the woman Pandora

—

ev 8' apa ^(ovrjv

dijKe dewv KYjpv^, ovofirjve 8e TjjvSe yvvaiKa

Ilav8(opr]v.

( Works and Days, 1. 79.)

The most curious detail in the Hermes is the way in which his mouth is

opened. It is so marked that the draughtsmen who have drawn the figure

seem afraid to do it justice.^ While the teeth are not much opened, the lips

are forced apart like tlie lips of a person talking in dumb show. Is it going

too far to suppose that the sculptor meant to convey that Hermes, with head

thrown back and lips parted, is breathing forth the gift of speech to Pandora ?

Meanwhile the caduceus and petasus and action of stepping forward remind

us of the messenger who brought the fated woman to Epimetheus

—

avrap eVet hokov alirvv afirj^avov i^ereXeaaev,

et9 'FiTTifirjOea Trefnre irarr^p kXvtov 'Ap<yei(f)6vTrjv

Bcbpov dyopra, dewv ra^vv dyyeXov.

(^WorJcs and Bays, 1. 83.)

Such is the interpretation that I wish to put forward for the Ephesian

column. It is subject to the uncertainty that attends an explanation

based on a small number of instances. I may mention however that

the idea first suggested itself to me on seeing a drawing of the base of the

Parthenos, so far as it is preserved in the copy found at Pergamon.^ That
relief, which is unfortunately much mutilated, is probably copied, as Puchstein

argues, from the Birth of Pandora by Pheidias. Several figures were

sufficiently alike to suggest the connection, but it must be added that

the resemblance appears greater at the first glance than subsequently.

Another copy of the composition of Pheidias is preserved in the Lenormant

1 Cf. Benndorf, loc. cit. p. 60. Mitchell, Hist, of Anc. Sculpt., p. 535.
^ I fear that in the cut given here the open ^ jahrb. dcs Imt. Arch. v. p. 114.

mouth is exaggerated. It is shown correctly in
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stcatuotte. We gather from it that Ilehos ami Selene bounded the scene,

biit the remaining figures are too rudely sketched to be of any service.

The question will be asked, what claim the myth of Pandora can have to

appear in a temple of Artemis. But perhaps the connection is not so remotr,

as at the first sight it may appear.

It must be remembered that at Ephesos we have not to deal with Un-

chaste huntress goddess. The Artemis of Ephesos is a monstrous creature.

Her idol is covered with breasts, and covered head to foot with figures of

countless animals, as lions, bulls, bees and others. In short, there can be no

doubt that the Artemis of Ephesos is an Asiatic goddess, in the most dircet

manner emblematic of the fruitfulness of the earth.

The significance of Pandora is no less certain. On the Bale cup she is

called Anesidora, she who sends up gifts from the soil. For her Hephaestos

made a diadem wrought with figures of animals

—

TTJ 8' ivl SaiSaXa iroWa rerev'^^aro, Oavfia ISecrOaL

KV(oBa\\ Oct' i]7recpo<; TroWa Tp€(f)€t i^Be OaKacraa.

{Theogony, 1. 581.)

For her, as we have seen, Athene and the Seasons brought wreaths of grass

and spring flowers, statements which indicate that Hcsiod was conscious of

Pandora's true significance. To her in the latest days of paganism Apollouius

of Tyana ^ addressed his prayers, and from her apparently obtained that a

piece of ground should be fertile both of olives and treasure.

It is no part of my argument that the sculptor has confused the person-

alities of the two beings ; but a reason may be found for his choice of a subject

in the absolute identity of functions of the Asiatic Artemis and the Hellenic

Pandora.

A. H. Smith.

1 Piiilostr. Vita Apoll. Tyan. vi. 39.
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TWO GREEK RELIEFS.

In the bas-relief room of the Naples Museum is a well-known relief of

Hellenic workmanship from Herculaneum, the importance of which has often

been pointed out in connection with the art-type of three female figures,

variously taken to represent the Charites, the Nymphs, the three goddesses

or the daughters of Kekrops, according to the company in which they are

found. Inside a plain shrine represented by two antae supporting an

architrave, above which are seven knobs indicating the anthemia of the roof-

ridges, are seven female figures hand in hand, six of them of the same size and

the last smaller. The first three, two of whom are lookingr to the left, wear

over a long chiton a himation wrapped over the left shoulder in the usual

manner, and remind one somewhat of the Pyrrichist base in the Acropolis

Museum ; the second trio are simply clad in Doric girdled chiton, two of

these also looking to the left : the seventh is a small similarly clad female

figure seen full face. It is noticeable that the central figure is absolutely

full face and that those at the two ends have their faces slightly turned

towards the centre, a device for securing the symmetry of the group. The
connection of this work with the archaic coloured relief, lately discovered on

the Acropolis and published by M. Lechat in the Bulletin de Correspondance

EelUnique for 1889, in which Hermes piping precedes the three Graces who
follow hand in hand to the left, their faces seen full, and lead after them a

small similarly dressed figure, has been pointed out most recently by Miss

Harrison in her Mythology and Monuments of Ancient Athens ; but the in-

teresting names inscribed below the Naples relief (C.T.G. iv. 6854 e) seem to

have been disregarded. Either they are a forgery, in which case the fact

should certainly be established ; or, if genuine, they seem to confirm the

identification of the Acropolis group with the Charites and to supply an

interesting clue to this mysterious small figure. Under the first trio are the

names given to the Graces in later times, EYOPOZYNH ATAAIH OAAIH.
The next three bear the apparent fancy names of ISMHNH KYKAIZ
EPANNH.

The diminutive figure, which ends the row and is certainly female, is

inscribed TEAONNHZOZ. It can hardly be said that this is a purely fancy

name
; for why should so curious a title have been devised for a female figure ?

Pape and Benseler give it as a proper name, but again why so strange a one ?

If the figure were male, the smallness of its stature would easily be under-

stood as the natural representation of a mortal in the presence of immortals.
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and it might be taken for the dedicator, though even so the name would be

surprising. But Telonnesos suggests irresistibly a place, and a female im-

personation of a city is (juite natural. The sex of the Acropolis figure may
be doubted, but it is dressed in a precisely similar way to the three Charites

and only distinguished from them by the absence of tlic polos : while no one

could deny the possibility of its being female, everything points in that

direction. It appears that the actual form Telonnesos does not occur as a

•place name; but the island Telos suggests itself at once, and for the form

such names as Halonnesos and Prokonnesos are sufficient justification. If it

be allowed then that Telonnesos is here the name of a place, it will be a

strong argument for a similar explanation of the small figure in the Acropolis

relief, which will no longer be either the dedicator or some subordinate hero

associated with the worship of Hermes and the Charites (as M. Lechat

suggests), but the representative of the community which set up this votive

offering on the Acropolis. This theory may be at any rate said to have a

strong probability in its favour, unless it can be shown that the Naples

inscription is forged.

G. C. Richards.
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FOURTEENTH-CENTURY TACHYGRAPHY.

[Plates IX., X.]

The Vatican MS. numbered Regina 181, written in 1364 and containing

the medical works of Actuarius, has at various parts of it several more or less

continuous pieces of tachygraphy that, considering the late date of the MS.

and the character of the tachygrapliical system itself, are very remarkable.

I was made aware of the existence of these specimens of tachygraphy from

Signer Enrico Stevenson's recent catalogue of the Queen of Sweden and Pio

II. collection (Rome 1888), and on a recent visit to Rome I had photographs

taken of two of the princijjal passages where tachygraphy is employed : these

are reproduced here.

The MS. itself is a paper book, measuring 8^ inches by 5, written

according to the subscription in 1364 : for a fuller description and a list of

the contents I may refer to Signer Stevenson. The tachygraphical matter in

the book falls into three divisions : first, certain passages in the text, where,

departing from his ordinary usage, the scribe suddenly as it were drops into

shorthand ; secondly, a formal table of tachygraphical and other signs, with

their interpretations at the end of the book ; and lastly, two notes of con-

siderable length, and of somewhat uncertain meaning, which are written on

either side of an empty page between the table of contents and the

text.

I. To deal first with the passages in the text. The text is written in a

regular, small, rather poor fourteenth-century hand, without many abbrevi-

ations of any sort : the sign for aTTo however is frequent, and I find isolated

instances of signs for kuI, o/mov, rov, and -roL<i in TovToi<i. There appear to

be five passages in which the scribe, for whatever reason, has departed from

his usual practice of writing out in full and adopted a more or less tachy-

graphical system. It may be convenient to give these passages here, as far

as they can be reproduced in print, and to transcribe them.

I. F. 219v. oV 5 VTTO pvyovo^ ^" Seix^eiai / nrapa p^pa ev irepLonhwiaL

ap-^ovrat avfji^aLveiv (nraap.ol re avve')(^ei<i\ /6vo(;^. Sc-^avoca<; 7rapa(f)6pa eja

oe ravra a<poivca /cat crKoi,<i/io<; o_o avos e o y€7rXr]yco<; o7ro9 ^^ 7 kvkKw :
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(iyXyaiov a/D^ fcal 7rpo<? Ttjv d(f)7]v dvaicrOrfTa eV av Se Ti<i av'j- dTroyjrrj l')(^wp

UTT av I Tov fie\a<; Tpa^v<i 8vcroi)B't]<i eKKpiverai' npfio^a 8e eVt i^vS ^^^ •

Tot? VTTO Tpvyoi'ot ? Sef^Oetai Trapa^pPifxa fikv irepicohwiat, dp^ovrai

avfi^alvecv airaafiol re avve^tl'i kuI irovofi kuI 8taavoia<i [.s/<] 7rapa<f>upa fx-erd

Be ravTU dcfxovLa Kal crKOTia/xo'i o(f)Oa\/j,(ou avTo<i re 6 TreTrXijyoii'i totto? fiiXas

yiverai kvkXw kuI to, ttXi^o-Iov avro) Kal 7rp6<i ttjv d(f)t}v dval<xdi)ja irr dv Cc

TC^ avTOV diroyfri] l^f^P dir auTov /xeXaf; rpa'^v^ 8v(T(i)B)]<i iKKpiverai dpfio^ti

Be errl tovtco oaa .

II. F, 22()r. ) fcVt coV e-)(€oBriKr(ov epovev e"|' Be /** I? o^i -^yjnpdicov

iX€Xt^<f)dKov rj Oeiov ^vvo^ei- Kal av^ Be dvairTvy^Otja Kaecrdel^ (5 iBia^ ^
7r\'>77^9 tafia : -t- cif^ Be xtitou yaXrjf; Bei'^deiat kvkXw ey ^ oirov [^ Brjyfiau^;

<pXeyqy7} . (f>XvKi<; Be eTravlQ-^rai jieXaiva ecrTT} l')(wpo<; vBarcoBov; ] a TXr;crt\

eTreid reXiovrat'
f" yd(7^]<i re t>}? (f>XvKdt "^ roH ^Xafi^dvei / yf tXt]<tiov dJv

diro (i)v epTTVrpoiv crvvov otf Be /ape^erai \ ap6(f>0'; nrepl d evipa ^ Bvaovpia ^

ylrv^pa^i vo\Bos Trep'/^vcri'i.

Kal iiTt Tcov e^eoBrjKTCov epov/xev en Be '^priap.ol [? dpTiafiol] dyfrtvOicov.

iX€Xicr(f>dKov rj decov ^vvo^ei • Kal avrrj Be dvairivv^dricra [?] Kareadelaa [?]

T?}9 tS/a? yiverai, •jrXijyr)'; iap,a : roT<; Be vtto r[o]v yaXr)<f Be'X^Oeia-i • kukXo)

[lev 7rpo<i TOV tottov tov Byjy/j.dTO<; (pXeyfiopi] • (f)XvKrl<; Be eTraviaTarai

fieXaiva jxearr) ly^wpo<i vhaTOiBov; Kal rd ttX^jo-iov eTreira TreXiovrai • pw-

yda-r)<; re t?}? (f)XvKraiBo<; vop.11 dvaXafi^dvei irapa TrXrjaiov rcov drro rcov

ipirvrpwv crvv rovroi<; Be Trapeirerat Kal arp6^o<; irepl rd ivrepa Kal

Bvaovpia Kal \\rv^pa<i vorcBo^; irepi-^^vai'^.

III. F. 240 V. ] ^ rrepl \j^ drjpiaKr]<; dvTLBurov Xoyov ^ aw l Oev rat

-ily^ \B6aL<; 7 e(ji€^rj<; rrept '^jj\j XoiirCov cpoiL^ dvrcB6f\ ov -jfcat; Be eK

dt'lJaopLat. (C's fxriK0<i yap ov ep)'\ dv einraOeirj ro ^c/3Xiov.

Kal rov irepl rrj<i dr)piaKrj<; dvriBorov Xoyov Kal avvriOemai dvri-

Boai<; i(f)e^'))<i Trepc rcov Xonrwv epovfiev dvriBorcov ov 7rdaa<i Be e'/c-

OrjaopLai • el<; /ji>fJKO<; yap ov p-erpiov av eirLraOeirj ro /3t/3Xiov.

IV. F. 265v. iirc^aXe p-iXtro<i o av ^ j>0\/ 1 ^pa'^v eyjrrjaeK; / ^^Bnidijaa^;

BcBov rrcveiv • evtoi Be Koyjrav ('9 Xelav i]v '^ap,eXaiav Kal / efx^aXo^ f^J^ /j,ev \^

d • d-\lrLv6lov Be Kojja 6 Bt^^aiov • a'^Xa : ovC. • • eXiri e(f)0u) Kara ttg-j^-^

BiBoaai.

e7ri/3aXe /j,eXiro<; ro av/u,/jierpov • Kal ^pa-^v eyp-7]aei<; Kal Birj0)'jaa<; Bc'Bov
>

irlveiv evcoL Be K6-\}ravre<i Xelav rijv ^afieXatav Kal efi^aX6vT€<i avr[TJ';] fiev

L d, dyfrivOiov Be K6/xr]<i ro BtrrXdaiov di'aXa^6vre\<i^ fieXiri €(f)0o) Kara

TTorov BiBoaai.

I may observe by way of explanation tliat in setting these passages into
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priut I have omitted any peculiarities unimportant to the actual tachy-

graphical signs, and have expanded the ligatures and ordinary abbreviations

;

where a shorthand symbol occurs however, I have represented its immediate

surroundings as accurately as possible. Next I may offer some observations

upon details, remarking generally that as these passages come without

exception from Book V. of Actuarias, which is unedited, it has been impossi-

ble to compare a printed text for the elucidation of the context. In No. I.

the fourth word, ^", has no very apparent meaning, at least I have not been

able to hit on one to suit it. The rest of the paragraph runs smoothly. Some

of the signs in the original are distorted, but as it is impossible to give more

than an approximation to them in print, comment on them would lose its

point. The word oo in line 4 is an instance of a plural abbreviation formed

by doubling the single sign, a practice common though little noticed. In

line 7 the sign before \afj,/3dvec must be a development of that for dpa, which

in the tenth century appears as /o. The sign immediately in front of TrXrjaiov

is apparently the ordinary form for apa plus the stroke for tt. In No. III.

the double dots, above and below iota, in avvrlOevTat and uvtcBotov are

singular : obviously the t dots are placed beneath to avoid confusion with

the natural dots of the iota itself. Nos. III. and IV. call for no remark,

except that in the last word but one in IV., ttotov, I do not know if the

dots are due to a mistake in my copy : they seem superfluous.

It is convenient, before I pass to the two facsimiles, to consider the

shorthand system that is used in these portions of the text of the MS. It is

to be found commonly stated that two systems of Greek shorthand are

known to have existed—one, the earlier, of which no specimen now remains,

but separate signs from which have passed into, and form the greater part of,

the usual system of abbreviation that is found in Greek MSS.; the second and

later system, of which we have considerable examples in books of the tenth

and eleventh centuries, agreeing to some extent with the older, but also

ditfering largely from it, and that has contributed to Greek book-contraction

a certain number of signs, which seem, where they occur, to bear a more

specifically tachygraphical nature than the others. In the manuscript with

which I am dealing, the bulk of the book contains the ordinary signs fur

contraction ; the more abbreviated passages that I have collected above offer

a modification of the later tachygraphy, that consists in two points ; first the

use of several new signs ; second, a difference in usage due to the general

influence of the century in which the book was written. The new signs used

are / for tt, .. beneath the following letter for /x, and apparently : for /S ; of

these the signs for tt and fi are in ver}' frequent employment (cf. TroXXai in

facs. 1, fifth line from the top), that for ^ occurs only twice {dvaXa^ovTea, No.

IV, line 3, facs. 1 ^aararo). None of them cccur in tenth century tachygraphy;

the reader, consulting the tables in lR,uss,'Zur griechische Tachygraphie (Neuburg

1882), will find that all three letters are represented by other signs in that

storehouse of later tachygraphy. Vat, 1809, Beside these, there are some

differences that, though not novelties in themselves, mark the natural

development of writing during three centuries. The distortion or alteration
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of the actual symbols can, as 1 have ah-eady said, not be repiesented in print
but the two facsimiles, to be hereafter considered, will, if compared with
Gitlbauer's facsimile of Vat. 1809, or with (to mention only English repro-
ductions) the Palaeographical Society's facsimiles of Add. MSS. 182:1l, Angel icjv

B. 3.11, and two or three MSS. from Grotta Ferrata, make it plain what a
new aspect the fourteenth-century scribe gave to the signs that we find in
their normal form in the tenth. More particularly however, there is to be
noticed the change in the manner of application of the dot-abbreviations
that IS to say r and /..^ In tenth century MSS. the dots that indicate t (/x of
course does not come into question) are joined invariably with other symbols,
and superadd t to those symbols, that is to say the dots to be applied need a
sign, a form, to receive them. But in Reg. 181, the scribe applies them with
freedom, equally to symbols and to words written out in full ; the first word
in No. I., To?9, in tenth century tachygraphy must, if the t was included in
the contraction, be ^; here it is o?s ; in fine 4, avro'; is avb<i, but earlier it
would have been av^. or rather -^g^, omitting the former syllable ; again rk in
Reg. 181 IS d, earlier it must have been 4- or at least -p-: in No. II. line 1
6h in the tenth century was d\ or ,fvA,and e (I. line 4) was •/•. We see in Reg.
181>e same free use of the . . for fi, though, as the sign does not exist in the
earlier tachygraphy, there is no opportunity of comparing the respective
usage. The reason for this difiference of usage is plain. The employment of
abbreviations, while on the whole it probably became greater in the later
centuries, was certainly limited to fewer and fewer cases, that is, a smaller
selection of words were abbreviated, but these were abbreviated more fre-
quently. This is a universal and easily-observed phenomenon. Now,
applying this to Reg. 181, one sees that there were a smaller number of words
likely to be rendered by compendiums ; and consequently that, when the
scribe applied his dots for t and fi, he would be likely to apply them in a
greater number of cases to full words than to symbols. Thus this usage, that
strikes strangely on any one who is acquainted with earlier tachygraphy, finds
its explanation in the natural development of writing. Other usages that
betray the late character of the MS. are in No. III. line 3, £s for et?, when
the word was already fully rendered by (? ; and in facsimile I. lUx for Kara,
where L is by itself Kara. The forgetting the full force of a compendium'
and its unnecessary supplement by other elements, are signs characteristic
either of an inexperienced scribe or of a late age ; I may refer for examples
of such abusive uses of the signs for d-Tro and Kara to my Notes on Greek
Ahhreviations, p. 7, 18.

The specimens that I have commented upon require to be compared
with the only others of the sort that I know; a passage produced from the
fifteenth century MS. of Lucian, Vat. Pal. 73, by M. Desrousseaux, in the
Mdanges cVAorJiMogie ct d'Histoire, J^cole fran^aisc de Boitc, 1886, p. 544 sq.

The same system evidently is emplov ed in this passage : M. Desrousseaux
notices the / for tt, the . . for fi, and the joining of the dots for t with uncon-

^ Compare the similar remarks of Desrousseaux, I.e. p. 544.

U.S.—VOL. XI. ir
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tracted syllables. There appear to be two peculiarities of the fifteenth

century MS. that do not occur in the Keg. 181 : the single point for v, and a

very remarkable inverted Tau, in the sense of the ordinary letter.

It is a natural and interesting question to enquire from what quarter and

under what circumstances these changes in the later tachygraphical system,

"were made. At present however, and till a clue is found earlier than

the fourteenth century, it is a (question that need not be compromised by

hypotheses.

One may also ask the question how it comes about that this MS. in

particular is abbreviated in this manner. It is true it is a medical work, and

there is a certain connection in practice between mathematical and scientific

MSS, and unusual abbreviations. This however is hardly enough ; there are

many scientific MSS. that exhibit the ordinary technical signs for number,

quantity, etc., and yet are no more influenced by tachygraphy than any other

book : and in Reg. 181 these medical signs occur freely, without bringing

with them in most places any tachygraphical following. Possibly the occur-

rence of the tachygraphical notes before the text may suggest that the scribe

was practically acquainted with the shorthand system of his century, and used

it habitually for his own private memoranda ; and accordingly was able,

according to his fancy and the requirements of space, to introduce it here and

there in a book that he might be writing.

II. On page 284r., at the end of the text, there occurs a table of signs,

with their meanings. This is given in the second facsimile, PI. X. The title

runs, apy(j] crvv d(fi "f* ep/u,rjv€ca rcov arepeMv ypa^xfiuTcov rwv a-rjfiaSaKMv : tliis

word may be meant for a-rjfjbaTCKCJv. And at the end there are these verses

:

etirep OeXet<; /xe fiavddveiv m Traihlov

irXriycou 8e ttoWcop firjS' 6\ay<; irelpav Xa^elv
TracSe/Se rov vovv fj,i]SafiM<i e^oo rpeyeiv

aW' evhov eivai koI a'x^oXd^ecp &)<? 8eov

/xj; 7rco9 fierayvci)^ el padvfi€i<; el<i reXo^.

(A few errors in the transcript in the Vatican catalogue are here silently

corrected.)

Tables of abbreviations with explanations are not very infrequent in

MSS. Those that I have myself met v/ith are in Vat. 2200 of the ninth or

tenth century (where the heading is simply a-rjfiela), Modena, Bibl. Estense ii.

D. 14 (s. XV.) 1 and Angelica C. 2, G, s. xvi. (riva 'dSia ;)^a/3a/<:T??/)i'o-/>taTa, auv-
TOfiia<i x"-P^v T?79 iv TOO 'ypa(f>eiv). They are usually added on account of the
peculiar character of the MS. itself, which has made necessary an unusual
number of tachygraphic symbols, a key to which it is thought may be useful to

the reader. We see however here, that several of the signs mentioned in the.

' Acts and Ei»i.stles. Tlii; syllables given ar^ dvai, tovtov, yap. Most of tliesc do not occur
iaru, irphs, Sta (mistake for iarai), '6ti, &pa, iu the text.
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table occur nowhere in the MS. ; such are ^lov, vov, uXka, av, rav, avTov,
Kap, Sep [but 8o<; No. II. (f>XvKTai8o<i], ep, t»;j/, eVi, to, (f>u, fxa, ku, eV, tt;?,

€v, virep, Tov, tuv, aat;. If thca so large a number of the signs cx[)I:iine(l in

the table do not occur in the book, what was the intention of the table?

This question cannot be answered with any certainty. Pos.sibly the archetype,

or the ultimate archetype, was far more abbreviated, and this table was
originally appended to it and then copied by successive s('ribes ; or, possibly,

the writer of Reg. 181 was a tachygraph of experience, who out of his know-
ledge composed a list of symbols for general utility without particular

reference to his own manuscript. Some other solution may be advanced with
equal probability. It may be said that the separate and independent character

of the table seems marked by the title, and by the verses at the end : they
give it the character of a manual for a pupil, and remind one of the list t)f

ligatures and contractions that found its place till lately in Greek (Jrammars
from that of Aldus (Ven. 1507, ahlyreviationes pcrpukrac scitu, qniJms frcqucn-
tissimo yraeci ufunlur indiffcrcnter et in principio ct in medio ct in fine

diclionis) onwai-ds.

One may remark that the list appears to have been made for practical

purposes, and is not either exclusive or consistent. So there appear the quite

common forms av, on, ep, eariv, Be, eia-iv, ra, Ta<;, Te9, ovv, o)?, elvai, hia, iv,

a, 'yap, vai, rovt ; and some that merely disguise their identity with these

—

/j,ep, rav, with one of two words, virep Ta<;. To notice the forms in detail,

vov and /lov appear to be lineal descendants of the ^ and "^ of Vat.

1809 ; at least, no new system seems to be involved. 'A\\a occurs, to my
knowledge, in Laur. 5, 22, see Vitelli, Museo Italiano, i. p. 13, tav. VI. 3 (Prof.

Vitelli has corrected his former interpretation of this sign). Kara is normal,

so are av and rav :
^ av is the older [^, in its usual shape of the fourteenth

century ; avrov is the p of the Grotta Ferrata tachygraphs ;
^ on, Kap, hep,

call for no remark ; -qp, a form less rare than once supposed,^ is provided with

an enigmatical dot, ep has a pair. As neither of these forms occur in the

text of the MS., and -qp is unfound, and ep rare in MSS. of this age, we
cannot test the exactness of what we are given here in the table ; but it is

not difficult to believe that at so late a period, the diacritic dot, inorganic and

supplied more or less at will to distinguish nearly identical forms, played a larger

part than in earlier centuries when writing was more careful and forms more

clearly differentiated. The next signs call for no remark : in he the scribe has

omitted the dots that are usual at this period, elf is the old new-tachygraphical

form ; in the text, No. III. line 3, as 1 have noticed above, the writer misuses

the symbol, supplying the already represented sigma. VAaiv, ra, ra^, rea- are

familiar; the former of these and other common syllables, though they do not

need any discussion here, are instructive examples of graphical evolution,

wlien compared with the same forms three or four hundred years before. 'EttI

1 TopTi originally, but the n has been crascJ. frequently in tlie Paris MS. Coisliii 387 (s. xi.).

This is not sho^vii clearly in the plate. ' Kg. it may be found in (Jois'in 387, l/iur.

* As this mode of contracting ai/ros is rare, I S. Marco 304 (s. xi.), auJ i^aur. 34, 28 (s. .\i.).

may mention that it occurs {avrov and avr6v)

V 2
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is of course T of tlie new-tachygraphy : to has suffered, possibly from a cou-

iusion : the early form is -^ ; <f)v is blunted down from *^; I do not know if Xai

is a simple error, the Grotta Ferrata form is \, ; fia has an extra angle added

to it, it should be merely > . 'E/c appears twice in the list ; the first form is

clearly a softening down of the /^ of the tenth century ; of the second form

i)erhaps no certain account can be given. But for the dot beneath one would

be inclined to think that in some confusion of mind the scribe had written

the sign of ev twice over ; but the dot suggests that it was intended to

differentiate it from tliat sign. Possibly in the source from which the list

was made up the forms for e/c may have assumed such different aspects

that the compiler thought he recognised two separate symbols. In ev he has

apparently run the circumflex and the symbol together : the proper sign is f}
T-rrep ra<i is of course two words, and in thinking them worthy of quotation

as a single symbol the compiler was not less inconsistent than the authors of

modern handbooks, where one finds two words like Kal ofiov exhibited as a

single and monstrous compendium ; Kal is new-tachygraphic : the sign for tov

is singularly corrupted, and we can hardly conjecture by what process the

scribe evolved it from the ']) of new-tachygraphy. Possibly the incorporation

of the circumflex assisted. T09, aav and era? are regular, the last two distorted.

'A9 is singular, and so much resembles the form for €1/9 that M. Martin quotes

from the Ravenna Aristophanes that I am inclined to think the scribe mistook

its real meaning; a^ of course is merely ^Z. The remaining signs are

ordinary and little altered. At the bottom another hand has added utto,

liaving taken it possibly from the text, where it is frequent.

III. There remains a passage that is perhaps the most tachygraphically

interesting of all, but which unfortunately I am only partly able to explain.

It is a note, out of connection with the text of the book, that occurs on a

blank space on f. 13r., after the index ; it is represented in plate No. IX. So

lar as I can transcribe it, it is as follows :

uiro Be TOP v^ -y^aXfUiv eto<i tov ^8 '\Jra\fiop avv TovBe (?) Ta<; ')(apaKTr]pa^

6(f)eXovv Scava Kara dfie ySaXei? di/op va (?) fi-qZev ep^et cnoixav, va crov

a7rr]\oyrjdfj afievaareKe watrep ^801)9 efxirpoardaov rj dvSpa^ 97 yvvatKa<;.

ypdy^at Tov<; yfra\/j,ov<; . »7/xe[pa] "5 et9 eKa^iva Bepuara • Kal hi'j'TrXoiaov

TO -^apTTjv ' Kal dirdvto tov '^apTijv tttj ? he Ta<; %a/)a / KTipas • Kal irvrjorov [?]

TO ')(apT'qv ^vXaXoi • Kai Xovv irav '/ Kal TiXe^e (? tvXi^ctc) fiera /xeTa^oTov •

(silk) Kal /Saa-Ta to et9 Kptrlpiov j Kal va 0avfid<r€i<} : Ti]8e [?] tm ^ [•]

)(apaKTi]pco.

There is a similar but shorter note upon the verso of the same page, but

it presents even greater difiiculties than the other, and would be quite im-

possible to represent in print. The two notes appear to be in the hand of the

writer of the manuscript, and the frequent occurrence of words for paper,

This rare sign occurs in the scholia to Yen. 201 (a. 951), Ar. Orgauon.
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character, skins, suggests that they may be imnnoiaruhior instructions relative

to the writing of a certain portion of the Psalter. They appear also to be in

vulgar Greek. Perhaps a longer-continued acipiaintancc with tlie two docu-

ments may enable me to put forth an interpretati<ni of them. In the-

meantime I leave them to the judgment of the tachygraphical leader

T. W. Allkn.
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TKK THEATR?: AT MEGALOPOLIS.

In view of the great interest which has been expressed in the Theatre

at Megah)polis, now in course of excavation by members of the British School

at Athens, and of its real importance in connection with the question of the

Greek Stage, it has been determined to publisli, provisionally, a plan and

section of it, without waiting for the completion of the work. The excavation

will, it is hoped, be finished in the spring : and a full account of our results,

with the necessary plans and illustrations, will be published in a future

number of this JoiimaJ. For the present, therefore, a very few words of

explanation must suffice.

The following is an explanation of the woodcuts, made from Mr.

Loring's drawings ;

—

I.—Plan (Fig. 1).

AA, BB.—Supporting walls of the auditorium ; which, while partly cut

in the hill, is partly also an artificial embankment.
C, G, represents approximately the summit of the auditorium.

FFF.—Tiers of ordinary seats.

GGG.—Staircases (/tXtfiaKa), dividing the seats of the auditorium into

blocks (KepKcBe<;).

HIT.—Passage, or gangway.

J^JJ.—Better scats (Opovot), nine in number; distinguished from the rest

by high backs and arms at either end.

KK.—Gutter {6-)(eT6<i).

LL.—Stone kerb, bounding the unpaved orchestra. The exact points at

which this kerb terminates at E. and W. are not yet ascertained,

MM.—Bases of statues, of Hellenistic or Roman period.

-A^.—Front wall of the Greek stage, faced with steps, continuous from

end to end of the stage, and connecting it with the orchestra. The original

height of the Greek stage above the orchestra was probably 5' 10", its original

breadth 18' 2".

0.—Back wall of ditto, with three entrances PPP.
Q-—Low wall or stylobatc which supported the columned front of the

Boman stage. Five of the columns (qqq). or parts of them, are still in situ.

BRR.—Conglomerate wall, stuccoed on the inside, and enclosing a space

ol doubtful purpose. Perhaps it was formerly covered over and used either
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as a storc-cliambcr or as a room for

the chorus to retire to when their

presence was not required in the

orchestra.

SSSS. — A large four-sided stoa,

such as Vitruvius (V. ix.) requires

behind the stage-buildings, to serve,

he says, both for the preparations of

the chorus and as a shelter during

rain. In its present form it is cer-

tainly of later date tlian the theatre,

and probably Roman. The various

sets of bases in this stoa, which are

at four different levels, are not wholly

explained at present. Those nearest

to the W., N., and E. wails are at the

highest level of all, and supported the

pillars of the colonnade.

T, V— wc suppose to be altars.

V, the larger of the two, is built of

conglomerate, stuccoed, and adorned

with iH' topes and triglyphs. In the

plan, V is shaded as Greek, T as

Roman ; but this assignment of date,

together with some other details in

the present plan, is subject to re-

vision.

11.—Section (Fig. 2).

This section is taken through the

line r A, in the plan ; but it should

be noted that the figures 71' 4", which

are given as indicating the depth of

the orchestra from kerb to Roman
stage, represent its cxij-cine depth,

from the irutre of the one to the

cc7it7r of the other.

Note also that the section is throuffh

the -s/.rjw of the auditorium. Thus

the steps appear in section, the ends

of the seats in elevation, while the

sections of the seats appear in outline

only.

H.—(Juttcr (A'A^in plan).

A.—^Ivorb of orchestra (LL in plan).

Then comes the orchestra it.self, where

the litie, owing to its great length

(71' 4"), is necessarily broken off.
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E.—Stylobate of llomaii stage (Q in plan), with a colmmi ^ in elevation.

n.—Front wall of Grock stage (A'^ in plan), with stops. The darker

shading indicates what is still in situ ; the lighter indicates a restoratioji whirh,

in its main features, is made certain by the height of the threshold M' (P' in

plan) behind. Only such joints are given as can bo determined with

certainty.

X.—Probable earth level of the orchestra in Greek times.

fl.—Probable surface of the GrccK stage, which extended from IT to '4',

and was either a wooden platform or merely a floor of beaten earth.

Note.—In the above paragraphs the words ' Greek ' and ' Roman ' indicate

period only. The later of our two stages does not conform in every respect

to the Boman tyj>e.

III.

—

The Greek Stack.

The portion of this theatre to which the chief interest attaches is of

course the Greek stage, which is of an altogether exceptional character.

A new theory has recently been promulgated by Dr. Diirpfeld and others,

with reference to the relative positions of actors and chorus in the Greek

Theatre, We are told that there was in theatres of Greek type no raised

stage, the actors performing on the same level with the chorus, in the orchestra.

According to this theory the various ' Greek ' proseenia which have been

hitherto discovered (Epidaurus, Oropus, Piraeus, Assos), as well as the pro-

sceniuri described by Vitruvius (V. vii.) as an essential part of ' Greek '

theatres and expressly declared by him to be a stage, are not stages at all,

but ornamental back-walls (Dekorationswiinde) in front of which the actors

acted. This theory, sufficiently repugnant both to artistic probability and to

the direct evidence of Vitruvius, was tenable, as a paradox, so long as, and

only so long as, no ' Greek ' proscenium was discovered which could not be

explained away as a * Dekorationswand.'

Now OUT proscenium at Megalopolis cannot be so explained. It is proved

to be a stage both by the presence of the three entrances behind it, on a level

Avith its upper surface, and by the absence of any entrance through it to the

orchestra ; and we may add that the steps which form the front of our

prosceniu7n, while they provide a communication between stage and orchestra

—the absence of which is one of Dr. Dorpfeld's main arguments for his novel

theory—altogether preclude the notion of a 'Dekorationswand.'

It is clear, then, that this discovery is fatal to the new theory taken as a

whole—the theory, that is, that no raised fftage existed in the ' Greek ' theatre

of any period For our stage is proved to be ' Greek ' at once by its structure,

by its position, and by the existence of a separate Roman stage.

But it is of some importance to ascertain at what 'period the stage was

erected; for if it could be proved to be of, say, the 2nd or 3rd century B.C.,

the new theory might still be held in a moditied form, i.e. with reference not

CO the later ' ireek' thcaire, but to that of the 4th and 5th centuries r..c.
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The fiuestion of date will therefore be considered at more length in a future
number of this Journal, when a full publication of our results will be given.

For the present we must confine ourselves to the statement that we have so
far seen no reason for assigning the stage to a later period than the auditorium,
whicli is proved, by an insciiption which we have discovered, to be of 4th
century construction.

E. A. Gardner.
William Loring.

G. C. Richards.

W. J. WOODHOUSE.
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A NEW P(3RTI0N OF THE EDICT OF DIOCLETIAN
FROM MEOALO POLLS.

Introduction.

The inscription which follows came to light during the excavation

undertaken this year, at Mcgalopolia, by the British School at Athens. It

stood outside the house of a peasant, Ba(Ti\€Lo<i U€TpdKr]<;, whose father

had found it, many years previously, in a field upon the ancient site. The
existence of the stone was reported first to the Ephor, Mr. Castromenos,

who represented the Greek Government at our excavation. Mr. Castromenos
courteously announced it to me, and both of us copied it. At that time we
had no idea that it formed part of the ' Edict of Diocletian '

; this was first

suggested to me by Mr. Gardner, Director of the School, on my return to

Cambridge. Mr. Castromenos' copy is to appear, as I understand, in the
' AeXriov.' The text and edition which follow are from my own copy and
squeeze.

The Edict of Diocletian and his colleagues, commonly spoken of either

by Mommsen's title ' De Pretiis Rerum Venalium ' or more briefly as the
' Edict of Diocletian,' is known to us already from a large number of fragments,

Greek and Latin, found all (with one exception) in different parts of Greece

or Asia Minor, and amounting together to many hundred lines. It is still

however f:ir from being complete.

Apart from earlier and necessarily less complete editions (for which v.

Gorpus. Inscr. Lett., vol. iii. pt. 2, p. 801), all the fragments known up to date

were collected, pieced together, and published

(1) by Mommsen in the Berichte der sdchsischen Gesellschaft der Wisscn-

schaftcn, vol. iii. 1851.

(2) by "Waddington—first in the section * Inscriptions Grecques et Latines

'

of Le Bas and Waddington's Voyage archiologiquc en Grece et en Asie Mineurc—
and secondly in separate form, under the title Udit de DiocUtien, Hahlissant le

Ifaximum da7is VEmpire Boviain (Paris, 18C4). The latter publication is a

verbatim reprint of the former.

(3) by Mommsen again, in the Coijnis Inscriptionuin, Lidinaruin, vol. iii.

pt. 2 (Berlin 1S73).

Each of these editions is more complete than the one which- preceded it,

that in the Corpm {G.I.L.) being the most complete of all. Since i^s
|

iM'-
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cation, however, a considerable number of fragments liave appeared : for a

complete list of which I must refer to an article by Mommsen in the first

part of the Hermes for the current year (1890), p. 17 sqq. None of these

fragments coincide with ours, with the exception of that numbered ' 7 ' in

Mommsen's list,—an inscription from Megara, hitherto unpublished, but

promised as No. 23 in Dittenberger's forthcoming Inscriptioncs Graeciac

sc2^tentrionalis. This fragment coincides, according to Mommsen, with a

considerable part of Chap. XVI. in the arrangement adopted by himself and

Waddington, but is in so imperfect a condition that it has been found

impossible to equate it, line by line, with the version previously known (that

from Carystus in Euboea). A portion of this fragment must correspond with

our Col. III. ; and, imperfect as it is said to be, we shall look forward to its

publication with interest. Another fragment, not mentioned by Mommsen,

some parts of which may possibly be found to coincide Avith that from

Megalopolis, is one which was discovered this year (1890) by the American

School in their excavations at Plataea. This fragment, like that from Megara,

is at present unpublished.

Our own fragment is by far the most considerable which has appeared

since the publication of the Edict by Mommsen in 1851, both from its extent

(255 lines) and from the large proportion of it which is entirely new—how

large a proportion, may be seen at a glance by a reference to my cursive

edition, in which the parts known already are given in light, the new parts in

heavy, type.

The inscription is engraved on a slab of white limestone, oY thick, and

(originally) 2' 11" square, exclusive of a small moulding which runs along the

top. The top left-hand corner and the bottom right-hand corner of the slab

are broken away.

The inscription is arranged in four columns, and the original number of

lines was 85 to a column. In the present state of the stone no column is

quite complete ; of the second, which is the most nearly complete, 80 lines

only are extant, and the first 10 and last 9 of them are very fragmentary.

Were the slab complete, however, the inscription would still not be con-

tinuous : for both the moulding, which runs along the top of the slab and not

along the bottom, and a comparison with other versions of the Edict prove

that a lower slab (or slabs, but there is no need for more than one) is missing.

Thus, for example, our Col. III. contains a portion of the Edict which is

preserved, though very imperfectly, on a slab from Carystus, in Euboea, which

it accompanies as far as Col. II. 1. 4G (G.I.L.) of the Carystian stone. The

remainder of the Carystian fragment appears neither on our Col. III. nor

on our Col. IV. Unless therefore we suppose a sudden and unaccountable

divergence of the two inscriptions at this point, we are led to the conclusion

that this portion was engraved on a missing slab of the Megalopolitan version.

Again a considerable part of the Carystian iirrccdcH our Col. III., and yet does

not appear on our Col. II. ; it must therefore have formed a portion of Col

II. which was engraved on a missing lower slab. In my edition of the text I
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liave indicated, by notes at tlio toot of each column, liow much of the inscrip-

tion is missing, and where (if anywhere) the missing portions may be found.

The letters on our slab vary from \" to g" in height. The engraving is

careless, as the date of the Edict (a.d. 301) might lead us to exijcct,—and
very shallow, but the linos are fairly horizontal and evenly distributed, the

number in each column agreeing exactly. Tho first 2.5 lines of Col. L being

absent, the following equation will enable the exact position of any line of the

inscription to be determined :

Col LI. l=Col. IL, 111., IV. 1. 26.

One peculiarity in tiie engraving deserves special notice. The stone,

before it received the inscription, was extremely rough. In some places the

surface was damaged, in others yellowish veins stuck up and marred its even-

ness ; and in many cases the irregularity was so great that it was impossible

to engrave at all, and gaps have been left, often occurring in the middle of a

word. This added considerably to the difficulty of deciphering the inscription,

as it was not always easy to determine where letters were missing and where
they were not, or how many letters were to be supplied. A good example of

this is Col. II. 11. 56—58, where the gaps in the inscription, added to the

indistinctness of the letters themselves, made the entry for a long time
unintelligible.

For an introduction to the Edict itself, I nmst refer to the preliminary

chapter in Waddington's edition ; but the following summary, which is based

upon it, may be found useful :

—

(1) The date of the Edict is fixed, by the number of consulships and
tenures of the ' tribunicia potestas ' assigned to its promulgators, to the last

quarter (after Sept. 17) of the year 301 A.D.

(2) Inform it is an ' Edictum ad Provinciales '—the provincials being

addressed by the Emperors and Caesars directly, and not through the

magistrates. Thus the preamble begins with the names and titles of the

two Emperors, Diocletian and Maximian, and of the two ' Caesars,' Constantius

Chlorus and Galerius—followed by the word ' dicunt ' (the more usual form in

edicts of this class is ' provincialibus sakitem dicunt '). Thus also the words

provinciales nostri ' (voc.) occur in the course of the preamble.

(3) The Edict is for the ivJwle JEmpire. The preamble says :

—

'
. . . . maxime cum ejusmodi statute non civitatibus singulis ac

populis adque provinciis, sed tmivcrso orhi provisum esse videatur.'

Both Mommsen and Waddiugton consider that it was practically opera-

tive only in the Gi<'ek and Oriental provinces whicli were under the immediate

rule of Diocletian ; but I doubt whether there is sufficient ground for this

opinion. It is true that a large number of the articles mentioned are Oriental,

but a very large number also are from the West

—

e.g. nearly all the woollen,

garments, and the wool itself, of our Cols. III. and IV. It is true also tliat

all the copies hitherto discovered have been discovered in the Eastern pro*

vinces; but this only proves that excavation has been busier in tiie East

than in the West.
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(4) The sums named are not fixed prices, but maximum prices ; v.

preamble, 'non i^ractia venalium rerum, sed viodum statuenduni [es]se

censuimus.'

(5) Wilful disobedience of the Edict was punishable by death or depor-

tation
—'placet, ut, siquis contra formam statuti hujus conixus fuerit audentia,

capitali periculo subj[u]^etur.'

(6) The result of the Edict is mentioned by the contemporary Lactantius,

dc Mortibus Persecutorum, chap. vii.
—

' Tunc ob exigua et vilia multus sanguis

etfusus, nee venale quidquam metu apparebat et caritas rnulto deterius

cx.irsit, donee lex necessitate ipsa post multorum exitium solveretur.'

(7) The prices are reckoned in ' denarii,' represented by the symbols X
{e.g. in Car. and Meg), ¥ (iJi Ger.), and in Latin sometimes by

,

The ' denarius ' in question is not the silver denarius witli which we are

familiar, but a copper coin of the later empire. Ics value has, until quite

recently, been matter of the greatest doubt. Both Mommsen and Waddington

agreed in i^rovidonally equating it, so far as its value relatively to the gold

coin (' aureus' or ' solidus') is concerned, with the ' follis ' of Gonsiantine ; but

the value of the 'follis' itself was uncertain, Mommsen i)lacing it at y^^j

Waddington at -^\-g of the ' solidus.' With regaid to the latter point it now

appears that Waddington was right; but botli he and Mommsen were wrong

in their equation of the ' denarius ' with the 'follis.' The 'denarius' of

Diocletian was a very much smaller coin than either of them supposed.

The document which has finally settled this question is a fragment of the

Edict discovered at Elatea {Bulletin dc Coo^esjJOJidance HelUnique, 1885,

p. 222 sqq.). Under the heading, liepl -x^pva-ov it contains the entry

—

^pvaov /3pv^r]<; iv prj\<y\K.ioL<i rj iv okoKorrivoi^ \.a ^€fjb<vpia>

i.e. ' 1 lb. of fine gold, in bar or in specie, 50,000 denarii ' : which, as Mommsen
points out in the article above referred to {Hermes, 1890, p. 17 sqq.), implies

that the value of the denarius was -sowt of the value of a Roman pound of

gold. Then, reckoning the pound of gold at its present value—viz. 913'59

Marks—Mommsen obtains, as the equivalent of the 'denarius,' 14 Pf—more

exactly 1"827 Pf.—or about ^ of an English penny. This determination of

Mommsen's must, I suppose, ba taken as final. Only it must be remembered,

that to translate the 'denarius' into modern copj^cr is somewhat misleading;

for it obscures the point on which alone the prices quoted in the Edict can

instruct us—viz. not the relative value of copper and of commodities (copper

money being then, as now, mere token money), but the relative value of gold

and of commodities. This relative value was, it now appears, extremely

higli,

—

i.e. either gold was dear or commodities were cheap. The prices for

coats and cloaks indeed (Col. III.) are high enough ; but 2 denarii a mile for

porterage (II. 17, 18), 4 denaiii for a spade (I. 41) or fork (I. 43), and the

prices assigned to fodder of various kinds (11. 29-31), are such ridiculously

small simis that one feels inclined to decide for the former rather than

the latter alternative, i.e. if commodities were cheap, it is at least equally
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ccrUvin that gold was clear. The ahsolute value of (/.». the difficulty c>l

obtaining) commodities remains uncertain.

In these circumstances the interest of the inscription centres

(a) In the commoditii-s themselves—their names, the materials of wliiih

they were made, and the knowledge to be obtained of them by a comparisoji

with evidence from other sources.

{b) In the local epithets, which tell us of the countries frt)m which these

commodities were exported ; and, in this connexion, the Bt'po? Ji/aeravi/t/cov of

III. 2 has a special interest for English readers.

(c) In the rclatice prices of the objects specified.

(8) The only weights and measures which occur in our portion of the

inscription are the j^ound [Xelrpa (more commonly spelt Xirpa), = Lat. ' libra
'

symbol "»,]—the ounce [oyKia or ovjKia, = Lat. ' uncia '
: symb(jl fo (v. note

on III, 38)]—the ' viodius ' [fi68io<;]—and the mile [fieiXioi'].

The Roman pound = r. 072 of the English pound Avoirdupois; the

ounce is yV of the Roman pound, and is therefore almost exactly an English

ounce; the ' modi us' is approximately an English peck; and the mile 1618

English yards.

^

(9) Evidently there was no authorized Greek version of the Edict. This

is proved by variations in the wording of different copies, by the insertion of

headings in some which are absent in others, and by some curious mistrans-

lations. Waddington's remarks on this subject are amply borne out by the

Megalopolitan fragment. With regard to headings, note especially our

heading Uepl Aavapiwv (III. 55), which occurs neither in the Carystian nor

in the Theban version. An example of mistranslation occurs in I. 11 atro

^LTov (where see note) : but the mistake is not peculiar to our .stone. On
the whole the autiior of the Megalopolitan version has avoided mistranslation

by a free use of transcription. Mistranscrijition is very frequent : c.cj.

irwfiivTov (II. 42) is a transcription of ' tomenti,' yXevBia (I. 39) probably of

' glubia,' Br]Xdl3pa (I. 40) of ' dolabra.'

In editing the text of the new fragment, I have been careful to equate it

Avith other versions (those from Geronthrae, Carystus, and Thebes) wherever

these coincide with ours
;
giving them credit, by the adoption of a different

kind of type, for every letter which they have correctly, and adding a complete

collation in the notes. This was no easy matter where—as in the first 33

lines of Col. III.—a few letters only of the earlier versions were extant, and

the number of lines (but not necessarily the number of entries) differed from

the number on our stone; and where Lcnormant's copy differed, even in

number of lines, from Kohler's later and far better copy of the same stone.

The collation possesses, however, very great interest, first because it proves the

general agreement between the different versions of the Edict, and secondly

because it brings out clearly the points in which our fragment supplements or

corrects those previously known, or vice versa. I am bound to add that in

^ Gow : Companion to Hchool CUutsics.
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almost every case the Megalopolitan version has proved both completer and

more correct than the rest.

In order to fit each column of our inscription into its proper place among

the other fragments, I have placed in the margin of my coj^y indications of the

stone or stones with which each portion coincides, and in the margin of my
edition indications of those parts of Waddington's (Wadd.) and of Mommsen's

{G.I.L.) editions of the entire Edict with which they are to be equated, or

between Avhicli they are to be inserted. Lastly, in order to knit all together,

I give here in tabular form a list of the different parts of Wadd., G.I.L.

and Meg. ( = Megalopolitan fragment), in the order in which they

must be read so as to make this portion of the Edict as nearly continuous

as possible :

—

(1) Wadd. or C.I.L. XV. 1—22 ami Meg. I. 1—8.^

(2) W^add. or G.I.L. XV. 23—42 = Meg. I. 9—48.

(3) Meg. I. 49—60.

(4) Portion missing—lower slab of Meg.

(5) Meg. II.

(6) 5 lines and the lower slab missing. But the bottom part of this lower

slab corresponded to

(7) Wadd. XVI. 1—18 or G.I.L. XVI. 1—20.

(8) Wadd. XVI. 19-06 or 67\ _ ,. ttt

or G.I.L. XVL 21—56 J
" ^^'^- ^^^•

(9) Wadd. XVI. 67 or 68—101 or G.I.L. XVI. 57—100.

(10) Portion missing.^

(11) 3Ieg. IV.

(12) Small portion missing.

(13) Wadd. or G.I.L. XVII.— end.3

In Chap. XV. (our Col. I.) the readings of Wadd. and of G.I.L. are

practically identical ; but for Chap. XVI. (our Col. III.) G.I.L., rather than

Wadd., should be used, Lenormant's copy, which Waddington followed, being

wholly untrustworthy (cf. introductory note on Col. III.). Waddington's notca,

however, should be consulted throughout.

In my commentary, the following are the works to which I am most

indebted :

—

^ These must be added together ; they caunot upper, 85 lines. 21 + 85 = 106. From this total

be equated ; for the few letters which remain iu subtract 60 lines of the Carystian stone [our

Meg. do not correspond to the readings of the portion (9)]. This leaves 46 lines as the prob-

Geronthraeau stone (Wadd. and C.I.L.), while able amount missing both from the Carystian

they evidently form part of the same, or a stone and from our own.

similar, section. This implies either an omis- ^ This portion is far from being continuous,

sion on one of the two stones, or a slight C.I.L. has more than Wadd. ; and C.I.L. may
differenee of arraugement between them. be supplemented by various fragments more

2 The missing portion of Col. III. on the slab recently discovered, by far the most important

at Megalopolis is 21 lines ; and the lower slab of which is that from Elatea {Bulletin de Corre-

{entirely absent) jierhaps eontained, like the spondancc HelUniqitc, "i^i^, \i. 121 t.qq.).
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(1) VVaddington, iWz/! de IJiorldien (Paris, 1864). I have borrowed from,

or referred to, his notes continually; in some cases I venture to hope that I

have added something to tliem, where the new fragment throws h'ght on
words previously obscure. For my comment on tlie many new words which
occur in our portion of tlie Edict I of course am solely responsible.

(2) Du Cange, Glossarium mediae ct injimac Latinitatis ; and the

corresponding Greek glossary. (Forcellinus has also proved useful, besides

the ordinary books of reference which it is needless to enumerate.)

(3) Of ancient authors, Pliny the elder has been of the greatest

assistance; our inscription is continually illustrated by passages in the

Historia Naturalis; and I owe a special debt to the invaluable Index which
fills the last two volumes of Sillig's edition of that work.

It remains only to add an explanation of the abbreviations, and other

signs, which I have employed.

I. In the copy, shading //////// represents breaks or irregularities in the

stone—wherever either letters are lost or, owing to the irregularity, a gap
was intentionally left.

Dotted letters {e.g. i-.^ A) represent doubtful letters on the stone.

II. In the edition :

—

Square brackets [ ] shew corrections or restorations.

Round brackets ( ) shew doubtful letters.

Angle brackets < > shew the completion of words abbreviated either

intentionally or otherwise.

Heavy type indicates portions which are new (i.e. not already known
from other sources).

Thin type, portions which are old.

In the case of words of which the component letters are partly old and

partly new—where the word is new [i.e. neither an old word newly spelt, nor

the completion of a word previously conjectured)—I have appended to it

an asterisk (*) in heavy type.

The marks §§, §, and the numbers (1), (2), (3), are introduced mainly to

clear up the classification at the end of Col. IV.

At the end of each entry I have added the number of ' denarii ' in

Arabic numerals.

III. In the commentary

:

—
Ger. = stone from Geronthrae in Laconia (' Tabula GeronthraeaSecunda,'

C.I.L. Vol. III. Pt. 2, p. 817, or Le Bas and Waddington, ' Voyage ArcMologique,

etc., section ' Inscriptions Grecques et Latinos,' vol. II. p. 43).

Gar. = stone from Carystus in Euboea (' Fragmentum Carystium Prius,'

C.I.L. vol. III. pt. 2, p. 821, or Wadd. ^dit de Biocletien, pp. 43, 44).

Theh. = stone from Thebes ('Exemplum Thebanum,' C.I.L. vol. III. pt. 2,

p. 823).

3Icg. = our own stone at Megalopolis.

Wadd. = Waddington, £dit de DioeJetien, Paris, 1SG4.

C.I.L. — Corj)vji Inscriptiomim Latinarum' vol. 111. pt. 2, Berlin, 1873

H.S.—VOL. XI. X
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COL. I.

{The first 25 lines arc missing. Thus I. 1 of Column I. corresponds, iji position,

to I. 26 of Columns II., Ill, and IV.)
New. (Cf.

Ger. Col. L N
37-61.)

-48 = Oer.
CoL I. 62-11. 61.

M

^O

^O
////zgyaoxhm^a

////<'tpoxoykappapikoy ^a7
////icon

10 ////n////kaaaictontoyctpo

///////////////////AnOBITOYXOJPlCCIAH

////OY ^S
CAPArAPONAteiAOJTOYCeXONTOYC
TPOXOYCXWPICCIAHPOY X,r(J)

15 PAIAAAteiAOJTOYCeXOYCATOYC
TPOXOYCXCJPICCIAHPOY ^,r

AGPMeiTCOPIONeXONTOYCTPG
////OYCBITCOTOYCXCOPICCIAHP XZcj)

A///////////OPMeiT(jJPIONeXONTOYC

20 TPOXOYCAt////eiAC0TOYCX(jL)PIC

CIAH////POY ^ ,A

CAPArAPABIT////CUTAKAIOXHMATA

TAAOinAMeTATWNKANOOJNKAl
TOYCIAHPOYAOrOYreNOMeNOY

25 TOYCIAHPOYninPACKeC0AIO(t)ei
AOYCIN

KAPOYXONBITCOTONXOJPICCIAHP X,Z

nePiKAPPOJN

KAPPONTeTPATPOXONMeTAZYrOY
30 XCUPICCIAHPOY ¥:,\^

KAPPOCCeCIAHPCJMeNOCYnePTOY
2YAlKOYKAITOYCIAHPOYAOrOY
reNOMeNOYOYT(jL)cocj)eiAeini

nPACKecoAi
35 AMA^AAITPOXOCMeiAZYrOYXOJPIC

CIAHPOY ^(s)
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COL. I. Denarii.

[^l(v)

• [m¥)
)(K

^O

5 ^+v

^o

iov 8" 6x^K.<aTos>? ^X

(v) Tpo}(ov Ka^papiKOv ^Xf'

§§. ntpi ox»?/ia](T)a)i/

10 2apayapo]v KdXXtoTOv tous rpo-

Ij^ovj eX'**'] ^'"'^^ /3iToii* X'^P'-^ ctSij-

|»v X,r 6,000

'Sapdyapov a'^fibmrovs (Xop tovs

rpoxnvs x*"/"^ o-tSijpou X(,y)<^' 3,500

15 'PalSa d^ctdcarovr fxovcra roiiv

rpoxovs x<"P'^ aitfipov X,y 3,000

AopfiUTOiipiov (Xov TOVS rpo-

\j(]ovs /3t(T)G>rous* X«p»f CTt8i7p<oi;> X5</>' 7,500

AopfitiToipiov eX"" ''**^5

20 Tpoxoiis d\//«tS<aTOvs x**P*f

<rt8i7pov X,8 4,000

Sapdyapa /Strard* Acai 6xT)p.aTa

TO. XotTrd perd rwi/ KavBaiv Km

Tov tribfipov, \6yov'* ywoptvov

25 TOW (TtS^pov 7ri7rpd<TK«T6ui 6(f)€l-

Xovcriv

Kapovxov fivrwrhv x'^P^^ (Tibrip<ov> X,S' 7,000

§§. Ilept Kappav

Kdppof TfTpdrpoxov pfrd ^vyoC

30 X**P** (nBrjpov X»t*4*' 1,500

Kdppos (Tf(TiBr)pa)p.ti/oS inrip tov*

^XtKoC* >cai T«{} (n8r]pov Xd"you*

yfvofievov ofrrws 6<f)tiKfi iri-

irpd(TK((rBai

35 "Afia^a StVpoxos pera tvyoO X*"/^*^

mhripov Xw 800
X 2

50 1-8 New. (Cf.

Wadd. and
40 C.I.L. XV 1-22.)

20

70

750

70

30

36

9-48 =- Wadd.
and O.I L. XV

23-42.
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TPIB0A0C2YAIN0C ^C
APOTPONMeTAZYrOY ^P
nAYTAAHTOirAeYAIA ^P

40 AHAABPAHTOinTOION XIB

nAAA ^A
GPeiNAZ ^H
TYPXHAIOAOYCZYAINH XA
CKA(j)HneNTAMOAIAIA XPN

45 M0AI0C2YAIN0C XN
MOAIOCCIAHPeNAeTOC ^06
KABAeAHTOIKAMHAACHMOAIAIA
rereNHMeNHTeiGPNeYMeNH ^a

49-60 w. MYAGCKABAAAAPIKGCeNAIOOIC ^Acj)

50 MYAGCGNIKGC X,ACN

MYAGCYAPAAeTlKGC ^,B

XeiPGMYAGC ^CN
nePIKGCKINCON

KGCKINGNAAOaNlKGNAnOBYPCHC ^CN
55 GCKINGNAnOAePMATGCCIMIAAAiA

^Y
•NGNnAeKTGN////////MerA XC
GNnAeKTGNIAlWTIKON
COHIAN

60 N////////nA€KTGN

{The Imoer slab—perJuips 85 lities, like the wp'per—is missing.)

COL. I.

Lines 1-8.—These lines, which are new, are too fragmentary for restoration. Ap-
parently they belonged to a section dealing with the parts of carriages and carts. Such a

section, in the Geronthraean fragment (v. Introduction), which contains our lines 9-48,

occnrs in precisely this position, viz. immediately before the section Htpi oxq^arav. It is

headed Ilfpl ^vkmv tS>v Is to. oxhy^ara, but no part of it agrees with ours. There must
therefore have been either a difference of arrangement between the Geronthraean version

and our own, or an omission in one or the other of them.

Lines 9-48.—This portion of our inscription coincides with part of the fragment

referred to in the preceding note, from Geronthrae in Laconia. The fragment in question

was copied by Le Bas, and edited (from Le Bas' copy, supplemented by squeezes) (a) by
Waddington {t}(Iit de Diocle'tien, 18G4); (b) by Mommsen {Corpus Inscnptionum Latinarutn,

vol. III. part 2, 1873). The two editions of the stone from Geronthrae agree perfectly

(at any rate in the portions wliich concern ns), except that in some places one editor

deciphered a letter or two more than the other on his squeeze ; in tliese cases 1 have given.
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40

45

50

55

00

T/jt'/3oXo9 ^uAii/ov
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abies ' etc.), wliile uapdyapov, from its position, must be some kind of pleasure conveyance.

I suggest therefore that aapdyapov is a corruption, not of 'sarracum,' a waggon, but of

' sarraclum,' a waggonette. This would at once account for the p, otherwise inexplicable,

and give us the .sort of meaning we require. The word ' sarraclum' occurs once (Ammianus
xxxi. 2, 18, quoted in Forcellinus), but has been corrected to 'sarracum' for want of the

confirmatory evidence which our inscription supplies. Wadd. says ' II y avait des trapdyapa

a deux et u quatre roues'; but this remark is based on 1. 22 aapdyapa ^ipwra (bi-rota),

where however we dispute the reading ^Ipara, so that the evidence for the two-wheeled
aapdyapou falls through.

dopPiT&s is explained by Wadd. (after Mommsen) as a hybrid word, formed from the

Latin 'orbis' with the Greek negative prefix, and meaning 'non in orbem flexus,' so that

the rpoxoi dop^tTos would be the mere pieces of wood destined to form a wheel. He restores

the word also in 1. 18, and is followed by Mommsen in the Corpus {C.I.L.), though from
their copies it appears that the reading of the stone (if they read it correctly) was ^iparroijs.

Now, even if the reading dop/Birovs in 11. 11 and 18 were correct, the explanation

given of the word would be open to two objections : (1) no instance of a hybrid word
occurs in the inscription ; Latin words are either translated into Greek, or transcribed in

Greek characters and provided with Greek terminations
; (2) the boppdrmpiov with the

Tpoxos dopdiTos costs more than that with the rpoxos dt/^etdwroy—a reductio ad absurdum
of the theory that the former is incomplete, the latter complete. But as a matter of fact

uop^iTov{s) in 1. 11 must be an engraver's error for diro ^irov, which he did not understand,

and in 1. 18 it is a mere conjecture of the editors for ^ipcorovs, which they did not understand

(the epithet 'bi-rotus' being obviously inapplicable to a wheel) ; the real reading in 1. 18

was probably /StTwToir, as in Jlfeg.

Now let lis turn to our own readings, diri P^tov in 1. 11, and Pitwtovs in 1. 18. In the

first place they are equivalent, for both alike are opposed to dylrfiStorovs m the entries which
follow them (11. 13 and 20 respectively). Now ^iros must be the Latin ' vitus,' an obscure

word, for which however there is sufficient evidence {v. Forcellinus, s.v.). (1) It occurs in

Probus, Instituta Artium (p. 116, 22, Keil), where it appears as a feminine word making
abl. sing. ' vitM,' dat. and abl. plur. ' vitibus,' not ' vitubus,' but distinguished from abl. plur.

of ' vitis ' by a difference of accentuation. (2) It occurs in Marius Victorinus, Ars
Grammatica (p. 56, 17, Keil), where 'vitus' ('viti in rotis') is given as a derivative from
'viere' (to bend, plait), whence ' vimen ' &c. Here Keil suspects 'viti in rotis' and
substitutes 'vietores' ; but the MS. reading is borne out by our inscription, which makes
' vitus ' a part of a wheel. (3) In the Corp. Gloss. Lat. (ed. Goetz), Vol. II. p. 334, are the

entries ' trvr, vitus ' (al. virus) and ' kuvOos rpoxoiJ, urus '—the latter of which, or else some
similar gloss, was corrected by Scaliger {Ep. 333) to 'vitus' on the authority of Victorinus.

Thus, apart from our inscription, the evidence for ' vitus,' as part of a wheel, rests only (1)

on Victorinus, and (2) on the former of the above glosses ; and in each case the reading

has, for want of confirmatory evidence, been hitherto disputed. Scaliger follows Victorinus

in deriving ' vitus ' from ' viere ' ; but it is more probably identical with the Greek itvs,

the V representing a lost digamma.

The conclusion, then, is that 'vitus' (fiiros in our inscription) = itvs, the felloe, or

periphery, of a wheel. But ayj/is also commonly=the felloe of a wheel. How ' vitus ' differed

from ' apsis ' (Syj^n), and the rpoxos /SirtoTos from the Tpoxos dt//-f(8<i)r6r, is not clear. Possibly

the rpoxos dylreiSuyros was a solid (spokeless) wheel ; for such wheels were certainly used in

ancient times, and a\lris (from oTrrw) may, and often does, mean a disc as well as a circle

or arc. itvs, on the other hand, means nothing but a rim, and implies a periphery, with

spokes, as in modem wheels. This suggestion, which is little more than conjecture, at

least accounts for the difference in price between the two.

Lastly, the question occurs. How did the reading dno ^irov in 1. 11, as equivalent to

^iraros, arise ? Possibly some engraver with the Latin ' vitutus,' or some such word, before

him, supposed the epithet to be one expressing material ; and the mistake which thus arose

has been perpetuated. By the time he reached 1. 18 he had seen the word d^(i8(OTovs,

which opened his eyes, and prevented him from repeating the mistake.
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Our price X,s is an improvement on GfK'» ¥,y, wlii.li made tlie rpoxor tiiTurin in tlie

case of the o-apoyaoov less expensive than the rpuxos «t//«»dwror, wliilu in the c;i.m; of ihc

dopfifiTapioi' it is more expensive.

Lines 13, 14.—a(j/«t8wTovs.

—

Ger. uy^n8a>roCs. ,T in I\fe<j. is piohaMy u mere .slip of

the chisel for ^T, which is tlie reading of Ger.

Lines 15, 16.—d\|/€i8«Tovs, rpoxovs.— Ce?-. d^tdwroi'r, Tpox<i[vi]. 'PatSa = Lat. 'rueda'

or 'reda,'a four-wheeled travelling-carriage. It must have been extreiuidy light, if one
may believe Suetonius' statement about Caesar—that he travelled, in a hired 'reda,' at the

rate of a hundred (Roman) miles a day (Suet. Cuesar, 57).

Lines 17, 18.—BopuciTwpiov, Tpo[x]ovs, ori8Vjp<ov>, Xt<|>.— T/rr. doppiruypiov, rpoxovs,

(Tibrjpov, ^,0<f>. piTWTovs.

—

Ger. [d()]p[tii]rovs ; l)ut this is a conjectural re.«toration of the

editors, very much farther from the truth than tlie reading of their stone, which, if they

copied it correctly, was BIPnjOYC, The epithet fiipuTos ('bi-rotus') is of course

inapplicable to a wheel ; and ^irarovs, which is proliably the true reading of Gei'.y as of

Meg., was an unknown word and naturally did not occur to them.

Aopp,ciT(tfpiov (' dormitorium ') is of course a sleeping-carriage—not a litter, however, for

it had wheels. The following passage, which is quoted both by Forcellinus and Du Cangt^,

includes several of the oxr)paTa ('vehicula') of our list. It is part of St. Jerome's

commentary on Isai.ah Ixvi. 20 ; he enumerates the ditferent vehicles, &c., in which it

is said the peojile shall be brought to Jerusalem as an offering to the Lord, ' Equos et

quadrigas, et rhedas et lecticas, sive bastemas, et donuitoria, mulosque et mulas, et camiras,

et diversi generis vehicnla.' The distinction here made between ' dormitoria ' and ' lecticae

sive basternae ' seems at first sight to bear out the meaning (' carriagt- ' not 'litter') in our

inscription ; but it must be admitted that later on St. Jerome appears to use ' basternae

'

and ' dormitoria ' indifferently.

Lines 19-21.

—

Ger. AoppiTo>piov exov t[ovs T]poxf>vs Ay^i8(t)\Tovs ;^(i)]pij ai8fjpov •¥,/3.

Lines 22-26.—Pirwrd.

—

Ger. fiipuiTa.

KaV Tov (TlStjpov, Xoyov y^vofi^vo'u tov (ri8'f|pov.— Ger. kui rnv <ji^r)pov be tov yiyvopevov.

But Ger.'s TOV ai8r]pov tov yiyvoptvov is meaningless, and the koi , . . 8f is rather

absurd. Our reading \6yov for 5* tov, and the repetition of tov a-ibrjpov, makes all char.

As to our reading /SirojTa, the Ihiid letter is not absolutely clear ; but it can hardly b(;

anything but a T, and is certainly not a P, Moreover the reading T brings this line

into accord with 11. 10— 12, with which it corresponds. Five kinds of vehicles {a-apiiyapa and

hoppfiTU)pia, with wheels /Strwroi and d>//-«tSa>Toi, and paibm of the latter kind) have been

mentioned, and their prices, without the iron, have been given. The present entry provides

for the case in which the same vehicles are sold with the iron. Instead of a repetition of

the whole list, the Jir^t of the five {crapdyapa /3ircora, a shortened form of aapdyapa ^itutovs

exovra tovs rpoxovs) is repeated, with the addition koX oxrjpura ra XotTra, which exactly =

'k.t.X.' or '&c.' The reading ^ipara, given by Wadd. and C.I.L. as that of Ger. alters

the whole drift of the passage, by introducing a new hind of vehicle, which is supposed to

be sold always with the iron. Probably Ger., like Meg., really reads (Sitcotu, but the word,

being unknown, was not recognized, and T is ea.sily mistaken for P.

Note that the reading (iiTaTu destroys the evidence for the two-wheeled aapdyapiw
;

cf. note on a-apdyapov, 1. 10.

KavOwv, here 'tiers'—not the wooden periphery, which we have had already.

Tiine 27.—Kapovxov Pit<i>tov.— Ger. Kopovxa .JiiyCiTa. The luimer.il ,C is absont

from Ger.

Kapovxa (= carruca) is of course more correct than Kapovxov ; but in tliis inscriplion

genders are treated with great contempt. Thu.s, Kdppos and Koppnv are used indifleiently

(I. 29, 31), nXoipos (II. 32) = Lat. pluma, rpi^oXos (I. 37) = Lat. tribuluni. The last

however is not peculiar to our insciiption.

' Carruca ' in Latin appears to have been a high and pompous carri.ige of some kind
;

this at least is the impression given by .some of the pas.sagcs quoted by T)u C'ange :

'Senatores prosequebantur carrucls vuiantibus' (Paulinus, Kji'mt. 10 ml Sevcruw), and
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' alii sunimiun decus in carrucis sulito altioribus ponentea' (Cod. Thewlor. et Justin.). Note

that the ' carruca ' always has its wheels jytTwroi, and is, with one exception (the bopyLfirmpiov

(iiTuiTuv), the most expensive vehicle in the list.

fivTutr6v.—Though our reading {itruyruv is quite clear, it is conceivable that it is an error

for ^lyarov, the engraver not understanding fiiyaTov, and therefore substituting /StrwTor,

a word which he had had already. On the other hand ' bigatus ' is an improbable word

as an epithet of a carriage. No instance of such a use occurs. The proper epithet would

be'bijugus'; ' bigatus ' having a totally different meaning, viz. 'with a biya on it,' e.(/.

'bigatus nummus.' Note also that in Le Bas' copy all we have is PI ITT A, which is

meaningless ; and Wadd. can only say that Bl FATA on his squeeze is 'assez claire,' and

that he is quite sure it is not BIPOJTA. BITtOTA did not occur to hini as a possible

alternative. The conclusion of all this is that Mey.'s reading ^it<ot6v is the right one, and

that /SiTWTa should take the place of fiiyara in Gei:

Line 28.—Htpt Kappuv.

Koppuv.

—

Ger. Kapop ; but Le Bas' copy has K APl////, which, combined with K APIN

in 1. 29, and K API ON in 1. 31, looks as if the real reading of the stone were K APPON,
double p, as in ifeg.

KdppMv in this heading appears to be a generic term for agricultural carts, including

the specific Kappov and apa^a, which are four-wheeled and two-wheeled respectively. There

must have been some vagueness as to the specific meaning of these words since it was

thought necessary to define them by the epithets Terpdrpoxov and 8iTpo)(os. The word
' carrum ' or ' carrus ' occurs both in Caesar and Livy, but always designates a barbaric

waggon of some kind. It was common in late Latin, apparently equivalent to the classical

'plaustrum' (' Plaustrum, quod vulgo carrum' ; v. Du Cange), which was both four- and

two-wheeled. In modern Greek while Kappo is the common word for an agricultural

> art (cf. note on 1. 9), apa^a is a four-wheeled pleasure or travelling conveyance, most

commonly a * fly.'

As Waddington has remarked, the use of headings in this edict is very uncertain and

inconsistent. Thus, in the present case, no fresh heading occurs until 1, 53, Ilfpi

KoaKivav, while the heading lltpl Kdppav is properly applicable to three entries only

at most.

Lines 29, 30.—Kd^pov; ^,a4».

—

Ger. Kapov ; ¥,(rv. For Kapov Le Bas' copy has

K A P I N ; V. note on last line.

Lines 31-34.—K. o-ccnS.

—

Ger. Kapov a-faihi^piapdvov (neuter, as in preceding line).

Le Bas has K API ON, and I suspect the real reading is K APPON, double p, as in our

version ; v. note on 1. 28.

virip TOW IvXucov.— Ger. (C.I.L.) [>i]<i"[a] fi^oO ^Xi'i^v, (Wadd.) (>i]«r[a fv]yoi) ^vXivov.

I greatly prefer our own reading ; for Ger.'s reading, when \6yov is restored for fie tov in

1. 32, becomes untranslatable exc«pt by taking the words in a very unnatural order ; and
the restoration Xoyov is certain. At the same time, t6 ^vXikov, absolutely, for ' woodwork,
is peculiar.

\6yov.—Ger. 8« tov ; v. note on 11. 22—26.

oIJtws.—Absent from Ger.

6^ti\(i iriirpd(ncco-6ai.— Ger. irinpaaKfadai, o0eiXet.

Lines 35, 36.—JAtra tiryov.— (?er. pfT\a Quyov.

&)jia4a, here two-wheeled. In one of the earliest places where the word occurs {Od. ix.

241) it is definitely stated to have four wheels, and such is the use of the word in

modern Greek.

Line 37.—TpipoXos.—Lat. ' trlbulum ' (from ' tero 0- The short ' i ' (v. Anth. Pal. vi.

104) arose from a confusion with rpX^ukos, a ' caltrop.' * Tribulum ' is a threshing-sledge.

Its use is best explained by Varro, de R. R. i. 52, 1 — * Id fit e tabula lapidibus aut ferro

asperata, quo [quae ?] imposito auriga aut pondere grandi trahitur jumentis junctis, ut

discutiat e spica grana.' And Pliny (xviii. 30, 72) enumerates the different modes of
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threshing, ' Messis ipsa alibi tribulis in area [the sledge], alibi eciuarum ^Teaaibua exteritur

[treading], alibi perticis Hagellatur [the flail], v. also Verg. (Jeoryica I. 1G4.

Line 38.

—

}i^*rii Ivyov.

—

Ger. [/t]<Ta $vXo»» ; but our (vyov is (juite clear ; and, the

plough being almost (often quite) entirely of wood, Gcr.'a ^vXuv if. meaningless. The
cheapness of the plougli (1». 8d. ; but v. Introduction) is interesting. Both the licsiodic and
the Vergilian plough were extremely simple structures ; and the plough used in Arcadia

at the present day is almost identical with the Hesiodic and hardly more elaborate ; the

only difference which one can discover being the addition of the Vergilian 'aures' or
' earth-boards.' I have seen such a plough in course of construction by a countryman,
and he assured me he could complete it in a day.

Line 39.—IlavYXa f^roi yXcvSui Xp.

—

Ger. dUfWap TopoPivrqif ¥i^. I can bring these

two readings into no relation to each other ; both must have been in the original, unless

indeed 'paricula,' which he did not understand, suggested diKtWa to an imaginative

engraver.

IlavyXa.—No doubt the Latin ' pavicula,' a ' rammer ' or ' beetle,' for beating down
earth in making a floor or the like. Its use is explained by Cato, de It. K. 91 (to make
an 'area' or threshing-floor), ' Comminuito glebas bene, deinde coaequato, et jHiviculig

verberato.' The word is derived from *pavio' (cf. nalo)), to 'beat,' 'pound/ whence
' pavimentum.'

rXcvSta.—A clue to the meaning of -ykfiidia may probably be obtained from the entry

'gulbium' in Du Cange. ' Gulbium ' is there explained in the following terms :
* Instru-

mentum ad hortuiu excolendum, apud Adalardum in Statutis antiquis Monasterii

Corbeiensis cap. 1, Scalprum, Gulbium, et falcilia, &c.' ' Instrumentum ad liortum

excolendum ' seems to me hardly a satisfactory explanation. From the position of the

word, between * scalprum ' and ' falcilia ' [? falcula], I should rather suppose it to be a

CM«t«^-in8trument of some kind. In this connection, Mr. Hyslop, of King's, has called

my attention to the word ' glubo' {v. Lewis and Short). ' Glubo ' = y\v(})a>, and occurs in

Cato {de R. R. 33, 5) and Varro {de R. R. i. 55, 2) in the sense of ' to bark ' or ' to peel.'

I am inclined to think that this verb is the origin both of ' gulbium ' and yXevSui. The

derivative noun was probably 'glubia' or 'glubium.' This word has been corrupted, on the

one hand, in the Statutes to ' gulbium ' (transposition of u and I)—possibly this was even

the form in use at that time—on the other, by the engraver of our inscription, who did not

understand the Latin word, to 'gludia,' yktihia (substitution of D for B). Both transitions

are of the easiest ; and for the discrepancy in gender, v. note on 1. 27. yXeu8ia, then,

—properly -yXeu/Sia, Lat. glubia or glubium—is an instrument for barking trees.

Line 40.—A^XaPpa ; irroiov.

—

Ger. 2/x[i»']u'r;j' ; irrvov. At]XdPpa should no doubt be

boka^pa — Lat. ' dolabra,' a ' pick.' Possibly it was wooden, like the rvpxn of 1. 43, and

(probably) the dpe'iva^ of 1. 42 ; afuvvri is the Greek translation of the same word.^ Here,

as in the succeeding line, the Geronthraean engraver translated, the Megalopolitan

transcribed.

TTToiov, irrvov.—The interchange of oi and v shews how early the degeneration of

Greek vowel-sounds set in. Probably by the end of the 3rd century a.d. ot and u were

pronounced alike, as they are at the present day. Similarly, t and v {e.g. layipr) = vayivT)) ;

I, ft, and Ti {e.g. Is = fls; oXoatipiKov {Meg.) = oXocrrjpiKOP {Car.), &c.).

The position of ttto'iop—among spades, forks, and picks—is noticeable. It is not a

winnowing-fan, but a winnowing-shovel, with which the threshed com was thrown up

against the wind. Possibly even the notion of winnowing had disappeared, as in modern

Greek the diminutive (f)Tvdpi is the ordinary word for a shovel.

Line 41.—UaXa..—Ger. ^LaK[(\Xav]. IldXo = Lat. ' pala,' a spade ; Rich adds ' with an

iron blade,' apparently on the authority of Columella ; but the price given here (less than

Id. ; but V. Introduction) implies a wooden instrument of the simplest kind. Ger.'a

1 (Tfjiivvrt is not = ' bidens,' ' hoe,' as L. and S., but = ' dolabra,' 'pickaxe.' This is proved

by Ar. N'ub. 1486, as well as by our inscription.
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translation /wiicfXXa suggests that the fioKtWa also was a spade ; and there is nothing either

in the word itself, or in the passages cited by the lexica, to conflict with this. The
explanation of L. and S., ' pickaxe,' is disproved by one of the passa^^es cited by themselves,

Luc. dial, cum Hes. 7, a passage which decidedly favours the rendering ' spade.' Lastly, if

^(iKcXXa in Ger. was not a spade, then the spade was altogether absent from the list.

Line 42.—0p€ivoi—Absent from Ger. The price alone remains. 0pciva{, 6ptva| =
a three-pronged fork ; of. Arist. Fax, 567. It is so cheap, that it must, like the two-pronged
fork which lollows, have been wooden.

Lines 43, 44.

—

Ger. (Wadd.) /io . ouy . . . i^

X afiov

. ¥ pv8.

C.I.L. ditto, with slightly diflfereut intervals. Evidently in ffer. the numeral 3 has

got out of place, so that what were really two entries have, in the transcript, been combined
into one. This gave pv8 — 154, a ridiculous figure.

As to the letters, which evidently were not very clear, I suppose that what the

transcribers have got as MO . OYT . . . N was really AlO . OYC . . . N .

(= 81680VS $v\ivTi), and that . . . AMOY . . . should be . . . AMOA . . .

(= TTfVTafiobiaia).

TupX'V—Cf. Du Gauge's Greek glossary, 'Tvpxq, Furca, in Gloss. Gr. Lat.' He adds
' Puto legendum (pvpKrj ;' but our inscription confirms rvpxy] a.s the correct reading. Tvpxr)

81680VS, then, = a ' two-pronged fork.'

<rKa^i\ TTcvTapioSiaCa = a ' five-modius tub.' The ' modius ' was about a peck.

Line 45.—M<J8ios S'J^ivos, a ' wooden modius-measure ; ' chiefly used for measuring

corn ; v. illustration in Rich. The 'modius' there figured seems to be aiSrjpfvBtTos

(' strengthened with iron bands '), as in the next entry in our inscription.

Line 46.—<ri8'»]p<v8€Tos.

—

Ger. aiSrfparoi, with same meaning.

Line 47.—KdpaOa; Kd|ti)Xa; <n]p.o8ui(a; ytytvr\\iivt\ T€TOpv€V|ievtj.

—

Ger. ya^adav;

KovfiKav ; (TTjfioblav
;

y(vopivrj[y\ Topov(VTr)v. (Wadd. notes that the ko of KovfCKav is

doubtful.) Kd^aOa, or ya^aOa (Lat. gabata) appears to be a hollow dish or bowl for

food. That it is a bowl, and not a flat dish is proved : (a) by its epithet here, o-iy^ioSta/n,

.shewing tliat it held a fixed measure
;

(b) by the absiird etymology given by Isidorus and

others [i'. Du Gauge], viz. from 'cavata* 'hollowed'; (c) from Hesychius' rendering of

yadiiBov, ' rpv^Xiov,' a mistake which could not have arisen if it had been a flat dish. That

it was a bowl for food, and not a drinking-bowl, appears (a) from Martial xi. 32, 18 ; where,

describing the dinner given by Gaecilius, where all the dishes are of ' cucurbita ' or * gourd,'

he says of the steward, 'Sic implet gabatas paropsidasque, Et leves scutulas, cavasque

lances,' all of which are dishes of various kinds—there is no reference at all to drinks
;

{!)) from a Ghristiau writer, Fortunatus (c. 600 a.d.), ' Carnea dona tumens argentea Gavata

perfert,' which shews that its meaning remained imchanged.

To the meaning of Kd|iT]Xa {Ger. Koptika) I have found no clue. It must have been a

vessel of some kind, and probably received its name icd^i^Xa from its shape.

Lines 49-end.—The remainder of this column is new ; I have nothing to collate with

it. It is a continuation of Wadd.'s chap, xv., which breaks off abruptly at this point, the

Geronthraean fragment here coming to an end.

Line 49.—(ivXos Kapa\XapiK<Js, 'horse-mill
' ; «v XtOois apparently = kidivos.

Line 50.—jivXos 6viK<is, 'a^s-mill.' Cf. Mark ix. 42, where fxvXos uvikos is translated

'a great mill-stone' in the R.V., the horse, for such purposes, being unknown in Palestine.

Here it is by no means the greatest. The order in price (as in size) is (1) water-mill (/iv'Xoj

{j8pa\(TiKiis)
; (2) horse-mill

; (3) ass-mill
; (4) hand-mill (xeipopvXni). The prices must be

for the stones only, the price for the water-mill especially being too small on any other

suppo.sition.

Line 53.—A new heading, 'Sieves.'

Line 54.

—

Kootkivov oXuvikov.—This was, I suppose, a irin)ioiring-s\cvc. Two pr.icessos
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had to be gone through, viz. (1) casting up tlie corn against tlie wind, bo as to separate

husk from grain
; (2) sifting the grain itself, so as to separate hirge from small. The

modern 'winnower' combines both fiinctinns.

Lines 65, 66.—KJtJo-Kivov inrh S^pptaros k.t.X.—The difTereiice between this and l^i''

Koa-Kivov diTo fiiipoTjs of 1. 54 must be in tlie epithet, wliicli I cannot wholly decipher.

Line 67.—K<J<rKivov irXiKTiJv.—The sieves of 11. >i4— 50 were drums of hide, piii

Those of 11. 57 sqq. are n'SfKTv, i.e. a net-work like that of modern sieves. ¥i)T the KoarKitx.i

dni) ^vparfi v. illustration in Rich s.v. ' Cribrum.'

Line 58.— l8uDTiK<Jv, 'common,' 'ordinary.'— tSttorijf came from meaning a 'lay' as

opposed to official), to meaning a ' comuufti' (as oppo.sed to .superior) person. For Wtwror/.i,

= ' common,' v. Steph. Thesaurus, s.v. ; and for iSiwr^f, = a 'common person,' v. Col. IV.

11. 26, 27 of our inscription, 'XtVou rpa^vrfpov Is xpfiviv IdioDTwlv] t< Koi (f)ap(Xiapi.\on'' ;',

coarser material for the use of common people and slave.s.
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COL. [1.

1-80 New A X H

M X7

OY ^A XM
.0 XPOJMAT >A XA

XPCOM >A XK
NKAIXeACiJNINO;-

]^A XPN
INAIKOYNWTIAIOY 7/ A XP

10 OJ////

PA(()IKHICXNOTATH XA
AC<t)(jJPMBeAONH A XB
NHCAPK0PA4)HHT0ICArMA

IKH XB
15 TCONMICOtONTHCBeKTGY

////HC

AENANGPOJnOJKATAMeiAION
XB

HCMICGGCKATAMeiAINA XIB

20 ////KTOYPAKAPPOYrerOMUJNGY
ICAeiTPAC ,AC KAGEKACTGN
MeiAIGN XK
BeKTGYPArGMOYKAMHAGYeK
AeiTPOJN X KAOeKACTONMei

25 AION XH
BeKTOYPAGNGYrerGMOJMeNGY
KAGeKACTGNMeiAIGN XA

nePIXGPTGY
XOPTOYBIKIAC >B XB

30 XOPTOYHTOIAXYPGY }^A XB
nABGYAGY 7^^ XA

nePlHAGYMGY
nAGYMGYXHNeiOY y^A XP

nAOYMGYAIA4)OP0L)NGPNe(jJN i^A XN
35 niePAAenTAnGIKIAOJNGPNeOJN

AeiTPA A XB
eneACHToinAOYMGYAnoeAiKHC
AeiTPAl P K,\
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("Oli. II.

a Xt

f^ ^r

OV W Xfl'

fi XP«piaT<os> T>a ^\'

Xp«(i.<aTOS> "^a )(k

(v) Kal )^€X«v£v[ow]

fo- ^pv

'IvSiKOv va>Tio(ov >a Xp

10 §§. ? n«pi p€Xov](cs)[v ?

? BtXovTj . . .]pa<(>tKV| l<r)(voTaTt] ^8'

AivTtpjas <j>(opp.<T)s> piXdvT] a XP
BeXbJvT] <ra[K]Kopo4)Tj {JToi o-a-y(Aa-

15 §§. Ilepl] Twv (iktOwv ttjs PtKTOv-

[pj^s

. . . acv dvdpwiTM Kara p.c(\iov

^P'

? 'Ap,d^]iis |Jno-0bs Kara pciXiv a ^iP'

20 BeJKTOvpa Kd|&pou y€y*'K''*'^I*^^'"'^

Is XtCrpas ,aa-' Ka6* <fKa«rTov

p.c£Xiov ^K

BcKTOvpa
Y'^H'''^

KapiT|Xov €k

Xcirpwv \ Ka9' ^Kao-Tov fi€i-

25 Xiov Xt]

BcKTOvpa 6voD -ye-yoiiwutvov

KaO' ^KaoTOv p.clXiov ^i'

§§. Ilepl x6pT0v

X6pTov piK^as "JJP' XP'

30 XdpTou <^TOi dxvpov 7>8' XP'

IlapovXov 7?/ ^a

§§. riepl irXovfiOw

nXovjAOW xi"*^®^ ^*"'' ^p'

nXovpov 8i.a(|>dp(i>v 6pV€«v 77a' •J^v

35 IlT€pd Xtmrd iroiK^Xcov opviotv

Xefrpa a ^P'

E[p]€as <^TOi irXoiJiiov d-n-o cXCktjs

XciTpai p' ^,a

Denarii.

8

6

40

30

20

150

100

4

2

1-80 New
Cornea betwee
XV. and XVI
of Wadd. and

O.LU

2

12

20

8

4

2

2

1

100

50

2

1,000
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AYXNeiAOCKeNTHNAPIN X,A

40 KAN0HAHCHTOIKAAAMAN0HAHC

K€NTHNAPIN XP

nWMeNTOYHTOirNA(t)AAAOY >A ^H

AevTepOY 7^^ ^a
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45 niePArvniNAKe ^?
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nepiecoHTGC
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AIAKAAAICTH X,A

CTIX////HINAIKTICONAAIA ^,B

55 ACHMOC ^,ACN
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eXOYCA////MHKOYCK////////AinAA

TOYCno////AAC !? BAOTH ^,B<))

eNAPGMICKAAAICTHKPeBeiTAPIA

60 AeYKHAeiTPWN IB ^,AX

€NAPOMICAPABIKHHTOIAAMACKH

NHHe///yTePACOnOIACAHnOTOYN

BAnTHAOrOYreNOMeNOYTOYAei
TPlCMOYTHCePeACKAITHCnAOYMA

65 PicecocninPACKec0AiO(t)eiAei

eNAPOMICIAIU)TIKH >^i X())

AeAMATIKOMA(t)ePTIONrYNAIKei

GNezePIWNTPAXYTePCONCeCHMI

MeNONnOP<t)YPACICriNHC

70 AeAMATlKHANAPeiA////

KOCeXOYCAYnOBAATTHC////////

CTIXHCYNtei////PIK///////////////

YnOBAATTHC f //////////////////
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40

AwxV€i80S K€VT^VaplV ^01

KavOfiXTis <^Toi KaXanaverjXtjs

KcvT^lvapiv i^p'

15

60

55

65

70

^8'Aivripov fta,'

Ilrcpiv iradviov KaXXiorov a

IlTcpoL Y'i'''''i»'* Kt'

§§• Hcpl KaXdfiwv Kal )i.t\aviov

McXav^ou >a'

KdXafxoi na<})iKol 'AX«|av8ptivoi

fiovoYovarol izg'

KdXajioi 8tvT<^pas> <|>wp<jxt)s> k ^S

§§. IIcpl to-eiJTos

XXap,VS (TTpOTlWTlK'fl lv8lKTlWvd-

Xia KaXXfo-TT] ^ g'

Ztixtj IvSiKTicovdXia ^^p'

"Aorr,^os ^,a<rv

'Ev8pop,ls Is TrairvXtwva jiCa,

^XOw<ra (i^JKOvs Kal TrXd-

Tovs •Tr(J8as ip', PairTi] X,P<|>'

'EvSpofils KaXX£<rTt] Kpcpcrrdpia

\(VKi\ XciTpwv ip'
)(f*X'

'Ev8po|xls 'ApaPiKi?) <^oi Aap-ao-KT)-

VT] i\ €T€'pas 6iroia(r8T]iroTovv,

Pairri^, Xdyov 'ycvop.cVov tov Xet-

Tpi(rp,ov TTJs tp^as Kal rfjs irXov(xa-

p{o-£(i>s iriTrpdo-Kco-Oai ^<|>€iXci

'Ev8pO|xls l8l(0TlKTi ''"'' ^"K

AcXp.aTiKO|JLa(()^pTu>v y'^vaiKci-

ov i^ ipUov TpaxvTc'pwv, a-t(rr]\in-

[iivov, Trop4>vpas laYivrjs

AeXp.ariK'fi dvSpcCa [p.fj-]

Kos ^x*""^"- vwopXdTTTis [. . . ir<$8as /]

St^XT <rVV\|/«iptK[^ |Af)KOS ^x°^<^<^]

inropXdTTT^s y [Trd8as ?] . . .
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CTIXHACH////MOCeY///////////

75 AeAMATIKOM
CYNteiPiKO
AeAMATIKOM
toynh////

ex////

80 AeAM

(5 lines, and the entire lower slab, are missinr/.)

COL. II.

The second column is entirely new. It must come between Chaps. XV. and XVI, n

the arrangements of Wadd. and of the Corjms, since our Col. I. tacks on to the end of

their Chap. XV., and our Col. III. coincides with a part of their Chap. XVI. Col. II. did

not immediately follow Col. I. (in its present form), the lower part of all four columns

having been inscribed on a separate slab, which has not been discovered (v. Introduction),

There is therefore a gap at this point, corresponding to all (perhaps eighty-five lines) which

was engraved in this column on the lower slab.

Lines 1-10.—Of these ten lines we have fragments only. They refer to some article

which was sold by weight (the pound), and which appears from 1. 5 xp^Mf^W • • . to have

been of diflferent colours.

Line 7.—x'^^^'^L"^])
—

' of tortoise-shell ' ? or is it a colour ?

Line 8.—vwriafov.

—

v. note on IV. 11.

Line 10.—[n€pl pcXov] (w)[v].—The restoration is conjectural ; but fairly probable, as

headings are pretty abundant in this part of the inscr.

Line 12.—Sevrcpjos 4>wpn<T)s>,—'second quality.' In other parts of the edict, e.g. in

our Col. IV., npaiT. (f)wp., Sfvr. (^wp., etc.—or (pwp. a, <^u>p. /?, (/xip. y'— are regular formulae.

In other cases we have the full word (patpprjs, or the same thing with a short -o-. And in

places where the original is extant, we have the Latin ' forma,' of which t^wp/xj;, or (popfxt),

is a transcript.

The transition to this sense of the word ' forma ' (' class ' or ' quality ') appears in

Cicero's use of it for the sub-divisions of a genus, noted by Quintilian (V, 10, 62),

Waddington remarks (introductory note on Chap, VIII,) that under the Empire 'forma'

was a 'grade' in the imperial service, officials rising regularly from one 'forma' to

another. Our word ' form,' equivalent to * class,' in a school, is an extension of this.

Line 13.— cra[K]Kopd<J>Tj,—The stone reads clearly (rapKopd(f>T). That this is a mistake

for aaKKopdcf)}} is clear from the following entry in the Etymologicum Magnum :
' AKta-rpa—

fj jSi'S.ovrj Tj fid^cov, ^v vvv cr a K Ko p a(^ lov Ka\ov a iv.^ Since it was a large needle, and

used for sacking, it was probably what we should call a 'packing-needle,'

Line 14.— o-a-Y}Jia[T]iK'/j,—Another large needle, perhaps a saddler's needle, aayna being

a ' pack-saddle,'

Lines 15, 16.—A new section,—rates for carriage and porterage. ^cKTovpa = 'vectura.

Lines 17, 18.— . . . aev dvOpwirw Kara (xcCXiov.—The reading is certain. aayii\a ev is

ft possible restoration, but I do not consider it satisfactory. In any case the wages are for

porterage by hand. The price is very low. Possibly the missing word was some measure
of weight—that of a small-sized package ; so that the porter could earn twice or three

times the amount in a single journey.
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St^xt 4<rtmos (ti)

75 A€X}iaTiKii(n) [at^priov . . i]

<rvv\|/€ipiKJ>[v . . . ?]

AcXp-UTiKopi [a4>^pTiov Mow]

Tovv^i[<riov 6aXdo-(riov (if)KO$
?J

t\[ov viropXdTTiis . . . iriiSas I]

80 A€Xn

(The lov^er portion of the missing slab corresponds to Wadd. XVI. 1—18,

CJ.L. XVL 1—20.)

Line 19.— o(td|]iis.—The restoration is purely conjectural ; but may well, I think, be
correct. The word is of the right length to fit the line ; it comes naturally alongside of

Kappov (1. 20) ; and the price is suitable—viz. rather more than half the hire, of the Kappop,

which had four wheels, while the ap.a^a had two.

ficiXiv, for pei'hiov. The termination -iv for -lov is common in late inscriptions. We
may compare K(VTr)vapiv for Kevnjvapiov in 11. 39 and 41.

Lines 20-22.—Rate for carriage by waggon, 20 denarii a mile. For this rate the

employer is entitled to a load not exceeding 1,200 Roman lbs. {Is 'Kdrpas ,a(T).

XcCrpas —Adrpa (or XtVpa) = Lat. 'libra,' 'a pound.' The Roman pound was equivalent

to about 072 (= nearly f) of an English pound. The symbol for it in the inscription is >,

which perhaps= Xi<Tpa>, Other symbols employed, in different versions of the Edict,

are A (Ger.) /f^ (Car.), and ^ (Megara). In Latin fragments of the Edict the usual

abbreviation is 'Ital. P°' ( = Italicum Pondo).

y(yo\i<a<Zyi.i>vov,—two letters accidentally omitted. The verb yopoui, from yopos, is

not absolutely unknown ; one instance is quoted from Babrius.

Lines 23-25.- Rate of carriage by camel.
—
"Why Is Xefrpas ,a<r in the preceding entry,

^K XiiTpwv x' here ? It is hardly likely that in one case the maximum load, in the other the

minimum, for which the charge was made, is given ; so we must suppose that the difference

is merely in the point of view— one is 'up to,' the other ' down from,' the fixed amount.

Line 28.—A new heading,— 'Fodder.'

Line 29.— PiK^as.—Lat. vicia, 'vetch.' The meaning of 'vicia' is suflBciently estab-

lished : (a) by the identity of name with our ' vetch,' (i) by its use as fodder, (c) by
Pliny XVIII. 15, 37, where it is classed among leguminous plants, {d) by Varro, de R. R.

I. 31, 5, where the word is derived from ' vincio ' because of its clinging tendrils.

Why the price should be fixed for 2 lbs. is not clear. In the next entry the amount

fixed is 4 lbs., and in the succeeding entry 6 lbs. Presumably these were ordinary ' feeds.'

If the sale of larger quantities were contemplated, the rate would be either per lb. or (more

probably) per cwt. (Kevrrjvapis ; cf. 1. 39).

Line S0.^\6prov.—Here a specific kind of fodder, as opposed to the generic sense of

the word in 1. 28. Presumably ' hay,' the fodder par excellence. The word is frequently

used as = Lat. faenum ; e.g. in the proverb ';^oproi' e^ei in\ tov Keparos' (v. L. & S.) ; and

the modern xop^ov = 'grass' (plur. 'green vegetables'), 'hay.'

dxvpov.

—

a^vpov = Lat, palea, 'chaff.' The combination with \6pjoi, 'hay,' is a

natural one ;—'palea plures gentes^»-o/«fHo utuntur' (Plin. XVIII. 30, 72).

Line 31.—iraPovXow.

—

na^ovKov = Lat. pabulum.—Here a special kind of fodder, for

whose nature there is no sufficient evidence. In any case the name ' pabulum ' proves it to

have been in very common use, and the price (1 denarius for 6 lbs.) is extremely low. In

the absence of more certain information, I propose the following. There was a kind of

fodder called 'ocinum,' much commended by Catn, Varro, Pliny, which grew quickly, was

H.S.— VOL. XI. V
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cut (or better, plucked) green, and grew again- It is said to have been a kind of trefoil.

Forcellinus gives this ' ocinuna ' as a special meaning of the word ' pabulum.' His authority

for this specific use of the word absolutely {i.e. without further explanation) is insufficient
;

but undeniably that meaning would suit the present passage. There is a kind of trefoil in

use at the present day—the ' sainfoin '—which corresponds very nearly with the ancient

' ocinum,' It is a good fodder, grows so quickly as to yield three crops a year, and is in

consequence extremely cheap.

Line 32.—n€pl IIXovjiov.—Properly 'down,' as appears from the first two entries, in

which ttXoC/xoj is markedly distinguished from the Trrepa XeTrra of 1. 35. But, as a heading,

it is used loosely to include (a) down, {h) down-like substances, 11. 37-43, (c) feathers of

various kinds, 11. 35, 6 ; 44, 5. nXov/xoj (or perhaps ttXoO/xoi^) is a transcription of Lat.

'pluma,' with a reckless disregard of gender (cf. note on I. 27).

Lines 33, 34.—'Goose-down' ; 'mixed down' ;—no doubt for stuffing cushions, etc., like

the TrXov/xof of 1. 37 and the yva(\)aK\ov of 1. 42.

Line 35.— ' Small feathers of all sorts of birds,'—only Jj of the price of down. The

feathers, like the down, are probably for stuffing. If for decoration, noiKiXav might be

translated ' many-coloured
'

; but the price is, I think, too low. Besides, both the preceding

and the succeeding entries refer to stuffing.

Line 37.—^'E[p]6is firoi irXov^iov dirb tX^KTis.—The stone reads eV/ar, which is meaning-

less. The tX^KT) is a small variety of the willow (Theophrastus, Hist. Plant. III. 12 ; Pliny,

XVI. 37, 69). It is worth noting that Theophrastus gives eXiVr; as specially an Arcadian

name, so that possibly the word is peculiar to our version of the Edict ;— at the same time

Pliny uses it as a matter of course.

What is meant by the ' wool ' or ' down ' of the willow ? Presumably the ' catkins' or

' palms.' The following passage, to which the Master of Trinity Hall has drawn my
attention, is very much to the point. It is from Evelyn's Silm, Bk. I., chap. 20, § 8. The

writer is speaking of the ' Hopping Sallow,' which, like the fKiKr) of our inscription, is a

small variety of the willow.—'The Hopping Sallows open and yield their palms before

other Sallows ; and when they are blown . . . the palms ... are four inches long, and

full of a fine lanuginous cotton. Of this sort there is a Salix near Darking [= Dorking] in

Surry, in which the Julus bears a thick cottonous substance : A poor body might in an

hour's space gather a pound or two of it, which resembling the finest silk, might doubtless

be converted to some profitable use by an ingenious housewife, if gathered in calm evenings,

before the wind, rain, and dew impair them : I am of opinion, if it were dried with care,

it might be fit for cushions, and pillows of chastity, for such of old was the reputation of

the shade [?] of those trees.'

The reference at the end is no doubt to the 'lygus' or 'agnus castus,' whose leaves,

according to Pliny (XXIV. 9, 38), were used for beds by the matrons at the Thesmophoria.

If the ' agnus castus ' was really a willow (Pliny only says it resembled a willow), it was

probably not the leaves, but the ' palms,' which were used.

Line 39-—Av^vtiSos.—(For the substance of this note, and that on line 40 below, I

have to thank Mr. W. R. Paton, who has corrected a former error of mine on the subject

of these two lines.) The reference is, as Mr. Paton has pointed out to me, to the

Xvxfij plant, mentioned by Pollux (X. 41) as used for stuffings. It was even, Pollux says,

at one time known as dvdr)\ri, a word commonly employed in a more general sense for

downy flowers of any kind (v. dvdfiXt] in the Thes. Gr. Ling.).

KcvHjvapiv,—for Kfvrr^vapiov (cf. nfiKiv for fxeiXiov, L 19) = Lat. ' centenarium,' 100 lbs.

It is equivalent therefore to the Xeirpai p of the preceding line.

Line 40.—Kave^X^js <jtoi KaXap,avd^XT)s.—KaXajtave^Xt] is the downy flower (di/^ijXi;) of

the reed. KavO'^jXi] must either be a slip for dvdTjXr]- due perhaps to the k in KoKapavOrfKr)

which follows—or (as Mr. Paton suggests) may stand for dKavdavBriXr], i.e. 'thistle-down,'

the middle syllable being dropped for the sake of euphony, the initial a- either from
careless pronunciation or by an engraver's error. A former suggestion of my own, that

tavSrjXr] was some kind of rush (whence 'candela,' properly a rush-light, and Kuvdr^Xia,
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properly rusk-haskets), must be abandoned, unless it can be shown that any part ui the
rush was used for stuffing.

If Kave^X,, is a mistake for i^^X,,, di^,jXr, is here used in a Hpecific, as ojjposed to its
general, sense, designating seme speciiil kind of downy flower

;
just as ' tonientuni ' in 1. 42

designates some special kind of stufting.

Line 42—[T]«iH^yTov 1^ Trya4KiXXov.—The stone reads clearly nw/xtWou {n,l>y^tvTov =
pulmentuni)—a word more familiar to the engraver. P^viduutjy it should be Ta,;i«Wov =
tomenti, 'stuffing,' 'cushioning.' The best commentary on Yva<j><iXXow is Pliny XX VII. 1061—

'
Gnaphalium \al. gnaphaUium] aliqui chamaezelon vocant ; cujus foliis albis niolli-

busque p-o tomento utuntur ; sane et similia sunt' [i.c. the gnaphalium and the chamaezelon],
V. also Pollux X. 41. The 'gnaphalium' in modem botany i.s the ' cudweed,' a genus which'
includes, among other varieties, the 'edelweiss.' The part used lor stuffing would probably
be the ' involucral bracts' ; but the whole plant is of a somewhat woolly nature.

Line 43.—Bcirrfpov,—'second quality.'

Lines 44, 45.—Peacocks' feathers are sold singly, vultures' in bundles of twenty-five.
These are of course not for stuffing but for ornament.

Line 46.—Iltpl koXoilmv xcd [i,€Xovun».— ' Pens (reed-pens) and ink.' The ink is sold by
the pound. This tallies with what we know already of Greek and Roman ink ;— it was
solid, like our ' Indian ink,' and had to be mixed when required. Daremberg and Saglio
{sv. Atramentum librarium) appropriately quote Deni. de Corona^ p. 313, where Aeschines
in his boyhood, is described as performing menial offices in his father's school,—among
others '•to fitXcu/ rpi^y.^ It was made of the soot of resin compounded with gum (Vitr.

VII. 10, 2). The inscription proves it to have been extremely cheap.

Lines 48, 49.—koXojuh Uo^ucol 'AX^avSfxtvoi.—On the analogy of other passages
(e.g. III. 40, 41, where see note), this should mean ' Paphian made in imitation of
Alexandrian,' or vice versa. • Paphian or Alexandrian ' would be Uatp. {JToi 'Wt^avbp.

Nothing is known of Paphian pens ; Alexandrian, or at least Egyptian pens are

mentioned with special approval by Pliny (XVI. 36, 64) and Martial (XIV. 38, 1). Pliny

also mentions the pens of Cnidus, and those from the region around the Anaitic lake (in

Armenia).

|iovo-yovaTo(,

—

i.e. made of a single joint of the reed. As this is a pen of best quality,

one must suppose that a pen of which the whole length was cut out of a single joint was
more pliant, more convenient to hold, and at the same time harder to get, than a pen
made out of several. The 'second quality' pens of the next entry cost exactly ^^j of the

cost of the better kind. A reed-pen, cut ready for writing, has actually been found at

Herculaneum ; it is figured in Daremberg and Saglio, s.v. Calamus.

Line 50.—Acvt<^jos> ^mp<^ifs>.—C{. note on 1. 12.

Line 61.—Hcpl kr^ifns-—*Clothing.'—This heading includes (1) all the rest of our
Col. II., (2) probably also the entire lost part of this column (i.e. those portions which were
inscribed on the lower slab, the latter part of which coincided with Wadd. Chap. XVI.
1-18, C.I.L. Chap. XVI. 1-20), (3) our Col. IIL 1-33 (= Wadd. Chap. XVI. 19-45, C.I.L.

Chap. XVI. 21-37).

Line 52.—x^'H****—* short cloak,—especially used for riding, and in the army. At
Athens in classical times it was the characteristic dress of the ' ephebus ' : v. Diets, passim.

IvSiKTiuvoXui = Lat. ' indictionalis,' the adjective formed from 'indictio,' a 'tax' or

'impost.' Here the reference is to the system of the 'annona,' under which imperial

officials were entitled, as part of their salary, to be provided witli clothing at tlie expense

of the provincials. Cf. Vita AVnni, 10, 'Iluic [sc. praefectu] salarium duplex decrevi,

vestem militarem simplicem'; Vita Claudii, 15, ' tantum vestium quam proconsulatui

Africano ' ; Cod. Theod. 7, 6, * canonem vestium ' ; and, for the word ' indictio ' in a

similar sense, ibid. 6, 26, 15. I have to thank Professor Pelhain for tliis note.

Line 54.—^rfxn-—A translation of Lat ' strictoria,' as appears from Chap. VI I. 56

(Wadd.) of the Edict, where both Greek and Latin are extant. ' Strictoria,' being derived

Y 2
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from 'stringo,'—has been explained as a tight-fitting tunic of some kind. Both the above

conclusions are confirmed from another source, viz, Corp. Gloss. Lat. II. 189, ' Strictoria,

(rrtxapw" ' 5 ihid. II. 438, ' a-rixoptov, tunica.' The form otix7 is peculiar to this Edict.

Line 55.—-"Ao-ij}!,©?,
—'plain.' Contrast with o-ftnj/it/ieVoi/ in 1. 68. In III. 49 it is

contrasted with aKovrXarov, ' check.'

Line 56-58.—"EvSpojiCs.—The 'locus classicus' for the 'endromis' is Mart. IV. 19,

—

where it is described as a thick garment of Gallic wool ('Sequanicae pingueni textricis

alumnam *), to be worn when taking (one would rather suppose after taking) exercise, and

proof against wind and rain. Its warmth is further proved by Juv. III. 103,—where the

' Graeculus esuriens,' shamming cold to keep his patron company, 'accipit endromidem.'

In shape and size it is supposed to have resembled a blanket. The meaning ' rug ' or

'blanket' is confirmed by the inscription, but the use of the blanket is different. It is

employed not as an over-garment (the original meaning of the word), but (a) as a tent or

awning (i'. next note), (b) as bed-covering.

•irairvXuava.

—

nairvkiu)!/ = late Lat. papilio, a ' tent ' or * canopy,' from its resemblance, on

a large scale, to a butterfly ; hence Fr. 'pavilion' (same word as 'papillon'), Eng. 'pavilion.'

How came a blanket (c'cSpo^is) to be used Is irairvXicii/a ? I suppose th;it this, like the

preceding entries, was (rrpari(OTiKr],—an army 'regulation' blanket, which could hi used

in various ways, among others as a sort of canopy against sun and rain. Its size, 16 feet

each way, is sufficient to allow of this. /SoTm;, * dyed ' ; as opposed to XfVKt] in the next

entry.

Lines 59, 60.—^'Ev8po(».ls . . . KpcPcrrdpia,—a ' bed-blanket.' As there is no regulation

quality for this, and its value depended as much on thickness as on size, it is sold by

weight.

Line 61-65.—^"EvSpop,!? 'Apa^uc^ ^Jroi AanuurKiftn\ k.t.X.—If this was a bed-covering,

like the last, it was afancy blanket or coverlet. If, on the other hand, it was to be used as

an over-garment,—we may compare the Tyrian 'endromis' of Juvenal, VI. 24o. Note

the use of the wools of Damascus and Arabia, and the mention of embroidenj {nXovnapi-

afas). The ' endromis ' was properly an athletic costume, and a luxurious endromis, worn

by women, was regarded by Juvenal as a scandal,—almost as a contradiction in terms.

er^pas 6iroia<r8i)iroTovv,

—

8C. iptas.

XckTpurp>v,—'weight,' the Xdrpa being the standard.

Line 66.

—

ISudtik^.—v. note on I. 58.

Line 67-69.—A€X|iaTuco|uwj>^pTiov.—The word is new. Portions of it, more or less

disguised, are extant on the 'Theban' and ' Ist Carystian' fragments. Thus we have

. . . a\^epTow, . . . leprov, and in one case {C.I.L. Chap. XVI. 17) S€X/iaTtKo/ia(/)fpT[oy], but

without comment, as the word does not occur in Wadd.
AfXpaTt.KOfia(fifpTiov is compounded of two others, viz. (1) AeX|iaTucVj,—for which v.

Wadd.'s note on Chap. XVII. 11, and Du Cange, s.v. 'Dalmatica.' It was a tunic, fur

the shape of which at this period we have no evidence ; but its shape in later times, when
it was adopted as an ecclesiastical vestment, is pretty accurately described, for church

writers attached allegoric meanings to all its details. It was cruciform, had large sleeves,

was made of white wool, and was adorned with ta,"?sels (' fimbriae ') at the left-hand side and

with a purple stripe before and behind. Waddiugton is of opinion that at the time of this

Edict, and for a long time after, it was identical with the koXo^iov, which was sleeveless
;

but the evidence for this theory is insufficient, while the evidence of the Edict itself is all

against it, for we have several times repeated the entry deXp-ariKcov . . . ^roi KaXo^iwv ; and
igfrot in the Edict always distinguishes two different things, not two names of the same thing.

(2) Ma(|>^pTu>v or fxacpopnov.—The form p.a(^6pi.ov is already known ; in Lat. also

'mafors,' ' mafora,' 'maforteum,' etc. {v. Du Cange, both Greek and Latin). The commonest
meaning seems to be a female Zira/Z-covering ; but the references to it are extremely
inconsistent ; it appears not only as a head-covering, but also as a jre'jrXor, ifiariov, etc., and
in the only passage in which the form 'maforteum' occurs, it is evidently some kind of

tunic. It is consistent however in designating always some article o{ female dress ; and in

the present jjassage the combination with dfXfiaTucri makes it probable that it designates a
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tunic. The word (in the foirn fia<t>6ptoy) occurs in one inscription besides our own,

viz. C.I.G. 8695, no. 4.— (On a reliquary) ''E^ovo-uu.

—

Tit ^ac/xipiof t^it vntpnyuis

6<C(ot6>kov.'

Wliut particular kind of tnnic the combination of dcX^artic^ and na<j)tpTiov wa.s, ii is

obviinisly impossible to decide ; but we cannot be wnmj; in describing it as a woman's

b(\^aiiKT], in opposition to the d(\fiariKff uv8f)(ia of the siicceedin*^ entry.

<r€<rt]jiip.tvov,--' with a pattern,'— presumably the stripes of purple mentioned in my
dL'Scription of the fifX/xuTiKT] above.

irpo<|>vpas lo-Y^vTis,—more properly iayn 79.
— 'iry.cginum' was a kind of purple or

scarlet made fniui a plant ealletl vayrj, but the word was used loosely fur any vegetable

colour of the same hue. Thus Pliny (XXI. 26, 97) says that in Gaul the ' hyaciutbus' was

used as a dye for 'hysginum' ; and in a passage of tliis Edict (Wadd XVI. 94j, a taytv}

made of sea-weed is mentioned. For a further discussion of the word I must refer to

Wadd.'s note on the passiig referred to (XVI. 94). lie decides that the colour Wiis

intermediate between the scar it 'coccus' [the kermes insect] and the deep Tyrian purple

[niurex].

Lines 70, 71.— viropXdTnis.— BXaTTT; = Lat. blatta, a ' lump,' ' clot,' especially of blotnl;

thence purple, from its colour (!) ; not uncommon in late Latin. inofiXuTTT} is presumably

u purple of lighter shade : v. Wadd.'s note on Chap. XVI. 87. He finds that /^X'ttij is

tlie deepest (blackest) purple, and suggests that imo^Xi'iTTr] is violet.

p,f|Kos i\owra viropXdTTT|s.— I suppose that a numeral followed, as in I. 73, and in both

places I add n68av conjecturally. The btXiiariKf) was white, with strij^es of purple {0, note

on 11. 67-69), and the price apparently varied with the length of purjile stripes.

Lines 77-79.—:My restoration is of course conjectural. MuvTowrjaiov is the only word
wc can ri-uard as certainly correct.
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COL. III.

coi'lli-ii'zs BiPocpeinHcioc ^,h

^°^;='^i?o^ BIPOCBPeiANNIKOC ^S
(Wadd). BIPOCMeAITOMATHCIOC ^,r

BIPOCKANYCeiNOCKAAAICTOC
5 CHMICJTOC ^,A

BIPOCNOYMeAIKOC ^,r

BIPOCAPrOAIKOCnPWTOCreKAA
AICTOC X,;-

BIPOCAXAIKOCHTOI(t)PYriAKOC

10 KAAAICTOC X,B

BIPOCACJJPOC X,A<()

BANATANCOPIKHAinAHHTOlKA
TABIOJN XI^

BeAOZNOJPlKOCKAAAICTOCHTOI
15 BHAON xA

BANATATAAAIKH xA,e

BEAOZrAAAlKOC X,H

ClNriAICONNCjJPlKOC X,A<t)

CINriAltiJNrAAAIKOC X,ACN

20 CINriAIOJNNOYMeAIKOC XX
CINriAI(jJNct)PYriAKOCHTOIB€CCOC XX
4)AIN0YAAAAAIKHNHKAAAI X,e

nAINOYAABAAYCeiNH X,A

4)IBAAT(jJPI0NPAIAIKAN0N XM^BcJ)

25 (i)IBAATtOPIONTPeBePIKON X,H

(t)iBAATa)pioNneTOYBiajNiKON xe
<t)IBAAT0JPIONA(t)PON X/B

XAAMYCAAPAANIKHAinAHKAA Xf^,B<t)

XAAMYCAAPAANIKHAnAHKAA X
30 MANIOC X..A

CArOCrAAAlKOCTOYieCTINANBIA
NHCIOCHTOIBITOYPHTIKOC X,H

CAr0CA(|)P0C X<|)

nePIMIC0U)NTU)NnAOYMAPia)N
35 KAICeiPIKAPIWN

nAOYMAPIOJICCTIXHNCYNteiPI
KON ////A XC
ICCTIXHNOAOCeiPlKGNroA XT
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ICXAANIAAMOYTOYNHCIANroA ^KC
40 ICXAANIAAAAAIKHNHNMOYTOY

NHCIAN roA ^K€
BAPBAPIKAPI(jL)AIAXPYCOYePrAZOM€

NOjeproYnPWTiCTOYroA x,a

eproYAeYTepeioY xtN
45-6fi = oar. 45 B APBAPI K AP 1 0)1 COAOCeiPI KONro A X<b
CoL IL 26- ^
ii.46or47 eproYAeYiepeioY xy

^"is «?r43^ CeiPlKAPIWePTAZOMeNWICCYNtei

SrThVb. W8. PlKATPe(t)OMeN0JHMeP XK€
ICOAOCeiPIKONACHMONTPe(()HMe ^KC

50 ICOAOCeiPlKONCKOYTAATON ^M
rePAiATPe4)OMeNHeiMATioYne20Y
TOJNICnAPAAOCINHMeP ^18

eNeiMATIOICMOYTOYNHCl////HTOIC

Aoinoic x-r
55 nePIAANAPIOJN

A A N A////P I to e p rA zo MlIIInil

NHClAGAAACCIATPe<l)////////

icepeANTepeNieiNH////////

HAAieiNHN////////

60 YnepepeACAe
YnepepeACT
AINY<t)U)T

Te
ice

65 nepi

(20 lines, arid the entire Imver slab, are missing^

COL. III.

Of Col. II. five lines which were engraved on our slab are broken away, and the lower
slab (or slabs) is lost. Some of the contents of the latter are however preserved, though in

a very imperfect condition, on the 'first Carystian ' fragment, and are edited as C.I.L.

XVI. 1—20, Wadd. XVI. 1—18. Then comes our Col. III. which cori-ei=ponds to C.I.L.

XVI. 21—5G, Wadd. XVI. 19—GG (or possibly G7 ; the imperfect state of the stone at this

point makes it impossible to fix the limit with accuracy). Tlioiigh I say that our Col. III.

corresponds to a portion of C.I.L. and Wadd., it will be observed, from the quantity of
thick type employed in my edition, that our lines 1—35 (or more than half of tlie column)
are practically new. In this part C.I.L. and Wadd. have only a few letters here and there,

which it has often been dimcult to ((iMati- with ours ; I have neverthele.s.s thought it woitli
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Denarii.

'If ;(Xav(8a* Mourowijatai/ To a X»c«' . 25

40 *I« ;|fXavfda* XabiKrivrjv Moutov-

vfjo-iap To a' X««' 25

Bof^apucapifp bia ^Qtvuov ipya^oyii-

vm fpyov npa/rlrrov To a X,a' LOGO
"Epyov itxrrtpfiov X >/'«'' 750

45 'BapfiapxKapUo It oXoatipiKov To a' ^0' 600

'Epyov bfVTfpdov Xk' 400

puA Tpf<Popivta TJ|icp<'fj<ria> Xxf 25

Ir oXuacipucoy iiarjpov Tpt(};<Copivu > iipf^ prifTta ^ X«c»' 25

50 If oAofrcipiKov (TKovrXoroi/ Xm' 40

Ttp8ia rpt<Pop(vt] dpariov nt^ov

tS>» Is Ktipadoaiv r]pfp<.i)<Tia> Xi/3' 12

Ev fipariois Movrovvi}o-t[oif] ^ toT;

XotTTois X(tr') 16

55 §§. IIcpl XavapCwv

AavapCw* e(ryafo|x[€Va)* Moutov-]

vriaia 6dka(T<Tia Tpf<})[op(v<a "Jla' Xf*'] 40

'Is cp^v Ttp€VTfivT}\y* ^ AabiKTivTjv 1]

$ aXuLvtiv* [yfa XX'] 30

60 'Yw^ ^S 8<vr€p€p«'as* 77a' Xac'] 20

Yirip cp4as ifptTe/as* Tra' Xie'] 16

Aivv<^ t{p^O)i^(P if cpyof 7rp«-]

T«[tov fififprjtna X/*'] 40

*Is OOLpy"" ^fvr(p(7ov Tpt<f>opfva. Xk] 20

65 §§. n^

(7%e ^rs< par^ of the missing portimi corresponds to WadtL XVI. 67 {cr G8)

—

101, GJ.L. XVI. 57—100.)

while to indicate them where they do occur, as they are sufficient to establish the general

agreement which existed between the different versions of tlie Edict.

As to the sources of that part of chap. XVL in Wadd. and C.I.L. which corresponds to

our Col. III., they are the 'first Carystian ' fragment (Wadd. and C.T.L.) and, for the last

twenty lines, the 'Theban' {C.I.L. only). Wadd.'s edition of the Carystian fragment is

based on a copy by Lenormant, the edition in C.I.L. on a later copy by Kohler. The two

copies differ very considerably ; a careful collation of both with tlie readings of our own
stone has proved Lenormant's copy (Wadd.) to be almost wortbkss. I have determined

therefore to omit the collation of it from my notes, except in a few cases in which it supplies

a letter or two which are absent from Kohler's copy (C.LL.). The abbreviation ^ Car.'

therefore, except where '(Wadd.)' is added, may be taken as representing ' Car. (C.I.L.),'

i.e. the readings of the Carystian fragment as copied by Kohler and edited in the Latin Corpus.
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Line 1.

—

Car. {C.I.L.) [Bi'/Jpoj . . . ;
(Wadd.) Bt/j/jof . . . The epithet and price

are absent.

Tlie form /3t'pos (one p) is peculiar to our version. On the other hand, in I. 29, &c.,

we have Kappov (two p's) for Kapov.

BCpos.—The ' birrus ' was a woollen cloak of some kind with a hoed. It was a common
word under the later empire. Waddington quotes the Scholiast on Persius (i. 54), who
explains ' trita lacerna' by 'birrus attritus,' and the Scholiast on Juvenal (viii. 145) who
explains ' Santonicus cucullus' by 'birrus Gallicus.' Du Cange (s.r. birrus) should also

be consulted. The ' birrui: ' of our inscription, if one may judge by the prices, must have

been a more elaborate garment than the little cape figured in Rich, s.v. The word is said

to be derived from an early Latin 'birrus' or 'burrus' = 'red' (of. Greek nvppos) ; but

Wadd. is probably right in regarding it rather as of foreign origin.

'Pcwr^o-ios, Lat. ' Ripensis,' i. e. from tlie banks of the Danube. The part of Dacia,

e.g., which bordered on the Danube was called 'Dacia Ripensis' (Wadd.), and elsewhere

the epithets 'Noricus Ripensis' occur in combinalion.

Line 2.

—

Car. (C.I.L.) absent entirely
;
(Wadd.) [Blpjpos . . . From this point ten

lines are omitted in Mommsen's edition (C./.L.), with the note ' Sequuntur versus decem
lectionis desperatae.' These 'versus decem' correspond to our 11. 2— 15. But, though

entirely absent from the edition, a few letters are extant in Kohler's co]^!/, which Mommsen
used {C.I.L. vol. iii. pt. 2, p. 821). These letters I have quoted, wherever they were' fairly

certain, as evidence of agreement with Meg. Wadd. also has a few letters.

Bp€TavviK($3.—Unless this word = Bruttian (w. Guido, GeograpMca, § 67, Totius Orbis

Descr. 556), we probably have here the earliest mention of an import of wool or woollen

goods from Britain.

Line 3— Car. (C.LL.) ////OC/.M///M ATH/t X
(f)

(Wadd.) fiayr) X,«- This and the preceding entry are

combined in Wadd.'s edition ; wrongly.

McXiToiia-y/io-ios (= Melitomagensis). An unknown word. I do not profess to have

explained it ; but Mago being one of the chief towns in the Balearic Islands, and Melita

being the ancient name of Malta (as w^ell as of another island), it is posaihle that we have

here a wool produced at Malta in imitation of the Balearic (v. note on 11. 40, 41), or a wool

produced indifferently in both these place.s.

Lines 4, b.—Car. {C.LL.) //l/l/iyLEHH/M^

IIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIII^^

(Wadd.) v(Tt . . . av

Kavvo-tivos.—Canusium, in Apulia, was famous for its wool ; a yellow wool (' fulvus ')

was its specialty (Plin. viii. 48, 73). Suetonius records of Nero, as one example of his

extravagance, that his muleteers wore Canusian, ' soleis mulanim argenteis, canushmtis

mulionibus' {Nero, 30). The following passage from Pliny (viii. 48, 73), containing a list

of places famous for their wool, accords well with our inscription :
' Lana autem laudatis-

sima Apula, et qiiae in Italia " Graeci pecoris " appellatur, alibi " Italica " ' [I suppose these

are the wools from Magna Graecia, e.g. the Tarentine] ;
' tertium locum Milosiae oves

optinent. Apulae breves villo nee nisi paenulis celebres. Circa Tarentum Canusiumque

summam nobilitatem habent, in Asia vero eodem genere Laodiceae. Alba Circumpadanis

[e.g. those of Mutina ?] nulla praefertur,' &c.

<rT)|j.wi>T<Js, i.e. adorned with a stripe or pattern (like atatjpifjLtvov, II. 68). Or

does it mean ' marked,' i.e. with a trade-mark or the like, as proof of its being genuine

Canusian 1

Line e.-Car. {C.LL.) /// PO/NO//H////^,r
(Wadd.) B/p[poy]

Nou/ieStKof, ' Numidicus,' new as an epithet of woollen goods. In 1. 11 we have an

African birrus ' which is only half as costly.
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Lines 7-lL—At- this point the collation becomes difficult, since our two copies of the

Carystian Iragnient (those used in C.I.L. and by Wadd. respectively) diverge, not agreeiii^'

even in the number of lines. C.I.L. has three lines, corresponding to the number of enlrc

on our stoiie
; Wadd. has six, corresponding nearly with our number of lines. Ak it i-

impossible to equate them, line with line, 1 give both versions entire ;
—

(1) C.I.L. (KOhler)

/////////////

//TE //////

/////////////

(2) Wadd. (Lenormant)

. . . OC
rONRAN . . .

TAAA . .

.... TIKHTY .

Of all this, the only letters which can be equaled with ours are Wadd.'s . . . OC,
which form part of the ' B/po? ' of our 1. 7. The remainder he himself equates (and it was
inevitable) with a small fragment from Mylasa {C.I.L. vol. iii. pt. 2, p. 820), and would
therefore restore as follows :

—

2a\yov Ta\[\iK6v

AcX/ia]r(K^ yvl^vaiKtla.

This restoration, charming as it is, must be given up. The fault lies not in

Waddington, but in Lenormant, who copied letters which were certainly not upon the

stone. Kohler, with the same stone before bim, failed altogether to see them ; and so

great a divergence from the Megalopolitan version at this point is out of the question,

since, so soon as the inscription becomes clear—a few lines lower down— it agrees

with ours.

After this point Wadd.'s readings almost entirely cease to be of service to us ; I shall

therefore give the readings of C.I.L. only, except in special cases, and ' Car.\ unless otherwise

stated, must be taken as = ' Car, (C.I.L.).' Both are from the same stone, and, where

Wadd. (Lenormant) agrees with C.I.L. it is useless to quote them both ; where they differ,

C.I.L. is almost invariably the better copy of the two.

Lines 7, 8.—irpwros kcLXXio-tos.—I suppose a sort of superlative of koXXihtos, 'first

among the best,' 'A. 1
' ; perhaps a trade expression. Cf. (caXXiorr/r /xtVrjv in IV. 7.

Lines 12, 13—Car. // N ATA///// N A/-

BAvara.—This, and the p^8o| of the next entry (the two words are repeated in 11. 16

and 17), form one of the chief puzzles of the inscription. The probability is that both are

barbarous words (perhaps Gallic or ' Noric ') for over-garments of some kind. At the same

time it is possible that they are Latin ; and 'barbarous origin ' is a refuge to be turned to

only as a last resource. I therefore make the following conjecture, to be taken for what

it is worth.

First, what we require are over-garments—coats, cloaks, or the like.

Second, though probably of wool, it is not necessary they should be of wool ; transitions

of this kind being common, e.g. IV. 12, from wools of various kinds to hare's fur. Over-

garments were sometimes made of leather {v. Mart. xiv. 130).

Third, we have to account not only for the forms Bavara and B<So| of our own
inscription, but for the forms Ai'[ar]a and ESo| of Cai:

Now /3 in our inscription always represents either 6 or i; in Latin, generally the latter.
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The Latin forms therefore were probably ' vanata ' and ' anata ' (or ' hanata '), ' ved ix ' and
' edox ' (or 'hedox'). It has occurred to nie th;it the original forms may have been
' fanata ' and fedox,' which would account for both the variants. The relation between

f and V is obvious ; the relation between / and h is well-known to philologists. Varro

{de Ling. Lat. V. 19) gives an illustration which is very much in point. ' Edus ' (more

commonly spelt 'hedus' or ' haedus ') is in Sabine 'fedus'; 'ircus' (= 'hircus') is in

Sabine ' fircus.' It is quite possible therefore that the original form of our ^t8o^ was
* fedox,' which has varied on the one hand to * vedox ' (/a/So^), on the other to ' hedox ' (eSo^)

;

and that it came from ' fedus ' or ' hedus,' and meant * a garment of kid's skin.''

Similarly the original form of fidvura may have been ' fanata ' ; and since ' fannatiu

'

{v. Du Cange) in late Latin meant 'fawning-time,' ' fanna,' or .some such word, almost

certainly = French 'faon,' our 'fawn.' If so, jubt as 'fedox' (hedox) mny possibly come

from ' fedus ' and mean a ' kid-skin,' so ' fanata ' (hanata) may come from ' fanna ' and

mean a ' fawn-skin.' I give this suggestion for what it is worth.

NwpiKTJ, i.e. from the province of Noricum, south of the Danube, and partly coinciding

with the modern Styria.

KarupCwv.—Another new word. Is it a mista'ie for KaralBfjiuiu, i.e. ' mantellus

catabriatus,' an expression which is found in mediaeval Latin ?
' Catabriatus ' appears to

be rightly interpreted as ' strijied '
(<;. Du Cange).

Lines 14. 15.—Car. {C.I.L.) /AE/U/KOC///! X/

(Wadd.) . as . . . kos X/iv'<pia>.

B<8oi— i?. note on 11. 12, 13.

Pi^Xov.—Lat. 'velum,' generally = a 'curtain ' or au 'awning,' here more probably a

[large loose over-garment of some kind. Cicero, wishing to describe a loose, luxurious toga,

compares it to a ' velum '—
' velis amictos, non togis ' {Cut. ii. 10, 22), so that the change of

meaning is not difficult. Later, of course, velum = ' veil.'

Line 16.

—

Car.'Av . . a raXXt/cij X/x<vpta>.
Line 17.

—

Car. "eSoI (?) mWiaros X,»7, (The ,t} is taken from the copy). This is

the only line, in the portion 1—35, which Car. has complete ; and even here KoXKicrTot is

almost certainly a mistake for ToXXikos.

Lines 18-21.—These four lines, corresponding to three in Car., are there almost

entirely gone. Wadd. has

X ,6

ov X , ao

all of which is almost certainly wrong.

C.I.L. has the note ' Sequuntur versus tres qui legi non potuerunt ' ; but Kohler*s

copy, which he used, proves a general agreement with our version ; for it reads

—

///riAIWN///////

iiiv\Miiiiiniin

///iiiii/iiiiiim/i/

Line 18.—Siv^iXfwv.—Lat. ' singilio,' a word which occurs in Treb. Claudius (c. 300

A.D.), in a letter of the emperor Gallienus, ' Singilionea Dalmatenses decern,' (Du Cange) ;

where others read ' cingiliones ' (Forcel.). Elsewhere the form o-iyiXX/o)!' (= sigillio) occurs,

this form arising in a false etymology from ' sigillum ' (quasi i-estes sigillatae), as the form
' cingilio ' arose in a false etymology from ' cingo.' ' Singilio ' should probably be connected

with ' singulus,' * simplex,' &c., and denoted a simple^ as opposed either to a double or to

a made-up, garment. The prices, which are comparatively low, accord well with this.

The epithet ' Dalmatenses ' in the passage cited suggests a tunic ; but the position requires

an over-garment of some kind.

Line 21.—^pvyiaK^s.—The most celebrated Phrygian wools were those from Laodicea,

for which v. note on next line.
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B^o-o-os, 'Bessian,' i.e. from the Bessi, a Thracian tribe J We Bhoiikl rather expect

BfaaiKos ; but cf. "Ac^por, 1. 11 (and elsewhere).

Line 22,

—

Car. (price only) ^,€,

*aCvov\a, should be naivovXa (= paenula), as in next line. The form (l>alvov\a is a

compromise between the Lat. 'paenula' and the lute Greek <f>aii>6\r){y which bore the same
meaning.

The ' paenula ' was an over-garment of very thick woollen material, round in shape, and

sleeveless ; shorter than the toga, but long enough to cover the arms when hanging by the

sides {v. Forcellinus, sv.). Rich (s.v.) gives some u.seful references. It was used especially

in wet weather ; thus Galba, when asked for a 'paenula,' replied ' Non pluit, non opus est

tibi; si pluit, ipse utar' (Quint, vi. 3, 66). Milo, at the time of the meeting with Clodius, is

described as 'i)aenula imtit'Js' [the garment being sleeveless] (Cic. pro Milonr, xx. 54).

AaSiK^vT], 'Laodicean.'—This is the Laodicea in J-hri/gia, famous for its wool {v. note

on 11. 4, 5, quotation from Pliny) ; to be carefully distinguished from the Syrian Laodicea,

which was celebrated for its linen (v. Wadd.'s note on chap. xvi. 11). The woollen

materials of Laodicea were remarkable for their xpoa Kopa$T){= 'raven-black'—Strabo xii.

7, 16), and also for their softness (fiaXaKOTrjs). Pliny (viii. 48, 73) places them at the head

of Asiatic wools.

Line 23.

—

Car. (price only) X,fi.

BaXvo-tCvTi.—Possibly a lengthened form of BaXa-eimj, i.e. from Balsa (Plin. iv. 21, 35),

a town of Lusitania in Spain. Spanish wool occurs elsewhere in our in.scription {('pfoi

'A(rrvpKr]aias, IV. 5). As an alternative Mr. Hicks suggests that ' Venusina ' (Venusia in

Apulia) is intended.

Line 24.

—

Car. (price only) X a fi<vpia> ,^(f).

4>ipXaTwpiov, spelt in Car., where it occurs in a later passage, <f>i^ov\aiu)pi.ov.

' Fibulatorium ' is no doubt a cloak to fasten with a buckle or buckles. It occurs in

Trebellius as an epithet of ' sagum.'

'PaiSiKavov, from the lihoeti ? (cf. Hot. Od. iv. 4, 17 ; iv. 14, 15, &c.). They occupied

the modern Tyrol, and bordered on the Norici, whom we know already (r. 11. 12, 14, 18)

to have exported wool.

Line 25.

—

Car ov ¥:,r} . .

Tp«p«piK«Jv.—The Treveri, or Tieviri, were a Gallic tribe, whose territory was situated

between the Rhine and the Meuse. Their chief town, Augusta Trevirorum, is the modem
Trier, or Treves, on the Moselle.

Line 26.

—

Car ikov X,f.

IIcTovpicoviKdv.—Petovio (modern Pettan) was a town in Pannonia. Possibly, however,

the reference is not to Petovio, but to Patavium (modern Padova, near Venice), which sent

woollen garments, «&:c., in great quantities to Rome. The names were easily confused
;

Petovio is even called by Ptolemy (II. 15, 4) Uamviov. Strabo (v. 1, 7), commenting on the

flourishing condition of Patavium in his time, remarks :
' ArjXoI fie kui to nXrjdos: rfji nffino-

ptvijs Karaa-Kfv^s (Is ttjp ' Patfirju Kar ip.TTopiav, rav re aWoiV Ka\ {(rdrJTOs navTodaTrris, ttjv evavSpiav

T^s TTo'Xews Koi Tfjv fvivxlav.' And (v. 1, 12) ['Epeav 8i tt)v pfarjv—i.e. of medium roughness

—<j>fpovcnv] ' 01 TTept TlaTuoviov, (^ ^s o'l TdjrrjTfs ol no\vTf\('is, Acai yavcranot (a shaggy woollen

material), koi to toiovtov tlhos nap, d/x^t'/iaXXoj' re koI fTtpopxiWov' (i.e. with shaggy nap on

both sides or only on one). He goes on to say that for a softer wool Mutina had a greater

repute (v. note on 1. 39.).

Line 27.—Entirely absent from Car.

Line 28.

—

Car. has a portion of the price only . . p(f), an impossible combination.

The
(f)

alone is correct.

XXa|xvs, V. note on II. 52.

AapSaviK^.—Not from Dardanus in the Troad, but from the territory of the Dardani,

a tribe ^vhich occupied a district to the south of the Danube, corresponding to the southern

portion of the modern Servia.

Line 29.— Car. (the price only) X,f, an addition to our stone, on which the numeral

is indistinct.
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Line 30.

—

Car. (Wadd.) has the price only, X,S, probably a, mistake for our X,a ; but

our own numeral is not quite clear.

(C.I.L.) has the single letter . . a . , the restoration of a doubtful stroke in the copy,

which may have been the numeral. There is considerable confusion here in C.I.L., this

entry being in the cursive edition amalgamated with the next.

MdvTos,— ' Mantum ' and ' mantellum ' are common in mediaeval Latin
;
generally

neuter, but the masculine forms also occur. Isidorus describes it as a shoi-t cloak, even

deriving its name from its shortness, 'quod manus tegat tantum' (!). Its shortness perhaps

accounts for its cheapness ; but it cannot have been always short, for the word is sometimes

used as = pallium.

Lines 31, 32.— Car . . va . . a tov . . . ytjcoy X,7
which agrees almost perfectly with our btone.

SoiYos.—Lat. 'sagus' or more commonly ' sagum.' Both word and garment are of

barbarian origin. The ' sagum ' was a rectangular piece of ' shaggy ' [same word] woollen

cloth, thrown over one shoulder and buckled over the other. It was worn especially by
officers, common soldiers, and slaves, in place of the 'toga' {v. Rich, sv., and Wadd.'s note

on chap. XVI. 26).

'AvPuivVjo-ios = Lat. ' Ambianensis.'—The chief town of the Ambiani—known by the

name of the tribe—is the modern Amiens.
The present entry is probably identical with an entry in a small Latin fragment from

Mylasa—the fragment which Wadd. wrongly identified with our III. 7 sqq. (»». note on III.

7—11). The entry there reads 'Sagum Gallicum hoc est ... . octo milibus.' Wadd.
suggested ' Atrebaticum' {i.e. of Arras) to fill the gap, 'Atrebatica saga' being famous.

Amiens belongs of course to the same region.

BiTovpr]TiKds.—I suppose 'of the Bituriges.' Their capital, Avaricum, is the modern
Bourges.

Line 33— Car. . . . a . . . . X<^ .

a . . . . = "Alfppos].

34, 35.—A new heading.

Car. (Wadd.) HEPIT TUJNCHP
which Wadd. restored conjecturally Uepl t[)jj epyaalas] tqjv crr]p[iKS)v kgi t(cv tif^mv]. But
Kohler's reading (C./.L.)of which the only letters given as certain are

T/////0/////////AOY///7/

TUNCHPIKAPI////

proves the reading of Car. to have agreed in substance with our own. The first T should

of course be ff.

nXov|iap((ov.
—

' Plumarii ' = ' embroiderers
'

; the word referred originally no doubt

to some sort of ornamental feather-work, but afterwards to embroidery in general.

SeipiKapCwv. — Car. reads (Tr)piKapi\(i)v\. 'Sericarii' are proljably ' silk-z<7eawers,' but v,

note on 1. 47.

Lines 36, 37.

—

Car. ItKovfiapia h arixrjv a . . . Ko[y o<y/ctas-> a ^]r . . . Mommsen
{C.I.L.) restored a\ripi\K6v.

The expression Is o-t£xtjv is perhaps elliptical for ipya^opiva U arixnv^ ' working at

(or "on") a a-Tixn-' It is used in connection with weaving (11. 47—50, and 1. 58) as well

as embroidery. The full form occurs in 1. 47. 'E v flpaTiois k.t.X. (1. 53) must have the

same sense. When the material in which the embroidery is executed is mentioned, it is

with the preposition 8id {8ia xpvcrov, 1. 42, where v. note).

otCxiv, v. note on II. 54.

<rv»n|/€ipiK(Jv, Lat. ' subsericum,' 'half-silk'; as opposed to oXoertipiKov, 'holosericum,'

' all silk.' The insertion of the p is due .to false etymology, and is peculiar to our

version. aovyjrdpiKov, the reading of Theb, in similar passages, is more correct. Ca7\ has

av^rjpiKuv.
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[ro] a.—For the symbol fo v. note on next line. Embroidery is paiil for by the

ounce (ro = oy/cj'a = 'uncia') of material used. The material (silk or wool) of the

embroidery varied with the material on which it was worked. Thus the chari^'e for

embroidering a woollen garment (11. 39-41) is very much less than for embroidering

on silk.

Line 38.

—

Car. Is (TTixr]v[/i\]6(TrjpiKo[v . . .] o<y»f(ar> a Xr.

oXoccipiK^v.— f. note on <7v»'\//ftpt»coV, 11. 30, 37.

To.—The .symbol used in our inscription for oyKia or ovyKia = Lat. ' uncia,' an ' ounci
,'

the twelfth part of a Roman pound. The Roman pound being about threecjuarterB of the

Engliph, it follows that the Roman ounce was almost exactly equivalent to the I"]iiglish

ounce.

The symbol used in Car. is O which must represent Oi-. Our engraver perhaps hail

a similar monogram of 'Oy before him, and misread it To.

Line 39.— Car. Is ;^Xa/xv[8]a Movrovvrjaiav o<y(ciaj>a X^Cf.

Our reading x^'^''^^"^ is a distinct gain. We have done with )(\afMv8ts long ago (1. 29),

and it is hardly likely we should return to them.

The x^av^s was a cloak of tiner material than the x^ofivs, less generally military, and

worn by women as well as by men. It accords well with this that we find it made of the

wool of Mutina, which was famous for its softness ; v. next note. In shape it is said lo

have resembled the )(\aiva rather than the x^ff^vs, but xXa'iva itself is a somewhat vague

term.

MovTovviia-Cav.— Rightly explained by Mommsen, followed by Wadd., as = 'Mutinensem.'

'— ijtrtoj' in the inscription is the regular representative of Lat. '—ensis' : e.g. 'PfinTi(Tios =
Ripensis ; 'Ai/^(ai'^(rios = Amb'anensis ; 'Ao-Tvp»c»;(rioy= Astur(i)censis. Mutina was famous

for a Hofl wool. Strabo (v. 1, 12) says :
' 'Eptav 8e rfju peu ixaXaKriv ol 7rfp\ Movrii^v koI tov

^Kovrdvav norafiop (f)(pov<n naacov ito\v KaX\iaTr]v.' Cf. note on 1. 26.

Lines 40, 41.— Car, {C.I.L.) Is ;^Xa;ii;'8a Aa8iKT)vr]v [M^ovrovvrfaiav 6<.yKias>a ^k(.

(Wadd.) ibid, but Morovrjaiav for [M^ovTovvrjaiav.

Aa8iKr}vr)v Movtovvtjctuiv, ' faite a Laodicee en imitation de celles de Modene ' is Wadd.'s

explanation. He compares chap. XVI. 12, 'Bippos AaSiKijvos iv SpLoiorrjTi J<tp^iKov.'

With Aa8iKr]VT]v Movrovinjalav cf. Tapa-iKaXf^avbpdvoiv (IV. 36 sqq.), elsewhere written

TapaiKwv 'A\(^avSpfiva>v,—Ua(f)iKn\ 'A^f^av^ptlvoi (II. 48), &c. The only question is whether

Wadd.'s arrangement should not be inverted, the second of the two names being that which

denotes the actual place of origin. It would seem more natural that the epithet by which

tlie thing was popularly known should come first, and in intimate connection with the

substantive—afterwards the corrective local epithet. This arrangement, in the case of the

epithets TapaiKol 'AXf^avBpe'ivoi, would also remove the difficulty which Wadd. himself

feels (note on chap. XVII. 5)—the absence of any mention of linens from Egypt.

Lines 42, 43.—^p^ov irpunCa-Tov, Car. vntp tpyov irparfiov. To a, absent from Car.

Wadd. rightly restores it.

BapPapiKdpios = Lat. ' barbaricarius,' an embroiderer in gold. This was especially an

Oriental art. Another word for the same thing was ' Phrygio.' ha xpvcrov.—Apparently

'with (we should say rather "m") gold.' Perhaps it was from this that the expression

hdxpva-os (in one word) arose ; e.g. Polybius, vi. 53, 7, where Mr. Shuckburgh translates

rightly 'embroidered with gold.'

Line 44.—fp^ov Seurcptfov.— Car. epyo[u SJfurfpetou.

Lines 45-64.—From 1. 45 to the end of the column, we have the assistance of a

fragment from Thebes {Ehein. Mus. 1864, pp. 610—614 ; C.I.L. vol. iii. pt. 2. p. 823).

The Theban fragment has the last halves of the lines only, but it is specially valuable

from our 1. 56 onwards, where both Car. and Meg. are defective. I give the readings of

Theb. from the copy, C.I.L. p. 823.

Line 45.

—

Car. [B]op3a[pi«tapt]a) h SXoa-rjpiKov o<yKiar>a'[X]0.

Theb (TfipiKov [i']rr€[p] {<l)iv)a XV'-
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oXocrcipiKbv, V. note on 11. 36, 37, (rvv-^npiKov.

Line 46.

—

Car. inserts o<y*ciar>a'

Theh xmip ov{n) a X«'

.

Line 47.

—

Car. IrjpiKap'iw ipy\a^o\pevoi ds (TX'[yj/^T]piKov Tpe(^o/i[€Va) Tjpfprjcna].

Theb oj^xJeW Is aovylrfipiKov Tpe . . . X K f

thus confirming our somewhat doubtful numeral.

2cipiKap{u.

—

2(ipiKdpios (' sericarius ') is almost certainly a weaver in silk, not an

embroiderer in silk :

(1) because the nXovpnpios of 11. 36—38 probably embroidered in silk, and it is

unlikely that we should have him again under a different name.

(2) because it would be absurd to embroider upon a check background (1. 50).

(3) because if the a-fipiKapios were an embroiderer, he would probably be paid, not by

the day, but (like the irXovpdpioi and ^ap^apiKapioi) by the ounce of material employed.

T|p,€p<^(ria>, 'daily pay,' ' . . a day.'

Tp€4>o|j.cv(>>, 'in addition to his board.'

Line 49.

—

Car. ds for Is ; oXocrrjpiKov for 6Xo<rfipiK<Jv ; rpecfiopeva rjptprja-La in full.

Theb aarjpov T[pe(po]p€VOi fjpep<Cri(Tia'^ X xe .

&(rT]p.ov, 'plain' ; as opp. to aKovrXdrou in next line.

Line 50,

—

Car. ds oXocrrjpiKov (TKovT^drov X^ *

Theb KourXa[T]oi/ X/i

o-KovrXdrov = Lat. ' scutlatum ' or ' scutulatum,' a word which must indicate a pattern

of some kind, presumably a check. Du Cange quotes Juv. ii. 97, ' Caerulea indutus

scutulata [" a blue check "] aut galbana rasa
' ; and, for the meaning, Pliny viii. 48, 74

* Scutulis dividere Gallia * instituit].

Lines 51, 52.

—

Car. Inep dpaTiov for etjiaTCov ; fls for Is; rjfxepha-ia for Tj|i,€p<^<ru»,>.

Theb tp dpariov 7re[^]ov rwv ds na . . . X t^

FcpS^^i, 'a female weaver.'— ' Tepdios, v(^aW»;s' (Suidas).

At this point we pass from silk to wool ; the new heading would come much better

here than at 1. 55.

-TT^ov.

—

TTf^os = Lat. ' pexus,' which commonly = 'with the nap on,' as opp. to

' rasus,' 'thread-bare.' Here apparently a particular kind of material, presumably a

material with long hairy nap.

Toiv Is irapdSoo-iv.—Cf. 'tw[i/] ds napdaraaiv Koi [ei]? TrapdBocriv ' in Theb. {C.I.L. chap.

XVL 58). Uapda-Taais = 'retail trade' (Arist. Fol. I. 11, 4; and Corp. Gloss. Lat IL 396,

where ' exhibitio ' perhaps = ' exposition for sale '). JJapaboais {' mancipatio, traditio,'

Corp. Gloss. Lat. IL 394) may, when opposed to napdcrraa-is, mean ' wholesale trade ' ; but

this requires confirmation.

Lines 53, 54.

—

Car. iv dp.aTiois MovTovvrjo-lois HTOI/C/ZnOIC Tp(cf)op{VT] X t

(Wadd. here has the correct price X is).

Theb {yo))i/r](Tioi.s fj toIs Xoin^oiv X is

There is no trace of a lost rpt(j>op.(vr) on our stone.

tv €lp.aT(ois K.T.X.

—

V. note on Is (ttixtjv, 1, 36.

Line 55.—XIcpl XavapCuv.—The heading occurs neither iu Car. nor in Theb. It by

no means adds to the clearness of the inscription, the real transition occurring not here,

bnt at the female weaver {yepbia) of 1. 51.

Lines 56, 57.— Car. A . . ap . . . . (opfvaMovTovvrj KaTpt^opiv(f\i<.rpa>a' X p
(Wadd.'s 'Aa<8t»cjj»'a>' arose from his mistaking /fv A [= XUpa a'] for the beginning

of a word.)

Theb vvr](Tia ») [6^a\d<T(Tia Tpf(f)o . . . X ;*'

thus filling a gap in Car., confirming Meg. in the main, but distinguishing Movrovvrjaia

from daXdaaia by interposing the conjunction rf.

6aXd<r<ria.—Were this the only place where the word occurred, I should suggest that

it indicated colour [^SaKdcratos or OaXdmos = iXovpyrjs ; v. Sophocles' Lexicon]. But in
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IV. 11, it ajjpeara to indicate afipeciul kiiul of wool. May it have been a wool coiniii}^ from
Bonie district over sea, and commonly known as ' lana Marina' or iptu eaXdatrtd < Or,

better still, from some district on the sea-shore ? for Pliny (.\xxi. 0. 33) IcIIh us that wa-
water was good for the fleeces of wheep, softening the wool.

If our reading (without the rj) is correct, Mouroui/r/o-ta 6a\ii(Taia — 6<iXd(T(Tia nuule in

imitation of MovTuwrjata, or r?Vv verad (/'. note on II. 40, tl).

Lines 58, 59.— 6'«?- T(li't]i> . . iki] rjv (XX)
Theb. , . rjv fj .\alitKiivrfU lap . . , XX'

The whole of my restoration therefore comes from Car. or T/ieb. Meg. adds the

beginning and end of the line. The */...») thus arrived at is rather suspicious, and one

is inclined to conjecture that ij \ahiKT]vr)v may have been absent from Mkj.; but (except by

assuming an unusually large break in the stone) it is impossible to till the necessary space

without it. As an alternative it might be suggested that, though our ^ &\l('ivi}v is ijuite clear,

the fj is a mistake, and that the true reading is ^ AaSiKrjvqv AXitlvriv. Then, if A}i.ifivr]v =
' marinam,' the reference might be to the Si/rian Laodicea, Laodicea ' ad Mare ' ; but the

weak point in this is that we have no evidence for an export of woollen goods from the

Syrian Laodicea.

TcpcvTttvtjv.—For the wool of Tarentum i\ note on 11. 4, 5 (ijuotation from Pliny).

Line 60.—From here to the end Cai\ is illegible. The copy used by Wadd. has

indeed, in the next five lines, the letters

—

. . A . . A . . . . &c.

. . HXH &c.

&c.

AA . , . &c.

HCO . . . &c.

which, if correct, would argue a divergence from our stone. But, as before stated, tliis

copy is utterly unreliable ; so that these letters, and Wadd.'s attempted restoration, must

be given up.

On the other liand Theb. and Meg. here supplement each other, the former supplying

the second half, the latter the first half, of the lines. In the present line (60) Tlieb.

reads

—

8(VT]fpfiai vTTfp X. a X f

I have omitted imep in my restoration of Meg., so as to make it accord with other lines.

Line 61.

—

Theb rptrjfi'ay vnfp X.a Xte'

Lines 62, 63.

—

IVieb. . . . tils epyov npwTfiov rjptp X p-'

The Xi«/v(/)os is somewhat out of his place.

Line 64.— Theb. . . . ov rpfcpopeva X k'. Mommsen (C.I.L.) hit on the true restora-

tion, now confirmed by Meg. In these 5 lines (60-64) the dove-tailing of J%. and Theb.

is almost perfect.

Line 65.—This line began a new section. The heading appears to have been peculiar

to Meg. ; for 1. 19 in Theb., which would otherwise correspond with our 1. 65, reads

vr]s Xi*',—an entry and a price.

H.S.—vol,. XI.
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COL. IV.

i-50New. epeACTepeNT////eiNHcnenAY
MeNHC >A xpoe
epeACAAAiKHNHcnenAYMe
NHC ^A ^PN

5 epeACACTYP////KHCiAcnenAY

MENHC >^A XP

epeACKAAAiCTHCMecHcnenAY
MeNHC ^A XN

THCAoinHcnACHcepeA////cnenAY

10 MeNHC >A XKe
ePeACeAAACCIACNWTl////AIAC >A Wl

epeACAAreiACMirnc ^a xp

epeACAPeiAC ^a ^pn
ePeACTPCBATlKHC 7? K ^C

15 nepiAiNOY
AINOYTOYKAAOYMeNOYCTOYniOY
nPOJT (j)U)P ^A XKA

(t)WP AeYT ^A )^K

ci)(jJP '.r i^A Xl?

20 OnOIONeiAOCAINOYnOCHCTeiMHC
OYK YneP/////////////HceTAininPACKCMeNON

THNOJPlCMeNHNTeiMHNYnO///////////

(j)(j;P A ^A x,a//

cjjtjjp B >A ^,ri.

25 (i)WP r >^A ^(jJM

AINOYTP//7/AXYTePOYlCXPHClNIA|{jJTU),7

TeKAI(|)AMeAIAPlKWN

ct)OJP A 7^ A ////////

4)(jJP B ^A X///7

30 ct)(jL)p r }7a ^////

CTIXa)NACHMU)NCKYTOnOAeiTAN(jJN
4)WP AICT A ^,Z

TAPCIKOJNICTOC A X////

BIBAIWN ICTOC A X,e

35 AAAIKHNWNICTOC A )^,A(j)

TAPClKAAezANAPeiNOJNICTOC A^,A
(l)U)PBCKYTOnOAeHTAN0L)NlCTOC A^,?
TAPCIKCON ICTOC A X/7//
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^P

COL. IV.

'Epeas T«p<vT€lvt|s irnrXv-

Ep^as AaSiKTJvTjs irtirXwit^-

5 'Ep^as 'A(rTvpKi)<r(as -rrfirXv-

p.€Vr]s fta.

Ep^as KaXX(o~rt)s p.^<r»is ir«irXv-

p.<VT|s 7>a

Tfjs Xoiiriis irdo-T)^ ^p^S irtirXw-

10 p.(VT)s "JJa

Ep^as 6aXa<rtr{as vuTiaCas >a

'Ep^as Xa^c^as P'^Y'TS ""a

'Ep^as 'AptCas fta

'Epeas Tpc^aTiKfls >a

15 §§. Ufpi Xfvov

ACvov ToB KoXovp^vov oToinrCov

irpciT<7js> <j>«p<|i7is> "^a' ^k8'

*"P<fttjs> 8€vr<^pas> >a' ^x'

*a;p<Hi]S> (7') >a' ^i-'

'Oirolov clSos Xivow 7r[«5](rT|s Tti|ii]s

owK vir€p[p]Vi<r€Tai 'iriirpao-K(dji)€v(ov)

T^v upurp.cvT)v TCi|x^v (v)'Tro ....

*up<jiTS> a' >a' ^,8'

*"P<MS> P' 7>a' ^,y|'

*wp<(it)s> 7' 7>a' ^ci)|t'

Afvov rpaxvrepov Is \pTia-w l8iwTw[v]

Tc Kal ^ficXiapiKbiv

*«p<|ii)S> a' >a' [)(] .

4>wp<ni)s> P' 7>a' X .

*«P<t^T«> 7' >a' )f .

Srixtiv d(rT]p.(av SKvrairoXciTiivuv

<}>»^P<P'^S> «' i<rT<is> a' )(,?'

Tapo-iKwv iiTTos a' ^ .

BipXiuv lOTos a'

35 Aa8iKV]V(ov lOTos a'

TaperiKaXi|avSp€(v<ov itrros a'

(2) *wp<p,tjs> P' 2icvTOiroX€iTdvu>v io-TOS a' ^,r'

Tapo-iKwv lOTos a' ^ .

20

25

30

§•

(1)

(2)

(3)

§.

(1)

(2)

(3)

§•

(1)

(2)

(3)

§• (1)

Senarii.

175

150

100

50

25

100

150

200

24

20

16

4,000

3,060

£40

7,000

6,000

4,500

4,000

6,000

1-50 Now.
Como8 between
XVI. and XVII.

of Wadd. and
CIL.

z 2
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BIBAIOJN ICTOC A ^////

40 AAAIKHNWN ICTOC A X////

TAPClKAAe2////ANAPeiN0JNlCTOC A ^////

(jXjJPCKYTOnOAeiTANCJNnCTGC A////

TAPCIKOJN ICT////OC A

BIBAItON ICT////OC A

45 AAAIKHN(jJN////|CT////

TAPClKAAezANAPeiNOJNlCT////

CTIXCONCTPATiaJTlKOJN////

(jXjJP A

<j)a)P B

50 (t)WP r

{The remainder is missing.)

COL. IV.

Col. III. dealt with garments of various kinds, and with the wage.s paid for weaving

and for embroidery. Twenty lines of that column, written on the upper slab, are lost,

and the whole of the lower slab (or slabs) ; but a great part of the matter inscribed on

the lower slab is preserved elsewhere, partly on the Carystian and partly on the Theban

stone. Tlie portion preserved contains two new headings, Utpi Tfifi^s rav aripiKoov, and

nepi nofHp^pas, and forms Wadd.'s Chap. XVI. 67 (or 68) -101 (C.l.L. XVI. 57-100).

Then comes our Col. IV., which is entirely new, and should be inserted before Chap.

XVII. of Wadd. and C.l.L. which (with probably a small gap only) forms its continuation.

Col. IV. deals with raw materials (wool and flax), and manufactured materials (linen)

not yet made up into garments. In 1. 1 we find ourselves in the middle of a section Ilfpl

'Epe'as, which must have begun somewhere near the end of the bottom slab of C(d. III.

Line 1.—TtpcvrefvTjs.— w, note on III. 58, 59.

7>.—». note on II. 20-22.

Line 3.—Aa8iK^vr]s.—The Laodicea in Phrygia ;—r. note on III. 22.

Line 5.
—

*Ao-TupKT]<r£as.

—

'AawpKr/aias = Asturicensis. Asturia was a province of His-

pania Tarraconen^is ; Astiirica, its capital. It was famous for its breed of horses (' Asturco '

= an Asturian horse). So fur as I am aware, this is the first mention of its wool.

Line 7.

—

kcxXXCottjs jJieo-rjs,—' medium best,' 'A. 2'; cf. III. 7, 8, npSyros kuWiotos,

and note.

Line 11.—6aXao-<r£as.

—

v. note on III. 56, 57.

vb>TiaCas.—A word of doubtful meaning. On the Latin fragment from Mylasa is tlie

entry ' Strictoria leporina (d)urs . . .
' Mommsen conjectured ' dorsualis '—a restoration

which, in view of our voinaioi, may be regarded as certain. But Wadd.'s explanation ' to

wear on the back ' (I suppose that to be his meaning ; note on Chap. XVI. 27) is impossible,

— first, because it would be impossible to wear a 'strictoria' (a tight-fitting garment) on the

back only ; and secondly because, as now appears, the epithet was applicjdde to malerioJa as

well as to garments. This being so, the only possible explanation, though not altogether

sati.sfactory, is 'from the back of the animal,'

—

i.e. the wool t-iken from the back and not

from all [larts indiscriminately.

Line 12.
—

'Eptas 'Ka.yda.'i ^v^i\%,— ' mixed hare's fur.' 'Ept'd \uyfia = ' lana leporina,' for

which r. Lewis and Short, s.c. 'lana.'

The in.seition of ihis entry in the midst of iconis in the ordinary scn'^e of the word is
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BipXfwv lOT-is a' ^ _

40 AaSiKTJvwv Lo-Tos a' ^ .

TapwuaXt^avSptivtav Itrris a ^ .

(3) 4»«ip<pLHS> SKVTOiroXfiTovtJV Y ioT^s a [)( .]

TapcriKwv lo-rits a
I ^ •

I

BipXCuv icTTos a IX •]

45 AaSiK'/jvuv lcrT[6s a ^ -1

TapviKaXa|av8pcivu<v Lo-T[b$ a ^ A

§. 2ti)^mv <rTpaTiwTiK(Sv

(1) 4»wp<p.tjs> a [lo-Tos a ^ •]

(2) *«p<nTis> P' [ia-rhi a ^ .]

50 (3) *«p<|itp> y [i<rThs a ^ .J

{After an interval, jtrolaUy sliort, comes Chaih XVII. of Wadd. and C.I.L.)

curious. But cf. the tmnsitiou, in tlie Kcclioii Ile/jl nXoi'/iov (Col. 11.), fiom 'down' proper
to ' willow-duwn' (TrXoy/^os atro iXUrfs).

piYTJs,— I suppose 'mixed,' i.e. not all of one colour. L. and S. give one e.\an)ple of

fj.iyf)i (nom. sing.) for (uktos ; l)ut fxtyos is, I think, without precedent.

Line 13.—'Aptias.—This word is a puzzle. I suppose it should be written with a
capital 'A. The province Aria, to the East of Parthia,—its capital Alexandria Ariana, the
modem Herat,—is spelt in Greek both "Apia and 'Aptia, and the people are called 'Apc«ot

;

but to connect this region with our "Aptios, in the absence of any evidence for an export of
wools from this quarter, must be regarded as pure conjecture.

Line 14.—TpcPaTiKtjs,—no doubt for 'ATpf^ariK^is.—Tha Atrebates were a Belgic tribe,

their capital the modern Arras. Their woollen garments were famous ;
—

' vestes Atrebatum '

'x^a/iuStr 'Arpa/3aTTtKai,' ' Atrebaticu saga' ;— t;. Wadd.'s note on Chap. XVI. 26.

Line 15.—Ilepl Afvov.—A new section,—Flax and Linen. 11. IH-SO deal with the
former (the raw material), 1. 31-end with tlie latter. The former, like the raw wool, is sold

by weight, the latter by measure.

Line 16.—Srovrriow,—'tow'
; the fibres of the flax-stalk in their least prepared form.

The common form of the word is arvni], ' .stuppa.'

Line 17.—TrpwT<Tjs> <f>wp<rnT)s>.

—

1\ note on IL 12.

Line 19.—The form^ may perhaps be a f (= rpiTTic) combined with a break in the

stone.

Lines 20-22.—The order of the words is rather involved— 7ri7rpaa-»co'/xfi'oi/ should follow

Tfiprjs. The meaning is ' What kind of flax, when sold at what price, will not exceed the

price prescribed,'—a sort of preamble to the three lines which follow. The formula may
be compared with one which occurs in Chap. XVII. of Wndd. and C.f.L., which forms a

continuation of our Col. IV.—'amp dno peV rjjy y. (Pop<pi]i> r^t TrpodpTjptvTjs (<niv Kam-
8ff(TTfpa, iv nXfioaiu p(PTo[i] KaraaKevci^fTai, rivas Tftpas imfpfiaivfiv prjbfvi i^ov ewai, —and
then follow, as here, the three qualities, the quantity, and the price.

The last word in 1. 22 is partly illegible. Mr. Gardner, who has independently

examined it for me, sees traces of vnoXivov, and suggests that it may mean ' under the head
of Flax ' ; but I am unable to satisfy myself of the reading.

Lines 24, 25.—Though the numerals on the stone are quite clear, I suRpect an
error on the part of the engraver, these two being the only irrer/ular numbers in the

inscri25tion.
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iiincs 26, 27.— l8iwT«v,—'comiiion people'; (l>a^(\iaptKO)v, 'slaves.' v. Wadil.'s note

on Cliap. XVII. 29, and cf. IbiuiTiKw, 'common,' in I. 58, and my note there.

Line 31.

—

Stix^wv a<rtj|Awv k.t.X.—At this point we pass from the raw to the maiii;-

factured material ; not, as might appear at first sight, to the garments themselves,—this is

proved by the measure of length {'laros a) which forms part of each entry. The use of the

name of the garment for the material is compared by Wadd. (introductory note on Chap.

XVII.) to our English expression 'shirtings.'

From this line, 31, to 1. 46, the inscription deals witli materials for a single garment,

the (TTixr) (= 'strictoria'), which was explained (II. 54, note) as a tight-fitting tunic. In

III. 36-38 it was of silk, or half-silk ; here, of linen. The linen is divided into three

'classes' or '(jualities' (^wp/nai ; v. note on II. 12), each quality again into five sub-

divisions, according to the locality from which the material came,—.Scyt(h)opolis, Tarsus,

Biblus, Laodicea (in Syria), Alexandria (in imitation of those of Tarsus ; or vice versa,—v.

note on III. 40, 41). The Biblus (Byblus) is certainly that in Syria, not in Egypt ; and if,

as Wadd. thinks, the TapaiKoKf^ai/dptlvoi were made in Tarsus, not' Alexandria, then all the

kinds of linen mentioned are Syrian. Wadd. quotas appropriately from the ' Totius Orbis

descriptio' (author unknown) the following list of Syrian towns which exported linen

goods: 'In linteamiiia sunt hae, Scitopolis, Ladicia, Biblus, Tirus, Beritus [= ' Berytus,'

modern Beirut], quae linteamen omni orbi terrarum emittunt, et sunt habundantia.'

Lines 31, 32.—The order of words in the first two lines is slightly irregular, thus

obscuring the classification. The order should be

^Ti)(oi}P doTjfuoP <f}0)pfXT)s a

'^KVT(yno\(LTdvu>v 'kttus «'

TapaiKcJv laros a'

K.T.\.

i<rT<Js,—properly a 'loom,' is here a mesisure of length. Probably it was the amount
commonly worked on the loom in a single piece ; lo-rov a may therefore be translated ' one

piece' or 'one length.' To judge from the prices, it was no small quantity.

Line 47.

—

Stcx^v oTpaTuoTiKwv.—These are of three qualities, but only one kitul of

linen ; as the garment was part of the military outfit, probably the Ihul of material was

prescribed.

After line 50 thirty-five lines of the slab are broken away, and the inscription comes to

an end. The thread of it is taken up again, probably aft^r no long interval, by a stone from

Geronthrae, which is edited as Chap. XVII. of Wadd. and C.I.L. The Geronthraean

inscription ('Tabula Qeronthraea Tertia') opens with a classification of dfX/xariKat (i'. note

on II. 67-69) similar to that of arlxai in Col. IV. of Meg.

William Loiiing.
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ORPHIC MYTHS ON ATTIC VASES.

The accompanying cut represents the painting upon a liydiia in the

British Museum (No. E 818). The design, in red figures, covers tlie body of

the vase, which apparently dates from early in the fourth century B.C., and

stands '32 metres high; the glaze is of that semi- iridescent character which

marks the Attic vases of this time, and the red figures are smeared with

ruddle and show tlic original sketch marks very plainly. It was found in

excavations in Khodes in 1880, outside a tomb at the site named in Mr.

Biliotti's Diary Cazviri ; unfortunately the circumstances of the find ' do not

1 Biliotti's Diary. Cazviri. March 11. 1S80.

No. 43. ' Discovered a sharply vaulted tomb
;

found outside,

' 1 Hydria black glaze painted witli three red

figures; not very fine specimeji however, aR the

figures are rather roughly done.

1 alabastron.

1 gla.ss bottle with tlirec eolouiod stripoa.

1 lekytluis with ornaments.

1 same with one liamlle, very cominrin.

1 fiMgment of stoiu-, jieriiaps j.art of a to
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assist us in determining more accurately the date ; but it may be taken as of

certainly Athenian fabric, and probably of the date above stated.

At first sight the curiously rough and hasty style of the drawing suggests

a caricature ; while however this peculiarity is evidently intentional, I do not

think that the artist intended a caricature in our sense of the word ; as to

this I shall have to speak presently ; but first, as to the subject.

We see a group of three principal figures. The central one is a bearded

man who faces the spectator, dressed in a short chiton girt at the waist ; over

this is a long cloak decorated with horizontal patterns, including a double

band of ivy or vine leaves, and fastened by two flaps knotted on the chest

;

on his head is a cap which hangs down the back and has a separate flap on

each shoulder. With his right hand he raises to liis mouth—obviously with

the intention of eating—the limb of a dead boy which he has torn from the

body that he holds on his left arm. The dead child is quite naked, and its

long hair hangs down from the head which falls loosely backward ; the lifeless

character of the figure is well brought out, in spite of the general sketchiness

of the drawing.

On the left advances a figure who is also bearded, and who expresses his

surprise at the sight of the central scene by the gesture of his left hand ;
his

long wavy hair, wreathed with vine or ivy, and the thyrsos in his right hand

mark him at once as Dionysos. He wears a succinct talaric chiton decorated

with vertical stripes.

On the right a bearded personage, attired in the same way as the central

figufe, runs away to the right, looking back, and extending his left arm as if

in surprise. In his right hand he carries a long staff. Part of this figure has

been broken away in the only damage which the vase has undergone, but

fortunately no important part seems to be wanting.

The dress which distinguishes the two right-hand figures is that which

in Greek art is invariably used to cliMracterisc the inhabitants of Thrace. Thus

it is worn for instance by the Thracian Boreas on a vase of this period in the
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British Museum, No. F 154 (Gcihanl, A.K iii. pi. 152, fi;4. .*i) ; but ptrliiips

the best instance for our purpose is the Naples krater, Milsco Jimh., Tom. ix.

Tav. xii. The figures are there arranged in two friezes around the bmly of

tVie vase ; in the upper frieze we have (i.) Orpheus wearing an himation

seated on a rock playing upon the lyre in the midst of four Thracian men
dressed precisely like our figures, and who listen in attitudes of attention and

approval; (ii.) Orpheus, as before, leading two Tliracian men to the left: on

either side a horse. In the lower frieze is the same figure of Orpheus pursued

by five Thracian women who threaten him with various weapons, a large

pestle, a spit, bipennis, &c. It is remarked on this vase by Heydemann * that

Orpheus is here distinguished by his Greek costume, just as Puusanias (P/ui/c.

30, 3) notices of him in the Delphic picture by Polygnotos :

'

EXXt]vik6v Be

TO <T')(r)fid icTTC Tft) '0/3</)ei, Kul oine i) eadr}^ ovre €TrWr)/j,d iarLv iirl r^

K€(f>aXfj SpuKcov. This iadri<i and CTridrjfia have been identified by Dilthey '*^

as the ^eipd and the dXcoTreKfj which Herodotos ^ mentions as worn by

Thracians on their campaigns ; and Xenophon * notices the same fact,

explaining why foxes' skins were worn by them on the head, and particularly

alluding to the fact that the chiton was worn, not only around the breast, but

also around the thighs, that is to say, longer than the usual Greek male attire,

but yet not talaric. We may conclude therefore from the dress of the two

right-hand characters of our scene, that these are intended to represent

Thracians.

We have thus before us the devouring of a boy by a Thracian, in the

presence of Dionysos and a second Thracian who flees in terror.

The episode of a child torn to pieces and devoured occurs very rarely in

Greek mythology ; the banquet of Thyestes, and that of the gods with Tantalus

when they ate his son Pelops are of course inapplicable to the present case,

as there is no question in either of those myths of conscious and deliberate

anthropophagy : neither is Dionysos a leading figure in these dramas. There

remains only the episode of the devouring of the infant Zagreus by the Titans,

and this must be the subject represented on our vase.

This episode was one of the most characteristic legends connected with

the mystic-orgiastic Thracian cult which in Athens took root in the form of

the Orphic mysteries. The central conception of the Orphic cult was Dionysos

in his varying forms ; and considering his presence here, and the Thracian

colouring that is given to the scene by the dress of the other two figures, I

think we may without hesitation identify the subject as the devouring of

Zagreus. If so, we have here what is 1 believe the first recorded instance of

an intrinsically Orphic scene in Attic art,^ treated in a way which offers some

^ Arch. Zeit. 1868, p. 3. 1022, refers to a representation of this same
- Annali dclV hist. 1867, p. 179. scene in Gerlianl A. B. taf. 70, but I cannot find

* Herod, vii. 75. Sp^i^es 8Wiri niv rrjffi the publication he refers to ; it is apfiarently not

K((pa\rfffi a.\(i)irfKa,5 ^x'"'"''*^ (arparfvovTo, Kepi Se Antike Bildwerkc nor Aiiscrlescnc Vaseribildcr.

rh ffw/xa KidHvas, iirl Se C^ipas irfptfiffi\rffifvoi The statement above is of course exclusive of

KoiKiKai . .

.

the two familiar types, of Orpheus playing to

* Anab. vii. 4. 4. or destroyed by Thracians ; and Ori)heus in

* Pauly, Ikal-Eivcijcl. s.v. Liber Paler, iv. p. Hades.
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interesting jK»iiit.s of diveigenco from the Orphic traditions, as we know
thcni.

The moving principle of the Thracian legend was the dogma of the

immortality of the soul ; the early localization of this idea in Thrace is set

forth in various passages from Herodotos.^ Unfortunately, most of our

knowledge of the Orphic doctrines is drawn from such late authorities as

Nonnus and Clemens, in whose narratives there is an obvious jumble of the

Theogony of Hesiod and other unknown Theogonies with that of the Orphic

sect. The discoveries at Sybaris and the inscribed tablets found there,^

together with the Petelia tablet in the British Museum, speak for the

prevalence of the cult in Southern Italy during the third century B.C. And
still more recently, the discoveries at the Theban Kabirion and Kern's re-

searches therein ^ have shown that Orphic influences emanating from Athens
were affecting Boeotia at any rate towards the end of the fifth century B.C.

But of the existence of Orphic art types at Athens we have hitherto had no

direct evidence.

In the cosmogony of the Orphic teaching, there are the two great cosmic

elements, Zeus, the omnipotent all in all, and his daughter Kore, who com-
bines in her personality the characteristic features of Perseplione, Artemis,

and Hekate; from the union of Zeus in serpent form with Kore, Zagreus is

born, and to him, essentially in his character of ')(66vLo<i, the kingdom is given

of this world. Zagreus is the allegory of the life and death and resurrection

of Nature; in the generally accepted version, Jie is brought up as the Zeus-

child, and from fear of Hera is sent on earth to be warded by the Kouretes.

Hera sends the Titans, who surprise Zagreus at play, tear him in pieces, and

eat him, all except the heart. Zeus destroys the Titans with his thunder-

bolts, and out of their ashes the human race is born. Since the Titans had

swallowed Zngreus, a spark of the divine element for ever permeates the

human system. The heart is carried by Athene to Zeus, who either gives it

to Semele in a potion or swallows it himself, and thus is born another

Zagreus, the "younger Dionysos," 6 veo^ Ai6vv(ro<!. It is evident that

Zagreus is simply another form of Dionysos, o )(^d6vio<i Aiovva-of; {EUjm. Mag.,

p. 213), representing him in the phase preceding his death and resurrection.^

In this narrative, we are struck by the startling parallel which is

presented to the main features of the Christian Theogony. We have an

omnipx3teiit God the Father, who with his Son, begotten of a virgin (Kore),

is one person and all in all
;
(the serpent, as in Paradise, playing a part in

the beginning of things) ; the son is sent on earth where he has to suffer and

to die for the salvation of the human race, and in order to be born again. No
wonder that the early Christian Fathers found occasion to be shocked at some

of the elements in the story ! It is only natural to suppose that this form at

least of the Zagreus legend must be post-Christian, and must owe some of its

* Toepffer, Alt. Oencnl. p. 36. * Lobcclc, Aglaophamus, p, 547 &c. For tlic

-J. H. S. vol. iii. p. 111. various versions of the resurrection myth sec

3 Hermes, 1890, p. 1. Frazer's Golden Bmigh, vol. i, p. 324.
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details to artilicial assiiailatii)U to the (Jliristiaii it'li;,Moii. What tlic aiiiouut

of this obligation was, it is ditlicuit to deliiio
;
probably each locality, in which

the Orphic cult took effect had added elements borrowed from its own locai

cult; at Thebes and Leninos for instance it came under the inMiieiicc >A

different forms of the Kabiric myth ; at Athens, later on, under that ot the

Eleusinian mysteries. For the original Attic form of the Zagreus legend \\>-

may probably accept at any rate the Thracian elements of Dionysos aii<i

Semele,^ the Titans, and Zeus. In any case, we need not be 8urpri.sed if an

Attic vase like ours sliould differ in jx»int of detail from the latest form of the

story.

In the Orphic dogma, the number of Titans who tore Zagreus to pieces

was seven; probably in keeping with the old Egyptian idea of tho young
Osiris torn by Typhon into seven (or twenty-one) pieces.^ In our vase the

act is performed b}^ a single Titan; the second Titan distinctly has no part in

the act, and hurries away as if in horror; whether this emotion is caused by
the central action, or by the appearance of Dionysos on the scene, is left

uncertain. I am at a loss to explain the presence of this second Titan, unless

perhaps it refers to an episode in the story of which we have no record. In

any case, it shows, I think, that the devouring Titan is alone in this version,

and that he does not stand with our vase -painter (as he might otherwise be

supposed to do) for the entire seven. It is possible that he represents, by a

familiar process of prolepsis, the terror of the Titans at the avenging Avrath

of Zeus ; this is in some measure, by a similar prolepsis, indicated by the

presence of Dionysos ; in that case the picture is, in its way, a sort of trilogy

of three acts combined in one : (1) the devouring of Zagreus, (2) the

(impending) destruction of the Titans, and (3) the outcome of it all, the new
Dionysos. Such methods of combining successive moments are, of course,

common enough in vase-paintings, and the intention of the artist would

doubtless be clear to any one familiar with the mystic Spco/neva, the mystery-

plays which must have supplied the artist with his types.

The Zagreus legend in its various forms was widespread throughout the

Hellenic world ; its elements appear more or less reflected in the various seats

of the Kabiric religion, in the form already referred to of the Korybantian

myth, in Thessalonike, Macedonia, Samothrace and Lemnos, in the Cybele,

Kadmilos, and Attis legends. It is not my purpose here to handle the

tangled web of comparative mythology. I only wish to signalize the interest

of this vase as affording direct evidence of the form in which it existed at

Athens.

In his article on the discoveries at the Kabirion at Thebes, Kern drew

attention to the fact that the Kabiric cult was essentially Oriental, and was

never really at home in Hellas; that in each locality it was closely inter-

^ See Kretschmer in Avs dcr Anoinia, p. 17, mirror publislied by Gerliard (161h Winclcl-

for the Phrygian-Thraciiui origin of the names inannsfcfilprogramm), there are two winged and

Dionysos and Semcle. bearded Kabiri who tear a boy to pieces ; and in

' In the Etruscan form of the parallel Kabiric tlie parallel story of the Korybantes there are

legend, which i;i re[iresented on an engraved two who thus destroy the third, their brother.
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woven with a pre-existing cult, such as that of Hephaistos at Lemnos,

Hermes-Kadmilos at Samothrake, and Dionysos (as the Kabirion vases show)

at Thebes.

At Athens the leading threads of the Kabiric story are represented in

the rhapsodic theogony of Orpheus, which we know to have existed there at

least as early as the sixth century B.C., and to have been written for

Athenians. It may be regarded as strange that so little evidence of this

influence shows itself in the Attic art types of the sixth or fifth centuries.

Probably, as Kern suggests, the answer is to be found in the fact that at

Athens the Orphic doctrine as a whole had never taken a firm hold upon the

popular conviction ; that whereas at Thebes it transformed the whole Dionysos

cult, at Athens, Zagreus-like, its teaching was dispersed and scattered in

fragments broadcast among the various local myths and beliefs ; such separate

existence as it had, was confined probably to a small sect drawn mostly from

the lower classes. But that it had this existence, even in art, we are shown

by the evidently Athenian inspiration of the art types of the Theban

Kabirion ; these examples date from the end of the fifth century B.C./ and our

vase cannot be much later.

This leads us to another question, the peculiar character of the drawing

in our vase. I think the closest parallel in this case also is to be found in the

Kabirion vases. In these vases there is a strange mixture of the solemn and

dignified with the ribald and grotesque, which shows as a studied efifect

through all the evident unskilfulness of the artists. Precisely the same

mixed character is traceable in the elements of the Orphic mysteries them-

selves ; the most solemn conceptions are here interwoven with a thread of

burlesque, wherein such personifications as lambe and Baubo occur. The

Titans who snare the infant Zagreus to his tragical end avail themselves of

a variety of children's toys, and even, according to one version, smear their

faces with black. It is evident in all this that the dramatic instinct is strongly

marked ; as indeed was only natural in the cult of a god who was the special

patron. of the drama. The whole story is dramatic in the highest degree, and

the admixture of comedy only served to point the final tragedy.

There is, however, one use to which comedy has always been applied

beyond that of merely causing merriment either as an end in itself or as a

subjective adjunct to tragedy. I mean that of representing subjects which

are unfitted for direct representation either by popular or personal feeling.

Aristophanes in the Equiies could attack Kleon with a license which would

have been impossible outside the sphere of comedy; the relation of the

mediaeval jester to the king that he served is a parallel case ; and so the most

powerful or the most sacred could be rendered on the comic stage as it would

have been impossible to render them elsewhere. But in early times, and

^ The Thfeban vases are black-f]gured ; since earlier ; in a class of ware specially destined for

we can hardly imagine black-figured vases being a temple the style of black figures in which it

made at Athens as late as the end of the fifth bad started would be kept up by a hieratic

century, it may be that the origin of the Theban conservatism ; the Panathenaic amphorae at

type may date back perhaps a half ccutury Athens are an obvious parallel.
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especially amongst an imeclucatcd audience, the grotesque rendering of a

religious Subject need not necessarily have rendered that subject ridiculous.

So that it may be that we must regard the grotescjue drawing of our vase

from this point of view. The artist was in all probabiHty drawing for a

limited circle of the initiated, to whom nothing would be more unseendy than

the suspicion of ridicule cast on one of the most sacred tenets of their religiou.s

ftiith.

The sectarian and exclusive character of the Orphic cult at Athens i.s

doubtless the reason why Orphic subjects are so little represented among the

Athenian art types, since no great artist would probably have had them

prominently before his notice. The result of this was that the humbler

artists who dealt with these subjects had no great traditional types already

created to fall back n\ion, and were forced to create for themselves. Hence

it is probable that painters like that of our vase would have drawn his ideas

direct from what he had seen, the moralities or miracle plays (Bpcofiepa)

which we know to have played an important part in the Orphic cult.^ Ac-

cording to Herodotos, v. 67, the misfortunes of Adrastos were celebrated at

Sikyon in cyclic choruses. Kleisthenes, he says, substituted for the cult of

Adrastos that of Dionysos, in whose honour he prescribed choruses repre-

senting the passion (ra irdOea) of the god. Moreover, Pausanias (viii. 37, 5)

says that the Orphic myths related ra TraOTj/jiara of Zagreus ; so that there

evidently was no lack of dramatic material to be drawn upon by the artist

had he chosen.

The occurrence of a Zagreus myth is, I believe, unique among Greek

vase-paintings. In the Gazette ArchMoyique, v. (1879) p. 28, pi. 3, Leuormant

published a late r, f. kylix, which he explains as referring to this myth. On
the interior a woman is seated, holding in her lap a diminutive human figure

with a bull's head ; this group he interprets as Persephone with Zagreus on

her knee ; connecting this scone with the subjects on the exterior of the same

kylix, in which Satyrs and Maenads dance, the Maenads holding fragments of

human limbs. I think Lenormant is certainly wrong. His identification

rests mainly on the relation of the three scenes ; but in late r. f. kylikes such

a relation of subject between the exterior and interior is rare; the usual

practice being to have in the interior a definite subject, and to leave

the exterior for meaningless athlete subjects or Bacchic subjects, as

here; if these exterior scenes have any mythical significance, it is to the

Pentheus rather than to the Zagreus legend. In any case the epithets

ravpoKepca, &c., applied to Dionysos are not sufficient to warrant us in

identifying a definite Minotaur type with Zagreus ;2 especially as on the

one other distinct Zagreus scene ^ he is represented as an ordinary human

child. An infant Minotaur is a conception that might well have suggested

itself in an age which knew the Centaur picture of Zeuxis.

1 See J. E. ILanison, M)jtholo;pj arid Monu- Persephone ami Zngrcus cannot be accepted.

mcnts of Athens,
Y>.

cx\\n. =* Mullcr-Wieselcr, Dcnhm. ii. No. 413; sec

- For the same reason Stephani's explanation Ileydcmann, DioiiyaosGeburt, p. 55.

of the Venice relief (C. Ji. 1863 p. 119) as
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The personality of Orpheus comes but rarely into Greek art ; on vases we

have the descent into Hades, but this is only on late paintings which are

connected with a series of representations of the underworld, in fact, the

Eurydike legend appears to have very little connection with the Orphic

legends proper. Apart from this, we have two main types, viz. (A) Orpheus

playing to Thracians, (B) his death at the hands of Thracian women.

Heydemann collected (Arch. Zeit. 1868, p. 3) the series of vases then known

on which these subjects are shown. To his list may be added :

—

(1) The Akropolis kylix published J. H. S. ix. pi. 6.

(2) A r. f. amphora in the British Museum, E 373 (old. Cat. 994, where

it is wrongly described as Achilles among the Myrmidons) ; fine style, but

without inner markings. Ohv. Orpheus in Greek dress, seated on rock playing

lyre and singing with head thrown back, between two Thracian men, in zeira

and alopeke ; the Thracians are beardless, but one has slight whiskers.

Hev. Draped figures (MaritcIJigiiren).

(3) 'Nolan' amphora in B.M. E 334. Ohv. Orpheus (mantle over

shoulders, long hair looped up in Ionic style) falls to r. holding lyre in 1.

hand, r. extended towards a Thracian woman on the 1., who has driven a spit

through his body. She wears a talaric chiton, and has a mantle wound
shield-fashion round her extended 1. arm ; she brandishes a second spit. Bev.

A second Thracian woman of similar type, brandishing a spit. Both the

Thracian women have the forearm and the lower part of the leg tattooed with

a linear pattern.

Now if we examine the Museo Borlonico vase already quoted, we shall

see that the complete type is there given, of which the other instances are as

it were excerpts. The complete type unites the three successive moments,

viz. (a) Orpheus leading the Thracian men, who are accompanied by their

horses ; (h) Orpheus seated playing to Thracian men
;

(c) the death of

Orpheus.

The combination of three moments suggests a kylix, since this form of

vase offers the most suitable spacing for a trilogy. It fortunately happens

that of the Akropolis cup just sufficient is preserved to enable us to identify

the subjects on the exterior as well as the interior; on the upper side (as

given J. H. S. ix. pi. G) we have the legs of a horse, the feet of a seated

figure (Orpheus), and the upper part of a Thracian wearing zeira and

alopeke, who, if the fragment is properly placed, has not room to stand

upright, and must therefore also be seated. On the reverse we have the hind

feet of a horse, and the leg and foot of a fitjure wearinsr the hio^h boot which

also formed part of the Thracian costume : I would suggest that this corre-

sponds in our typology with type (a) ; the other exterior scene is type (h)
;

and the interior, the culmination of the tragedy, is type (c).

Now whether or no this kylix is attributable to Euphronios (I am
inclined to think it is), it is undoubtedly from tlie hand of one of the great

masters of the Epiktetic cycle, and dates from about B.C. 500. The rest of the

series, those of Heydemann and those given above, are red-figured vases,

mostly, if not all, of the latter part of the fifth and beginning of the fourth
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century. It is remarkable how closely the original type is adhered to; thus

for instance, the obverse of the Nolan amphora B.M. K 334 is almost exartly

the same as the interior scene of the Akropolis kylix.

Diimmler has suggested (Arch. Jahrh. ii, p. 175) that the great scents <•{

the Iliupersis found on the works of Euphronios and Brygos must \n\\>-

originated, not in a vase painter's studio, but rather in one of the gn at

painters of the sixth century.^ The same may possibly be true of our subject

;

otherwise it is difficult to account for the vitality and fixity of the types.

Unhappily, history is silent as to the existence of any great work of art dealing

with this subject.

Cecil Smith.

P.S.—Since the above was printed, Furtwiingler has kindly sent me his

interesting paper in the Winckclmanns Programm for 1890 {Orphcits, Attisclic

Vase aus Gcla, Taf II.). He proposes therein to refer the vase-painters'

types of Orpheus with Thracians, and of Orpheus' death, to one common
origin in the Bassarides of Aeschylos ; suggesting that Aeschylos inspired the

conception, and Polygnotos created the art-form of it. The Akropolis cup

makes this difficult to accept; whether it be from the pre-Persian stratum or

not (see ibid. p. 35, note 15), it must surely date from before i$.c. 480, and

therefore have preceded the production of the Bassarides.

' Sec Aus der .liwmia, p. 174.
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NOTICES OF BOOKS.

W. M. Ramsay—The Historical Geography of Asia Minor.

This remarkable work by Prof. W. M. Ramsay is published by the Royal Geogra-

phical Society, of whose ' Supplementary Papers ' it forms Vol. IX. It is a sub-

stantial volume of nearly five hundred pages, accompanied by maps and tables.

The reader must not expect to find in it a complete handbook or dictionary of the

geography of Asia Minor, for the author has purposely excluded details that are

'accessible in the ordinary sources of information.' Prof. Ramsay has preferred

—and no doubt wisely—to produce a work which is a storehouse of new and un-

published information, of original suggestion, and of first-hand investigation both

of the sites and of the original sources. The book consists of two Parts, of which

the first, under the heading * General Principles ' (pp. 23—88), contains some

highly suggestive and interesting discussions of several topics—more especially

the Trade Routes and Road Systems of Asia Minor (the Royal [Persian] Road, the

Eastern Trade Route, the Roman Roads, the Byzantine Roads). Another import-

ant section of this Part discusses the value of the Peutinger Table, Ptolemy and

the Itineraries as geographical authorities. Prof. Ramsay rates the Table much
lower than Dr. Konrad Miiller and other writers. The Table and Ptolemy, when
in agreement, 'may be used as corroborative evidence or to supply gaps,' but

where they are at variance with the Byzantine Lists, Strabo, &c., 'their value is

naught.' The authority of Hierocles, on the other hand, is very highly estimated

by Prof. Ramsay, who has come to the conclusion that this compiler used an

ecclesiastical list of the period, which he did not simply reproduce but collated

with other evidence.

Part II. (pp. 89—426), which constitutes the bulk of the work, deals princi-

pally with the cities and bishoprics of the various provinces and divisions of Asia

Minor, and treats also of the Roman roads and, incidentally, of a number of

chronological and historical questions. From the enormous mass of new material

here presented—often in a very much compressed form—it would be hardly

po.ssible to select details that could be adequately discussed within the limits of a

short review : in the sections that we have especially tested we can bear testimony

to the masterly array of evidence drawn from literary, epigraphic and—what are

too often neglected—numi-smatic sources. A rather formidable list of Addenda
occupies pp. 427—460, and a further list is given at the end of the Preface

(Prolegomena). These lists, howevei", are chiefly based on information that has

become available since the author printed off the earlier portion of his work, and

we are glad that he has not withheld them. The book has a general index, and

four other indexes, one of them being of the ancient authors quoted in the text of
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Part II. Lists of the cities of Asia and otlier provinces, ic, are given in a

tabular form, and six maps are provided. The whole work bears the irai)ress of

Prof. Eamsay's remarkable topographical knowledge and instinct, and of his

minute and laborious researclies, especially in the Byzantine and other little read

authorities.

W. W.

Die attischen Grabreliefs, herausgegeben im Auftrage der K. Akad.
der Wissenschaften zu Wien. Von A. Conzk.

The Corpus of Attic Sejmlchral Ueliefs was begun in 1860 by Prof. Michaelis, under-

taken by the Vienna Academy in 1873, and carried out by Dr. Conze, with the aid

of Dr. Briickner and others, and by means of a grant from the German Archaeo-

logical Institute.

The present Part, the first of eighteen in which the work is to be completed,

includes all Attic sepulchral reliefs and paintings earlier than the Persian Avars,

and the beginning of the reliefs of the second period which comes down to the time

of Demetrius Phalereus. It contains twenty-five plates, mostly photographic, but

a few executed in lithography. To speak of the value of a work of this kind

is superfluous.

P. G.

Die griechischen Vasen mit Lieblingsnamen. Konrad Wernicke.

This most useful brochure contains lists of all Greek vases bearing the inscription

KaXo's or Kokrj. The first chapter treats of those cases in which the epithet refers

to the person depicted on the vase ; the second of those cases in which it occurs in

conjunction with a woman's name. Then come full lists of occurrences on various

classes of vases of the word KaAo's in connexion with male names. Finally, we

have some general results. Mr. Wernicke shows that these inscriptions are

nearly all in the Attic dialect and belong to the period 550—450 B.C. As to their

meaning he does not express a very decided opinion. ' In fact the inscription

KaXos had very various significations ; in some cases it conveys the satisfaction of

the artist wdth himself, in others it refers to figures in the design—Gods, Heroes,

or Hetaerae ; when it refers to actual persons these are sometimes obscure

favourites of the vase-painter, sometimes young aristocrats of whose beauty and

pranks the whole town was gossiping.'

F. Imhoof-Blumer, Griechische Munzen. Munich. 1890. (Reprinted

from the Abhandlungen der j^hilosophisch-pMloIogischen Classe der K. huyeris-

chen Akademie der Wissenschaften. Bd. XVIII.)

This volume is in every way worthy of its learned author's gi-eat reputation, and

contains as did his Monnaies grecqnes, published in 1883, a mass of new and

interesting material selected from Dr. Imhoof-Blumer's apparently inexhaustible

stores. From the historical point of view, probably the most important part of

the work is a section dealing with the coinage of Pontus, which sets forth, iiUer

alia, the author's views as to the various Eras employed on the Imperial money of

U.S.—VOL. XI. A A
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Pontic cities. According to Dr. Imhoof-Blumer the Eras are : Amasia, B.C. 2 (not

B.C. 7) ; Kerasus, a.d. 64 ; Komana, a.d. 35. The Era of Amisus dates (as Prof.

W. M. Ramsay has also proved independently (cf. Wroth, B. M. Cat. Pontus,

&c., p. xxi.) from B.C. 31 (the Battle of Actium), and not from B.C. 33 as formerly

supposed. The town of Dia in Bithynia, believed till now to have been one of

the mint-places of Mithradates the Great, is shown not to have issued money, and

the coins are assigned to Kabeira (in Pontus) under the name of Dia. Another

important section of the work deals with the early coinage of the Cyclades. It

is pointed out that the coins usually attributed to the town of Poies.sa in Keos

have been mis-read and must be withdrawn from it. The archaic money of Keos

is re-arranged. In that island, Karthaea and Koressia had each a distinct coinage,

with amphora and sepia types respectively, while a third town, luHs, is now

provided with early money, consisting of the coins with grapes and dolphin type,

formerly attributed to Karthaea. From Karthaea also are withdrawn, in favour

of Tenos, the coins with the type, bunch of grapes, Tenos was already known to

have issued money from the fourth century B.C., and Dr. Imhoof-Blumer has now

well indicated where we are to look for its coinage previous to that period. The

coinage of Antioch in Syria is another series to which the author devotes special

and much-needed attention. He gives an excellent description of coins of the

time of Caracalla, which, though usually attributed to Antioch, really belong to

several Syrian mints. Among the places in Asia Minor of which coins are

described, the following—to make only a small selection—may here be noticed :—

Chios. Silver coin with the remarkable inscription BAZIAEQZ ANTIOXOY
AQPO|_N_]. This piece belongs, as Dr. Imhoof-Blumer points out, to the first

century a.d., and its inscription cannot, therefore, refer (as often supposed) to one

of the Seleucid kings, Antiochus I., II., or III. The coin was probably struck

from the proceeds of a present made to Chios by Antiochus IV., the rich king of

Commagene, a.d. 38—72. W. W.

S. N. Svoronos—Numismatique de la Crete ancienne. Part I. (Text

and Plates). Macon. 1890.

In this remarkable work M. Svoronos has undertaken the task of producing a

corpus of Cretan coins accompanied by an elaborate commentaiy, geographical,

historical and mythological. Part I., which now lies before us, contains a sub-

stantial instalment of the whole, consisting as it does of full descriptive lists of

the coinages of Crete, together with introductory notices of the history and topo-

graphy of evei'y city in the island known to have issued money. The book is

issued in a sumptuous form, and is published, it is interesting to note, by the

Cretan Assembly. It is most fully illustrated by an atlas of 35 plates giving

excellent photographs of no less than 1,088 specimens. M. Svoronos is most

heartily to be congratulated upon the publication of a work for which he has pre-

pared himself by visiting nearly every important coin-cabinet in Europe, and upon

which he has evidently brovxght to bear no common knowledge and enthusiasm.

The present Part appeals principally to numismatists, but it contains matter that

will be interesting also to students of epigraphy and archaeologists, and leads both

numismatists and archaeologists to look forward to tlie appearance of the

Commentary in Part II. W, W.
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Griechische Geschichte. Drittor Hund. Von Anoi.i IIml.m. Bciliii, 1891.

Those who are acquainted with tlu; earlier volumes of this wcirk will roquirc for

the new one no further reconiuiondation tluiu the assurance that it is fully worthy

of its predecessors. The period treated extends from the end of the Peloponnesian

War to the death of Alexander. Even where he is travellin;^ on beaten ground,

Dr. Holm, by his wonderful power of assimilating into his history all manner of

old and new material, literary and archaeological, and by his terse and vigorous

narration, intermixed with apt and suggestive analogies, is constantly adding to

our knowledge or placing facts in a new light. For the latter part, the deficiencies

of Grobe and of most other English writers render a history of this kind peculiarly

desirable for English people. The period is one ' welche durch die vielfach um-

strittene Bedeutung hervorragender Miioner interressant ist,' and the results of

Dr, Holm's studies of prominent characters aie in many ways striking. Among
them may be mentioned a vindication of the impartiality of Xenophon, a sketch

of the Spartan (not Pan-Hellenic) character of Agesilaus, a demonstration of the

gx'oundlepsness of the charges brought against Eubulus, a lowering of the ordinary

estimate of the far-seeing patriotism of Demosthenes, a more favourable judgment

than that iisually passed upon Philip, and a genuine appreciation of the greatness

of Alexander, both as man, general, and politician. There is an important and

interesting chapter on the political and moral state of Athens about the year 360,

in which some of the chai-ges of speedy demoralization brouglit against the people

are shown not to be well-founded. As in the other volumes, discussions on doubtful

points and on the relative values of authorities are relegated to the notes appended

to each chaptei', which are in this volume of special value. There are very im-

portant notes applying numismatic material to the elucidation of the second

Athenian Confederacy, the state of Sicily and Italy during and after the rule of

Dionysius, and the relations of various states under Alexander. At the end

is a very interesting little disquisition on Greek Public Law, with an examination

of the exact meaning of the terms apxq, rjyefiovia, and Trpoo-raT/^s. A. G.

A History of the Later Roman Empire, from Arcadius to Irene.

By J. B. Bury, M.A.

This book may be said to supply, in part at least, a long-felt need, though the task

attempted is so great as to require a nineteenth-century Gibbon for its adequate

fulfilment. The work deals primarily with what is popularly called the Byzantine

Empire—a term indignantly repudiated })y Mr. Bury, who, being in many respects

a follower of Prof. Freeman, regards it as misleading as well as suggestive of

the unjjleasant associations which Mr. Lecky and others attach to it as ' universal

verdicts of history.'

Mr. Bury shows great self-command in treating but lightly those parts—like

the campaigns of Belisarius in Italy, which have already ])een sufficiently set forth

by competent modern historians (e.g. Mr. Hodgkin and ^Nfr. Finlay in England,

and Dr. Dahn in Germany)—in order to concentrate all his attention on the darker

regions, such as the Avar, Lazic, and Persian wars and the administrative i-eforms

of the Isaurian emperors. This plan, however, gives a certain want of j)erspective

to the whole. As an example, we may mention that in a work of more than a
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thousand pages the legal work of Justinian is dismissed in six and a half. Yet
the general importance of the Empire during the centuries for -which it has

commonly been ignored is strikingly brought, home even to the cursory reader, who
must learn to appreciate the groat service it rendered in bearing the brunt of the

Avar, Saracen, and other Asiatic invasions, and in keeping up commercial routes

as well as traditions of Greek and Roman culture.

In general arrangement a comparison is made between logical and chrono-

logical order, which involves short chapters and a rather disjointed effect. The
disadvantage of this method is partly obviated by good tallies and indices. A few

maps would make the chapters on geography clearer, as a few engravings would

much increase the value of the chapti r (by Mrs. Bury) on Byzantine art.

The most defective part of the work, perhaps, is that which deals with

Church affairs. Some of the generalizations and analogies are not in excellent

taste, nor veiy far reaching. But we must allow that while 3Ir. Bury abhors a

theological atmosphere, he tries to do full justice to individual theologians and

ecclesi.i sties.

Perhaps the most interesting and important parts of the book are those which

deal with the successive changes in imperial and local administration, such as the

chapter on Themes—the origin of which is traced to Justinian's combinations of

civil with military authority—and that on the Ecloga of Leo III. In treating of

the character and objects of the leading political personages Mr. Bury some-

times takes new and striking views. This especially applies to his sketch of the

demagogic Tiberius II., the energetic Constans II., and the enigmatical Justinian

11., perhaps a conscious imitator of his greater namesake. The riddle of Justinian

and Theodora Mr. Bury can hardly be said to have solved. He follows Von Ranke
in regarding the Arcana ns not the work of Procopius, yet he thinks that the

scandals contained in it must rest on some basis of fact.

Among interesting and suggestive points we would mention the importance

attached to the threat of Ileraclius to transfer the centre of administration to

Carthage, as marking a turning-point for the better in the Empire ; the influence

of the Slavonic nations in abolisliing serfdom in the East ; the moral and physical

significance of pestilences like those of 542 and 745 A D., and the destructive results

of that love of art which often collects together priceless works to perish in a

common conflagration.

We may note a few small points in which Mr. Bury seems to be mistaken.

He says (Vol. I. p. 123) that Eudoxia was the first Roman Empress who received

the title Augusta. We think it was borne by Julia Domna. In describing

the revolt of the Goths under Arcadius, it seems to us unsafe to depend for

details, and even for a masked leader, on an allegorical work like The Egyptians'

of Synesius.

The style is unfortunately abrupt in places, and statements are occasionally

made with a bluntness that verges on brutality. Yet in spite of minor drawbacks,

the work helps to fill a great gap, and we give it a sincere welcome. A. G.

KICUAKD CLAY AND SOUS, LIMITED, LOWDON AM) UlNGAV.
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